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PREFACE

ApPROACH

Two occurrences in the second part of the 20th century have radically changed the
nature of the field of dynamics. The first is the increased need to model and analyze
complex, multi bodied and often elastic-bodied structures, such as satellites, robot
manipulators, and vehicles. The second is the proliferation of the digital computer,
which has led to the development of numerical techniques to derive the describing
equations of a system, integrate the equations of motion, and obtain the response.
This new computational capability has encouraged scientists and engineers to model
and numerically analyze complex dynamical systems which in the past either could
not be analyzed, or were analyzed using gross simplifications.

The prospect of using computational techniques to model a dynamical system
has also led dynamicists to reconsider existing methods of obtaining equations of
motion. When evaluated in terms of systematic application, ease of implementation
by computers, and computational effort, some of the traditional approaches lose part
of their appeal. For example, to obtain Lagrange's equations, one is traditionally
taught first to generate a scalar function called the Lagrangian and then to perform
a series of differentiations. This approach is computationally inefficient. Moreover,
certain terms in the differentiation of the kinetic energy cancel each other, resulting
in wasted manipulations.

As a result of the reevaluation of the methods used in dynamics, new approaches
have been proposed and certain older approaches that were not commonly used in the
past have been brought back into the limelight. What has followed in the literature
is a series of papers and books containing claims by proponents of certain methods,
each extolling the virtues of one approach over the other without a fair and balanced
analysis. This, at least in the opinion of this author, has not led to a healthy envi-
ronment and fruitful exchange of ideas. It is now possible for basic graduate level
courses in dynamics to be taught at different schools with entirely different subject
material.

These developments of recent years have inspired me to compile my lecture
notes into a textbook. Realizing that much of the research done lately in the field of
dynamics has been reported very subjectively, I have tried to present in this book
a fair and balanced description of dynamics problems and formuiations, from the
classical methods to the newer techniques used in today's multibody environments.
I have emphasized the need to know both the classical methods as well as the newer
techniques and have shown that these approaches are really complementary. Having
the knowledge and experience to look at a problem in a number of ways not only
facilitates the solution but also provides a better perspective. For example, the book
discusses Euler parameters, which lead to fewer singularities in the solution and
which lend themselves to more efficient computer implementation.

xIII
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The focus of this book is primarily the kinematics and derivation of the describ-
ing equations of dynamics. We also consider the qualitative analysis of the response.
We discuss a special case of quantitative analysis, namely the response of motion
linearized about equilibrium.

We discuss means to analyze the kinematics and to describe the equations of mo-
tion. We study force and moment balances, as well as analytical methods. In most
dynamics problems, the resulting equations of motion are nonlinear and lengthy, so
that closed-form solutions are generally not available. We discuss analytical solu-
tions, motion integrals and basic stability concepts. We make use of integrals of the
motion, which are derived quantities that give qualitative information about the sys-
tem without having to solve for the exact solution.

For linearized systems, we discuss the closed-form response. We outline con-
cepts from vibration theory and eigenvector expansions. This also is done for contin-
uous systems, in the last chapter of the book. We discuss the importance of numerical
solutions.

CONTENTS

The book is organized into eleven chapters and three appendixes. The first eight
chapters are intended for an introductory level graduate or advanced undergraduate
course. The later chapters of the book can be used as part of a second, more ad-
vanced graduate level course. The book follows a classical approach, in which one
first deals with particle mechanics and then extends the concepts into rigid bodies.
The Lagrange's equations are initially discussed for a system of particles and plane
motion of rigid bodies.

We follow in this book this school of thought for a number of reasons. First,
graduate students come from a variety of backgrounds. Many times, students have
not considered dynamics since the sophomore dynamics, or the freshman physics
course. Also, this organization presents a more natural flow of the concepts used
in dynamics. Nevertheless, the book is suitable also for instructors who prefer to
teach three-dimensional rigid body dynamics before introducing analytical methods.
Following is a description of the chapters:

In Chapter 1 we study fundamental concepts of dynamics and see their appli-
cations to particle mechanics problems. We discuss Newton's laws and energy and
momentum principles. We look at integrals of motion and basic ideas from stability
theory. The chapter outlines the response of linearized systems, which forms an in-
troduction to vibration theory. This chapter should be covered in detail if the course
is an undergraduate one. Less time should be spent on it for a graduate course or if
the students taking the course are familiar with the basic ideas.

Chapter 2 discusses relative motion. Coordinate frames, rotation sequences, an-
gular velocities, and angular accelerations are introduced. The significance of taking
time derivatives in different coordinate systems is emphasized. We derive the rela-
tive motion equations and consider motion with respect to the rotating earth.

Chapter 3 is a chapter on systems of particles and plane kinetics of rigid bodies.
It is primarily included for pedagogical considerations. I recommend its use for an
undergraduate course; for a graduate level course, it should serve as independent

_,!!",- ..• - ~
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reading. A number of sections in this chapter are devoted to an introduction to ce-
lestial mechanics problems, namely the two-body problem. The sections on plane
kinetics of rigid bodies basically review the sophomore level material. This review
is included here mainly because the approaches in the next chapter are described in
terms of particles and plane motion of rigid bodies.

The subject of classical analytical mechanics is discussed in Chapters 4 and
5. Chapter 4 introduces the basic concepts, covering generalized coordinates,
constraints, and degrees of freedom. We derive the principle of virtual work,
D' Alembert's principle, and Hamilton's principle and then we develop Lagrange's
equations. Analytical mechanics makes use of the calculus of variations, a subject
covered separately in Appendix B. While Chapters 4 and 5 are written so that one
does not absolutely need to learn the calculus of variations as a separate subject, it
has been the experience of this author that some initial exposure of students to the
calculus of variations is very helpful.

Chapter 5 revisits the concept of equilibrium and outlines the distinction be-
tween natural and nonnatural systems. We derive the linearized equations about
equilibrium. The response of linearized systems is analyzed, which in essence is
vibration theory for multi degree of freedom systems. Generalized momenta and mo-
tion integrals are considered.

In Chapter 6, we discuss the internal properties of a rigid body. In a departure
from traditional approaches, we discuss moments of inertia independent of the ki-
netic energy and angular momentum.

Chapter 7 is devoted to a detailed analysis of the kinematics of a rigid body,
where we learn of methods of quantifying the angular velocity vector. We present a
discussion of Euler angles and Euler parameters. We then discuss constraints acting
on the motion and quantify these constraints and the resulting kinematic relations.

Chapter 8 explores basic ideas associated with the kinetics of rigid bodies.
We first begin with the application of force and moment balances. We express the
equations of motion in terms of both the Euler angles and angular velocities. We
discuss the relative merits of deriving the equations of motion in terms of gener-
alized coordinates as well as in terms of angular velocity components. We ana-
lyze impulse-momentum and work-energy principles. We discuss the physical in-
terpretation of Lagrange's equations and integrals of the motion associated with the
Lagrangian.

Chapter 9 introduces more advanced concepts in the analysis of rigid body mo-
tion. We analyze the modified Euler's equations and then consider the moment equa-
tions about an arbitrary point. We discuss quasi-velocities, also known as generalized
speeds, and their applications. We demonstrate that such coordinates are desirable
when dealing with nonholonomic systems. We demonstrate the equivalence of the
Gibbs-Appell and Kane's equations and discuss momentum balances in terms of the
generalized speeds.

Many of the analytical methods described in this chapter could have been intro-
duced in Chapters 4 or 5. However, the power of these methods, which are equally
applicable to both particles and rigid bodies, is better appreciated when we consider
applications to complex rigid body problems.

Chapter 10 covers the qualitative analysis of rigid body motion, and in particular
gyroscopic effects. The chapter initially goes into a qualitative study of torque-free

xv
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motion and the differences in the response between axisymmetric and arbitrary bod-
ies. We then discuss interesting classical applications of gyroscopic motion, such as
a spinning top, a rolling disk, and gyroscopes.

Chapter 11 investigates the subject of dynamics of lightly flexible bodies. Re-
cent problems in dynamics have demonstrated the importance of including the elas-
ticity of a body in the describing equations. The emphasis is the analysis of bodies
that undergo combined rigid and elastic motion, typical examples being robot ma-
nipulators and spacecraft with appendages. We derive the classical boundary value
problem and examine a shortcoming in the traditional formulation. The combined
large-angle rigid and elastic motions are modeled in terms of the superposition of a
primary motion, as the motion of a moving reference frame, and a secondary motion,
the motion of the body as observed from the moving reference frame.

Appendix A is a historical survey of dynamics and a synopsis of the work of the
many people who contributed to this field.

Appendix B presents an introduction to the calculus of variations. It is recom-
mended that at least part of this appendix be studied before Chapter 4. However,
Chapter 4 is written such that a brief introduction to virtual displacements should be
sufficient to understand basic concepts from analytical mechanics.

Appendix C gives the mass moments of inertia of common shapes.

PEDAGOGICAL TOOLS

The book contains several examples and homework problems. It has been my ex-
perience that students understand a subject best when they see many examples. I
encourage anyone teaching dynamics, either at the undergraduate or the graduate
level, to use as many examples as possible.

Another pedagogical tool emphasized in the book is computational techniques.
While we do not go into details of numerical integration, we discuss the numerical
integration of equations of motion. Many of the examples and homework problems
in the book can be assigned as computer projects. I encourage every student to keep
pace with new advances in scientific software, such as symbolic manipulators, be-
cause, as discussed earlier, the availability of computational tools has changed the
nature of dynamics.

SUPPLEMENT

The book is supplemented by an Instructor's Solutions Manual which includes de-
tailed solutions to all of the problems in the book.
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chapter

1
BASIC PRINCIPLES

1•1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses basic principles and concepts used in the field of dynamics. It
describes these principles and concepts within the context of particles. First, we look
at the systems of units commonly used in dynamics. Then, we analyze the kinemat-
ics of a particle and outline the coordinate systems used to describe the motion. We
distinguish between coordinate systems that deal with components of the motion in
fixed directions and coordinate systems based on the properties of the path followed
by the particle. The kinematic analysis is followed by the kinetics of a particle, and
Newton's laws are given. We move on to analyze the concept of force and discuss the
integration of the equations of motion. The distinction is drawn between the quali-
tative and quantitative analysis of the motion. Integration of the equations of motion
lead to energy and momentum expressions and in some cases to other integrals of
the motion, which are useful in analyzing the nature of the motion. There is an intro-
duction to the concepts of equilibrium and stability, and the closed-form integration
of linearized equations of motion. This subject forms the basis of vibration analysis.

This chapter is a collection of the fundamental principles that one uses in obtain-
ing the equations of motion and in analyzing these equations of motion. The devel-
opments in subsequent chapters in this book are built on these principles. The reader
is encouraged to understand all the concepts discussed in this chapter thoroughly
before continuing with the rest of the text.

1.2 SYSTEMS OF UNITS

While anyone can develop a set of units to describe the evolution of a dynamical
system, in classical mechanics two basic sets are widely used: Systeme International

1



2 CHAPTER 1 • BASIC PRINCIPLES

(SI), or metric, and U.S. Customary. The primary difference between these systems
is that the SI system is universal and absolute, and the U.S. system is local (or gravi-
tational), that is, valid on earth. Today, most countries in the world have adopted the
SI system as their standard.

To describe the evolution of a body, three fundamental quantities are needed.
In all commonly used systems there is agreement on two: length and time, whose
dimensions are denoted by Land T, respectively. The U.S. and SI systems differ on
the nature of the third quantity. The SI system uses mass (M), defined as the amount
of matter (absolute) contained in a body. By contrast, the U.S. system usesjorce (F).
The justification for this system is that the weight of a body, as the force with which
the body is pulled toward the center of mass of the coordinate system (in our case,
earth), is easier to visualize. Weight is a relative quantity. It changes depending on
the amount of gravitational attraction.

Corresponding to each fundamental quantity there is a base unitl that describes
standardized amounts of a fundamental quantity. Evolution of the base units has
been in many cases based on convenience (e.g.,joot), but in some cases a rational
explanation is not available. The base units are usually abbreviated by symbols. The
fundamental quantities and corresponding base units in the U.S. and SI systems are
as follows (the dimensions and symbols are denoted in the parentheses):

SI Units U.S. Customary Units

Mass (M):

Length (L):

Time (T):

kilogram (kg)

meter (m)

second (s)

Force (F):

Length (L):

Time (T):

pound (lb)

foot (ft)

second (sec or s)

In the SI system, force is a derived quantity. The base unit of force (F =
M LIT2) is denoted by a newton (N), where 1 N = 1 kg. m/s2. In the U.S. system,
mass is a derived quantity, and the unit of mass (M = FT2IL) is denoted by a slug,
with 1 slug = Ilb.sec2/ft. When using the SI system many people commonly, and
at the same time erroneously, refer to mass as a unit of weight. This is due to the
perpetuation of the original definition of kilogram as a unit of weight. The kilogram
was formally redefined as a unit of mass in the year 1859.

The selection of base units in a given system of units is not absolute. In many
cases one switches to a different system of units to describe the motion. For example,
the speed of an automobile is usually described in kilometers per hour (or miles per
hour), and the speed of a ship is described by knots (l knot = 1 nautical mile/hr,
where 1 nautical mile = 1.852 km).

To describe rotational displacements one may use degrees (0) or radians (rad).
Going around a full circle takes 360 degrees or 27T radians and is referred to as a
revolution. A radian is a dimensionless unit. The angle of 1 radian = 57.2958° is
depicted in Fig. 1.1.

I 1Some refer to the fundamental quantities as bose units and to the bose units as dimensions.

~
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Figure 1.1 One radian

"An interesting source of debate has been the need to reexamine and to recal-
ibrate the standards used in defining the base units. Many precision calculations
require formal definitions for several quantities. For example, one meter was origi-
nally defined as one lO-millionth of the distance from one of the earth's poles to the
equator. The current formal definition of a meter is the distance that light travels in
one 299,792,458th of a second. One inch is defined as being exactly equal to 2.54
em. The current formal definition of a second is the time it takes for 9,192,631,770
vibrations to occur in cesium atoms excited by microwave. A second was originally
defined as 1/60 of a minute, which is 1/60 of an hour, which is 1/24 of a day. A
kilogram is defined as the mass of water contained in a volume of one liter and at a
temperature of 40 Celsius. A block with a mass of 1 kg is maintained in a vault in
Paris as the standard kilogram. At the time of writing of this text, there was ongoing
debate on revising the formal definition of the kilogram.

To relate the mass of an object to its weight, we make use of the gravitational
constant. The gravitational constant is denoted by g and it has the units of accelera-
tion. The general form for this constant will be given in Section 1.4. On earth at sea
level the value of g is approximated as g = 9.81 rn/s2 or g = 32.2 ft/sec2. On earth
an object of mass 1 kg weighs 9.81 N,and an object of weight 1 lb has a mass of
1/32.2 slugs. It is interesting that the weight of a medium-sized apple is about one
newton.

We have so far treated the three fundamental quantities as independent of each
other. This is a correct assumption as long as relativistic effects are ignored (when
the speeds involved are much less than the speed of light). As the speeds involved
approach the speed of light, mass, length, and time become interrelated. This is the
foundation of relativistic mechanics and it will not be pursued in this text.

It is always important to check that the dimensions of the quantities being ma-
nipulated match. Equations of motion and equilibrium equations must have all of
their terms with the same dimension. Checking dimensional homogeneity is a good
way of spotting errors.

Analogous to the preceding discussion regarding standards, one must also be
careful in the accuracy of the solution and rounding off numbers when solving a
problem. Many engineering problems require an accuracy of about one part in a
thousand or better. Accordingly, "inmost problems in this text we will retain four

.>A •...-
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i,

and sometimes five lsignificant digits in the solution (e.g., 0.7655, 8.975, 12.34 or
0.76549, 8.9762, 12:345). Following this line of thought, we note that the standard
assumptions for the !gravitational constant given above are not extremely accurate.
In celestial mechani~s problems, which we will discuss in Chapter 3, one needs to
go to much higher levels of accuracy.

l
I
I

I'

Suppose a new coordi~ate system is developed'such that the density of water and the accel-
eration of gravity are both of unit magnitude. If the pound is taken as the unit of force, how
do the units of length and time in the new system compare with the U.S. Customary system?

I

Solution' "
Denote the base units in the old system by lb, ft. and sec and the units in the new system by
lb, ft*, and s*. We are given that

Ac~eleration of gravity g =::32.2 ftlsec2 = I ft*/(S*)2 [a]
I',

Density of *,ater 'Y = Specific wtlgravity = (62.8 Ib/ft3)/(32.2 ft/sec2)
i
I ~ = I Ib/ft*2/(1 ft*/S*2)
I

I ~ 1.950 lb sec2/ft4 '= lib (s*)2/(ft*)4 [b]
I
I i

These two relations ate two equations that can be solved for the two unknowns ft* and s*.
From the first relation;, I ft* = 32.2 ft (s*?/sec2. Substituting this into the second relation,
we obtain i~

1.950lb sec2/ft4 = I lb (~*)2/[32.2 ft (S*)2/sec2]4 [c]
~ t,

i :
which can be solved to give I sec/so = 11.31. Substitution of this result into the first relation
yields I ftlft* = 3.973.

I

, .3 REVIE"\ OF VECTOR ANALYSIS
;
i

In this section we r~view the sets of coordinates and associated unit vectors com-
monly used in dynamics. As with systems of units, one can develop a specific set
of vectors to describe the orientation of a body. The study of dynamics uses two ba-
sic types of coordinates: rectilinear and curvilinear. Rectilinear coordinates describe
the components of the motion in fixed directions. Curvilinear coordinate systems
incorporate the properties of the path that the particle follows.

In a coordinate isystem, one defines a set of three principal directions. The co-
ordinate axes and a~sociated unit vectors are directed along the principal directions.
When a set of unit ;vectors e], e2, e3 obeys the cross product rule ei X ej = 8ijkek
where 8ijk = 1 ifi,lj, k are in order Ci = 1, j = 2, k = 3, or i = 2, j = 3, k = 1,
ori = 3,j = 1,k F 2),8ijk = -lifi,j,karenotinorderCi = 1,j = 3,k =2,

or i = 2, j = 1, k l= 3, or i = 3, j = 2 ••k = 1), and 8jjk = 0 if any two indices
are repeated, the s~t is referred to as a mutually orthogonal triad. The coordinate
system that uses th~se unit vectors is called a right-handed coordinate system.

i'
I
!
Ii

•••



1.3 REVIEW OF VECTOR ANALYSIS 5

1.3.1 RECTILINEAR (CARTESIAN) COORDINATES

_.---- ._ _ • _."v_
In this coordinate system, the origin and the principal directions remain fixed. These
directions are usually referred to as x, y, and z axes or X, Y, and Z axes, with as-
sociated unit vectors i, j, and k or I, J, and K, respectively. These unit vectors are; .
time invariant. Because the unit vectors are independent of the path followed, this\
coordinate system is called extrinsic. . \

Consider Fig. 1.2, where a particle P is moving along a curve. The displacement
vector r(t) that describes the location of point P is

._.~.

".

4:_ ~j

,
.,-=.j-' • " ~.~',,-.~:,/:;

..,_-----,r',/

,

ret) = xi + yj + zk

The distance r from the origin 0 to point P then becomes

r = Jr(t). r(t) = J x2 + y2 + Z2

[1.3.1 ]

[1.3.2]

[1.3.3]

Denoting the position of the particle at time t + I1t by ret + I1t), the velocity of the
particle is defined by

vet) = dr(t) = ret) = lim r(t + I1t) - ret)
d t At-o!:i.t

Because the unit vectors are time invari{lnt, their derivatives vanish. In a similar
fashion, one can obtain expressions for the acceleration

This set of coordinates is useful when the components of the motion can be
analyzed separately from each other. Projectile motion problems provide a classical
example.

I:
i,
•i
I
)
~

Introduction of Eg. [1.3.1] into Eg. [1.33] yields
I

vet) = ii + yj +ik = uxi + uyj + uzk

aCt) = ret) = Xi + yj + zk = axi + ayj + azk

[1.3.4]

[1.3.5]

y

x

Path

- - - - - - - - _.:. - - - - - - - - - - - - -,:;
, ,, ,, ,

P' ,, ,
'8r:

,,,,,,,,
L _,,,,,
, ,Y:;o :/~: :'1' ", ,
: ---"--------;I ----------- X '.

z

Figure 1.2
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Let us investigate a few interesting cases for motion in one direction, also known
as rectilinear motion, Taking the displacement variable as x, we can express the ac-
celeration in the most general case as a = a(x; i,t), If the acceleration is constant,
a = c, then we can obtain the velocity and displacement by direct integration as
v(t) = Vo + ct, x(t) ~ Xo + vot + ct212, with Xo and Vo denoting the initial displace-
ment and initial velocity, Direct integration can again be used if the acceleration is
only a function of time, a = f(t), If the acceleration is a function of the displace-
ment only, a = f(x), one uses the transformation a = dv/dt = f(x), Multiplying
both sides by dx, we obtain

dv
f(x)dx = -dx = vdv

dt
[1.3.6]

where each side is a function of x or v only, It follows that each side can be integrated
separately from the other. If the acceleration is a function of velocity alone, a = f(v),
we write a = dv/dt = f(v), Carrying the dt term to the right side and the f(v) term
to the left, we obtain

dv = dt
f(v)

[1.3.7]

j:
I

I'
I
ii
i'
'I
"

Example
, .2

where we have agaiA separated the variables so that each side of the above equation
can be integrated independently of the other,

The case when a = f(x, i) is left as a homework exercise, Any other combina-
tion lends itself to more complicated problems. The situation gets worse when there
is two- or three-dimensional motion, and the acceleration in one direction is related
to motion in more than one direction, such as ax = f(x, y). One has to then go into
coordinate systems that take advantage of the properties of the path followed by the
particle, as we will see next.

A projectile is thrown from an inclined surface with an initial velocity Vo and an angle of
() = 300 from the incline, as shown in Fig. 1.3. The plane of the incline makes an angle of
4> = 15° with the horizontal. Find the time elapsed before the particle falls to the ground and
the distance traveled along the incline.

Incline

Figure 1.3
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Solution
The equations of motion in the horizontal and vertical directions are independent of each other
and have the form

which can be integrated directly to yield the velocity and displacement relations

uAt) = Uxo = constant x(t) = uxot
I 2uz(t) = Uzo - gt z(t) = uzot - 2: gt [b]

where Uxo and Uzo are the components of the initial velocity. From Fig. 1.3, the initial velocities
are

i

I
max = 0 maz = -mg [a]

uxo = uocos(O-cjJ) = uocosI5°: Uzo = uosin(O-cjJ}= uosinl5° [c]
L

Denote the time it takes for the projectile to touch the ground by tl and the coordinates
of that point by x I = x(t I) and zi = z(t I ). From Fig. 1.4 (not drawn to scale) we can relate
zl and xI by

I
t
!,
~
!,
1>

.~
toI~

- zl = x I tan cjJ

Substituting the values for xI and zl from E9. [b], we obtain
, 2

-(uzotl - 0.5gt/) = uxotl tan cjJ

which leads to the following equation for tl::.

0.5gt} - (uzo + Uxo tancjJ)tl = 0

Solving for tl for the final time, we obtain

Uzo + Uxo tan cjJ
tl = I

-g
2

[eI]

[e]

[f]

~

I..

1

Uosin 15° + Uocos 15° tan 15°
I
-g
2

z
Va

~'

XI

Figure 1.4

4uo sin 15°
g

" Zj,,,,
,,

1.035 Uo
g

x

[9]
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The final distancetraveled is calculated by substituting the value for tl into Eqs. [b] and
[d], and we have

x(tl) = uxotl = 4u6 sin 15°cos 15°
g

u6
g

[h]

u2 . u2
Z(t/) = - xI tan c/> = - -.J1.tan 15° = -O.2680-.J1.

g g

, .3.2 CuRVILINEAR COORDINATES

[I]

Properties of the path followed by a particle. tum out to be extremely useful quantiti~s
for understanding the nature of the motion. This observation has led to the develop-
ment of curvilinear coordinate systems. There are several such coordinate systems
that one can develop. We will begin with a coordinate system that is entirely based
on the properties of the path. We will then study two commonly used coordinate
systems that make use of the properties of the path as well as the position of the par-
ticle. Curvilinear coordinate systems are referred to as intrinsic, as these coordinate
systems depend on the path followed by the particle.

Normal-Tangential Coordinates This coordinate system is attached to the
particle whose motion is considered (see Fig. 1.5). The distance traversed along the
path is designated by s, measured from a reference position. This coordinate system
is primarily used to describe the nature of the path followed by the particle.2 The
variables used are referred to as path variables.

While it may appear to be more desirable from a mathematical perspective to
just look at the distance between the initial and final positions, considering the path

Figure 1.5

21nthis regard, the normal-tangential coordinates do not constitute a coordinate system that can describe displace-
ment, velocity, or acceleraiion. Rather, they are a means of obtaining information about the path followed by the
particle. The other curvilinear coordinates that we will study in this section can, in essence, be derived from the
path variables. .

-.-- J
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followed and the total distance traversed along the path is very important. Someone
traveling from one location to another, say by driving, usually selects a route that
minimizes the distance traveled along the road (the path).

We define two principal directions to describe the motion. The first is along the
tangent to the curve and along the direction of the motion. This direction is called
the tangential direction. We denote the unit vector associated with this direction as
et. Consider Fig. 1.5 and the position of the particle after it has traveled distances of
sand s + !:J.s.The associated position v,ectors, measured from a fixed location, are
denoted as res) and res + !:J.s),respective'y. Define by !:J.rthe difference between res)
and res + !:J.s),thus :

I!

!:J.r= r(s'+ !:J.s)- res) [1.3.8]

Now using the definition of et from Eq. [1.3.9] and noting that the speed v is the rate
of change of the distance traveled along the path, v = ds/dt, we obtain

The unit vector et changes direction as the particle moves. We can obtain the
velocity of the particle by differentiating the displacement vector with respect to
time. Using the chain rule for differentiation,

[1.3.9]

[1.3.10]

[1.3.11 ]vet). = vet

dr dr ds
v(t) = dt = ds dt

From Fig. 1.5, as !:J.sbecomes small !:J.rand !:J.shave the same length and become
parallel to each other. Further, !:J.rbecomes aligned with the tangential direction. We
hence define the unit vector in the tangential direction as

. :!:J.r dr
et = lIm - = -

Ils-0 !:J.s ds

Ir,
io'.
~
~.

Ir~'.~
6
f•

t
i

The second principal direction is defined as being normal to the curve and di-
rected toward the center of curvature of the path, as shown in Fig. 1.6. This direction
is defined as the normal direction. The a.ssociated unit vector is denoted by en' The
center of curvature of a path associated 'with a certain point on the path lies along
a line perpendicular to the path at that point. An infinitesimal arc in the vicinity of
that point can be viewed as a circular path, with the center of curvature as the center
of the circle. The radius of the circle is called the radius of curvature. Because the
normal to the curve is perpendicular to the tangential direction, the two unit vectors
are orthogonal, that is, et • en = O.

Differentiation ofEq. [1.3.11] with respect to time gives the acceleration of the
particle aCt) as

aCt) = v(t) = vet + Vet [1.3.12]

To obtain the derivative of et we displace the particle by an infinitesimal distance
ds, and refer to the unit vectors associated with the new location by et(s + ds), as
shown in Fig. 1.6. The center of curvature associated with all points on the arc is the
same. The arc length can be expressed as ds = p d</>;d</>is the infinitesimal angle
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Figure 1.6

n

Figure 1.7

[1.3.13]

traversed as the particle moves by a distance ds. Defining the vector connecting et(s)
and et(s + ds) by det, we can write det = et(s + ds) - et(s). From Fig. 1.7, the angle
between et(s + ds) and et(s) is very small, so that

Idetl = sin d</>let(s)1 = d</>Ietl = dsp

or

I
detl '= ~
ds ' p

[1.3.14]

The radius of curvature is a measure of how much the curve bends. For motion along
a straight line, the curve does not bend and the radius of curvature has the value
of infinity. For plane motion, using the coordinates x and y such that the curve is
described by y = y(x), the expression for the radius of curvature can be shown to
be

1
p

=
Id2y/dx21

(1 + (dy/dx)2)3/2
[1.3.15]

The absolute value sign in this equation is necessary because we defined the radius
of curvature as a positive quantity. Considering the sign convention that we adopted
above, we have

det
ds

=
en
p

[1.3.16]

,~I

Using the chain rule, we obtain the time derivative of et as

det ds en. -v-
et = ds dt - p [1.3.17]

~



[1.3.18]

.\!o-----
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Introduction ofthis relation into Eq. [1.3.12] yields

. . v2

aU) = vU) = vet + -en
p

The first term on the right in this equation is the component of the acceleration
due to a change in speed, referred to as tangential acceleration (at). The second term
is the contribution due to a change in direction, referred to as the normal acceleration
or centripetal acceleration (an)' The acceleration expression can be written as

';

11

with

a(t) = atet + anen [1.3.19]

at = v an =
v2

p
[1.3.20a,b]

It is a common misconception to treat an object moving along a curved path
with constant speed as having no acceleration. Note that the normal component of
the acceleration is always directed toward the center of curvature.

The normal and tangential directions define the plane of the motion for that par-
ticular instant. This instantaneous plane of motion is called the osculating plane
(after the Italian word osculari, which means to kiss). The orientation of the oscu-
lating plane changes as the particle moves. This is referred to as the twisting of the
osculating plane. The unit vector eb, referred to as the unit vector in the binormal
direction and defined as eb = et X en, is perpendicular to the osculating plane. Con-
sider, for the sake of illustration, plane motion as shown in Fig. 1.8. The direction
of eb and hence the osculating plane alternates as the curvature of the path switches
from convex to concave.

The unit vector in the binormal direction is used to obtain the derivative of the
unit vector in the normal direction. While eb is not needed to describe the velocity or
acceleration, it is used to describe the evolution of the plane of motion. The twisting
of the osculating plane is a path parameter.

en

eb (into page)

,
,
,,

,

,
,

,
,

Figure 1.8
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To analyze the movement of the plane of motion, we investigate the derivatives
of en and eb with respect to s. To this end"we take the derivative of eb using the
definition of the cros~ product as

deb den det
i -d = et X -d + -d X en [1.3.21]. s s s
1

Using Eq. [1.3.19], derlds = en/p, so that the second term in the right side of
the above equation vanishes. From the first term on the right side we conclude that
the rate of change ofeb along the path has no tangential component. To show that
deb/ds has no component in the binormal direction either, we differentiate the dot
product eb • eb = 1, with the obvious result

d deb
-(eb ° eb) = 2eb ° - = 0
ds ds

It follows that deb/ds can only have a component in the normal direction. This
can be explained physically the same way we explained Eqs. [1.3.13] through
[1.3.16]. We define a quantity denoted by T, which is called the torsion of the curve,
as

deb
ds

1- --en- T [1.3.23]

The torsion of the curve is a measure of how much the plane of motion twists, or
how the osculating plane changes direction. For plane motion, while the curve may
change from convex to concave, the binormal direction does not change and hence
T is equal to infinity. ;

We next obtain the derivative of en with respect to s. From the above discussion
we know that den/ds cannot have a component in the normal direction. We proceed
to write this as

den = Cl et + C2eb
ds

[1.3.24]

in which Cl and C2 are coefficients to be determined. We make use of the property
that the unit vectors are orthogonal to each other and write

en ° et = 0 en ° eb = 0 [1.3.25]

Differentiation of these equations with respect to s and using Eqs. [1.3.16] and
[1.3.23] yields

deb deneno- +ebo- =
ds ds

det denen° - + etO-ds ds

1 den-- + ebO - = 0
T ds

1 den- +etO- = 0
p ds

[1.3.26]

Taking the dot product of Eq. [1.3.24] with et and eb and comparing with Eqs.
[1.3.26], we obtain .

r~

1
Cl = -p C2 =

1
T

[1.3.27]

i
l

j.
----
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t, We are now in a position to write the rate of change of the unit vectors in the
normal-tangential coordinate system as !

det 1
- = -en
ds p

1 Iden = --et + -eb
ds p T

deb
ds

I
= --en

T
[1.3.28a,b,c]

Egs. [1.3.28a,b,c] are known as Frenet's formulas. They enable us to describe how
the curve and the associated unit vectors change.

Note that up to now, we derived the unit vectors and their derivatives as a func-
tion of s, the distance traversed along the path. But we did not find an expression for
s itself. To accomplish this, we need to express position in terms of a path variable.
Denoting this variable by a, we can write the position vector as

I
r = rea) = x(a)i + y(a)j + z(a)k

Using the definition of et in Eg. [1.3.29], we obtain

et = dr = dr da = (dX i+ dy j + dz k) da
ds da ds ,da da da ds

I

We then take the dot product of et with itself:

[1.3.29]

[1.3.30]

Integrating this expression, we obtain

e,.e, ~ 1 ~ (~~}[(:;) + (:~)2+ (:~)'] [1.3.31 ]

[1.3.32]

[1.3.33](dX)2 + (dy)2 + (dZ)2 da
da . da da

(
dX)2 :(dy)2 (dZ)2- + - + - da
da da da

ds =

s = fa
ao

which can be solved to yield.
I~r
M

~

!

where ao is the initial value of the path p'arameter. When the path parameter is time,
we get the familiar expression of displacement being the integral of the velocity over
time.

We next express the radius of curvature, torsion, and the unit vectors in terms of
the path variables. We first write the unit vector in the tangential direction and the
derivative of the position vector as

dr dr da
et=-=--:

ds da ds
r'
s'

r' = s'et [1.3.34a,b]

[1.3.35]

Primes denote differentiation with respect to the path variable a. Differentiation of
Eg. [1.3.34b] with respect to the path parameter a, and using Eg. [1.3.16], yields

" " ,det ds " (s')2
r = s et +s ds da = s et + pen

>,f'""'

"~------l--- __
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As one would expect, if the path variable is selected as time, Eqs. [1.3.34b]
and [1.3.35] yield the expressions for velocity and acceleration. To express the unit
vector in the normal direction in terms of the path variables, we multiply Eq. [1.3.35]
by s' and subtract from it Eq. (1.3.34b] multiplied by s", with the result

e = :.!!-(r"s' - r's") [1 3 36]
n (s')3 • •

It is customary to ~xpress en in terms of the first derivative of s. Noting from Eqs.
[1.3.34b] and [1.3.35] that r". r' = s's" and substituting this relationship in the
above equation, we obtain

en = (:)4 (r"(s,)2 - r'(r". r')) [1.3.37]

To find the unit vector in the binormal direction, we use the definition eb =
et X en and substitute the values for et and en from Eqs. [1.3.34a] and [1.3.36], with
the result

I:

,i

,
"I
I

I ' ~ ~

i

'i' r' : p
eb = - x L(r"s' - r's") = --(r' Xr")

s' (s')3 (s')3
[1.3.38]

1 1P = (s,)3 J(r" •r")s,2- (r' •r")2

Finding the radius of curvature and the torsion requires manipulation of the
above equations. The radius of curvature is found by making use ofEq. [1.3.37] and
the property that the norm of en is 1. To find the torsion T we invoke Eq. [1.3.28c]
and carry out the algebra. The results are

1 ')
~ = - (;';6 [r". (r' X r"')] [1.3.39a,b]

! ~

The derivations are left as an exercise. Note that to find p one needs the second
derivative of r with respect to the path variable, whereas to find the torsion T the
third derivative ofr is required. This can be explained by the following observation:
Let time be the path variable. Given the velocity and acceleration of a particle at a
point in time, one can determine what the plane of the motion is and the radius of
curvature, but not how the plane of motion is twisting.

Finally, in terms of the derivatives with respect to s, we can write
dr d2r 1
-d = et d 2 = -en [1.3.40]ssp

We now compare the two coordinate systems that we have seen sofar. With rec-
tilinear coordinates, one describes velocity and acceleration as the rate of change of
absolute distance from an origin. With normal-tangential coordinates, one describes
velocity and acceleration using properties of the path that the particle follows. The
distance from an origin does not come into the picture. The two descriptions can be
used together to give a better understanding of the nature of the motion.

~-

A particle moves on a path on the xy plane defined by the curve y = 3x2
, where x varies

with the relation x = sin Q'. Find the radius of curvature of the path and the unit vectors in
the normal and tangential directions when Q' = 71'/6.

Example
1.3

, ',;
!

i I!
i'l
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Solution
The position vector can be written as

r = sinai + 3 sin2 aj [a]
f,

so that the unit vector in the tangential direction is

dr dr 1 . 1 [ . 6' 'Je, = - = - - = - cosal + smacosaJ
ds da s' s'

[b]

where s' = ds/da. Noting that the magnitude of e, is 1, we write

s' = Jcos2 a + 36 sin2 a cos2 a [c]

To find the radius of curvature we use Eq. [1.3.39a], which requires expressions for r'
and r". These derivatives are

,dr , 6' ,r = da = cosal + sma cosaJ
d2r

II __ ?
r - da- - sin ai + 6(cos2 a - sin2 a)j [d]

Evaluating these expressions at a = 7T/6, we obtain

s' (i) = J7.5 r'('!!-) J36 = T(i + 3j)
,

r" (i) = i-2 + 3j [e]

To find the unit vector in the normal direction we need to use Eq. [1.3.37], which yields

[f]

[h]

[g]

When a = 7T/6, the unit vector in the tangential direction has the value

1 (J3, 3J3,) :. 1 (' 3') 03162' 09487'e, = -- --I + -J =, - 1+ J =. 1+. JJ7.5 2 2 JiO

which, when substituted into Eq. [1.3.39a] yields

1 1 J: :- = - (r". r")s'2 - (r'. r")2 = 0.1897
p (s')3

en = ~4 (r"(s')2 - r'(~II. r'» = -0.9487i + 0.3162j
(s')

Note that we determined all the path parameters using their given formulas. We could
have solved this problem by assuming that the parameter a is time and by using the expres-
sions for the normal and tangential accelerations.

i
I

i
I
I

The motion of a particle is described in Cartesian coordinates as

x(t) = 2r2 + 4t y(t): = 0.lt3 + cos t z(t) = 3t [a]

Example
1.4

Find the radius of curvature and the torsion of the path at time t = O.

Solution
From Eq. [1.3 .20b], the radius of curvature is related to the speed of the particle and its normal
acceleration as

v2

an
[b]

.•.

, ~
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and the components of the acceleration in the normal-tangential and Cartesian coordinates
are related by

.., .., .., ., .., ..,
a- == a~ + a; == a; + a;, + a~ [e]

I
We can obtain the c?mponents of the velocity and acceleration by differentiating Eq. [a]:

~t(t) == 4t + 4

yet) ....,.4
\'(r) ~ O,3t: --' sin t

.;:(!) = O.(,: .. cos t

~(t) == 3

;:(t) == 0
[d]

T\r.: ~'.:Juareof the speed of the particle at t == 0 is

u~(O) == [.r2(0) + leO) + F(o)] = [42 + 0 + 32] == 25 Ie]

The tangential acceleration can be found by differentiating the expression for the speed

a{ = iJ = :!.... Ir:(t) + ),2(t) + ~2(t) ;;:: ~ ~==1==(2ii + 2yy+ 2zt)
dt 2 /r2 + 5'2 + Z2

[I]

At t = 0, we have

(0) = 4(4) + 0(-1) + 3(0)
ar {42 + 02 + l~}'12

16
5 [g]

Substituting the numerical values into Eq. [c], we obtain

(
ry)2V-' .., .., .., .,p ._+ a; = a.; + a;. + a~ (')5)2 (16)2:;, -p + 5 == 42 + 12 + 0 [h]

which can be solved for p to yield

p=
252 125

17 - (16/5)2 == 13 = 9.615 Ii]

Next, we find the radius of curvature using Eq. [1.3.39a]. Noting that the path variable
is time, at t = 0 we have .

reO) = 4i + 3k f(O) == 4i - j 05(0) = ) i2(0) + ?(O) + Z2(O) == 5 m
Substituting these v,Hues into Eq. [1.3.39a] we obtain

[k]
I I "P = 125 )17(5)2 - 162 == ~125!

I

which gives the same result as the one obtained in Eq. [i].
To find the torsion of the curve we make use of Eq. [1.3.39b]. We note tha: the third

derivative of the position vector is required. From Eq. [d] we obtain

r'" ==r(r) == (0.6 + sin t)j [I]

so that at t = O,fei) = 0.6j. Introducing this and the expressions for r' and r" into Eq.
(1.3.39b] we obtain,

T
- 9.~~5~ {(4i - j). [(4i + 3k) X 0.6j]} = 0.04260 [m]

'>;;.

:!;I
' .
;:1;
l:JI':I i'

,
I

J

iii



so that the torsion of the curve at T = 0 is T = 1/0.04260. = 23.47. Comparing with the
value of the radius of curvature, we see tha~ the curve is bending more than it is twisting at
this instant.

The above analysis could also be carried out using a vector approach from the begin-
ning. We can write the velocity as v = 4i + 3k, from which we obtain the unit vector in the
tangential direction as

--

tt: .~-~~=

I

~---.,~--

v
et = iV1

4i + 3k
5
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[n]

17

The component of the acceleration in the tangential and normal directions can then be
computed as

at = aOet an = la - (a 0 et)etl = Ja2 - a~ [0]

,
!
9

l'
t
~.

For the problem at hand, a = 4i - j, so that substituting it into the above equation yields
the results that we obtained earlier. This latter approach is in many cases more efficient in
obtaining the path parameters.

j,

Cylindrical Coordinates This set of coordinates is particularly useful if the
particle is moving along a curved path, the position of the particle is of interest, and
one component of the motion can be separated from the other two.

Fig. 1.9 describes this coordinate system. The inertial coordinate system xyz is
chosen such that the component of the motion that can be separated from the other
two is defined as the z direction. We take the path of the particle and project it onto
the xy plane. The parameters describing the motion are:

1. The height z.
2. The absolute distance from the origin of the coordinate system to the projection

of the path of the particle on the xy plane, denoted by R or r.

z

x

Original
path

y

Projection
onto xy plane

Figure 1.9
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3. On the xy plane, the amount of counterclockwise rotation from a starting line
(usually selected as the x axis) to reach the line joining the origin and projection
of the particle on the xy plane. Denoted by f) and measured in radians.

The selection of the origin ofthe coordinate system is very important when using
cylindrical coordinates, as Rand f) change by changing the location of the origin. The
first principal direction is fixed, and it is the z direction, with associated unit vector
k. To describe the component of the motion in the x y plane, we define two perpen-
dicular directions. The radial direction is defined as outward from the origin of the
coordinate system to the projection of the particle on the x y plane. The associated
unit vector is referred to as er. The transverse direction is perpendicular to the ra-
dial direction and it is denoted by f), with unit vector eo. Essentially, the radial and
transverse directions are obtained by rotating the x and y axes counterclockwise by
f) about the z axis. The unit vectors en eo, and k form a mutually orthogonal triad,
with er X eo = k. For plane motion, these coordinates are referred to as polar coor-
dinates. The unit vectors can be expressed in terms of the unit vectors in Cartesian
coordinates as

er,= cosf)i + sinf)j eo = -,-sinf)i + cosf)j [1.3.41]

The position of a particle is expressed in cylindrical coordinates as

ret) = Rer + zk = R cos f)i + R sin f)j + zk = xi + yj + zk [1.3.42]

To obtain the velocity we differentiate this equation, to get
,

vet) = ret) = Rer + Rer + zk [1.3.43]

which requires the derivative of the unit vector in the radial direction. To calculate
this derivative, consider the particle at a pOIntP', as shown in Fig. 1.10. The coordi-
nate system has rotated by an angle of lif). Denoting the unit vectors associated with
the new position as erCf) + lif) and eo(f) + lif), we relate them to er(f) and eo(f) by

~r(f) + lif) = er(f) cos lif) + eo(f) sin lif)

eo(f) + lif) = -er(f)sinlif) + eo(f)cos lif) [1.3.44]

Figure 1.10
"
11;,

II
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Using a small angles assumption of sin ~O = ~O, cos ~O = 1, and taking the limit
as ~O approaches zero, we obtain

19

tI lim [erC0 + ~O) - e,(O)] _ de,
M--O ~O , - de = ee

I,
I

r [ee(e + ~O) - el)(e)] del)1m -£ll)--O ~e - de = -e, [1.3.45]

Using the chain rule of differentiation and Eq. [1.3.44], we obtain

de, de = Oel)e, = de dt
dee de = -Oe,

el) = de dt [1.3.46]

The first term on the right side of this expression corresponds to a change in the radial
direction and the second term to a change in angle. The third term is the component
of the velocity in the z direction.

In a similar fashion we can find the expression for acceleration. Differentiation
of Eq. [1.3.47] yields ..I
which, when substituted in the expression for the velocity, yield

v(t) = Re) + ROel) + ik,

aCt) = ret) = Re, + Re, + ROel) + Reel) + ROel) + ik

[1.3.47]

[1.3.48]

Substituting in the values for the derivati;ves of the unit vectors and combining terms,
we obtain

aCt) = (R - R02)e,. + (Re + 2RO)el) + ik [1.3.49]

We can attribute a physical meaning to the acceleration terms. The first term,
R, describes the rate of the change of the component of the velocity in the radial
direction. The second term, R02, is the centripetal acceleration. It is always in the
negative radial direction as R is a positive quantity. The term Re describes the accel-
eration due to the change in the angle O. The last term, 2RO, is known as the Co rio lis
acceleration, named after the French military engineer Gustave Coriolis, who first
explained the significance and existence of this component of the acceleration. It
results from two effects: The first effect is due to the differentiation of the e, term
in Re" and it is associated with a change ~ndirection. The second effect is due to
the differentiation of R in the expression Reel), and it is associated with a change in
magnitude.

A car travels with constant speed v on a spiraling path along a mountain. The shape of the
mountain is approximated as a paraboloid with base radius Q and height h, as shown in Fig.
1.11. It takes the car exactly six full turns around the mountain to reach the top. Find the
velocity of the car as a function of its radial distance R from the center of the mountain.

Example
1.5
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z.

x

Figure 1.11

T
h

1

y

Solution
The height reached by the car is related to the radial distance by the relation

! h
h - z = _R2

a2

The height is also related to the angle traversed by

h ()
z = 627T

[a]

[b]

One can express the height and the angle traversed as a function of the radial distance R as

hz = h - _R2
a2

127T (R
2
)() = -' -z = 127T 1 - -

: h a2
I

[c]

Differentiating Eqs. (c) and introducing into the expression for velocity, we obtain

and

h .
z = -2-RR

a2
iJ = -24 RR7T--

a2
[d]

. 2 . .
.' . R R RR

v = Rer + R(}eo + zk = Rer - 247T-2 eo - 2h-2 k = veta a [e]

We are given that the speed is constant, so that we take the magnitude of the velocity as

~ . I i R4 R2
V = ....;v.v = R I+ 5767T2- +4h2-, a4 a4

Defining the variable G as

[I]

G= R4 R2
1 + 5761f2 a4 + 4h2 a4 [9]

(

II'
~II
U

we can write R = v/G. Equation (f] gives the relation for the rate of change of the radial
distance as a function of the radial distance itself.

In a similar fashion, we can come up with an expression for the magnitude of the accel-
eration.

!_______.-------~.'t' ~(
v-
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z

Figure 1.12

Spherical Coordinates When neither one of the components of the motion is
separable from the other and a path-related coordinate system is needed, spherical
coordinates are suitable. The configuration of this coordinate system is shown in Fig.
1.12. The parameters describing the path are the absolute distance from the origin of
the coordinate system to the particle, denoted by R, and two angles 0 and cP, referred
to as the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively. Note that the parameter R used
here is different from the parameter R used in cylindrical coordinates.

The principal directions are referred to as the radial, polar, and azimuthal. The
radial direction is defined as outward from the origin to the particle. The correspond-
ing unit vector is denoted by eR. The other directions depend on the polar angle 0
and the azimuthal angle cPo The azimuthal angle is the angle between r and the z
axis, and the polar angle 0 is the angle between the x axis and the projection of r
on the xy plane. Note the similarity between the polar angle 0 and the transverse
angle when using cylindrical coordinates. It follows that the polar direction, with the
unit vector eo, is tangent to the circle obtained by traversing the component of ret)
in the xy plane. The unit vector associated with the azimuthal direction is denoted
bye</>,and it is tangent to the circle on the x' z plane, which is obtained by rotating
the xz plane about the z axis by an angle of O. The three unit vectors are mutually
orthogonal, with the relation

21

eR X e</>= eo
We express the coordinates of a parti,cle as

x = R sin cPcos 0 y = R sin cPsin 0

and the displacement vector has the form

r = ReR

[1.3.50]

z = R cos cP [1.3.51 ]

[1.3.52]

To obtain the velocity, we differentiate the above equation,

.' . . JeR dO JeR dcP
v(t) = r = ReR + ReR = ReR + R JO dt + R J.cP di [1.3.53]
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indicating that the derivatives of eR must be found with respect to both angles. To
accomplish this, we,will obtain the derivatives of eR using their expressions in Carte-
sian coordinates. From Eqs. [1.3.51] and [1.3.52], we can write

eR = sine/>cosOi + sine/>sin OJ + cose/>k [1.3.54]

Differentiation of this equation with respect to 0 and e/> yields

aeR . A. . Q' • A. QO '. A,,( . QO QO)ao = - sm'f' sm ul + sm 'f' cos uJ = sm'f' - sm ul + cos uJ [1.3.55]

;1

~~ = cos e/>cos Oi + cos e/>sin OJ - sin e/>k = cos e/>(cos Oi + sin OJ) - sin e/>k

From Fig. 1.12, we can express the unit vectors in the polar and azimuthal di-
rections as

ee = - sin OJ + cos OJ e</J= cos e/>(cos Oi + sin OJ) - sin e/>k [1.3.56]

Note that when the azimuthal angle cf> = 90°, spherical and cylindrical coordi-
nates coincide. Indeed, we have

eR(e/> = 90°) = er ee(e/> = 90°) = ee . e</J(e/>= 90°) = -k [1.3.57]

Introducing Eqs. [1.3.56] into [1.3.55] we obtain

i. aeR = sin e/>ee .ao
aeR
ae/> = e</J [1.3.58]

The above relations can be used to obtain the time derivative of eR as

deR '. .
- = 0 sine/>ee+ e/>e</J
dt

As a result, one expresses the velocity as

vet) = keR + RO sin e/>ee + Rci>e</J

[1.3.59]

[1.3.60]

To obtain the acceleration, we need to generate the time derivatives of the unit
vectors in the polar and azimuthal directions. Using a procedure similar to the above,
we obtain

dee
dt

de</J
dt

. .
-0 sin e/>eR - 0 cos e/>e</J

. .
-e/>eR + 0 cos e/>ee [1.3.61]

l,
,i

:1.1',

Ill;', ,I~

Using this equation and manipulating the algebra, the expression for the accel-
eration has the form

aCt) = fCt) = (R - 'R02 sin2 e/>- Rci>2)eR + (RO sin e/>+ 2ko sin e/>+ 2ROci> cos e/>)ee
+ (R(f> + 2kci> - R02 sin e/>cos e/>)e</J [1.3.62]

~
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In Eq. [1.3.62], the terms having the squares of the first derivatives correspond to
the centripetal accelerations, and the mixed first derivative terms correspond to the
Coriolis accelerations. The second derivatives indicate accelerations in the radial
direction and in the polar and azimuthal angles.

. ~"~~'---.:;r
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The length of the spherical pendulum shown in Fig. 1.l.3 varies by the relation L = 2 +
sin TTt m. The pendulum spins with the constant rate of 0 = 2 rad/s. We are given that the
angle f3 is related to the length of the pendulum and 0 by

L 2iJ sin2 f3 = 8 m2/s [a]

Assuming that f3 is always in the range -TTI2 :5 f3 :5 TT/2, find the velocity of the tip
of the pendulum at t = 0.1 s.

Solution
We attach a set of spherical coordinates to the pendulum. Note that according to our definition
of the polar and azimuthal angles, cjJ and f3 are related by f3 = TT - cjJ. We observe that
sin f3 = sin cjJ. Fig. 1.14 shows the coordinate system in side view using the z and radial
axes.

Considering the range of f3, we can obtain the expression for sin f3 from Eq. [a] as

Example
1.6

'f3 {£8 2sm = - = ----
piJ 2 + sin TTt

To find r3, we differentiate this equation, with the result

[II]

[c]

[d]

(ell inside paper)

e

. .
cjJ = -f3

: z

--J

y

R = L = TT cos TTt

z

x

cos f3 r3 = _ 2TT cos TTt r3 = 1 -2TTCOSTTt

J I - sin2 f3 (2 + sin TTt)2

The expression for the velocity is given by Eq. [1.3.60]. We identify the individual values
as

I

Figure 1.13 Figure 1.14
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At t = 0, I s, we have

R = 2 + sin(O,17r) = 2,309 m R = 7Tcos(O.17r)= 2.988 m sin<p = sin,B[e]

. 2 . I 27Tcos(O.I7T)
sm<p =... . (0 ) = 0.8662 <p = J. 1 (2 . (0 I ))' = 2.243 rad/s+ sm .17T I - sin- ,B + sm . 7T

which, when substituted in Eq. [1.3.60], yields

vet) = ReR +'RO sin <pee+ R~e4> = i988eR + 4.000ee + 5. I 7ge4> m/s [f]

Equation [a] is an angular momentum conservation relation. This relationship arises be.
cause the speed of the pc;:ndulumcan be written as

v = J R2 + R2(02sin2 <p + ~2)

The speed v is independent of (). Many systems in dynamics have this property.

[g]

Mixed Descriptions As discussed earlier, in certain cases it may not be suffi-
cient to use a single set of coordinates to solve a problem; one may also need to take
advantage of another coordinate system. The different coordinate systems provide
different types of information about the motion, and the added information arising
from the use of more than one coordinate system facilitates our understanding of the
nature of that motion. Usually, one exploits the relationships between the two coor-
dinate systems by first writing the unit vectors of the coordinate systems in terms of
the motion variables. Then, one considers the relationship between the unit vectors
in the different coordinate systems.

One question that arises is whether one can use any set of parameters to de-
fine a coordinate system. The answer to this question is positive, provided that three
parameters PI, P2, P3 can be found such that there exists a unique transformation
between the components of the motion in rectilinear coordinates x, y, and z (or any
other proper coordinate system) and PI, P2, and P3. For example, for cylindrical co-
ordinates, PI = R, P2 = e, and P3 = z. The transformations from x, y, and z to R,
e, and z are given in Eq. [1.3.42]. Considering these equations and Fig. 1.9, we can
relate R, e, and z to x, y, and z as

R :;::Jx2 + y2 () = tan-I (~) z = z [1.3.63]

where the range of interest in the inverse tangent is ( -7TI2, 7T/2).A proper selection
of the coordinate frame is crucial to the understanding of the problem and to the
solution.

There are several other parabolic and hyperbolic coordinate systems that facil-
itate derivation of the governing equations, as well as the solution, for a specific
problem. Examples can be found not only from motion analysis but from other prob-
lems such as heat transfer. To develop a coordinate system with orthogonality prop-
erties among its components, additional requirements need to be introduced. These
requirements are described in the text by Ginsberg listed in the reference section at
the end of the chapter.

I
I

j
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The reader is always encouraged to explore the possibility of using more than
! one coordinate system when tackling a dynamics problem. One note of caution is

in order, though. When selecting coordinate systems and the variables associated
with them, be careful to avoid the ambiguities that can result from an improper se-
lection of the variables. A good way to avoid this problem is to make sure that the
transformation from one set of variable~ to another is indeed unique.

In Fig. 1.15, the pin attached to the circle of 6-inch radius is sliding in the slot with the constant
speed of v = 2 in/sec. Find the values of iJ and (j at the instant when cP = 900•

Solution
We will make use of polar as well as nonnal-tangential coordinates. The geometry of the
system is shown in Fig 1.16. The expressions for R and () are

Example
1.7

R = J62 + 92 = 10.82 ip () = tan-1 (~) = ~3.69° [a]

The relationship between the two sets of un~tvectors can be written as

et = cos (}er - sin (}elJ :: en = - cos (}elJ - sin (}eR
i

[b]

where sin () = 0.5547, cos () = 0.8321. Writing the expression for velocity in the two coor-
dinate systems,

[c]

I
. .

v = vet =;= Rer + R(}elJ

so that to find Rand iJ we take the inner pr~duct of v with er and elJ, thus

v. er = R = vet. er = v cos () = 2(0.8321) = 1.664 in/sec

v. elJ = RiJ = vet. elJ = -v Sih() = -2(0.5547) = - 1.109 in/sec [d]

with the conclusion

R = 1.664 in/sec iJ = _ 1.109
R

1.109 = -0.1025 rad/sec
-10.82 [e]

Figure 1.15 Figure 1.16
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To find the acceleration, we make use of the fact that the speed is constant, so that the
acceleration has the form

2
a = ~en = (R - R(2)er + (RO + 2RO)eo

p
[f]

with the radius of curvature being p = 6 in. Taking the inner product of a and eo we obtain

Solving for 0 we obtain

o = _ (v2 cos () -;-p + 2RO)
R

.. . . v2
a'eo = R() + 2R(} = -(-cos(})

p

(4. 0.8321 -;:..6 - 2. 1.664' 0.1025)
10.82

[g]

-0.01974 rad/sec2

[h]

i;li
I,'

'I

~

1.4 NEWTONIAN PARTICLE MECHANICS

Newtonian mechanics is based upon the three laws of Newton, and the counterpart
of Newton's second law for rotational motion. It is valid for reference systems at rest
or moving with uniform velocity with respect to each other. Such reference systems
are known as inertial. The best approximation to an inertial reference frame is to
consider the distant stars fixed. A less accurate approximation is to consider the sun
fixed. In the vicinity of the earth, if the velocities involved are much less than the
escape velocity,3 or if the distances traversed are much smaller than the radius of the
earth, and if the duration of the motion is not long, the earth is used as an inertial
reference frame.

Isaac Newton developed his three laws while he was working on the motion of
rigid bodies. While the laws govern the motion of the center of mass of a body, they
do not account for the rotational motion. The rotational equations relate the moments
applied to a body to the change in angular momentum; these were developed by Euler
around 1750. (Newton published his three laws in his Principia in 1687, but he had
developed them about 20 years before, while he was at Cambridge University.) Here,
we will consider Newton's equations within the context of particles. To this end, we
first describe what we mean by a particle.

A particle is defined as a body with no physical dimensions, implying that the
entire mass of the particle is concentrated at one point. This, of course, is an ideal-
ization and it is a valid assumption only when the physical dimensions of the body
are small compared to its weight. Neglecting the physical dimensions implies that
the rotational motion of the body is ignored.

Consider a particle of mass m and let F(t) denote the sum of all forces acting
on the particle. Define the linear momentum of the particle by pet) = mv(t). The

3The escape velocity of a spacecraft is the speed that the spacecraft must attain in order to escape from the
gravitational attraction of the celestial body it is orbiting and to assume a parabolic orbit. _

..J
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I Figure 1.17

[1.4.2]ma(t) = F

physical explanation of linear momentum is the tendency of the body to continue to
translate. The mass of the body is its re$istance to translation. Newton's laws can be
stated as follows.

First law: If no forces act on a particle, the particle retains its linear momen-
tum. If the particle is at rest it remains at rest, and if it is moving, it moves with
constant linear momentum. A particle of constant mass moves along a straight line
with constant velocity. In other words, F = 0 ~ v(t) = constant.

Second law: The rate of change of the linear momentum of a particle is equal
to the sum of all forces acting on it. i

dP(~) 1_ d(mv(t)) _ F------;[t - . - [1.4.1]

For a particle whose mass re ains constant, the above relation reduces to
\

J

I
Newton's first law is a special case of his second law~Fig. 1.17 illustrates this

law. We will treat variable mass systems in Chapter 3.
Third law: When two particles exert forces upon each other, these forces are

equal in magnitude and opposite in direction, and they lie along the line joining the
two particles. :

Denoting by Fij the force exerted on particle i by particle j, we arrive at the
conclusion that Fij = -Fji. Consider, for example, Fig. 1.18, a dog pulling a cart.
The free-body diagrams of the dog and cart are given in Fig. 1.19. The friction
between the dog's legs and the ground provides the forward thrust. The dog and
cart exert forces on each other that are equal in magnitude and opposite in direc-
tion.

t N1 t Nz

Figure 1.18 Figure 1.19

"
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Figure 1.20

A very important application of Newton's third law is in celestial mechanics.
The forces that two bodies exert on each other, as shown in Fig. 1.20, are governed
by Newton's law of gravitation as

F12 = -F21 = Gmlm2
r

[1.4.3]

in which G is the universal constant of gravitation, and r is the distance between
the particles. The value of G is G = 6.673(10-11) m3/kg. S2in SI units, and G =
3.439(10-8) ft4/lb. sec4 in U.S. Customary units. Because G is such a small quantity,
for any two small bodies the gravitational attraction is extremely small. The gravi-
tational force becomes significant when at least one of the bodies involved is very
large, such as in an analysis of motion in the vicinity of a celestial body. Equation
[1.4.3] can be expressed in vector form as

Fp = -F _ Gmlm2
~ 21 - ~ r

r
[1.4.4]

[1.4.5]

~

where r is the position vector between the centers of mass of the two bodies. For
motion near the earth, using the values of mas~ of the earth as me = 5.976(1024) kg
and mean radius as re :=; 6,378 km, we assume that the distance of the body from the
surface of the earth is negligible compared to the radius. Defining the gravitational
constant as g = Gme/r~, we obtain the force of gravity as F = m2g, where the mean
value for the gravitational constant is

= 6.673(10-11) X 5.976(1024) = 9.803 m/s2
g . [6.378(106)]2

Using the above equation to calculate the gravitational constant g is not accu-
rate. Equation [1.4.5] is based on treating the earth as a particle (or as a rigid uniform
sphere), and it ignores centrifugal effects due to the rotation of the earth. Further-
more, gravitational effects due to the sun and moon also affect the value of g. The
radius of the earth is not constant,4 and its density is not uniform, resulting in dif-
ferent values of g at different points on the earth. For dynamics problems that do
not require a substantial amount of precision, average values of g = 9.81 (or 9.807)
m/s2 or g = 32.2 (or 32.17) ft/sec2 are used at sea level.

4The actual shape of the earih is an oblate spheroid. The earth looks more like an apple, with the radius larger
around the equator, smaller at rhe poles, and with the poles slightly pressed in.

. __J..
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A more accurate approximation is the 1980 International Gravity Formula. It
assumes that the earth is a rigid ellipsoid and takes into consideration the rotation of
the earth. The approximation for g is given as a function of the latitude as

g = 9.780327[1 + 0.005279 sin2 A + 0.000023 sin4 A] m/s2 [1.4.6]

where A = 90 - 4> is the latitude angle, with 4> being the azimuthal angle defined
when we considered spherical coordinates in Fig. 1.12. Even this approximation is
not exactly accurate, because it fails to take into consideration both the dip in the
earth's shape at the poles and the nonrigidity of the earth. At a latitude of 45° and at
sea level, the commonly used value of g to 5-digit accuracy is g = 9.8066 m/s2 or
32.174 ft/sec2.

We introduced above the concept of a force without rigorously defining what it
is. It turns out that we know of the existence of forces and we know their effects,
but we cannot rigorously define what a force is. Here is a commonly used defini-
tion:

IA force is the effect of one body on another. I

We also note that no method exists to directly measure a force. We have de-
veloped theories on how forces affect systems and have validated those theories by
measuring the effects of the forces in the form of deformations or accelerations. In
essence, in dynamics we use cause and effect relationships. For example, people
weighing themselves on a mechanical bathroom scale read an output of the spring
deflection caused by their weight, multiplied by the spring constant.

We can categorize the forces acting on bodies into two general types: (1) Con-
tact forces, such as friction, impact, spring, dashpot, and so forth. These forces are
applied to a point or an area on the body. (2) Field forces, such as gravitational and
electromagnetic. These forces are applied to the body uniformly.

A special class of force that is of importance in dynamics is friction. Friction
forces are developed when a body in contact with another moving or fixed body
has a tendency to slide (slip) over that other body. The contact force between the
two bodies is the normal force, hence a reaction force. The amount of slippage de-
pends on the material properties and surface characteristics (rough, smooth, etc.)
of the contacting bodies. The study of friction is a very complex subject, and an
accurate representation of friction forces is difficult. Often, we use the model known
as dry friction or Coulomb friction to describe friction. This model approximates
the friction force as a coefficient of friction multiplied by the normal force. The
coefficient of friction, denoted by fL, is an approximate quantity whose value de-
pends on the material properties of the contacting bodies, the relative speed of
the contacting bodies, and to a lesser degree, the temperature. Many engineering
handbooks have tables of the coefficient of friction for a variety of materials and
surfaces.

Another factor that affects the value of the coefficient of friction is whether the
point of contact is moving or not. If there is slip between the point of contact and the

29
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surface, one uses the coefficient of kinetic friction. Mathematically,

Ff = fLkN [1.4.7]

where Ff is the friction force, N is the normal force, and fLk is the coefficient of
kinetic friction. If there is no slip between the contacting bodies the friction force
is a quantity less than, or equal to the static coefficient of friction multiplied by the
normal force, and it can be expressed as "

Fr :5 fLsN [1.4.8]

in which fLs is the static coefficient of friction. In general, fLk :5 fLs. (When no other
information is given, one assumes fLk = fLs') Sliding begins when the friction force
reaches fLsN, and after that point fLk is used to describe the amount of friction.

The friction force acting on a body always opposes the impending motion. For
moving bodies the friction force opposes the velocity of the contacting point relative
to the point of contact. Fig. 1.21 illustrates this concept. The friction force can be
represented in vector form as

II

fLkNv
Ff = - -Ivl- or Ff = - fLkNet [1.4.9]

For rectilinear motion one can write

Ff = - fLkNsign(v)

in which

[1.4.10]

sign(v) = 1 when v > 0 sign(v) = -1 when v < 0 [1.4.11 ]

The friction force:.is a nonlinear function. When solving problems involving
friction one must be careful in determining the direction the friction force should be
acting and whether there is slipping or not. In many cases the direction of the friction
force may not be obvious. To determine whether there is slipping, one can begin by
assuming that there is slipping (or that there is no slipping) and then check the va-'
lidity of this assumption. For example, if one assumes no slipping, one can calculate

t,

~ g
-v -v

~ 1=1 L,~ .. "'.'. ,,:, ',', ,: ," . 'S::C

Figure1.21
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1.4 NEWTONIAN PARTICLE MECHANICS

the magnitude of the friction force and compare it with the maximum magnitude the
friction force can attain.

When solving a dynamics problem one should:

1. Isolate the bodies involved.
2. Select a coordinate system and positive directions, and draw free-body dia-

grams.
3. Write the force balances.
4. Use the kinematics of the problem (0 eliminate redundant variables.

!

If the objective is an instantaneous analysis, the accelerations and reaction forces
are calculated. If one desires to solve for the response, the kinematics is used fur-
ther to eliminate the reaction forces. The resulting equation(s) are differential equa-
tions in terms of the motion variables only. Such equations are called equations
a/motion.

When considering the response, one first needs to decide whether to obtain a
qualitative or a quantitative solution of the equations of motion. A quantitative solu-
tion implies actual solution of the differential equations of motion and it depends on
the nature of the differential equation of motion as well as the form of the forcing F.
The tremendous evolution in the field of differential equations in the past few cen-
turies has produced several methods of solution. Several approximate methods have
also been developed that can be implemented on digital computers.

A qualitative solution gives information about the nature of the response, or it
gives the response at specific points in time and space, withou.t having to solve for
the response explicitly. Such qualitative 'analysis includes

1. Impulse-momentum relationships
2. Work-energy relationships
3. Other motion integrals
4. Equilibrium and stability

We will discuss these approaches in the remaining sections of this chapter.

A collar of mass m slides in a circular track of radius R, as shown in Fig. 1.22. The coefficient
of friction between the collar and the track is f-L. The collar is given an initial velocity vo. Find
the distance traveled by the collar when it comes to a rest.

Solution
We can use either normal-tangential or cylindrical coordinates to solve this problem. The
free-body diagram of the collar is given in Fig. 1.23. Summing forces perpendicular to the
plane of the motion yields

Example
1.8

31

where Nt is the component of the normal force perpendicular to the plane of the motion.
Summing forces in the normal and tangential directions, we obtainI

mg = N1 [a]
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jg

x

y z

mg

Figure 1.22 Figure 1.23

v2
F = m- = N1 [b]

T! R'-

dv
F1 = mar = m dt = - IJ-N

where N2 is the component in the normal direction and N is the total normal force
I
,

J m2v4
N = J N~ + Ni = m2

g2 + J?'2

Introducing Eq. [d) into Eq. [c) and eliminating the mass term, we obtain

du ~
d t = - IJ-y g2 + R2

[c]

[d]

[e]

[f]

which represents the equation of motion. It can be solved by moving the dt term to the right
and the radical to the left: The problem, however, asks us to find the distance traveled, so that
we seek to convert Eq. [e) to one in tem1S of the displacement, as

dv _ dv ds _ dv _ _ ~
dt - ds dt - v ds - IJ-y g~ + R2

or

vdv = _ IJ- ds
JR2g2 + v4 R

Equation [g] can be intewated from the initial velocity Va to the final velocity 0 to yield

- ~s = ~ In(Rg) - ~ In[v6 +JR2g2 + v6J

[g].

[h]

~ J..
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which can be solved for the distance traveled by the collar as

R [v2 + JR2g2 + v4]S = -In 0 0
2/L Rg

The distance traveled is inversely proportional to the coefficient of friction.

[I]

The mass-spring system shown in Fig. 1.24 consists of a block of mass m attached to a wall
with a spring of constant k. The coefficient ,of friction between the block and the surface it
slides on is /L. A force F(t) acts on the block. Find the equation of motion.

Solution
We draw the free-body diagrams in Figs. 1.25 and 1.26. Summing forces in the vertical di-
rection yields

Example
1.9

To find the friction force we multiply the normal force with the friction coefficient. To
find the direction of the friction force, we nQte that the block moves back and forth, so that
the friction force is in a different direction depending on the velocity of the block. We have
that

~
1.~
;I

N = mg

when x> 0, Ff = -/LN = -/Lmg

when x < 0, Ff = /LN = /Lmg

so that the equation of motion can be written considering the two regimes as

when ,t > 0, mx + kx = F - /Lmg

when x < 0, mx + kx = F + /Lmg

[a]

[b]

[c]

[d]

[e]

where we note that both equations of motion'are linear. The two equations of motion [d] and
[e] can be combined into a single nonlinear equation by

1.5

mx + kx = F - /Lmg signU)

DEGREES OF FREEDOM AND CONSTRAINTS

[I]

I
~

In the beginning of this chapter we studied coordinate systems commonly used in
dynamics. Three physical coordinates were required to specify the position of a

i

.i

x ----1
F

fl

Figure 1.24

F

Figure 1.25

kx
F

f.1N

N

Figure1.26

kx
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particle. In the previous section we studied Newton's second law, which related the
resultant acceleration of a particle to the applied force. Equation [1.4.2] is a vector
relationship, and it can be separated into three scalar components.

In many circumstances the motion of a particle is constrained to move in a sub-
set of the three-dimensional configuration space. Examples of this include a vehicle
moving along a track or on a fixed surface. In these cases, it is not necessary to use
all three coordinates associated with a reference frame to describe the motion; de-
pending on the constraints, one or two coordinates are sufficient. For example, if the
particle shown in Fig. 1.27 is constrained to move along a surface whose mathemat-
ical description is

I(x, y, z, t) = 0 [1.5.1]

then two coordinates are sufficient to describe the motion. Selecting them as x and y,
the z coordinate can be ascertained by solving Eq. [1.5.1]. A constraint of the form
above is known as a configuration constraint. A more general form of a constraint
is when the constraint is expressed in the form of differentials, such as

Qxdx + Qydy + Qzdz + Qodt = 0 [1.5.2]

or, dividing Eq. [1.5.2] by dt,

Qx:X + QyY + Qzl + Qo = 0 [1.5.3]

in which the coefficients Qo, Qx, Qy, and Qz are functions of x, y, and z. We will see
a more complete analysis of constraints in Chapter 4.

A constraint equation is a geometric or kinematic representation of the restric-
tions on the motion of a body. What causes the body to execute such restricted mo-
tion is the constraint force associated with the constraint. When the constraint can
be represented as a surface, as in Eq. [1.5.1], the associated constraint force is al-
ways normal to the surface. While we will prove this formally in Chapter 4, we can
explain it physically here by noting that the particle velocity is always tangent to
the surface. Hence, the particle cannot have a motion normal to the surface. This is
caused by the constraint force.

z

I(x, y, z, t) = 0

y

x

Figure 1.27

~_=-l
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We define by degree of freedom the minimum number of independent coordi-
nates necessary to describe the configuration of a system. Each constraint applied to
a system reduces the number of degrees of freedom by one. For example, the orienta-
tion of a vehicle moving up a spiral in Example 1.5 can be described using cylindrical
coordinates. The radius is a function of the angle traversed, which constitutes one
constraint. The rise of the spiral is also described in terms of the angle, which con-
stitutes another constraint. Hence, only:one of the coordinates R, f), or z is sufficient
to describe the motion. The number of degrees of freedom can be calculated using
the relationship .

No. of degrees of freedom = No. of coordinates - No. of constraints [1.5.4]

Newton's second law for a particl~ yields three scalar equations. The number
of equations of motion is determined by the number of constraints. If one (or two)
constraints act on a particle there will be two (or one) equations of motion and the
remaining equations will represent reactions. The reaction equations can usually be
identified easily. We will see a more complete analysis of constraints in Chapter 4.

The system shown in Fig. 1.28 consists of a vehicle undergoing rectilinear motion. A pendu-
lum is attached to the vehicle. Find the equations of motion.
Solution
This is a two degree of freedom problem. If unrestricted, the vehicle has one degree of free-
dom and the mass has three. The wire restricts the motion of the pendulum. Denoting the
displacements of the pendulum in the horizontal and vertical directions by Xp and yp, we can
express them as

Example
1.10

I'.

..'. x p = x + L sin () yp = -L cos () [a]

[c]

[d]

mg

(b)

T

T

(a)

y

Lx

!g

m

-F

f-- x

which constitutes two constraint equations. Hence, the combined system has two degrees of
freedom. I

The free-body diagrams of the vehicle and pendulum are given in Fig. 1.29. For the
vehicle, summing forces along the horizontal we obtain

Mi = Tsin() + F [b]

For the pendulum, we have the force balan~es in the horizontal and vertical directions as

mxp = -Tsin() or m(x + LBcos() - LiPsin()) = -Tsin()

myp = T cos () - mg or m(LB sin () + LiJ2 cos ()) = T cos () - mg

,

".1
'I

f
i
l

1,

~
1
i
I
J
I•I
i
I

Figure 1.28 Figure 1.29
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Eqs. [a], [c], and [d] are three equations that contain the constraint force (in this case the
tension in the pendulum) explicitly. We can eliminate T from the above equations and obtain
two equations of motion, the same number of equations as the degrees of freedom. This can
be accomplished in a number of ways. One way is as follows: First, we introduce Eq. [c] into
Eq [b], which yields

I

(M + m)i + mLiJ cos 0 - mLiP sin 0 = F [e]

Then, we multiply Eq. [c] by cosO and Eq. [d] by sinO and add the resulting expressions.
Doing so yields

mLiJ + micosO + mgsinO = 0

which can be put into a more familiar form by multiplying it with L, so that

mL liJ + mLi cos 0 + mgL sin 0 = 0

[f]

[g]

[1.6.1 ]

I
Equations [e] and [g] are the two equations of motion in terms of the two independent

variables x and O.

I

1.6 IMpULSE Ai\TD MOMENTUM

Newton's second law states that the rate of change of the linear momentum of a
particle is equal to the applied force, or

F(t) = ~~

If we multiply the above equation by dt and integrate from an initial time tl to final
time t2, we obtain

f '2 'f P('2) .
F(t) dt = dp = P(t2) -...:.P(tl) = mv(t2) - mv(tl) [1.6.2]

') P(tl)

Eq. [1.6.2] is the impulse-momentum theorem for a particle. The term on the left
is called the impulse, which is equal to the change in linear momentum.5 The unit of
linear momentum is mass times velocity, M LIT. In the U.S. system one commonly
uses lb • sec and in the SI system, N • s.

When there is more than one particle, the linear momentum of the entire system
is obtained by adding up the linear momentum of each particle that comprises the
system. For example, for a system of two particles of masses m I and m2, the linear
momentum is obtained by simply adding the linear momenta of each particle, p =
mlVl + m2V2.

An interesting special case is when F(t) = 0, or over the interval (tl, t2) the
integral of F(t) is zero. It follows that in such cases the initial and final values of

5Note that this definition is different than the common use of the word.

_ J.
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the linear momentum are the same, P(t2) = p(tj), which denotes the principle of
conservation of linear momentum. The principle states that if the net effect of forces
acting on a particle is zero over a time period, then the linear momentum of the
particle has the same values at the beginning and end of the interval.

The principle of conservation of linear momentum is generally of more use when
more than one particle is involved. Note that linear momentum of a system can be
conserved in a certain direction of the motion only and not be conserved in the other
directions. Defining a unit vector e along the direction the linear momentum is con-
served and taking the dot product of Eq. [1.6.2] with e, we obtain

!

J
It2 IP(t2) :

F(t)eedt = dpee = p(t2)ee - p(tj)ee
tl P(tl)

[1.6.3]
.----

'~'...,....

," t'.\,~.'1"~,:•.•,•••••r.'"
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t
~

An interesting application of the impulse-momentum theorem is when the dura-
tion of the applied force is very short. A large force applied through a very short time
period is defined as an impulsive force.' Denoting by e the duration of the impulse,
and taking the limit as e approaches to zero, we have

t
I I

t I +6

lim F(t)dt = F(tj)
6 ....•0 tl

[1.6.4]

i

where F is the impulsive force and has the dimension of force X time. Theoretically,
the amplitude of the impulsive force approaches infinity. To mathematically describe
an impulsive force we make use of the Dirac delta function.

Consider Fig. 1.30. The Dirac delta function at point t = a is denoted by ~(t - a)
and is defined as6 -

;

I
Ii

1
I

~(t - a) = ~O when t rf a

f"oo ~(t - a) dt = 1

/iv-a)

1
1/£

I
I-£~
a

[1.6.5]

6We are using a different notation than the traditional delta to differentiate between the Dirac delta, the Kronecker
delta, and the variation functions.

•

i
I
I
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Figure 1.30 Dirac delta function
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The value of £(t - a) at t = a approaches infinity. Therefore, this function is defined
not by what its amplitude is but by what its integral is. When a function f(t) gets
multiplied by the Dirac delta function and integrated, the result is

tOO"" f(t)£(t - a) dt = toooo f(a)£(t - ~) dt = f(a) toooo £(t - a) dt = f(a)

. [1.6.6]

so that multiplying f(t) by the Dirac delta function at point a and integrating yields
the value of f(t) at t' = a. This is similar to taking a snapshot of the function f(t) at
t = a.

The impulsive force in Eq. [1.6.4] can be expressed as a continuous (in time)
function as

F(t) = F£(t-tl) [1.6.7]

[1.6.10]

ii; ..

The Dirac delta function is not a discontinuous function. Rather, it can be shown
to arise from a limiting process of a continuous function, and it obeys the laws of dif-
ferentiation. This implies that the derivative of £(t - a) exists. Denoting the deriva-
tive of the Dirac delta function by £(t - a), we multiply it with the function f(t) and
integrate by parts, which yields the relation

toooo f(t)~(t - a) dt = f(t)£(t - a)I~"" - toooo j(t)£(t - a) dt = - j(a) [1.6.8]

The interested reader is referred to the text 'by Greenberg for more details.
The effect of an impulsive force is a sudden change in velocity, with no apparent

change in position. To demonstrate this, consider motion in one direction and write
the equation of motion in the general form

i mx(t) + g(x(t),x(t» = F(t) [1.6.9]

in which g(x(t), xed is the sum of all forces acting on the particle that are a function
of x(t) and x(t). Examples of such forces include gravity, springs, and dashpots.
When the force F(t) is impulsive and it is applied at t = 0, multiplying Eq. [1.6.9]
by dt, integrating from t = 0 to t = e, and taking the limit as e ---+ 0, we obtain

lim', (6{mx(t) + g(x(t), x(t»)}dt = lim (6 F(t)dt
6->OJO 6-0 Jo

The first term on the left side becomes

lim (6 mx(t)dt = lim, (6 m ddXdt = lim{mx(e) - mx(O)} = mx(O+) [1.6.11]
6->0 Jo 6->0 Jo t 6->0

Using Eq. [1.6.4], the right side ofEq. [1.6.10] becomes equal to F(O). The second
term on the left side of Eq. [1.6.10] vanishes when integrated over the time period
e. This is because finite time is required for a displacement to develop. Recall that
g(x(t), x(t» is a force of finite magnitude. Hence, the limit of its integral over the
duration of the impulse is zero. It follows that immediately after the impulse we have

x(O+) = x(O) mx(O+) = f(O) [1.6.12]

•••••••
J
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where r is the vector connecting the reference point 0 to the particle. Angular mo-
mentum is a vector perpendicular to both the linear momentum vector and the posi-
tion vector from the reference point 0 to the particle. Angular momentum about 0
can be physically explained as the tendency of a particle to rotate about point O. If
rand p are in the same direction, there is no tendency to rotate about O.

The dimension of angular momentum is MLllT or FLT. In the SI system one
usually uses Nomosor kg-ml/s, and in the u.s. system, lb°ft-sec.

While linear momentum is an absolute quantity, one calculates angular momen-
tum about a specific point, an indication that it is a relative quantity. The choice
of this point is important when solving dynamics problems. A basic guideline is to
choose a point that is fixed, or to select 0 such that the angular momentum term has
a physical significance or is simplified.

Now, differentiate Eq. [1.6.13], which yields

In real situations, one does not have actual impulsive forces, but forces of large
magnitude applied over very short periods of time. Hence, the consideration of a
force as impulsive is an approximation. The validity of this approximation should
always be checked, especially when friction forces are involved.

Let us next consider the motion of constrained bodies subjected to impulsive
forces. As an example, consider the system in Fig. 1.28 and the tension in the pendu-
lum. When the force F applied to the mass is impulsive, the tension T also becomes
impulsive, while the weight of the pendulum does not. If a body or series of bod-
ies is constrained in some fashion, the impulsive force applied to one body will be
transferred to the other interconnected bodies by means of impulsive reaction forces.

Next, we define angular momentum. Consider Fig. 1.31 and denote the position
of the particle as measured from point 0 by r and its absolute velocity by v. The
angular momentum about point 0 (denoted by Ho), which is also referred to as the
moment of the linear momentum vectorabout point 0, is defined as
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Figure 1.31

dHo
dt

Ho ::b r X mv

d(r x my)
dt

= r;< ma = r X F

[1.6.13]

[1.6.14]

....•"....
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The quantity on the tight side of this equat'ion is recognized as the moment of the
resultant of the external forces about point 0, Mo = r X F, so that

dHo -'M-- - 0
dt

The rate of change of angular momentum of a particle about a point is equal to the
applied moment about that point. The above equation is of considerably more use
when dealing with systems of particles.

There is debate among scientists on whether Eq. [1.6.15] is a derived relation-
ship or a stated principle, like Newton's second law. The argument in support of
the stated principle viewpoint is based on the idea that shear forces are neglected in
the derivation, and that every physical body has a nonzero volume. What makes the
derivation above possible is the assumption that a particle has no physical dimen-
sions.

Similar to the linear momentum case, we can integrate Eq. [1.6.15] over time,
yielding the angular impulse-momentum theorem as

J
12 : J Ho(l2) I,
MoU) dt = dHo = Ho(2) - HOUI)

II Ho(l,)

The term on the left is defined as the angular impulse. As with linear momentum,
if the integral over time of the moment about a point is zero, angular momentum
is conserved about that point. Also, because Eq. [1.6.16] is a vector relationship,
angular momentum may be conserved in a particular direction while not conserved
in another direction.

If the applied moment is impulsive, that is, its duration is infinitesimally short,
the angular impulse-momentum relationship for zero initial conditions becomes

Mo(O) = Ho(O+) [1.6.17]

Example
1.11

An impulsive angular moment can be generated by a very large torque applied
over a very small interval, or by an impulsive force applied through a moment
arm. For particle mechanics problems, the commonly used coordinates for angular
momentum prQblems are cylindrical cOOJ.-dinates.The central force problem, as
demonstrated in Example 1.12, is a classic case. Remember that when we discussed
cylindrical coordinates, we emphasized the importance of attentively selecting the
origin of the coordinate frame. The same argument is valid when selecting the point
about which to calculate the angular momentum.

One of the earliest industrial applications of the,principle of conservation of angular momen-
tum is the centrifugal governor. James Watt used the centrifugal governor to control flow in
steam engines. Fig. 1.32 shows a typical governor. As the speed of the governor changes, the
arms of the governor move. Because the only external force acting on the governor is along
the shaft, the angular momentum about a point along the axis of the shaft is conserved.

The links are of length L = 0.2 m and assumed to be massless. The balls are 0.6 kg
each. The governor is originally rotating at 50 rpm and the arms make an angle of () = 30°
with the vertical. What is the value of () when the governor's speed becomes 75 rpm?

I
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0.6 kg

f---r---l

IHol = 21r X mvl = 2mrZw

Figure 1.32

Solution
Consider point 0 as the moment center. The angular momentum of the balls about 0 is along
the vertical to the fixed plane of rotation, so it can be expressed in scalar form. The magnitude
of the angular momentum is

t
1

"

I
I
j
~
I
II

where w is the angular velocity and r is the horizontal distance from the shaft to the balls,
r = L sin (J. We can then write the conservation of momentum relationship as

~.
[ . z (J] i [ • 2 (J]W sm 1=1)= w sIn. 1=12 [b]

which can be solved for (J(tz) as

.\
~

sinz (J(tz) = sinz (J(td w(td
w(tz)

[c]

[d]

r
e
I
i

I

Substituting the given values we obtain

. z z 50
sm (J(tz) = 0.5 75 = 0.1667

so that (J(tz) = sin -1(JO.1667) = 24.10°. Notice that a small change in the angle (J leads
to a substantial change in the angular veloCity. The same phenomenon occurs when figure
skaters bring their arms inward to increase their rotational speed.

CENTRAL FORCE FIELD PROBLEMS A very interesting example of the conser-
vation of angular momentum is in central force field problems. Consider a particle moving
along a path, as shown in Fig. 1.33. It is acted upon by a force F that is always directed toward
a point 0 (hence, the name central force). Selecting point 0 as the origin of the coordinate
frame, and using cylindrical coordinates, we express the applied force as

Example
1.12

F = Fe, [a]

The moment that force F causes about 0 is

"3 Mo = r X F = re, X Fe, = 0 [b]

.i
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z

8

r

Figure1.33

,
which is an obvious resJlt: as the line of force passes through point 0 it does not cause a mo-
ment about O. It follows from Eq. [1.16.16] that the angular momentum about 0 is conserved,
and Ho = constant. '

Because the angular momentum is constant in both magnitude and direction, the particle
can only move in a plane perpendicular to the angular momentum. We select the z direction
as the direction of the angular momentum. Using Eq. [1.6.13], we obtain

Ho = r X mv = rer X m[rer + r8eo] = mr28k = constant

f:

We can express the angular momentum per unit mass, h, as

r28 = h

[c]

[d]

where the value of h depends on the initial conditions.
Equation [d] can also be derived by directly integrating Newton's second law expressed

in polar coordinates. Indeed, writing Newton's second law in the radial and transverse com-
ponents as

I

J

lh(f - r82) = Fr

and considering the derivative of r28,

mere + 2iB) = Fo = 0 [e]

d
d (r28) = r2e + 2rr8 = r(re + 2r8)
t ':

[f]

We conclude that ?-8 is constant when the force always lies along the line connecting
the particle and point O. A typical example of central force problems is in orbital mechanics,
as the gravitational attraction between two bodies is along the line joining the centers of mass
of the two hodies. In the absence of other external disturbances, the motion of one body with
respect to the other (that is, the orbit) lies on a fixed plane. i

______1
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1.7 WORK AND ENERGY

'.7 WORK AND ENERGY

In the previous section, we integrated Newton's second law over time to obtain mo-
mentum relationships. Here, we integrate, it over the spatial variable. To this end, we
consider a particle whose position is described by the vector r and which is acted
upon by a force F, as shown in Fig. 1.34. We define by dW the incremental work
that the force does on the particle as the particle moves by an incremental distance
dr as

43

where u = .;v;v is the speed. The incremental change in kinetic energy is dT =
md(v. v)/2 = mv. dv. The kinetic energy is an absolute quantity and, hence, dT is
a perfect differential. We then write Eq. [.1.7.2] as

where l/J is the angle between F and dr. Recalling that v = dr/dt and a = dv/dt,
and multiplying and dividing the right side of the above equation by dt, we obtain

dv dr dv. I '
dW = F.dr = m-. -dt = m- .vdt = mv.dv = -md(v.v) [1.7.2]

dt dt dt 2

The work done on the system by the force F is denoted by W[__2, and it is
obtained by integrating the motion from ~oint I to point 2, hence

t,
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dW = F. dr = IFUdrlcos l/J = ma. dr

We next define by T the kinetic energy of the particle as

1 1T = - mv ••v = - mu2
2 2

dW ~ dT

fr
2

' J T2

W[-'2 = F.dr = dT = T2 - T[r, T,

which gives the work-energy theorem:

T[ + Wq-.2 = T2

o

Figure 1.34

(:

[1.7.1]

[1.7.3]

[1.7.4]

[1.7.5]

[1.7.6]
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We distinguish between cases when dW is a perfect differential and when it is
not. When dW is nota perfect differential, we cannot express it as the differential of
a function, but merely as an infinitesimal element. The necessary condition for dW
to be a perfect differential is that the force depends on the position vector alone, F =
F(r) (although there are cases when F = F(r) and dW is not a perfect differential).

One can take adyantage of cases when some of the forces acting on a body lead
to perfect differentials. Such forces are known as conservative forces. Examples
of conservative forces include spring forces, gravitational forces, and certain elec-
tromagnetic forces. The incremental work can be expressed as the derivative of a
potential function as

dW = F(r). dr = -dV(r) [1.7.7J

where the potential function V is an explicit function of r only. Because dW is a per-
fect differential, its integral is independent of the path followed and it is dependent
only on the end points of the integration. Over a closed path the value of the integral
IS zero, or

f F(r). dr = 0 [1.7.8J

[1.7.9J

Moreover, Eq. [1.7.7] can be evaluated by integrating from a reference position rR

(or datum) to the location of the particle to yield

VCr) = - f r F(r). dr
rR

The potential fJnction VCr) is also known as the potential energy. Physically,
potential energy is explained as the potential of a body to do work, or the stored
energy.

Note that while kinetic energy is an absolute quantity, potential energy is rela-
tive: its value depends on the reference point about which it is measured. Because
the interest is in increments of potential energy, selection of the reference point does
not make any difference. One selects the datum to either simplify computations or
to give the problem ,athand a better physical interpretation.

The dimension of work, kinetic energy, and potential energy is force times dis-
tance, FL, or MLz/Tz. In the SI system on.ecommonly uses the units N .m. Ajoule
(1) is defined as a unit of energy as 1 J = 1 N. m. In the U.S. Customary system
the commonly used unit is ft .lb. Do not confuse the unit of energy with the unit of
a moment, which has the same dimension as energy. In the U.S. system, the unit of
a moment is usually denoted by lb. ft. Also, joule is never used as a unit of moment
in the SI system.

We now consider three types of forces that lead to potential energy.

1.7.1 GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL ENERGY

The gravitational attraction force between two bodies was given in Eq. [1.4.3] as
F = Gmlmz/rz, where G is the universal gravitational constant, ml and mz are the



[1.7.11]

[1.7.12]
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1.7 WORKAND ENERGY

i.

masses of the two bodies, and r is the distance between the two bodies. Consider nt I

to be a celestial body. The incremental wQrkdW done by ntl on nt2 can be expressed
as a perfect differential, so that the potential energy can be written as

fr l~. r Gntlnt'J Gntlnt21rR
VCr) = - F(r)dr = -',. 2 - dr =, [1.7.10]

rR I rR r r r
I

The reference value the potential energ~; is measured from is commonly chosen as
the distant stars, so that rR = co, which leads to the expression for the gravitational
potential energy: :'

I,

VCr) = !_ Gntlnt2
L r
,.

Around the surface of the earth, we c1n calculate the expres$ionfor gravitational
potential energy in a number of ways. One way is to write the gravitational force as
-nt2g, as derived in Section 1.4. Denoti'ng by z the height of the particle from the
surface of the earth, we obtain for the potential energy

V(z) = - (Z J,nt2gdz = nt2gZJo !
i:,

Another way is to substitute for ntl [themass of the earth me and express r as
r = re + z, where re is the mean radius of the earth and z is the distance of the particle
to the surface of the earth (altitude). NotF that r is being measured from the center
of the earth, as shown in Fig. 1.35. Equation [1.7.11] can then be written as

I ,
!! Gntent2 1 ~

VCr) = V(z) = 1-- 1 zJ [1.7.13]:: re + 7' re
ii

which, by considering that near the surf~ce of the earth z is m~ch smaller than re,

can be approximated as I '
I;

Ginent'J (1 z ) "V(z)=- : - -- :' [1.7.14]
Ire re

There are two terms in the above dpression; one is a constant, and the other
is a function of z. The constant term, G~ent2/re, can be eliminated, and doing so

45

ml =me

Figure 1.35
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moves the datum to the surface of the earth. Considering the definition of the gravita-
tional constant from Sec. 1.4, g = Gme/r~, the potential energy expression becomes
Eg. [1.7.12].

, .7.2 POTENTIAL ENERGY OF SPRINGS

We will be concerneQ here with two types of discrete springs, axial and torsional. The
subject of continuous springs, which exert their forces over an area, will be covered
in Chapter 11.Consider an axial spring that is compressed (or stretched) by a distance
x, as shown in Fig. 1.36, and the associated free-body diagram. The simplest model
for an axial spring is a linear axial spring.7 Such a spring exerts a resisting force
approximated as linearly proportional to its deflection, F = - kx, where k is the
spring constant. The dimension of the spring constant is force/distance. It is easy to
see that the spring force is conservative, and the potential energy becomes

[1.7.15]Ix I
Vex) = - -kxdx = -kx2

o 2
When dealing with spring deflections,' the datum point for the potential energy

has to be taken as the undeformed position of the spring. The potential energy of a
spring is the same when the spring is stretched or compressed by the same amount.

Torsional springs resist rotational motion and hence exert a moment on the body
they act on, as Fig. r .37 shows. When the spring deforms by an angle 8, the moment
exerted by the spring has the form

M(8) = -kT8 [1.7.16]

f--x

Undeformed
position

, k
T

Figure1.36 Axial spring Figure1.37 Torsional spring

I
j

----~

7We prefer the terminology axial so as to not couse confusion between on axial spring and a linearly varying

spring force.



where kT is the torsional spring constant, having the dimension of moment =
force x distance. The spatial variable is the angle f), and the potential energy can be
written as

1
-k e22 T

with k[ a positive constant. By contrast, the resistive force of a softening spring
decreases as the spring deflection increases. The spring force here is commonly ex-
pressed as

As in the axial spring case, the daturn point for a torsional spring must be selected
as the undeformed position. ..

Equation [1.7.16] and F = - kx, representing the resistive moments and forces
of torsional and axial springs, are linear approximations to the actual spring force
and moment. The linearity assumption~ are valid when the spring deflections are
within a certain range. This range, referred to as the linear range, is a property of
the material the spring is made of, the size of the spring, and the range of operation.
The range of operation is a function of the applied forces.

More accurate models of springs have nonlinear expressions that describe the
resistance of the springs. Two such models are softening and stiffening springs.
Figure 1.38 shows the spring force as a function of the spring deflection. A stiff-
ening spring is one whose resistive force increases more than that of a linear spring
as the applied load increases. A common model of a stiffening axial spring is

"..------
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Vee) = - M(e)de = - -kTede
o . 0

F(x) = -kx - k[x3

F(x) = -kx + k2x3

1.7 WORK AND ENERGY

[1.7.17]

[1.7.18]

[1.7.19]
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in which k2 is positive. This model is accurate only until the resistive force F(x)
becomes zero at a point x =1= 0; after that; either the spring provides no resistance or
it breaks.

~
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~
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I Stiffening
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I ~ I Sot:tening
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Figure 1.38
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1.7.3
I

ELASTIC STRAIN ENERGY

[1.7.20]

This form of potential energy is associated with the elasticity of a deformable body.
We will study this subject in more detail in Chapter 11. For now, we write the strain
energy for a simple case and draw analogies with discrete springs. Consider the axial
deformation of an element, such as of the rod as shown in Fig. 1.39. Using standard
assumptions from linear elasticity theory, the only component of strain is in the axial
direction.

The axial strain at any point is defined as the change of length per unit length.
The strain in the x qirection is denoted by exx. For small deformations, it can be
approximated as exx = 8u(x)/8x, where u(x) is the axial elongation of the rod at
point x. The associated axial stress is denoted by (]"xx and, in the linear range, it is
related to the strain by Hooke's law, (]"xx = Eexx, with E denoting the modulus of
elasticity (Young's modulus). The modulus of elasticity is a measure of the stiffness
of the material used. It is analogous to the spring constant k.

We next consider the potential energy associated with the deformation, called
the strain energy. Consider a differential element of the rod shown in Fig. 1.40.
In the linear range, the strain energy has the form

'Jl Jl 2V = "2(]"xx£xx dVol = "2E(exx) dVol

The factor of one haif comes from the fact that the stress is integrated over the strain
to get the strain energy per unit volume. This is entirely analogous to integrating the
spring force over the displacement for a discrete spring.

1.7.4 WORK~ENERGY RELATIONS

We next relate conservative forces and potential energy. Because Eq. [1.7.8] involves
a line integral, we can invoke Stokes's theorem,8

V'xF=O [1.7.21]

where V' is the deL operator. This term is zero only if F can be expressed as the
gradient of a function. It is easy to show that this function is the negative of the
potential energy. We then have

F(r) = - V'V(r) [1.7.22]

I : I-P
,

I .:-::-:I/(X)
f--. I__ ~
-x-
Figure 1.39

(Jxx(.;){~~-----------fk<x + dx)
_dx-

Figure 1.40

--

8 f A ° dr = f, (V x A) o:ds, where A is any vector, f denotes a line integral, and f, denotes a surface integral.

Stokes's theorem converts a line integral into a surface integral.

,

.J
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[1.7.23]I
In the Cartesian coordinate system, the del operator has the form

n a. a. akv = -I +-J +-ax ay az
SO that, expressing the force vector as F = F(i + Fyj + Fzk, one relates the compo-
nents of the force to the potential energy as

F = - av F, = _ av F7 = _ av
x ax \. ay , az

When using cylindrical coordinates the del operator has the form
,

a : I a ayo= -e + - -ee + - kaR r Rae az
and the components of the force are related to the potential energy by

t

I av
Fr = - aR

1 av
Fe = - Rae Fz = _ av

az

[1.7.24]

[1.7.25]

[1.7.26]

Now consider that some of the forces acting on a particle are conservative and
some are not. Forces that are not conservative are referred to' as nonconservative.
Express the force vector as F = Fc + Fnc, the notation being obvious. It follows that
the incremental work done by the force also can be divided into two parts; that is,

where dW nc = Fnc • dr is the work done by the nonconservative forces. We obtain
the total work by integrating the overall ~ork as

,

f r2 f r2 I f r2
WI_2 = dW = (Fc + Fnc).dr = VI - V2 + 'Fnc.dr [1.7.28]

r, r, r,

Substituting Eqs. [1.7.28] and [1.7.29] into Eq. [1.7.6] yields

TI + VI + Wnc'~2 = T2 + V2 [1.7.30]

The total energy of the system is defined as E = T + V. One writes the energy
balance as

The total energy of a dynamical system under the influence of nonconservative
forces changes as the system moves. If all the forces acting on the body that do
work are conservative, Eq. [1.7.31] indicates that its total energy remains the same.
This is known as the principle of conservation of energy, and it explains the name
conservative force. This principle can be written as

EI = E2 [1.7.32]

l

!
~

0;

I
~

I
I
I
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I
l

dW = dWc + dWnc = -dV + dWnc

where the work done by the nonconservative forces is

( r2

Wncl~2 = JI Fnc. dr
, rj

EI + Wnc'~2 = E2

[1.7.27]

[1.7.29]

[1.7.31]
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[1.7.33]

It is sometimes more convenient to express work as an integral over time. We
divide and multiply the integrand in the expression for work by dt, so that

Ir2 ft2 dr It2W]->2 = F.dr = F._. dt = F.vdt
rl tl : dt tl

in which t] and t2 denote initial and final times, respectively. The integrand on the
right side of the abov~ equation is defined as power, and it is denoted by P,

P=F.v [1.7.34]

Power is basically the measure of how fast a force can do work. The dimension
of power is work/time. In the SI system, the unit watt (W) is defined to represent
power as 1 W = 1 J/$ = IN. mls. The U.S. system represents power using either
ft. lb/min or horsepower (Hp), where 1 Hp = 550 ft • lb/sec. We have

[1.7.35]dW = P
dt f

lo

W]->2 = - Pdt
tl

Some texts define work as the integral of power over time. The above equation
can also be viewed as the integral of the expression

dE_F .v=Wnc- - nc
dt

[1.7.36]

over time. It indicate~ that the rate of change of the total energy (rate of work done)
is equal to the power of the nonconservative forces acting on the body.

A special category of forces comprises the forces that do no work. From
Eq. [1.7.1], for a nonzero force to not do any work, either dr = 0, or F is per-
pendicular to dr. Included in this category are normal forces, other reaction forces
perpendicular to the direction of motion (perpendicular to the tangential direction),
and forces applied to points that have zero velocity. Obviously, if a force is applied
to a stationary point, there is no work done. A very important force that does no work
is the friction force in a rigid body rolling without slip.

Example

'.'3
Consider the 30 m long incline of 15° shown in Fig. 1.41. Along the incline there are two
paths, one a straight line and the other a semicircle. A mass of 0.5 kg is released at the bottom
with an initial speed of 15 mis, first along the straight path and next along the circular path.
The coefficients of fric~ion between the mass and the incline are JLs = ILk = 0.1. What will
be the speed of the mass as it reaches the top of the incline following the straight path, and
then, following the circular path?

Solution
This problem can be solved using the work-energy theorem. From the free-body diagram on
Fig. 1.42, the forces acting on the mass are gravity, contributing to the potential energy; the
normal force N, which does no work; and the friction force F, a nonconservative force. From
the force balance along the incline we obtain

}oj = mgcos 15° = 0.5(9.807)(0.9660) = 4.736 N [a]
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F = J.LkN = 0.1 mg cos 15° = 0.1(0.5)(9.807)(0.9660) = 0.4736 N [b]

j g

N..
>-----'"
: 150\

Figure 1.42Figure 1.41

so that the friction force is

Note that the friction force is in the direction opposing the motion. We assume that friction
acts only at the bottom of the paths and that the walls of the path are frictionless. Hence, the
magnitude of the friction force is the same for both paths, even though its direction is different
for the two paths. We take as a datum point for the potential energy the bottom of the incline.
This way, VI = O.The initial kinetic energy is

i
l'
;

t
I
I

Ie
I

Let us first consider the motion of the mass along the straight path. Assuming that the
mass reaches the top, the potential energy ~t the top of the incline is

~

~
i
"

1 z 1 ZTI = 2mv = 2(0.5)(15) = 56.25 N.m

Vz = 30mg sin ISO = 38.07 N. m

[c]

[d]

The work done by the nonconservative for~e can be expressed as

Tz = T1 + VI + WI-z - Vz = 56.25 + 0 - 14.21 - 38.07 = 3.970 N.m [f]

and we calculate the velocity asJ2T2 )2 x 3.97Vz = - = · = 3.985 m/s [g]
m ,0.5

Considering motion along the semicircular path, Vz remains the same, but the nonconser-
vative work changes, as the path is longer. To reach the top, the path length that is traversed is
the circumference of a semicircle of radius, 15 m, so that the nonconservative work becomes

"~.
~
3

I,
I
I

WI~Z = -F(30) = -0.4736(30) = -14.21 N.m

Using the work-energy theorem, we obtain]'

WI~Z = - F(1T)(15) = -0.4736(3.142)(15) = -22.32 N.m

[e]

[h]

i
t

I
1

Comparing Eqs. [c), [d], and [h), we conclude that the mass does not reach the top of the
incline, as the value of kinetic energy at that point would be negative. We then ask how far
the mass travels along the incline before it comes to a stop. To find this value, it is preferable
to work with the angle cjJ, as shown in Fig. 1.43. The mass has traveled a distance of RcjJ,
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"with R being the radiJs of 15 m. The height of the mass is R( 1 - cos <jJ)sin 15°. It follows that
the potential energy and nonconservative work become

V2 = mgR(1 - cos <jJ)sin 15° = 0.5(9.807)(15)(0.2588) = 19.04 - 19.04coseP
Wl~2 = -FReP = -0.4736(15)<jJ = -7.104<jJ [lJ

Noting that T2 = 0 when the mass comes to a rest, we write the work-energy theor~m
as

T1 + Wl~2 - V2 = 56.25 - 7.104<jJ- 19.04 + 19.04cos<jJ
= 37.21 - 7.104<jJ+ 19.04 cos <jJ= 0

UJ

The solution of Eg. [j] can be obtained numerically, and it can be shown to be

<jJ= 2.756 rad = 157.9° [kJ

One can next ask whether the mass, after coming to a rest, slides back or not. To examine
this issue, we need to perform a force balance along a line tangent to the path at <jJ= 157.9°.
Fig. 1.43 shows the configuration. We define the plane of the incline as the xz plane, with
the y direction perpendicular to the incline. The normal force and the magnitude of friction
force remain the same as before. However, we are now summing forces along the tangential
direction, that is, the direction of impending motion. We write the gravity force as

Fg = -mg sin 15°i - mg cos 15°j [IJ

The mass will move if the component of the gravity force along the tangential direction' is
larger than the friction force. From Fig. 1.43 we express the unit vector i in terms of normal-
tangential coordinates as

i = - sin ljJe, - cos ljJen [mJ

in which ljJ = 180° - <jJ= 22.1°. The component of gravity along the path becomes

Fg.e, = mgsin15°sin22.1° = 0.4773N [nJ

Comparing Eg. [ri] with Eg. [b] we conclude that the mass moves back, as the component
of gravity in the tangential direction is greater than the friction force.

x

z

Figure 1.43
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1.7 WORK AND ENERGY

Consider the system in Fig. 1.28. The pendulum is released from rest from the position 0 =
7Tl2. Find a relation for the velocity of the base as a function of 0, for F = O.

Solution
We treat the two masses as one system. The only forces external to the system are gravity and
the normal force acting on the cart. We conclude that (1) there are no nonconservative forces
that do work, so energy is conserved, and (2) there are no external forces in the horizontal
direction, so the linear momentum in the horizontal direction is conserved.

Using as datum the horizontal position of the pendulum, we can obtain the total energy
by considering the initial condition as .

Example
1.14
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E (0 = I) = T (0 = I) + V (0 = I) ,. [a]

where T (0 = I) = 0, as there is no initialmotion and V = O.It follows that the total energy

is E = 0 = constant. We next take an arbitrary position of the pendulum and write the kinetic
and potential energies

T IM'2 1 1'2= - X + -mup
2 2'

where u~ = u~x + u~y and

V = -mgL cos 0 [Ia]

upx = :/x + L sin 0) = x + LO cos 0,
d .

uPy = d/ - L cos 0) = LO sin 0 [c]

Substituting Eqs. [b] and [c] into Eq. [a] we obtain for the total energy

E = 0 = ~(M + m)x2 + ~mL 202 + mLxO cos 0 - mgL cos 0 [d]

We next look at the conservation of linear momentum in the horizontal direction. The
initial linear momentum is zero. The linear momentum for any value of 0 is

.. _I

p = Mx + mupx = Mx + m(x + LOcosO) =:' 0

which can be rewritten as

(M + m)x. = -mLOcosO

or

[e]

[f]

o = (M + m)x
mL cos 0

[g]

We eliminate 0 from Eq. [d] by substituting Eq. [g] into Eq. [d] and simplifying, which
yields

I . I (M + m)2 x2
--(M + m)x2 + ----- - mgLcosO = 0
2 2m ' cos20

[h]

.L

When cos 0 = 0, the above relation cannot be used. However, from the initial conditions
and Eq. [f], when cos 0 = 0 then x = 0 aswell. Also, note that Eq. Ih] is in terms of x2. The
sign of the velocity of the cart can be determined from Eq. [f) .
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'.8 EQUILffiRIUM AND STABILITY

Equilibrium is an essential and very useful concept in dynamics. For a system of
particles or interconnected bodies, static equilibrium is defined as the state when all
the particles and bodies comprising the system are at rest. Both the velocity vet) and
the acceleration aU) of each body are zero at equilibrium.

When discussing the equilibrium of a system, two important questions come to
mind: (1) How does one calculate the equilibrium position? (2) What happens to the
system if it is displaced from equilibrium?

To calculate the equilibrium position one can use Newton's second law. Setting
the acceleration to zero results in the equilibrium relation

F=O [1.8.1 ]

where F is the sum of all the external forces. An alternate procedure that gives more
of a qualitative insight is to look at the energy. Consider a particle and the case
when the kinetic energy is only quadratic in terms of the velocity of the particle. 9
We take the differential form of the work-energy principle and remove from it all
velocity- and time-dependent terms (including the kinetic energy as well as all
time-dependent parts of the nonconservative force). From Eq. [1.7.28] we
have

dW = (Fe+Fne)odr == -dV+dWne = 0 [1.8.2]

The right side of this ~quation is zero because at equilibrium the particle is not mov-
ing; hence, no work is done on it by the external forces. The equilibrium equation
then becomes

dV = dWne [1.8.3]

When the system is conservative, the equilibrium condition is defined as

dV = 0 [1.8.4]

which can be interpreted as the potential energy having a stationary value at equi-
librium. For a single degree of freedom system, Eq. [1.8.3] can be solved easily, and
it is the preferred approach for systems consisting of interconnected components.
In Chapter 4 we will derive the general form of Eq. [1.8.3] for multiple degree of
freedom systems. '

Now consider the second question: What happens to the particle when it is dis-
turbed from equilibrium? Three scenarios are possible:

I. The particle returns to the equilibrium position and stays there. In this case, the
equilibrium position is called stable, or asymptotically stable.

I 9The relevance of this requirement will be discussed in Chapter 5.

\
'I
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2. The particle hovers around equilibrium without staying at one point, but it does
not return to or get away from the equilibrium position. The equilibrium position is
referred to as critically stable, merely stable, or neutrally stable.

3. The particle moves away from the1equilibrium point and it never returns there.
The equilibrium position is called unstable.

There are several approaches that enable one to examine behavior in the vicinity
of an equilibrium position. The simplest is to linearize the equations of motion about
the equilibrium position. A theorem from stability theory states that if the linearized
equations of motion in the neighborhood of equilibrium reveal significant behavior
(continuous decaying or growing in amplitude), then the general motion (in the large)
is governed by this significant behavior.

Consider a particle of mass m, and write the equation of motion as

F(x(t),x(t» = j(x(t), x(t»x(t) = m [1.8.5]

At equilibrium, all the velocity and acceleration terms are zero; therefore, the
equilibrium condition is obtained by

j(xe,O) = 0 [1.8.6]

where Xe denotes the equilibrium position. Depending on the nature of function j,
there can be more than one equilibrium position. We now define a local variable
e = x - xe, and expand each term in the equation of motion about the equilibrium
position x = xe, xe = 0, xe = O.The term x(t) simply becomes e(t). We expand
the right side of Eq. [1.8.5] in a Taylor series and retain the linear terms:

j(x, x) = j(xe, 0..) + aj I e + a! I e [1.8.7]
i ax axXe Xe

[1.8.8]
'Y2 = -~~Ixe

The first term on the right side of Eq. [1.8.7] is zero by definition ofthe equilib-
rium relation in Eq. [1.8.6]. Defining by 'Y1 and 'Y2 the partial derivatives evaluated
at the equilibrium position,

'Y1=-
aj

l ax x;
and using the local variable e, we can ~xpress j(x, x) as

I

j(x, x) = :~'Yle(t) - 'Y2e(t) [1.8.9]

This results in the linearized equation of motion for small motions (local behavior)
around equilibrium,

e(t) + 'Y2~(t) + 'Y1 e(t) = 0 [1.8.10]

Note that all coefficients in the above equation are constant. Consider a time-
dependent solution of e(t) = E eAt, where A denotes the time dependency and E is
the amplitude. Substitution of this into Eq. [1.8.10], yields
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Figure 1.44

Because E eAt cannot be zero for a nontrivial solution, one must have

A2 +'Y2A+'Yl'= 0 [1.8.12]

This is known as the characteristic equation, whose roots are

-'Y2:!: j'Y~- 4'YlA= [1.8.13]

The behavior in the [neighborhood of equilibrium is dictated by the roots of the
characteristic equation. If the roots Aare both real negative or complex with negative
real parts, e(t) decays exponentially and the equilibrium position is stable. If anyone
of the roots has a positive real part, then e(t) grows exponentially. The equilibrium
position is unstable. If the A roots are purely imaginary, then e(t) oscillates with
constant amplitude. The linearized equations in this case do not represent significant
behavior and they are not conclusive. One has to conduct additional analyses to
determine the nature of the motion. Such analyses include qualitative approaches
such as energy theorems, the Liapunov method, or quantitative analyses such as
numerical integration .

.More advanced concepts from stability theory are beyond the scope of this text.
We will discuss one important stability theorem here, referred to as the potential
energy theorem. The theorem states that

for conservative systems, if the potential energy has a minimum in the equilibrium
position, then the equilibrium position is critically stable. Otherwise, it is unstable.

The theorem is illustrated conceptually in Fig. 1.44.

Example
1.15

Find the equilibrium position for the two links attached to a spring in Fig. 1.45. The spring is
not stretched when the links are horizontal.

Solution
We have a conservative, single degree of freedom system. The displacement of every compo-
nent (both links and the spring) can be expressed in terms of the angle fJ. Denoting the spring
deflection by x, we can write

x = 2L(1 - cos fJ) [a]
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Figure 1.45

To solve for the equilibrium position by a vector approach, we need to draw a free-body
diagram for each link and invoke the equilibrium relations. This is quite cumbersome, as we
need to model and include in our calculations the reaction forces at the joints. It is preferable
to seek a scalar solution by means of the potential energy function. The free-body diagram of
the system is shown in Fig. 1.46. There are three external forces that do work acting on the
system. Two of these are the force of gravity on the rods; we denote them by

F1 = F2 = -mgj [c]

and they act at the midpoints of the beams. The third force is the spring force and it is ex-
pressed in the form

F3 = -kxi 7 -kL(1 - cos8)i [d]

We write the potential energy as

V ~ ~ kx' - 2mg (~Sine) ~ ~k[2L(l - cose)]' - mg L sin e leI

We obtain the equilibrium position by differentiating the potential energy and setting it
to zero; thus,

o = ~~ = 4kL 2(1 ~ cos 8) sin 8 - mgL cosO

Upon rearranging, this gives

[I]

mgL
sin () (1 - cos 0) = 4kU
cos ()

mg

4kL
[g]

to solve for (). Solution of Eq. [g] can be obtained numerically.

y

x~

--- 2kL( 1- cos IJ)

,
~

Figure 1.46
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A particle of mass m = 1 is acted upon by an excitation F(x) = -x + x2/4. Find the equi-
librium positions and determine their stability.

Solution
This problem is similar to a mass-spring system with a nonlinear spring constant. We can find
the equilibrium positio~ by setting F(x) = 0, with the result

F(x) (x)f(x) = -:;;;- = -x 1 - 4" = ° :? Xe = ° or Xe = 4 [a]
I

We have two equilibrium positions. To find the linearized equations, we expand f(x)
about equilibrium. From Eq. [1.8.8], Y2 = ° for all positions, as there are no terms in f that
are functions of x. Differentiating Eq. [a] with respect to x we obtain j'(x) = -1 + x!2. We
then evaluate Y1 for each of the equilibrium positions to yield

........•••..

For Xe = 0, Y1 = 1 For Xe = 4, Y1 = - 1 [b]

so that the linearized equations of motion about equilibrium become

For Xe = 0, e(t) + e(t) = 0

For Xe = 4, e(t) - e(t) = 0

[c]

[d]

Equation [c] represents a simple sinusoid, so that the linearized equations do not exhibit
significant behavior. One can further analyze this case using the potential energy theorem.
The potential energy has a minimum at that point, as from Eqs. [1.7.24] and [1.8.8] the term
Y1 describes the second derivative of the potential energy. Hence, the equilibrium position
is critically stable. By contrast, the equilibrium position Xe = 4 is unstable, as it has an in-
creasing exponential solution. The characteristic equation for this case is

,.\2 - 1 == 0 [e]

which has the solution ,.\ = :!:: 1, indicating one real positive root. One can also physically
explain this result: If - f(x) is regarded as the spring force, once the variable x passes the
equilibrium point Xe = 4, the spring force becomes negative, thus offering negative resis-
tance. Of course, in an actual mass-spring system, once the point Xe = 4 is crossed there
would no longer be a spring.

One can verify the result for Xe = 4 by invoking the energy theorem. The second deriva-
tive for the potential energy is negative, indicating a local maximum and an unstable equi-
librium position.

In previous sections we obtained the equations of motion and equilibrium, and then
linearized the equation of motion about equilibrium. We now consider the explicit
response of a linear (or linearized), constant coefficient, single degree of freedom
system.

In this section, we shall analyze the free response, that is, when there are no
external forces. The linearized equation of motion of a system with one degree of

FREE RESPONSE OF LINEAR SYSTEMS
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1 .9 FREE RESPONSE OF LINEAR SYSTEMS

freedom is given in Eq. [1.8.10]. Introducing the notation Wn = jY1 and ~ =
,,/212wn, and the variable x to describe the motion in the vicinity of equilibrium, we
rewrite Eq. [1.8.10] as

x(t) + 2~wnx(t) + w~x(t) = 0 [1.9.1]

The quantities Wn and ~ are known as natural frequency and damping factor, respec-
tively. The natural frequency is a measu(e of the amount of stiffness versus mass in a
system. It is related to the potential energy. The damping factor ~ is a measure of the
energy dissipation in the system. Energy dissipation is caused by internal friction,
as well as by dissipative forces, such as forces generated by a dashpot. When ~ = 0
the motion is referred to as undamped and when ~ > 0, the motion is called damped.

To observe the physical significance of these expressions, we begin by consid-
ering the mass-spring-dashpot system in Fig. 1.47. Consider a linear model for the
spring and dashpot, so that the spring force is described by Fs = - kx(t) and the
dashpot force is in the form Fd = -cx(t), with c referred to as the viscous damp-
ing coefficient. This coefficient indicates the strength of the dashpot. This way of
modeling dissipative force acting on a body is convenient, as it leads to equations
of motion that are linear. The external force is denoted by F. Summing forces, we
obtain

59

mx(t) = -cx(t) - kx(t) + F --'> mx(t) + cx(t) + kx(t) = F [1.9.2]

't,

,,

In the above equation, Wn = Jk/~ and ~ = cl2jk;;z. We analyze the natural
frequency as m and k are varied. As the spring constant is increased, we have a stiffer
system, and the natural frequency becomes larger. As the mass increases the system
gets heavier, so the natural frequency decreases.

We first consider systems with no damping, ~ = O.The equation of motion re-
duces to

x(t) + w~x(t) = 0 [1.9.3]

To solve this equation, we introduce the general solution x(t) = XeAt and collect
terms, so

(A2 + w~)XeAt = 0 [1.9.4]

For there to be a nontrivial solution, XeAt cannot be zero, from which we con-
clude that

\2 • 2 - 0 [ ]A ~Wn - 1.9.5
i (.

which is recognized as the characteristic equation. The roots of the characteristic
equation are Au = -:tiwn, where i2 = -1. Complex roots indicate an oscillatory

t'

/,

k

c

Figure 1.47
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system. The response can be expressed as

x(t) = Xleiwnt + Xze-iwnt [1.9.6]

where XI and Xz are complex constants of integration. Because x(t) is real and eiwnt
and e-iwnt are complex conjugates, XI and Xz must be complex conjugates of each
other as well. Introducing the real valued constants amplitude A and phase angle c/J
such that

1 -A-XI = -Ae-1'l-'
2 Xz

1 -
-Ael1J
2 [1.9.7]

and substituting in Eq: [1.9.6], we obtain

x(t) =: ~A(ei(Wnt-1J) + e-i(wnt-1J» = A cos(wnt - c/J) [1.9.8]

The constants A and c/J are determined from the initial conditions. Given initial
conditions of x(O) = Xo and X(O) = vo, it is easy to show that

The nature of the motion is harmonic, repeating itself in cycles. Using the rela-
tion

I
[1.9.9]

[1.9.10]

xJ + (~:)2

( ) Vo .x t = Xocoswnt + - smwnt
Wn

A= c/J = tan-I (~)
WnXo

and that the response can also be expressed as

the amplitude of the motion attains the same value after a time of period T so that

I
.1

I

[1.9.11]

[1.9.12]

[1.9.13]

T = 2;-
W.
n

Acos(wnt - c/J) = Acos(27T + wnt - c/J)

Ii

The value of T is known as the period of oscillation; it is usually measured in
seconds, and it descrioes the length of a cycle. The units of natural frequency are
in radians/second. Another quantity commonly used to describe harmonic motion is
the frequency, fn, defined as

fn = ~ = ;;

The unit of frequency is cycles per second (cps) or hertz (Hz). A frequency of
1 Hz = 27T rad/s. Fig. .48 shows a plot of x(t). An interesting property of the nat-
ural frequency of a system is that it is a quantity dependent on the parameters of a
system and not on the initial conditions.

We next consider the case when the damping is not zero. Introducing x(t) =
XeAt to Eq. [1.9.1] and using the same line of thought, we obtain the characteristic
equation

AZ + 2~wnA + w~ = 0 [1.9.14]
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x(t)

Figure 1.48

whose roots are

Undamped response

x(t)

AI r \',,~Ae-l;lUnr
xo

1

-A

Figure1.49
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Damped response

Au = wn( -~ :t j~2 - 1) [1.9.15]

The nature of the motion depends on the values of the damping coefficient. We
identify the following five cases:

1. When ~ > 1, the roots are real, negative, and distinct. The motion is in the form
of a decaying exponential and it is not periodic. Such a system is called overdamped.
The response has the general form

xU) = Al eA1t + A2eA2t [1.9.16]

[1.9.18]

•.

with Al and A2 being real quantities whose values depend on the initial conditions.
The above equation can also be expressed in terms of hyperbolic sines and cosines .
2. When 0 < ~< 1, the roots are complex conjugates with negative real parts in
the form

A1,2 = wn( -~ :t iJI - ~2) = -~wn :t iWd [1.9.17]

where Wd = wnJI - ~2 is the damped natural frequency. This quantity basically
represents the frequency of oscillation of the damped system.

To obtain the response, we note th~ identity e(a+b) = eaeb, so that

x(t) = XI e(-{Wn+iWd)t + X2e(-{Wn-iwd)t

= e-{Wnt(Xleiwdt + X2e-iwdt)

Following the approach used for the undamped system, one can express this equation
as

xU) = Ae-twnt COS(Wdt - 4» [1.9.19]

The motion is in the form of a decaying sinusoidal, with an exponential decay
envelope, as shown in Fig. 1.49. Such a system is known as underdamped. One can
show that, in terms of the initial displacement Xo and initial velocity vo, the response
has the form
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~ t ( Va + (W n Xa. )X(t) ~ e- W
n xa COS Wdt + Wd sm Wdt

Note that, similar to the natural frequency, the damping factor is also not dependent
on the initial conditions, but it is a function of the system parameters.
3. The case ~ = 1 represents the border between underdamped and overdamped
systems. It is called critically damped. The roots of the characteristic equation are
real, negative, and equ&lto each other, Al = A2 = -Wn. The motion is in the form
of a decaying exponential. The response has the form

~?

X(t) = (A 1 + A2t)e -wnt [1.9.21 ]

Example
1.17

in which both Al and A2 are real.
4. The case ~ = 0 represents the undamped case that we saw above. Here, Wd =
Wn, and Eq. [1.9.20] reduces to the undamped response of Eq. [1.9.10].
5. When ~ < 0, the roots of the characteristic equation Oave positive real parts,
and they mayor may not be complex. A positive real root implies an exponentially
growing solution and instability, as we saw in the previous section. Such a system is
sometimes called negatively damped.

Consider Fig. 1.47. The block weighs 20 lb and the spring is of constant k = 5 lb/in. Damping
is negligible and F = O.The block is released from rest with an initial displacement of Xo = 3
in. Find its position and velocity after four seconds.

Solution
The equation of motion is

mi(t) + kx(t) = 0 [a]

with m = 20/g = 20/32.2 = 0.6211 slugs = 0.6211 lb. sec2/ft = 0.05176 lb. sec2/in. The
natural frequency is t

Win = A = J 0.0~176 = 9.829 rad/sec

From Eq. [1.9.10] we can write the response to an initial displacement as

[II]

x(t) = Xo coswnt

so that at t = 4 sec we have

x(t) = -WnXo sin wnt [c]

x(4) = 3 cos(9.829 x 4) = -0.1382 in x(4) = -:3(9.829) sin(9.829 x 4) = -29.46 in/sec
[d]

1•10 RESPONSE TO HARMONIC EXCITATION

In this section we consider single degree of freedom systems subjected to harmonic
excitation. Rather than studying the general case of response to arbitrary excitation

- ---~-._--
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first and then considering the special case of harmonic excitation, we prefer to study
harmonic excitation independently. The reason for this is twofold: First, excitations
of a harmonic nature playa very important role in engineering~ For example, most
machines have rotating parts, which generate harmonic forces on their supports or
other bodies they are in contact with. Second, one can study response to harmonic
excitation using the steady state motion approach, where one is primarily concerned
with the motion amplitudes and phase angles, rather than with initial conditions.

Consider a dynamical system, whos'e linearized equations of motion have the
form

" ••.•.•.•;,,.Jn~ .. i';'

'~~.• , -1 t .~,
,',',

"..~..,. .•.

[1.10.1 ]

[1.10.4]

x(t) + 2~wnx(t} + w~x(t) = f(t)

where f(t) is the external excitation. For harmonic excitation with a single driving
frequency w, f(t) can be written in the general compact complex form

f(t) =,Aw~eiwt [1.10.2]

One of the advantages in writing the excitation in this form is that the excitation
amplitude A has the same units as x(t). For example, for translational mechanical
systems f(t) has the units of force/mass and A has units of displacement. Also, be-
cause eiwt = cos wt + i sin wt, one can solve for the response for a cosine or a sine
excitation simultaneously. The response to a complex excitation will also be com-
plex, so that the real part of the solution will be the response to a cosine excitation,
and the imaginary part, response to a sine excitation.

We are interested in the steady state motion. At steady state, all effects due
to transient sources, such as initial conditions and impulsive forces, have died out,
and the response is only due to the external harmonic excitation. Hence, we assume
that the response is of the same nature as the excitation and consider a steady state
solution in the form x(t) = X(iw)eiwt. Introducing this solution and Eq. [1.10.2] into
Eq. [1.10.1] and collecting the coefficients, we obtain

(-w2 + 2iw~wn + w~)X(iw)eiwt = Aw~eiwt [1.10.3]

which can be rearranged and solved for X(iw) as

A
X(iw) = --~-----

1 - (w/wn)2 + 2i~w/wn

The amplitude X(iw) can be characterized by the ratio of the excitation ampli-
tude A multiplied by a nondimensional ratio. This ratio dictates the amplitude of the
response, so we define it as

[1.10.5]

[1.10.6]

. 1G(lW) = ---- .1 - (w/wn)2 + 2l~W/Wn

where G(iw) is called the frequency response. Recalling that a complex number
a + ib can be expressed as Meil/J, where M = Ja2 + b2 and t/J = tan-1(b/a), we
can express the frequency response as

G(iw) = iJG(iw)le-il/J
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where

./, -1 2?w/wn
'f' = tan -----

1 - (w/wnf
[1.10.7]

The quantity IG(iw)1 is referred to as the magnification factor, and the angle l/J

is the phase angle, not to be confused with the phase angle cP defined in the previous
section. The steady state response can then be written as

xs(t) = AIG(iw)lei(wt-l/J) [1.10.8]

The value of the magnification factor is affected by the amount of damping, as
well as by the ratio of the driving frequency to the natural frequency. A plot of IG(iw)1
versus w/wn is given in Fig. 1.50 for various values of the damping factor. The mag-
nification factor becomes smaller with increasing amounts of damping, as one would
expect. For a given amount of damping, the magnification factor becomes larger as
w/wn approaches unity. For an undamped system when w/wn = 1 the magnifica-
tion factor becomes infinity. This phenomenon, called resonance, manifests itself as
very high amplitude vibrations when the driving frequency becomes very close to
the natural frequency.

Dynamical systems subjected to harmonic excitation are designed such that res-
onant frequencies are avoided, or encountered as briefly as possible. Furthermore,

l
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such systems have a certain amount of damping to reduce vibration amplitudes. A
poorly designed system can experience dangerous levels of vibration, which can
cause physical damage, discomfort to occupants, and reduction in precision.

A plot of the phase angle I/J versus w/wn is given in Fig. 1.51. The phase angle
is always less than 90° when w/wn < 1 and greater than 90° when w/wn > 1. The
resonance point becomes the defining factor for the phase angle, as all curves go
through the point I/J = 7T and w/wn = L

When w/wn < 1, the response has the same sign as the excitation. In this case
the response is referred to as being in phase with the excitation. By contrast, when
w/wn > 1, the response has the opposite sign as the excitation, indicating that it is
out of phase with the excitation.

An interesting special case to analyze is that of undamped vibration. Here, set-
ting ( = 0 we can write the steady state response as

A .
xs(t) = _ .~e1wt

When w/wn = 1 and f(t) = Aw; cos Wnt, the response can be shown to be

A .
x(t) = "2Wnt smwnt [1.10.10]

indicating that the amplitude of the response increases with time in a linear am-
plification envelope. Fig. 1.52 shows the response. An infinite amplitude is never

,~ -il
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x(t)

A very interesting application of response to harmonic excitation is the motion of a vehicle
over a wavy terrain. C?nsider such a vehicle, modeled as a single degree of freedom system,
traveling with constan~ speed v over a road that has a sinusoidal shape, as shown in Fig. 1.53.
Derive the magnificatipn factor.

Solution ,
i

The road surface can be modeled as

I

I,
I

reached in reality. A:s the amplitude increases, either the mathematical analysis be-
comes invalid and nbnlinear and other effects begin to dominate the motion, or the
amplitudes become high enough to damage the system. Also, all physical systems
have some energy dissipation mechanism, in the form of viscous damping or in some
other form, which helps reduce vibration amplitudes.

!,
f

I
!
f

I
I
t
!t

I,
I
f
i

I
I

I
[a]

x
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Resonance

y(x) = Y sin C~x)

I.

lZ(t)

i.

I

i'lo(t)

Figure 1.52
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1.10 RESPONSE TO HARMONIC EXCITATION

where Y and L denote the amplitude and length of the wave. Because the vehicle is traveling
at constant speed u, we can express its location on the x axis as x(t) = ut. Substituting this
into the above equation, we obtain

. (21TUt) .y(t) = Ysm L = Ysmwt

where w = 21TU/L. The problem now is reduced to one of a mass-spring-damper system
whose base is undergoing a prescribed harmonic motion. The speed of the vehicle dictates
the frequency of the excitation. .

Consider the free-body diagram of the "iehicle. The deflection of the spring is 8(t) =
z(t) - y(t). Writing Newton's second law, we obtain

67

mz(t) = - k8(t) - c8(t) - mg

which leads to the equation of motion as
i

mz(t) + cz(t) + kz(t) ,,;, -mg + cy(t) + ky(t)

[c]

[d]

We divide this equation by m and make use of the expressions f.ornatural frequency and the
damping factor. Further, we can put y(t) and y(t) into exponential form as y(t) = Y Im(eiwt),
y(t) = Y Im(iweiwt), and write the equation of motion as

z(t) + 2{wnz(t) + w~z(t) = ;-g + Yw~(i2{w/wn + l)eiwt [e]

The first term on the right side has the effect of lowering the mass by a height of g/w~ =
mgt k. It is the static deformation of the mass due to its own weight. Measuring z(t) from static
equilibrium, we have two terms for the excitation, so that the response also consists of two
terms

where

z(t) = Ylf(iw)eiwt

H(iw) = G(iw)(i2{w/wn + 1)

[f]

[g]

is the frequency response of this system. The magnification factor (also known as transmis-
sibility for this problem) is the magnitude of H (iw). Recalling from complex algebra that
I(a + ib)(c + id)1 = I(a + ib)1 X j(c + id)l, we have

IH(iw)1 = jl + (2{w/wn)2IG(iw)1 [h]

Fig. 1.54 plots the transmissibility for various values of the damping factor. As expected,
as the driving frequency gets close to the natural frequency, the transmissibility becomes very
large. Peak values occur at frequencies slightly lower than the natural frequencies. It is inter-
esting to note that as w/wn gets larger-that is, as the vehicle goes faster~the transmissibility
becomes less than 1 and approaches zero. Also, this ratio goes to zero faster when the damping
factor becomes smaller.

Anyone'can observe these results when driving a vehicle. As a vehicle goes faster, the
effects of uneven terrain and of potholes are felt less by the passengers. (It should be.cautioned
that when a vehicle goes faster over potholes, the damping forces exerted by the dashpots also
become larger; hence, such driving wears out the shock absorbers.)
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1•11 FORCED RESPONSE OF LINEAR SYSTEMS
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[1.11.2]v(o+) = jx(o+) = x{o)

We will obtain the general response of a linear system by making use of its response
to impulsive loading. Consider the system in Eq. [1.10.1] subjected to an impulsive
excitation j = tIm at time t = 0

xCt) + 2{wnx(t) + w~xCt) = j£Ct - 0) [1.11.1]

in which jet) is the impulsive force per unit mass. In Section 1.6 we learned that r
an impulsive force applied to a system results in a sudden change in velocity. For a f.,

system originally at rest, from Eq. [1.6.12], the position and velocity immediately I
after the impulse arr

One can view the response of the system after the application of the impulse
as the free response with the position and velocity right after the impulse as initial
conditions. From Eq. [1.9.20], for zero initial displacement, the response has the

form

xCt) = j e-{wnt sinwdt
Wd

[1.11.3]

I
! I
, I
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[1.11.4]
t

f'I'" . VIe genera~ze .th~sresult to the case when the amplitude of the impulsive force
t '. ISumty by calhng It lmpulse response get) as

g(t) = _l_e-Cwnt sinwdt
Wd'

We next represent an arbitrary force as a summation of impulses. Consider a
force f(t), as shown in Fig. 1.55. At any point t = a, the impulse due to the force
applied over a time period of fia has the form j(t - a) = f(a)fia. Considering that
fia is very small, we can treat f(a)fia as impulsive and, from,the above equation,
give the response to an impulse applied at t = a the form

Xa(t) = j(t - a)g(t - a)i = f(a)g(t - a)fiau(t'- a) [1.11.5]

where the subscript in xa(t) signifies that it is the part of the response due to the
impulse at t = a, and u(t - a) is the unit step function, defined as

1
-?

1

u(t - a) = 1 when t ~ a

u(t - a) = 0 when t < a

To find the response to the entire excitation, we sum Eg. [1.11.5] over all the
impulses. As fia becomes smaller, the summation is replaced by integration and
we get

X(t) = f: f(a)g(t - a) da [1.11.6]

Equation [1.11.6] is known as the convolution integral. By a proper change of vari-
ables (say, t - a = 'T,a = t - 'T,da = -d'T), one can show that

[1.11.7].;
rt I rt

x(t) = Jo f(t - 'T)g('T):d'T = Jo f( 'T)g(t - 'T)d'T

When solving for the response, one can :use either form of Eq.' [1.11.7]. One bases
the selection of which form to use on the ease with which the convolution integral
can be evaluated. For example, if the excitation is constant, use of the form with
f(t - 'T) is preferable.



Note that the response obtained from the convolution integral is the response of
the system to zero initial conditions. To find the total response, we superpose this
with the response to initial conditions only, given in Eq. [1.9.20], with the result

- r ( Va + ~W n Xa. ) IiI -r .x(t) = e ~Wnl Xa co Wdt + ---- SlllWdt + - J(t - T)e ~Wn'T SlllWdTdT
Wd Wd a

[1.11.8]
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For an undamped system, the general response reduces to

x(t) = ~OCOSWnt + ~ sinwnt + _1_ (I J(t - T)sinwnTdT [1.11.9]
wn wn Ja

As stated earlier, there are other ways of solving Eq. [1.10.1]. One way is the
homogeneous plus particular solution approach (obtain the homogeneous solution,
the particular solution, add them up and then impose the initial conditions), and the
other is the Laplace~transform solution. Actually, the Laplace transform solution is
equivalent to the convolution integral. Note that with this approach we obtain the so-
lution as the sum of two quantities, the response of an otherwise free system with the
given initial conditions plus the response to the excitation for zero initial conditions.

1
I

Consider as initial conditions an initial displacement Xo and zero initial velocity. We first
need to determine whether motion will take place or not. This depends on whether the spring
force is larger than the friction force. At the point when the velocity is zero, there will be
subsequent motion if

An interesting special case is the response of systems subjected to Coulomb type frictional
forces, such as the mass-spring system in Fig. 1.24 in Example 1.9. While the friction force
is nonlinear, the equation of motion can be split into two linear equations, depending on the
value of the velocity. ~gnoring the external force F, Eqs. [d] and [e] in Example 1.9 can be
written as

Example
1.19

when x> 0, i + w~x = -f.-Lg

when x < 0, i + w~x = f.-Lg

Ikxl > f.-Lrng or Iw~xl > f.-Lg

[a]

[b]

[c]

I
!
I

1

I
J
~
f"

Assuming that at the onset of motion, the spring force is larger than the friction force,
the velocity first encountered will be negative. Therefore, we use Eq. [b] as the equation of
motion. From Eq. [1.11.9] we obtain

I IIx(t) = Xocoswnt + - f.-LgsinwnTdT
Wn 0

1 1= Xocoswnt + -f.-Lg-(1 - coswnt) =
wn. Wn

f.-Lg ( f.-Lg)-2 + Xo - -2 coswnt
Wn Wn

[d]

The velocity becomes zero at a half cycle, t = T/2 = 7T/Wn. The displacement at this point

is

J,.,

(Ii'

x (!!.-) = - Xo + 2f.-L2gWn Wn

._,-_. -._'-_. ----- .--_ .._------ -----

[e]
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We now switch to Eq. [a] as the equation of motion, as long as Eq. [c] holds. The response
in the second half cycle can be shown to be i

JLg (JLg) 'TT 2'TTx(t) = --2 + xo - 3-2 coswnt - < t :5 - [f]
wn wn wn Wn

When t = T = 2'TT/wn, the velocity is again zero, at which point the displacement has the
value i

,

(
2'TT) 4JLgx - = xo - -2 [g]
Wn Wn

It turns out that at every half cycle the ;tmplitude of vibration is reduced by 2JLg/w~.
Hence, the response subject to Coulomb friction is in the form of a decaying curve, with the
decay envelope in the form of two straight lines of slope 2JLg/'TTwn. A typical response curve
is shown in Fig. 1.56. The motion stops when'the velocity is zero and the spring force is less
than the friction force.

The problem with dealing with CoulomB friction is that the solution has to be obtained
for every half cycle individually, making the analysis cumbersome. Often, engineers replace
the Coulomb friction model with an equivalent viscous damping model and use linear equa-
tions. While this is a gross simplification, if one considers the uncertmnties in determining
the friction force and the damping factor, the simplification does not look as bad. It is difficult
to model the damping properties of a system ~ccurately.

1•12 FIRST INTEGRALS

In preceding sections we learned about quantities that were derived by integrating
Newton's second law. For the linear and angular momenta, Newton's second law
was integrated over time, and for energy, the integration was carried over the dis-
placement variable. We also studied the circumstances under which energy and mo-
mentum were conserved. '

When applicable, the principles of conservation of momentum and energy give
qualitative information about the motion without solving for the response explic-
itly. This is a desirable feature, especially for systems with complicated equations
of motion and when one needs to know: the nature of the motion but not the ex-
plicit response. When they are conserved we refer to energy, linear momentum, and
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angular momentum as first integrals, or integrals of the motion. The terminology is
due to the equations of motion being integrated once to arrive at the first integrals.
First integrals involve expressions in which the highest order derivative is one less
than the highest order derivative in the equations of motion.

Energy and momentum are not the only first integrals that can be found for a
dynamical system. There exist other first integrals such as the Jacobi integral and
generalized momenta associated with ignorable coordinates. In most cases, integrals
of the motion have physical explanations, even though one can generate a first inte-
gral that may not have an obvious physical interpretation. First integrals also come
in handy when integrating the equations of motion numerically, as they can be used
to check the accuracy of the numerical integration. One of the first steps when ana-
lyzing a dynamical system should be to search for the existence of first integrals in
order to ascertain the qualitative description of the system behavior.

First integrals are also used for the geometric analysis of motion. A typical ex-
ample of this is phase plane analysis, where one plots the dependent variable versus
its time derivative. We will not go into this subject in detail but will outline some of
the uses of the phase portrait when dealing with conservative systems.

Consider, for example, a particle of mass m moving in one direction and being
acted upon by a force F(x). From Newton's second law, we have mx(t) = F(x).
Energy is conserved. One can arrive at this conclusion by integrating the equation
of motion over x, which yields

x2 - G(x) = C = constant [1.12.1]

where dG(x)/dx = 2F(x)/m. C is basically a measure of the total energy, and it
depends on the initial conditions. We can rewrite Eq. [1.12.1] to show the relationship
between x and x as

-,

x = :tJC - G(x) [1.12.2]

~

From Eq. [1.12.2], the phase portrait of x versus x has a number of properties: It
is symmetric about the x axis. Also, the phase portrait is continuous with continuous
derivatives, so that there are no sharp comers in the phase portrait. For conservative
systems, each curve of the phase portrait corresponds to a specific energy level. One
can plot the phase portraits for different energy levels and analyze the motion. It
can be shown that phase portrait curves below (or above) the x axis corresponding
to different energy levels never cross each other.lO If the phase portraits did cross
each other, one would not know the energy level associated with the point where the
curves met.

The phase portrait is also a useful tool for systems that do not admit integrals
of the motion. In such systems, the phase portrait will not be symmetric about the x
axis. Phase plane analysis is one of the cornerstones of nonlinear stability theory; it
is widely used in mechanical and other systems (electrical, chemical, etc.) as well
as in control theory.

10Except a curve that crosses the x axis, which ends up intersecting its symmetric counterpart. Such a curve defines
critical points and regions on the phase space, separating stable and unstable regions of the phase space. It IS

called a separatrix.
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f<. plot X versus x, the phase portrait for a particle of unity mass subjected to the forces (1)
F(x) = -x + x3/9, and (2) F(x) = -x - x3/9.

Solution
From the analysis in the previous section, we can write Eq. [1.12.1] for case (1) as

Example
1.20

.') x4 .r + x2 - 18 ,= El = constant [a]

I iii The energy constant, of course, can be evaluated using the initial conditions x(O) and X(O)
or the values of displacement and velocity at any other time when they are known. For case
(2) the integral of the motion becomes

4

x2 + x2 + ~8= E2 = constant [It]

,~ Before we plot the phase trajectories, we investigate the equilibrium positions and their
stability. For case (1), the equilibrium points can be shown to be x = 0 and x = =3. A
stability analysis and plot of the potential energy indicates that the equilibrium point x = 0
is critically stable and the two equilibrium points x = =3 are unstable. To see this, we note
that f(x) = -x + x3/9, so that its derivative is

I x2
r(x) :! -I + -

3
[c]

;
1,
•

At the equilibrium position x = 0, '}'l = I, and for x = =3, '}'l = -2. For case (2),
there is only one equilibrium point, Xe = 0, and it is stable.

The phase portraits are shown in Figs. 1.57 and 1.58, where velocity is plotted versus
displacement for various values of the energy constants El and E2• It should be noted from
Section 1.7 that the two cases considered in this example are representative of softening and
hardening springs, respectively. The quantity F(x) can be treated as the spring force acting
on the body. In case (1) the spring force is zero or negative in the range -3 ::; x ::; 3, and
positive when Ixl > 3. This implies that as the deflection of the spring g~ts bigger, the spring
force gets smaller. When x > 3 (or x < - 3), the spring force becomes less than zero, leading
to an unstable equilibrium position.

By contrast, case (2) represents a spring force that keeps growing as x gets larger. Con-
sequently, there is no equilibrium point other than x = O. As x moves further away from
equilibrium, the force pulling it toward equilibrium becomes larger .

~
Vo,

x

x

x

x

Figure 1.57 Case (1) Figure 1.58" Case (2)
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,

For case (1) when disturbed from unstable equilibrium (in this case for Ixl < 3), the
particle leaves the vicinity of the unstable equilibrium point and moves toward the stable
equilibrium point. This is typical of systems that have stable and unstable equilibrium posi-
tions.

A particle of mass m, shown in Fig. 1.59, is acted upon by a force expressed in polar coordi-
nates as F = k/r2e" where r is the distance from the origin to the particle. Find the integrals
of the motion.

Solution
This problem is similar to the central force problem discussed in Example 1.12. The angular
momentum about the origin 0 is conserved, so that it is an integral of the motion. To show
that this indeed is the case, we write Newton's second law in polar coordinates as

F = ma ~ ~ e, = m(f - r02)e, + m(rO + 2iO)ee
r

We resolve Eq. [a] into its radial and transverse components as

m(f - r02) = !-
r2

m(rO + 2iO) = 0

We first manipulate Eq. [c] and note that

:t (?O) = r20 + 2riO. = r(rO + 2iO) = 0

which implies that r20 is constant. Hence, one integral of the motion is

?O = h = constant

[a]

[b]

[e]

Ed]

[e]

~

This first integral has a physical significance, as it is the angular momentum of the particle
about the origin of th~ coordinate system

"Figure1.59
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This integral of the motion can be directly identified by noting that the applied force F does
not create a moment around O. Next, consider Eq. (b] and eliminate the 0 term from it using
Eq. (e]. Writing Eq. (e] as 0 = h/,-2, and introducing it into Eq. (b], we obtain

mh2 kmr = F(r) = - + - [g]
r3 r2

l ~~
Ho = r X mv = re, X m(re, + rOeO) = m?Ok [f]

\

The above equation describes a conservative system, with F(r) denoting the conservative
force. The energy is conserved, and it has the form

I. I mh2 k- m? + - - + - = E = constant [h]
2 2 r2 r

We identify the above expression as another integral of the motion. For general central force
problems, F = j(r)e" Eq. (h] becomes 4m;-2 + 4mh2/,-2 + V(r) = E, where

V(r) = ...;.f' j(r) dr [I]
'0

For orbital mechanics problems it is convenient to introduce the variable.u = lIr and
to analyze the equations of motion in terms of u. We will study this subject in more detail in
Chapter 3. '

1•13 NuMERICAL INTEGRATION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION

In previous sections, we saw closed-form approaches for obtaining the response of a
single degree of freedom system described by linear, constant coefficient equations.
Such equations are almost always approximations to more complex equations, often
about equilibrium. Even then, if the external excitation is a complicated function,
finding a closed-form solution of the convolution integral may become prohibitive.
In cases when no analytical tool is available to obtain the response, numerical inte-
gration of the equations of motion by means of a digital computer is often a viable
alternative.

There are several types of computational methods for integrating the equations
of motion of a system and getting its response. The different types of methods are use-
ful in treating different types of equations. We will not go into the various approaches
here, but we will discuss the general prirtciples behind numerical integration.

Dynamical systems are governed by differential equations, where the excitation
and response are usually continuous functions of time. Digital computers are de-
signed to deal with discrete phenomena. Hence, integration of equations of motion
on a digital computer needs to be discretized and carried out on an incremental basis.
The basic idea is as follows: Consider the equation of motion

-'.10

.!,;.

.;

:.?,-
i..
:!'

~x~.
~ x(t) = h(x(t), x(t» + J(t) [1.13.1 ]

l,
1

We select a time increment, say ~, and initial time, say to. The time increment
~ is also called the sampling period. We feed the computer the initial conditions
for position and velocity at t = to, x(to), and x(to), as well as the value of the
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external force, J(ro), and invoke the numerical integration routine. The output of the
numerical integration routine will be approximations to the position and velocity at
t = fo + .6.,x(to + .6.)and x(ro + .6.).This is considered as one step of the integration.

We then go to the second step of the integration. Values generated for the dis-
placement and velbcity at the end of the first step, x(to + .6.)and x(to + .6.),are fed
into the computer as initial conditions, together with the external force J(to + .6.).
The output is appl'oximations to the position and velocity at the end of the second
step, x(fo + 2.6.)and x(to + 2.6.).The process continues until the final time or other
selected condition is reached.

Two obvious questions involve the selection of the numerical integration ap-
proach, and the selection of the time increment .6..One selects the numerical inte-
gration approach based on the nature of h(x(t), x(t)) as well as of J(t). One selects
the sampling period such that the results of the numerical integration are accurate.
A very small value of .6.increases the computational effort quite a bit, while a large
value of .6.leads to inaccuracies. Often, the nature of the equations of motion gives
guidelines for the selection of .6..For example, in a vibrating system like the one
considered in Sections 1.9-1.11, the sampling period .6.should be less than T /6, one
sixth of the period of vibration.

It turns out that almost all numerical integration methods require that the
describing equations be cast into what is known as state Jorm. In state form,
the system is represented by first-order differential equations. The left side of
the equations contain first-order derivatives of the variables and the right side
of the equations do not have any time derivatives. For example, to write the vibrat-
ing system of Eq. p.1 0.1] in state form, we introduce two new variables,

z, (t) = x(r) Z2(t) = x(t) [1.13.2J

and write the equation of motion in state form as the two equations
z,(t) = Z2(t)

Z2(t) = -w~z, (r) - 2(WnZ2(t) + J(t) [1.13.3J

For multidegree of freedom systems we have a set of variables {z(t)} =
[z, (f), Z2(t) ... zm(Of, and can write the state equations as

{z(t)} = [A({z(t)})] + [B({z(t)})]{J(t)} [1.13.4J

in which {J(t)} is the excitation vector. When linear, constant coefficient systems are
expressed in stateJornl, the equations have the form

{z(t)} = [A]{z(t)} + [B]{J(t)} [1.13.5J

where [Al and [B] are constant coefficient matrices.

Identify the [A] and [B] matrices for the system described by Eqs. [1.13.3].

Solution
I

We have one input: f(1), so that {f(1)} is a scalar. Thus, [A] is a 2 x 2 matrix, and [B] is a
matrix of order 2 x I, hence a vector of order 2. We have

{z(t)} = [Zl (t)]
Z2(t) [A] = [_~~ -2~wJ [B] = [~] {f(t)} = f(t) [aJ

~
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HOMEWORK EXERCISES

SECTION 1.2

1. Given the values for g = 32.174 fUsec2 and that a block of mass 1 kg has a
weight of 2.2046 Ib, determine how many newtons equals a force of 1 lb.

SECTION 1.3
I

2. Show that the radius of curvature of a projectile's trajectory reaches a minimum
at the top of the trajectory.

3. Consider normal and tangential coord~nates and show that the radius of curvature
and torsion are related to the path variable s by Eqs. [1.3.39]. Then, consider two-
dimensional motion (x, y) and derive the expression for the radius of curvature
given in Eq. [1.3.15].

4. A pin is constrained to move in a guide slot whose curve is defined by y =
- x2 + x, as shown in Fig. 1.60. The pin is being pushed by a motor such that it

77

y

Fiigure1.60

y(x) = -x2+x

x
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I

has an acceleration x(t) = 1 + 0.2t. The initial conditions are at t = 0, x(O) =
-0.6, X(O) = O. Find the acceleration of the particle when t = 0.5 s, and find
the radius of curvature at that instant.

5. A particle moves along a surface defined by z = 2xy, such that x = 3 sin Q'

and y = 3 cos Q', in which a is a parameter. Find the unit vectors in the normal,
tangential, and binormal directions, as well as the radius of curvature and torsion
of the curve when a = 7T/4.

6. At a certain instant, the velocity and acceleration of a particle are defined by
v = 3i + 4j - 6k rn/s and a = - 2i + 3k m/s2. Find the radius of curvature and
change of sp~ed of the particle at that instant.

7. Consider Example 1.3 and find the distance traveled by the particle on the curve
between the points a = 0 and a = 7T/6.

8. A vehicle modeled as a particle of mass m is moving up a spiraled road of con-
stant radius R, as shown in Fig. 1.61. It takes the vehicle five full circles to reach
the top, which is at a height h from the bottom.
a. Express the position, velocity, and acceleration of the particle using

cylindrical coordinates.
b. Obtain the relationships between the unit vectors in the cylindrical

coordinates and the normal-tangential coordinates. What is the radius of
curvature?

9. Using a spherical coordinate system, express R, e, and ep in terms of x, y, and
z. In other words, find the counterpart of Eq. [1.3.63] in spherical coordinates.

10. A particle is traveling along an elliptic path, described by the equation x2/a2 +
l/b2 = 1, with a 2:: b. Show-using path variables-that an approximate so-
lution for the perimeter of the ellipse is 27T JO.5(a2 + b2), and that the solution
becomes exact when a = b. Hint: You will need to use elliptic integrals and
their tables to arrive at your result.

11. Equations [1:3.32] and [1.3.33] relate the distance traversed along the path in
terms of the rectilinear coordinates x, y, and z as well as the path parameter 0'.

Derive the equivalent expressions for ds in terms of spherical and cylindrical
coordinates.

••
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Figure 1.61
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Figure1.62
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Figure1.63

12. A rod is attached to two sliders moving in guide bars by universal joints as shown
in Fig. 1.62. Find the velocity of slider B when slider A is at a height of 25 in.
and is sliding down with a speed of 3 in/so

13. A rod is attached to two sliders moving in guide bars by universal joints as shown
in Fig. 1.63. Find the velocity of slider B when slider A is at a height of 60 cm
and it is sliding up with a speed of 20 crn/s.

SECTION 1.4

14. Using spherical coordinates, find the equations of motion of the pendulum in
Fig. 1.13.

15. Find the equations of motion for the double pendulum in Fig. 1.64.
16. Consider the vehicle moving up a spiraled road of problem 1.8. There is a coef-

, .
ficient of friction of J.L between the road and the vehicle. Derive the equation of
motion. First, use all three cylindrical coordinates as motion variables and gen-
erate three constrained equations. Then, using the traversed angle as the motion
variable, reduce the equations of motion to one. Treat the vehicle as a bead slid-
ing around a helical wire. A force pushes the vehicle up.

1:, I,~\L
m2

,IfIII.

Figure 1.64
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17. A vehicle modeled as a particle of mass m is moving with constant speed v along
a curved road with radius of curvature p, as shown in Fig. 1.65. The coefficient
of friction between the road surface and the vehicle is tL. In order to reduce
slipping, the road is banked by an angle 8. Find a relationship between tL and 8
that will prevent the vehicle from slipping when the brakes are applied and the
vehicle slows down with deceleration a.

18. A bead of mas's m slides without friction on a wire shaped as the curve z = x2/4,
as shown in Fig. 1.66. Find the equation of motion for the bead.

19. Find the equation of motion for the mass sliding with friction over a disk of
radius R, as shown in Fig. 1.67. A spring connects the mass with the top of the
disk. The spring is unstretched when 8 = O.

20. A particle of mass m is being acted upon by a force F(x, X, t) = xx. Find its
response using initial conditions x(O) = Xa, x(O) = Va. Consider two cases: (a)
va > x5/2m, and (b) Va < x512m.

21. Find the equation of motion of the system in Fig. 1.68. The two sliders have mass
m and the link is massless. Friction affects only the slider moving horizontally.

22. A steel ball of mass 0.2 kg is released into the frictionless inner surface of a
cone with an apex angle of 15°, at a distance of 65 cm from the apex, as shown

g 1
m
A

j.1= 0.1

g ~
Z

•••

Figure' .68 Figure' .69
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in Fig 1.69. What should be the initial speed of the ball, so that the ball does not
fall to the bottom of the cone and its elevation remains the same? Use spherical
coordinates. '

23. The wedge (15°) in Fig. 1.70 of mass M rests on a rough platform with coefficient
of friction J.L. A mass m 1 is suspended by a string and is attached by a pulley to
another mass m2 which slides without friction on the wedge.
a. Solve for the accelerations of ml, .m2, and the tension in the string when J.L

is sufficient to keep the wedge from moving.
b. Find the smallest value of J.L for which the wedge remains at rest.

SECTION 1.5

24. Determine the number of degrees of freedom for the systems shown in Figs.
1.71 and 1.72.

4

g 1

Figure 1.71
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Figure 1.72
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Figure 1.73

SECTION 1.6
25. A fugitive who weighs 180 lb is running on top of a train. The train car weighs

10,000 lb and'is moving at a speed of 5 mph, as shown in Fig. 1.73. The fugitive's
goal is to jump onto the next car, which has the same mass and speed and which
has just separated from the car behind it. As the fugitive jumps, he resembles a
projectile which has left the ground with an angle of 30° and a speed of 20 mph
relative to the train. What is the speed of the second car after the fugitive jumps
on it and he comes to a stop on the train?

26. Consider the double pendulum in Fig. 1:64. An .impulsive force F is applied
to m2 in the horizontal direction. Find (J 1 and (J2 immediately after the im-
pulse.

SECTION 1.7

27. The forces acting on a particle, expressed in the Cartesian coordinate system,
are Fx = 2x+ 3x2y - y3 + 4, Fy = 2y + x3 - 3xy2 + 1, Fz = O.What is the
potential energy V?

28. Find the period of oscillation of a simple pendulum for arbitrary motions of the
pendulum.

29. A particle slides over a circular cylinder of radius R, as shown in Fig. 1.74.
The angle that the line connecting the center of the cylinder with the particle
makes with the vertical is denoted QY(J. The particle is slightly tilted with speed

z

p

x

x

(a)

Figure 1.74

(b)

J!);".io"b ._------,d
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va in the x direction at the top of the cy linder. Find the value of the angle ()when
the particle and cylinder lose contact.

30. Consider the particle in the previous problem. The particle 'is released from the
top with an initial velocity of Vo = vxoi + vyoj, and f-L = 0.1. Derive the equa-
tions of motion, and discuss the difficulties in solving for the value of () when
the particle loses contact with the cylinder.

!

SECTION 1.8

31. Find the equilibrium position for the system in Fig. 1.72.
32. Find the equilibrium position(s) of a particle of mass m = 1, which is acted

upon by the forces:
Q. F(x, i) = 0.6i + x - 0.lx3 b. F(x, i) = -OA,t * x + x2 + 0.05i2

33. A particle of mass m is at the tip of a massless rod of length L and is being used
as an inverted pendulum attached to two springs, as shown in Fig. 1.75. Find the
equilibrium positions for the mass and check for their stability. Assume small
motions and that the springs always deflect horizontally.

34. Assess the stability of the equilibrium points associated with the mass in Prob-
lem 1.32.

SECTION 1.9

35. Obtain the equation of motion for the system shown in Fig. 1.76. The rod is
massless. Then, assume small motions and linearize.

36. Obtain the equation of motion and calculate the natural frequency of the two-
pulley system shown in Fig. 1.77. Assume that the pulleys are smooth and
massless.

37. Consider Example 1.17 and that a dashpot of constant c = 0.3 lb. sec/in act-
ing on the mass-spring system. Find the displacement and velocity after two
seconds.

y .•...•....----.

83
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SECTION 1.10
i

38. A machine of weight 50 lb is mounted on a 110 lb table (vibration isolator),
which is supported by three springs of constant 500 lb/in each, as shown in
Fig. 1.78. The rotor inside the machine rotates with a speed of 1000 rpm, and it
generates a force that varies harmonically between - 30 and 30 lbs. Find the am-
plitude of the response, assuming that the table has no rotational motion. What
is the force traJilsmitted to the support?

39. A machine with rotating components is to be placed on four springs and four
dashpots. The machine weighs 200 lb and it operates at 600 rpm. Design the
spring and dashpot constants such that only 50 percent of the shaking force of
the unit is transmitted to the supporting structure, and? = 0.3.

40. A mass-spring~damper system has a mass of 10 kg and spring constant of 500
N/m. The viscous damping coefficient is not known and is to be determined ex-
perimentally from the frequency response. When the system is excited by a fre-
quency w = 14.5 rad/s, the magnification factor is observed to be 0.3, and when
w = 11 rad/s, the magnification factor is 0.65. Find the damping coefficient that
will give values for the magnification factor closest to the two measurements.

41. In Fig. 1.28, the mass M moves according to the relation x(t) = Xo cos wt. Find
the equation of motion for the pendulum, assuming that () remains small at all
times.

42. Consider the small motions of the dOLJblependulum in Fig. 1.64. Let ()I be spec-
ified and find the resonance condition for ()2. Then let 82 be specified and find
the resonance condition for 81.

SECTION 1.11
43. The step response of a system is the response to the excitation !(t) = lu(t) in

Eq. [1.10.1], with zero initial conditions. Find the step response for an undamped

I
I
!
I

I
i
I
!
!
!
I

I
!

I
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system and show that the derivative of the step response is the impulse response
g(n. i

44. An undamped mass-spring system (Jnx + kx = F) is subjected to the excitation
F(t) = tu(t), with zero initial conditions. Find the response.

45. An undamped mass-spring system is subjected to the excitation F(t) = Fo (0 :5

t :5 to) and no excitation after t > tb. The initial displacement is Xo = - Fo/3k,
with no initial velocity. Find the response.

46. An undamped mass-spring system is subjected to the excitation F(t) =
Fo sin 2wnt, with zero initial conditions. Derive an expression for the response.
Compare this expression with the fr~quency response in Section 1.10 and com-
ment on the difference.

SECTION 1.12

47. A particle of mass m is being acted on by a force expressed in polar coordinates
as F = kelr eo, where k is a constant. Find the integrals of motion of this system.

48. A particle of mass m is being acted on by a force expressed in spherical coordi-
nates as F = kReR, where k is a co:nstant. Find the integrals of motion of this
system.

49. Find the integrals of the motion for the pendulum shown in Fig. 1.13.
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chapter

2
RELATIVE MOTION

INTRODUCTION2.1
When motion is observed from an inertial frame, the expressions for velocity
and acceleration have simple forms. Often it is necessary or advantageous to ob-
serve motion from a moving reference Jrame rather than an inertial frame. One
can find examples of this from, among other cases, machine dynamics, vehicle
dynamics, and motion relative to the rotating earth. IIi machine dynamics, one
needs to relate the motion of one component to the other. Measurement of motion
from a moving vehicle or platform is a' common necessity. And, in an expanded
sense, all motion measured on the earth is with respect to a rotating coordinate
system.
Ignoring the earth's rotation is a realistic assumption in a number of problems.

Motion over short distances and over short time intervals can be accurately analyzed
without considering the earth's rotation. In a number Ofcases, though, the effect of
having a noninertial reference frame must be considered. For example, for computa-
tions associated with weather patterns and ocean dynamics, and just about any type
of motion over long time periods, neglecting to consider rotation of the earth gives
incorrect results. I

I

In this chapter we consider the motion of reference frames with respect to each
other and establish relative motion equations. A major difference between an inertial
and a noninertial reference frame arises when we calculate the derivatives of vec-
tors. We distinguish between local derivatives, that is, derivatives calculated from
moving reference frames, and global (or total) derivatives, which are calculated with
respect to inertial reference frames. We discuss the differences in form between the
translational velocity vector and angular velocity vector and emphasize that angular
velocity is a defined vector, rather than the derivative of another vector. We consider
motion involving the rotating earth. Within this context, the reader is introduced to a
basic perturbation technique to obtain approximate solutions to complex problems.

87
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2.2 MOVING COORDINATE FRAMES

Consider two coordinate frames: XYZ, ai' fixed frame with origin at 0, and xyz, a
moving frame with origin at B, as shown in Fig. 2.1. We define the unit vectors
along the fixed axes X, Y, and Z by I, J, and K and along the moving axes x, y, and
z by i, j, and k, respectively.

We are primarily interested in the case when the moving xyz frame rotates. Con-
sider the motion ofa point P. One can observe the displacement of P from the inertial
frame, using the v~ctor rp, or from the relative frame, by the vector rp/B. From vector
calculus we write

--,

rp = rB + rp/B [2.2.1 ]

[2.2.2]

For the sake of discussion, assume that points 0 and B coincide, and drop the
subscript P. One can express r = rp as ~ = XI + YJ + ZK ot r = xi + yj + zk.
To investigate the relationships between the velocities as observed from the differ-
ent frames, we differentiate r with respect to time. In terms of the inertial frame
components, because the unit vectors I, J, and K are fixed in direction, we have

d . . .
v = - r = XI + YJ + ZK

dt

and in terms of the moving frame . . .
v = xi + jj + zk + xi + yj + zk [2.2.3]

The first three terms on the right in Eq. [2.2.3] describe the velocity as observed
from the relative frame. The last three terms describe the rate of change of the unit
vectors and, hence, the contribution due to the motion of the relative frame itself. The
normal-tangential, cylindrical, and spherical coordinates that we studied in Chapter
1 are in essence rotating coordinate systems.

We identify two types of terms: the local derivative terms, taken in the relative
frame, and an added set of terms that depend on the motion of the relative frame. The
local derivatives together with the added terms constitute the global derivative terms,
measured in the inertial frame. From this comes the simple but important conclusion
that derivatives of a vector are different quantities when taken in different reference
frames. One must clearly specify which reference frame the derivative is taken in.

~--

y

Figure 2.1
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2.2 MOVING COORDINATE FRAMES

Using a similar approach, we obtain the expression for the acceleration of point
pas

d ." .... . . .
a = -d v = ,ti + yj + ik +.xi + yj + zk + 2Ui + jj + zk) [2.2.4]

t '
,

The first three terms on the right ih this equation describe the acceleration as
observed from the relative frame. They constitute the local second derivative. The
next three terms describe the acceleration of the relative frame. The last three terms
exist because there is motion with respect to a moving reference frame. These terms
arise from two sources: the differentiation in time of the unit vectors in the expression
.d + yj + zk, and the differentiation of the displacement variables in the expression
xi + YJ+ zk. These are known as the Corio lis terms.

We obtained Eqs. [2.2.3] and [2.2.4] by a straightforward differentiation of the
displacement expressions. We followed this procedure in Chapter I when obtaining
derivatives of unit vectors associated with the coordinate systems we were consid-
ering. One may ask whether there is a more general way to obtain derivatives of
vectors. Indeed, there is, as we will see later on in this chapter.

When selecting a moving coordinate system, one must establish the relationship
between the inertial and the moving coordinate systems. A simple illustration of a
coordinate transformation is given in the example that follows.

Water is flowing out of the garden sprinkler in Fig. 2.2 with the constant speed of 2 mls. The
sprinkler arm rotates counterclockwise at the constant rate of 20/1T rpm. As it exits the sprin-
kler, the water makes an angle of 15° with the horizontal. Find the velocity and acceleration
of a particle of water as it leaves the sprinkler arm, and the velocity 0.05 seconds later.
Solution

i
We have two convenient locations to define the origin of the relative axes: to place point B at
the pivot, or to place point B at the tip of tht) sprinkler. Let us locate point B at the pivot, so
that rB = 0, VB = O.We define the inertial coordinate frame with the Z direction along the
vertical. The orientation of the relative axes!'is selected such that the Z and z axes coincide
and that the projection of the sprinkler on thd XY plane is along the x axis. Defining the angle
between the X and x axes by 0, the xyz frame is obtained by a counterclockwise rotation about
the Z axis by 0, as shown in Fig 2.3. We hav~

i = cosOI + sinOJ j f cosOJ - sinOI k = K [a]

Example
2.1

89
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I
I

dk = 0
dt

. . .
-0 cos 01 - 0 sin OJ = -Oidj r

dt

i
I'
I

Differentiation qfEq. (aJ with respect to time yields the rates of change of the unit vectors
i,j,andkas i

I'di . I' .
- = -OsinOI+tOcosOJ = OJ
dt I

I

I

90

[c]

d
2
k = 0

dt
2

[b]

0=0

.. .,
-Oi - O-j

. di
-Oi - 0 dt

d2j
dt2

d2i
dt2 = OJ + 8

dj
dt

i
i
I

i D' n"=; uJ - u-I
i
I
f
I

indicating that the cO,mponentof the motion in the z-direction is not affected by the motion of
the relative frame. The rotation of the movingJrame is described by

1

i

! 8 = 20 rev Imin 27Tfad = ~ rad/s
i 7T min 60s rev 3
I
r, I'

It is useful to w6te the position vector associated with a water particle inside the sprink-
ler as

rp = rplB - xi + zk [d]

i :

so that the coordinatt y and all its derivatives'are zero. Using this information, Eqs. [2.2.3],
[2.2.4], and the vectqr derivatives in Eqs. [b],!

i Vp = xi + zk + xi = xi + zk + x8j [e]

ap ~ xi + zk + xi + 2xi = ld + zk + x(Oj - 82i) + 2x8j [f]

As the water pahiCle is about to leave th~ sprinkler, we have from Fig. 2.2,

x 0.4 m z = 0.3 m i, X = 2cos 15° = 1.932 m/s

~=2sin15°=0.5176m/s x=z=O [g]

Substituting the aboye values into Eqs. [e] and [f], we obtain
I

!, Vp = 1.932i+0.2667j+0.5176km/s [h]
I

ap ~!0.4 (OJ - ~i)+ 2(1.932i;~j~ -0.17781 + 2.576jmis' [I]

Because the x)'z axe{ are continuously changing direction, the velocity and acceleration can
be expressed more meaningfully using their components in the vertical and in the horizontal
plane. We can hencelwrite

m~h.9322 + 0.26672 = 1.950 m/sUhoriz =
I

Vvel1 =0.5176 m/s
1

I
As soon as the \yater particle leaves the nozzle, the only force that acts on it is gravity.

Also, we are no longer viewing motion from a set of rotating coordinates. It is more convenient,
now to look at the horizontal and vertical components of the velocity. Ignoring air resistance,
the horizontal compqnent of the velocity does not change. The vertical component changes
due to gravity, whic~ we can express as a = ~ 9.807K m/s2. After 0.05 seconds, the vertical
component of the velocity becomes

•.•...

UVel1 = 0.5176 - 0.05(9.807) = 0.02725 m/s
I

indicating that the w~ter particle is about to stUrtgoing down.
: f'

j ", ~I '
I
I
I'
I'
I,

Ii
I

I
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2.3 REPRESENTATION OF VECTORS

In this section we describe different ways of representing vectors. Consider a rec-
tilinear coordinate system with unit vectors el, e2, and e3 and two vectors rand u
defined as

r = riel + r2e2 + r3e3' u = Ulel + U2e2 + U3e3 [2.3.1]

We will refer a set of vectors described this way as geometric vectors or spatial
vectors. The dot and cross products of these vectors yield the results

r.u = rl~l + r2u2 + r3U3

r X u = (r2u3 - r3u2)i + (r3uI - rlu3)j + (rIU2 - r2uI)k

We also express the vectors rand u in column vector format as

[2.3.2]

{r} ~ [~n {u} ~ [~:] [2.3.3]

The column vectors {r} and {u} are also referred to as algebraic vectors. Using this
description, we can express the dot product of two geometric vectors in column vec-
tor format by

r.u i~ {rf{u} [2.3.4]

i
where T denotes the matrix transpose'. To express the cross product r X u using
column vectors, we introduce the skew-symmetric matrix [1] associated with the
vector r, and write

and we note that the matrix multiplicatio'ns in [1][1]{u} can be performed in any order.

[2.3.5]

[2.3.6]

[2.3.7]

r
2
]

-~I
rl

-r3
o

r X (r X u) ~ [1][1]{u}

[1] = [ ~.3
-",2

so that

, [r2U3 - r3U2]
r X u ~ [1]{u} = r3uI - rlu3

. rlu2-r2ul
I

Hence, the geometric vector operation' of r X u and the column vector operation
of [1]{u} are equivalent. Note that because r X u = -u X r, we can also write
[1]{u} = -[u]{r}.

In dynamics, one frequently encounters the vector product r X (r X u), which is
used to describe centripetal acceleration. The expression is commonly shortened to
r X r X u, with the understanding that the cross product between r and u is performed
first. Using the notation introduced above,
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The relations derived above are only valid when all vectors involved are ex-
pressed in the same coordinate system. If the vectors rand II are not represented in
the same coordinate system, Eqs. [2.3.4] and [2.3.6] no longer hold. For example, if
we have two coordinate systems with unit vectors el e2e3 and e~e;e~ and two spatial
vectors rand II in the form

r ;::::riel + r2e2 + r3e3

their dot product becomes
I

I I III ;::::ujel + U2e2 + U3e3 [2.3.8]

3 3
roll;:::: LLrjUkej.e~ ---+ {rf[e]{u}

j= j k= I

in which rand II are given in Eq. [2.3.1] and the matrix [e] has the form

[2.3.9]

[

el •e~
[e];:::: e2. e~

e3 • e~

1el • e2
Ie2 • e2
1e3 • e2

1 ]

ej • e3
1e2 • e3

e3 • e~
[2.3.10]

The expression [e]{u} can be viewed as the column vector representation of II using
the el e2e3 triad. Conversely, the expression {rf[e] can be viewed as the transpose of
[ef {r}, the column vector representation of r in the e~e;e~ triad. In the next section,
we will formally define the entries of [e] as direction cosines.

It should be noted that sets of geometric vectors can also be represented in col-
umn vector format. The elements of the column vector will be geometric vectors.
For instance, the triad ej e2e3 can be written as

(e) ~ [::] [2.3.11 ]

This form is also useful when taking dot or cross products of unit vectors. For exam-
ple, the expression g ;::::gl ej + g2e2 + g3e3, where gi(i ;::::1, 2, 3) are scalars, can be
written using the1column vector format as g ;::::{ef{g} in which {g} ;::::[gl g2 g3f.

The column vector notation is not restricted to describing geometric vectors.
This formulation'is commonly used to represent variables in a Euclidean space.

Next, consider differentiation of scalars and vectors with respect to other vec-
tors. This procedure can be conveniently illustrated using column vectors. Consider
the scalar S and a vector {q} ;::::[q] q2 . . . qnf of dimension n, where the el-
ements ql, q2, ... , q" are independent of each other. The derivative of S with re-
spect to {q} is defined as the n-dimensional row vector dSld{q}, whose elements have
the form

dS [as
d{q} - aql ::2 ... ::J [2.3.12]

'..'.•.....~

In compact form, dSld{q} is also written as S{q}. When {q} is the column vector rep-
resentation of a geometric vector in rectilinear coordinates, the above operation be-
comes similar to the gradient operation. We can write 'ilS ;::::[dSld{q}]T.

_. J
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f:

In a similar fashion, we obtain the derivative of a column vector with respect to
another. Given the column vector {u} of order m,where {u} = [UI U2 . . . umf,
the derivative of {u} with respect to a vector {q} of order n is obtained by differenti-
ating every element of {u} with respect to every element of {q}. The end result is the
III X n matrix, referred to as the lacobiqn, and denoted by [{uhq}] or by [uq], having
the form

aUI aUI aUI
- - ... -
aql aq2 aqn

d{u} · aU2 aU2 aU2
d{q} = [{uhq}] = [uq] ~

- - ...
aqn Iaql aq2 [2.3.13]

...
aUm aUm aUm
- - ... -
aql aq2 aqn

We now investigate some of the special forms of the scalar S and its derivative
with respect to a vector. Consider, for example, the n-dimensional column vectors
{v} = [VI V2 . . . vnf and {q} and define the scalar S as

[2.3.14]
n

S = {vf{q} =,{qf{v} = Lvkqk
k=l

in which vk(k = 1,2, ... , n) are the elements of {v} and qk(k= 1,2, ... , n) are the
elements of {q}. Taking the derivative of S with respect to {q}, we obtain

[2.3.15]dS
d{q}

d ({vf {q})
d{q}

[ + av k + av k + av k]= VI + L q k - V2 +' / q k - . . . Vn + / .q k-
k=1 aql IN aq2 N aqn

For the special case when the elements of {v} are not functions of qb v j =1= v j(qk),
(j, k = 1,2, ... , n) we obtain I

[2.3.16]dS a ( T) Td{q} = d{q} {v} {q} = {v}

If we write the vector {v} as {v} = [D]{h} where [D] is a square matrix of order
nand {h} is an n-dimensional vector, so that S = {hf[Df{q} = {qf[D]{h} and
consider the case where none of the elements of [DJ and {h} are a function of {q},
then

i~

dS _ d ({hV[Df {q}) = {hf[Df
d{q} - d{q}

[2.3.17]

[2.3.18]

It follows that if [DJ is not a function of {h} the derivative of S with respect to {h} is

dS = d({hf[Df{q}) = d({qf[D]{h}) = { f[DJ
d{h} d{h} d{h} q

In mechanics, one commonly encounters scalar quantities that are quadratic in
terms of the motion variables, such as kinetic and potential energy. Define S as

<

~
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S = {qV[D]{q}. The derivative of S with respect to {q} in this case has the form
"

d~~} = {qf~D] + {qf[Df

and when the matrix D is symmetric, this becomes

d ({qV[D]{q}) = 2{qf[D]

[2.3.19]

[2.3.20]

[2.3.21 ]

Consider the symmetric form above 'and the case when the matrix [D] has ele-
ments that are functions of {q}. We frequently encounter this situation in Lagrangian
mechanics. The derivative of a matrix with respect to a vector is a tensor of order
three. We can avoid dealing with tensors of order three by taking the derivative of
the product [D]{q}, so that we now have

d ({qV[D]{q}) = { }~[D] + { f d ([Df {q})
d{q} q · q d{q}

Next, let us obtain the derivatives of functions of several variables with respect
to time. Consider the scalar x, which is a function of 11variables ql, q2, ... , qn and
time t, so that x = X(ql, q2, ... , qn, t). The derivative of x with respect to time is
obtained using the chain rule as

. dx + dX. dX
x = - = / -qk +-

dt k:l dqk dt
[2.3.22]

We can express this relationship in column vector format. Indeed, introducing the
column vector {q} = [ql q2 ... qnY, we write Eq. [2.3.22] as

. dx dX .. ' dX . dX
x = -d = -{ }{q} + -d = X{q}{q} + -. [2.3.23]

t d q t dt

where we recall that the derivative of a scalar with respect to a column vector is a
row vector. Extending this to the case wh~n the time derivative of a column vector {I'}
is sought, where {I'} = [I') 1'2 . . . rmf, where rj = rj(ql, q2, ... , qn, t), (j =
1,2, ... , m) we obtain

{r} = [{r}{q}]{q} + {.~~} = [rq]{q} + { ~~} [2.3.24]

in which [{r}{q}] ~ [rq] is recognized to be a matrix of order m X 11. When {I'} is the
column vector representation of a geometric vector, m = 3 and [rq] becomes a 3 x 11

matrix with [rq1)k = drjldqk (j = 1,2,3; k = 1,2, ... ,11). To visualize this better
we express the vector {I'} in terms of a set of unit vectors as

{I'} = [I'I 1'2 r3f r = 1'1el + r2e2 + r3e3 [2.3.25]

so that

~

r = ~ dr.. drL-.qk+-
k=1 dqk dt

3d 3[nd d]'. rj rj . rj
or r=L-ej=LL-qk+-ej

j=l dt j=1 k=1 dqk dt
[2.3.26]

. 41
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To evaluate the second derivative of {r}, we use the chain rule again. We wish to
avoid taking the partial derivative of a matrix with respect to a vector, so we make
use of Eq. [2.3.21] and write

95

a J a2r]{f} = [rq]{ij} + ([rq]{q})M {q} + 2at [rq]{q} + lat2
I
,

[2.3.27]

The second term on the right side of this equation can also be expressed as

([rq]{q}){q} {q} = [{qf[rlqq]{q} {qf[r2qq]{q} {qf[r3qq]{q}f [2.3.28]

j = 1,2, 3; i, k = 1,2, ... , n

in which the elements of the matrices [rjqq](j = 1,2,3) are

a2r'
[rjqqLk = .:l aJ

qi qk
[2.3.29]

I

It is important to remember that tHe differentiation operation is conducted in
the same reference frame as the vector r is measured in. In the above equations we
considered an inertial frame.

,
Consider the two coordinate systems XYZ and xyz, with unit vectors IjK and ijk. The xyz co-
ordinate system is obtained by rotating the XYZ system first by an angle of 30° counterclock-
wise about the Z axis and then rotating the resulting intermediate x' y' z' coordinate system
by 45° clockwise about the y' axis. Fig. 2.4.shows the rotation sequence. Given the vectors
a = 31 + 4J + 6K and b = 2i + j + 2k, find a. b and the matrix [c].

Solution
We first represent the unit vectors ijk in terms of IjK. From Fig. 2.4, we can write the unit
vectors of the intermediate x' y' z' axes as

Example
2.2

i' = cos 30°1 + sin 30°J j' = ~ sin 30°1 + cos 30°J k' = K [a]

The xyz coordinate system is related to the intermediate axes by a clockwise rotation of
45° about the y' axis, so that-using the short notation for the sine (s) and cosine (c) of an

z

, Yy,y
\

OJ ~oo
\ .)

450
\....----:
\

z, z'

x

x'

x

i1i

Figure 2.4
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[c]

"I

Introducing these expressions to the vector b, we obtain

angle-the unit vectors in the coordinate systems are related by

i = c 45°j' + s 45°k' = c 45°(c 30°1 + s 300J) + s 45°K = '.161 + )2 J + )2K [b]
4 4 2

j = j' = - s 30°1 +c 30°J = - ~ 1 + 13J2 2

k = -s 45°i' + c 45°k' = -s 45°(c 30°1 ~ s 300J) + c 45°K = - fil - ,/2J + )2K
4 4 2

[d]

. '. (fi)2)2 K) 1 13 (fib = ?1 + J +?k = 2 -I + -J + - - -I + -J + 2 --I-, - 44 2 22 4

_ )2 J Ii K) - - 11 13J 2 r::.K- + - - - + - + .,;2
4 2 2 2

We can now find the dot product of a and b as

a' b ~ +~)+4 (1)+6(2Jz) ~ 18.94

[e]

If]

Let us now generate the direction cosine matrix and write

[g]
-s 45° c 300]
-s 45° s 30°

c 45°

-s 30°
c 30°
o

I. k] [C 45° c 30°
J. k = c 45° s 30°
K. k s 45°

-fi/4]
-)2/4
)2/2

I.j
J •j
K. j[

I.i
[e]= J.i

K. i

[
fi/4 -112

= )2/4 13/2
)2/2 0

I

To find the dot product using column vectors we use Eq. [2.3.9], which yields

[
'.1614 -1/2

a. b ~ {af[e]{b} = [346] 12,' 2/4 )3/2
)2/2 0

-fi/4] [2]-)2/4 1 = 18.94
)2/2 2

[h]

which, of course is the same as the result inEq. [f].

Example
2.3

Figure 2.5 shows a door opened at an angle (). On the door at point C is an ant that starts
crawling upwards in a straight line. Its path makes an angle <jJ, which is fixed, with the bottom
of the door. Determine the position of the ant, and obtain the velocity of the ant using Eqs.
[2.3.23] through [2.3.26].

Solution
We attach the inertial coordinates XYZ to the door frame and the moving coordinates xyz to
the door, as shown in Fig. 2.6. The xyz axes are obtained by a clockwise rotation of XYZ by
an angle of () abou.t the Z axis. The position of the ant is

r = -Lk + hi + s(- cos<jJi+ sin<jJk)= (h - scos<jJ)i + (-L + ssin<jJ)k [cd

We relate the inenial and moving coordinates by

.4;:lI.t1b

k=K
I,,

i = cos( -())l + sine-())J = cos ()J - sin ()J [b]

••
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Figure 2.5 Figure2.6

it
which, when introduced into Eg. [a], yields

r = (h - scos4»cosOI - (h.J, scos4»sineJ + (-L +ssincb)K [c]

Two variables that can describe the motion are e and s so that {q} = [e sf. To find the
velocity of the ant, we write the position vector in column vector form, We then find [rq],
which will be a 3 x 2 matrix, with its columns containing derivatives of {r} with respect to e
and s. We thus have

[

(h - s cos 4» cos OJ
{r} = -(h - s cos 4» sin e

-L + ssin4>
[

-(h - scos4»sinO
[rq] = -(h - sC~S4»cose

- cos 4>cos e]
cos 4>sin e

sin 4>
[d]

Noting that there is no explicit time depenpence in the position vector. we can write the
velocity as

[

-(h - scos4»sinO
{v} = [rq]{q} = -(h - sc~s4»COSO

- cos 4>C?Se j [8]
cos 4>sm e .

. A.. S
sm 'f'

[

-(h - scos4»sinO~ - COS4>COSOS]
= -(h - scos4»cosOO + cos4>sinOs

sin 4>s
[e]

While one can obtain the above relation by direct differentiation of Eg. [c], the use of
Eg. [2.3.24] lends itself to efficient computet implementation and is preferred for more com-
plex problems. !.

2.4 ThANSFORl\tIATION OF COORDINATES, FINITE ROTATIONS

Consider two coordinate frames, Xl X2X3 with unit vectors e[, e2, and e3; and x; x~x3
with unit vectors e;, e;, and e). Without loss of generality we select the frames such

j
~
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xi X2

X3

Figure 2.7

Xi

X'I

XI

that their origins coincide, as shown in Fig. 2.7. The position vector to a point P can
be expressed as

in which

r = Xlel + X2e2 + X3e3 = x;e~ + xZe2 + x3e; [2.4.1]

Xl = r 0 el
, ,

Xl = roel

X2 = r 0 e2
" ,X2 =:= r 0 e2

X3 = r 0 e3
, ,

X3 = r 0 e3 [2.4.2]

These terms can be generalized to resolve the vector r into its components along a
coordinate system with unit vectors el e2e3 as

r = (r 0 el)el + (r 0 e2)e2 + (r 0 e3)e3 [2.4.3]

[2.4.4]

In a similar fashion, we can express unit vectors in the two coordinate systems
in terms of each other. For example, we express the primed unit vectors as

e~ = (e~ 0 el)el + (e~ 0 e2)e2 + (e~ 0 e3)e3

e; = (e2 0 el )el + (e2 0 e2)e2 + (e; 0 e3)e3

e; = (e; 0 el)el + (e; 0 e2)e2 + (e; 0 e3)e3

Let us now examine the nature of the dot product terms in Eqs. [2.4.4]. Take,
for example, e~ °e2 = e2 0 e~. Evaluating that expression, we obtain

e~ 0 e2 = e2 0 e~ = le~IIe21cos 821 = cos 821 [2.4.5]

.t;;:,'h""

where 821 is the angle between the X2 and x; axes (Fig. 2.7). The dot product
between two unit vectors is equal to the cosine of the angle between them. We define
a quantity called direction cosine between the two axes Xi and xj by the cosine
of the angle between the Xi and xj axes, and denote it by Cij = ei 0 ej = cos eij
(i, j = 1,2,3). The angles that the coordinate axes make with the axes of another
coordinate system are called direction angles. Considering the preceding relations,

_--- __ dI
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one can write for xi
xi = roei = (Xlel + xzez + x3e3)o[(e~ °el)el + (e~ °ez)ez + (e~ °e3)e3]

, , , I= XI el 0 el + xzel 0 ez + X3el 0 e3 = XI Cll + XZCZI +X3C31 [2.4.6]

Similar expressions are derived for x~ a,~dx~. Define the column vectors {r} and {r'}
as

99

{r} = [Xl Xz x3f

and the direction cosine matrix [c] as

[

CJI
[c] = CZI

C31

{'} [' , ']Tr = xI Xz x3

CIZ C13]
Czz CZ3

C3Z C33

[2.4.7]

[2.4.8]

which leads to the relationship between {r'} and {r} as
,

{r'} !::: [cf{r} [2.4.9]

Next, we express Xl. Xz, x3 in terms of xi, X~, x~. Following the same procedure
as above, we obtain

{r} = [cHr'} [2.4.11 ]

Equation [2.4.9] can be inverted to yield {r} = [crT{r'}. Comparing with Eq.
[2.4.11], we conclude that the direction cosine matrix is a unitary (also called or-
thonormal) matrix, that is, its inverse is equal to its transpose, or

f
t
I
~

which can be written as

XI = cllxi + CIZX~ + C13X~
i

X2 = cZlxi j+ C22X~ + C23X~

X3 = C3IX; + C32X~ + C33X~ [2.4.10]

[Crl = [cf [c][cf = [1] [2.4.12a,b]

where [1] is the identity matrix.
Observe from the preceding equations that the unit vectors can also be expressed

in terms of each other using the direction cosine matrix. Defining the column vectors

it is easy to show that

[
el] II

{e} = :~ '

{e'} = [cf {e}

Ie'} ~ [:l]
{e} = [cHe'}

[2.4.13]

[2.4.14]

Be aware that the definition of direction cosine we are using here is not univer-
sally accepted. Some texts instead define the direction cosine as Cij = e; 0 ej.

We defined one direction cosine for each angle between the ith andjth coordinate
","L" \ axes, for a total of nine. The question arises as to how many of the direction cosines

~ .... - '
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are independent of each other. Equation [2.4.12b] represents six independent equa-
tions that relate the direction cosines (six because of the symmetry of the equations),
reducing the number of independent direction cosines Cij, and hence independent
angles ()ij, to three.: It follows that, at most, three parameters are necessary to rep-
resent the transformation from any given configuration of coordinate axes to another
one.

The important question is how to select these parameters. One possibility is to
use three rotation angles. In this case, any two successive rotations need to be about
nonparallel axes. Otherwise the rotation angles will not be distinguishable. Another
possibility is to use a single rotation about a particular axis. We will make use of this
case in Chapter 7.

Let us consider three rotation angles and analyze how one can accomplish rota-
tions of coordinate systems, and explore means of expressing rotations of coordinate
systems and the rates of change of these rotations. To this end, we identify two ap-
proaches: a body-fixed rotation sequence and a space-fixed rotation sequence.

To carry out a body-fixed rotation sequence, begin with an initial frame and
rotate it about one of its axes. Make the next rotation about one of the axes of the
rotated coordinate system, which leads to a third coordinate system. Then rotate this
third coordinate system about one of its axes to obtain the final frame. This rotation
sequence can be visualized by imagining a box attached to the moving reference
frame. Each rotation is performed along one of the edges of the box. The position of
the box with respect to the final rotated coordinate frame is the same as its position
with respect to the initial frame.

Consider an initial frame XI X2X3 as shown in Fig. 2.8, and rotate it by an angle
of ()I about the XI axis. Denoting the resulting frame by YIY2Y3, we have

-;:; .•

-.....•.

YI = XI Y2 = X2 cos e I + X3 sin e I Y3 = - X2 sin e I + X3 cos e I

[2.4.15]

XI' Y1

Y3 X3

, 81 •.•.....

e .-----. e______ x'). cos IX." S\l\ I

.....------- ::''). ---------

\
y~

X2

Figure2.8 A 1 rotation

~

lOne can demonstrate this by writing [c] as three column vectors [{Ol} {02} {03}]' These vectors are orthonormal
vectors, and they represent the direction angles of the axes of the transformed coordinates. Equation [2.14.12bJ
represents the six possible dot products among these vectors.

.J
~
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or, in matrix form,

{y} = [R tJ{x} [2.4.16]

in which

tv} ~ [fi] {x} ~ [~i] [Rd = [~

a
Si~OI ]cos f) I [2.4.17]

- sin f) I COS f) I

where [RtJ is referred to as the rotation matrix. We recognize that [RtJ is the trans-
pose of the direction cosine matrix b~tween the two coordinate systems, [ctJ =
[R 1f. The above transformation is also known as a 1 rotation, denoting the axis
about which the rotation takes place.

Take the YI Y2Y3 axes and rotate them by an angle f)2 about the Y3 axis (Fig. 2.9).
This type of rotation is called a 3 rotation. Denoting the resulting frame by z 1Z2 Z3,
we can show that '

{Z} = [R2]{y} [2.4.18]

in which~
.~

sinO, .0]~
[ cos 02i. [21 j{Z} = ~~ [R2] = - s~nf)2 cos f)2 a [2.4.19]

a 1

The rotation matrix [R2] is the transpose of the direction cosine matrix between {z}
and {y}. Finally, rotate the ZI Z2Z3 axes by f)3 about the Z2 axis (a 2 rotation) to obtain
the x; x~x~ axes (Fig. 2.10). Similar to the previous rotations, we have

YJ, Z3

{Xl} == [R3]{z} [2.4.20]

YI 21

11m, ofy,y, md z,z, "

--:--.- ~-
Y2

x)/ 23

21 xi

Plane of ZIZ3 and xix)

zz,xi

Figure 2.9 A 3 rotation Figure 2.10 A 2 rotation
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in which

[
XI]" 1

{X'} = ~~ [

COS (3) 0
[R3] = 0 1

sin 83 0

- s~n83]

cos 83
[2.4.21 )

To obtain the x;x~x3 axes from the X]X2X3 axes, we combine Eqs. [2.4.16]
through [2.4.21 J, which yields

{x'} == [R3][R2][RIJ{x} = k3f[C2f[C1f {x} = [R]{x} [2.4.22]

in which [R] is the rotation matrix between the unprimed and primed coordinates.
It is clear that [R]= [cf, where [c] = [CJJ[c2][c3]. The transformation we have

I

just performed is referred to as a 1-3-2 rotation sequence, describing the order of the
axes about which the coordinate systems are transformed.

We can continue to perform more rotations of the kind above, and in some cases
it may be convenient to do so. However, performing more rotations than three intro-
duces a redundancy. As an illustration, consider again the same rotation sequence.
Given the direction cosine matrix between the initial and rotated frames, and what
the rotation sequence is, one can uniquely determine angles 81, 82, and 83. This is
because Eq. [2.4.12b] describes three independent equations which can be solved
for the three unknowns 8], 82, 83. If we have a fourth rotation, with an angle 84,

we still have three independent equations; but now we have four unknowns with no
unique solution.

All rotation matrices [Ri] (i = 1,2, 3) have determinants equal to 1, that is,
det[R;] = 1. From ~inear algebra,

det[R] :!:= det([R3][R2][Rd) = det[R3] det[R2] det[Rd = 1 [2.4.23]

so that the combined transformation from {x} to {x'} is carried out by a matrix whose
determinant is equal to 1. This implies that the direction cosine matrix between {x}
and {x'} has a determinant of unity. The determinant of a general orthogonal matrix
is ::!: 1, so that we have in effect shown that for an orthonormal matrix to represent a
direction cosine matrix, its determinant must be equal to unity. One can show inde-
pendently of the preceding argument that the direction cosine matrix between any
two right-handed coordinate systems has a determinant equal to 1.

The second approach mentioned for de~cribing rotation transformations between
coordinate systems is by means of the space-fixed rotation sequence, where the ro-
tation transformations are carried out about the initial axes. Consider a set of initial
coordinates X]X2X3. We first rotate this frame about the Xl axis by an angle 81 to
obtain the Y]Y2Y3 a~es and call this rotation matrix [Rd. Then, we rotate the YIY2Y3
coordinates about the X2 axis by an angle 82 to obtain 212223coordinates. We de-
note this transformation matrix by [R2]. In a similar fashion, we perform the third
transformation abo~t the X3 axis by 83 to obtain the final coordinate system x; X~x3'
Denoting the rotation matrix by [R3J, one can show that the final coordinates are
related to the original coordinates by

\.

..I.;.ia.

{X'} = [R]{x} = [Rd[R2][R3]{x} [2.4.24)

~:,
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X3

Xl

(a)

Xl

Rotation
I

by 90° about XI

Y2

y,~,x,

(b)

,Rotation
by 90° about Y3

J fi" 'V"
Z3, Y3

(c)

X3

Xl

(d)

Xl

Rotation
by 90° about x3

X3'~Y3 ...:.' Y2
,--,
l•.j,

"
" Yl

, (e)

Rotation
by 90° about YI

Z2

Z3

(f)

Zl' YI

Figure2.11 Finite rotations do not commute

h'
'~
l>1J'It:iI'i,

Looking at Eq. [2.4.24], we see that the final transformation matrix is in reverse
order compared with the transformation matrix for body-fixed transformations.

In general, one uses body-fixed transformations to relate one coordinate system
to another. It is usually more convenient and meaningful to visualize the motion and
to express angular velocities and accelerations in terms of a set of axes attached to
the body. Nevertheless, space-fixed rotations provide an alternate description, and
they help one to visualize the rotation angles.

We are interested in expressing transformations from one coordinate system to
another as vectors. We can see from the preceding analysis that the order in which
the rotations are performed makes a difference in the orientation of the transformed
coordinate system. One can verify this visually, by just taking a book and rotating
it about two axes in different sequences. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 2.11 for
a body-fixed rotation sequence. One can illustrate this concept using a space-fixed
rotation sequence as well. Therefore, it is not possible to represent rotations of coor-
dinate systems by finite angles as vector operations, because the commutativity rule
will not hold.

We analyze the minimum amount of information needed to determine the direction cosine
matrix uniquely. We begin with a set of axes Xl X2X3 and transform it into x; X2X~' We have
nine direction cosines and six independent equations resulting from Eq. [2.4.12b], so that
three of the direction cosines have to be specified. Consider first the case where the following

Example
2.4
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X2

Xz

XI

.;1

1
I
i

Figure 2.12

information is given: ..

Angle between the XI and x; axes is 60°
Angle between the Xl and x2 axes is 45°
Angle between the Xl and x) axes is 60°

We are given the task of finding the direction cosines. We need to first check to see if
the information given is consistent, or, in other words, geometrically compatible. Given the
angle between two axes, the locus of points that are compatible defines a right circular cone
with the apex angle as the angle between the t\yo axes, as shown in Fig. 2.12. In this example,
the axis x; defines a right circular cone about XI with apex angle 60°. Similarly, the x2 axis
defines a cone about XI with apex angle 45°. It follows that the maximum angle between any
two lines on the cones is 105°, making it possible for the angle between the x2 and x; axes
to be 90°. In a similar fashion, it is possible to have a 90° angle between the x; and x) axes
and the x2 and x) axes. Therefore, the information given is compatible with a right-handed
coordinate system.

(As an illustration of a geometrically incompatible case, suppose we were given the :I
problem above, except that the angle between the Xl and x; axes is 30°. It follows that the I'
maximum angle that one can have between the x; and x2 axes is 75°, making it impossible
to have a right angle between x; and x2.)

Returning to the original problem, once we determine that the information we have is I
consistent, we proceed with finding the direction cosines. From the above relations

Cll = 0.5 CI2 = 0.707 Cl3 = 0.5 [al

Equation [2.4.12b] written in terms of Cij results in the six equations
2 + 2 + 2 1 c2 + c2 + c.2 - 1 c2 + c

2 + c
2

ClI CI2 cl3 = 21 22 23 - 31 32 33

ClI C2l + CI2Cn + Cl3C23 = 0 ClIC3l + CI2C32 + Cl3C33 = 0

C2l C3l + C22C32 + C23C33 = 0 [bl

..:.L:lal..

The values in Eq. [a] satisfy the first ofEgs. [b] uniquely, so that we are reduced to
five equations for the six unknown direction cosines. Hence, the direction cosines cannot be
solved for. The physical explanation of this is that only the XI axis is uniquely specified with

---ttJ1

.~
~ _0 ••• __ .- • • •
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respect to the x; x~x) frame. The X2 and x) axes are not specified at all. A coordinate system
obtained by any amount of rotation about the x) axes will satisfy Eq. (b].

The conclusion is that, to define the direction cosines, one needs consistent and compati-
ble information about the direction angles of at least two different axes in any frame. Consider
now the following information:

Angle between the x) and x) axes is 15°
Angle between the X2 and x~ axes is 35°
Angle between the Xl and x~ axes is 125°

This information results in the direction cosines

".._~-- ---""'"!:!~-

105

c)) = 0.9659 C22 =" 0.8192 Cl2 = -0.5736 [c]

I
t

A quick examination of Cl2 and C22 indicates that C)2 = 0, so that the x~ axis lies on
the plane generated by the XI and X2 axes. The transformation from Xl X2X) to X; x~x) is
accomplished in two rotations. The first is a counterclockwise rotation about the x) axis by
an angle of 35°, resulting in the intermediate coordinate system Yl YzY). The second rotation
is about the Y2 axis by an angle of 15°. What we do not know at this point is whether this
second rotation is clockwise or counterclockwise. Fig. 2.13 illustrates the rotations. It follows
that in this case, we need one more piece of information to uniquely detennine the transformed
coordinates. This additional information can be in the form of a sketch.

One way to visualize body-fixed rotation transformations is to attach an imaginary box to the
coordinate frame and observe what happens to the box as the coordinate system is rotated.
Consider the box in Fig. 2.14. Rotate the box about line 0A clockwise by 30°, then about line
oB counterclockwise by 105°. What are the coordinates of point D in the initial frame after
these rotations?
Solution
The relative frame is attached to the box. We denote the initial frame by XYZ. The interme-
diate frame after rotation about OA (the X axis) is denoted by XlyIZ', as shown in Fig. 2.15.
The final configuration xyz is obtained by ~ counterclockwise rotation about OB (the y' axis)
by 105°, as shown in Fig. 2.16.

Example
2.5

Xl

xi

r_--
_---\j

__ - yz,xz
35°

Xl

y

z

c

x

d

Figure2.13 Figure2.14
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,

Using rotation transformation equations," we write the relations between the coordinate
frames as

[~:]~ [~ o
cos( - 30°)

-' sine- 30°)
sine~ 30°) ].•[~] =
cos( - 30°) .'.Z

o 0

o A -~[~]= [Rd [~] [a]
o ~ {lz Z

2 Y2
[
X] [COSO 05°) 0
y = 0 1
z sine 105°) 0

- sin(05
0

)] [XI] . [-0.2588 0
o y' = 0 1

cosO 05°) z' 0.9659 0

-0.9659] [X'~ [XI]o y' = [R2] y'
-0.2588 z' z'

[b]

so that the relation between the original and the rotated frames is

m ~ [R,][R,] [~] ~ [R] m
in which

[c]

[

-0.2588
[R] = [R2][Rtl = O~

0.9659

-0.4830
0.8660

-0.1294

-0.8365]
-0.5000
-0.2241

[d]

is the final transforti1ation matrix. Equation [c] is valid when relating the initial, as well as
the final, orientations of points on the box as the box is moved. Denoting these initial values
by the subscript i and the final coordinates by the subscriptf, we can write

[
Xi] [Xi]
~; = [R] ~; [~l[R] [~;]

[e, f]

;r,,,J

On the other hand, because the moving frame is attached to the box, the coordinates of
a point on the box before rotations in the initial frame are the same as the coordinates of that

J
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,
,

point in the rotated frame after rotations. We therefore have

[
XJ]' [Xi]~:;,=~; [g]

Introducing the inverse of Eg. [f] into Eg. [g], we obtain

[h][
XJ] t~XJj [Xi]YJ = [RfYJ = [Rf Yi

ZJ ZJ Zi

To find the coordinates of point D, we denote the initial and final positions of point D as
Di and DJ. The initial coordinates of point Dare (0, 2, I); thus, its final coordinates are

[
XOJ] [XOij [0] [0.9659]YOJ = [Rf YOj = [Rf 2 = 1.603.
ZOJ ZOi' 1 -1.224

[i]

2.5 INFINITESIMAL ROTATIONS, ANGULAR VELOCITY

In the previous section we saw that consecutive rotations of coordinate frames by
finite angles do not lend themselves to representation as vectors. Hence, one does
not have a vector to differentiate in order to represent rotation rates. To express rates
of rotations, we begin by analyzing infinitesimal rotations. Consider, for example, a
1-2-3 body-fixed rotation sequence with rotation angles of el, ez, and e3 (el about
XI, ez about Yz, and e3 about Z3). The final transformation matrix can be shown to
be

[

c ezc e3
[R] = -c ezs e3

s ez

CelSe3 + sels,ezdh
CelCe3 - se1S'eZSe3

-selcez

SerSe3 - ce1SezCe3]
Se1Ce3 + CelSeZSe3

c e Ic ez
[2.5.1]

Now, consider that all the rotation angles e I, ez, and e3 are very small, and
replace them with i1e I, i1ez, and i1e3. We also assume that these small rotations
take place during a short time period of i1t. Invoking the small angle assumption of
sin i1e i = i1e i, cos i1e i = 1, and neglecting second- and higher-order terms in i1e i,

the rotation matrix becomes

[2.5.2]
-i1ez]
i1el
1

i1e3
1

-i1el
[R] = [-le3

i1ez
"

It should be stressed that i1e I, i1ez, and i1e3 are not the differentials of finite
expressions but differential quantities themselves. This observation is critical to
understanding the definition of angular velocity. Examining Eqs. [2.5.1] and [2.5.2]
more closely, it becomes clear that no matter what the order of transformation is,
[R] in Eq. [2.5.2] has the same form, indicating that infinitesimal rotations are
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commutative. The orientation of the transformed coordinate system does not depend
on the sequence of the infinitesimal rotations.

Let us explore wC}ysto express infinitesimal rotations, and their rates, as vectors.
We write the relation: between the coordinates of a point in terms of the initial and
transformed coordinates as

{X'} = [R]{x}

We express the rotation matrix as [R]
matrix, and

{x} = [Rf{x'} [2.5.3]

[1] - [Mt], in which [1] is the identity

[2.5.4][~()] = [ ~e3
-~e2

-"'-DJh ~(h]o -~(}l

~(}l 0
is a skew-symmetric matrix, that is, [~(}f= - [~()].It follows that [Rf = [1] +
[~()]. I

We now obtain a relationship between the initial and final coordinates of a point
as the reference frame is transformed. Denoting quantities pertinent to the initial and
final positions by the subscripts i andf,

{xl} ~ [R]{Xi} {xi} = (R]{x f} {xi} = {Xi}

Next, we define by {~X'} the change in the coordinates by

{~X'} = {xi} - {xl} = {Xi} - {xl} = [R]T {xl} - {xl}

[2.5.5]

[2.5.6]

Now, dropping the s~bscript i, and using the relation [Rf = [1] + [~e], we can
express {~X'} as

{~X'} = [Rf {x'} - {x'} = ([1] + [~e]){x'} - {x'} = [~e]{x'} [2.5.7]

Note that we could have derived the equivalent of Eq. [2.5.7] in terms of the
initial coordinates XIX2X3. Indeed, defining the change in coordinates as {~x} =
{xf} - {Xi} and substituting into Eqs. [2.5.5], one obtains {~x} = [~e]{x}.

Eq. [2.5.7] can be viewed as the column vector representation of the relation

.1r = .16 X r [2.5.8]

where

.16 = ~e Ie; + ~e2e; + ~e3e~ [2.5.9]

is an infinitesimal rotation vector.2 The concept is illustrated in Fig. 2.17. The ro-
tation takes place about an axis passing through the vector .16. The rotation is by
an amount ~e, which is the magnitude of .16. Note that the boldface in the above
equation, indicating that the quantity is a vector, is over the entire expression a6 and
not just over the e. This signifies that .16 is not the infinitesimal value of a vector
but a defined quantity consisting of a collection of infinitesimal rotations.

2We defined by Eq. [2.5.9] the infinitesimal rotatian vecior without rigorously proving that it indeed is a vector.
The proof requires that certain transformation properties be satisfied. It can be found in the text by Meirovitch.
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Rotation

109

:'\ ....•.n

~, :I~~~

[2.5.10]

Figure2.17

Let us divide Eq. [2.5.8] by the time increment ~t during which the rotations
take place, and take the limit as ~t approaches zero. The left side leads to a simple
derivative term, written

lim ~r= dr = r
D.t~O ~t dt

To evaluate the right side, we take Eq. [2.5.9], divide it by M, and take the limit
as M approaches zero. We define the resulting expression as the angular velocity of
the moving frame with respect to the initial frame and write it as

where

in which

1, ae
w= Im-

4t~O ~t

W = wle; + W2e; + W3e;

[2.5.11]

[2.5.12]

. ~ei
Wi = lrm -

D.t~O ~t
I = 1,2,3 [2.5.13]

are the components of the angular velobty, also referred to as the instantaneous
angular velocities of the rotating frame. !

We have shied away from writing the right side of Eq. [2.5.11] as a derivative.
What should be emphasized is that angular velocity is a defined quantity and that
it is not the derivative of any vector. For this reason, the angular velocity vector is
referred to as nonholonomic, a term that is associated with expressions that cannot
be expressed as derivatives of other terms. A nonholonomic expression cannot be
integrated to another expression. The way one arrives at the angular velocity vector is
completely different from the derivation'of the expression for translational velocity,
or the rate of change of any defined vector.
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In view of this discussion, one can write the rate of change of the position vec-
tor as

r=wXr
d
dt {x'} = [w]{x'} [2.5.14]

in which [w] is the matrix representation of the angular velocity vector w,

[w] = [ ~3
-W2

-W3

o
WI

W'J

i-;1 [2.5.15]

It should be reiterated that r is a vector whose components are fixed in the rel-
ative frame x;x~x3. Equation [2.5.14] is illustrated in Fig. 2.18. The change in r is
due to a change in direction, and hence, r is orthogonal to r. It is also orthogonal to
the angular velocity vector, as r can be visualized as rotating about the axis generated
by the angular velocity: vector. By definition of the cross product, r is perpendicular
to the plane generated by the vectors wand r.

Now that we have defined angular velocity as a vector, we can obtain the angular
velocity of a reference frame by adding up the angular velocities associated with the
rotations that lead to the orientation of the reference frame.

Equation [2.5.14] is valid not only for a vector describing the velocity of a point,
but for any vector u whose components are constant relative to the moving frame.
We have

U=WXu [2.5.16]
I

An example is when u is a unit vector. For the unit vectors considered in this section,
we have

e; = w X e;
e; = w X e;
e) = w X e)

Figure 2.18

= -wle) + W3e;
I I

= wle3 ~ W3ej
" I

= -Wj e2 + W2ej

r=Cilxr

Plane generated by
rand Cil

[2.5.17]
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Note that the magnitude of the time derivative of a unit vector, le;1 (i = 1, 2, 3), is
not equal to unity.

The preceding definition of angular velocity is not the only way angular velocity
can be defined. In the following, we present a more abstract definition. Consider a
moving reference frame which is rotating with respect to a fixed reference frame.
The angular velocity of the rotating frame is defined as the vector w, which, when
crossed into any vector fixed in the moving frame, gives the rate of change of that
vector viewed from the inertial frame. The angular velocity of the relative frame W

is the quantity that makes the relationship [2.5.16] hold.
Using the unit vectors of the moving reference frame, which in this section we

have taken as e;, e;, and e~, and their rates of change, one can define the angular
velocity vector as

111

(., ')' (., ')' (., ')'w = ez• e3 e[ + e3• ej ez + e]. ez e3 [2.5.18]

[2.5.19]

iii

This definition can be verified by analyzing the expressions for the rates of change
of the unit vectors from Eqs. [2.5.17]. While this definition is more abstract than
the way we arrived at Eq. [2.5.12), it is mathematically more sound, and it can be
substituted more easily in mathematical operations that involve angular velocity. In
Chapter 7 we will see yet another definition of angular velocity.

Note that in this section so far, we have defined angular velocity in a number of
ways, discussed what it is physically, and derived expressions for rotating reference
frames. What we have not done is to come up with a general way to quantify angular
velocity as a function of rotational parameters. We will analyze the quantification
issue for the general case in Chapter 7, within the context of rigid bodies.

Now let us discuss a special case of angular velocity. Previously, we defined an-
gular velocity as a vector with certain properties and stated that it is not the deriva-
tive of any quantity but rather it is a defined one. There is an exception to this. When
angular velocity is along a fixed direction, then angular velocity is called simple
angular velocity, and it becomes the time derivative of the rotation angle about the
fixed direction.

If we denote the unit vector along this fixed direction by, say, J, we can express
the angular velocity by w = wJ, and can write was an exact differential in the form

d8
w =-

dt

Here, 8 is the angular displacement about the fixed axis. The commonly studied
special cases of plane motion and rotation about a fixed axis involve simple angular

velocity.
Let us next consider more than one relative reference frame. We begin with a

fixed frame XYZ and rotate it by an angle 8j about the X axis to obtain the x'y'z'
frame. The angular velocity of the x' y' z' frame with respect to the inertial frame is
recognized as simple angular velocity. Denoting it by WI, we can write

Wj = e [I = e Ii' [2.5.20]

We then rotate the x' y' z' frame about the z' axis by 82 and obtain the xyz frarne. The
angular velocity of the xyz frame with respect to the x' y' z' frarne. which we will
denote by Wz, is also "simple" when this second rotation is considered by itself, thus
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W2 = e2k' e2k [2.5.21]

The angular velocity of the rotated frame x yz can be written by adding the angular
velocity terms associated with the two rotations as

. .
W = WI + W2 = e II + e2k [2.5.22]

Let us express the angular velocity in terms of the different reference frames.
First, consider the final relative frame. We find i' by reading the first column of Eq.
[2.4.19] as I = i' = cos e2i - sin eD. We introduce this into Eq. [2.5.22] and obtain

W = WI + W2 = el cose2i - el sineD + e2k [2.5.23]

We observe that Wcannot be expressed as the derivative of another vector. Hence, it
cannot be classified as simple angular velocity, although both WI and W2are simple
angular velocities when considered individually. This can be explained by noting that
while WI is about a set of fixed axes, W2is actually with respect to a set of rotating
axes. The situation does not change when we express the angular velocity vector
using the unit vectors of the inertial frame. Indeed, if we use, from Eq. [2.4.17), the
relation k = k' = - sin e IJ + cos elK and substitute it into Eq. (2.5.22), we obtain

., .
W =WI +W2 = eII-e2sineIJ+e2COSeIK [2.5.24]

Example
2.6

We hence conclude that for a sequence of rotations about nonparallel axes, the com-
bined angular velocity will not be "simple."

A momentum wheel is a:useful classroom tool to demonstrate angular momentum conserva-
tion. It is basically like a bicycle wheel with a thickened rim and handles along the spin axis.
The angular momentum principles are illustrated by asking a student to hold the wheel and
spin it, and then to move the wheel around or stand on a platform that is free to rotate, as
shown in Fig. 2.19.

At a given instant, the momentum wheel is spinning counterclockwise (viewed from the
right) with angular velocity of 3 rad/s, and the student holding the wheel is leaning left with

Figure 2.19
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y

Figure2.20

an angular velocity of 0.2 rad/s and making an angle of 15° with the vertical. At the same
time, the platform is rotating with a clockwise angular velocity of 0.5 rad/s. Find the total
angular velocity of the wheel.

Solution
Figure 2.20 illustrates the reference frames involved. We attach the frame x'y'z' to the plat-
form. The inertial Z axis is in the vertical, and it is aligned with the z' axis. The orientation
of the wheel can be obtained by rotating the x'y'z' axes by an angle of 15° counterclockwise
about the X' axis. Referring to this coordinate system by xyz, the momentum wheel's spin is
in the y direction. We write the angular velocity as

I

W = Wplatform + Wstudent/platform + WwheeVstudent = -0.5k' + 0.2i' + 3j rad/s [a]

At the instant shown, the unit vectors in the xyz and x' y' Z' coordinate frames are related by

113

[tJ ~ [~
o

cos 15°
- sin 15°

o
sin 15°
cos 15°

][[,] [b]

Using the inverse of Eg. [b], we have k' == sin l5°j + cos l5°k = O.2588j + 0.9659k and
i' = i, so we can express the angular velocity in terms of a set of coordinates attached to the
momentum wheel as

W = -0.5(0.2588j + 0.9659k) + 0.2i + 3j = 0.2i + 2.8706j - 0.4830k rad/s [c]

Note that to express W in terms of the ,unit vectors associated with an inertial reference
frame XYZ requires that the exact relationship between the coordinates xyz and XYZ be
known. In this problem, we conducted an instantaneous analysis and did not specify the iner-
tial XYZ axes, except for the vertical direction. Expressing W in terms of a moving coordinate
system is more meaningful.

The robot arm makes an angle of 40° with the rotating shaft, which oscillates about the y'
axis with the relation 8(t) = fa cos 2t rad, as shown in Figs. 2.21 through 2.23. The shaft has
an angular velocity of WI = 0.5 rad/s. At the tip of the arm, there is another shaft. A disk is

Example
2.7
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Figure2.21
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Figure2.22
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Figure2.23
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spinning counterclockwise with W3 = 7 radls about this shaft. Find the angular velocity of
the disk at t = 3 s.

Solution
As shown in Fig. 2.22, the Z axis is the vertical, and the X'Y'Z axes are attached to the shaft.
The x'y'z' axes are obtained by rotating the X'Y'Z' axes about the X' axis. The y' axis is
along the robot arm. We use a rotation about the y' axis by 0 to go from the x' y' z' axes to the
xyz axes of the second shaft, about which the disk turns. We have

i = cos Oi' - sin Ok' j = j' k = sin Oi' + cos Ok' [a]

W3 = 7i radls

The angular velocity of the disk can be written as
': I

W = WI + W2 + W3

in which

WI = 0.5K ='- 0.5(sin40ok' - cos40T) = -0.3830j' + 0.32l4k' radls

W2 = e(3)j' = - ~ sin 6j = 0.08778j radls

I
At t = 3 s, 0(3) = 0.1508 rad, so that

,
k~ = - sin Oi+ cos Ok = -0.1502i + 0.9887k

[b]

[c]

[d]

and we can express the total angular velocity in terms of the xyz coordinates as

W = 0.32l4( -0.1502i + O.9887k) - O.3830j + O.08778j + 7i
= 6.952i - O.2952j + O.3178k radls [e]

Note that in this example, as well as in the previous one, we did not express the angular
velocity in terms of a set of coordinates attached to the rotating body. Rather, we used the
x yz coordinates attach~d to the spin axis of the disk. This is commonly done when analyzing
axisymmetric bodies, as we will see in Chapters 7 and 8.
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Obtain the derivatives of the unit vectors in the cylindrical, spherical, and normal-tangential
coordinates using Eg. [2.5.16] and compare with the results in Chapter I.

Solution
We begin by examining the angular parameters associated with the coordinate systems. First
consider cylindrical coordinates, as shown in Fig. 1.9. The z direction is fixed and the coor-. .
dinate frame rotates in the xy plane with angular speed (), so that w "'= ()k. The unit vectors
are expressed as the mutually orthogonal triad er, eo, and k. For the time derivatives we then
have

Example
2.8

. .er = ()k X er = ()eo
. i .eo = ()k X eo = -()er k = Ok X k = 0 [a]

For spherical coordinates (Fig. 1.12), the mutually orthogonal unit vectors are eR, eeJ>,
and eo. Denoting the unit vectors in the inertial frame by i, j, k and those in the rotated frame
by i', j', k', from Fig. 1.12 we can write

[b]k' = eRj' = e</> j' ,= eo
i

From Fig. 1.12, there are two angular components, () about the Z (Lxis and </>about the polar
axis. The combined body-fixed rotation matrix [R] is

[

c </> 0
[R] = 0 1

s</> 0

-s</>] [ c()o -s ()
c</> 0

s () 0] [c </> c ()
c() 0 = -s()

o 1 s</>c()

c</>s()
c()

s</>s()

-~</>]
c</>

[c]

Using Eg. [2.4.9], we obtain for the unit vectors

eeJ>= cos </>cos ()j + cos </>sin ()j - sin </>k
eo = - sinOi + cds()j
eR = sin </>cos ()i + sin </>sin ()j + cos </>k [d]

which are the same as Egs. [1.3.54] and [1.3.56]. The angular velocity vector is a superposi-
tion of the two angular velocities, so that

w = Ok + </>eo [e]

Expressing the unit vector in the z direction as k = cos </>eR - sin </>eeJ>,we arrive at the angular
velocity of the coordinate frame in terms of the unit vectors in spherical coordinates as

w = 0 cos </>eRi

- 0 sin </>e</>+ 4>eo [I]

leading to the derivative expressions

eR = (0 cos </>eR - 0 sin </>eeJ>+ 4>eO)XeR = 8 sin </>ee + 4>eet>
. . . . .

eeJ>= (()cos </>eR - () sin </>ec/>+ </>eo) X e</J= ()cos </>eo - </>eR

eo = (8 cos </>eR - 0 sin </>e,p + ~eo)xeo = -0 cos </>e</J- 0 sin </>eR [g]

These are the same as Egs. [1.3.59] through [1.3.61].
For the normal and tangential coordinates, the unit vectors are et, en, and eb = et X en'

We showed in Chapter 1 that
v

et ,= -en
p

[h]

1
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b

n

Figure 2.24

where p is the radius of curvature. We can write the angular velocity vector in its general
form as

u) = Wrer + wnen + Wbeb [I]

where we have yet to determine WI> Wn, and Wb, the components of the angular velocity in
the tangential, normal, and binormal directions. Fig. 2.24 shows the angular velocities. We
obtain the time derivative of er using Eq. [2.5.16] as

er = (wrer + wnen + Wbeb) » er -wneb + Wben Ul

Comparing Eqs. [h] and [j], we conclude that

[k]Wn = 0U
Wb = -p

The above relations can be explained physically and by inspecting Fig. 2.24 more closely.
Because the binormal direction is perpendicular to the osculating plane, the component of the
angular velocity in the binormal direction is the speed divided by the radius of curvature,
or the rate at which the path bends. That Wn = 0 can be deduced from the same argument.
Because at any point the motion of the particle can be considered as going along a circu-
lar path whose center is the center of curvature; there is no rotation in the normal direc-
tion.

We next consider the time derivatives of the normal and binormal unit vectors, and write

en = (wrer + Wbeb) X en = Wreb - Wber [I]

eb = (wrer + Wbeb) X eb = -Wren [m]

Recalling the definition of the torsion of the curVe as Idebl = dsIT, and how the torsion is
linked to the twisting of the osculating plane, we obtain the component of the angular velocity
in the tangential direction as

u
Wr =-:;:

u
eb = --en

T
[nl

As the torsion T gets larger, the plane of the curve twists less. Equation [1]indicates that the
rate of change of the unit vector in the normal direction depends on the way the curve bends
as well as on the amount by which it twists, an expected result. The angular velocity of the
reference frame can thu~ be written as

u) = Wrer + Wbeb = U(~er + ~eb)
[oj

1
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2.6 RATE OF CHANGE OF AVEC~OR, ANGULAR ACCELERATION!

Consider a vector u observed from a moving coordinate systemxyz. The coordinate
system is rotating with angular velocity ~. The vector u is expressed as

t,

117

u = uxi + uyj + uzk

The time derivative of u can be found by differentiating Eq. [2:6.1] as

u = uxi + uyj + u~k + uxi + uyJ + uzk

[2.6.1 ]

[2.6.2]
The first three terms on the right side of this equation denote the change in u as
viewed by an observer on the moving frame. Hence, the differentiation is carried out
in the moving frame. We denote this local derivative term by

(~~) = ilxi + ityj + it k
rei z

[2.6.3]

The next three terms on the right side of Eq. [2.6.2] denote the change in u due to the
rotation of the coordinate system. Considering Eq. [2.5.16], we can express them as

. . .
uxi + uyj + uzk = uxoo X i T uyoo X j + u:oo X k = 00 x u [2.6.4]

leading to the relation

u=
du
dt

= (d, u) +ooXu
.dt rei

[2.6.5]

This relation is known as the transport :theorem. In column vector format we can
write it as

d
d {u} = {U}rel + [w]{u}
t .

I,
I

In operator notation the transport theorertI is written as

[2.6.6]

[2.6.7]
I

d dl
-dO = -d :.()rel + ooX()t t:

The physical interpretation of the transport theorem is that the rate of change of
a vector is a different quantity when viewed from different reference frames. When
dealing with moving reference frames, one must be careful that the differentiation
operation is carried out in the proper reference frame.

A natural application of the transport theorem is the calculation of the derivative
of the angular velocity, known as the angular acceleration. The angular acceleration
of a coordinate frame, denoted by 0:, is defined as

d
0: - -00

dt
[2.6.8]

Note that the time derivative is being taken here in the inertial reference frame. We
write the angular velocity and acceleration in terms of the unit vectors of the relative
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frame as

w = w.,i + wyj + wzk ex = axi + ad + a-k
. - [2.6.9]

Differentiating the angular velocity, we obtain

ex = wxi + w.d + wzk + W X W = wxi + wd+ wzk [2.6.10]

If we write the angular velocity in terms of the unit vectors of the inertial frame as
w = wxI + wyJ + wzK, the angular acceleration has the form

d . I . J . Kex = -w = Wx -f Wy + Wz
dt

[2.6.11 ]

In both Eqs. [2.6.10] and [2.6.11], the components of the angular acceleration
are the rates of change"of the angular velocity, ai = Wi (i = x, y, z, or i = X, Y, Z).
We draw the following important conclusion:

If the angular velqcity components of a moving coordinate frame are expressed
in terms of inertial coordinates or in terms of the coordinates of the moving frame,
the components of the angular acceleration can be obtained by a simple differenti-
ation of the angular velocity components.

When the angular velocity of the reference frame is expressed in terms of the
unit vectors of another frame that is not attached to the relati ve frame and is rotating
with angular velocity,: say, n, where n =P w, then the expression for the angular
acceleration has the form

ex = Wrel + n X w [2.6. '12]
I.

Note that in this case, ai =PWi.
An interesting application of the transport theorem is in systems involving more

than one reference frame. Consider the disk in Fig. 2.25. As the disk spins, the axis
about which it rotates also turns. We attach a moving reference frame to the axis and
find the angular acceleration of the wheel.

Denote the angular velocity of the disk with respect to its axis by W2 and the
angular velocity of the axis as Wl. An observer sitting on the axis of the disk sees
it rotating with angular velocity W2. The total angular velocity of the wheel is w =
WI +W2.

y

x

Figure2.25
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To find the angular acceleration of the wheel, we differentiate the angular ve-
locity expression

119

d ; d d
(X = -(WI + WZ) = -WI + -w2

dt dt dt
[2.6.13]

[2.6.14]

The first term on the right side of Eq. (2.6.13] is the angular acceleration of the
axis about which the wheel is rotating. T~is term can be obtained by straightforward
differentiation.

To obtain the angular velocity of the 'second frame, we invoke the transport the-
orem. Using Eq. (2.6.5], we obtain

d (dW?), , .dW2 = -d - + W X W2 = W2rel + WI X,W2
t t rei ' ,

We get the total angular acceleration by adding Eqs. (2.6.13] and (2.6.14]; thus

(X = WI + W2rel + WI X W2 [2.6.15]

Let us contrast the difference between Eqs. (2.6.15] and (2.6.10]. In Eq. (2.6.10]
we have a straightforward form for the angular acceleration, because the angular ve-
locity of the frame (the disk) was expressed in terms of the reference frame attached
to the disk only. The derivations that led to Eq. (2.6.15] are based on an intermediate
frame attached to the disk axis, rotating with WI.

To illustrate the point further, consider the coordinate frame transformation in the
previous section with an inertial frame XYZ, an intermediate frame x'y'z' obtained
by a rotation 0 I about X, and the final relative frame xyz obtained by a rotation O2
about z'. From Eq. (2.5.22], the angular velocities of the two frames are

WI = 011 W2 = 02k' [2.6.16]

in which I = i' = cos 02i - sin Oz.j so that using Eq. (2.6.15], the angular accelera-
tion has the form

(X = WI + W2rel + WI X W2 = Oli'+ 02k + eli' X e2k

= 01(cos02i - sinOz.j) + 02k + 0102(COS02i - sin02.j)X k

= (01 COS02 - ele:zsin02)i - (01 sin02 + ele2COS02)j + O:zk [2.6.17]

Next, let us obtain the angular acceleration by direct differentiation of Eq. (2.5.23],
and write

a = (01 COS02 - ele:zsin02)i - (el sin02 + ele:z cos O:z)j + e2k [2.6.18]

which, of course, is the same answer as Eq. (2.6.17].
The transport theorem is most often the preferred approach for obtaining deriva-

tives, especially for complex problems, and it is more adaptable to implementation
by digital computers.

When analyzing the relative motion of bodies and especially when studying
three-dimensional rotation problems, one may need to transform velocities and
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b3

fW.(

G3
33
o 31

b2

Figure2.26

accelerations from one reference frame to another several times. The resulting ex-
pressions can become quite complicated. To avoid confusion, we are going to adopt
the following notation for dealing with multiple reference frames.

We will denote reference frames by capital letters, such as A, B, C; and so on. In
general, the A frame will be inertial and the B frame will be relative, and when rigid
bodies are involved, this frame will be attached to the body. The coordinate axes
in these frames will be defined with lowercase letters corresponding to the frames.
For example, for the A frame, the axes will be denoted by aI, a2, and a3, and the
corresponding unit vectors by 31, 32, and 33. The origins of the relative frames will
usually be denoted by the same capital letter used to denote the reference frame. The
origin of the inertial frame will usually be denoted by O. The frames A and B are
illustrated in Fig. 2.26.

The angular velocity and angular acceleration of one frame with respect to an-
other, say of frame B with respect to frame A, will be denoted by AwB and AaB,

respectively. When describing translational velocities and accelerations, as well as
the differentiation operation, the frame in which the differentiation is performed will
be denoted by a superscript on the left side of these vectors. The differentiation oper-
ation can be written as A fr u, B fr u, where u is a vector. Expressions for the velocity
of point P, where the position vector is r = r p, have the form

AdA -r
Vp = dt

BdB -r,Vp = dt [2.6.19]

Consider the transport theorem, Eq. [2.6.5]. Using the notation introduced above
and using the A and B: frames as the inertial and relative frames, we can write Eq."
[2.6.5] as

A~U = B~U -+ AWB X U
dt dt.

[2.6.20]

It is clear that the transport theorem can be used to relate derivatives in any twO
reference frames. We will denote the expression on the left side of Eq. [2.6.20] as
the rate of change of the vector in frame A, the first expression on the right as the
rate of change of the vector in frame B, and the second term on the right side as the
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[2.6.21]

transport term. In operator form we can write the transport theorem as

d dA_() = B_() + AwB X ()
dt dt

Equations [2.6.20] and [2.6.21] desc'.n.bethe transport theorem between any two
reference frames with no need to have or to identify an inertial frame. Considering
hoW we defined angular velocity previously, the notation introduced here is more
(Jenera!.For example, the transport theorem between the B and A frames becomes
o

[2.6.22]B~() = A d () + BwA X ()
dt dt

which, when compared with Eq. [2.6.21], leads to the expected conclusion that
BwA = _AwB. I

L '

When there are a number of intermediate frames of reference between the A and
B frames, say A2, AJ, ... , AN, one can express the angular velocity of frame B with
respect to the A frame as

AwB = AWA2 + AlwA3 + ... + AN wB [2.6.23]

The second derivative of a vector u in the A and B frames using this notation is
II ft (A ft u), B fir (B ft u). Note that in both expressions, all the derivative terms are con-
sistently in the same frame. Following this argument one can write the acceleration
of point P as

[2.6.24](d)B d B_rBap = dt dtAap = A~ (A~r).:
dt dt !

j

In dynamics, one frequently encourters the need to take the derivative of an
expression in one frame that has been derived by differentiation in another frame.
In such cases we again invoke the transport theorem. For example, given a vector
obtained by taking the derivative of a vector U in the B frame, we use the transport
theorem and obtain

Ad(Bd) Bd(~d) A B (B
d
)- -U = - -U + w X -U

dt dt dt dt dt
[2.6.25]

One can show that

[2.6.26]Ad(Bd \ Bd(Ad)
dt dtUj.¥ dt dt

U
I

When more than one derivative is taken! in different reference frames, changing the
order of the differentiation gives different results. This applies not only to differen-
tiation with respect to time, but to differentiation with respect to other variables as
well. Consider, for example, a vector U that is a function of the variables ql, q2, ... ,
qn. We denote the time derivative of U in frame A by

n
Au = ~ A au. A auL -qk+ -

k=l aqk at
[2.6.27]
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When considering the second derivatives of u, one can show that

- --

au auA -./..B-r -
Jqi Jqi

A a (B au) B a (A Ju )
Jqi Jqj ¥- Jqj Jqi

I, J 1,2, ... , n [2.6.28J

Also, be aware that a vector Umay be a fl.!'nctionof a variable qj in one reference
frame and not in another.

Consider next the derivative ofEq. [2.6.23]. We differentiate each term individ-
ually to find the angular acceleration. The first term is measured from the inertial
frame, thus its derivative is straightforward. To obtain the derivatives of the subse-
quent terms we use the above relation. For example, for two intermediate frames,
we have

AaB = A!!.... (AwB) = A!!.... (AwA2 + A2WB)
dt dt :

I

d d .
= A dt (AwA2) + A2 dt (A2wB) + AwA2 X A2WB

:::;:AaA2 + A2aB + AwA2 X A2WB [2.6.29J

Example
2.9

The expression for the angular acceleration for the general case of several frames
is left as an exercise.

We end this section with an important note. It is crucial that one be able to dis-
tinguish between the reference frame in which a derivative is taken and the coordi-
nates of the reference frame in which the differentiated vector is resolved. Usually,
one expresses a vector to be differentiated in a particular reference frame in terms
of the unit vectors of the frame. However, exceptions to this general procedure do
exist.

Consider the robot arm in Example 2.7 and find the angular acceleration of the disk, given
that w, and W3 are both constant.

Solution
From Example 2.7, the angular velocity of the disk is written as

00 = 00, + 002 + 003

in which
00, = O.5K = -O.04827i - O.3830j + O.3178k rad/s

Wz = O.08778j rad/s 003 = 7i rad/s

We use the transport theorem to get the angular acceleration, which gives

a] = 00,= 0

a z = ooZrel + 00, X Wz

a3 = oo3rel + (Wi + wz) X 003 = (00, + wz) X 003

so that the angular acceleration becomes
a = aJ + az + a3 = ooZre! + WI X (wz + (03) + Wz x 003

[a]

[b]

[c]

[d]
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We now evaluate the individual terms in the above equation. Given that (}(t) = fa cos 2t
cad,we have at t = 3 s '

W2rel = - icos 2tj rad/s2 = - icos 6j rad/s2 = -0.6033j rad/s2

WI X (002 + (03) = (-0.04827i - 0.3830j + 0.3178k) X (7i + 0.08778j)

= -0.02789i + 2.225j + 2.677k rad/s2

002 X 003 = 0.08778j X 7i = -0.6145k rad/s2 [e]

Adding the individual terms, we obtain the total acceleration as
<X = -0.02789i + 1.622j + 2.063k rad/s2 [f]

Find the angular acceleration of the disk shown in Fig. 2.27, which is spinning at the constant
rate of 60l1r rpm. The disk is attached to a collar, which is rotating at the rate of 311r rpm,
with the rotation rate increasing by 0.611r rpm/min. A rod connects the disk to the collar and
it is pinned to the collar. It makes an angle of 30° with the vertical, which is increasing at the
constant rate of 18/7To/sec. Express the angular acceleration in terms of a reference frame
attached to the collar.

Solution
We attach an x' y' z' coordinate system to the collar, with the Z = z' direction denoting the
fixed vertical. The y coordinate attached to the arm is obtained by rotating the x' y' z' axes
about the x' axis counterclockwise by an angle of 60°, so that j = sin 30T - cos 30

0
k'. We

write the total angular velocity of the disk as~
I

Wdisk = Wcollar +'Wrod/collar + Wdisk/rod [a]

Example
2.10
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where

Wdisk/rod

3 K 3 (27T)k' d/ 0 'Wcollar = 1i rpm = 1i 60 ra s = . Ik rad/s

18"01 18(7T)., d/ 01" d/
Wrod/collar = -;:1 s = -;: 180 1 ra s = . 1 rf s

60. 60 . 300" 300k,)27T d/ :., ~3k' d/-;: J rpm = -;: (sm J - cos 60 ra s = J - ...;j ra s [b]

£_.".._".

z, z'

31
If rpm

x'

Figure2.27

y'

! z,,' y'

t>:=,' e
I

y
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To find the angular accelerations, we differentiate each of the angular velocity terms sep-
arately. Since the angular velocity of the collar is measured from a fixed frame, its derivative
is obtained through straightforward differentiation as

. '(0.6 m/ .)K 0.6 (27T)( 1) 3333 0-4, 2ncollar = Wcollar =;0 ----;;: rp mm = ----;;:60 60 =. (I )k rad/s [c]

The angular velocity of the rod is measured from a frame that is rotating with the angular
velocity of the collar, so we can express the angular acceleration as

nrod/collar =;0 Wrod/collar rei + Wcollar X Wrod/collar = 0 + O.lk' X O.Ii' = O.Olj' rad/s2 [d]
i

The angular velocity of the disk is relative to the rod; thus we can write its angular acceleration
as

ndisk/rod = Wdisk/rod rei + (Wcoll¥ + Wrod/collar) X Wdisk/rod

= 0 + (O.lk' + O.Ii') X (j' - J3k')
= -0. Ii' + ygj' + O.lk' rad/s2 [e]

Adding Eqs. [c]-[e], we obtain the total angular acceleration of the disk as

ndisk =;0 -0. Ii' + O.1832j' + 0.1 003k' rad/s2 [I]

Note that, as discus~ed before, this selection of the coordinate axes makes it much easier
to visualize the motion than would a reference frame attached to the disk.

2.7 RELATIVE VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION

Consider the two reference frames shown in Fig. 2.26. The position of point P is
expressed as

rp = rB + rplB [2.7.1]

The vectors rp and rB are measured from the inertial frame, and rplB is measured
from the relative frame. To obtain the velocity, we differentiate Eq. [2.7.1] for

Vp = VB + VpIB

We find the expression for VpI B by means of the transport theorem as

VP/B = rplB = VPIB, + W X rplBre

[2.7.2]

[2.7.3]

The difference in dedvatives is because rp "and rB are measured from the inertial
frame, while rplB is measured from the rotating frame. Introducing Eq. [2.7.3] into
Eq. [2.7.2], we obtain the relative velocity expression, written

Vp = VB + VPIB = VB + VPIBrcl + w X rplB [2.7.4]'

....•.

The first term on the right side of this equation, VB, is known as the base velocity;
it denotes the absolute velocity of the origin of the moving frame. The second term"
vPIBrel, is known as the relative veloci(y, as it denotes the velocity of point P as viewed
by an observer attached to the relative frame. The third term, W X r PIB, is called the
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transport velocity; it describes the change in the position vector rplB as the relative
frame rotates.

Equation [2.7.4] can also be written in terms of a point Q, which is coincident
with point P but is not moving with respect to the rotating frame. We write

Vp = vQ + VPIQ [2.7.5]

where vQ is the absolute velocity of poiht Q, and vPIQ is the relative velocity of P
with respect to Q, having the forms

vQ = VB + w X rplB VPIQ = VPIBrel [2.7.6a,b]

When analyzing the relative motion of two points both fixed on the same reference
frame, the relative velocity term vPIQ vhnishes, P = Q represents the same point,
and we use Eq. [2.7.6a] to relate the velocities.

To find the acceleration of point P, we differentiate Eq. [2.7.4] once more, with

the result

d i. d
ap = aB + -d VPIB I + -d (w X rp/B)t re t

Differentiation of the left side of Eq. [2.7.7] and the first term on the right side is
straightforward:

125

J~

d
ap = -Vp

dt
d2

=---:')drp
t-

d
aB = -VB

dt
d2

= dt2 rB [2.7.8]

Differentiation of the second and third terms requires that we invoke the transport
theorem for each of these terms, with the result

d I,

dt
VPlBre' = aplBrel + W X VPIB rei

d " ·-d (W X rpIB) = ex X rplB + w X VPIB I + w X (W X rp/B)t re
[2.7.9]

Introducing Eqs. [2.7.8]-[2.7.9] into Eq. [2.7.7] and combining terms, we obtain

ap = aB + ex X rplB + w X (w X rp/B) + aplBrel + 2w X VPIBrel [2.7.10]

The term ex X rplB is due to the angular acceleration ofthe rotating frame, while
w X (w X rpIB) is the centripetal acc~leration of point P. For the general case of
three-dimensional motion w X (w X rplB) lies on the plane generated by the angular
velocity wand r PI B. For the special case of plane motion, the centripetal acceleration

takes the form

w X (w X rP/B) = -w2
rplB [2.7.11]

The fourth term api Brei = (f PI B )rel 'is the acceleration of point P as measured by
an observer located on the moving frame. The fifth term, 2w X vPIBrei' is known as
the Coriolis acceleration. It is due to two effects: a directional change in VPIB,el' and
in w X rPlB, a change in magnitude of rpIB' Both terms contributing to the Coriolis
effect arise because there is translational motion with respect to a relative frame.
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The direction of the Conolis acceleration is perpendicular to the plane generated
by wand (VPlB)rel, so that it always results in a change in direction from (VPlB)rel,

as shown in Fig. 2.28. Even in cases when the magnitude of this acceleration is
small, because it always causes a change in direction the Conolis acceleration must
be considered in the analysis of several systems.

Equation [2.7.10] can also be expressed in terms of a point Q coincident with
point P but not moving with respect to the coordinate frame as

in which

ap = aQ + ~PIQ [2.7.12]

aQ = aB + a X fpIB + w X (w X fp/B) apIQ = aPIBrel + 2w X VPIBrel

[2.7.13a,b]

The term aQ is the absolute acceleration of point Q. The term apIQ is the accel-
eration of point P due to its motion with respect to the reference frame. Unlike vPIQ,

it contains two terms. The difference is the Coriolis acceleration.
When there is no motion with respect to the moving frame, such as with the

motion of two points fixed on a rigid body, the relative motion equations reduce to
Eq. [2.7.13a], and one replaces Q with P

ap = rB + a X fpIB + 6> X (w X fPIB) [2.7.14]

Now let us write the relative velocity and acceleration expressions using the
notation introduced in the previous section. For the relative velocity expression from
Eq. [2.7.4] we write

AVp = AVB + Bvp +:AwB X Bfp

and, for the relative acceleration from Eq. [2.7.10], we write

[2.7.15]

Aap = AaB + AaB X fp + AwB X (AwB X fp) + Bap + 2AwB X BVp [2.7.16]

with

A Ad A 'Ad (Ad)ap = -( Vp) = - -fp
dt dt dt

A AdA Ad(Ad)aB = -( VB) = - -fB
dt dt dt

[2.7.17J

Figure2.28
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The most effective way of dealing with problems where more than one reference
frame is involved is to systematically break the problem into several parts and to
calculate the terms for each part individually.

We next discuss two very important issues associated with the kinematics of rel-
ative motion: how to select the origin of the relative frame(s), and how to select the
orientation of the relative frame(s). There;is no clear-cut answer to these questions.
One guideline is to select, if possible, the 6rigin and orientation of the relative frame
so that it minimizes the number of expressions in the relative motion equations. Con-
sidering Fig. 2.26, if B is selected so that it coincides with P (B = Q), then r PI B = O.
IfB is selected such that it coincides with the origin of the coordinate system 0, then
VB = 0 and aB = O. Another guideline is to select the relative frames so that the
number of relative frames is minimized and the angles that have to be calculated are
simple. The way to learn how to select reference frames is by gaining experience
and solving problems.

When there is more than one reference system involved, the relative motion
expressions can become lengthy and complicated. One way to ayoid confusion is to
select a tabulation approach when obtaining the components of the relative motion
expressIOn.

The platform in Fig. 2.29 is rotating with a constant angular velocity of w = 0.2 rad/s. Piv-
oted on the platform is a tube oscillating according to the relationship e(t) = i sin 2t rad.
A particle of mass m slides without friction inside the tube. The particle is attached to the
ends of the tube by a spring of constant k and dashpot of constant c. Find the velocity of the
particle at t = 3.6 s, at which point it is giventhat y = 40 cm and y = -30 cm/s. Also find
a general expression for its acceleration.

Solution
Consider an X'Y'Z' coordinate system moving with the platform and an xyz coordinate sys-
tem attached to the tube, as shown in Fig. 2.30~The Z' = Z axis is the vertical. When e = 0,
the y and Y' axes coincide. The coordinate axes are related to each other by

x = X' y = Y' cos e + Z' sin e z = - Y' sin e + z' cos e [a]

Example
2.11

127

We have

u> = wK + OI' = Oi + w sin ej + w cos ek r = yj Vrel = yj [b]

X'

e
y

Y'

•'t.

Figure2.29 Figure2.30
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Because the origins ohhe coordinate frames coincide, the relative velocity expression be-
comes

v = Vrel + 00 X r = jJ + (ei + w sin 8j + (V cos 8k) X yj

= - yw cos 8i+ yj + y8k [c]

Au = 3.6 s, 8(3.6) = 0.4156rad,sin8 = 0.4037,cos8 = 0.9149,8(3.6) = -Icos7.2 ==
0.6371 rad/s. Substituting in these values, we obtain for the velocity at t = 3.6 s

v = -0.07319i - 0.3j + 0.2548k mls
"

The relative acceleration expression for this problem is

fa = arel + a X r + 00 X, (00 X r) + 200 X Vrel

[d]

[e]

in which
I,

I

arel yj a = ei + wOcos8j - wO sin8k [I]

[g]

Example
2.12

Note that we obtained'the angular acceleration expression by direct differentiation of the
angular velocity expression in Eg. [b], rather than using the transport theorem. It was possible
to do this because in Eg. [b] the components of 00were expressed in terms of the coordinates
of the relative frame.

We perform the cross products, writing

a X r = (ei + wOc8j - wOs8k) X yj = wOys8i + eyk
i:. .

00 X (00 X r) = (8i + ws8j + wc8k) X (-wycei + 8yk)

;: wOys8i + (-02y - w2yc28)j + w2ys8c8k
. .

200 X Vrel = 2(8i + w s8j + w c8k) X yj = -2j'w cei + 2y8k

Introducing these expressions into the relative acceleration, we obtain

r = (2wOys8 ~ 2j'wc8)i + (ji - 02y - w2yc28)j + (2yO + w2ys8c8 + ey)k [h]

An airplane, shown inFig. 2.31, is moving with a speed of 420 mph. A flight attendant who
weighs 120 Ib is standing 15 ft from the center of mass. To avoid a turbulent region, the pilot
initiates an emergency maneuver. The aircraft begins to pitch upward at the constant rate of
0.1 rad/sec, and it begins to pursue a curved trajectory toward the left of the pilot with a radius
of curvature of 30,000 ft. The speed of the center of mass of the airplane does not change with
these maneuvers. Find the forces exerted on the f1ightattendant's feet if the attendant wishes
to move forward with ,a speed of 2 ftlsec.

I

Solution
We consider two reference frames. The first frame is associated with the curved trajectory
and has an angular velocity of 420(88/60)/(30, 000) = 0.02053 rad/s. The second frameis
attached to the airplane, and its angular velocity is the pitch rate of 0.1 rad/s.3 At the instant
considered, the two reference frames coincide. We can write the angular velocity and angular

31norder to simplify this problem, we do not consider any roll of the aircraft. In general, when an airplane makesa
turn the pilot rolls the aircraft so that the resultant acceleration vector due to the turn and due to gravity lies as much
as possible along the local vertical direction, through the spinal cords of the passengers. This way, passengers
experience less discomfort.



acceleration as

w = 0.1j - 0.02053k rad/sec
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a = -0.02053k X O.lj = 0.002053i rad/sec2 [a]
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[c]

We write the relative acceleration relation as

ap = aB + a X fPlB + w X w X fplB + (aPlB)rel + 2w X (VPlB)rel [b]

and identify each term. The acceleration of the :center of mass is due to the change in curvature
and can be written as (60 mph = 88 ft/sec)

v2 • 4202(88/60? . . 2
aB=an=-pJ=- 30,000 J=-12.65JftJsec

or, in aeronautics terminology, 12.65/32.17 =0.3932g. The angular acceleration term is very
small and can be ignored. The centripetal acceleration term becomes

w X w X fPlB = (O.lj - 0.02053k) X (0. Ii- 0.02053k) X 15i = --'-0.1563i ft/sec2 [d]

The next term, (aPlB)reh is zero, because we are assuming a constant speed for the flight
attendant inside the aircraft. The last term is the Conolis term, which has the form

2w X (VPlB)rel = 2( -0.02053k + 0.!1j) X 2i = -0.08212j - OAk ft/sec2 [e]

As can be seen from Egs. [b] through [e], the dominant term in the acceleration is
the normal acceleration due to the change in curvature. The Coriolis term has the smallest
magnitude, and it is also in the direction of the gravitational attraction. The total accelera-
tion is

ap = -0.1563i - 12.73j - OAk ft/sec2 [f]

Let us now draw a free-body diagram of the flight attendant (Fig. 2.32), treating the
attendant as a point mass. The forces that the airplane exerts on the flight attendant are trans-
mitted by the normal force N and the friction forces Fx and Fy. Using Newton's second law,
we have

map = m( -0.1563i - 12.73j - OAk) = Fxi + Fvj + (mi' - N)k lb [9]

g~

Figure2.31
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Solving for the unknowns

_ _ 4 120 _ ')
N - mg + O.4m - 120 + O. 32.17 - L1.51b

Fx = -0.1563m = -0.58301b Fy = -12.73m = -47.491b [h]

Note that the coefficient of friction between the attendant's shoes and the airplane floor
must be large enough to permit the resultant of F x and F" to be less than the normal force times
the coefficient of friction. Even then, because of the large forces acting on the attendant, it is
very difficult for the attendant to keep standing or to walk. The Coriolis acceleration makes
the flight attendant feel heavier, and for someone further away from the center of mass of
the airplane the centrifugal force becomes much larger. Even for passengers who are sitting
down, any change in the curvature of the path of the airplane causes a substantial amount of
discomfort. It is for all these reasons that pilots navigate aircraft such that the path followed
by the center of mass of the airplane is as close to a straight path as possible and any angular
velocity is very small ..

I

Consider the robot in Fig. 2.33 mounted on a rotating shaft. The robot arm is attached to the
shaft with a pin joint (ip robotics terminology, a revolute joint). With a motion similar to that
of an automobile antenna, a second arm can extend from the outer end of the first (in robotics
terminology, a prismatic joint). Given that the shaft angle OCt) and first arm angle cf>(t) vary
with the relationships OCt) = 0.2t rad, cf>(t) = 'TT/4 (l + sin'TTt)rad and that the second arm
is extending with the relation r = 3t em, find the angular velocity and angular acceleration
of the robot arm as well as the velocity and acceleration of the tip.

Solution
We solve this problem using two approaches. In the first approach we use two relative frames,
one attached to the shaft and rotating with iJ, the other attached to the robot arm and rotating
with;P with respect to the shaft. In the second approach we use a single relative frame attached
to the robot arm.

First Approach TlJe two relative coordinate frames are denoted by Hand B, as depicted
in Fig. 2.34. The inertial frame is denoted by A. The H frame is attached to the rotating shaft,

g!
hI

h3

h2

p - b2

Figure2.33 Figure2.34
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[a]AWH = eh3 = 0.2h3 rad/s

and the B frame is taken such that the b2 axis is along the extending arm and attached to the
tip of the first arm. The angular velocities of the reference frames can be written as

2 '
H B . 1T "

W = eph] = 4 cos 1Tt hi rad/s

Considering first the B frame, we can express the position and relative velocity of Pas

rp/B = 0.03tb2 m BVp = 0.03b2 mls [b]

where the unit vectors of the Band H frames are related by

bl = hi b2 = sin eph2 - cQs eph3
!

b3 = cos eph2,+ sin eph3 [c]
i~

The relative velocity expression for the Hand B frames is

HVp = HVB + HWB X rp/B + BVp [d]

in which

HVB = 0.6ebb3 rad/~ BVp = 0.03b2 mls
I '

H wB X rPiB = ebbl X' 0.03tb2 = 0.03tebb3 mls [e]

so that

H' .
Vp = (0.6 + 0.03t)epb3 + 0.03b2 mls If]

Now transfer the velocity of point P to the inertial frame. The relative velocity equation
between the A and H frames is

AVp = AVH + AWH X rp/H + HVp [g]

in which

AVH = 0 AWH X rplH = ea3 X (0.6 + 0.03t)b2 [h]

Noting that a3 = - cos epb2 + sin epb3, ;we obtain for the velocity of point P

AVp = -£I sinep(0.6 + 0.03t)bl + 0.03b2 + (0.6 + 0.03t)ebb3 mls [i]

Second Approach The angular velocity, of the single frame is

AWB = AWH + H wB = e(t)h3 + ~(t)bl = ebb] - £I cos epb2 + £I sin epb3 U]

and the relative velocity expression is

AVp = AVB + ~AWB X rp/B + BVp [k]

We find
'I

A A B .' •... . . '. .
VB = W X rBIH = (epb1 - e cos epb2 +.e Sill epb3) X 0.6b2 = -0.6e Sill epb1 + 0.6epb3

A B ., '.' '
w X rp/B = (epb1 - e cos epb2 + e sin epb3) X 0.03tb2 = -0.03te sin epbl + 0.03tepb3

BVp =0.03b2 mls [I]
I

which, when added up, yields Eq. (i). Notd that if we attach the relative frame to point H,
AVB = O. Or, if the relative frame is attached to the tip of the protruding arm, then rPiB = O.
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Acceleration To find the acceleration of point P, let us use the single coordinate frame
approach. The angular acceleration between the A and B frames has the form

AaB = AaH + HaB + AWH X HWB

in which

. w3
,AaH = 0 HaB = ~4sinwthl

A H H B' . . '. 2
W X ,w = 8h3 X 4>hl = 84>h2 = O.OSw cos wrh2

so that we find

w3
AaB = - 4 sin wrh1 + 0.OSw2 cos wrh2

The expression for the acceleration then becomes

[m]

[n]

[0]

A A A B A B A B 2A B B B [ ]
ap = aB + a X rp/B + w X w. X rPiB + w X YP + ap p

The term Bap = 0, as Byp is constant in the B fraine. We find the absolute acceleration of

point Busing

AaB = AexB X rBIH + AWB X AWB X rBIH

so that the first three terms on the right in Eq. [p] can be expressed as

[q]

A ABAB AB AB AB AB []
aB + ex X rp/B + w X w X rPiB = ex X rPiH + w X w X rp/H r

Evaluating the individual terms, we have

A"B X r PlH ~ [- ~' sin ",b, + 0.057" (sin 1>b, + cos 1>b')] X (0.6 + 0.031 )b,

"

~ (0.6 '!- 0.031) [ - O.05,,' cos 1>b, -c ~3 sin "'b3] mis'

AWB X AWB X rp/H = (4)b1 - 8 cos 4>b2+ 8 sin 4>b3) X (4)b, - 8 cos 4>b2+ 8 sin 4>b3)

X (0.6 + 0.03t)b2
= (0.6 + 0.03t)[-84>cos4>b1 - (4)2 + 82 sin24»b2 - 82 cos 4>sin4>b3]

2AwB X Byp = 2(4)b, -8cos4>b2 + 8sin4>b3) xO.03b2 = 0.064>b3 - 0.068sin4>b)m/s
2

. W
I'

so that the acceleration of the tip of the robot becomes

Aap = -[(0.6 + 0.03t)(0.OSw2 cos 4>+ 84>cos 4» + 0.068 sin4>]b1

- [(0.6 + 0.031)(4)2 + 82 sin2 4»]b2

+ [ - (0',6 + 0.031) (: sin'" + 8' cos 1>sin 1>) + 0.061>] b3mis'
[,]
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In many cases, either by choice or by necessity, one observes motion from a mov- ./ - .-_._ .._-- .~
in!! reference frame and manipulates the equations of motion within that reference. ,~ ~c.<, \

fr;me. Typical examples are motion with respect to the earth and measurement take~ . . /' ';
from a moving platform. Wh~n one cannot measure absolute velo~ities and.accel\i~.<.: .. :.< •• ~ •• '''''I.~~...~~ll..)..).)
erations, one has to take relatIve measurements and to use the relatIve velocIty and _____.. ~
acceleration equations to find the actual accelerations. Similarly, when analyzing or ""'-
integrating the equations of motion, one has to use the variables associated with the
relative motion.

We first apply the relative motion equations to Newton's second law, which is
valid for inertial frames. Given the inertial and relative coordinates from the preced-
ing section, we write the equations of motion for P as

F = map = m(aB + aPiBrel + a X rp/B + 00 X 00 X rp/B + 200 X Vp/Brel)

[2.8.1]

where F is the sum of all external forces acting on the particle. We can rewrite the
above equation as

map/Brei = F + F* [2.8.2]

;~,;u;:,>

where F* = -m(aB +a X rp/B + 00 X 00 X rp/B + 200 X Vp/Br), which is the resultant
of all forces that need to be considered due to the motion of the moving reference
frame. In general, it is preferable to write the equations of motion by placing on the
left side every term that includes variables associated with the relative frame. Doing
so, we obtain for Newton's second law

m(ap/Brel + a X rp/B + 00 X 00 X rp/B + 200 X VPlBrel) = F - maB [2.8.3]

A word of caution is in order. Often, we analyze motion with respect to a moving
frame by assuming that the motion characteristics of the moving frame are known
and that the motion of the body with respect to the relative frame does not affect the
motion characteristics of that frame. For example, for a car traveling on the earth,
we can safely assume that the motion of the car does not affect the rotation of the
earth. While this assumption is valid where the mass of the body to which the relative
frame is attached is much larger than the mass of the body whose motion is analyzed,
the assumption begins to lose its validity as the bodies involved become comparable
in mass. Be cautious when assuming that the motion observed from a relative frame
does not change the characteristics of that frame.

One of the most common applications of analyzing motion from a moving frame
is motion with respect to the rotating earth. As stated earlier, motion over short dis-
tances or with small velocities and involving short time periods can be analyzed rel-
atively accurately without considering the motion of the earth. Otherwise. the earth's
rotation needs to be included in calculations.

Consider a particle near the surface of the earth, as shown in Fig. 2.35, and attach
the moving frame B to the surface of the earth using an x yz coordinate system. The
:: direction is the verticaL the x direction is toward the north, and the y direction is
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North pair
"

z (Vertical)

n sin A

Figure2.35
,
Figure2.36

toward the west. We assume that the earth is rotating about its own axis with constant
angular velocity D. Fig. 2.36 shows the coordinate system from the side view. To
calculate the spin rate o{the earth, we note that:it takes the earth about 365.25 days to
orbit the sun, and that the earth rotates about its own axis at the rate of one revolution
per day.4 Both rotations are counterclockwise, which leads to

D _ ( ,27i)( 1)- 24(60)60 1 + 365.25= 7.2921 X 10-
5
rad/s [2.8.4]

so that, considering Fig. 2.36, one can describe the angular velocity of the earth in
vector form as

n = D(sin Ak + cos Ai) [2.8.5]

where Ais the latitude. We ignore the angular acceleration of the earth and set a = O.
This assumption and the assumption that the rotation rate of the earth are constant
are not exactly true. The earth's rotation about itself is not along a fixed axis. The
axis about which the earth rotates exhibits a small wobbling motion with a period
of 433 days, primarily because the earth is not totally rigid and not totally spherical.

t

The rate ofthe earth's r()tation is not constant; it is slowing down at an extremely low
rate. In addition, we ignore the inclination between the equatorial plane (the plane
generated by the equator) and the ecliptic plane (the plane generated by the orbit of
the earth around the sun). We also ignore any .subsequent relative motion of the sun
with respect to the fixed stars.

4The measured orbital periodiof the earth is 365.256 360 5 days. The difference in the third decimal place from
the commonly used value of 365.25 days leads to a difference of ane day about every 150 years. The Gregorian
calendar was adopted to compensate for this difference. In this system, in a 40o.year period, three years thai
normally should be leap years are not considered as leap years. These years are selected at the beginning of
centuries. For example, the year 2000 C.E. is a leap year, while the years 2100, 2200, 2300 will not be
considered as leap years. The year 2400 will be a leap year.

I
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Using these assumptions, we calculate acceleration of a point on the surface of
the earth (origin of the relative frame) as:
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as = n x (n x rS) [2.8.6]

where rs = rek, denoting the vector from the center of the earth to the surface of
the earth. Using Newton's second law, the absolute acceleration of point P is written
as

map = F + F'g [2.8.7]

where F~ is the gravitational force and F denotes the sum of all other external forces
acting on the particle. Introducing Eqs. [2.8.6] and [2.8.7] into Eq. [2.8.3], we obtain
the equations of motion in terms of the relative coordinates as

map/SreI + 2mn X VP/Brel+ mn X (n X rPls) = F + F~- mn X (n X rs)
[2.8.8]

As discussed in Chapter 1, we include the centrifugal force - mn X (n X r B) in
the gravitational force and define the term Fg as the augmented gravitational force
and approximate it as

Fg = F~ - mn X(n X rs) = -mgk [2.8.9]

This simplification is possible because the radius of the earth is almost a constant,
making the term n X (n X rB) = n2re( - cos2 Ak + sin A cos Ai) nearly constant
in magnitude. The component along the vertical (z direction) is used to augment
the gravitational force. The component in the x direction (North) is usually ignored.
The maximum value of the centripetal acceleration is n2 re = 3.39 crn/s2, which is
achieved at the equator.

,

The effect of the centripetal acceleration is to make the earth more squat. How-
ever, because the earth is not made up of fluid only, the flattening occurs mostly
around the equator. Around the equator, the combined effects of flattening and cen-
tripetal acceleration make the value of g about 0.53% less than its value at the poles.

One can then write the equations of motion of a particle in the vicinity of the
earth as

maP/Srei + 2mn X VPlSrcl+ mn X (n X rp/B) = F - mgk [2.8.10]

Writing the equations of motion in terms of relati ve quantities is mathematically
equivalent to applying a different force than the external forces. The equations of
motion can be written as

maP/Brei = Feff + Fg [2.8.11 ]

where the effective force F eff denotes the "forcefelt on the surface of the earth. It has
the form

;t"

Feff = F - mw X (w X rp/s) - 2mw X VPlSrei [2.8.12]
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After all the simplifications have been 'made with regard to the nature of the
angular velocity of the earth and with regard to gravity, the difference between the
actual and effective forces consists of a centrifugal force. - 171WX (W X r PIS), and the
Coriolis force, - 2mll X VPlS,el' The centrifugal force is very small: it is a function
of the square of the earth's rotational rate, and rplS is usually very small compared
to the radius of the earth.

The Canalis force has a distinctively mare pronounced effect. The magnitude of
the Canalis force is dependent on both the velocity of the particle and on the latitude.
Considenng Eq. [2.8.5], for a particle moving in the east-west direction, maximum
values of the Canalis force are observed at the North and South Poles. The maximum
value of the Canalis force per unit mass is 2flu = 1.5 X 1O-4u, where u is the speed
with respect to the earth. .

While the magnitude of the Canalis force is very small, its direction is always
perpendicular to the velocity; thus, this force causes a change in direction. If there
are no significant forces acting perpendicular to the velocity, the effect ofthe Canalis
force builds over time. The Canalis force for the Northern Hemisphere is depicted
in Fig. 2.37. It causes a particle to veer to the nght. Note that this analysis ignores
the vertical component of the Canalis force, as this component is much less than the
effect of gravity.

The Canalis effect is used to account for several kinds of natural and physical
phenomena. Pertinent to weather analysis, the motion of air masses in the atmo-
sphere is affected by the Canalis force. For example, in the Northern Hemisphere,
the spin of the air masses in cyclones and hurricanes is counterclockwise as shown in
Fig. 2.38. A hurricane'occurs when a low pressure center attracts air particles inward
with large speeds. In the Southern Hemisphere, the spin of a cyclone is clockwise.
Rossby waves, which, include the Canalis effect, are widely used to predict wave
motion in the oceans as well as for weather analysis. The motion of projectiles such
as missiles is affected substantially by Canalis forces. And the Canalis effect influ-
ences the whirl of water as it goes down the sink.

---..:

.&•.~.

g~

Figure2.37
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Coriolis force
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We next consider the motion of a particle of mass m acted upon by an external
force F = Fxi + Fyj + Fzk. Writing the .position vector as fplB = xi + yj + zk and
introducing these terms into Eq. [2.8.10], and separating into components in the x,
y, and z directions, we obtain

x - 2nysinA - n2(xsin2 A:- zsinAcosA) = Fx: [2.8.13a]m.

F
ji + 2n(xsinA - zcosA) - n2y = -Z [2.8.13b]

m
. F
i + 2n y cos A+ n 2( - Z cos2 A :+ x sin Acos A) = - g + -.!. [2.8.13c], , m

We can perform a qualitative analysis to investigate the magnitudes of the com-
ponents of the motion with respect to th~ rotating earth. Consider, for example, the
case of free motion, Fx = Fy = Fz = 0 and a particle thrown upward, with ini-
tial conditions in the z direction only. Because n is a small quantity, terms of order
il, namely the Coriolis terms, will dominate terms of order n2. We thus ignore the
centrifugal terms. In Eq. [2.8.13c], the gravitational acceleration g will dominate
the response. We conclude that the component of the motion in the z direction is of
order 1.

From Eq. [2.8.13b], the response in the y direction will be influenced by the
motion in the x and z directions. That is,

~~~~ ~
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O(y) = o(no(z) + PO(x)) = n + no(x) [2.8.14]

;, ~-t;

Investigation of Eq. [2.8.13a] shows that the component of the motion in the
x direction is influenced by the motion in the y direction and can be considered as
being of order O(x) = O(nO(y)). This implies that motion in the x direction will be
much smaller than the motion in the y direction. Hence, from Eg. [2.8.14], motion
in the y direction will be dominated by the motion in the z direction and it will be of
order n. It follows that the motion in the x direction will be of order n 2. Because
the y a.xisdenotes the west and the x direction denotes the north, for a freely moving
particle the Coriolis effect will be much more significant in the east-west direction,
and much less along the north-south direction.

The results of the above dimensional analysis will be different when there are
external forces in the x, y, or z directions and for initial conditions.

Find the equation of motion of the mass sliding in the tube in Example 2.11.

Solution
We will make use of Eq. [2.8.3]. We introduce the acceleration expression from Eq. [h] of
Example 2.11 into Eq. [2.8.3], which yields

[m(2weysf) - 2weycf))i + m(y - e2y - w2yc2f))j + m(2j,e + w2ysf)cf) + ey)k] = F
[a]

To find the forces acting on the mass, we draw a free-body diagram (Fig. 2.39). The
forces acting on the particle can be classified into three groups:

Example
2.14
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y

Figure2.39

1. Gravity: - mgK = -;-mg sin OJ - mg cos Ok
2. Normal reaction forces that the tube exerts on the particle: Fxi + Fzk
3. Spring and dashpot: ~(ky + cy)j

The total force thus becomes

~f'~

So

F = Fxi + (-mgsinO - ky - cy)j + (Fz - mgcosO)k
I' '

[b]

The reaction forces arise from the fact that the particle is constrained to move inside the tube.
Introducing Eq. [b] into Eq. [a] and separating into the components along the x, y, and z
directions, we find the force balances to be

In x direction:

In y direction:

In z direction:

. .
m(2wOysinO - 2wOycosO) = Fx

m(y - iPy - w2ycos2 0) = -mg sin 0 - ky - cy

m(2y8 + w2ysinOcosO + By) = Fz - mgcosO

[c]

[d]

[e]

Of the three force balances, Eq. [d] represent~ the equation of motion and Eqs. [c] and
[e] give expressions for the reaction forces Fx and Fz, that is, the constraint forces. Note that
we have a single degree of freedom, because the motion of the platform and tube are defined
as known quantities. The only variable is the motion of the particle inside the tube, described
by y. In essence, Eqs. [c]-[e] represent an equation of motion and two constraint equations.

As stated earlier, it is customary to write the equation of motion by placing all of the
dependent variables on the left side of the equation. Doing so, we rewrite Eq. [d] as

my + cy + (k - me2 - mw2 cos2 O)y = -mg sin 0 [I]

'.l

Example
2.15

MOTION ANALYSIS USING PERTURBATION THEORY Equations [2.8.13]
are a set of nonlinear equations, which cannot be integrated analytically. If quadratic terms in
the angular velocity n are neglected, these equations become linear. Their qualitative anal-
ysis requires solution of an eigenvalue problem, and their integration requires simultaneous
integration of three equations. The integrals of the motion for this set of equations do not give
much additional insight. One can conduct a numerical integration of the equations of motion,
but doing so gives answers for the particular set of forcing and initial conditions. It turns out
that there is yet another analytical approach to analyzing the equations of motion. Because D
is a very small quantity, Eqs. [2.8.13] can be analyzed by means of a perturbation approach
by treating n as the perturbation parameter.
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Here, we carry out what is known as a straightforward expansion and demonstrate per-
turbation analysis.s We assume that the solutions in x, y, and z can be expressed in a pertur-
bation series in terms of the perturbation parameter 0 as

_ n n2 r (_ n n2x(t) - Xo + ax, + a X2 + ... y t) - Yo+ aYl + a Y2+ ...
z(t) = zo+Oz, +02Z2+... (a]

where the subscripts indicate the order of the solution (zeroth, first, second, ... ). Given the
initial conditions x(O), x(O), y(O), y(O), z(O), z(O), we consider them as the initial conditions
associated with the zeroth-order problem. AlLinitial conditions associated with the higher-
order solutions are zero. Substituting Eqs. [a] into Eqs. [2.8.13] and neglecting terms of order
higher than n 2, we obtain
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Xo + nx, + n2X2 + ... -20 sinA(yo + nYI + ... )

-n2(xosin2A-zosinAcosA+ ... ) = Fx

m
Yo+ nYI + 02Y2 + ... + 20UosinA + OXI sinA

- zo cos A - nz, cos A+ ... ) - 02(yO + ... ) = Fy

m

io + Oi, + n2i2 + ... + 2n cos A(yo + OYI + ... )

n? ? Fz+ a-(-ZOCos- A+ xosmAcosA + ... ) = -g +- m
[b]

Collecting terms of like orders in n, we obtain a set of linear differential equations in
the form

Order 00

Fx xo(O) =x(O) ~to(O)= .t(O)Xo =-
m

.. Fv yo(O) = y(O) yo(O) = .y(O)Yo= ----'"-
m

.. F,
zo(O) = z(O) zo(O) = z(O)zo = - g + .-.:

m

Order 0

[c]

Order 02

y,
~~,= 2 sin Ayo

-2(xo sin A - zo cos A)
2, = -2 cos Ayo [d]

X2 = 2 sin AYI + Xo sin2 A - zo sin Acos A
.h = -2UI sinA - Zl cos A) + Yo

Z2 = -2 cos Ay, + zocos2 A- Xo sin Acos A [e]

I

5The field of perturbation analysis is very brood and s~veral perturbation techniques exist. An in-depth treatment
of the subiect is beyond the scope of this text. The straightforward expansion we use here is the simplest form of
perturbation expansions.
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We observe that Xo and Yo depend on the external force, and Zodepends on both the external
force and gravity. The first- and second-order equations indicate which terms dominate the
motion. The order fl equations are due to the Coriolis effect, and the order n 2 equations are
due to both Conolis and centrifugal effects.

Let us select the case of projectile motion, and consider a projectile launched in the
Northern Hemisphere with speed v toward the west and at an angle of 8 with the vertical. We
have the following initial conditions:

z(O) = v cos 8 [f]yeO) = v sin 8x(O) = 0,x(O) = yeO) = z(,O) = 0

We assume that the ext~rnal force consists of gravity only, neglecting the effects of wind
resistance. The zeroth-order problem yields

Xo = 0 xo(O) = 0 xo(O) = 0

Yo = 0 Yo(O) = 0 yo(O) = v sin 8

zo = - g zo(O) = 0 zo(O) = v cos 8

=? xo(t) = 0

=? Yo(t) = v sin(8)t

=? zo(t) = vcos(8)t-gt212 [g]

[h]

Recalling that the higher-order solutions all have zero initial conditions, substitution of the
zeroth-order solution into the first-order equations yields

Xl = 2 sin '\';'0 = 2v sin Asin 8 =? Xl (t) = v sin Asin(8)t2

YI = -2(.iosinA - zocosA) = 2cosA(vcos8 - gt) =? Yl(t) = cosA(vcos(8)t
2

- gt3/3)

Zl = -2cosA)'o = -2vcosAsin8 =? Zl(t) = -vcosAsin(8)P

Combining Eqs. [g] and [h), we obtain the first-order approximation to the solution as
I

x(t) = flv sin Asin(8)P

y(t) ~ v s;n(O)t + fl cos A~ cos(O)t' _ g~3)
gt2

z(t) = v cos(8)t - 2 - !Lv cos Asin(8)t2 [I]

This above solution is valid for 0 :5 t :5 t I' with t I denoting the time at which the projectile
falls to the ground. The first-order approximation to tI can be found by setting z(t) = 0 in
the above equation, which gives

o = Z(t/) = vcos(8)tl - g~} - !Lv cos Asin(O)t} =? vcosO - (! + !LVCOSAsin0)r1 == 0
[Il

which yields the final time as

(I]

[kJvcos 8
t = -----I g/2 + flvcos Asin 8

I
Note that in the absence of the Conolis effect, the final time becomes the well-known re-

sult of tI = 2v cos Ofg. The Conolis effect, for this particular set of initial conditions, reduces
the time the projectile stays in the air.

The Conolis deflection in the x direction can be found by introducing the expression fof
the final time to the response, with the result

x(t I) = flv sin Asin 8t} = flv sin Asin 8 (f2 ~ cos 0 . 8)2g +.uv cos ASill
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2.8 OBSERVATIONS FROM A MOVING FRAME

As expected, the magnitude of x(t f) is dictated by the latitude angle A. In the Northern Hemi-
sphere. where A is greater than zero, x(t f) is positive, indicating a Conolis deflection to the
right. By contrast, in the Southern Hemisphere, where A is negative, x(t f) is less than zero,
indicating a deflection to the left. These results agree with the discussion on the Conolis
deflection in the previous section.

FOUCAULT'S PENDULUM Another Interesting application ai'motion with respect
to the rotating earth is the Foucault pendulum (Fig. 2.40). This pendulum consists of a large
concentrated mass, usually in the form of a sphere, suspended from a very high ceiling by a
thin wire.s As the pendulum swings, its swing plane rotates slowly in the clockwise direction.
This rotating motion may seem hard to explain, because the motion of a pendulum is expected
to be along a fixed plane or a fixed elliptical path. (The initial conditions dictate whether the
swing motion is along a plane or an ellipse.)

We see the swing plane of the pendulum rotate because of the rotation of the earth and
the resulting Conolis acceleration. To an observer in an inertial frame, the pendulum executes
swing motion along a fixed plane or a fixed elliptical path.

From the free-body diagram in Fig. 2.41,"the external forces Fx, Fy, and Fz are due to
the tension in the wire. Denoting the tension in the wire by T, and its components by Tx, Ty,

and Tz, we have

Example
2.16

141

x
F = -T = --Tx x L F = -T = -IT

y y L
L - z

F, = Tz = --T
- L

[a]

where x, y, and z denote the coordinates of the pendulum. We next make use of the great
length of the pendulum and assume that (L - z)/L = 1. We hence treat the amplitude of the
motion in the z direction as negligible, and wnte zJ L = 0, z = 0, z = 0. In essence, we are
assuming that the pendulum is moving on the xy plane only. In addition, we assume that

f,i.~
,t:;g:

51n the United States, there is a Foucault pendulum in the United Nations building in New York City, at the American
Museum of Natural History in Washington, D.C., at the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, and at the Museum of
SCIenceand Industry in Chicago,
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because the wire is very thin, its mass is negligible compared to the mass of the sphere,
and that air resistance is negligible. Using these assumptions, introducing Eqs. [a] into Eqs.
[2.8.13], and neglectio,g terms quadratic in 0, we obtain

! X
i - 2.0. sin Ay = - -T )';+ 20 sin AX. mL

. T
20 y cos A + g = -m

\'
--'-T

mL
[b]

[c]

Rewriting Eq. [c) as T = meg + 20ycos A), introducing it into Eq. [b) and ignoring terms
quadratic in x and y, we obtain the linearized equations of motion as

i-20sinAy+fx=0 y+2nsinAX+fy=0 [d]

Equations [d) represent a gyroscopic system where the rate of rotation is governed by
n sin A. We note that 0 sin A is the component of the angular velocity of the earth in the
vertical direction. To analyze the nature of the response, we assume a solution in the fonn

x(t) = XeiWT yet) = Yeiw
/ [e]

where X and Yare amplitudes. Introducing Eqs. [e) into Eqs. [d) and collecting powers of
eiw/, we obtain

[

-w2 + f

i20w sin\
- i2Wn.. sin A] [X] = [0]
-w2+ f Y °

L

[f]

[gJ

In order for Eq. [f] to hold, the determinant of the coefficient matrix must vanish. Setting
the determinant equal to zero leads to the characteristic equation

(-w2 + f)2 - dwo sin A)2 = °
I

Solving the characteristic equation for w, we obtain four values as

w = :tn sin A :tJf + n2 sin2 A [hJ

The response x(t) and yet) is harmonic with frequency w. The quantity inside the radical in
Eq. [h) is always positive. It follows that all values of ware real and very close to each other.
After carrying out the algebra, the response can be expressed in the general form

I

x(t) = C, cos(w It + c:f>d + C2 COS(W2t + c:f>2)

yet) = - C, sinewIt + c:f>d + C2sin(w2t + c:f>2) [I]

where C and c:f>i (i =: 1,2) depend on the initial conditions, and

WI = J f -t- 0.2 sin2 A + 0 sin A ;, W2 = J f + 02 sin2 A - 0 sin A [iJ

are the frequencies. Because the angular velocity of the earth is much smaller compared 10

g/ L, g/ L dominates the roots of the characteristic equation. Indeed, approximating w, and tV!

using a Taylor series expansion, we get

Wi = IE + 02 sin2 A + n sin A "T'.' . fi.. + 0 sin A + ~02 sin2 A rg;
. L • VL ~ yg

W2 = J f. + 02 sin2 A - 0 sin A = fi - 0 sin A + ~n2 sin2 A rg; [kJ
L VL - yg

~



2.8 OBSERVATIONS FROM A MOVING FRAME

If we ignore the rotation of the earth and set n = 0, then WI = W2, and it becomes clear
from Eqs. [i] that the motion of the pendulum is an ellipse or a straight line.

We next examine the effects of the rotating earth. We concluded earlier that the two
roots WI and W2 are very close to each other. The type of motion of a system when two of
its frequencies are very close to each other i~ the classical case of the,beat phenomenon. We
introduce the expressions

"

143

Wo ~ l(w, + W2) ~ If (r + W~1n2A) Wb = ~(Wi - W2) = n sin /. [I]

where Wa is the average frequency and Wb the beat frequency. The average frequency is the
frequency of the pendulum as observed from an inertial reference frame (of order 1) plus a
very small change (of order n2) due to the rotation of the earth. The beat frequency is of
order n, the same as the coefficient of the middle terms in Eqs. [d] and the component of the
angular velocity of the earth in the z direction. One can express W I and W2 in terms of the
average and beat frequencies as

W[ = Wa + Wb W2 = Wa - Wb [m]
Without loss of generality, we consider the case where the local motion of the pendulum

is on a swing plane. For this, we specify the initial conditions on the velocity as

x = 0 y == 0 at t = 0 [n]

Furthermore, at t = 0 only one of x or y has to be nonzero. We select the swing plane as the
xz plane, so that the remaining initial conditions are

x=c y=O

Introducing these initial conditions into Eqs. Ji] and solving, we obtain

1Ji =,1J2 = 0

[0]

CW2
C[ = (Wi + W2)

C(Wa - Wb)

2w"
CWI

C2 = (WI + W2)
C(W" + Wb)
2wa

[p]

Using Eqs. [I] and [m], the constants [p], as well as the trigonometric identities cos (a + b)
cos a cos b - sin a sin b, sin(a + b) = sin a cos b + cos a sin b, we can express Eqs. [i] as

C(wa - Wb) ; C(wa + Wb) :
x(t) = -----COSWjt + 2 cosw2t =

2w" Wa

C( Wb..
cosw"tcoswbt + - smwatsmwbt)

, w"

yet) = C(CUa - Wb) . C(Wa + Wb) .
--- smw[t + -----smw~,t=
~Wa 2wa ~

C(
. I w,, . )

- COsWatsmwbt:- -smwatCOSWbt
w"

[q]

To get a feel for the motion. we note that Wb is an order of magnitude smaller than Wa, and
We ignore the terms with the coefficient Wb/Wa from the right side of the above equations. This
simplification leads to an interesting explanation of the motion to a first-order approximation:
The motion of the Foucault pendulum can be explained as an amplitude modulated swing
motion for both x and y where the amplitude of the swing varies with the rate Wb = n sin A.
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z

r

x

Swing plane of pendulum

I••• ~'

Figure2.42 R~tation of Foucault's
pendulum

Furthermore, if we take the ratio of yet) over x(t), we obtain

yU) .
-'---() = - tan(wbt) =;. - tan(n SInAt)
x t i

[r]

-

i

which indicates that the plane of the pendulum rotates at the angular rate Wb = n sin A, as
depicted in Fig. 2.42. Because of the negative sign, the direction of rotation in the Northern
Hemisphere is clockwise and opposite to the rotation of the earth, a conclusion we can visu-
alize easily. One intuitively expects the pendulum to rotate in the opposite direction of the
rotation of the earth. While the terms that were ignored in Eq. (r] change this interpretation
slightly, the main resulr is the same.

At the North Pole, as A becomes 90°, the Coriolis effect is the most pronounced. At the
equator, the Corio lis effect disappears.
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HOMEWORK EXERCISES

SECTION 2.2
1. A coordinate system XYZ is transformed into a coordinate system xyz by the

following series of transformations: First, a counterclockwise rotation of 45°
about the Y axis, resulting in the x' y' z' coordinate system, and then a clockwise
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rotation of 30° about the x' axis, resulting in the xyz coordinate system. Find
the coordinates in the inertial frame Ofa vector which originally is r = 21 + 3J
and moves with the transformed coordinate system. Then, find the components
of a vector p = - 3i + 4k in terms of the inertial system and the components of
the vector v = -4j + 1.2K in both the XYZ and xyz coordinate systems.

2. A coordinate system XYZ is transformed into an xyz coordinate system, first by
a rotation of f}, about the Z axis, which gives the x' y' Z' coordinates, and then
by a rotation f}2 about the y' axis. Express the unit vectors i, j, and k and their
derivatives in terms of the unit vectors of the XYZ coordinates.

SECTION 2.3

3. Given the column vector {q} = [qI q2 q3 q4V, the matrix [D] as

145

[

5 1

[D] = 1:4o 'I
-1 0

o
1
6
-1

-;1
-1
3

ii!l

and the quadratic form S = {qV[D]{q}, evaluate S. Then, calculate dS/d{q} and
show that the value you obtain is identical to what would be obtained using Eq.
[2.3.20]. :

4. The motion of the double pendulum in Fig. 2.43 is described by the angles f} 1

and f}2. Find expressions for the position vector r associated with the motion of
the tip of the pendulum, as well as the velocity v and acceleration a of the tip,
using Eqs. [2.3.23]-[2.3.28], and verify Eq. [2.3.29].

5. Given the column vector {q} = [q, q2V, the matrix [D] is

[D] = [ 4q2 -2q,]
-2qI 6

Lx

Figure2.43
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and the quadratic form S = {qV[D]{q}, evaluate S. Then calculate dS/d{q} and
show that the value you obtain is identical to what would be obtained using Eq.
[2.3.21].

SECTION 2.4
6. Show (independently of the arguments in this chapter) that the determinant of
the direction cosine matrix [c] between two coordinate systems is always equal
to 1. I

I

7. Two coordinate systems XYZ and xyz are related to each other as shown in
Fig. 2.44. Find the direction cosine matrix between the two coordinate systems.

8. The direction cosine matrix resulting from a 3-1-3 body fixed transformation (/1]
about X3, fh about y], and /13 about Z3) is given below. Find the values of the
rotation angles /1], /12, and /13'

, [-0.1768
[c] = 0.8839

-0.4330

-0.9186
-0.3062
-0.2500

-0.3536]
0.3536
0.8660

9. The rectangular box in Fig. 2.14 is first rotated clockwise by 15° about the line
oA and then by 45° counterclockwise about line 0B. Find the coordinates of
point C after this rotation sequence.

10. The rectangular bo,xin Fig. 2.14 is rotated counterclockwise by 45° about a line
passing through points A and B (viewed from B). Find the coordinates of point
C after this rotation sequence.

11. The rectangular boixshown in Fig. 2.45 is rotated counterclockwise by an angle
of 30° about the axis passing through points 0 and B. Find the coordinates of
point A after this rotation in terms of the inertial coordinates.

y
y

z
z

Figure2.44

x

x

y

o

z

Figure2.45

3 •

x
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12. Consider the double-link robot mounted on a rotating base shown in Fig. 2.46,
with the angles ()I and ()2 measured from the vertical. Find the position of the
tip of the robot arm in terms of inertial coordinates when <p = 30°, ()I = 60°,
and ()2 = -15°. The XYZ coordinates are inertial.

SECTIONS 2.5 AND 2.6
13. A robotic sander shown in Fig. 2.47 has a sanding disk that spins at the constant

rate of 1500 rpm. The arms AD and DB, which are used to position the sander,
make angles of <p and ljJ with the vertical. At the instant shown, their values
are .<p = 90°, ljJ = 60°,. and they are moving with the constant angular speeds
of <p = 0.2 rad/s and ljJ = -0.3 rad/s. Find the angular velocity and angular
acceleration of the sanding disk in terms of inertial coordinates.

[4. Consider the airplane in Fig. 2.31. The airplane is moving with speed of 600
mph in a curved trajectory p = 3000 ft. At the same time, the airplane is pitch-
ing upwards at the rate of 0.1 rad/s (constant). The propeller is spinning with
the constant counterclockwise angular rate of 4000 rpm. Find the total angular
acceleration of the propeller.

[5. The disk shown in Fig. 2.48 rotates with angular velocity ()2 = W2 = 15 rad/s
and angular acceleration W2 = 1.2 rad/s2 about a rotating shaft. The shaft is
bent, and it rotates with angular verocity WI = 4 rad/s and angular accelera-
tion WI = - 3 rad/s2. At this instant, the center of the disk coincides with its
undeformed position. Find the angular acceleration of the disk.

[6. Find a general expression for the angular acceleration AaB, given the relation
AwB = AwAz + AzwA3 + ... + ANwB.

17. A single gimbal gyroscope (inner gimbal not moving), such as the one shown in
Fig. 2.49, is used to measure the angular motion of vehicles. The spin rate of the
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Figure2.48
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Figure2.49

i .
rotor is denoted by l/J while the gimbal makes an angle of () with the platfonn.
The angular velocities of the platform are w x, w y, and w z. Find expressions for
the angular velocity and angular acceleration of the rotor using a set of relative
coordinates attached to the outer gimbal.

18. Find the angular acceleration of the momentum wheel in Example 2.6, given
that all angular velocities are constant.

19. Consider Problem 2 and solve for the angular velocity and angular acceleration
of the moving frame using the transport theorem.

20. The flywheel of the gyroscope shown in Fig. 2.50 has a constant angular velocity
of W3 = 5000 rpm about its axis. The outer gimbal has an angular velocity of
WI = 3 rad/s, which is decreasing at the rate of 1.8 rad/s2. The inner gimbal
is at a position such that the angle between the outer gimbal axis and flywheel
axis is () = 75°, with iJ = 0, (j = 3 rad/s2. Find the angular acceleration of the
flywheel.

y Y

x
Figure2.50
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SECTION 2.7

21. A bead of mass m is free to slide on a hoop of radius R (Fig. 2.51). The hoop spins
with a constant angular velocity n about the vertical axis. Find the acceleration
of the bead.

22. Consider Example 2.1, and using the relative velocity and acceleration relations
find the velocity and acceleration of a water particle as it exits the rotating sprin-
kler.

23. Consider Example 2.3. This time, the ant has started moving from point C along
a circular path with point D as the center of the circle with constant speed v.
Find the acceleration of the ant.

24. A spring pendulum is attached to a rotating shaft by an arm of distance d, as
shown in Fig. 2.52. At the instant shown, the shaft is rotating with the constant
angular velocity n = 0.4 radls, e = 30°, iJ = 0.3 radls, e = 2 radls2• The
length of the pendulum is L = 1.3 m and it is getting shorter at the constant rate
of 0.1 mls. Given also is that d = 0.8 m. Find the acceleration of the tip of the
pendulum.

25. Consider the bent shaft in problem 17. Now, the shaft is bent such that its defor-
mation can be expressed by the relation d(x) = 0.18 sin(1Txl2) m, as shown in
Fig. 2.53. The disk is located at x = 0.9 m. Find the velo<;:ityand acceleration
of point B. Then derive an expression for the acceleration of an arbitrary point
on the edge of the disk. Assume the angular velocity of WI is constant and the
disk is of radius R.

26. A hunter shown in Fig. 2.54 is aiming at a moving target with her rifle ..The
hunter is moving the rifle upwards with a constant angular velocity of e =
10°Isec and pulls the trigger when e = 105°. The bullet, which weighs 1/8 lb,
leaves the barrel with a constant speed of 900 mph relative to the rifle. Find the
total velocity and acceleration of the, bullet.

149
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27. Consider the previous problem and find the average force exerted by the rifle on

the hunter as the hunter pulls the trigger, assuming that it takes the bullet 0.01
seconds to reach its speed of 900 mph.

28. Consider the hunter in Problem 26 and find the velocity and acceleration of the
bullet if the hunter is also turning at the constant angular speed of cP = 15°/s at
the instant the bullet is about to leave the rifle.

29. Consider the two-link robot mounted on a rotating base in Fig. 2.46. Given that
the base and arm angles vary with the relationships cP(t) = 0.1 sin t rad, 81 (t) =
0.3t rad, 82(t) = -0.lt2 rad, find the angular velocity and angular acceleration
of the robot arms and the velocity of the tip at t = 2 seconds.

30. A disk of radius R shown in Fig. 2.55 spins at the constant rate of W2 = iJ abo~t
an axle held by a fork-ended horizontal rod that rotates itself at the rate WI = <p.
An ant is walking toward the center of the disk with constant speed u with respect
to the disk. Find the acceleration of the ant as a function of the angle 8 and when
the ant is at the edge of the disk (at point P).

31. An airplane, shown in Fig. 2.56, is flying at a speed of 500 kmIh. The airplane
has a constant pitch rate (wy) of 0.05 rad/s and a constant roll rate (w x) of 0.01
rad/s with no yaw, Wz = O. The trailing edge flaps are being extended to give
the airplane more lift at the constant rate of 0.04 m/s. Find the velocity and -
acceleration of point C on the flap.

:'"

I..

Figure2.55
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32. An airplane, shown in Fig. 2.56, is executing a circular tum with a radius of
4000 m, while flying at a speed of 600 kmIh. The airplane has a constant pitch
rate of wy = 0.04 rad/s and a constant roll rate of w x = 0.01 rad/s. The trailing
edge flaps are being extended to give the airplane more lift at the constant rate
of 0.05 mls. Find the velocity and acceleration of point C on the flap.

SECTION 2.8
33. Find the equation of motion of the bead in Problem 21 using Newton's second

law.
34. Figure 2.57 shows a bead of mass m sliding without friction over a thin wire

shaped in the form of a parabola governed by the equation z = x212. The thin
wire is rotating about the z axis with the constant angular velocity n.There is a
spring acting on the bead of constant k that deforms only in the vertical direction.
Derive the equation of motion of the bead using Newton's second law.

.. ;

.~,

x2
z= "2

Figure 2.57
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35. A satellite in space has angular velocities wx, wy, and Wz about the x, y, and z
axes, which are attached to the satellite at point 0, as shown in Fig 2.58. On
the xy plane, making an angle of 30° with the x axis and going through 0, is a
tube, inside which a particle slides without friction. The particle is attached by a
spring and a dashpot to each end of the tube. The spring is unstretched when the
particle is at point O. Find the equation of motion of the particle, using Newton's
second law.

36. Consider a 90-ft-Iong bowling alley in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. A bowler releases
the ball with a constant velocity of 20 fUsee, aimed directly at the pocket. What
is the Coriolis deflection, and in which direction is it?

37. Integrate the perturbation expressions to find the deflection of a stone thrown in
the air vertically with speed v as it falls to the ground. Then compare this result
with the exact solution.

I
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3
DYNAMICS OF A SYSTEM

OF PARTICLES

3. 1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter serves three purposes. First,it extends the developments of Chapter 1 to
systems with more than one particle. Second, it prepares the reader for the analysis
of rigid bodies, addressing the most basic form of rigid body motion, that is, plane
kinetics of a rigid body. Third, it introduces basic concepts in orbital mechanics.

Analysis of systems of particles and rigid bodies is greatly simplified when the
concept of center of mass is introduced. Newton's laws of translational motion and
Euler's law of rotational motion for a single particle can be expressed in the same
form for a system of particles as well as for rigid bodies in terms of the center of
mass.

This chapter is written such that one can skip it and go directly into analytical
mechanics or into rigid body dynamics. This chapter actually belongs with Chapter
l, as it is an extension of the basic concepts studied in that chapter. For pedagogical
considerations the developments here are presented separately.

The sections in this chapter on plane kinetics are intended to serve as a review
of this special case of rigid body motion. This review is essential, especially for
those who have not studied the plane kinetics of rigid bodies for a long time. Plane
kinetics is relevant to Chapter 4, where we carry out the developments in analytical
mechanics for particle motion or rigid body moti?n on a plane.

3.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

In this section, we extend the developments in Newtonian particle mechanics to sys-
tems consisting of several particles. Consider a system of N particles, as shown in

153
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Fig. 3.1. Each particle is of mass mi (i = 1, 2, ... , N) and is located by the displace-
ment vector rio The motion of the individual particles is not necessarily independent
of each other, as there may be forces that relate the behavior of some of the particles
to each other. ,

We next introdu6e the concept of center of mass. Denoting by m the total mass
of the system

Denoting the center of mass by the point G and locating it by the vector rc,,it is
defined as

1'1
I

I

N

m = 2-mi
i= 1

1 N

rc = - 2-miri
m i=l

[3.2.1 ]

[3.2.2]

I

I
We can express the position of the ith particle relative to the center of mass as

ri = rc+ Pi [3.2.3]

[3.2.4]

in which Pi is the vector connecting the center of mass with the ith particle. Intro-
ducing Eq. [3.2.3] into Eq. [3.2.2], we obtain

1 N • 1 N

rc = - 2-mi(rc + Pi) = rc + - 2-miPi
mi=l mi=l

which leads to the conclusion

One can differentiate the above equations to find expressions for the velocity and
acceleration of the center of mass, which we will denote by vc and ac, respectively.

,

I
I
i

j

N

2-miPi = 0
i= 1

[3.2.5]



Differentiating Eq. [3.2.2] with respect to time, we obtain.j

. 1 N
Vc = rc = - ~ miVi

m i=\

3.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

[3.2.6]
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which leads to the relation for the relative velocity
N

~miPi = 0
i= \ :

[3.2.7]

.~•. From this we find the linear momentum P of a system of particles to have the
form

::::
i•Ji
t .11

N N

P = ~Pi =~miVi = mvc
i= \ "i= \

[3.2.8]

[3.2.9]

r-

where Pi = miVi (i = 1,2, ... , N) is the linear momentum of the ith particle.
In a similar fashion, we find the acceleration of the center of mass as

1 N
3C = rc == - ~ mi3i

m i=\

leading to the relation for the relative acceleration terms
N

~miPi = 0
i=\

[3.2.10]

~

,,: .,

1~
,.

Next, we apply Newton's second law to a system of particles. We separate the
total force acting on the ith particle into two parts: \ (1) forces acting on the ith par-
ticle from outside the system of particles, referred to as the external or impressed
forces and denoted by Fi (i = 1, 2, ... , N), and (2) forces exerted on mi by the other
particles within the system, referred to as internal or constraint forces, and denoted
by F;. Newton's second law for each particle is

f,
~~i

mi3i = Fi + F; •. i = 1, 2, ... , N [3.2.11]

~f The N equations above are usually not independent of each other, so that it is not
possible to analyze the motion of each particle individually. The number of degrees
of freedom, denoted by n, is in general smaller than the number of coordinates (for the
case here 3N). The reduction is due to the action of one particle on the other and from

. the restrictions in the motion of the particles that they cause. These actions constrain
the motion of the particles within the system. The internal forces F; (i = 1,2, ... ,N)
are the forces associated with the constraints.

Considering the system as a whole, we sum the force balances for all of the
particles, thus

1

N N
~mi3i = ~(Fi + F;>
i= 1 i= I

1 We will see this separation also in Chapter 4, when we study the principle of virtual work.

[3.2.12]
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Substitution of Eq. [3.2.3] to the left side of this equation yields

N N N dL miai = L mi(aG + Pi) = L miaG = maG = dP [3.2.13]
i=1 i=1 i=1 t

Now evaluating the right side of Eq. [3.2.12], becauseF; (i = 1,2, ... , N) rep-
resents the forces that one particle exerts on another, their sum over all particles must
be zero, by virtue of Newton's third law. Defining by F the sum of all external forces
over all particles,

N N
F = L(Fi +F;) = LFi

i=1 i=1

[3.2.14]

we obtain Newton's second law for a system of particles as

d
maG = -P = Fdt

[3.2.15]

[3.2.16]
N

Lmiai = F
i=1

Another way of writing Newton's second law for a system of particles is to com-
bine Eqs. [3.2.13] and p.2.l5] to yield

I

Depending on the need and on the problem, one can use Eqs. [3.2.11], [3.2.15], or
[3.2.16] to describe the force balance of a system of particles.

The two masses m I and m2 are connected by a massless rod, and they are acted upon by a
force P, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Write Newton's second law using Eqs. [3.2.11], [3.2.15], and
[3.2.16], and evaluate if these equations qualify as equations of motion.

Solution
We first separate the two masses and draw free-body diagrams, shown in Fig. 3.3. We denote
the displacements of the masses by Xi and Yi (i = 1, 2). F x and F y are internal reaction forces.
Using Eqs. [3.2.11] we obtain the four equations

,.-, ..",.

'L' -i;

[aJ

(c)

Lx
y

m2.Y2 = -Fy

Free body diagrams

~I'x lF
y

(b)

Fx

t P

(a)

ml,Yi = Fy + P

Figure 3.3

m2

m2X2 = -Fx

L

mlXl = Fx

fP ,~.:, L2~
'(" L [.-'\ '

Figure 3.2

in terms of the reaction forces.

EXelImple
3.1

r

1
~,,---- ,--~--_ .. _ ..._--_._-
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Finally, we add the first two of Eqs. [a] and the last two, to obtain Newton's second law
in the form ofEq. [3.2.16] as

157

[c]

[b](m[ + m2)YG = P(m[ + m2)xG = 0

mixi + m2xZ = 0 'mlYI + m2Yz = P

To use Eq. [3.2.15], we first need to locate the center of mass G. It is easy to show that
the distance from ml to the center of mass is LI = m2L/(ml + m2). Considering the system
as a whole, the only external force is P. Denoting the displacements of the center of mass by
XG and YG, Newton's second law becomes

Let us now investigate the nature of these equations. Eqs. [a] have four equations and
each of Eqs. [b] and [c] have two. To find if any of these equations qualify as equations of
motion we calculate the number of degrees of freedom, which can be shown to be 3. Hence, we
need three differential equations, void of internal forces, to describe the system. We conclude
that Eqs. [b] represent two of the equations of motion, in terms of XG and YG, associated with
the translation of the center of mass. Similarly, Eqs. [c] represent the same, but in terms of Xi
and Yi (i = 1,2). We still need a third equation.

To find the equations of motion, we need to find expressions for Fx and Fy in Eq. [a]
and write one of XI, X2, YI, or Yz in terms of the other three variables. The procedure is
tedious at best, especially if one realizes that this problem is ideally suited for treatment with
angular coordinates and angular momentum balances. We discuss this approach in the next
section.

,"-

';1, .,

3.3 LINEAR AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM

'...
~

The linear momentum of a system of particles is defined in Eq. [3.2.8] and, as
discussed in Chapter 1, it is an absolute quantity. We can integrate the equa-
tions of motion for a system of particles over time to obtain impulse-momentum
relationships. Indeed, following the approach in Section 1.6, we can integrate
Eqs. [3.2.11], [3.2.15], and [3.2.16] over a time period (tl, tz) to obtain the linear
impulse-momentum relationships, writing

l = 1, 2, ... ,NI
to

miVi(tl) + (Fi(t) + F;(t))dt = miVi(tz)
tl

N It2 N
~ miVi(tl) + tl: F(t)dt = ~ miVi(tz),

I
t2

mVG(tl) + F(t)dt = mVG(tz)
t[

[3.3.1 a, b, c]

.tt:,'.~4:'f.

f}.'

In order to solve for the individua~ velocities of each particle, one has to integrate
all of Eqs. [3.3.1b]. One may not be able to eliminate the F;(t) terms directly; hence,
a number of constraint forces may have to be solved for.

When the sum of all external forces acting on a system of particles is zero or
its integral over a time period is zero, the linear momentum of the system remains
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unchanged, which is the statement of the principle of conservation of linear momen-
tum for a system of particles. The principle can be written as

or

P(tl) = P(t2) [3.3.2]

mVG(tl) = mVG(t2)
N NLmiVi(tl) = LmiVi(t2)
i= 1 i= 1

[3.3.3]

These equations are vector relationships. If the sum of forces or their integral
over a time period is zero along a certain direction, the linear momentum is conserved
only along that particular direction. For example, if linear momentum is conserved
along a certain direction, and we express the unit vector in that direction bye, the
conservation of linear momentum equations become

N N
mVG(tI). e = mVG(t2). e L mivi(tl). e = L mivi(t2). e [3.3.4]

i= 1 i= 1

Impulsive forces are treated the same way as in Chapter 1.
We next define the angular momentum, or moment of the linear momentum, of

a particle mi about a point B by

HEi = rEi x miVi = rEi X Pi i = 1, 2, ... , N [3.3.5]

where rEi is the vector connecting point B and the ith particle (Fig. 3.1). Unlike linear
momentum, which is an absolute quantity, angular momentum is relative: its value
depends on the point about which it is calculated. The total angular momentum of a
system of particles about point B is denoted by HB and is expressed as

N N
HB = LHEi = LrEi x mivi [3.3.6]

i=l i=l
We next relate the angular momentum of a system of particles to the center of

mass motio? From Fig. 3.1, we writ~ rEi in. terms of ~e center of mass as rEi =£
rG/B + Pi (z = 1, 2, .. '.' N). For the zth partIcle, we wnte the angular momentum 1,,/,
expressions as

HBi = (rG/B + Pi) x mi(vG + Pi) [3.3.7]

We sum the individual angular momenta about point B and obtain the angular mo-
mentum of the system of particles about point B as

N N

HB =:LHBi = L(rG/B + Pi) x mi(vG + Pi) [3.3.8]
i= 1 i= 1

Considering the definition of the center of mass, this equation reduces to
N

HB = rG/B X mVG +LPi X miPi [3.3.9]
i= 1

where the first term on the right is associated with the motion of the center of masS,
and the second is due to motion with respect to the center of mass. The second term
is also referred to as the apparent angular momentum. Differentiation of Eq. [3.3.9]

---------------------- ._-~---"-~- --_._--- - ~-------_._. -_._---_ ... _.- -
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[3.3. 10]

yields
N

HB = rCIB X mac + VCIB X mvo + ~[Pi X mdji + pi, X miPiJ
i=!

N

= rCIB x mac + VCIB X mvc + ~ Pi X mdji
i=!

The moment about point B of all the forces acting on the ith particle is defined

by
MBi = rBi X Fi = rBi X miai i = 1,2, ... , N [3.3. I 1]

The total of all of the moments acting on the system of particles can be obtained by
summing the individual moments, which yields

N N N
MB = ~rBi X Fi = ~rBi X miai = ~(rcIB + Pi) x mi(aC + Pi) [3.3.12]

i=! i=l i=l

Invoking the definition of the center of mass, Eq. [3.3.12] reduces to
I

N

MB = rCIB X mac + ~Pi X miPi
i= 1

[3.3. 13]

The second term on the right side ofEq. [3.3.10] can be written as,. '

VCIB X mvc = (VC - VB) X mvc = mvc X VB [3.3. 14]

so that introducing Eqs. [3.3.13] and [3.3.14] into Eq. [3.3.10], we obtain the angular
momentum balance for a system of particles as

HB = MB + mvc X VB [3.3. 15]

Equation [3.3.15] is a general relation describing the angular momentum bal-
ance about a point B, whether B is fixed or moving. Under certain circumstances,
and depending on the choice of point B, the equation can be further simplified:

1. When the point B is selected as the center of mass, B = G, then VCIB vanishes
and we have

Hc = Mc [3.3. 16]

2. When the point B is fixed in an inertial coordinate frame, then VB = 0, the second
term in Eq. [3.3.15] vanishes, and we get

HB = MB [3.3. 17]

[3.3. 18]i = 1, 2, ... , N

3. When VCIB is parallel to Vc (for any reason), the cross product in Eq. [3.3.15]
vanishes. This mathematical possibility is not of any physical significance .

Integration of the moment balance over time yields the angular impulse-
momentum relationships. For each particle mi and considering a fixed point B
or about the center of mass (denoting such a point by D),

f
to

HDi(tl) + MDi(t) dt = HDi(tz)
t[

..',.
;

.;1

t~~
1'~,
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[3.3.19]

Evaluation of this equation for each mass mi (i = 1, 2, ... , N) requires that the in-
ternal forces acting on the particles be calculated, reducing its usefulness. When
we consider the entire system and either a fixed point B or the center of mass G
summation of Eq. [3.3~18] over all particles yields '

II2HD(tI) + MD(t)dt = HD(t2)
II

If the applied moment about the fixed point B or center of mass is zero, or the
integral of MD(t) over the interval (tl' t2) vanishes, we have

HD(tj) = HD(t2) [3.3.20]

which is the principle' of conservation of angular momentum for a system of parti-

cles.

Example
3.2

Consider Example 3.1. The system is initially at rest with () = 30° when it is hit by the
impulsive force P. Find the velocities of the two masses immediately after the impulsive
force acts.

Solution
It is more convenient to use center of mass coordinates XG and YG. Hence, Eqs. [b] in Example
3.1 become two of the equations of motion. To find the third equation, we make use of the
angle (). We write the displacements of the two masses in terms of the coordinates of the

center of mass as

XI = XG - LI cos()
1Xz = XG + Lzcos()

YI = YG - LI sin()
Yz = YG + Lz sin()

where

m2L
LI = ml + m2

miL
Lz = ml + mz

The position vectors from the center of mass to the individual masses are

so that the velocities of the masses can be written as
. .

VI = (iG + LI () sin ())i + (YG - LI () cos ())j

Vz = (iG - Lz8 sin ())i + (YG + L28 cos ())j

rz = L2 cos ()i + Lz sin ()j

P
YG = ml + mziG = 0

rl = "':"""LI cos ()i - LI sin ()j
i

so that the angular momentum about G becomes (after a few manipulations)

HG = rl X mivi + rz X m2vz = (min + mzL~)8k

The moment generated about the center of mass is simply MG = - P L I cos ()k, so we
can say that the impulsive moment due to the impulsive force is MG = - PLI cos ().

From the linear impulse-momentum theorem applied to Eqs. [b] of Example 3.1, we
obtain immediately after the impulse

i
I

II:'
.I

I
I"~
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The angular impulse-momentum problem yields the third equation

[g]

[h]

. PL[ cos e j3PL[
e=- L2 L2--2( 'L2 L~)ml J + m2 2 ml [+ m2 2 ~_ ._ •• __ ._....__

~ r:""

Substituting Eqs. [f] and [g] into Eqs. [c] yields the velocities of the individual ma.:rses ~: \'-u 1<.,'"
right after the impulse, thus h A 2 . A A ~{ {:',:. I :, ~."

..;3PL[ . (. P 3PLT.)' \..,.
v[ = - ~ I + '. + ~ ~ J

4(m[Li + m2Li) m[ + m2 4(m[LT + m2L:i)

j3PL1L2 . (p 3PL[L2).
v~ = ~ I + '. -1 J
- 4(mlLi + m2LD m[ + m2 4(m[Li + m2L~)

This example illustrates the considerable advantage of using the center of mass. If we
wanted to solve this problem using Eqs. [a] in Example 3.1, we would have to first solve for
the impulsive reaction forces and substitute into the impulse-momentum relations, which is
a tedious procedure.

3.4 WORK AND ENERGY

From Chapter 1, the incremental work done by all forces acting on the ith particle is
denoted by dWi (i = 1, 2.... , N) and has the form

dW. = (F.+ F'). dr.I 1 1 .1 i = 1, 2, ... , N [3.4.1]

From the work-energy theorem, we write for the ith particle

[3.4.2]
i

dWi i= dTi
i

where Ti is the kinetic energy associated ~ith the ith particle
I

11
T. = -m' .y .• y. [343]

1 2:, 1 I 1 ••

i

To express the work done by all forces on the system of particles, write dri in
terms of the center of mass as

dri = dre + dPi [3.4.4]

Introducing this expression into Eq. [3.4.1] and separating the total force into its
internal and external components, we obtain

dWi = (Fi+ F). (dre + dpi) [3.4.5]

We find the total work done by all forces acting on the system by summing the
individual incremental work for each particle and integrating over the displacement
of each particle. Denoting by ril and ri2 the initial and final locations of the ith
particle, the total work is '

,.

WH ~ J ~ dW, ~ tI::' (F, + F:J. (drc + dp,) [3.4.6]

-..::.
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I
Using Eq. [3.2.14)"we can simplify the e~pression for work to

i JfG2 ' N Jf"W1-<o2= F-dfctL 1.(Fi+F;)-dPi
!i fGI i i= 1 fil

~.
l'

[3.4.7]

[3.4.9]

[3.4.10]

[3.4.11J

The first term on the right in this equation describes the work done due to the
motion of the center of mass. The second term includes the contribution due to
the motion with respect to the center of mass. Note that this second term contains
F; (i .= 1, 2, ... ,N~, indicating that the c<?ns~aint forces between the particles may
contnbute to the work done. Although these llltemal forces cancel each other when
we are summing fotces to get the equations of motion, they do not necessarily vanish
when the work is c~lculated.

As we did for d single particle, we cart write the expression for work as an inte.
gral over time. Multiplying and dividing each term in Eq. [3.4.7] by dt, we obtain

I'

II f t2 !!N f t2!W = F - vcdt + ~ (Fi + F;) - Pidt [3.4.8]
I tl i= 1 t,

l' 1

where t1 and t2 deQote the times at which the particles are at positions fn and fi2,

respectively." !

We next evaluate the expression for kinetic energy by summing the individual
kinetic energies :

N

T = LTi
i= 1

, "

in which Ti is definied in Eq. [3.4.3]. Substituting the expression Vi = Vc + Pi in the
above equation, wd:obtain :.

, ..
N : I, N

T 1", (j~ .) ( .) 1,1", ( 2. ..)
= '2Lmi Vc + Pi - Vc + Pi =~'2~mi Vc-Vc + Pi-VC + Pi-Pi

1= 1 ! ' 1=1
~i '

'I N I1 j 1", .. i,
= '2(mvc-vC)+'2LmiPi-Pi = Ttran+Trot

I i=l '
I' i,

The first term, Ttrani, = mv C - Vc/2, is due fo the translation of the center of mass, and
the second term, Tiot> is due to the motion of the individual particles with respect to

r !

the center of mass.!, )
The potential ~nergy of a system of 'particles does not lend itself to a special

formulation, and w~ use the expressions in'Chapter 1. In general, the potential energy
is due to elastic foryes between particles, such as interconnecting springs, and due to
gravity. The gravitational potential energy for a system of particles can be expressed
in terms of the potential energy of each particle,

! V h ". 12 NI i = mig i l = , , ... ,
"II II

in which hi is the Height of each particle from a common datum. One can show that
the potential energ~ of a system of particles can also be written in terms of the height

i .,

I
-.J..

'-'
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[3.4.12]

I
I
I:

N I;

V = ~;Vi = mghc
i= 1 Ii

The work-energy theorem for a syst~m of particles can be ~xpressed in terms of
each particle as !

I: '
Til + Vii + WincL_z = Ti2 + Vi2 i = 1, 2, .' .. , N [3.4.13]

I;

or in terms of the system of particles as ;

he of its center of mass as

TI + VI + Wrcl_z = T2 + V2 [3.4.14]

where Wnc1_z
denotes the work done ~y all nonconservative. forces and the sub-

scripts denote the initial and final stageS of the motion. When all the forces acting
on a system of particles are conservativ~, the total energy of a ~ystem of particles is
conserved, and we write 11

i'
E T + r = constant

I:

[3.4.15]

Example
3.3

[b]

[a]

mbUb

mb + mt
U =

i!

A bullet of mass 0.05 kg is shot with speed 400 mls at a target on wheels of mass 3 kg, shown
in Fig. 3.4, which has a plate in it that is at~ached to a spring of constant k = 80,000 N/m.
The target is initially at rest and it can slide tithout friction. Find the plaximum compression
of the spring, after the bullet hits the target. [1 I

Solution .
The motion takes place as follows. The bullei' hits the target and begind

i
to compress the spring.

The maximum compression of the spring is reached when the target and bullet are moving
with the same speed. Because there are no forces external to the bullet-target system, linear
momentum is conserved along the horizontdl. At the point of maximum compression

1
1

!;

mbUb =~(mb + mt)u
i'

where the subscripts band t correspond to th~ bullet and target, respettively, and U is the com-
mon velocity at the instant of maximum deflection of the spring. Substituting in the values,
we obtain :

i
I

0.05 X 400 = 6557 mI
! 3.05 . s

LIID
v

Figure 3.4

CSt .••-.'---_-
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There is no loss of energy, as the energy transfer between the bullet and the target in-
volves the spring and the bullet does not get lodged in the target. We thus invoke the conser-
vation of energy between the initial state and the maximum deformation of the spring as

??J'

in which

T] = T2 + V2 [c]

L 2T] = -mbvb21
1 .?

T2 = "2(mb +,mr)v~
1

V? = - kl:12~ 2 [d]

so that the deflection of the spring is found as

1:1=

Substituting in the values,"we obtain

mbV~ - (mb + mr)v2

k
[e]

1:1= (0.05 X 4002) - (3.05 X 6.5572) = 0.3136 m
80,000

[f]

3.5 IMPACT OF PARTICLES

There are many ways two bodies come in contact with each other. The contact may
take place at an isolated point, over a line, or over a surface. The contact between
two bodies generates a:constraint or reaction Jorce on both bodies. From Newton's
third law, the constraint force on each body is equal in magnitude and opposite in
direction. In this section, we consider the special case of collision of two particles,
that of impact. Chapter 8 conducts a general study of impact of rigid bodies.

In order to have a better understanding of impact, we initially assume that each
particle is a solid sphere. We consider two spheres of masses m} and m2 that have
velocities (of their centers of mass) of v} and V2 before impact and u} and U2 after.
impact, as shown in Fig. 3.5. The changes in velocity, as they occur in a very short '
period of time, must be caused by impulsive forces, from which we conclude that
impact generates an impulsive reaction (or impulsive constraint force) F on each of
the two spheres. This impulsive constraint lies along the line connecting the center
points of the spheres and the point of contact; it is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The line
joining the two centers is commonly referred to as the line of impact and its direc-
tion the normal direction. The normal direction here should not be confused with
the normal direction associated with normal and tangential coordinates. Because the
impulsive constraint force is along the center of each sphere, there is no change in
the linear momentum about the centers of mass of both spheres.

The impulsive force F can be expressed as
1

F = Fn [3.5.1]

where n is the unit vector along the line of impact.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5 Colliding particles
,
,

The linear impulse-momentum relatioJ for the two masses can be written as

mivi - F = mIUI m2V2 + F = m2U2 [3.5.2]

We add the two equations above to obtain the conservation of linear momentum
relationship for the system of the colliding particles as

mi VI + m2V2 = mi U[ + m2U2 [3.5.3]

[3.5.4]V2p = U2pVip = Ulp

Equation [3.5.3] can also be written directly by using the impulse-momentum re-
lationship for a system of particles, Eq. [3.3.1b]. Noting that during impact there
is no impulse external to the system of the two spheres, the linear momentum
of the system of two particles is conserVed. Equation [3.5.3] indicates that the
center of mass of the system of two spheres does not change position during the
impact. Because the impulse is only in the normal direction, the components of
the velocities of both masses in the plane perpendicular to the normal direction do
not change, either. We separate the components of the velocities along the line of
impact as Vi = ViD + Vip, Ui = !liD + Uip (i = 1, 2), in which Vi and Ui denote the
components of V and U along the line of impact. From Eqs. [3.5.2] and [3.5.3], we
write for the velocities perpendicular to the line of impact

i

and along the line of impact, the linear momentum expression becomes

m[v[ + m2V2 = m[u[ + m2U2
[3.5.5]

Equation [3.5.5] is a relation in ternis of two unknowns, U[ and U2. To solve
for the two unknowns, we need another relation. This relation is derived from Pois-
son's hypothesis. Poisson's hypothesis is based on the assumption that the contacting
bodies are not exactly rigid, and it states that the impact takes place in two stages.
In the first stage, called the period of compression, the bodies compress each other
until the relative velocity between the colliding particles becomes zero along the

f _-_H

~ .?--
_~m2

Figure 3.6

i.:

.::;;
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[3.5.6]

(d)

(c)

------~-------- Restitution
A A

Fr Fr

- - - - - - - - -() - - - - - -() - - - - - - - - - Separation
--- u) -u2

The stages of impact

(b)

(a)

ml m2

- - - - - - - - - E) - - -G-----------Approach- ---vI V2

------~-------- Compression
A A
Fe Fe

Figure3.7

line of impact. In the next stage, called the period of restitution, the bodies regain
their original shapes, as shown in Fig. 3.7. The ratio of the strength of the two im-
pulses is denoted by the coefficient of restitution e. We separate the impulsive force
F into two parts assqciated with the compression and restitution periods as

Fc during the cOlTIpressionstage
F r during the restitution stage
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Because the entire impact is in one direction, the absolute values of the strengths can
be expressed as F, Fc, and Fr.

The coefficient of restitution is defined as

.,
I Fre = -;:-

Fc
[3.5.7]

which leads to the relations

Fc F
1+ e

Fe
Fr = 1+e [3.5.8]

in which F = Fe + Fr is the total strength ~f the impact. To find the velocities of the
colliding bodies along the line of impact, we integrate the equations of motion for
the two stages of impact. Denoting the velocity at the end of the compression period
by vc, the linear momentum balances along the line of impact become

Mass 1 Compression: mlVI - Fc = mlVc

.Mass 2 Compression: mzvz + Fc = mzvc

Restitution: mlVc - Fr = mjUI

Restitution: mzvc + Fr = mzuz

[3.5.9]

Introducing Eqs. [3.5.8] to these equations and eliminating the total force F, we
obtain

UI - Uz = e(vz - VI) [3.5.10]

,I-

which is the commonly seen relation. The interpretation of this equation is that the
coefficient of restitution represents the ratio of the relative velocity after impact to the
relative velocity before impact. The relation [3.5.10] was first observed by Newton. ~"'.t
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poisson generalized Newton's result to bodies of any shape. We will make use of
Eqs. [3.5.8] in Chapter 8, when dealing with the impact of rigid bodies.

Solving Eqs. [3.5.5] and [3.5.10] simultaneously yields the results

I
UI = - [(ml - em2)ul + (l + e)m2u2]

m
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1
U2 = -[(m2 - emdu2 + (1 + e)mluJl

m
[3.5.11]

;),'. :.

where m = m] + m2 is the total mass of the colliding particles.
The coefficient of restitution e is a quantity in the range 0 :::::e :::::1 that is

dependent on the material properties of the colliding particles, as well as on the
relative speed of the colliding masses. The coefficient of restitution decreases in
value as the relative speed of impact gets higher. The special case of e = 1 is known
as perfectly elastic impact. In this case, the strength of the impact is the same in the
compression and restitution stages, and there is no energy loss. The case of e = 0 is
referred to as plastic impact. Setting e = 0 in Eq. [3.5.11], we obtain

1 1
Ul = -(mlul + m2u2) Uz = -(mZu2 + mtUl) [3.5.12]

m m

leading to the conclusion that in this case Ul = Uz. After impact, the colliding par-
ticles have the same velocity along the line of impact.

We next examine the energy loss associated with impact. The energy loss oc-
curs because the strength of the impact diminishes in the restitution phase. The lost
energy gets transferred to the colliding bodies through internal vibrations as well as
a temperature increase.

One can show that the energy loss is due to the change in the relative velocities
of the colliding particles. For perfectly elastic impact there is no energy loss. On the
other hand, when there is plastic impact, e = 0, all of the kinetic energy associated
with the relative motion of the colliding masses is lost.

Be aware that the above derivation of impact relations represents a gross sim-
plification of what actually happens when two bodies collide. First, we assume that
the collision takes place in a very short period of time. This is possible if the speeds
associated with the impact are large. Then, we implicitly assume that there is no
material damage due to impact. For this to hold, the speeds involved should not be
large. In realistic impact situations, the impact takes place over a finite time period,
albeit small. As we discussed in Chapter 1, one should always check the validity of
the assumptions used during impact. The coefficient of restitution itself is an appro x-
imation, as it is determined experimentally. As discussed earlier, its value depends
on a variety of factors.

Another assumption whose validity comes into question is regarding the compo-
nent of the motion orthogonal to the line of impact, especially when frictional forces
are involved. For example, consider a ball thrown from a certain height with a hor-
izontal velocity, as shown in Fig. 3.8. As the ball collides with the ground. it has
both a horizontal as well as a vertical velocity. The line of impact is perpendicular
to the ground. The impact results in an impulsive normal force. The impulsive nor-
mal force leads to an impulsive friction force. In this section, we assume that the
impulsive friction force is zero. This assumption may not be valid in all cases.
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F

Figure 3.8

Example
3.4

A sphere of mass m and radius R is dropped from a height h onto another sphere of mass 2m
and radius 1.5R, which is at the bottom of an inextensible cord, as shown in Fig. 3.9. Find the
velocities of the spheres immediately after impact, given that the coefficient of restitution is
e = 0.9.

[a]

Solution
Figure 3.10 shows the geometry of the impact and the free body diagram. Denoting the
spheres by A and B, the angle <p with which impact takes place is

<p = sin-1 ( R 3R) = sin-\O.4) = 23.58°
R+ T

The line of impact joins the centers of the spheres, and the components of velocities before
and after impact are

VAt = -V sin <p = -O.4v VBt = 0

VAn = vcos<p = O.9l65v VBn = 0 [b]

where the subscripts n and t denote the components along the line of impact and perpendicular
to it. After impact, thy velocity of B is in the horizontal direction.

!

II

,,
,

(b)

/\

F

(a)

1
h

I

Figure 3.9 Figure 3.10

;
~
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Consider the free-body diagrams of spheres A and B. Of the two forces acting on A,
only one force is impulsive, F, and of the ~hree forces acting on B, two are impulsive, F
and the impulsive tension in the string, denoted by t.Hence, there is no conservation of
linear momentum for the two spheres. We need to write the impulse-momentum relationships
individually for each sphere.

We denote the components of the velocity after impact by UA and UB. Because UB is
horizontal, it can be expressed in terms of its components as

._--- --+ ... - - -~
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UBt = UBCOScj> = 0.91651fB UBn = uBsincj> = O.4uB

We can write the total impulsive force as

Fo - f cos cj>o+ f sin cj>t

Considering the linear momentum balances in the n and t directions, we have

[e]

[d]

Sphere A, n direction

Sphere A, t direction

Sphere B, n direction

Sphere B, t direction

mVAn - F = mUAn

, mVAt = mUAt
! ,

2mVBn + F l- f cos cj> = 2mUBn = 2muB sin cj>

2mVBt ,;t- fsincj> = 2mUBt = 2muBcoscj>

[e]

[I]

[g]

[hI

The components of the velocities along the line of impact are related by

UBn - UAn = e(VAn - VBn) = eVAn [I]

We then solve equations [e]-[i] for the unknowns, UB, UAn, UAt, F, and f. Equation [f]
gives UAt directly. Multiplying Eq. [g] by sin cj> and Eq. [h] by coscj> and adding the two
equations, we obtain

2mUB
F = sincj>

which, when introduced into Eq. [e] yields

2mUB = mUAn
mVAn - sincj>

Equations [k] and [i] can be solved tog~ther for UB as

[I]

[k]

UB = vAn(l + e!)
D

V cos cj>0 + e)
D

[I]

where D = 2/ sin cj>+ sin cj> = 5.4, so that tne velocity of sphere B immediately after impact
IS

1(1.9)UB = vO.9165 5.4 = 0.3225v

The value of V can be obtained using the work-energy relationship of

V ! J2gh

[m]

[n]

To find UAn we make use of Eq. [i]

UAn = UBn-eVAn = uBsincj>-evcoscj> = 0.3225(0.4)v-0.9(0.9165)v = -0.6959v
[0]
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I',
I'
I' ,

Hence, the velocity of sphere A immediately after the impact is
i
1

u), = JU~I+ u~n = vJ0.42 + 0.69592 = 0.8027v

I
[p]

3.6
i
I '

VARIABILE MAss AND MA'ss FLow SYSTEMS
I '

Two interesting applications of impulse-momentum principles are variable mass and
mass flow systems. Ir such systems, either:the mass of the bodies involved changes
or mass flows in and it flows out of a body at a certain rate. A typical application
of variable mass systems is the rocket problem, depicted in Fig. 3.11. A rocket
gains speed not only because of the thrust generated but also because the thrust
results in loss of mass. In mass flow systems, air enters the system in a certain di-
rection with a certain speed and comes out in a different direction with a differe~t
speed. i

To analyze variqble mass systems, we use the linear impulse-momentum rela-
tionship in its gener~l form

0,

I !'

P(tl) + I 2 F(t) dt = P(t2)
II

[3.6.1]

[3.6.2]P(t2) = m(t2)v(t~) - D,.mve(t2)

d

Consider a singl~ particle of mass m(t); acted upon by an external force F(t), as
shown in Fig. 3.11. the initial mass of the particle at t = tl is m(tl), and its initial
velocity is V(tl). The initial linear momentum is P(tl) = m(tl )v(td. The velocity
of the particle at time t2 is denoted by V(t2) and its mass by m(t2). The relationship
between the mass at (I and the mass at t2 can be written as m(tl) +D,.m = m(t2). Note
from the figure that !~m is defined as a negative quantity and that we are treating
the body and the lositmass as one system."The linear momentum of the system at
t = t2 is I

i

r'

tV(tI)

m(ll)

t F

t V (12)

B
I t:.m I

, V"

1= II 1=12

(a) (b)

Figure 3. "Ill
"

I,
.aL
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where Ve is the exit velocity of the mass that has left the particle. We can write the
linear momentum balance as

f
l2

m(tt )v(td + F(t)dt = m(t2)v(t2) - I1mve(t2)
II

= m(tl)v(t2) - I1m[ve(t2) - V(t2)]
I

= m(tl)v(t2) + I1mvrel(t2) [3.6.3]

with Vrel(t) = v(t) - ve(t) denoting the r~lative velocity of the exiting mass.
To solve the above equation, we need to know how the change in mass takes

place and the exit velocity of the mass leaving the system. This requirement of
knowledge about the characteristics of the separation is analogous to the need to
know the coefficient of restitution of colliding bodies. We need to have information
on how the separation takes place. Now, assume that the time interval is small and in-
troduce the notation!1t = t2 - tl, and approximate the integral in the above equation
by F(tl )l1t. This approximation is valid as long as F is not impulsive. Introducing
next the notation 11v = V(t2) - V(tl) into Eq. [3.6.3] and dropping the subscripts 1
and 2, we obtain

F(t)l1t = m(t)l1v + I1mvrel [3.6.4]

Dividing both sides of this equation by I1t and taking the limit as I1t approaches
zero gIVes

I

m(t)v(t) + m(t)Vrel(t) = F(t) [3.6.5]

This is the general equation of motion for a variable mass system. Note that this
equation is different than F(t) = d[m(t)v(t)]/dt. This is because the body which is
losing mass and the lost mass are considered together as one system.

Next, consider mass flow systems. We restrict our analysis to steady mass flow
systems, such that the rate of mass flowing into the system is the same as the rate
of mass flowing out. Consider, for example, the air-blowing machine shown in
Fig. 3.12. Air enters the container through a duct of cross-sectional area A I with
speed VI and density Pl. It leaves through a duct of cross-sectional area A2 with
speed V2 and density P2. We denote the mass flow rate by m', recognizing that m'

V2

Figure 3.12
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is not the rate of change of mass, but it is the rate of mass flow in and out of the
system. The mass flow rate can be expressed as

m' = A1PIUl ~ A2p2U2 [3.6.6]

[3.6.7]

The external forces acting on the system are the reaction and support forces
that hold the container in its place. These forces counteract the change in linear and
angular momentum due to the flow of mass. We denote the resultant of all forces
by F and the resultant of all moments through a fixed point 0 by Mo (or about the
center of mass). The cihange in linear momentum is due to the change in speed and
direction of the mass flow. Denote the amount of mass that flows in and out of the
system in a time period I1t by 11m, such that

I l' 11mm = Im-
Llt--.O I1t

The change in linear momentum during I1t ~an be expressed as

I1p = I1mv2 - I1mvl [3.6.8]

Dividing the above equation by I1t, taking the limit as I1t approaches zero, and equat-
ing the change in linear momentum to the resultant force yields

F = i> = m'(v2 - VI) [3.6.9]

We relate the res'ultant moment about a fixed point 0 (or center of mass) to
the change in angular momentum in a similar fashion. Denoting by £ 1 and £2 the
vectors from 0 to the centers of the entry and exit ducts, the sum of moments about
o becomes

"Mo = Ho = m'(£2 >< V2 - £1 X vd [3.6.10]

[cJ

[bJ
met) = ma - bt

m(t)iJ(t) + m(t)g = Fs = PeA + bUreJ

The term Fs is referred to as the static thrust.

where ma is the initial mass and b is the mass loss rate. It follows that mUrd = -bUrd . The
force of gravity is simply -m(t)g. Introducing this and Egs. [a] and [b] into Eg. [3.6.5], we
obtain, for a rocket moying vertically,

Find an expression for the speed of the rocket fired vertically shown in Fig. 3.13.

Solution
We assume that the motion takes place along a straight line and drop the vector notation. We
recognize the term m(t)vrel as the thrust. The external force F acting on the rocket is mainly
due to three sources: the pressure differential between the exit nozzle and air, friction due to
air resistance, and gravity. The force due to the pressure differential can be expressed as

F = PeA [aJ

where Pe is the pressur~ difference at the exit nozzle and A is the cross-sectional area of the
exit nozzle. It is customary to assume that the rate of change of mass is constant and thaI
therefore the mass of the rocket can be written as

r

Figure 3.13

Example
3.5
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We next calculate the velocity of the rocket when all the fuel is yxpended (burnout).
Denoting the mass of the propellant by mp, and using the constant mass loss rate til = b, it
takes the rocket a time of tb = Inp/b to use upall its fuel. We write Eq. [c] in terms of rit(t)
and divide by m(t), which yields

dv(t) dm Vrc! PeA----;[t + dt m(t) + g = m(t)

173

Multiplying both sides by dt and noting from Eq. [b] that dt = -dm/b'we obtain

dv = - (v
rc1
+ PeA)dm + gdm

b m b
[e]

Both sides in the above equation are expresstjd in differential form, sQ that Eq. [e] can be
integrated to yield I .

(
PeA) m m - mo

V = Vo - Vrc! +b In mo + g b [f]

where Vo is the initial velocity. Substituting the expression for m(t) in the above equation

gives
I.

V = Vo - (vre! + p~A )tn _m_o_-_b_t - gt [g]

[3.7.1]

and the final velocity is found by substituting tb = mp/b into this equation.
Equation [g] may look misleading at first; because of the two negative terms. However,

m/rno is always less than unity and its natural logarithm is a negative quantity, thus giving the
rocket its upward velocity. It should also be noted that Eqs. [f] and [g] are derived by assuming
that the gravitational constant remains the same during ascent of the rocket. A more accurate
expression for the velocity should include the change in the gravitational attraction as a result
of increased altitude, as well as the air resistance.

3.7 CONCEPTS FROM ORBITAL MECHANICS:
THE Two BODY PROBLEM

A key problem in mechanics is that of the motion of two celestial bodies moving
under the gravitational attraction of each other. The class of problems is referred to
as the two body problem. The two bodies are depicted in Fig. 3.14. Typical exam-
ples include the earth-moon, the earth-satellite, and the sun-planet pairs. For our
purposes we assume that the only force acting on each body is the gravitational at-
traction due to the other. We ignore the gravitational force exerted by other bodies.
For example, if we are considering the earth-satellite problem, we ignore the effects
of the moon and the sun. This assumption is valid only as long as the distance be-
tween the satellite and earth is much smaller than the distance between the earth and
moon, or any other planet, or the sun.
The only force acting on the particles is the gravitational attraction in the form

F = Gm1m2r
I r3
!
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Figure3.14

[3.7.4J

[3.7.3J

[3.7.5]

[3.1.6J

r

Gm]m2r [3.7.2a,bJ
r3

m2r2 = -F =

r + ~r = 0r-

m]r] + m2r2 = (m] + m2)rC

mlrl + m2r2 = (m, + m2)rC = 0

.. .. .. Gm, Gm2 G(m, + m2)
r'J- rl'=r =~--r - --r =------r
- r3 r3 r3

= G(mr + m2), we can expresS (he

mlr, = 'F = Gm]m2
. r" r

Adding Eqs. [3.7.2] and differentiating Eq. [3.7.3] with respect to time, we conclude
that

where r = r2 - r, is the vector connecting the two masses. Newton's second law
for each particle is

To manipulate the equations of motion, consider the center of mass of the two
particle system. From Eq. [3.2.2] we have that

o

We can see that the center of mass of the system of two particles does not have
an acceleration, an expected result because we originally assumed that there are no
forces acting externally on the system of two particles.

Equation [3.7.4] hints that one may simplify the governing equations, by con-
sidering the motion of ithe two masses relative to each other. Actually, we are more
interested in this relative motion of the masses than the absolute motion of each body.
Let us express the equations of motion in terms of the vector r connecting the tWO
bodies.

Dividing Eqs. [3.7.2a] and [3.7.2b] by mJ and m2, respectively, and subtracting
Eq. [3.7.2a] from [3.7.2b], we obtain

If we introduce the gravitational parameter fL
relative motion as the differential equation '

174
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The question may be asked as to what information was given up when we re-
duced the two equations of motion into a single equation. The answer is: the location
and the motion of the center of mass of the two body system. Using Eq. [3.7.6]
alone, one cannot analyze the motion of the center of mass. In many orbital me-
chanics problems, one is not interested in the location of the center of mass but in
the relative motions of the two masses. Also, in several celestial mechanics applica-
tions, the mass of one body is much smaller than the mass of the other, and one can
safely ignore the mass of the smaller body when calculating the center of mass. The
center of the larger body is assumed to be the center of mass of the two body system.
Kepler made this assumption when he stated his laws of planetary motion.

Equation [3.7.6] represents a central force problem, as discussed in Chapter 1.
It is conveniently analyzed by polar coordinates. Attaching a set of polar coordinates
to the center of mass and separating the motion into the radial and transverse com-
ponents, we write the radial and transverse components of the equation of motion
as

.. c;)r - ru- = J.L
r2

.. .
rf) + 2;-f) = 0 [3.7.7a,b]

Example 1.12 showed that the angular momentum associated with a central
force is conserved and that r2iJ = h is constant. That is, the angular momentum
about the center of mass is conserved. Arswe will see later, this is the mathematical
statement of Kepler's second law. Note that the angular momentum considered here
is actually the apparent angular momentum. Because the acting force is conserva-
tive, the energy of this system is also conserved. Indeed, introducing the expression
e = h/r2 into Eq. [3.7.7a] we obtain

.. h2 J.L
r=---

.r3 r2

which can be integrated to yield the ene~gy integral

[3.7.8]

1 .; 1 h2 J.L-r + - - - - = E = constant or
2 2 r2 r

1; J.L2:v- - 7 = E = constant [3.7.9]

where v2 = ;-2 + h2/r2 is recognized as the square of the total velocity. This expres-
sion of the energy integral is for the relative motion with respect to the center of
mass. However, because the center of mass executes motion with constant velocity,
the energy associated with the center of mass motion can be absorbed in the constant
on the right side of Eq. [3.7.9]. (This is entirely analogous to Eq. [3.4.10], which
gives the kinetic energy for a system of particles.) It should also be noted that the
energy and momentum expressions are per unit mass. ,

We can calculate the energy integral from the expressions for the kinetic and
potential energies. The kinetic energy has the form

c:;.

T 1 m[m2 1 ml m2 ('2 2,]2)= - ----v. v= - I r + r u
2 mj + ml 2 m[ + ml

hl1 m [ml U2 + r
2
)

2: m[ + m2 [3.7.10]
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!
,

The potential energy is 'obtained by integrating Eq. [3.7.1]. The gravitational force is
in the radial direction apd r = rer, so that dr'= drer + rd8ee. We select the datum
position for the potenti~l energy as the distant stars, ro == 00, so that

V
-I F d !, Ir

GnIlnI2 di' Ir GnI1nI2d GnIl
nI
2_ - • r = r - 3 r. r = 'J r = ----.

j r0 = 00 r , ro = 00 r- r
" I' [3.7."1

Adding Eqs. [3.7.10]1 and [3.7.11], and dividing by nIlnI2/(nIl + nI2) yields
IEq. [3.7.9]. Ii

As Chapter 1 men'tions, many celestial mechanics problems require higher ac-
curacy than most engIneering problems. Mcmy times one manipulates very large
numbers and obtains f very small number <,lsa result. For this reason, it may be
necessary to use more fhan four significant figures. Here are pertinent celestial data:

I i

Universal gravitat~ona1constant: 6.668492( 10-11) m3/kg s2

Mass of earth: 5.977414(1024) kg, Average radius of earth: 6,378.1 kID
I ;"

For earth, J.L = 3.986(1014) m3/s2, Mass of sun: 1.987323(103°) kg
I, ,
i

A particle is thrown fro~ the surface of the earth ,with a very large initial velocity, as shown
in Fig. 3.15. Calculate tqe maximum height reached by the particle.

i ;
Solution i '

Because the initial velo6ity is very high, we wilii dispense with standard projectile motion
equations, and we will use concepts from celestial mechanics. We denote the initial c-om-'
ponents of the velocity ~y Ux and Uz• Actually, at the onset of motion the x and z axes are
basically the radial and ttansverse directions. When the particle reaches its maximum height,
the component of the velocity in the vertical direction is zero. The velocity now is purely in
the transverse direction.IWe denote its vertical velocity by w.

We have conserv"ation of energy as well as conservation of angular momentum about the
center of the earth. Denoting the maximum altitude reached by L, we describe the conserva-
tion of angular momentum by ,

I,
;:

mRux = m(R + L)w

Figure 3.15

IV

[a]
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IS

m
whereR is the radius of the earth. This yields an expression for the velocity at maximum
altitude by

Rvx
W = lR + L [b]

11lf components of the kinetic and potential energy are

T[ I
"2m(v; + v;) v[ Gmem

R

[el

[d)

Gmem
R+L

V2

:, 2

T? = ~mw2 = ~m (-!!-. ) v2- 2 2 R+L x

Thework-energy theorem gives

~m(v2 + v2) - Gmem =' ~m (_R_)2v2 _ Gmem
2 x Z R 2 R+L x R+L

whichrepresents a nonlinear equation for L. To obtain an approximate, but still meaningful,
solution, we note that L is much less than R. Defining by e = LI R, we linearize the terms
involvingL as

(R: LJ = (I ~eJ = (l i 2e) I I
R + L =:R(l - e) [e)

e =

Introducing Eqs. [e] into Eq. [d] and solving for e we obtain
:. 2
Vz2(0;e - v;) [f)

so the maximum height reached is

iv2R
L = (G Z ) [g)

2 me 2R-vx

It is interesting to note that if Vx is set to zero, that is, if the particle is launched vertically,
the height it reaches becomes

v2R2 v2L = _Z_, = -I. [h]
2Gme 2g

which is the same equation obtained from projectile motion analysis. The value for the height
Lin Eq. [g] is higher than the value for Lin Eg. [h], an expected result.

When we consider the total motion of the body, we see that it has some sort of orbital
motion, although the particle cannot complete an orbit but falls to the earth. This situation is
sometimes encountered in the launching of spacecraft, when the booster rockets malfunction
and fail to place the spacecraft into a sufficiently high orbit.

3.8 THE NATURE OF THE ORBIT

We now wish to determine what kind of motion the masses execute with respect to
each other. We will accomplish this by solying the equations of motion, Eqs. [3.7.7],

,/.~I'f.a
~
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and by making use of the energy and momentum integrals. Consider the equation of
motion in the radial direction, Eq. [3.7.7a]. This equation is nonlinear. It turns out
that Eq. [3.7.7] can ge put in a simpler form if we introduce the transformation

1
u=-

r
[3.8.1]

[3.8.2]

and replace differentiation with respect to time with differentiation with respect to
the transverse variable e. Noting that the rate of change of the transverse angle can
be written as iJ = h/r2, we express the time derivative of r as

. dr de dr h
r = -- =--

de dt de r2

Taking the derivative of u with respect to e
I

du d (1)
de = de -;. =

1 dr
r2 de [3.8.3]

so that

~; = ~ :; = ~ (-r2~~)= -h ~~ [3.8.4]

In a similar fashion, we write the second derivative of r with respect to time as

f = -h
l
:t (~~) = -h~:~~;= d2u h

-h de2 r2 -h2 2
d2u

u --de2 [3.8.5]

The remaining terms in Eq. [3.7.7a] can be expressed in terms of u as

. h 2e = - = hu
r2

J.L
r2 = J.Lu2 [3.8.6]

[3.8.7]
i
I.

I
This relationship is in the form of a second-order differential equation with con-

stant coefficients. It is considerably simpler to solve than Eq. [3.7.7a]. The solution
of Eq. [3.8.7] can be written as

which, when introduced together with Eq ..[3.8.5] in Eq. [3.7.7a], yield

d2u J.L
de2 + u = h2

[3.8.8]u(e) = ~ + a cos(e - ej)

where a and e j depend on the initial conditions. This solution is used to find r(fJ).
We are interested in the value of the magnitude of the radial distance r as a function
of the trans verse angle e, as well as r as aJunction of time.

The energy integral in Eq. [3.7.9] can be expressed in terms of u as

!h2 (dU)2 I 2 22 de + 2h u - J.LU = E [s.a.9J
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3.8 THE NATURE OF THE ORBIT

This expression can also be obtained by integrating Eq. [3.8.7] over 8. Recall
that the energy expressions here have units of energy per unit mass. We explore the
relationship between the energy £ and the amplitude a. Introducing Eq. [3.8.8] into
Eq. [3.8.9] and carrying out the algebra, ,we obtain

: 2
~h2[a sin(O - Oi)]2+ ~h2 [~ + a cos(O - Oi)] - J1, [~:+ a cos(O -,-Oi)]

1[22 J1,2]'2 a h - hf = £ [3.8.10]
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whichwe can rewrite as

[3.8.11]

!)

1)

as

J1,K" 2Eh2a=- 1+--h2 J1,2

Introducing the variable 8 = J 1 + 2~~2, the above equation can be expressed

lJ

,]

J1,
a =: h28 [3.8.12]

I:

and substituting Eq. [3.8.12] into Eq. [3.8.8], we write the solution for u,
1

u(O) = ~[1;+ 8 cos(O - Oi)] [3.8.13]

It follows that the solution for r is

[3.8.14]reO) = _1_ = h
2

[ 1__ ]
u(O) J1, 1 + 8 cos(O - Oi)

i) I Equation [3.8.14] represents the equation of a conic section, with the value of
8, referred to as the eccentricity of the section, determining its shape, with the val-
ues of 8 = 0 and 8 = 1 being the critical values. If 8 < 1, the conic section is a
closed one, in the form of an ellipse, as the values for reO) remain finite. The conic
section becomes a circle when 8 = O.When 8 :::::1, reO) assumes infinite values,
as in a parabola or hyperbola. The termh2j J1, is called the semilatus rectum; it de-
fines the size of the conic section. The sernilatus rectum is a function of the angular

,1 I momentum. The initial condition Oi is usually selected as zero.
Using Eq. [3.8.12], we can write the energy as

(e2 - 1)J1, 2£ = _.~ [3.8.15]

or, we can make use of the nondimensional ratio E* = 2£ h2 j J1, 2 = 82 - 1.
We next consider the different types of conic sections. When 8 < 1, the tra-

jectory is an ellipse, with the center of mass as a focus of the ellipse, as shown in
Fig. 3.16, and the motion is periodic with a closed orbit. An ellipse is defined by its
two foci, its semimajor axis a and semiminor axis b. The point on the ellipse closest
to a focus is called pericenter, and the point farthest away, apocenter. The pericenter
and apocenter are known as the apsides (plural of apsis) of the ellipse. An apsis is
defined as the point where dr/dO = O.This definition of apsis is valid for any conic
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Figure3.16 Elliptic orbit

section and is not limited to ellipses. Considering the motion of the body on the orbit,
the angle 'Ybetween the transverse and tangential directions is referred to as the flight
path angle. This angle is easier to measure than other orbital quantities and, hence,
is useful in determining the nature of an orbit.

When dealing with two masses of comparable magnitude, the focus of the el-
lipse is the center of mass of the two body system; the ellipse describes the trajectory
of the distance between the two masses. For sun-planet or earth-satellite type prob-
lems, because of the very large difference in the mass ratios, one can assume that the
larger mass is located on a focus. The situation is different when the earth-moon pair
is considered. The mass ratio between the earth and moon is 81.30, and the mean
distance between the two bodies is 384,400 km. The center of mass of the earth-
moon system lies 4670 km from the center of the earth, roughly 2/3 the mean radius
of the earth.

It has become customary to use different names for the apsides when motion
about the earth and sun are considered. Table 3.1 gives the names used for the apsides
and the names of c01pIDonlyused coordinate systems when the earth and sun are
assumed to be on a focus.

Denoting the distances from the focus to the pericenter and apocenter by rp

and ra, respectively, and without loss of generality selecting the initial condition as
(j - (j i = 0, so that (jis measured from the peri center, we obtain

h
2

[ 1 ]
rp = j; 1+ e

fa = h
2 [_1 ]

, J.L 1-e
[3.8.16a,b]

Table 3.1 Nomenclature for celestial motion problems

Types of Orbit

Generic ellipse

Earth as focus

Sun as focus

Apsis Near

Peri center

Perigee

Perihelion

Apsis Far Away

Apocenter

Apogee

Aphelion

Coordinate System

Geocentric-equatorial or perifocal

Heli ocen tri c-ec Iipti c
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[3.8.20]

From these equations, and noting from simple geometry that a = (r p + ra)/2, we
obtain for the semimajor axis

a = ~h2 [_1_] + ~h2 [_1_] = h2 [_'1_] [3.8.17]
2 J.L 1 + c 2 J.L 1 - c J.L 1 - c2

If we consider Eqs. [3.7.9] and [3.8.15), we can express the energy as

1 2 J.L J.L
E = "2V - -;: = - 2a [3.8.18]

so that the semimajor axis is a measure of the energy in the system. In a similar
fashion, one can show that the semiminor axis is of length b = aJ 1 - c2. Also,
using Eqs. [3.8.16] and [3.8.17], we obtain

rp = a(1 - c) ra = a(1 + c) [3.8.19]

Wecan then write the equation for the ellipse as

a(1 - c2)r=~,---
1 '+ c cos ()

At this point, we consider Kepler's laws of planetary motion. The astronomer
Johannes Kepler, after studying the observations of Galileo and Tyco Brahe and the
motion of planets, developed the following laws for the motion of planets (his cal-
culations were based on the motion of M~rs) in the solar system.

Law 1: Each planet revolves in an elliptic orbit about the sun, with the sun at
one focus of the ellipse.

Law 2: Equal areas are swept per unit time by the line joining the sun to the
planet.

Law 3: The squares of the periods oLthe planets are proportional to the cubes
of the semimajor axes of the ellipses.

The first two laws of Kepler were published in 1609 and the third in 1619. These
laws predate Newton's laws, (first published in 1687) by over 70 years. Kepler did
not know about Newton's laws of motion when he formulated his laws. Newton's
three laws of motion and his law of gravit~tion are based in part on Kepler's laws. It
is interesting that we traditionally study Newton's laws first and then Kepler's laws,
in more natural order but in reverse historical order.

Kepler's first law becomes correct when the mass of the smaller second body
(e.g., planet in sun-planet, moon in earth-moon, satellite in earth-satellite) is ne-
glected from J.L.

To demonstrate Kepler's second law, consider Fig. 3.17 and write an expression
for the area swept by the position vector r as

I

Area A = J dA = J ~rrdfJ = ~ J r2dfJ = ~ J r2e dt [3.8.21]

The areal rate-the area swept per unit time-is found by differentiating the area
with respect to time. Noting from earlier ~thatr2e = h = constant, we obtain the
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Figure3.17

areal rate

A
h
2

constant [3.8.22]

which is proof of Kepler's second law.
The period of the orbit can be obtained from Kepler's second law by noting that

the period T is equal to the area of the elliptic orbit divided by the areal rate,

A . 1Tab
T = A = hl2 [3.8.23]

where 1Tab is the area of the ellipse. Introducing b = aJI - 82 into the above equa-
tion and noting from Eq. [3.8.17] that

h = J f-La(l - 82) [3.8.24]

we obtain

_ 21Ta2Jl - 8
2 J¥3

T - --;::==== = 21T -J l-w(1 - 82) f-L
[3.8.25]

[3.8.26]f-L2

2h2

This is the mathematical statement of Kepler's third law.
The special case of 8 = 0 corresponds to a circular orbit. Circular orbits became

very important in the second half of the 20th century, as satellites were placed into
circular orbits around the earth. A circular orbit in which the relative position of the
satellite with respect to the earth does not change is called geosynchronous. As of
this writing there were several communications satellites in geosynchronous orbit
about the equator. I

In a circular orbit, the body has constant velocity, which can easily be obtained
from the energy expression. From Eq. [3.8.15] for a circular orbit, E = - f-L212h2.
We verify this by writing the energy expression as

v2 f-L v2 f-L2E=---=- -=
2 r 2 h2

so that we obtain the velocity in circular orbit, vc, as

Vc = J¥ [3.8.21]

We next consider:. the case when the eccentricity is greater than or equal to 1, r~-
sulting in an open orbit. When 8 = 1 the orbit is parabolic, and when 8 > 1 the orbl!
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is hyperbolic. Parabolic orbits rarely exist, as they describe a limiting case between
an open and closed orbit. Fig. 3.18 depicts a parabolic orbit. From Eqs. [3.8.16], as
s approaches 1, the semimajor a.."X:isbecomes longer. When c; = 1, the orbit becomes
an open one. The orbit equation, setting c; = 1 in Eq. [3.8.14], becomes

I'

II h2/p.
II r = 1 + cos (}
II

The expression (or energy for a parabolic orbit gives insight into the nature of
the orbit. Setting c; = 1 in Eq. [3.8.15] yields, for the energy, E = 0, so that we can
write

183

'I

u2 P. = 0£=2--;: [3.8.29]

The velocity required to achieve a parabolic orbit and escape the gravitational,
attraction of the large mass is called the escape velocity. From the above equation,
fora spacecraft to transfer from an elliptic to a parabolic orbit it must have the escape
velocity, denoted by Ue, as

I

Ue=M [3.8.30]

The minimum value of the escape velocity is at the perigee. Many orbital maneuvers
that involve a change of orbits are carried out at the perigee. It is interesting to note
what happens as the satellite keeps moving in a parabolic orbit. As r approaches
infinity, from Eq. [3.8.30] the velocity approaches zero. This implies that if a body
can achieve a true parabolic orbit and there are no other disturbances acting on it,
that body would eventually come to a rest. Physically this never happens.

When the eccent~city is greater than 1, the resulting orbit is hyperbolic. Space-
craft launched on in~erplanetary missions are given hyperbolic orbits. Fig. 3.19
shows a hyperbolic ~rbit. From Eq. [3.8.15], the energy for a hyperbolic orbit is

II

Directrix

, \ :~i' Figure3.18 Parabolic orbit

il
!I

Il

Figure 3.19 Hyperbolic orbit
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j~

Table 3.2 Types of orbits and associated
eccentricities

[3.8.31 ]

Example
3.7

Type of Orbit Eccentricity E Energy Ratio E*

Circular 0 -I
Elliptic O<E<I -I < E* < 0
Parabolic 1 0

Hyperbolic E>l E* > 0

positive, and the energy expression can be written as

v2 J1,£=--->0
2 r

implying that as r approaches infinity, the speed of the body is not zero, but ap-
proaches a finite value. This value is called the hyperbolic excess speed. Table 3.2
summarizes the relation between orbits and eccentricity.

ifwo essential problems in space mechanics are
II

1. ifo place a satellite in a desired orbit and to change the path of the satellite from
bne orbit to another.

2. To determine the orbit of a satellite or a planet from measurements of its location
and motion.

Analysis of both subjects is very lengthy and beyond the scope of this text. For more Ii
details on these subjects, the reader is referred to texts on orbital mechanics. In the
following examples we illustrate two simple approaches.

At the burnout of a rocket, the following data are given: r = 6500 km, v = 9750 mis, flight
path angle y = 16.4°. Has the rocket achieved an earth orbit or will it crash into the earth?

Solution
The 9rbit of the rocket is shown in Fig. 3.20. We need to find the properties of the orbit
and determine if the distance to the perigee is less than the radius of the earth. The angular
momentum and energy per unit mass are

h = rvcosy = (6.5 x 106)(9.75 x 103)(cos 16.4°) = 6.0797 X lO1Om2/s [a]

E = v2 _ fL = (9.75 X 10
3f _3.986 X 10

14 = -13797 X 107 2/2 [b]
2 r 2 6.5 X 106 . - m s

:I~

We next calculate the eccentricity. We have

Ii 2EI12 2(-1.3792 x 107)(6.0797 x 101°)2

II fL2 = (3.986 X 1014)2

so th<,!tfrom Eg. [3.8.15]

e = )1 - 0.64172 = 0.59857

-0.64172 [c]

[dl
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Figure3.20
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r

14.450 x 106m

From Eg. [3.8.18], the semimajor axis is

JL -3.986 X 10'4
a= -- = -----

2£ 2(-1.3972 x 106)

and from Eg. [3.8.19b], the distance to perigee is

rp = a(1 - s) = 14.45 X 106(1 - 0.59857) = 5.8008 X 106m

Ie]

If]

which, unfortunately, is smaller than the radius of the earth. The rocket crashes into the earth
on its way back.

HOHMANN TRANSFER A Hohmann transfer is a common way of moving a space-
craft in a circular orbit: to another circular orbit that lies on the same plane. The transfer
involves applying two impulses to the spacecraft. Denote the radii of the first and second or-
bits by 1'1and 1'2,as shown in Fig 3.21. The first impulse changes the initial orbit to an elliptic
orbit, called the transfe;' orbit, whose semimajor axis is of length (rl + 1'2)12.

Consider the case "Yhen 1'2> 1',. The location of the first impulse becomes the perigee of
the transfer orbit (apogee when 1'2< 1'1)' The second impulse, applied at the apogee (perigee
when 1'2< 1',) of the transfer orbit, moves the spacecraft to the desired circular orbit.

The velocity in the first circular orbit, denoted by VI, is found noting that a = 1'" with
the result

Example
3.8

£, _ VT _ JL = _ ~ -,> V, = [ii"
2 1', 21', 'Ii -;; [a]

Immediately after the impulse is applied to move the spacecraft into the transfer orbit,
I' = rp = 1', and 2a = 1', + 1'2, so that denoting the velocity at perigee by vP' the energy
integral becomes

Etrans
ul-!!:
2 1',

JL
1'1+ 1'2

[b]

"i
:"

">
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Transfer
orbit

Initial orbit
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t. VI

Figure3.21 Hohmann transfer

which can be solved for vp as

J2j.L 2j.L
vp = - - ---

rl rl + r2

_(li~-Y-;:;Y~
i
I
•[c]

,)

[fl_ rl _ rl {Ii ~ {Ii ~
Va - r/p - r2Y -;:;Y ~ = Y -;:;Y ~

so:that the impulse needed at the first step is
"

. mLivl = m(vp - vd = m {Ii (J 2r2 - 1) [d]
'j Y -;:; ~ rl + r2 I'

II The second impulse is applied at the apogee of the transfer orbit. The velocity at apogeE;
b~fore the impulse can be found from the angular momentum conservation 1..'.~ i

II rlVp = r2Va [e;j
,I

wllere Va denotes the velocity at apogee and has the form
i.
I!,I
I'

"
Because the desired final orbit is circular, the velocity in orbit should be

V2 = (IiY-;:; [gl]
i
,

so that the second impulse is of magnitude

mLiv2 = m(v2 - va) = m {Ii (1 - J 2rl ) [h~Y -;:; rl + r2 Ii
Consider the issue of what happens when the impulses are not applied at the prop9r

places in the orbit. For the first impulse, the location of the impulse defines the perige
11

I

""
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Orbit

of the transfer orbit. This location is not critical. The critical impulse is the second. If the
second impulse is not aAplied at apogee, the resulting orbit will not be circular.

11

I
- ¥3.9 ORBITAL iiELEMENTS

In the previous sectioh, we showed that the general solution of the orbital problem
is a conic section. Bas!~don the two integrals of the motion, angular momentum and

•energy, we developed two quantities, semimajor axis a and eccentricity e. Given
initial conditions, one!:can determine the nature of the orbit by calculating a and e.
The orbital problem aJ given in Eq. [3.7.6] requires six initial conditions or constants
of integration, as it is ~ second-order differential equation in three dimensions.

Given a set of initial conditions, one can solve Eq. [3.7.6] and obtain a solution.
This solution, while ti~ing a mathematical answer, does not describe the properties
of the orbit. It is desi4ble to express the position and velocity of the body in orbit in
terms of parameters t~at lend themselves to a physical explanation. It turns out that
we can find four paraketers in addition to a and 8 that orient the orbit in space and
the body on the orbid Of these four parameters, two describe the orientation of the
orbital plane, one desbribes the orientation of the orbit on the orbital plane, and the
last one locates the b~dy on the orbit and introduces time. The six parameters are
referred to as the orbibl parameters or orbital elements.

We begin by desbribing the position of the body on the orbit. Our primary in-
I'terest is in closed orbits. The angle f), referred to as the true anomaly, is measured

from one of the foci o!fthe ellipse. It is the angle between the line joining the focus
to the body and the sbmimajor axis, relative to the pericenter. A more convenient
way of measuring the I;orientationof the particle is to introduce the variable eccentric
anomaly, denoted by I~and shown in Fig. 3.22. We draw a circle of radius a with
the same center as th~ ellipse. The eccentric anomaly is measured positive counter-
clockwise from the sJmimajor axis. It is the angle between the semimajor axis and
~heline that connects I'pointP' and the center of the ellipse, in which point P' is the
mtersection between the circle and the vertical line perpendicular to the semimajor
axis. This line goes t+ough point P, with P denoting the position of the mass.

I
:1

I
1
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Denoting the coordinates of P by x and y, from Fig. 3.22 we can write

y = r sin e x = a cos ~ a cos ~ = a£ + r cos e [3.9.1 a,b,c]

Recalling the equation of the ellipse x2 / a2 +l /b2 = 1, and that b = aJ 1 - £2,
and introducing Eq. [3.9.1a] into the ellipse equation, we obtain

r sin e = aJ 1 - £2 sin ~ [3.9.2]
II
I;

€ombining Eqs. [3.9.1c] and [3.9.2] gives
!I

r = Jr2 sin2 e + r2 cos2 e = a(l - £ cos~) [3.9.3]

which is a simpler equation to deal with than Eq. [3.8.20]. In a similar fashion, we
relate the true and eccentric anomalies. Introducing Eq. [3.9.3] into Eq. [3.9.1c], we
obtain

[3.9.4]cos e = a( cos ~ - £) = (cos ~ - £)
r (1-£cos~)

Using Eq. [3.9.4] with the trigonometric identity tan2(el2) = (1- cos e)/(1 + cos e),
we write

tan2 (~) = ~ tan2 (~)2 1-£ 2
[3.9.5]

from which we conclude that

[3.9.6]tan (;) = J: ~: tan (~ )Ii
il

Ii
yve now introduce time into the formulation. Differentiating the two expressions

for r in Eqs. [3.9.3] and [3.8.20] and using the expression for the momentum integral
h = r2iJ, we obtain

f = a£sin~~

sine = aJI - £2sin~ J1 - £2 sin ~
(1 - £cos~)

a£(1- £2)sineiJr= ------
(1 + £ cos e)2

We rewrite Eq. [3.9.2] as

r

r2iJ£ sin e
a(1 - £2)

h£ sin e
a(1 - £2)

[3.9.7a,b]

[3.9.8]

[3.9.9]

introduce it into Eq. [3.9.7b], and equate the result with Eq. [3.9.7a]. We express %
as d~/dt and collect all the terms involving d~ on one side, with the result

h dt
(1 - £cos~)d~ = ?--

a- JI= £2
II
JPefine by n = 21Th the mean angular velocity, in which 'T is the period of the

orbidgiven by Eq. [3.8.25], 'T = 21Ta3/2/j.L1I2. Recalling that h = J j.La(1 - £2). we
:I
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can express the righti1sideof Eq. [3.9.9] as
II

il h dt
.,
: 2j =ndt [3.9.10]

i a 1 - s2

It remains to intJgrate Eq. [3.9.9]. To this end, we select the initial conditions
to coincide with the position of the body at the pericenter. At that location cg = 0,
and the time is selec;~edas 2J, defined as the time of pericenter passage. We then

J,

have
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1
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.,'1

",,
ill

:Ii

This is known as Kepler's equation. We define the mean anomaly M by

II M = net - 2J) [3.9.13]

so that Kepler's equltion becomes
II H q> • q>
II JVL = <0 - s SIll <0 [3.9.14]

The mean anomaly basically describes the angle that would have been described
I,

by the position of the particle if the motion was uniform, as in a circular orbit
with mean angular velocity n. Using Kepler's equation, one can calculate the mean
anomaly JIA. if the ec~entric anomaly cg and the eccentricity s are given. Often, one
knows s and can m~asure M more easily than the other parameters, so one needs
to calculate cg and rJ. This requires the solution of Eq. [3.9.14], which usually is
accomplished numeiically.

I'We have defined a constant of integration that permits us to find the exact loca-
tion of a mass on th! ellipse. We have yet to locate the ellipse on the orbital plane.
Denoting the plane 9f the orbit as the x' y' plane, the x y axes, which are along the
semimajor and sem~minor axes of the ellipse, are obtained by a counterclockwise
rotation about the z'l!axis. The angle of rotation is denoted by w (not to be confused
with angular velocity) and is called argument of the pericenter.

Next, we orient1
1

the orbital plane with respect to an inertial frame. We need to
define both the origih and orientation of the inertial frame. There are several choices,
depending on the bddies being analyzed:

1. For planetary Jotion, the sun is selected as the origin and the reference frame
. ~
IS called heliocentr~c-ecliptic. The coordinate axes, denoted by XYZ, are selected
such that the XY pline coincides with the plane of the orbit of the earth around the
sun (the ecliptic pla1he), shown in Fig. 3.23. The XY plane is also referred to as the
fundamental plane, bnd the positive Z axis is referred to as the north polar axis. The
X axis is selected a~ being toward the vernal equinox, also called the first point of
Aries. On the first day of autumn, the line joining the centers of the sun and earth
points toward the vJrnal equinox.

II

;
,i
\

!
1

[3.9.12]

[3.9.11]

net - 2J) = cg - s sin cg

Leg (l - s cos cg) dcg = L n dt

with the result
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z
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Vernal equinox
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Figure3.23

First day
___ ,of spring

(Seasons are for Northern Hemisphere)

Heliocentric-ecliptic coordinate system

y

Because the XYZ plane is assumed to be inertial, the vernal equinox is assumed
to be fixed as well, even though it is actually precessing very slowly. The causes of
the precession are the disturbing effects of the moon, as well as the fact that the eart~
is I;lota perfect sphere, both of which add terms to the equations of motion describin~
the motion of the earth with respect to the sun. The period of precession can be shown
to be, and has been observed as, about 26,000 years. When the vernal equinox wa~
first defined, it was pointing toward the constellation Aries. At the writing of thi~
tqt, it was pointing toward Pisces. II

2. For satellite motion, a geocentric-equatorial or a perifocal coordinate systerri
is often used. We describe here the geocentric-equatorial system. The origin of th~
coordinate system is selected as the center of the earth. The Z axis is selected toward

~r.
th~ North Pole. The XY plane is the equatorial plane, and the X direction is selected
toward the vernal equinox. J

II
I!
!' We are ready to orient the orbit. It turns out that this orientation is accomf'

pli~hed by a 3-1-3 coordinate transformation. Consider an inertial frame as show~
in Fig. 3.24 and a sphere. The first rotation is about the Z axis. The rotation angle i~
called the longitude of the ascending node and is denoted by n. The ascending nod~
is defined as the point at which the orbital plane crosses the fundamental plane with
a northerly velocity, that is, moving in the positive Z direction. The descending nod~
is defined as the point at which the orbital plane crosses the fundamental plane, movfr
ing in the negative Z direction. The line joining the ascending and descending node~
is called the line of nodes. Denoting the rotated coordinates by X'Y'Z', the line of
nodes is the X' axis, and it describes the intersection of the orbital plane and the fun~
damental plane. Historically, the term line of nodes originated from this coordinate
transformation sequence. II
: The second rotation is about the X' axis. The rotation angle, denoted by i, is

called the orbital inclination. The resulting coordinate axes are denoted by X'Y'z'l

I
I
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x
Vernal equin'ox
direction

Figure3.24

Line of nodes

Orbital parameters

y

with the x' y' plane describing the orbital plane. The angle i hence describes the
inclination between the fundamental plane and the orbital plane (or the angle be-
tween the Z and Z' axes). The angular momentum is in the Z' direction. Finally, the
x' y' z' axes are rotated about the z' axis by the argument of the pericenter, denoted

I'
by w to orient the or!biton the orbital plane.

The remaining three orbital parameters are the sernimajor axis a, eccentricity c,
and perigee passage,'!!. In many cases, and especially in problems involving orbits
about the sun, the mean anomaly .Mis used instead of '!!.

The transformation from the three displacement and three velocity coordinates
of the body on the orbit to the orbital parameters is a unique transformation. That
is, given all three displacement and velocity components at a certain instant, one
can determine the orbital parameters, and vice versa. For the ideal two body prob-
lem, where there are no disturbing effects of other bodies, the orbital plane as well
as the size and orientation of the orbit are all constants. However, when there are
disturbing functions, such as gravitational forces of other bodies and atmospheric
drag, the right side of Eq. [3.7.6] is no longer zero. In addition, the equations
derived in this section assume that the bodies involved are perfect and homoge-
neous spheres. Any 'deviation in geometry from a homogeneous sphere results in
additional gravitational terms. Furthermore, the rotational motion of the bodies in-
volved also must be considered. The analysis of these effects is beyond the scope of
this text.
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Example
3.9

Consider Example 3.7 and calculate the time elapsed after burnout until the rocket crashes'1!

Solution
We will make use of the eccentric anomaly to solve this problem. First, we find the transversl~
arigle e the rocket makes at burnout. Denoting this angle by e I,we use Eg. [3.8.20] to find it
as:1 I'

ill e _ a(l - e2) - r _ 14450(1 - 0.598572
) - 6500 _ 07 66 ~

Ii cos I - re - 6500(0.59857) - . 12 [all

from which we get
~!

el = cos-1(0.71266) = 0.77751 rad = 44.548° [bl

Fr~m Eg. [3.9.6] we have the eccentric anomaly at burnout as I
. (~1) ~ (el) )0.40143 ( )tan 2" = V ~ tan 2" = 1.59857 tan 22.274° = 0.50112(0.40962) = 0.20527:

I

[c]

so that

~I = 2tan-I(0.20527) = 0.40492rad = 23.200°

~ - esin~ = r;;;(~_esin~)
t= n yj;

[d]
Ii

We now make use of Kepler's equation, Eq. [3.9.12]. Setting the initial time as <zJ = 0, and
using Eq. [3.8.24], we can solve for time as Jl

!

!

1

[e]
i
I

= J7.5695 X 106 = 2.7513 X 103 s. Denoting by tl the timJIandJ¥ = I (1.445 X 107)3

at burnout and using Eg. [e], we obtain

ml'

[g]11

I
[h]l!

!
I

I

e2 = cos-1(0.75821) + 3; = 5.4226rad = 310.69°

~2 = 2tan-1 ()~ :: tan (i))
= 2tan-I((0.50112)(-0.45900)) = -0.45216rad = -25.910°

r;;;
t) = Y j;(~1 - e sin ~r)

= 2.7513 X 103(0.40492 - 0.59857 sin(0.40492)) = 465.3 seconds [f],

I We next find the above parameters at impact, and denote them with the subscript 2. TO!
find the angle e2 we make use of Eq. [a], with r replaced by R = 6378.1 km

e = a(1 - e2
) - R = 14450(1 - 0.598572

) - 6378.1 = 075821
cos 2 Re 6378.1(0.59857) .

Noting that the rocket crashes in the fourth quadrant, we can find the angle e2 from

The corresponding eccentric anomaly is found from

.,~
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or, by adding 27Tto the value we obtain

%2 = -0.45216+27T = 5.831Orad = -25.910°+360° = 334.09° U]

Introducing the mean anomaly to Kepler's equation, we obtain for the time
Ii

t2 = ~(%1- esin%2) = 2.7513 x 103(5.8310 - 0.59857sin5.831O) [k]yJ; II
Ii

= 16,762 seconds

Subtracting tl frorn t2, we obtain the time the rocket stays in orbit before it crashes as

193

I

t2 - t[ = 16,762 - 465s = 16,297s = 4.527hr

3.10 PLANE KINETICS OF RIGID BODIES

[I]

In this section we analyze the kinetics of rigid bodies that move on a plane. In
essence, this section and the ones following it constitute a review of sophomore-
level dynamics. This review is primarily aimed at refamiliarizing the reader with
some basic concepts:, as the developments in the following chapter are described
in terms of particles or plane motion of rigid bodies. A detailed analysis of the
kinematics and kinetics of three-dimensional rigid body motion is carried out in
Chapters 7 and 8.

We denote the inertial frame by XYZ and consider the XY plane as the plane of
motion. The moving reference frame xyz, obtained by rotating the XYZ frame about
the Z axis bye, is attqched to the body. The angular velocity and angular acceleration
have one component:each:

.,1,
i,

:! w = wK = OK a = aK = eK [3.10.1 ]
:Ii

We begin with defining the center of mass. Consider a system of N particles,
as shown in Fig. 3. L The center of mass is denoted by the point G and defined by
Eg. [3.2.2]. A rigid body can be considered as a collection of particles in which the
number of particles approaches infinity and in which the distance between the indi-
vidual masses remains the same. As N approaches infinity, each particle is treated as
a differential mass element, mi ----;.dm, and the summation in Eg. [3.2.2] is replaced
by integration over the body. We then define the center of mass G as

rc = ~ ( rdm [3.10.2]
m Jbody

where r is the vectorJrom the origin 0 to differential element dm and

III = ( dm [3.10.3]
JbOdy

is the mass of the body. Considering Figs. 3.1 and 3.25, for a system of particles
we write ri = rc + Pi, and for a rigid body, r = rc + p. Introducing this term in
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.•.....

Figure3.25

dF

Eq. [3.10.2], we obtain

~ 1 iIi::re = - rdm = - (re + p)dm
. m body m body

leading to the conclusion that

{ pdm = 0
Jbody

=re+!{ pdm
m JbOdY

[3.10.4]

[3.10.5]

~;
~:1

..,,
This equation indicates that the weighted average of the displacement vector about I,

the cynter of mass is zero.
The center of mass is a very important quantity, as its use simplifies the analysis

of rigid bodies considerably. To see this, let us write the rigid body equivalent of the
combined equations of motion. Considering the differential element and its equation
of motion

adm = dF [3.10.6]

[3.10.91

where dF is the total force acting on the differential element. We write for the entire
body,

{ ad m = { dF = F [3.10.7]
JbOdy JbOdy

in which F is the resultant of all forces. This resultant contains contributions
only from the external forces, as the internal forces cancel each other. Introducing
Eq. [3.10.4] into Eq. [3.10.7] gives the translational equations of motion of a rigid
body, that is, Newton's second law for a rigid body, as

mac = F [3.10.8]

The derivation of the translational equations of motion above is valid for the
general motion of a rigid body. For plane motion, we define the moment of all forces
acting on the body about the center of mass as

N
Me =LPi X Fi = { p x dF = MeK

i= I Jbody



[3.10.13]
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where MG is the re~ultant moment about the center of mass. Next, introduce
Eq. [3.10.6] to the above equation. Before doing that, we express the velocity and
acceleration of the differential element as

II ')
v l' VG + w X p a = aG + ex X p - w-p [3.10.10]

and proceed, so that I!
I

MG = ( pX4F = ( pxadm = f px(aG+exXp-w2p)dm
JbOdY :' Jbody body" [3.10.11 ]

The first term inside the brackets vanishes because of the definition of the center of
mass and the third term vanishes because of the cross product. To evaluate the middle
term, consider that the cross product ex X p is on the plane of motion, perpendicular
to p, and it has the magnitude la pl. Hence, the cross product between p and ex X p is
perpendicular to the plane of motion, parallel to ex, and with magnitude ap2. Thus,
Eq. [3.10.11] can be written as

MG=f pX(exxp)dm=( ap2dmK=a( p2dmK [3.10.12]
body Jbody JbOdy

The integral on the right side of this equation is not dependent on time or any
displacement variable, so that it can be evaluated independently of the angular ac-
celeration. We define it as the mass moment of inertia of the body about the center
of mass, and denote it by IG, so that

IG = ( p2 dm
JbodY

The mass moment of inertia is a property of the body itself; it is a measure of
how the mass of the body is distributed about an axis passing through the center of
mass and perpendicular to the plane of motion. We discuss ways of calculating the
mass moment of inertia in Chapter 6. Figure 3.26 gives the centroidal mass moment
of inertia for two common shapes. Appendix C gives a more comprehensive list.

Combining Eqs. [3.10.12] and [3.10.13], we obtain the rotational equation of
motion

195
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Thin disk: Ie = mR
2

2

Fig.,,'. 3.26

IGa = MG

,
G.~

~L~

mL2
Slender rod: Ie = 12

[3.10.14]
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[3.10.17]
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~hiS equation, together with the two equations in Eq. [3.10.8], gives the three eqSa.
tions of motion for the plane motion of a rigid body. The rotational equation of modbn~ }
can also be represented in terms of the angular momentum. Indeed, we define the~ ~
angular momentum about the center of mass as ,

He = ( p x v dm = ( p x (ve + w x p) dm = ( p x (w X p) dm '.•..•
II' J body J body J body ,
I [3.10.1,5]

!for plane motion, considering the integral in Eq. [3.10.12] and the definition of t~e
mass moment of inertia, we can write 1(

II

He = ( wp2 dmK = lewK
Jbody

Ildh . 1 . f' b'~n t e rotatIOna equatIOn 0 motIOn can e wntten as

II if e = Me or He = Me
j~st as the translational equations of motion can be written as

i> = F [3.10.1.h

ih which p = mVe is the linear momentum of the body. It should be noted that whJ~e
J,e derived Eq. [3.10.17] for plane motion, this relationship in vector form holds £Io.r

I,

tpe general three-dimensional rotational motion of a body. As discussed in Chapt~r
111,there is debate about whether Eq. [3.10.17] is a derived relationship, or a stat~d
l~w of motion. II

II The equations of motion can be illustrated by means of equivalent free-body
ahd resultant force diagrams, as shown in Fig. 3.27. The sum of the external forc~s
i~equal to the resultant, which is equal to the rates of change of the linear and angulf,r
momentum. !

II Up to now, we considered the angular momentum and sum of moments abo~ut
the center of mass. It turns out that under certain circumstances, it becomes mOfe
c:~nvenient to write the rotational equations of motion about another point. For ef-
ample, such a case arises when motion about a fixed point is considered. To analYf,e
the moment equation about an arbitrary point, consider the third part of Fig. 3.27 all.d
sfm moments about an arbitrary point D. We have I~

II MD = lea + maed or MD = leaK + reID X mac [3.1O.I~]
II

Il
il
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~w,a

n

19;7

Figure3.28 Rotation about a
fixed point l

II'.

II
in which d is the perPendicular distance from D to the acceleration vector for the

II
center of mass G. Ii

A special application of the above equation is for rotation about a fixed point.
Consider Fig. 3.28, ~here the rigid body rotates about point O. It follows that the
acceleration of the center of mass can be expressed in terms of the distance between
points 0 and G, which we denote by b, as

ae = aen + aCt = bw2en + baet [3.10.20]

The component of ae in the normal direction does not affect the moment about
O. Hence, we can write the sum of moments about 0 as

Mo = lea + mb2a = (Ie + mb2)a = loa [3.10.21]

1
0
is the mass moment of inertia about point 0, and we have written the parallel axis

theorem, described in detail in Chapter 6. This theorem essentially relates the mass
moments of inertia of a body about the center of mass G and another point D by

lD = Ic + md2 [3.10.22]

where d is the distance between the two points. Another way of describing the inertia
properties of a body is by means of the radius of gyration, denoted by K, such that
I = mK2. The radius of gyration is often used when dealing with complex bodies,
and it is usually list~d as a property of a body.

When solving plane kinetics problems, one should select the moment center
such that the number of reactions to be solved and the total number of calculations
become a minimurJ. The procedure in solving plane kinetics problems is the same

"as the procedure ou~lined in Chapter I for particle motion. The only difference is that
one must invoke the rotational equations of motion.

"

Rod OA is of length 0.4 m and has a mass of 3 kg, while rod AB is of mass 12 kg and length
1 m. The two rods are released from rest from the configuration shown in Fig. 3.29. Find the
angular accelerations of both rods at this instant. There is no friction at point B.

Example
3.10
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f----

Figure 3.29

Solution Ii
We first isolate the two bodies and draw free-body diagrams, shown in Fig. 3.30. Note thad
triangle DBA is a 3-4-5 triangle. The next task is to write the force and moment balances.11

For rod OA it is convenient to write the sum of moments about point 0 as (counterclockwise,!
positive) Ii

2'- Mo ~ Ioa1 ~ -O.2(3g) + O.4A, [alii
The force balance equations merely give relations for the reactions for Ox and Oy, so,1

they are not of much use, unless one wishes to calculate those reactions. Introducing the
expressions 10 = Ie + m(~)2 = flmL2 + ~mL2 = mL2/3 = 3(0.42)/3 = 0.16 kg.m2 into
Eq. [a]

'f~

0.160'1 = O.4Ay - 0.6g [b]

Or -J~-f_L Ax
0. ~ 3g A

I-- 0.2 m ---j

0.)' A)'

y

Lx I
0.8 m

1

1~--0.6m
D Ax

f---------------

I'
"./;'

<::l.

tN
B
/

!
A

Ay

(a)

Figure 3.30

- ------------;: -----

(b)
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For rod AB, there are three unknown reactions, Ax, Ay, and N. Considering that the
sum of forces in the hohzontal and vertical directions and the sum of moments about the
~enter of mass involvel~ll three unknowns, we prefer writing the moment balance about
point D, a point about ~hich N and Ax do not exert a moment. To do this, we need an
expression for the acce~eration of point G. We will obtain the acceleration of point G by
first writing a relative hcceleration relation between points A and B and then a relation
between Band G. II

Consider points A and B first. Because motion is just being initiated, the angular veloci-
ties of OA and AB are bJth zero. Also, point B moves in the horizontal plane. We hence write
the accelerations of poidts A and B as

II aA = aAj = OAad aB = aBi [c]

and the relative accelerJtion relation becomes

aA ~ a8 + "" X r'-i' iaAj ~ a,i + a,k X (0.6i + 0.8j) ~ (a, - O.Ba,)i + 0.6aJ Id]

from which we conclud~ that

II aA ~ OAa, ~ 0.6a, a8 ~ 0.8a, Ie]
I:

Next, write the relative acceleration relation between points Band G
II

aG = aB + <xzl( rG/B = 0.8azi + azk X (0.3i + OAj) = OAazi + 0.3azj [f]

We are now in a position to write the moment equation about point D. Because aD has
components in both x add y directions, we write Eq. [3.10.21] in vector form as

LMDkll,= IGazk + rGID X maG = (-0.3 X 12 g - 0.6 Ay)k [g]

in which IG is the mas~ moment of inertia of rod AB, having the value of 12 x lz/12 =
1 kg'mz and rGID = Oji - OAj m. Substituting in these values to the above equation,

II
lazk + (OYi - OAj) X 12(OAazi + 0.3azj) = (- 3.6g - 0.6Ay)k [h]

which reduces to II

(1 + 1.08 + 1.92)az = 4az = -3.6g - 0.6Ay [i]
II

Equations [b] and [,i] are two equations with the unknowns at, az, and Ay. From the first
part of Eq. [e] we have II

0'1 1.5az [i]

J

i

.,1
)'

~,
"

!Ii

'l

[I]

[k]

"j
~;...-.!:.~~_ l:.:,,..~.J?'-

~. . -J.-~~-l';.'.""~' ~.-~~ .

~_.:; ...'
-",-"" .' "

,
,

so that Eq. [b] can be V\{rittenas
~
!I 0.24az = OAAy - 0.6g

Multiplying Eq. [k] by 11.5 and adding it to Eq. [i], we obtain for az

II, -4.5g 4.5 x 9.807 10 12 d/
~CI'Z = 4.36 = 4.36 = . ra s

Using Eq. [j] we obtaiI1at as 0'\ = 1.5Ciz= 15.18 rad/s.
:1
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INSTANT CENTERS AND ROLLING
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II
I'

3.11
~
An important concept associated with the plane motion of rigid bodies is that of fln
ihstant center. At any instant of the motion, there exists an axis perpendicular to the
Rlane of motion, called the instantaneous axis of zero velocity, such that the bo~y
dan be viewed as rotating about that axis at that instant. The intersection of this a~is
~nd the plane of motion is called the instantaneous center of zero velocity, or instd~t
~,enter.In general, the instant center of a rigid body is located by visual inspecti9h.
To establish the location of the instant center, one needs to know the velocities of
tWopoints on the body. If the velocities are not in the same direction, one draws tJo
lines, beginning at the points at which the velocities are known and perpendicular1io
the velocities. Their intersection is the instant center. Figure 3.31 illustrates. If t~e
~:~lo.citiesof t~e two poi~ts are in the ~a.medirection, one again draw~ ~w.olines: ~rie
J?InIng the pOInts at WhIChthe velocItIes are known and the other JOInIng the tIpS
df the velocity vectors (drawn to scale). Their intersection gives the instant centdr,
~~shown in Fig. 3.32. In Chapter 7, we prove the existence of the instant center f6r
p'lane motion. ~•.

II It should be noted that while the instant center has zero velocity, its location ft
el~ery time instant is different, and its acceleration is not zero. Hence, Eq. [3.10.211J,
tbe moment equation about a fixed point, cannot be written about an instant centek.

II An interesting ca~e of motion is that of a body rollin.gover an~ther body or ove~j'a
fixed surface. For rollIng to take place between two bodIes, a contInUOUSsequence ~f
plaints on one of the bodies must be in continuous contact with a continuous sequen8e~ ~
of points on the other body. For continuous contact to take place, the contacting bocl-
i~s must have smooth contours, with no jumps. l~
~ Rolling can occur in a variety of ways, as Chapter 7 will show in detail. In thi.s
syction we consider ro~lof a.circular body over a fixed surface. The surface can.~,e
planar or curved. ConsIder FIg. 3.33. We denote by w = -wk the angular velocIty.
llhe contact point is denoted by C, with velocity of vc. Let n denote the unit vectd,r
p~rpendicular to the plane of contact. The kinematic relation describing rolling is {;

,
Vc. n = 0

VA
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,.~
If the contact point has a finite velocity along the plane of contact, the motion

is referred to as roll :~ith slip. If the contact point has zero velocity, the motion is
referred to as roll witrout slip. Whether slipping exists or not depends on the forces
acting on the rolling bodies, as well as the friction between the rolling bodies. Math-
ematically, the no slip condition is represented as

II

II Vc = 0 [3.11.2]

Because the velocity of the contact point is zero, the contact point can be treated
as an instant center.~However, the acceleration of the contact point is not zero,
whether there is slipping or not. The contact point approaches the plane of contact,
it has contact, and th~n it moves away. The constraint associated with the contact is
applied to the contading points only during the instant of contact.

Consider rolling I:without slipping and a point P on the body. The velocity of a
point P on the body dan be expressed as

II

II Vp = VG + w X rp/G [3.11.3]

We write the above e~uation for the point of contact C, with the result
!I

II Vc = 0 = VG + w x rC/G [3.11.4]

which we can use to express the velocity of the center of mass as
I,
II

veil = w X rG/C = -wk X Rj = Rwi = Rei [3.11.5]

This equation can be bhysiCallY explained by noting that the point of contact C is the
instant center. II

/,.-,._.:~~(::)~--,.
I, l
\
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Figure3.34
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~'

A sphere of mass m and:,radius r rolls without slip inside a circular curved surface with radius
R, as shown in Fig. 3.34. Obtain the equation of motion as a function of ().
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Figure3.35

Solution
The fJee-body diagram of the sphere is given in Fig. 3.35. We write the force balance using
normJI and tangential coordinates, thus

[b]

[a]maCt = mg sin e - Ff
mv2

maCn = N - mgcose = ~
p

when~:p is the radius of curvature for point G and Ff is the friction force. The center of
curvature is the center 0 of the curved surface and the radius of curvature is constant and
has th~ value p = R - r. The moment balance about the center of mass is (counterclockwise

•• II )posltlye

lca = Ffr [c]

[I]

[d]

[e]

~ecause we assume rolling without slipping, the speed and tangential acceleration of the
cente~1of the sphere are

II
II Vc = rw aCt = ra

wherdw is the angular speed of the sphere and a = w. Solving for Ff in Eq. [a] and using
the exhession for aCt in Eq. [d), we obtain

II Ff = mgsine - mra

WhicJ~when introduced into Eq. [c], yields

II (lc + mr2)a = mgr sin e
II
To obtain the equation of motion, we need to express the angular acceleration of the

spherJ in terms of e. We make use of the property that the center of mass of the sphere can
also b~ considered as moving about the center of curvature of the surface, so that we can write

Vc = rw = -(R - r)e [cd

.------..----~I ....
II



froll1 which we obtain
R - r ..- e0' = r

3.1 2 ENERGY AND MOMENTUM

[h]

203

And introducing Eq. [h] into Eq. [f], we write the equation of motion as

(lc + mr2)(R - r)e + mgr2 sin e = 0

-
[i]

Note that whenever one assumes roll without slip, one must check the validity of
the assumption. This can be done by calculating the magnitude of the friction force
and comparing it with the maximum value of the friction force. If this maximum is
exceeded, one must redefine the problem as a roll with slip problem.

3.12
II

ENERG~AND MOMENTUM

[3.12.1]

[3.12.4]

The kinetic energy of a rigid body is defined as

T = ~ f vovdm
body

[f we introduce the expression of the velocity in terms of the center of mass to this
equation, we obtain i'

1 f IiT ="2 :(ve + W X p)o(Ve + W X p) dm [3.12.2]

body

= ~ f ..(ve ° Ve + 2ve ° (w X p) + (w X p) ° (w X p)) dm

body
The first term on the right side of this equation gives mVe ° ve12. The second

term vanishes due to the definition of the center of mass. To evaluate the third term,
we note that the cros~ product of wand p is a vector of magnitude pw, so that

Iif (w X p) ° (w X p) dm = f p2w2 dm = !ew2 [3.12.3]

body body
and the kinetic energy of a rigid body undergoing plane motion can be written as

1 1 ~
T = - mVe ° Ve + - /ew-2 2

When the rigid bOdy~iSrotating about a fixed point C, its kinetic energy becomes

, 1
T = "2 /cw2 [3.12.5]
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The kinetic energy can be written in this form about the instant center, as the instant
center' has zero velocity. When the body is rotating about a point C that is moving,
Eq. [3D 2.5] is not valid.

I,

The gravitational potential energy for a rigid body is

V = mghe

in which he is the perpendicular distance between the center of mass and the datum
line. All the other potential energy expressions are the same as we have seen them
before for particles. The work-energy theorem discussed in Chapter 1 is valid for all
types of bodies.

An interesting property of bodies undergoing rolling without slipping is that the
friction force does no work. This can be easily shown using the definition of work
as a time integral. Because the friction force is always applied to a point with zero
velociry, the power of the force P = Ff •vc is zero. Hence, the work done, which is
the inregral of power over time, is zero.

We obtain the impulse-momentum relations the same way we did for particles,
by integrating the equations of motion over time. Doing so between two time points
t, and t2 gives

11
Ii
Ii

~
\

t2

mVe(td + I F dt = mVe(t2)
t)

[3.12.7]

Example
3.12

ti

few(t,) + I Me dt = few(t2) [3.12.8]

:; tl

T!e integrals in Eqs. [3.12.7] and [3.12.8] are known as the impulse and
the angular impulse, respectively. A very interesting application of the impulse-
momentum relationships is in cases where the integral of the sum of moments or the
sum of forces vanishes. In such cases, we have conservation of linear momentum or
conservation of angular momentum.

A solid uniform sphere of mass m and radius R is placed on top of a fixed sphere of the same
radius, and it is slightly tipped (Fig. 3.36). Find the value of the angle 8 at which sliding
begins as a function of the coefficient of friction p.,.

Solution
"The di~placed position of the sphere and its free-body diagram are depicted in Fig. 3.37. We

denote by 8 the angle made by the line joining the centers of the spheres and the vertical. By
ep we denote the angular displacement of the top sphere. The friction force F is less than p,N
for no slipping, where N is the normal force. When there is slipping, F = p.,N. The speed of
the center of the sphere is given by

"
~

~

UG = 2R8 [cd
II J s

and for no slip
a.

UG = Rep [It]
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Figure 3.36
Figure 3.37

..1

'I:,

[d]

[c]
cP = 2e

T
1: _ 1 I ;'2 _ 7 R2;'2 _ 14 R2e'2
_ - B'f' - -m 'f' --m• 2 10 5

Continuing to consider no slip, and noting from Appendix C that the centroidal mass moment
of inertia of a sphere is IJ = 2mR2/5, we can write the kinetic energy about the point of

rolling contact II
"

so that for the no-slip case the two angles are related to each other by

1

[f]

[e]

. 2 .~
m(2Re) = 2mRe-

2R
~ mu

2

L Fn = man ----'> mg cos e - N = ~ p

v = 2mgRcose

The sum of forces in the normal direction is

where I
B
= Ie + mR2 is the mass moment of inertia about the point of contact. Considering

the center of the lower sphere as the datum, the potential energy has the form

[i]

[h]

[g]

The sum of the kinetit and potential energies is constant. Therefore,

14 2 . ~SmR e- + 2mgRcose = E

. II
and noting that when e ~ 0, e is also equal to zero, we can evaluate E as

II
I, E = 2mgR

Now using Eqs. [g] and (h], the relation between e and e can be expressed as

. ~ 5ge- = 7R(l - cose)

Substituting Eq. [i] into Eq. [f] we obtain an expression for the normal force N in terms of e
as

• J 5g mg
N = mgcose _ 2mRe- = mgcose - 2mR7R(l- cose) = T(l7cose - 10) Ul
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Summing moments about the center of mass of the sphere we obtain

.. 4 .. .. 5g
2mR() = - SmR() + mg sin () ~ () = 14R sin ()

LMG = !G;j; ~ FR = ~mR2;j;

which relates the friction force F to ;j;.We sum forces in the tangential direction, thus

mal = -F + mgsin()

Nqting that al = 2Re and introducing Eg. [k] into Eq. [1] we obtain
il
I:

[k]

[I]

[mii

Combining Egs. [k] and [m] we write an expression for the friction force in terms of () as II
2 .. 4 .. 4 5g. 2 . '

F = -mRcP = -mR() = -mR- SIll () = -mg SIll () [n]

Th
. I" 5 b . F

5
N H

5
14R.d. E

7

[j] d [ ] b' j[
e Illstant s !ppmg egIlls, = j.L • ence, cons! enng gs. an n, we 0 tam ja

relation for () at the instant slip begins, ,
Ii

2. mg
- mg SIll () = j.L7(17 cos () - 10)
7 l'

This can be solved for () given a value of j.L. II
, It should be noted that the solution is independent of the mass and radius of the sphere.
, .~

F()r very small values of j.L , we can solve Eg. [0] using a small angles assumption of sin () = (),
co.s () = 1, which yields the result () = 7j.L/2. For lanrer values of the coefficient of frictio~,- r
one can use a numerical approach. For example, when j.L = 0.5, () can be found to be () f
4 ~.5°. The case of having a rough contact between the spheres, that is, when the coefficient
o~ friction is j.L = 00, is of interest. Dividing both sides of Eq. [0] by j.L and setting j.L = ~,
we obtain

~g(17COS() - 10) = 0 [~]

II
which has the answer cos() = 10/17, or () = 53.97°. We observe from Egs. [j] and [0] t~rl
Eg. [0] basically implies that the normal force is zero. Therefore, at () = 53.97°, the top sphetre

loses contact with the lower sphere and goes into a free-fall mode.

~!
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-HOMEWORK EXERCISES

SECTION 3.2

HOMEWORK EXERCISES

;

T
1. The blocks sho",;n in Fig. 3.38 are released from rest. Find the acceleration of

each block. The pulleys are massless.
"2. A chain of length 0.7 m is at rest over two slopes, as shown in Fig. 3.39. First,

assume there is no friction between the chain and slopes. If the chain is released
from rest, which end of it will rise, and what will its speed be when it reaches
the top? Then, assume that there is friction and calculate the minimum amount
of friction necessary to prevent the chain from moving.

3. The pulley syste~ in Fig. 3.40 is released from rest with the spring unstretched.
Find the accelenition of each block. The pulleys and the cord are massless and
f. . I IInctlOn ess. '.

~

.r~

I:
I
I

I
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~
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Figure3.39
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ii
II

SECTION 3.3

4. The three masses in Fig. 3.41 are connected by links of negligible mass. A force:
of magnitude F is applied as shown. Find the acceleration of the center of mass]1
. as well as the acceleration of the individual masses.

SEtTION 3.4

5. Find the direction of sliding in Problem 2 using energy methods for the (case o~
no friction).

SECTION 3.5

6. A ball is released from a height h from a plane. The coefficient of restitutioIll,
, between the ball and the plane is e. Show that the time it takes for the ball tOil'

II stop bouncing is t = J2hlg(l + e)/(l - e).

7. I! Two spheres, made of the same material, the lower with radius 2b and upperl
of radius b, are dropped from a height h, as shown in Fig. 3.42. Assuming thel;
centers of the spheres lie on a vertical line and all collisions between the spheres]i
, and the ground are elastic, find the maximum height the upper sphere reaches]'
, after impact. Assume that the lower sphere collides with the ground first and it!
, then collides with the second sphere. 1

8. Four small spheres of equal size and weight are aligned in a straight line and are
l'spaced equally (L), as shown in Fig. 3.43. Sphere A is given an initial velocity

j

•....
v along the line. The coefficient of restitution e = 0.8 is the same for all the
spheres. Find the velocities of the spheres after 5 collisions have taken place,~
and the position of sphere A.

m
F

Figure 3.41

m

8!

h

W///////////$///////////)/$/

Figure 3.42

'- ili ...•~.:s.
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9. Figure 3.44 shows five pendulums of equal mass and length arranged so that
they touch each other when they are at rest. If someone takes the pendulum at
the very left, swings it, and lets it go, only one pendulum at the very right will
swing out. If one t4kes N pendulums and swings them, N pendulums swing out.
Explain why. Also, explain why, if two of the pendulums are glued together and
then released, the ~bove phenomenon is not observed.

10. In a pool game, a player must hit the cue ball and bounce it from a wall (e = 0.9),
so that the cue ball hits the 8 ball head on and the 8 ball falls into the pocket, as
illustrated in Fig. ~.45. Find the direction in which the player must hit the cue
ball and location of cue ball on the table.

II. A mass m is attached to a massless rod. The mass is at rest in the position shown
in Fig. 3.46 when it is hit by another body of mass 2m and velocity v (e = 0.8).
Find the angular velocity of the rod immediately after impact.

SECTION 3.6

12. Using the results of Example 3.5, calculate the altitude reached by a vertically
fired rocket at burnout. Half of the rocket's weight is its propellant. Assume that
PeA/b = 0.1 Vrel I~constant.

13. A rocket is fired v~rtically such that dm/dt and Vrel are both constant. Derive
expressions for the :velocity and position as functions of time given that initial
value of the acceleration is zero.

14. A bucket of mass 1.5 kg is filled with 3 kg of water and is being pulled up a
well. The tension T in the rope is kept constant at T = 30 N. The bucket has a
hole in it which lets the water leak out at a steady rate, and the bucket becomes
empty in 38 seconds. Find the speed of the bucket at this instant.

15. A spacecraft of mass ma and cross-sectional area A is moving with speed Va,
as it encounters a dust cloud, as shown in Fig. 3.47. The dust cloud has density
of p. As the spacecraft moves inside the cloud, dust begins to stick on its cross
section. Derive an ~xpression for the speed of the spacecraft as a function of
time. Assume the dust offers no resistance to the spacecraft.

I'

////////////

L

2-0.m
2m

Figure3.46
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,
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(a)

Figure3.47

1'0

/ dust cloud. . . .

. . . . .

.• p •••

(b)

Figure3.48
I
I

I

16. A performer wants to keep a ping pong ball afloat by blowing on it, as shown i~
Fig. 3.48. Given is that when he blows on the ball, the opening of his mouth i~
of area A, the speed is v, and the density of the air is p. Find the largest mass df
the ball that he can keep afloat. jl

17. The cart in Fig. 3.49 is of mass 1250 kg and is moved by the action of a water
i: jet. The water jet is of radius 0.08 m, and it squirts water with the speed of 20b
II~ mls. Find the speed of the cart 3 seconds after the water jet is turned on. Th~
; cart has a coefficient of friction of J.L = 0.08. Hint: First develop an expressio~
for the force acting on the cart as a function of the flow rate.

I

SECTION 3.7 II
18. Calculate the gravitational potential energy of a small mass inside a unifonn

sphere of mass m and radius R (Fig. 3.50). The distance of the mass from th;~
center of the sphere is h, with h < R. Hint: Consider the sphere as consisting qt
an infinite number of thin spherical shells and calculate the potential energy °1..,1

" each shell.'
I!
19. A tube of length 500 km is dug inside the earth from one city to another, 18
:: shown in Fig. 3.51 (not drawn to scale). The inside of the tube is frictionless. t
mass is released from rest from one end of the tube. Find the maximum specl?
the mass attains in the tube.

f1

Figure3.49 Figure3.50

_500km-

Figure3.51
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SECTION 3.8

20. Calculate the period of the earth's rotation around the sun using Kepler's third
law and Eq. [3.8.25] and compare with the value given in Chapter 2.

21. Calculate the alti(ude of a satellite in geosynchronous orbit (geo) about the equa-
tor. Then, calculate how much time it takes for an electrical signal to travel be-
tween the equatoJ and the satellite. Determine the minimum number of satellites
in geo required to make it possible for any two people on earth to have a tele-
phone conversation via satellite.

22. A satellite is launched into earth orbit. Burnout is at the perigee at an altitude of
2.2(105) m, at which point the satellite is parallel to the earth's surface and has
a speed of v = 9000 mls. Find the properties of the orbit.

23. A satellite of mass 800 kg is to be placed at circular orbit around the earth of
altitude 400 km. Find the energy required, as well as the period of the orbit.

24. A spacecraft is in elliptic orbit with e = 0.5 and Tp = 2R, where R is the radius
of the earth. It is desired to change this orbit into a circular one with radius
Ta. Find the impulse required to accomplish this maneuver. Then, calculate the
properties of the r~sulting orbit if the impulse is applied incorrectly at (J = 185°.

25. Calculate the speed and flight path angle a rocket must have at burnout at altitude
200 km so that it Can achieve an orbit with Tp = 5400 km and e = 0.7.

II
26. A meteorite is a~ a circular orbit around the earth with an altitude of 3500

km. The meteorite collides with another meteorite, and in doing so loses 3
percent of its kinetic energy. Find the properties of the orbit after this col-
lision.

SECTION 3.9

27. A satellite is in orbit and its position and velocity at a certain instant are measured
to be r = 30001 + 2000J + 6500K km and v = 52221 - 4000J + 6000K mls
where the origin is at a focus. Find the orbital parameters associated with this
orbit.

28. A satellite is in an elliptic earth orbit with e = 0.6 and Ta = 8R, where R is
the radius of the ~arth. Calculate how long it takes for the satellite to go from
(J = 15° to (J = 1iI35°.Compare your answer with the period of the orbit.

l!
"

SECTION 3.10

29. Consider the mechanism shown in Fig. 3.52, consisting of a rod of mass m and
length L and disk of mass m and radius R = L/4. The mechanism is held in
place with the pin joint at a and the string. Suddenly, the string breaks. Find the
angular acceleration of the rod at that instant if
a. The disk is welded to the rod.
b. The disk is attached to the rod with a pin joint.

21
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Figure3.52 Figure3.53

30. the two bars of equal length and mass are connected by pin joints and they
(jIe supported by a string at point B, as shown in Fig. 3.53. Find the angular I;

acceleration of each bar when the string breaks.
II

31. Ifigure 3.54 shows the schematic of a car. Explain why the body of the car rotates
counterclockwise when the car is accelerated.

32. The disk in Fig. 3.55 rotates with constant angular velocity w = 5 rad/s. The
pin attached to it moves in the slotted bar OA. Bar OA has a mass of 10 kg and
centroidal mass moment of inertia of 1.4 kg m2. Determine magnitude of the
force exerted by the pin on rod OA when rod OA makes an angle of 10° with the
horizontal. The coefficient of friction between the pin and the slot is J.L = 0.15.

SECTION 3.11

33. A bar of mass m and length L (Fig. 3.56) is connected to a disk of mass 2m and .
radius R = LI2. The assembly is released from rest with () = 30°. Given that 1,

friction between the disk and the surface is sufficient to prevent slipping, find
the angular acceleration of the disk at this instant.
"I'34. <I:onsiderFig. 3.53. Let the string be broken and the following parameters ap-
Jly: L = 0.6 m, VB = 0.1 m/s downwards. Find the instant center and angular
velocity of the link AB.

35. The arm AOe rotates with angular velocity 3 rad/s ccw, with point 0 stationary,
as shown in Fig. 3.57. Gears A, B, and e are of the same radius R. Use instant
centers to find the angular velocity of gear B if (a) gear D is fixed, and (b) gear
D is not fixed but is rotating clockwise with WD = 2.5 rad/s.

A

o
M(j'///

1

~O.5m_

•
G

1.2 m

Figure3.55

Ii 'Rear wheel drive

IIFigure3.54
Ii
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Figure3.58
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36. Consider Example 3.11. Find the minimum value of the coefficient of friction
that will prevent slipping as a function of ().

SECTION 3.12

37. Consider the bar attached to a disk in Problem 35, which is released from rest
at () = 30°. Find the velocity of the center of the disk when the rod becomes
horizontal.

38. Two rods of equal length and mass are connected by a pin joint and they are at
rest, as shown in Fig. 3.58. An impulsive force F is applied at point A perpen-
dicular to the line AB. Find the angular velocities of the rods immediately after
the impulse. ;:

39. Consider Examplel!3.12, and assume that friction is sufficient to prevent slip at
all times. II
a. If the spheres iqvolved were of different diameter, would the angle at
which the spheres lose contact be different than in Example 3.12?

b. Consider now that the cylinder is rolling over a cylinder. How would the
final results change if (a) the sphere and cylinder have the same radius and
(b) the sphere and cylinder have different radii?
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4
ANALYTICAL MECHANICS:

BASIC CONCEPTS

4. 'I INTRODUCTION
This chapter and Chapter 5 introduce analytical techniques for describing the motion
of dynamical systemsi! The dynamical system is considered as a whole and scalar
quantities such as enJrgy and work are used. Constraint forces and moments are
treated differently than in Newtonian mechanics. Constraint forces that do no work
do not appear in the formulation, and they are accounted for by appropriately se-
lecting the variables used to describe the motion. Sometimes, one may need to find
out the magnitudes ofthe constraint forces. This can be accomplished by calculating
the magnitudes of the constraint forces after the problem is solved, or by leaving
the constraints in the system formulation by means of Lagrange multipliers. The
approaches described in this chapter are analytical approaches and they are based
on the principles of vi:ariationalcalculus. Appendix B provides a more detailed look
at variational principles. Generalized coordinates, which do not necessarily have to
be physical coordinates, are used as motion variables. This makes the analytical ap-
proachmore flexible than the Newtonian, as the Newtonian approach is implemented

using physical coord,inates.We derive the :analytical equations of motion in this chapter for particles
and for plane motio'n of rigid bodies, though these equations are valid for three-
dimensional rigid body motion and deformable bodies as well. Chapter 8 will
deal with 0' Alemb~rt's principle and Lagrange's equations for the general three-

dimensional motion!!ofrigid bodies.
One question often asked is whether it is more convenient to use a Newtonian

technique or an analytical one when obtaining the equations of motion. There is no set
answer to this question, with the possible exception of dynamical systems consisting
of several interconnected components. When the number of coordinates needed to

'~ •...

215
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describe the system is much less than the number of components, it is usually prefer-
~ple to use analytical techniques: When a~plitude~ of reaction forces are sought"lit
I~,usually better to use a Newtoman analysIs. Looking at the problem from both t~e
Newtonian and analytical points of view gives one more insight and a better under-
standing. Ii

Analytical techniques use scalar functions like work and energy in the formu-
lation, rather than vector quantities. While this approach makes a lot of sense, t~e
experiences of dynarnicists in recent years have shown that vector approaches co~-
bined with analytical techniques are more desirable when modeling complex sy~-
tems. One advantage of a vector approach is that it can be implemented on a digital
computer more readily. 1:

I

4.2 GENERALIZED COORDINATES

A system of N particles requires 3N physical coordinates to specify the system's po-
sition. Consider an inertial coordinate system and let the vector ri = ri(xi, Yi, Zi) ~e

"the mapping of the ith particle in this coordinate system. I We express ri as (Fig. 4.1)
II

ri = Xii + Yd + Zik i = 1,2, ... , N [4.2.1;]

The 3N coordinates required to represent the system span a 3N-dimensional spac~,
which is called the configuration space of dimension n = 3N. In many cases, d~
we will soon see, it is more advantageous to use a different set of variables than the
physical coordinates to describe the motion. This approach is analogous to that df
using different coordinate systems that we saw in Chapter 1. We introduce a set ~f
vkables ql, q2, ... , qn, related to the physical coordinates by .

XI = XI(ql, q2, , qn)

YI = YI(ql, q2, , qn)

ZI = ZI (ql, q2, , qn)

X2 = X2(ql, q2, , qn)

Zn = Zn(ql, q2, ... , qn) [4.2.2), I
II We will refer to a set of variables that can completely describe the position of

a dynamical system as generalized coordinates. The space spanned by the general],
ized coordinates is the configuration space. As an illustration, consider the spheric~1
pendulum in Fig. 4.2, whose length can change. The motion of the pendulum can br
described by the Cartesian coordinates x, y, and z, or by ql, q2, and q3, where ql = Itt
describes the length of the pendulum, and q, ~ e and q3 ~ <p describe the angull

I If a noninertial coordinate system is used, one has to include the variables describing the motion of the referencfl
frame in the set of coordinates that describe the motion, unless the characteristics of the reference frame are treate~
os known.
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x

mN

x

y

------- y

Figure4.1 A system of N particles Figure4.2 A spherical pendulum
whose length changes

displacement. The choice of L, (),and cf> as generalized coordinates is equivalent to
using spherical coordinates. The two sets of coordinates are related by

x = ql cos q2 sm q3 = L cos ()sin cf> y = ql sm q2 sm q3 = L sin ()sin cf>

z = - q 1 cos q3 = - L cos cf> [4.2.3]

If the length of the pendulum is constant, ql = L = constant, we do not need
to use it as a variable; q2 = () and q3 = cf> are sufficient. If we use the coordinates
x, y, and z to describe'the motion, we have to relate them employing the constraint
relation II

Ii
Ii x2 + l + Z2 = L2 = constant [4.2.4]

Constraint relations, Jluch as the one in this equation, indicate that the generalized
coordinates are related to each other, and that the system can be analyzed by a smaller
number of coordinates. The double link in Fig. 4.3, where the lengths of the rods are
constant, requires at least two generalized coordinates to describe the configuration
of the two rods. One can conveniently select them as the angles ()1 and ()2.

19

:1'

Figure4.3 A double link

)
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. We hence need to distinguish between sets of generalized coordinates whL
each coordinate is independent of the others and where these variables are not inde-
pendent.2 In general, if a system of N particles has III constraint equations acting!lon
it, we can describe the system uniquely by p independent generalized coordindtes
qb (k = 1, 2, ... , p), where II

p = 3N - III = n - m [4.2.5]

in which p is called the number of degrees of freedom of the system. The term ke-
kree offreedom can be defined as the minimum number of independent coordin~tes
hecessary to describe a system uniquely. Sets of generalized coordinates where e~ch
coordinate is not independent of the others are called constrained generalized co~r-
dinates or dependent generalized coordinates. The number of degrees of freedocl is
a characteristic of the dynamical system and is independent of the coordinates u~ed
to describe the motion. While one can select the number and types of generaliied
coordinates and associated constraints in more than one way, p = n - m is invari~ht.

The rate of change of a generalized coordinate with respect to time is called the
generalized velocity and is denoted by (h(t) (k = 1,2, ... , n). The 2n-dimensioAal
space spanned by the generalized coordinates and generalized velocities is called i'he
state space. .. . . II
, For the pendulum m FIg. 4.2 we generated two sets of generalIzed coordmates.
We could select other sets of generalized coordinates as well. For example, we codld
select the generalized coordinates as L, 4>, and x. However, this would introduce soine
~mbiguity into the description of the pendulum, as x has the same value when ihe
~ngle () is positive or negative. Such coordinates are known as ambiguous generhl-
fzed coordinates. Another example of ambiguous generalized coordinates would jbe
to use the coordinates Xp and y p of the endpoint P of the double link in Fig. 4.3. qne
can easily show that a given coordinate of the endpoint can be reached by two d~f-
ferent configurations of the links, the two being mirror images about the line joinihg

II

points 0 and P, as shown in Fig. 4.4.

First configuration

p

Second configuration

~

Figure 4.4

I

21n this regard, the definition of generalized coordinate here is slightly different than the traditional definitio~ in
older texts, which ohen restrict the term's meaning to only an independent set.

I

I
I,
I

JILJ --------------rJ
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We draw two conclusions from the above. First, the generalized coordinates,
whether they are independent or not, do not constitute a unique set. This actually is a
tremendous advantage, as it gives a lot of flexibility. Second, one must exercise care
when selecting generalized coordinates, especially independent generalized coordi-
nates, to avoid redundancies and ambiguities. A poor choice of generalized coordi-
nates can make the problem formulation and solution unnecessarily difficult.

The discussion here with regards to generalized coordinates is similar to the
analysis of coordinate systems in Chapter 1. When we go from Cartesian to cylin-
drical or spherical coordinates, all we are doing is going from one set of generalized
coordinates to another. We choose the coordinate system so that it simplifies the for-
mulation.

4.3 CONSTRAtNTS
Ii

In this section we analyze constraints that act on dynamical systems. We describe
the constraints in terms of physical as well as generalized coordinates. The interest
is primarily in equality constraints.

In dynamical systems, constraints are usually encountered as a result of contact
between two (or more) bodies. Constraints restrict the motion of the bodies on which
they act. Associated with a constraint are a constraint equation and a constraint
force. The constraint equation describes the geometry and/or kinematics of the con-
tact. The constraint force is the contact force, also called the reaction. (Constraint
equations can also be written when the motion is viewed from a moving reference
frame and there is no contact. The relative motion equation becomes the constraint
equation.)

Consider Fig. 4.5 and a particle moving on a smooth surface whose shape is
described by

I(x, y, z, t) = 0 [4.3.1]

whereI has continuoJis second derivatives in all its variables. The motion of the par-
ticle over the surface can be viewed as the motion of an otherwise free particle sub-

I

jected to the constraint of moving on that particular surface. Hence, I(x, y, z, t) =
o represents a constr~int equation. The constraint equation [4.3.1] is referred to
as a configuration constraint. For a system described in terms of n generalized

,
.,~

21~

!I.

z
f(x, y. z. t) = 0

/

x

y

Figure4.5 A particle moving on a smooth surface
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coordinates, we can express a configuration constraint as
I:

f(ql, q2, ... , qw t) = 0 [4.3.2]

The differential of the constraintf (in terms of physical and generalized coordinat!s)
is ~

df = af dx + af dy + af dz + af dt = 0 [4.3.~l]
ax ay az at 11

af af af af
df = -dql + -dq2 + ... + -dqn + -dt = 0 [4.3.3b]

aql aq2 aqn at II
The expressions [4.3.3] are said to be constraint relations in Pfaffian form. (A

constraint in Pfaffian form is one that is expressed in the form of differentials.) Di-
viding these equations by dt, we write the constraint equations in velocity form (al1ko
called velocity constraints or motion constraints) as :

i
df af. af. af . af 0 '- = -x + -y + -z + - = [4.3.4a]
dt ax ay az at 'I.

I
I df af. af. af. af:
. - = -ql + -q2 + ... + -qn + - = 0 [4.3.4b]
I dt aql aq2 aqn at r
~! ~

The general form of a velocity constraint can be written in terms of physical coordi-

n~tes as . . . Ii
axx + ayy + azz + ao = 0 [4.3.~]

and, in terms of a system with n generalized coordinates subjected to m constrain liS,
n ~

~ajk;lk+ajO = 0 j = 1,2, ... ,m [4.3.6]

k=l. . II
where ax, ay, az, ao, and ajk and ajO(j = 1,2, ... , m; k = 1,2, ... , n) are functlOWs
of the generalized coordinates and time, for example, ajk = ajk(q], q2, ... , qn, t).
Note that once the constraints are imposed to a set of independent generalized coo1r-
dinates, these coordinates are no longer independent. II

A constraint that can be expressed as both a configuration constraint as well as
, II

in velocity form is called holonomic. Constraints that do not have this property £If,e
d.lled nonholonomic. In other words, nonholonomic constraints cannot be expresse[id
as configuration constraints. I

I

4.3.1 HOLONOMIC CONSTRAINTS
~:

Alb unconstrained dynamical system or one subjected to a holonomic constraint that
isiinot an explicit function of time, for example, h(ql, q2, ... , qn) = 0, is called1a
sqleronomic system. If the holonomic constraint is an explicit function of time, t~e
sxstem is called rheonomic. Throughout this text we will deal mostly with scler~-
nomic systems, as they constitute the majority of situations encountered in engineer

j
,-

ing applications. !

-~

;;;j,.-hW':.



[4.3.7]

[4.3.8]

4.3 CONSTRAINTS

Consider the single particle discussed above and the case when the holonomic
constraint f is not an explicit function of time., That is, the plane defined by the
constraint is fixed. Elimination of the af/at term from Eq. [4.3.4a] yields

df = af.t + af y + af z = 0
dt ax ay az

Denote the position and velocity of the particle by ret) = x(t)i + y(t)j + z(t)k
and v(t) = ret) = ,t(t)i + y(t)j + z(t)k. The gradient of the constraint is

Vf = af i + af j + af k
ax ay az

Ii
Taking the dot product between the gradient of the constraint and velocity vet)

I'gives .

-r
'I
i
i
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'\IF af. af. af .
VJ 0 V = -x + -y + -z

ax ay az

which, when compared with Eq. [4.3.4a], yields

df
'Vfov=-=O

dt

[4.3.9]

[4.3.10]

with the expected result that the particle velocity is always tangent to the surface.3

The same relation can be derived for generalized coordinates.
Given the holonqmic constraint of a particle moving on a surface, the question

then arises as to what keeps the particle on the surface. The answer is a constraint
force normal to the s4rface, as shown in Fig. 4.6. To every constraint relation corre-
sponds a constraint f9rce. Considering a single particle and denoting the constraint
force by F'; one can express it as

F' = F'n [4.3.11 ]

where n is a unit vector representing the direction perpendicular to the surface, usu-
ally referred to as the normal direction. (This direction is similar to the normal direc-
tion in normal-tangential coordinates, but here it can be taken as in either direction
perpendicular to the surface.) Since F' is perpendicular to the surface, it must be per-
pendicular to the velocity. It follows from Eq. [4.3.9] that the unit vector n, which is

n Ii

Figure4.6 Constraint force for a holonomic constraint

3Recall the derivation in Chapter 1 when analyzing path variables that the particle velocity is always tangent to
the path.
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normal to the surface, should be parallel to '\1f. One can define n as
af. af. + afk-1+ -J -

+'\1fax av az
n = -=-- = :l:: . ') If?

IV!I [(~~) + (%)' + (%n .
[4.3.12]

Since the constraint force is expressed as

F' = F~i + F;j + F~k [4.3.13]

when we compare Eqs. [4.3.12] and [4.3.13] we conclude that the components of
the constraint force must be proportional to the partial derivatives of the constraint,

,

or

F' F' F'

(~:) ~ (%) = (%) [4.3.14]

[4.3.15]F' , F' ndW = •dr = F n •dr = - vI •dr = 0I'\1f I

Now, consider the work done by the constraint force as the particle moves
from ~osition r to r + dr. Denoting this incremental work by dW and considering
Eqs. [4.3.11] and [4.3.12], we obtain

ii

This relation indicates that the work done by a holonomic constraint force which is
independent of time in any possible displacement is zero. Such constraints are re-
ferred to as workless constraints. This result is to be expected, because the constraint
force is always perpendicular to the velocity.

Note that, while the total work done by the constraint forces that are independent
oftime is zero, the individual constraint forces are doing work themselves. This work
is in the form of transferring energy from one component of the system to the other.
The sum ofthe transferred energies is zero. To visualize this, consider the double link
in Fig. 4.3, whose free-body diagram is given in Fig. 4.7. If the first link is given an
initial motion, the second link will begin moving, and vice versa. The motion of the
second link is initiated by the constraint forces acting at point B.

0y

mIg
Br

gj Lx Bx

m2g

Fx

(a) (b)

Figure 4.7 Free-body diagram of double link



[4.3.16]

4.3 CONSTRAINTS

Considering Fig. 4.7, reaction forces, such as the forces at the pin at 0 and at
point B, are holonomic constraint forces. Normal forces are also holonomic constraint
forces. However, friction forces are not constraint forces, even though their magni-
tude is directly dependent on a constraint force. Nevertheless, for static problems one
can treat friction as a reaction force, because in such cases friction prevents motion.

Next consider a holonomic constraint that is an explicit function of time. For the
particle considered earlier, this implies that the surface is moving and the constraint
is in the form f = f(x, y, z, t). Using Eqs. [4.3.4a] and [4.3.9] we obtain

'Vf. v = af i + af y + af z = _ af
ax ay az at

which implies that 'Vf .dr =P O. It follows that the incremental work dW, which now
is flot a perfect differential as time is explicitly involved, is not zero. The incremental
work has the form

223

F'
dW = F'.dr = F'n.dr = -'Vf .dr =P0l'Vfl

[4.3.17]

When the holonomic constraint is time dependent, the work performed by the
corresponding constraint force is not zero. The path followed by the particle can no
longer be described by the path variables associated with the surface. The vector n
describes the normal to the surface, but it is not the normal to the path followed by
the particle.

4.3.2 NONHOLONOMIC CONSTRAINTS

When the constraint is nonholonomic, it can only be expressed in the form of
Eqs. [4.3.5] or [4.3.6], as an integrating factor does not exist to permit expres-
sion in the form of Eqs. [4.3.1] or [4.3.2]. Consequently, none of the preceding
results we obtained regarding the work done by the constraint force are valid for
nonholonomic constraints. The constraint force associated with a nonholonomic
constraint cannot be expressed as a force normal to a surface, as the nonholonomic
constraint does not define a surface. One can go into the space spanned by qi(t) and
qi(t) (i = 1,2, ... , n) and define a surface there, but this does not give any physical
insight or significant results. Hence, there is no general expression for the constraint
force when the constraint is nonholonomic.

A common example of a nonholonomic constraint is the rolling without slipping
of a body with no sharp corners or edges, such as a disk or a sphere.

In general, constraint equations in terms of relative velocities and especially
those involving angular velocities that are not "simple" turn out to be nonholonomic.
Recall the discussion of angular velocity in Chapter 2. When a reference frame is de-
scribed by successive rotations about nonparallel axes, the resulting angular velocity
cannot be described as the derivative of a vector.

Other examples of nonholonomic systems are from vehicle dynamics. Included
in this category are the motions of ships, missiles, airplanes, automobiles, wheel-
barrows, shopping carts, and sleds. Figure 4.8 is a simplified illustration of such
a vehicle undergoing plane motion, such as a sled. Vehicles usually have a plane
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Generic model of a vehicleFigure 4.8
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II

of sy6metry, and they are propelled in a way that the guiding forces act primarily
along the symmetry plane, with a very small component of the force used to change
direction. A steering mechanism usually accomplishes the change in direction.

Gne then makes the assumption that there is a point along the plane of symmetry,
II

denoted by A, such that the velocity of point A is always along the plane of symmetry.
II

The location of this point depends on the vehicle and the types of forces that prevent
pointllAfrom having a velocity component perpendicular to the plane of symmetry.
In a Jicycle or automobile, the point A is in the middle between the rear wheels. In
a boat, the hydrodynamic forces determine the location of A.

U:onsider the vehicle in Fig. 4.8. The configuration of this system can be de-
scrib~d by the coordinates of point A, XA and YA, and by the angle the body makes

,I

with the inertial X axis, denoted by O. The nonholonomic constraint is associated
I'with rhe translational velocity of point A. Denoting this velocity by VA, we write it asI ~
II VA = XAI + rAJ [4.3.18]

The constraint is written as

[4.3.20]

[4.3.21 ]

II VA.j = a [4.3.19]

where j = cos OJ - sin OI. Introducing Eq. [4.3.19] into Eq. [4.3.18], we obtain
. .

VA • j = (XAI + YAJ). (-sin 01 + cos OJ)
II = -XA sinO + rA cosO = a

This lquation can conveniently be expressed as
II .

II

. YAXA - -- = a
tan 0

It is clear that this constraint is nonholonomic. The associated constraint force
is ba~ically the resistance of point A to have any motion perpendicular to the line

'I

'I
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[4.3.22]k = 1, 2, ... , n

of motion. In an automobile, for example, this force would be the friction force be-
tween the rear tires and the road surface in the direction perpendicular to the velocity
of the tires. A very strong wind in the lateral direction, collision with another vehicle,
or taking a tum with high speed would violate this constraint.

In general, the cobstraint force associated with a nonholonomic constraint per-
i'forms work. A special case when this is not valid is rolling without slipping, where

the friction force is applied to a point with zero velocity. For roll without slip, friction
becomes a constraint force, as it reduces the number of degrees of freedom.

We next look into determining whether a constraint is holonomic or not. In gen-
eral, whether it is or is not can be ascertained by visual inspection. Mathematically,
in order for a constraint in Pfaffian or velocity form to be integrable to configura-
tion form, the constr~int relation must satisfy differentiability conditions. The con-
straint must represent an exact differential. Consider Eq. [4.3.6]. If the jth constraint
equation is holonomic, one should be able to write it as !J(ql, q2, ... , qn, t) = 0.
Taking the differential of !J and, for the most general case, dividing it by an inte-
grating factor g/ql, 42, ... , qn) we obtain Eq. [4.3.3b]. Comparing Eq. [4.3.4b] with
Eq. [4.3.6], we obtai9 for the general case of a holonomic constraint

II

af' af'J .. J
aqk = gjajk iii' = gjajO

For a constraint given by Eq. [4.3.6] to be holonomic, there must be a function
fJ and an integrating factor g/qr, q2, ... , qn) (j = 1,2, ... , m) where the partial
derivatives of !J(j :::::1,2, ... , m) satisfy Eq. [4.3.22]. To check this, we evaluate
the second derivatives of fJ. Indeed, considering an index r, we obtain

~f' a ~f' a__ J_ := -(gjajk) and J = -(gjajr) [4.3.23]
aqkaqr aqr aqkaqr aqk

a2j- a a2j- a
aqr;t = aqr (gja jO) and aqr;t = a/

gja
jr)

k, r = 1, ... , n; j = 1, 2, ... , m [4.3.24]

From Eqs. [4.3.23] and [4.3.24] if an integrating factor gj exists such that ajk

and a jO satisfy the relations

a a a a
-(g~a'k) = -(o.a.) -(g.a.o) = -(g.a.)
aqr J J aqk oj Jr aqr J J at J Jr

r = 1, ... , n; j = 1, 2, ... , m [4.3.25]
ii

then the constraint iSlholonomic. The problem with using the above procedure is that
it may not be easy td find the integrating factor, especially for systems having more
than three degrees of freedom.

A constraint of the form f(q[, q2, ... , qn, t) 2: 0, or 2:: akqk + ao 2: 0, that is,
an inequality constraint, is nonholonomic because it cannot be reduced to a form
f(ql, q2, ... , q/ll t) = 0. Such constraints require a different treatment than equality
constraints. We also encounter constraints that are valid in some positions of the body

'~~~

'"""';'
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Example
4.1

I.

I

or during certain intervals of the motion. Such constraints can also be classified a~
inequality constraints. They can be found in problems involving contact. II

Consider now a system that originally has 11 degrees of freedom and is subjectecl
to ,,112 holonomic constraints. Introduction of 112 constraints reduces the degrees of
freedom by 112 to p = 11 - 112, resulting in a set of 112 excess, or surplus, coordinatesr'

It is possible, at least mathematically, to eliminate the surplus coordinates fro.A
the formulation, which results in an unconstrained system of order 11 - m. Becaus£
of this, unconstrained systems are referred to as holonornic. II

By contrast, a nonholonornic constraint constrains only the generalized veloci~
ties, without affecting the generalized coordinates. In such systems there are 11 inde1

jfpendent generalized coordinates and 11 - 112 independent generalized velocities. !

A bead is sliding in a tube, whose shape is given by the equation y = 1 - x2, as shown iA
Fig. 4.9. Find the direction of the normal to the tube. t

jlSolution I
One can solve this problem in a number of ways. We first consider the problem from a physical
standpoint. Because the bead is sliding in the tube, the equation defining the shape of the tub~
be;omes the constraint equation, and it has the form 1!

II f(x, y) = y - 1 + x2 = 0 [a]

Tlng the partial derivatives off, we obtain
iaf af JI- = 2x - = 1 [b]

ax ay ~
so that, using Eg. [4.3.8], the gradient off has the form "Vf = 2xi + j. From Eq. [4.3.12], the
unit vector in the normal direction (chosen, for convenience, positive outward) becomes 11

2xi + j [ ]n = ---;::=== C

As expected, because the constraint is not an:~;i:i::unction of time, neither is the directio!!i
of the constraint force. The constraint is, of course, holonomic. I

To solve this problem geometrically, we define the angle e between the horizontal and
the tangent to the curve. The tangent of O(x) describes the slope of the tube, and I!

tan 0 = _dy = -2x [d]i
dx

y
n

y = l_x2

x Figure 4.9 Bead sliding inside a lube
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Now we can express the unit vector describing the normal as

'0' O' 2xi + jn = SID I - cos J = --====
)1 + 4x2

We find the sine and cosine of 0 by

2x
sin 0 = ) 1 + 4x2

1
cos 0 = - ) 1 + 4x2

I
i
I
I
I

e /' ..••,"""'..,."C~-~'''_''--....
[ ];".i . '-II "~ f • • '. "

If A" I~ll ,,', "
;' \

t /e> . i ", ,'.11 I
",,,,:,<::: ...:, ';," "";II f"'~'r~J'..)

[I] ~~~

We can also determine the normal direction directly from the geometry, using the ap-
proach in Chapter 1, without going into any constraint equations. Denoting the path variable
by x, we write the position vector as

r = xi + (l - x2)j

and the expressions for the slope and the unit vector in the tangential direction become

[g]

dr _ i - 2xj'- --r - dx
i- 2 .e

t
= xJ

Jl + 4x2
s' = Jl +4x2 [h]

Use of Eq. [1.3.36] yielOs n. When the path parameters associated with the motion of a body
are specified, in essence a constraint has been imposed on an otherwise free body.

Ii
Ii

A block of mass m is attached to a cord of original length L and is rotating about a thin hub,
as shown in Fig. 4.10. friction is negligible. Find the constraint force if (a) the cord is not
wrapping around the hub, and (b) the cord is wrapping around the hub.

Solution
a. When the cord is not wrapping around the hub, the constraint is holonornic and independent
of time. The constraint equation basically describes that the length of the cord is constant, and
it has the form

Example
4.2

f(x, y) = x2 + l -L 2 = 0 [a]

z :

y

"-m
(b)

y

~m

,

I ~

._~,."...-d>'~"Y"'=_! ~_:7

~

"'- -=£,~'--'
~"'"'- ,~-'~--~~ ~

Mass rotating around a thin hub (0) Cord is not
wropping around hub (b) Cord is wrapping
around hub

Figure 4. 1,0
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Once motion is initiated, the mass keeps rotating with the same speed and the energy of thell
particle does not change. The constraint force is the tension in the rope, and it does no work. I

b. The situation is quite different when the rope wraps around the hub. Assuming that the hub
radius is very small, the tension in the rope is directed toward point O. Summing moments
about 0, we obtain

LMo = 0 [b)'
Ii

so that the angular momentum about 0 is conserved. In essence, we have a central force:
problem. Let us use polar coordinates rand O. Consider that the length of the rope, denotedl:
by r, reduces continuously by the relation

r = L - roO [e]11

where ro is the radius of the hub. In one revolution of the mass, the rope shortens by 21Tro .

. The angular momentum about 0 is given by Ho = m,-2iJ. Because the angular momen-
tum is conserved,

:1;

[e]~1

?iJ = constant = h

. .. r
r = -roO ~ 0 = --

ro

[d]li
l

where we note that the constant h is always greater than zero, h > 0, and that h is a function.!'
of the initial condition. Differentiating the relation between rand 0, we write

I'
il

and substituting the above relation into Eq. [d], we obtain
2 .

2' -r rrO=--=h
ro

[f1

or

?r = -ror2iJ = -roh = C C<o [9]111

wht'freC is constant. Now, let us find the response ret). We can rewrite Eq. [g] as
II

I! r2dr = Cdt [hll

which, when integrated, gives

r3
:3 = Ct + D [I]

where D is a constant of integration, determined from the initial conditions. We note that at
t = 0, r = L, and from Eq. [i] r3/3 = D, so that D = L3/3. Considering that the length of
the :rope is related to x and y by,-2 = x2 + l, we can write Eq. [i] as

i °

Ul(x2 + y2)312 L3
, f(x, y, t) = 3 - 3-Ct = 0
l~

I! The constraint is a time-dependent holonomic constraint, that is, a rheonomic constraint. 'I.
The constraint force, which is the tension in the rope, does perform work. To show that the
constraint force does indeed perform work, we consider the configuration vector r and its
derivative

r = rer i:= rer + rOee [kl
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The constraint force (the tension in the rope) can be expressed as F' = -Fer, so that the
dot product between the constraint force and the particle velocity becomes

F'ei- = -Fr [I]

which is not zero. Note that for the case when the length of the rope is not changing, r = 0, and
the work done by the cpnstraint is zero. Also note that in order to find an explicit expression
for r(t), the initial angular velocity must be specified.

Given a system with generalized coordinates ql and q2 and the constraint equation

(3QI:sin Q2 + :: + 2)dql + ('Ii cos q, + 2q,) dq2 ~ 0

detenrune whether the constraint is holonomic or not.

Example
4.3

[a]af _ 2
aq2 - gqj cos q2 + 2gq2

Solution
The constraint equatio[l is holonomic if there exists an integrating factor g(ql, q2), such that
Eq. [4.3.22] holds, or '

ii 2
af " . gq2- = 3gql smq2 + - + 2g
aql' ql

We observe that if g(ql, q2) = ql, then

af 2 . 2- = 3ql sm q2 + q2 + 2ql
aql

af = q~ cos q2 + 2qlq2
aq2

[It]

Integrating the two expressions, we obtain
3 . '2 2

f = ql smq2 + qlq2 + ql + hl(q2) + CI f = q~ sinq2 + qlq~ + h2(ql) + C2 [c]

where hI and h2 are functions that appear as a result of the integration over q! and q2, respec-
tively, and CI and C2 are constants. Comparing the two integrated terms, we conclude that
h2(qJ> = qr and hi (q2) = 0 and that the constants are related by CI = C2. The constraint,
therefore, is holonomid and has the form

II 3 . 2 2 0
i, f(ql, q2) = ql smq2 + qlq2 + ql + C = [d]

where C is a constant. For this problem the integrating factor was found by visual inspection.
In general, there are no set guidelines for finding the integrating factor.

The tip of the double-link mechanism in Fig. 4.11 is constrained to lie on the inclined plane.
Derive the constraint equation and express it in velocity form.

Solution
This is a single degree of freedom system. We use f) I and f)2 as generalized coordinates.
Hence, we need one constraint equation. We can simplify the formulation by expressing the
position of the tip along the incline by the variable s. To derive the constraint equation we
write the position vect6r of the tip in two ways: using the links and using the incline. Using
the links, the position ~ector has the form

Example
4.4

il.

fp = (L1 eosf)1 + L2 cosf)2)i + (LI sinf)[ + L2 sinf)2)j [a]
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Figure4.11

3L]/2 1

and using the incline, it has the forml~

3L). ,I,' 0 ,I,'
j' rp = TI+SCOS'f'I+SSIll'f'J [b]

We e~uate the above two expressions and separate components in the x and y directions, thus
Ii
~ 3L]
, L] cosO) + L2COS02 = T + scost/J [c]

L] sin 0] + L2 sin O2 = Ssin t/J [d]

To obtain the constraint equation, we eliminate S by multiplying Eqo [c] by sin t/J and Eqo [d]
by -cos t/J and adding the two equations. Dividing the result by L] sin t/J, we obtain

Q L~ Q 1. Q L2 0 Q 3
COSUI+ L- COSU2- ~ SIllUl - L t/J SlllU2 = -2

I tan'f' ] tan
[e]

which is recognized as the holonomic constraint equation. To express this constraint in ve-
locity form, we differentiate Eq. [e] with respect to time, with the result

(
. cos 0] ) . L2 ( • cos O2 ) •

Sill0] + tant/J 0] + L; SillO2 + tant/J 02 = 0

4.4 VIRTUAL DISPLACEMENTS AND VIRTUAL WORK

If]

At tqis point, we introduce the variational notation. The variational notation is ide-
ally suited for dynamics problems because it makes the formulation concise, and
it has a meaningful physical interpretation. When applied to dynamical systems,
the ~ariations of displacements are known as virtual displacements, denoted by
OX, oy, oz, etc. In terms of generalized coordinates, the virtual displacements
have]:the form oql, oq2, ... , oqn' The variations of the velocities are denoted
by o'j;, oy, oz for physical coordinates and oqk (k = 1,2, ... , n) for generalized
velocities.



or or or
-8ql + -8q2 + ... + -8qn
oqI oq2 oqn

[4.4.1 a,b]

[4.4.2]

4.4 VIRTUAL DISPLACEMENTS AND VIRTUAL WORK

Virtual displacements have the following properties:

• They are infinitesimal displacements.
• They are consistent with the system constraints, but are arbitrary otherwise.
• The variation of displacements (or velocities, etc.) is obtained by holding time

fixed; therefore, virtual displacements can be considered as occurring instanta-
neously, and time is not involved in their applications.

Dealing with virtual displacements is like imagining the system in a different po-
sition that is physically realizable, while freezing time. It is as if a different set of
forces were applied and, as a result, the system moved to another location by one of
the admissible paths it can follow.

The rules for calculating virtual displacements are intimately related to the rules
of differentiation. For the position vector r = x(t)i + y(t)j + z(t)k, or r = r(qI,

"q2, ... , qn, t), the vatiation of r becomes
II!,

8r = 8xi + 8y] + 8zk or 8r =

Figure 4.12 depicts the concept of a variation (for the coordinate y). When expressing
the motion r = xi + yj + zk in which x, y, and z are all functions of the generalized
coordinates, the variation of r has the form

~ ~(ox. oy. oz)~ur = L -I + -J + -k uqk
, k=1 oqk oqk oqk

As discussed in Appendix B, we distinguish between dependent and indepen-
dent variables. For dynamical systems, time is the independent variable. The co-
ordinates x, y, z, as well qI, q2, ... , qn are functions of time and are referred to as
the dependent variables. The term dependent is used here to denote explicit depen-
dence of the generalized coordinates on time, rather than on each other. It follows
that one can interchange the time differentiation and the variation operators. That is,
8qk = 8(dqk/dt) = d(8qd/dt (k = 1, 2, ... , n).

The variation of ~position vector can be obtained in two different ways. One way
is by obtaining an analytical expression for the position vector and taking its variation

"
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I!

by differentiating with respect to the generalized coordinates. Basically this is the
use of Eq. [4.4.1b]; it is known as the analytical approach. This approach may lead
to lengthy expressions for certain complex problems. When r is expressed in terms
of the coordinates of a moving reference frame, one must also take the variation of
the unit vectors of the moving reference frame. The exception to this is when the
motion of the relative frame is prespecified as a known quantity and is not treated as
a motion variable.

In the second way, known as the kinematical approach, one explores similari-
ties b~tween velocities and virtual displacements. When taking the variation of an
expression, the independent variable is not varied. We use this property, as time is
the independent variable. The time derivative of r is

r=.. .. 'k arr = XI + yJ + z +-at
ar. ar. ar. ar
-ql + -q2 + ... + -qn + -
aql aq2 aqn at

[4.4.3a,b]

Elimination of the partial derivative of r with respect to time, elimination of
II

all expressions explicit in time, and replacement of x by 0X, )' by 0y, z by 0 z in
Eq. [4.4.3a] and of qk (k = 1,2, ... , n) with Oqk in Eq. [4.4.3b] yields the variation
of r. 1'his implies that if the expression for the velocity is known, the associated
virtual displacement can be obtained directly from it. This approach of calculating
virtual displacements from velocities is especially useful when the velocity of a point
can be found using an instant center or a relative velocity expression, such as

VB= VA+ W X rB/A + VBrel

The variation of the displacement of point B is

orB = orA + B6 X rB/A + orBrel

[4.4.4]

[4.4.5]

where we note that the rB/A term is left intact and that B6 represents the variation
of an infinitesimal rotation. Also, keeping in line with the developments in Chapter
2, we extend the boldface to the entire term B6 to denote that 56 is a variation of a
rotation and that it is not obtained by differentiating a vector.

Consider Eq. [4.4.3b] and the derivative of r with respect to qk' Of all the terms
in Eq: [4.4.3b] only one survives and we obtain the important relationship

[4.4.6]

[4.4.7]

ar ar
II -;-:- = -;- k = 1, 2, ... , n
il uqk uqk

so thdt the variation of r can be expressed as

n ar
or = L-' Oqk

k= 1 aqk

Note that Eq. [4.4.7] is in essence the mathematical representation of the kine-
matical method of calculating virtual displacements. Next, consider the holonomic
constraint j(x, y, z, t) = 0 and obtain its variation, which has the form

:I,

aj aj aj
oj = -OX + -. oy + -oz = 0

ax dy az
[4.4.8]



4.4 VIRTUAL DISPLACEMENTS AND VIRTUAL WORK

Because time is held fixed while f is varied, of has the same fonn whether the
constraint is time dependent or not. When a constraint is given in velocity fonn by
Eqs. [4.3.5] and [4.3.6], in tenns of physical coordinates the virtual displacements

satisfy

233ji
,

f

axox + ayoy + azoz = a
and, in tenns of generalized coordinates and the jth constraint, they satisfy

[4.4.9]

ofj = ajloql + aj20q2 + ... + ajnoqn j = 1,2, ... , m [4.4.10]

Let us next consider the work done by a force over a virtual displacement. Con-
sider a body acted upon by a force F and the virtual displacement associated with
the point at which the force F is applied. We define the work done by the force over
the virtual displacement or as the virtual work or variation of work and denote it by
8W. Hence !I

";1

Ii oW=F.or [4.4.11]

We will examine I:the virtual work associated with a general force in the next
section. For now, let us consider the holonomic constraintf(x, y, z, t) = a and the
associated virtual work. Recall that whether the constraint is time dependent or not
is immaterial. From Eqs. [4.3.11]-[4.3.14], the constraint force F' has the fonn

F' F'.'. 'k F' (af. af. afk) F' rTf= xl + FyJ + Fz = l'Vfl ax 1+ ai + az = l'Vfl y
[4.4.12]

We define by oW' the work perfonned by the constraint force in any virtual dis-
placement virtual work due to constraint forces, as

oW' = F'.or = F~ox + F;oy + F~oz

Using Eqs. [4.4.1] and [4.4.8] we conclude that

F' F'
oW' = F'.or = -'Vf.or = -of = a.. l'Vfl l'Vfl

[4.4.13]

[4.4.14)

so that the work performed by a holonomic constraint force in any virtual displace-
ment is zero.

A disk of radius R rolls:without slipping on a rod of length L pivoted at one end, as shown in
Fig. 4.13. Denoting theilPivot angle by 8 and the angular displacement of the disk by <p, find
the virtual displacement of the center of the disk.

Solution II
We will solve this problem using both a kinematical and an analytical approach. We begin
with the kinematical approach. We select an inertial frame XYZ and a relative frame xyz,
such that the xyz axes are obtained by rotating the XYZ frame by an angle 8 counterclockwise

about the Z axis.
The velocity of point G can be written as

Example
4.5

il:

Vc = VB + W X rCfB + Vrcl
[a]
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Figure4.13

in which VB= 0, W = Ok, and

Disk rolling over bar

rCIB = rc = (L - Ref»i + Rj

Substituting the above values into Eq. [a] we obtain

Vrel = - Ref>i [b, c]

. ... . .
Vc = Ok x [(L - Ref»i + Rj] - Ref>i = -R(ef> + O)i+ (LO - Ref>O)j [d]

Th Ii • h .. fus, :we wnte t e vanatIOn 0 fC as

8rc = - R(8ef> + 80)i + (L 88 - Ref>88)j [e]

Now we will find the variation of rc analytically. The position vector rc is given in
Eq. [b]. There are two ways to obtain its variation. In the first, we express rc in terms of the
inertia.l coordinate frame and then differentiate. In the second, we take the variation of Eq.
[b] di~ectly, which requires the variation of the unit vectors i and j of the moving frame. The
relation between the unit vectors of the inertial and relative frames is

k=K [ i ] [cos 0 sin 0 ] [ I ]
j = - sin 0 cos 0 J

[f]

Introducing this into Eq. [b], we obtain

rc = [(L - Ref»cos 0 - RsinO]I + [(L - Ref»sinO + RcosO]J [g]

The virtual displacement then becomes

i! 8rc = [-(L-Ref»sin080-Rcos08ef>-Rcos080]I

+ [(L - Ref»cos080 - Rsin08ef> - Rsin080]J [h]

il•

To convert the virtual displacement in terms of the relative frame, we introduce the relation-
ships •

~

! ).,ZE.-. . \,,_
I,;; .".
f' ','

.~. <

"_ .. ,._ .. __ . _ .•._- ~ . .

I

I = cos Oi - sin OJ

into Eg. [h], which gives Eq. [e].
II

J = sinOi + cos OJ [I]
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[I]
Dfo = -RDcf>i + (L - Rcf»Di + RDj

i 4.4 VIRTUAL DISPLACEMENTS AND VIRTUAL WORK

Next, take the VariatiL of Eq. [b] directly, with the result

Dj = - cos 17D17I - sin 17D17J = -Dei [k]
Di = - sin 17Din + cos 17D17J = D17j
Equations [k] can als'o be obtained directly from the rates of change of the unit vectors.

Indeed, recalling that the ilngular velocity is w = 17k, the derivatives of the unit vectors are

From Eq. [f], the variations of the unit vectors have the form

di
dt = w X i = OJ

dj
dt = w X j = -17i

[I]

from which the variation~:can be calculated easily. Introducing Eqs. [k] into Eq. m,we obtain
Eq. [e]. ~We have thus obtain~d the variation of fO three different ways. It is clear that the number
of manipulations is the least when we obtain the variation of fO from the velocity expressions.

Example
4.6

[b]

[a]

Ll 17' LI 8'2 S 11- 2C IJ

FGl = -mlgj

fOI

Fs = Bxi + B"jI -
The associated displacement vectors are

II

fs =:'Lls8Ii-L\c8d

Consider the two-link mechanism in Fig. 4.3. A force F is acting at point P. Find the virtual
work expression for each link and demonstrate that Eq. [4.4.14] holds.

Solution
The free-body diagrams of the link are shown in Fig. 4.7. For the first link, the forces that
contribute to the virtual 'work are the reactions at point B and the force of gravity at the mass

center Ct. The forces cdn be expressed in vector form as

so that the virtual displacements become

Dfs = LI c81 D81i + L, s81 Ded DfOI
~I C 8 \ De 1i+ ~I S 81 D8 d [c]

We thus find the virtuacl work for the first link as

~. mlgLI
UW

linkl
= F

s
' Dfs -mig]. Of 0

1
= BxLI C 81 De + ByLI s 81 D81 - ~ S 8\ Del [d]

[e]
F0

2
= -m2gjF = F,i + F"j

with associated displacements

For the second link, the virtual work is due to the reactions at point B, gravity acting
through the center of ~ass of the link C2, and the external force F at the tip P. The forces at

B are equal and opposite of F B. The other forces can be expressed by
I

f p = (L I s 81 + L2 s 82)i - (L I c 8 I + L2 c 82)j

'c, ~ ([,sO, + ~' so,) - (L' cO, + ~2 C02) [f]
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whose variations are

8rp = (LICOI801 +L2C028(2)i+(LISOI801 +L2s028(2)j

8rcz = (LI cOI881 + ~2 C02802} + ~l sOl801 + ~2 S028(2)j [g]

We now find the virtual work for the second link as

8 Wlink2 = - FB • 8 rB + F • 8 rp - m2gj • 8 rCz [h]

The virtual work of the entire system is found by adding Egs. [d] and [h], with the result

8W = 8Wlinkl + 8Wlink2 = F.8rp - m2gj.8rcz - mlgj.8rc1 [I]

The only terms that contribute to the virtual work are those associated with the external
forces,~The contribution of the holonomic constraint forces (in this case the reaction at point
B) to the virtual work is zero.

I'~fUcingthe dot products, we write Eg. [i] in terms of the generalized coordinates as

8W = FALl COl 881 + L2 C02 8(2) + Fy(LI SOl 801 + L2 s 028(2)

-m2g(LlsOI801 + ~L2S028(2)- ~mlgLISOI801

= ~xLI COl + FyLI SOl - m2gLI SOl - ~mlgLI SOl) 801

+ (FXL2 c O2 + FyL2 S O2 - ~ m2gL2 s (2) 882 m
Consider next the problem of having not a pinned joint at point B, but a joint that permits

sliding motion, such as the collar shown in Fig. 4.14. Such a joint, as we will see in more detail
in Chapter 7, is called a prismatic joint. The free-body diagram is illustrated in Fig. 4.15. The
friction force at the sliding joint must be considered, and the forces that the two bodies exert
on each other are split into two parts: a normal force N and a friction force Ff. Introducing
the uriit vectors el and e2 along and perpendicular to the link, we express the normal and

(b)

el

,,)

(a)

Ff

gl
ml,L1

VL'
Figure 4.14 Prismatic joint Figure 4.15 Free-body diagrams



friction forces on the two rods as

FN = He, FJ = FJez

4.5 GENERALIZED FORCES

[k]
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[m]

Note also that because of sliding, the points B on the first link and on the collar do not
have the same velocity. Qenoting these points by B1 and Bz and introducing a generalized
coordinate q to describe the sliding of link 2, the position vectors for B, and Bz become

II
fBI = fB fB2 = fB + qez [I]

The virtual work expression has the form

OWlink' = (FN + FJ)'orB\ - m,gj'orc1

OW1inkZ = -(FN + FJ)'orB2 + F'orp - mzgj'orC2

so that the virtual work for the entire system is

oW = OWlinkl 4 OWlinkZ = - FJ oq + F' orp - mzgj' orC2 - m, gj' orCI [n]

The contribution of lithefriction force to the virtual work is clear. Note that in order to
determine the magnitude of the friction force, we need to have the normal force, which is
absent from the above expression. This, basically, is the typical problem encountered when
formulating problems involving friction. Also note that the position vectors for the center
of mass and for the tip of the second rod change when the sliding joint is introduced to the

problem.

~J

4.5
I'

GENERA~IZED FORCES

Consider the system of particles in Fig. 4.16. The jth particle exerts a force of F ij
on the ith particle (i, j = 1, 2, ... , N). The resultant of all forces acting on the ith

particle is denoted by Ri and has the form
N

Ri ::d Fi + F; = Fi +LFij i = 1,2, ... , N [4.5.1]
j=l

• mN

Figure4.16
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I
where F; denotes the sum of all external (impressed, applied) forces exerted on tlle
ith particle and F; is the sum of all internal forces (constraint or reaction forces thkt
one particle exerts on the other).

II The virtual work for each particle is defined as

oW; = R;. Of; [4.5.2]

One obtains the virtual work for the entire system by summing over the individu&l
particles

N N

oW = ~ 0W; =L R; • Of;
;=1 ;=1

[4.5.3]
I

Substituting Eq. [4.5.1] into Eq. [4.5.3],

[4.5.5]
r
I

N N
Ii oW = ~ F;. Of; + ~ F;. Of; [4.5.4]

;=1 ;=1 ji

We showed in Eq. [4.4.14] that the total work performed by the constraint forces in
any virtual displacement is zero. It follows that the second term on the right side 6f
the above equation vanishes because

N
~F'.Of' = aL, ,
;=1

and the expression for the virtual work becomes

N 11

oW = ~ F;. Of; [4.5.6]
;=1 1

It is of interest to examine the virtual work in terms of generalized coordinatesl!
w.e express the displacement of each particle in terms of ~ set of n generalized coo~~
dlllates qk (k = 1,2, ... , n) as f; = f;(ql, q2, ... , qn, t), (1 = 1,2, ... , N). The van,
ation of f; is

N df; Oqk
Of; = ~ dqk

;=1
[4.5.7l

:1'

[4.5.8]

1:

W~define the term inside the fences in the above equation as generalizedjorees and

lwnte

, N df- I
Qk = ~ F,. -' k = 1 2 n [4 5.9]. L I, , ... , • -[

'-I dqk I1- I

S~bstitution of Eq. [4.5.7] into the expression for virtual work yields
I

!I N N n df; n ~ N df; )
oW = ~F;.Of; = ~F;.~-Oqk = ~ ~F;.- oqk

;=1 ;=1 k=1 dqk k=1 '=1 dqk
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where Qk is the generalized force associated with the kth generalized coordinate.
Wecan then express t~e virtual work as

239

I
I

[4.5.11]k = 1, 2, ... , n

n ~~_.J_,.-.,..w"- ----- ~ ~
oW = L Qk Oqk [4.5.10} /" ~ ,'. I "\

k=l ~: '"
tl'i' \ 1 •.. :"r -I"

The relation betw~en a generalized coordinate and a generalized force is ana t.i(~;.-~: ~,.•.~-;o''''''''-'r.)
ogouS to the relation between a physical coordinate and the force applied in the
direction of that coordinate. Also, the dimensional relation between generalized co-
ordinates and generalized forces is worth noting. The product of Qk and Oqk has the
same units as the variation of energy. For example, if the generalized coordinate de-
scribes a displacement, the generalized force has the units of force. If the generalized
coordinate describes ai'rotation, the generalized force becomes a moment.

Recalling from the previous section that the variations are often calculated with
more ease by velocity relations, we make use of Eq. [4.4.6]

ar ai----
aqk aqk

[4.5.12]

to express the generalized forces as

N a~ N a~
Qk = LFio- = LFio-.

! '-1 aqk '_I aqkI: [- [-

Another way of calculating generalized forces is based on the nature of the ap-
plied forces. For a conservative system, because dW is a perfect differential, the
virtual work can be written as the variation of the negative of the potential energy,
or

N
oW = LFi oori = -oV

i= \

[4.5.13]

[4.5.14]

in which V is the potential function, or the potential energy. The variation of the
potential energy in tepns of physical coordinates is

N (av av av)oV = ~ -OXi + -OYi + -_ OZi1:1 aXi aYi a(.i

[4.5.16]

When there are no constraints acting on the system, Xi, Yi, and Zi (i = 1,2, ... , N)
are independent. It folIows that OXi,0Yi and OZiare arbitrary, and using Eqs. [4.5.13]
and [4.5.14], we obtain

av av av_ = -Fr - = -Fy - = -Fz [4.5.15]
aXi 'I aYi I aZi I

In terms of indepl~ndent generalized coordinates, and when all the applied forces
are conservative, the virtual work expression can be written as

n av
ov = -oW = L-Oqk

k= 1 aqk
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Comparing Egs. [4.5.16] and [4.5.10], and considering the independence of the
variations of the generalized coordinates, we conclude that the generalized forceJ:
are1related to the potential energy byll

~ av
Qk = --a [4.5.17]

qk ~
In the presence of both conservative and nonconservative forces, the virtual worl<!

and generalized forces can be Wriue: a~ 11

oW - oV + oWnc [4.5.18]1

)1
[4.5.191av N Jri

Qk = Qkc + Qknc = --a +LFinc.-aqk '-1 qkII 1-

whhe the notation is obvious. When they are constant, nonconservative forces canl
be treated as conservative.

In summary, one can use a number of ways to calculate generalized forces:
Ii

1. Write Eg. [4.5.6] and after the virtual work is calculated collect coefficients of!'
oqk (k = 1,2, ... , n).

2. Calculate arJaqk (or arJaqk) and use Eq. [4.5.12].
3. ,Take advantage of the potential energy and use Eq. [4.5.17] for the conservative

forces.
I,

Tht reader is encouraged to use and compare all three approaches.

[a]

Example
4.7

Find the generalized forces for the mechanism in Fig. 4.3 (Example 4.6).

Solution
The generalized coordinates are (h and 02. We will calculate the generalized forces in a num-
ber 'of ways. First, we take the expression for virtual work from Eg. [j] in Example 4.6, thus

8W = (FxLI COl + FyLI SOl - m2gLI SOl - m,g~1 sOI)801

+ (FXL2 c O2 + FyL2 S O2 - m2g ~2 s 02) 802

so that we can identify the generalized forces as

I
QI = FxLI COl + FyLl SOl - m2gLI SOl - "2m]gLI SOl

1
Q2 = FxL2C02 + FyL2s02 - "2m2gL2s02 [b]

, Next, consider each force and Jr;lJqk. For the first link we have one external force,ll
grarity, and

FG1 = -m]gj rGI
L, O' LI O'2 S II - 2 c iJ [d
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SO that
L LI O.arc, _ ~cOli+ -s ,J80-2 2

i' I

arc1 = 0
iJ02

[d]

There are two external forces acting on the second link, written

F = Fxi+ Fyj rp = (L,sO, +L2S(2)i-(L1cO, +L2C(2)j

Fcz = -m2gj rcz = (L, sO, + ~2 S(2)i - (LI COl + ~2 C(2)j [e]

so.that

iJr p = L, COl i+ L, sOd
iJO1

iJrp = L2 c 02i + L2 s O~
iJ02

iJrco . .
iJOI- = L, C 0,1 + L, s OiJ

Applying Eg. [4.5.12] w~ obtain

iJrcz
a02

~ L2 c 02i + ~L2 S O~ [f]

Q F
. iJrcl F iJrp F arcz

1= c"--+ "-+ c"--
I iJOI iJOI z aOI
1-"2mtgL, sO, - m2gLl SOl + FxLl COL+ FyLI SOl

Q F
:: iJrc, F iJr p F iJrcz

~= c"--+ "-+ c"--
- 1 iJ02 iJ02 Z iJ02

1- "2m2gL2 s 02 + FxL2 C 02 + FyL2 S 02 [9]

which are the same as Eg. [b].
Finally, we make use of the potential energy to calculate the portion of the generalized

forces associated with the gravitational forces. Taking point 0 as the datum, we write the

potential energy as
L[ L2

V = -mlgT COL - m2gLI c OJ - m2gT C02

hence, the generalized forces due to the conservative forces become

II iJV I
~lc = --0 = -?mlgLl SOL - m2gLI SOl

iJ , -

[h]

[i]iJV I
Q2c = -- = --m2gL2s02

a02 2

It is easy to see that the use of potential energy simplifies the calculation of the general-

ized forces. .

4.6 PRINCIPLE OF VIRTUAL WORK FOR STATIC EQUILIBRIUM

Let us now consider static equilibrium. For a dynamical system, static equilibrium
is described as the state where all components of the system are at rest, with zero
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l'
velocity and zero acceleration. To find the equilibrium position, one can write tHe
equilibrium equations using Newton's second law and solve these equations. Die
disadvantage of doing so is that if the motions of any two components are related ~o
each other with a constraint relation, then the associated constraint forces must be
calculated in the process. This may become tedious for systems with several intdt-
cbnnected components. Encouraged by the results of the previous section, we seJk

I,

a different solution to the equilibrium problem that does not require one to solve for
the constraint equations. II

: At equilibrium, the resultant force on each component of a system must be zero.
Hence, wehaveRi = O(i = 1,2, ... ,N). ItfollowsfromEq. [4.5.3] thatsinceevefy
resultant Ri = 0, the virtual work must vanish as well and we must have 0W = O.
I*troducing this into Eq. [4.5.6] gives

N
oW = LFi.ori = a [4.6.1]

i=! II
The above equation, first formulated by Johann Bernoulli, is known as tfie

I.

principle of virtual work for static equilibrium. It basically states that, at static
equilibrium, the work performed by the external, impressed forces through virtukl
displacements compatible with the system constraints is zero. It can easily be e~-
tended to rigid bodies if we consider ri to be the displacement of the point on tHe
body to which the force Fi is applied. II

Let us consider the principle of virtual work in terms of generalized forces. jilt
follows from Eq. [4.5.10] that at equilibriuml

n
oW =LQk Oqk = a [4.6.2]

When the system is represented in t:: of independent generalized coordinaJ,
because the generalized coordinates are independent of each other, their variatioAs
O"qkalso are independent. Therefore, for Eq. [4.6.2] to hold, each of the coefficieryts
of Oqb that is, Qb must vanish individually. We write ~',

N J N ."" ri "" Jri IIQk = L Fi• - = L Fi• -. = a k = 1,2,... , n [4.6.:n
. i=! Jqk i=! Jqk I

Ip.the presence of conservative forces we can take advantage of the potential energy
~~~ ~

II

JV U- - + Qknc = a [4.6.tJ
Jqk ~

The above results can also be interpreted as follows: Because independent genef~~-
iZ,'ed coordinates represent the independent motion of each degree of freedom, thel',}f
corresponding generalized forces must vanish at equilibrium.,

II As in the previous section, one can follow two approaches when solving sta,!iC
equilibrium problems using the principle of virtual work: '



4.6 PRINCIPLE OF VIRTUAL WORK FOR STATIC EQUILIBRIUM

1. One can work with physical coordinates and use Eq. [4.6.1].
2. One can select a set of generalized coordinates, calculate the associated gener-

alized forces, and u"seEq. [4.6.3] or [4.6.4].
I:

In the second approach, Eq. [4.6.4] is usually recommended over Eq. [4.6.3] in
the presence of conservative forces, as it makes use of the potential energy. On the
other hand, computation of JrJJqk or JrJJqk (i = 1,2, ... , N; k = 1,2, ... , n) in
Eg. [4.6.3] can be donein a systematic fashion and tabulated, thereby mechanizing
the derivation of the equilibrium equations.

Next, consider the principle of virtual work in terms of constrained generalized
coordinates. To this end, write the constraint equations in Pfaffian form as

~---l
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j = 1, 2, ... , m
1l

LQjkdqk + Qjodt = 0
k=l I!

Nowwrite the variation of the generalized coordinates as
1l

LQjkoqk=O
k=l

[4.6.5]

[4.6.6]
I!

We add this relation to the principle of virtual work via the Lagrange multipliers
A}(j = 1,2, ... , m), resulting in the expression for the augmented virtual work as

m .( 1l ) 1l m (1l )
oW=oW-LAiLQjkoqk =LQkoqk-LAj LQjkoqk =0

j=1 II k=1 k=1 j=1 k=1

[4.6.7]

Rearranging this equation as

I ( )

II 1l m

oW = L Qk - L AjQ}k oqk = 0
k=1 j=l

[4.6.8]

and by selecting the Lagrange multipliers such that the coefficients of oq k vanish
individually, we write the equilibrium equations as

Ii
m

Qk = LAjQjk
j=1

k = 1, 2, ... , n [4.6.9]

In the presence of conservative forces, we introduce Eq. [4.6.4] to this equation,
which leads to II

QkllC

m
= JV + LAjQjk

Jqk j= 1
[4.6.10]

Find the equilibrium position of the two links in Fig. 4.17. The springs are unstretched when
both rods are horizontal. Both springs deflect only vertically.

Example
4.8
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k2

c

Figure4.17

Solution
Because this problem involves two interconnected bodies and it is conservative, it is prefer-
able to use potential energy to find the equilibrium position. Noting that the spring deflections
are L 1 sin 81 and L 1 sin 8 I +Lz sin 82, and taking as the datum position the horizontal position
of both links, the potential energy is

, L I 1 2 ( L2) 1 zV =; -m}g2" s8} + Zkl(LI s8d - m2g LI s8} + 2" s8z + Zkz(LI s81 + Lz s82)
, W

The equilibrium positions are found from

II,'

[b]av =; 0
a8z

av =; 0
a8}

Ii

!I

and, tiling the partial derivatives of V, we obtain

av I za8
1

=; -ZmlgLlc81 +k}Lls8Ic81-mzgLlc81 +kz(L}s81 +L2S8Z)Llc81 [e]

av 1
a8
z

=; -zmzgL2c82 + kz(L} s81 + L2s8z)Lzc8z

We introduce Eqs. (c] into Eqs. (b]. Because cos 81 and cos 82 are common to the first
and sycond of Eqs. (c], respectively, we eliminate them from Eqs. (c] and obtain

[d]? I
(k1 + k2)Vj s 8} + kzLILz s 8z =; zmlgLI + mzgL}

2 1,; kzL}Lz s 8} + k2L2 s 8z =; Zm2gL2
II
Note that by eliminating cos 8} and cos 8z from the formulation, we are concluding that

cos 8 II!=; 0 and cos 82 =; 0 represent equilibrium positions themselves. This basically is the
vertical position of the links. At equilibrium either both links can be vertical, or one can. If
link I is vertical, then the equilibrium position for link 2 is found by solving the second of
Eqs. (d], and vice versa. To find the equilibrium positions where neither link is vertical, we
solve Eqs. (d] simultaneously. To this end, we express Eqs. (d] in matrix form by

[
(k1 + kz)LT

kzL,Lz
kZLILz][Sin8'] =; l~m}gLl + m2gLlj
kzL~ sin 8z IZmzgLz

(eI

•'

".~' '~<-. ,J,}1.~" - ,)~:\._
..•• ,. -<"'-.t..
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which can be written as [K]{q} = {Q}, and whose solution is {q} = [Kr1{Q}. The solution

can be shown to be

,.,.
245

sine! = 2k~L[ (m[ + m2)

II'e g( ) g
,Sill 2 = - 2k

1L
2 ml + m2 + 2k2L2 m2

[f]

An interesting case arises when k1 is set to zero, or when there is no spring attached to the
middle link. In this case,~det[K] = 0, which implies that one cannot solve for the equilibrium
position by inverting Eq. [e]. The double link can assume an infinite number of equilibrium

positions.

4.7 D'ALEMBERT'S PRINCIPLE

D'Alembert's principle extends the principle of virtual work from the static to the
dynamic case. Consider the system of N particles discussed in the previous sec-
tions. If the system is not at rest, we can write Newton's second law for the ith par-
ticle as ii

d
Ri = miai = dli i = 1, 2, ... , N [4.7.1]

where Pi = mVi is the linear momentum of the ith particle and Ri is the resultant
of all forces acting on the ith particle. As in the static case, we split the resultant R;
into the sum of the externally applied and constraint forces as

I,

ii Ri = Fi + F;
I,

Introducing Eq. [4.7.2] into Eq. [4.7.1], we obtain

Fi + F; - Pi = 0

[4.7.2]

[4.7.3]

This equation is known as the dynamic equilibrium relation, where the neg-
ative of the rate of change of linear momentum, -Pi = -miai, is treated as a
force, refer:ed to as lithe~n~rt~aforce,. that provides ~quilibrium. V'!e.can now. treat
the dynarmc systeITli,as If It IS a static system and Invoke the pnnciple of VIrtual
work. Equation [4.7.3] is sometimes referred to as D'Alembert's principle. We
proceed with the dot product of Eq. [4.7.3] and the variation in the displacement,
and write

(Fi + F; - miai). ori = 0

Summing over all the particles gives

Ii N2=CFi + F; - miai). ori = 0
i=1

"

~;,

[4.7.4]

[4.7.5]

,
,L.I

~
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Recalling from Section 4.4 that work done by the constraint forces over virtual dis-
placements is zero, or

II

-. -~

N

LF;'Ori = 0
i=]

and ~ubtracting Eq. [4.7.6] from Eq. [4.7.5], we arrive at

N

L(Fi - miai)' ori = 0
i=!

[4.7.6]

[4.7.7]

This M'ecall the generalized principle of D 'Alembert, or D 'Alembert's principle. We
observe immediately that the principle of virtual work, given in Eq. [4.6.1], becomes
a special case of D' Alembert's principle.

D' Alembert's principle is a fundamental principle that provides a complete for-
mulation of all of the problems of mechanics. Hamilton's principle and Lagrange's
equations are all derived from D' Alembert's principle, as will be shown in the next
sections. The advantage of using D' Alembert's principle over a Newtonian approach
is that constraint forces and interacting forces between particles are eliminated from
the formulation. This advantage becomes more pronounced for systems with several
degrees of freedom.

We next extend D' Alembert's principle to rigid bodies. We consider here plane
motion only (the general three-dimensional case will be derived in Chapter 8). We
treat a rigid body as a collection of particles, so that in Eq. [4.7.7], N approaches
infinity. Define the angular velocity of the rigid body as w = iJ. Also, we express Ii

"the position, velocity, and acceleration in terms of the center of mass motion as

ri = re + Pi Vi = Ve + W X Pi

ai = ae + a X Pi - W
2Pi i = 1,2, ... ,N [4.7.8]

where w = Ok, a = Ok, so that the variation of ri can be written as I
I

ori = ore + oOk X Pi [4.7.9] jl

and we recognize that 00 = 00 k. Introducing Eqs. [4.7.8] and [4.7.9] intoD'Alemberj,'s
prinbple, we obtain

N
L(Fi - miae - mia X Pi + miw2pi)' (ore + 00 k X Pi) = 0 [4.7.10]
i=!

ilNow, consider that the number of particles approaches infinity. The summation
is replaced by integration, and mi, Pi, and Fi are replaced by dm, p, and dF, respec-
tively. Evaluating the individual terms and using the definitions of center of mass
and,.mass moment of inertia, we obtain

IIJ dF' ore = F. ore J dF. (oOk X p) = Me 00 J dmae' ore = mac. ore

J dm(Ok X p)'(oOk X p) = 000 J p2dm = IeOoO [4.7.111
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where m is the total mass, F is the resultant of all forces, IG is the centroidal mass
moment of inertia, and MG is the sum of moments about the center of mass. All other
remaining terms in Eq. [4.7.10] are zero. It follows that D' Alembert's principle for
a rigid body in plane motion is

247
I
I
I
I

I

(F - maG).orG + (MG - IGe)oe = 0 [4.7.12]

[4.7.13]

For a system of N,rigid bodies in plane motion, D' Alembert's principle becomes

NL)CFi - miaG). orG;+ (MG; - IG;ei) Dei] = 0
i= \ '

where the subscript i now denotes the ith rigid body.
Up until the second half of the 20th century, the property of D' Alembert's

principle being a vector relationship was usually viewed as a disadvantage, and
0'Alembert's principle was primarily considered as a tool. to obtain Hamilton's
principle and Lagrange's equations. Equations [4.7.7] or [4.7:13] were rarely used
in the form given here. The need to deal with complex multibody problems and
the availability of digital computers has led scientists and engineers to take another
look at D' Alembert'sii principle as a primary method of solution. For example, if we
introduce Eq. [4.4.111]into Eq. [4.7.7], we obtain

N Ii (n or. ) n [N 0 .]L(Fi - miai)'!. L -f- Oqk = L L(Fi - miai). 0 r
l

Oqk = 0
i= \ II k= \ qk k= \ i= \ qk

Ii [4.7.14]
!,

,Ij

'I:

[4.7.15]k = 1, 2, ... , n

When we have a set of independent generalized coordinates, the coefficients of oq k
must vanish independently, with the result

N Ori
L(Fi - miai). - = 0
i=\ oqk

Extending this to the case of N rigid bodies in plane motion, we obtain

[4.7.16]s N [ II ]. orG .. OUi
-:>(Fi - miaG). -' + (MG; - IG;ei)- = 01:1 .. oqk oqk

Equations [4.7.15] and [4.7.16] represent direct use of D' Alembert's principle
to derive equations of motion.

Consider a bead of ma,ssm free to slide on a ring (hoop) of radius R, as shown in Fig. 4.18.
The ring is rotating with the constant angular velocity n. Find the equation of motion using
D' Alembert's principle.

Solution
Because we are dealing with a single particle, we drop the subscript in Eq. [4.7.7] and write
it as '

Example
4.9

(F - ma).or = 0 [a]

.)
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bl

b3

b2

N] t mg

Fig.-re 4.1 8 Bead on a
rotating ring

Figure 4.19 Free-body
diagram

The (ree-body diagram is given in Fig. 4.19. The bl bzb3 axes are attached to the hoop. The "
genetalized coordinate is selected as (). We first derive an expression for the acceleration. The
moving frame is attached to the ring. The position vector is

so its variation is
I,
l!

r = R sin ()bz - R cos ()b3

or = R cos ()0()bz + R sin ()oe b3

[b]

[c]

Because the motion of the relative frame, that is, of the hoop, is treated as a known
quantity, its variation is zero. Hence, it is possible to calculate the variation of r in the relative
frame. To see this better, write the velocity of the bead as

I;v = Vrel+ w X r = RO cos ()bz + RO sin ()b3 + Ob3 X (R sin ()bz - R cos ()b3) [d] 11 .-

= RO cos ()bz + RO sin ()b3 - RO sin ()bl

Since 0 is a constant and it is not the derivative of a motion variable, it cannot be expressed
in terms of a variation. Consequently, the third term on the right side of Eq. [d) does not
contribute to the virtual displacement.

Because the angular velocity is constant, the expression for the acceleration has the foml

a = arel+ w X w x r + 2w x Vrel= RO cos ()bz + RO sin ()b3 - ROz sin ()bz + ROz cos ()b3

+ Ob3 x Ob3 x (Rsin()bz - Rcos()b3) + 20b3 x (RO cos ()bz + ROsin()b3)

a = +2ROOcos()bl + (-Rsin()(Oz + Oz) + ROcos()bz + (ROzcos() + ROsin()b3 [eJ

The only force acting on the system which is not a constraint force is gravity, and it has the
formF = -mgb3.

Substituting Eqs. [c) and [e] into the generalized principle of D' Alembert yields

(F - ma).or = [-mgb3 + m(Rsin()(Oz + Oz) - ROcos()bz

- m(ROz cos () + RO sin ()b3 - 2mROO cos ()bIl
• (R cos ()o() bz + R sin ()o() b3) = 0 rfJ
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"HAMILTON'S PRINCIPLES4.8i
;1

,I

ilAfter evaluating the dot p,roduct and setting the coefficient of ae equal to zero, we obtain the

equation of motion as

,
"'

e + sin e (i - n2 cos e) = 0 [g]

Bi,

Let us compare tHe procedure we used in this example with a Newtonian ap-
I,proach. From the free-body diagram, there are two normal (reaction) forces, N1 and

N2. After applying Ne+.rton's second law, we get three equations and we need to elim-
inate the reactions. It ~sobvious that using D' Alembert's principle is simpler. The
difference becomes mpre pronounced where there are several degrees of freedom.

II

"l

l(
. ~

\:

4.8 HAMILTON'S PRINCIPLES

From D' Alembert's plnciPle we develop the scalar variational principles that pro-
vide a complete form6lation of the problems of mechanics. These principles were
stated for the most geheral case of motion by Sir William Rowan Hamilton.

Consider a syste~ of N particles and D' Alembert's principle
II N

L(mii\ - Fi) 0 ofi = 0 [4.8.1]
i= 1

We denote by oW 1L Fi oofi the virtual work of all the impressed forces. To
manipulate the first term in the above equation, consider the expression

;, cr} Bri) ~ i';.Bri + ri • Bri i ~ 1,2, ... ,N [4.8.2]

The second term on tpe right in Eq. [4.8.2] can be recognized as

.~. o(riori)fi 0 ufi = 2 [4.8.3]

The kinetic energy of the ith particle is
II
" I . .

Ti = -2mifi 0 fi

II

so that the variation ~f the kinetic energy of the ith particle becomes

[4.8.4]

,l~

~ 1 ~(" .~.uTi = "2miu ri 0 fi) = mifi. ufi

and we can express Eq. [4.8.2] as

mi ;, (JBr;) ~ miri. Bri + miri. Bri ~ miri. Bri + BTi

[4.8.5]

[4.8.6]
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The variation in the total kinetic energy of the system is

N N 1 "
oT = LoTi = L "2mio(ri. ri) [4.8.7]

Ii i= J i=]

Using Eg. [4.8.6), we express D' Alembert's principle as
N N

L(mii\ - Fi). ori = 0 = -oT +Lmi: (ri. ori) - oW [4.8.8] H
i=] i=! t

so that we have an expression for the variation of the kinetic and potential energies
I N

oT + oW = ;>mi: (ri. ori) [4.8.9]
i:J t

Next,!!we integrate the right side of Eg. [4.8.9) over two points in time, say, t] and
t2, thus

I~ I~N d
(oT + oW)dt = Lmid(ri.ori)dt

t) t) i=] t
N N t2

= J L mi d(ri • ori) = L miri. ori [4.8.10]
1=] I=! tl

The term miri is recognized as the partial derivative of Ti with respect to ri, so that
we may write

N N.:JT It2

I

t2 U .
Lmiri .ori = L-.I .ori
. 1 tl. I ari
1= 1= 'tl

which, when introduced back into Eg. [4.8.10], yields

[4.8.11]

It2 N aT
(oT + oW)dt - ;> _.1 .ori

tl i:J ari

t2

t)

=0 [4.8.12]

1ihis eguation is known as Hamilton:s principle (or law) of varying action. One
can put this principle into more general form, by expressing it in tenns of generalized
coordinates alone. Introducing Eg. [4.4.7) into Eg. [4.8.11), we obtain

, N N to to
!I aTi t2 aT

I
11 ar

l
- 11 aT -L-..oril = L-' •L-. Oqk = L-. Oqk [4.8.13]

i=] arl tJ i= I arl k= J aqk tl k=1 aqk t)

Introducing Eg. [4.8.13) into Eg. [4.8.12) we write Hamilton's principle of varying
action as

to

if\OT + oW)dt - i a~ Oqk - = 0
tl k=] aqk I)

[4.8.14]

Note that the derivation above does not put any restrictions on the time instances II
d ~ ~an ti.

J!.
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4.8 HAMILTON'S PRINCIPLES

A special case of Hamilton's principle of varying action is obtained when we
consider the variation of ri as time is held fixed. We reexamine Fig. 4.12, which is
analogous to Fig. B 1in Appendix B. The varied path can take any value within the set
of admissible displacements of the system, and it coincides with the true path at the
end points. It follows that the variation of the displacement ori and of the generalized

.coordinates have values of zero at t = tl and t = tz, provided r is specified at tl and
h. Of interest is the 'case when ri (i =1,2, ... , N) are specified, which eliminates
the integrated term ip Hamilton's principle of varying action, resulting in

I
251

I

I

II>

(oT + oW)dt = a
I,

[4.8.15]

This equation is known as the extended Hamilton's principle. Writing the virtual
work as oW = oWnc - oV, one can express the extended Hamilton's principle also
as

Ih

(oT - oV + oWnc)dt = a
II

[4.8.16]

Even though we derived it here for a system of particles, the extended Hamil-
ton's principle is valid both for particles and for rigid or elastic bodies. It is, again,
a fundamental principle of mechanics from which the motion of all bodies can be
described. In this sense, the extended Hamilton's principle is not exactly a derived
princ:ple. Rather, it is more like a law of nature, in the same way that Newton's sec-
ond law is a law of nflture. Further, only scalar quantities like work and energy are
needed. No acceleration terms need to be calculated to invoke this principle.

Introduce the Lagrangian L such that L = T - V. For conservative systems,
oW = -oV, and welican write 'I.

I
h

oL dt = a
I)

[4.8.17]

and Eq. [4.8.17J is referred to as Hamilton's principle. This principle was first stated
by Lagrange and originally called Principle of least action. When the system is holo-
nomic, one can interchange the integration and variation operations, which yields

"

o III L dt = a
e,

[4.8.18]

';.I~'

Hamilton's principle for a holonomic system basically states that among all the
paths that a system can take, the actual path followed renders the definite integral
I = Ie:l L dt stationary. This integral is also known as the action integral.

The implementation of the extended Hamilton's principle for finding the equa-
tions of motion requires the evaluation of the variations of the kinetic and potential
energies. The procedure can become tedious, primarily because of the large number
of integrations by parts that one must perform to relate the variations of general-
ized velocities to the variations of the generalized coordinates. A simpler and more

.-
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general procedure for deriving the equations of motion for systems with a finite num-
ber of degrees of freedom is by means of Lagrange's equations, as we will see in the
next section.

The direct use of the extended Hamilton's principle is effective when deriving
the equations of motion of deformable bodies, such as for the vibrations of beams,
plates, and shells. In such problems, the extended Hamilton's principle yields the
equations of motion in the form of partial differential equations with accompany-
ing b'oundary conditions. We will investigate the dynamics of deformable bodies in
Chapter 11. Hamilton's principle is also used in transformation theory and in optimal
control theory.

One may wonder why we list two major principles in this section that encompass
nonconservative forces when the first, Hamilton's law of varying action, is length-
ier and has the appearance of being redundant when compared with the extended
principle. The difference between the two principles is in how they treat the time
instances tl and tz.

If we view tl and tz as arbitrary time instances, we obtain the extended Hamil-
ton's principle from Hamilton's law of varying action and the two principles become
the same. But if we view tl as a point at which we know the values of the gener-
alize(,1coordinates, then we can make use of Eq. [4.8.14] to find the values of the
gene~alized coordinates at time tz. To do this we do not need to derive any equations
of motion, just the variation of the Lagrangian and the virtual work. This approach
comes in handy in numerical integration, as tz can be taken as tl + ~, in which ~ is
a small time increment.

Example
4.10

Obtain the equation of motion of the bead problem in Example 4.9 using the extended Hamil-
ton's principle.

Solution
To find the kinetic energy, we need the velocity of the bead. From Example 4.9 we have

I,

r = R sin Ob2 - R cos Ob3 [a] ~i

The kinetic energy is

v = - Rfl sin ObI + RiJ cos Ob2 + RiJ sin Ob3 [b]

I I . . . . mR2. 2 mR2 . ry
T = .2mv.v = 2m[(flRsmO)2 + (ROCOSO)2 + (ROsmO)2] = -2-fl2sm 0 + -2-0-

[c]

Using the position of the bead at the bottom of the ring (0 = 0) as the datum, the potential
energy becomes

\,'

Ii V = mgR(l - cos 0)
I:

so that. the Lagrangian has the form

mR2 mR2.ry
L = T - V = -2-fl2sin20 + -2-0- - mgR(l - cosO)

[d]

[e]

.~ --~ _,L _ ~••&::::••~__:1
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The variation of the Lagrangian is

I
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I

aL :, aL. [ g J 0 0

oL = a() o() + ail Of) = mR2 n2 sinO cos 0 - Ii sin 0 00 + mR20 00 [I]

The second term in this equation is in terms of 00. To invoke the extended Hamilton
principle, we have to express all the terms in terms of o(). To accomplish this, we integrate
this second term by parts and write

ji

f
(2 .. f/2od . 1/2 f/2 ..

I OoOdt = ()d(OO)dt = o Of) - OoOdt
/1 /1 t /1 /1

[g]

[h]

The integrated term on the right side of Eq. [g] vanishes by virtue of the definition
of the variation operation. (The values of the variation at the beginning and end of the path
are zero.) The second term, when used with Eq. [f] and the Extended Hamilton's Principle,

"yields '

Ir:2 [-mR2
(j + mR2 (n2 sinO cosO - ~ sino)J oOdt = 0

In order for the equality to hold, the integrand must vanish at all times. Because Of) is
arbitrary, for the integrand to be zero the coefficient of Of) must be identically zero. Thus we
recognize as the equation of motion

(j + sin 0 (~ - n 2 cos 0) = 0 [I]

Let us review the operations we carried out. After obtaining the kinetic and po-
tential energies an.d t~ng the partial derivatives, we performed an integration by
parts on the term fN)(). We could have done the integration by parts on the general
expression ~toe dther than the corresponding specific term in this problem, e of).
The question then arises as to whether, manipulating the extended Hamilton's princi-
ple, one can perform the integrations by part in advance and develop a general form
for the equations of motion. This is the question we will explore in the next section.

4.9 LAGRANGE'S EQUATIONS

From Hamilton's principle, we derive Lagrange's equations, which present them-
selves as a conveni~,nt way of deriving the equations of motion. The extended Hamil-
ton's principle can be expressed as

I/2 I r, f h
(oT- oV + oWnc)dt = oL dt + OWncdt = 0

/1 : /1 II
[4.9.1]

\
'4

The Lagrangian L can be written in terms of generalized coordinates qk and
I,

generalized velocities 4k (k = 1,2, ... , n) as L = L(ql, q2, ... , qn, 41, 42, ... , 4n, t). '"

f"
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.'i,
!

The ,'ariation of L is
!II,

I:
II
II

n (aL aL. )8L =L -, 8qk + -. 8qk
k= 1 aqk aqk

[4.9.2]

Ii,:
I

[4.9.3] ,
n

8Wnc =L Qknc 8qk
k=1:i

II
II
],Makinguse of the property that the variation and differentiation (with regard'

to time) operations can be interchanged, we integrate by parts the second term in :
Eq. [4.9.2] and obtain

il
,I

and,llusing Eqs. [4.5.10] and [4.5.19], the variation of the nonconservative work is
written in terms of the generalized forces as

Ii

f
l2 aL. fl2 aL d aL \8qk(t2) fl2 d (aL )',' _. 8qkdt = _. -(8qk)dt = -. 8qk - - -. 8qkdt
i
l
aqk II aqk dt aqk 8qk(tl) II dt aqk

, [4.9.4]

;The integrated term requires evaluation of 8qk (k = 1,2, ... ,n) at the beginning
and ,the end of the time intervals. By the definition of the variation, the varied path
vanishes at the end points, thus 8qk(td = 8qk(t2) = 0 for all values of k. Consider-
ing this, and introducing Eqs. [4.9.2]-[4.9.4] into the extended Hamilton's principle,
we obtain

f
12 f 12 n [ d (a L ) aL ](8T - 8V + 8Wnc)dt = L -'d ~ + a. + Qknc 8qkdt = 0
II II k= 1 t qk qk

[4.9.5]11
I

For the integral over time to vanish at all times, the integrand must be identicallyll
equal to zero, which can be expressed as

~ [ d (aL) aL ]L - dt aq' +-a +Qknc 8qk = 0
k= 1 k qk

[4.9.6]11
I

It should be noted that this equation can be directly obtained from D' Alembert's
principle, without using Hamilton's principle. Because of this, Eq. [4.9.6] is some-
times referred to as Lagrange's form of D 'Alembert 'sprinciple. I

Consider now a set of independent generalized coordinates. It follows that ~hell'
only way Eq. [4.9.6] can be equal to zero is if the coefficients of 8qk vanish indivld-j. II

ually for all values of the index k. Setting the coefficients equal to zero, we obtaIO'!
La

' . f . Igrange s equatIOns 0 motIOn i
I

d (a L ) aL 2 7]':dt aqk - aqk = Qknc k = 1, , ... , n [4.9. II

Equation [4.9.7] is the most general form of Lagrange's equations. They can alsqi
be expressed in terms of the kinetic and potential energies. Noting that the potenti~~:
energy is not a function of the generalized velocities (except for electromagnetiC

i
d

''-'1
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[4.9.8]k = 1, 2, ... , n

Systems),we write Eq. [4.9.7] as

~ (aT)_ aT + av = Qk
dt aqk aqk aqk ne

II

This form of Lagrange's equations is preferred by many, as it reduces the possibility
of rnaking a sign error when evaluating the partial derivatives. It also is similar to
the format Lagrange first presented these equations in 1788. Under certain circum-
stances it is more cori,venient to write Lagrange's equations in terms of the kinetic
energy alone, in the f6rm of

d (aL ) aT
dt aqk - aqk = Qk

[4.9.9]

[4.9.10]

II
where the values of Qk contain contributions from the conservative as well as non-
conservative forces. The principle of virtual work given by Eq. [4.6.4], is a special
case of Lagrange's equations. In the static case, the first two terms in Eq. [4.9.8]
vanish. ,

For a holonomic iconservative system, one can use Eq. [4.8.15] directly in con-
junction with the Euler-Lagrange equation in Appendix B to derive Lagrange's equa-
tions. The order of variation and integration can be exchanged, and one seeks the
stationary values of the integral I = It:2 L dt, leading to

d (aL)_ aL - 0-- --
dt aqk aqk

I
o't

Lagrange's equations can conveniently be expressed in column vector for-
mat. Introducing th~ n-dimensional generalized coordinate and generalized force
vectors !!

{q} = [ql q2 qnf {QnJ = [Qlne Q2ne Qnnef [4.9.11]

[4.9.12]d (aL) aLdt a{q} - a{q} = {Qnef

we can write Lagrange's equations as
I,

Let us now compare the steps involved in obtaining the equations of motion us-
ing Lagrange's equ4tions and using the Newtonian approach. When using Newton's
second law, we

1. Isolate the different bodies involved.
2. Select a coordiJ;1atesystem and draw free-body diagrams.

II3. Relate the sum of forces and sum of moments to the translational and angular
accelerations.

4. Use kinematics to express the accelerations in terms of translational and angular
parameters. I~

5. Eliminate the tonstraint and reaction forces and derive the equations of motion.
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When using the Lagrangian approach, we

1. Detenrune the number of degrees of freedom and select a set of independent
generalized coordinates. The free-body diagram is a useful tool for this.

2. Use the kinematical relations to find the velocities and virtual displacements
involved.

3. Identify the forces that are conservative and those that are not.
4. Write the kinetic and potential energies, as well as the virtual work.

5. Apply Lagrange's equations.

There are two distinct differences between the two approaches. The first dif-
ference is in the order of the steps involved: In the Newtonian approach, one first
writes the force and moment balances for all bodies separately and then uses kine-
matical relations and the constraint forces to reduce the number of equations. In the
Lagrangian approach, one considers the constraints and kinematics of the problem
first. Then, the equations of motion are written, one for each degree of freedom.
The bulk of the work involved in Lagrangian mechanics is to find a proper set of
generalized coordinates and to express the kinematics. Once this is done, the rest is
straightforward.

The second difference is that the Lagrangian approach uses velocities and scalar
quantities, whereas the Newtonian approach uses accelerations and vector quantities.
Dealing with velocities involves considerably less algebra than dealing with accel-
erations.

It may appear, from the above discussion, that Lagrange's equations should be
preferable to the Newtonian approach at all times; but this is not so. By eliminating
the constraint forces from the formulation, the Lagrangian approach does not cal-
culate the amplitudes of these forces. While this may be acceptable for classroom
examples, it certainly is not in many real-life applications, where one must know
the amplitudes of the reaction and other contact forces acting on a body. Further-
more, for certain geometries a Newtonian approach is more suitable. The best way
to determine which approach is most suited to one's needs is by gaining experience
in solving mechanics problems. In many cases, looking at a problem from both a
Lagrangian and Newtonian point of view increases the physical insight and makes
it easier to understand the characteristics of the system.

We should add here that the historical development of analytical mechanics did
not follow the sequence in which it is presented in this chapter. Lagrange's equations
were derived before the extended Hamilton's principle, and they were derived for
conservative systems only. It was Hamilton, born after Lagrange, who put together
the developments in variational mechanics and Lagrange's equations to develop a
general scalar principle from which all the equations of motion can be derived.

For the system in Fig. 4.20, find the equations of motion using Lagrange's equations. Assume
that the spring and dashpot deflect only horizontally and that the force F is always applied
horizontally.
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Figure4.20 Figure4.21 Free body diagram

[d]

Solution
This is a two degree of freedom system, and we select the generalized coordinates as the
displacement of the mass x and rotation of the bar ()0 The free-body diagram of the entire
system is shown in Figl! 4.21. The kinetic energy of the cart is Teart = !M i2• The kinetic
energy of the bar is due to the translation and rotation and can be expressed as

I .~ I 2 2
Tbar = 2/e()- + 2m(ux + uy) [a]

li
where Ie is the mass moment of inertia about the center of mass, Ie = mb2/12, and Ux and
vy are the velocities of the center of mass of the bar, found as

d d ( b 0 ()) • b (). ()u = - Xc = - x + - sm = x + - cos
x dt dt 2 2

d d(b ) boou = -Ye = - --cos() = -()sm() [b]
y dt dt 2 2

The total kinetic energy is

1 I' 1 0 1 [( b . )2 (b 0 )2]T = 2Mi2 + 24mb2()2 + 2m ,i + 2()cos() + 2()sin()

= ~(M + m)i2 + ~mbe,i cos () + ~mb2e2 [c]

The potential energy is due to the deflection of the spring and the vertical movement of
the center of mass of the bar, written

1 ~ b
V = 2 kx- - mg 2 cos ()

The virtual work Of the nonconservative forces is due to the external force F and the
dashpot, so

oW"c = For-cuxoxe = FO(x+bsin())-C[i+ ~ecos()](ox+ ~COS()8())

II 1 0 1 I . 2= Fox + Fbcos()o() - ciox - 2cb()cos()ox - 2cbicos()o() - 4cb2() cos ()8()

[e]

"l
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II
from which we recognize the generalized forces as

. I
Q = F - ex - -cbcos()

x 2
I 1 . 1 I .

Qe = F b cos () - 4 eb-() cos- () - "l ebx cos () [fJ

T~king the appropriate derivatives, we obtain

aT
a()

I I.
"lmbx cos () + 3mb2()

aT I .
a() = "lmb() x sin ()

av
a()

I
"lmgb sin () [gJ

Example
4.12

Substituting the above values into Lagrange's equations we obtain the equations of mo-
tion as

I.. 1'1 I .
(M + m)x + "lmb() cos () - "lmb()- sin () + ex + "leb() cos () + kx = F

I 2" I I I 2 . 2 I
3mb () + "lmbx cos ()+ "lebxcos() + 4cb ()cos () + "lmgb sin () = Fbcos() [hJ

II

Figure 4.22 shows a collar of mass m sliding outside a long, slender rod of mass M and length
L. The coefficient of friction between the rod and collar is J.L. There is a force F acting at the
tip of the rod. Find the equations of motion.

Solution
We will solve this problem as a two degree of freedom unconstrained system. Polar coordi-
nates are suitable as generalized coordinates. The free-body diagrams are given in Fig. 4.23.
There are four external forces: two gravity forces, which we will account for in the potential
energy( the friction force, and the force at the tip.

1\
F

0)'

0'1\\ N

:~

'~\;t

F

r

Ff

e

Figure4.22 Collar slid-
ing on a rod

Figure4.23 Free-body diagram

.'i
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I

The position and velocity of the collar are

f = re, v = re, + rOeo
[a]

The virtual work associated with the two external forces can be written as

OW=FOOfp+FfOOf
[b]

in which

F = F cos l/Je, + F sin l/Jeo Ff
-Ffsign(r)e, Of = ore, + roOeo Ofp = LDOeo

[c]

[d]
oW = -Ff sign(r)or + FL sin l/JDO = Q,or + Qo DO

so that the virtual work becomes

with Q, = - Ff sign (ry and Qo = F L sin l/Jas the generalized forces due to the nonconser-

vative forces. II
The kinetic energy is

I
"I

1 2' 2 1 .2 2' 2
T = Trod + Teollar = 6ML 0 + '2m(r + ,0 )

[e]

and the potential energy is
L

V = -mgrcosO - Mg2 cosO
[f]

"Application of L~grange's equations yields the equations of motion as
Ii
II •,; mY - mr02 - mg cos 0 = - Ff sign (r)

[g]

'l
I[I]

[h]

~Fo = mere + 2r8) = N - mgsinO

(~ML2 + m?)O + 2mri8 + (md ~ML )gSine ~ FL sin ~

The friction force is related to the normal force N between the collar and rod by Ff =
/LN. However, at this point we do not know what the normal force is. To find the normal force,
we need to go to a Newtonian analysis. Reconsidering the free-body diagram and summing

forces along the transverse direction, we obtain
ii
Ii

from which we obtain the magnitude of the normal force as

N = mere + 2r8 + gsinO)
U]

We can eliminate the normal force from the equations of motion by introducing Eq. [j]
into Eq. [g]. Note that the friction force is always a positive quantity, as it is proportional to
the magnitude of the normal force. The expression involving N in Eq. OJ can lead to both
positive and negati~e values. Therefore, we express the friction force as

II .. .
;' Ff = /LIN\ = /Lm\rO + 2rO + g sin 0\ [k]

and use Eq. [k] in the equations of motion.
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The preceding example illustrates the problems that one encounters when deal-
ing with problems involving friction. As stated earlier, friction is not a constraint
force, but its magnitude depends on a constraint force. If we select a set of uncon-
strained generalized coordinates to describe the motion, as we did in this example,
we qnnot obtain the magnitudes of the friction force without an additional Newto-
nian &nalysis. In the next section, we will see an analytical approach that calculates
magnitudes of constraint forces.

4.10 LAGRANGE'S EQUATIONS FOR CONSTRAINED SYSTEMS

The formulation of Lagrange's equations in the previous section was for uncon-
strai~ed systems and for constrained systems where the generalized coordinates are
selected such that all constraints are accounted for and the surplus coordinates elim-
inated. This approach is not feasible under a number of circumstances:

1. When the constraints are nonholonomic. Because nonholonomic constraints in-
volve velocity expressions that cannot be integrated to displacement expres-
sions, one cannot find a set of unconstrained generalized coordinates.

2. YVhenthe constraints are holonomic and one cannot eliminate the surplus coor-
dinates easily, for one of the following reasons:
d. The constraint equation is complicated.
b. Finding the transformations that lead to unconstrained equations makes the

equations of motion very complicated.
c. Some of the forces acting on the system are functions of constraint forces.

3. When the constraints are holonomic but one does not want to eliminate the sur-
plus coordinates from the formulation, usually because of the need to know the
<;tmplitudesof the reaction forces.
!:

Consider a system originally of n degrees of freedom, to which m constraints
are applied. For the most general case, we express the constraints in velocity form
as

whose variation is
I,

n

~ajkqk + ajD = 0
k=]

j = 1, 2, ... , m [4.10.1]

[4.10.2]

[4.10.3]

n

~ajkoqk = 0
k=l

Multiplying Eq. [4.10.2] by the Lagrange multipliers Aj (j = 1,2, ... , m) and in-
troducing these constraints to the extended Hamilton's principle, we obtain

f
lo flo flo m 11
11- oLdt + 11- oWnedt - 11- ~tf;/jajkOqkdt = 0

When the constraints are ho10nomic, the coordinates q], q2, ... , qn no longer
constitute a set of independent generalized coordinates. They are now constrailJ!d



k = t 2, ... , n [4.10.5]

[4.10.6]
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generalized coordinates. When the constraints are nonholonomic, only the gener-
alized velocities are constrained, while the generalized coordinates are still inde-
pendent. In both cas~s, the variations of the generalized coordinates are constrained.
Following the same procedure as when deriving Lagrange's equations for the uncon-
strained case, we take the appropriate partial derivatives and perform the integrations
by parts to obtain !I

n I tz [ d (a L ) aL m]L --d -. +-+Qkne-LAjajk Oqkdt=O [4.10.4]
k=1 tl t aqk aqk j=1

As in the static case, we select the Lagrange multipliers A j such that the coeffi-
cients of Oqk (k = t 2, ... , n) vanish, which leads to a modified form of Lagrange's
equations, written

d (aL') aL m- -. - - + LAjajk = Qkne
dt aqk aqk j= I

where Ajajk are the ..generalized constraint/orces. They have the same units as the
generalized forces (which do not necessarily have the units of force). In column
vector notation, Eq.l[ 4.10.5] is expressed as

J

. d (aL) aL {T Tdt a{q} - a{q} + A} [a] = {Qne}

in which [a] is a matrix of order m X n whose entries are a jk and {A} is a column
vector of order m that contains the Lagrange multipliers.

After obtaining the equations of motion, one has two courses of action for finding
a solution. The first is to eliminate the Lagrange multipliers from the equations of
motion and obtain a set of n - m unconstrained equations. One accomplishes this by
algebraic manipulation of the equations of motion. Many times, such an approach
results in complicated expressions.

The second course of action is to take the n equations of motion in Eq. [4.10.5]
and the m constraint relations in Eq. [4.10.1] and then to solve them together for the
n +m = p + 2m unknowns ql, q2,.", qn, A[, A2, ... , Am. The resulting n + m equa-
tions are not a set of differential equations, as there is no derivative of the Lagrange
multipliers involve~. Such equations are known as differential-algebraic equations.
Their analysis requires a different treatment than that for differential equations.

When the con~i'traints are holonornic and expressed in the configuration form
[4.3.2], one can add them to the extended Hamilton's principle by

I
1
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f Iz Itz It2 moL dt + oWnedt - ~ Aj 8cj(ql, q2, ... , qn) = 0
t( tl II j= I

[4.10.7]

and obtain the contribution of the constraint by replacing ajk in Eq. [4.10,5] with
OC/oqk' Or, we call add them directly to the Lagrangian as

r
m

L = T - V - ~ ItjCj(qJ, q2, ... , l/n)
j=J

[4.10.8]

~
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II
. fhen the objective is to o~tain the ampl.itude of a .constraint forc~, an analyt-
Ical approach that can be used IS the constramt relaxatwn method. ThIs method is J~
mat~ematically equivalent to the Lagrange multiplier approach. However, it is more '
intuii~ive and it is particularly useful when dealing with holonomic constraints ex- Ii

pres~ed in configuration form. Following is a description of the method. II
y.ie relax the constraint from the formulation and represent the effects of the

constraint by a constraint force. Then, we write the Lagrangian and virtual work. The
constraint force enters the formulation via the virtual work. We invoke Lagrange's
equ~tions and obtain the equations of motion. We next impose the constraint, which
enaqles us to calculate the magnitude of the constraint force.

~
il

Consider Example 4.12, in which a collar of mass 111 is sliding on a rod of mass M and length j)
L. TJ)e coefficient of friction between the rod and collar is J,L. Obtain the equations of motion
using constrained generalized coordinates and find the value of the normal force N.

II
Solul~ion
To describe this system in terms of constrained generalized coordinates, consider the rod and
the cbllar separately. We express the motion of the collar using polar coordinates, rand e,
as inl~Example 4.12. To express the motion of the rod, we introduce another angle, cjJ.The

\1 . .,

constramt equatIOn IS hI 0 - <P ~ 0 [a]

The kinetic and potential energy has the same form as in Example 4.12. We write them here
in te~s of the constrained generalized coordinates as

II 1. 1. L
'..1 T = _ML2cjJ2 + -111U.2+ r2(2) V = -mgrcose - Mg- coscjJ, 622

262
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[d]

[e]

For r ---> m;' - mre2 - mg cos e = - Ff sign(i')

For e ---> mr20 + 2mrre + mgr sin e = N r

The normal force N acts in the transverse direction and it contributes to the virtual work.
~I •

Considering that the velocity of the collar in the transverse direction is Ve = reee, we write
I'

the virtual work expression as

II oW = -Ffsign(i')or+FLsinljJ8e+Nr(oe-ocjJ) [c]

We obtain the Lagrange's equations as

1 2 .. 1
For cjJ---> "3M L cjJ+ 2, M gL sin cjJ= - N r + F L sin ljJ [fl

These equations have to be solved together with Eq. [a]. Equation [d] is the same as
Eq. [g] in Example 4.12, and if we add Eqs. [e] and [f] and use the constraint equation [al
we eliminate the normal force and obtain Eq. [h] in Example 4.12. From Eq. [e], we find the
normal force as

I
I .. . [ ]

! N = mre + 2m;.e + mgcose 9

which is the same value obtained in Example 4.12. The friction force is given in Eq. [k] of
IiExample 4.12.
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The difference between the approach here and the approach in Example 4.12 is that here
we calculated the normal force directly from the Lagrange's equations, while in Example 4.12
we conducted a force balance in addition to the Lagrange's equations.

II
Consider the vehicle iq Fig. 4.8. Given that the velocity of point A is along the line of sym-
metry of the vehicle, derive the equations of motion. Gravity acts perpendicular to the plane
of motion.

Solution
We denote the coordinates of the center of mass by X and Y and select the generalized coor-
dinates as X, Y, and O. The kinetic energy of the vehicle is

Example
4.14

----l-i''''--~-,," ---~I '

i
i

I.
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I

I .~ '2 1 .~T = -m(X- + Y ) + -IGO-2 2 [a]

where m is the mass and IG is the centroidal mass moment of inertia. There is no potential
energy, and the virtual work expression involves the two forces Fe and F o. We can find
the virtual work conveniently by calculating the velocities of points C and D. Defining a
coordinate system xy attached to the vehicle, we write the velocities of points G and A as

VG = XiI + YJ = (XcosO + YsinO)i + (-XsinO + YcosO)j [b]
j:

VA = UG + 8kj!x - Li = (X cos 0 + Y sin O)i + (- X sin 0 + Y cos 0 - L8)j [c]
I'

The constraint is defined as
. . .

f = VA• j = - X sin 0 + Y cos 0 - LO = a
thus the velocity of A reduces to

VA = (X cos 0 + Y sin O)i

and the variation of th~ constraint becomes

of = sinOoX - cosOoY + L08 = 0

Hence, the velocities of C and D become

[d]

[e]

[f]

~;
'"

Ve = VA+ 8k X hj = (X cos 0 + Y sin 0 - h8)i [g]

viJ = VA+ 8k X (-hj) = (XcosO + sine + h8)i [h]
"IIII

The external forces ar~ Fe = F ei, F 0 = F oi, so the virtual work expression becomes"
I

oW = Fe .ore + Fo.oro + A8f
= (Fe + Fo)cosOoX + (Fe + Fo)sinOoY + (Fo - Fc)hoO
+ A(oX sin 0 - oY cos 0 + L 08) [i]

The physical interpretation of the Lagrange multiplier is that it is the resultant of
all forces that keep v.j\ along the x axis, and it acts in a direction perpendicular to this
axis. Introducing Eqs .. [a] and [i] into Lagrange's equations. we obtain the equations of
motion as

)

"
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mX = (Fe + FD)cos() + Asin()

mY = (Fe + FD) sin e - Acos e
leO = (FD - Fc)h + LA

Ul
[k)

[I)

Note that while deriving the equations of motion we did not introduce Eqo [d] directly into
the expression for the kinetic energy, thus eliminating one of the generalized coordinates from
the outset. Had we done so, we would have eliminated the contribution due to the variation
of that coordinate and ended up with an incorrect representation. This procedure is crucial to
the trbatment of nonholonomic constraints.

Even if we eliminated one of the generalized velocities and the Lagrange multiplier,
writing the equations of motion in terms of Y and e (or X and e) would not give the most
meaningful description of the motion. A quantity critical to the understanding of the motion
is the speed of point A. If the equations of motion can be expressed in terms of that speed, one
gets a clearer picture of the nature of the motion. One can introduce VA to Eqs. [j]-[l] with a
substitution.

I.

Indeed, if we multiply Eqo [j] by cos e and Eq. [k] by sin () and add the two we obtain

m(X cos e + Y sin e) = Fe + FD [m)

In]VA = X cos e + Y sin e + O(- X sin e + Y cos e)

Recalling from Eqo [e] that VA = (X cos e + Y sin e), differentiating this expression we
obtain

'I
II

Introducing Eqo [d] to Eq. [n] we can write

•••• o?
X cos e + Y sin e = VA - L()- [0]

so tha~ Eqo [m] can be written as
Ii O

2m(vA-Le)=Fe+FD [p]

which is recognized as the force balance along the x direction.
We next find an expression for the Lagrange multiplier A and introduce it to Eqo [e].

To this end, we multiply Eqo [j] with sin e and Eqo [k] by - cos e and add the two, with the
result

m(X sin () - Y cos () = A [q]

We can introduce this relationship to Eq. [I], but a more meaningful expression can be gen-
erated if we consider Eqo [d] and differentiate it

Xsine - Ycose + O(Xcose + Ysine) = -LO [r]

Considering Eq. [q], we express the Lagrange multiplier as

A = -mvAO - mLO [5]

Introducing this equation into Eq. [1] we obtain

(Ie + mL2)O + mLvA = (FD - Fc)h [,]

which!!we recognize as the moment balance about point A. Equations [p] and [t] are the tw.£ 1;
independent equations of motion of the vehicle.

l;:;
II
"
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HOMEWORK EXERCISES

SECTION 4.3

'\

"j

:1
l

I
h

1
Figure4.25Four-bar

linkage
Figure4.24

1. The four-bar ~inkage in Fig. 4.24 is a single degree of freedom system. Show
that this is sol!by separating the mechanism into its three components and by
writing the constraint equations that relate the configurations of the links.

2. A bead slides up a spiral of constant radius R and height h, as shown in Fig. 4.25.
It takes the bead six full turns to reach the top. Express the characteristics of the
path of the bead as a constraint relation.

3. A particle slides inside a smooth paraboloid of revolution described by z = r2/b,
as shown in Fig. 4.26. Using cylindrical coordinates, find an expression for the
constraint forbe on the particle.
The radar tracking of a moving vehicle by another moving vehicle is a common
problem. Consider the two vehicles A and B in Fig. 4.27. The orientation of vehi-
cle A must always be toward vehicle B. Express the constraint relation between
the velocities and distance between the two vehicles and determine whether this
is a holononllc constraint or not.
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5. "Consider the double pendulum in Fig. 4.3. It is desired to have the velocity ad
II the tip of the pendulum point toward the pinned end O. Express this condition;I::
as a constraint and determine whether the constraint is holonomic or not.

Figure4.26,

SECTION 4.4
6. Consider a particle moving along a path and the description of motion by path,

II variables. Express the force keeping the particle moving along the path in terms"
Ii of its components in the tangential, normal, and binormal directions and eva!uate
the virtual work expression. Identify which of these forces are constraint forcesl
and verify Eg. [4.4.14]. 1

7. Find the virtual displacement of point P in Fig. 4.28. The mass is suspended
from an arm which is attached to a rotating column. The pendulum swings in

Ii

,i the plane generated by the column and arm.
II
~i

z

Iji

m

Figure4.28
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Figure4.29 Slider-crank mechanism Figure4.30
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8. Express the virtual displacement of the slider in the slider-crank mechanism
shown in Fig. 4.29 using (a) the relative velocity relations, and (b) the analytical
expressIOns.

9. A uniform sol~~ cylinder of radius R rolls without slip on a horizontal plane
and an identical cylinder rolls without slip on it (Fig. 4.30). Find the virtual
displacements of the centers of the cylinders.

10. Consider Fig. 4.2 and the case when the cord is getting pulled down by an ex-
ternal force, sU,chthat the length of the cord varies by L(t) = Loe-o.2t

. Find the
virtual displacement of the mass.

SECTION 4.5
11. Find the generalized force associated with the system in Fig. 4.29.
12. The spherical pendulum of mass m shown in Fig. 4.2 has its length being reduced

by a force F,according to the relationship L(t) = Lo - bt, where Lo is the
initial length and b is a constant. Calculate the generalized forces using spherical
coordinates as:1generalized coordinates.

13. Consider Fig. 14.13, and calculate the associated generalized forces. The disk is
of mass m and the rod is of mass 2m. There is a moment M acting on the rod at
the pin joint.

SECTION 4.6
14. For the two li~ks attached to a spring as shown in Fig. 4.31, find the equilibrium

position. The Ispring is not stretched when the rods are horizontal.
15. Find the equilibrium position of the rod of mass m and length L sliding in the

guide bars shown in Fig. 4.32. The spring is not stretched when the rod is ver-
tical. The sliders are massless and the contact between the horizontal slider and
the guide bar'involves friction with coefficient !-t.

16. Find the equilibrium position for the system shown in Fig. 4.33, with the middle
mass equal to'zero. Assume that the displacements are small, and that the springs

II

",
1

;,4
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Figure4.31

B

j.1=O

Figure4.32

J1:f.O

"~

deflect only in the vertical direction. Use as generalized coordinates the transla-
tion of the center of the rod and the rotation of the rod. Then, use the deflections
of the springs at A and B as generalized coordinates and obtain the equilibrium
qonfiguration. Compare the results.

II
17. Consider the two systems in Figs. 4.3 and 4.14 and set up the equations to find

the magnitude and direction of the force F necessary to keep the systems at
~quilibrium at 81 = 30°, 82 = 15°.

18. Find the equilibrium position of the system in Fig. 4.34.
19. Find the equilibrium position of the pulley system in Fig. 1.77 (Problem 1.36).

I'Use the constrained coordinate approach .

".

Figure4.33

c

:;;;

.II T

.12 T

.I,T
Figure4.34
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SECTION 4.9

HOMEWORK EXERCISES

SECTION 4.7

20. Find the equation of motion of the rod in Fig. 4.32 using D' Ale,mbert's principle.
21. Find the equation~ of motion of the pulley system in Fig. 3.40 using D' Alembert's

principle. The pulleys are massless.
II

SECTION 4.8

22. Find the equation;ofmotion of the system mechanism in Fig. 4.34 by Hamilton's
principle. I!

23. Find the equation:'of motion of the rod in Fig. 4.32 by Hamilton's principle.

ii
24. Find the equations of motion of the system in Fig. 4.35 using Lagrange's equa-

tions.
25. Use Lagrange's equations to derive the equations of motion for the Foucault's

pendulum in Chapter 2.
26. Figure 4.36 depicts a simplified illustration of a spacecraft to which a robot arm

is attached at the center of mass. The robot arm moves by a moment T exerted
to it at the pin joint by a motor on the spacecraft. Considering only plane motion
for both the space,craft and the robot arm, derive the equations of motion by
a. Separating the two masses, writing force and moment balances, and
eliminating copstraints.

b. Using Lagrange's equations. Compare the complexity in both cases.
27. A block of mass m and length L is positioned over a semicircular block

(Fig. 4.37). It is given that friction is sufficient to prevent slipping. Derive
the equation of the rod as it rocks over the semicircular block.

!
I

I269

Figure4.35
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28. A cylinder of mass m2 and radius R rolls without slipping on a wedge of mass Hm, (Fig. 4.38). The wedge is moving under the influence of the force F with no

friction. Obtain the equations of motion.
29. Find the equation of motion of the rod in Fig. 4.32 using Lagrange's equations.
30. Find the equations of motion of the pulley system in Fig. 3.40 using Lagrange's I,

I, •
equatIOns. .

31. Find the equation of motion of the bead in Fig. 4.39 sliding without friction in
the parabolic tube described by z = x2/4, while the tube is rotating about the z
axis with constant angular velocity n.

32. Find the equations of motion of the system in Fig. 4.33, using Lagrange's equa- II

#ons. Assume small motions and that the springs and dashpots deflect only ver-
tically.

33. A particle of mass m is constrained to slide without friction down a channel
?ttached to a cone spinning with constant angular velocity n, as shown in
Fig. 4.40. Derive the following:
f A differential equation of motion describing the motion of P using Newton's
" second law.
b. The equation of motion using Lagrange's equations.

g!
z

'/

n
X2

z= 4"

X

g ! b3

R--:',,,,,,,,,,,
: h,,,,,,,

b2

Figure4.39 Figure4.40
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34. Consider the pendulum in Fig. 4.28 of mass m, L1 = L, L2 = 2L. The pendu-

lum swings in the plane generated by the column and arm. Derive the equations
of motion, using ,thependulum angle 8 and rotation angle 4> of the shaft as gen-
eralized coordinates. The combined mass moment of inertia of the column and
arm about the Z ~xis is I.

35. Consider the particle in Problem 3. Find the equations of motion.

SECTION 4.10

36. Consider the four-bar linkage mechanism in Fig. 4.24 and derive the equations
of motion using constrained generalized coordinates. Consider each link sepa-
rately. A moment M acts on the first link.

37. Consider the platform robot in Fig. 4.41. Derive the equations of motion using
constrained coordinates for the following cases: (a) each link is considered sepa-
rately; and (b) links 1 and 2 and links 4 and 5 are each considered as one system
each.

38. Given the two-li~ system in Fig. 4.3, derive the equations of motion using the
constrained coordinate formulation and using as generalized coordinates 81, 82,

Xp, and yp. Calculate the kinetic energy of the second link using the motion of
its center of mass, expressed in terms of 82, Xp, and yp.

39. Consider the vehicle in Fig. 4.8. We are given the constraint that the velocity
of the tip of the :vehicle, that is, point E, is along the x direction. Derive the
equations of motion using constrained generalized coordinates.

II

40. Consider the pendulum in Fig. 4.28. The angular velocity of the column is kept
constant at <b = n by a motor that generates a moment about the Z axis. Find the
equation of motion of the pendulum and using the constraint relaxation method
.find the moment necessary to maintain the constant angular velocity of the col-
umn.

41. Find the equatioq of motion of the rod in Fig. 4.32 using the constraint relaxation
method.

'I ~

II'.

t
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chapter

Consider the kinetic energy of a system of N particles that has II degrees of freedom

[5.2.1 ]

273
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ANALYTICAL MECHANICS:
ADDITIONAL TOPICS

5

5. 1 INTRODUCTION

5.2 NATURAL AND NONNATURAL SYSTEMS, EQUILIBRIUM

This chapter continues with the analytical techniques discussed in the previous chap-
ter and introduces additional concepts. We first discuss natural and nonnatural sys-
tems, and revisit the concept of equilibrium. We consider small motions around
equilibrium and derive the linearized equations of motion about equilibrium. A new
way of describing damped systems is introduced. We analyze the response of lin-
earized systems, which in essence is multidegree of freedom vibrations. We look at
cyclic coordinates and generalized momenta and discuss integrals of the motion. We
develop Routh's method to eliminate cyclic coordinates. Then we revisit the idea of
impulsive motion from a Lagrangian perspective.

We continue with Hamilton's canonical equations. These constitute an alterna-
tive to Lagrange's equations and have the advantage of being first-order equations.
The chapter ends with a look at computational issues involving the derivation and
integration of the equations of motion and with the introduction of additional differ-
ential variational principles, namely Jourdain's and Gauss's. These additional vari-
ational principles make it easier to analyze nonholonomic systems.

The concepts in this chapter enhance the understanding of the principles studied
in Chapter 4, as well as providing additional insight and perspective. The reader is
always encouraged to analyze a problem using more than one perspective.
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For the most general case, the position vector of particle i can be expressed as

ri = ri (ql, q2,... , q", t) [5.2.2]
We have not excluded the possibility that displacements ri (i = 1,2, ... , N)I'

have ~n explicit dependence on time. This may seem strange at first, as the gener-'
alized coordinates should be sufficient to describe the evolution of the system com-
pletely. Viewing ri also as explicit functions of time implies that the system has a
prescribed motion or that part of the motion is treated as known. From Newton's
third law, the motion of each body is related to the motion of every other body that it
interacts with; thus, in absolute reality such prescribed motion does not exist. How-
ever, in several cases reasonable approximations can be made'. For example, when
we analyze the motion of a body on the surface of the earth, the motion of that body
is in~,u~nced by the motion .o~the earth. The motion of the earth is not affected by!:
the motIOn of the body, and It IStreated as known. "

The time derivative of ri is

Vi
dri
dt

Jri. Jri. Jri. Jri
-. -ql + -q2 + ... + -q" + -
dql aq2 aq" Jt

I = 1, 2, ... , N [5.2.3]

or

V' = ~ Jfi. af'
I L-qk+-1

k=IJqk JtI'
Ii

Introducing Eg. [5.2.4] into Eg. [5.2.1], we obtain

[5.2.4]

[5.2.6]

[5.2.5]

k, S = 1, 2, ... , n

1 N ari ari
T = '"j Lmiat -at

- i= 1

N ari ari
CXks= Lmiaqk - aqs

i=1

N Jr' ari
{3k= L miai- - aqk

i=1

1 ~ [~~ afi. afi) ~~ ari. ari)~T=-Lmi L-qk+--L-qs+-
2 i=1 =1 Jqk Jt =1 aqs at

'1 ~ ~~~ afi Jfi.. 2afi ~ afi. Jfi afi)
= -Lmi LL---qkqs+ --L-qk+---
2 i=1 =ls=1aqk Jqs at k=1aqk Jt at

Denqting by
~
II

where CXks,{3b and T are functions of the generalized coordinates and time, one can
express the kinetic energy as

i'

!i T = T2 + Tj + To [5.2.1]

in which

T2
1 " n
2 LLcxksqkqs

k=Js=J

"
TJ = L {3kqk

k=J
To = T [5.2.8]
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il
Examining the n~ture of the terms that contribute to the kinetic energy, we no-

tice that T2 is quadratic in the generalized velocities. TI is linear in the generalized
velocities and it is usually related to Coriolis effects. To has no generalized velocity
terms and is usually related to centrifugal effects. Both T] and To exist because of
the explicit time dependence of ri due to a component of the motion being treated as
known.

The kinetic energy can be expressed in matrix form as

275

"'

T = ~{qf[M]{q} + {f3f{q} + T [5.2.9]

inwhich {q} = [qlq2 i" qnf is the generalized velocity vector, {f3} = [f31f32'" f3nf
is referred to as the gyroscopic vector, and the matrix

J,

[

all

[M] = a~1

ani

al2
a22

an2

a]n]
a2n

ann

[5.2.10]

is referred to as the mass matrix or the inertia matrix. One can show that [M] is
symmetric and positive definite.

When T] = To ::;::0, the system is called a natural system, and when T] or To
are not zero the system is called nonnatural. The name nonnatural is associated
with the fact that in a nonnatural system, a component of the motion is treated and/or

I

assumed as known; hence, the system being observed is artificial and not a natural
one. One should always keep in mind the procedures used and the assumptions made
when viewing a system as nonnatural and evaluate whether the assumptions are
realistic or not.

The Foucault's pendulum studied in Chapter 2 represents a nonnatural system,
as we treat the motion of the earth as known and unaffected by the motion of the
pendulum. So is the bead on a hoop example considered in Chapter 4, where we
assume that the motion of the bead does not affect the rotation of the hoop.

As an illustration of what constitutes a nonnatural system, consider a particle
of mass m sliding along an incline ()"with speed q, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The in-
cline (of mass M) is imoving in the horizontal direction with speed W. The total

II
Ii
"
y

.~

~x

Figure 5.1
II

Mass sliding on a moving
wedge

II
III
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velocity of the particle is

v = wi + q cos ui - q sin uj
so the kinetic energy becomes

[5.2.11]

11M, 2 1 [(' . )') (" )')] 1M .2T = 2'nv. v + 2 w = 2m w + q cos u - + q SInU - + 2 w

I [. ') 2" . 2] 1M . ')= 2m q- + qw cos u + w + 2 w- [5.2.12]

Whether this system is natural or not depends on how the velocity of the in-
clined surface is treated. If we consider the velocity w to be known a priori, then
there is only one generalized coordinate, q, and the system is nonnatural. The term
2qw cos (j becomes linear in the generalized velocities. In addition, w2 has no gen-
eralized velocity terms. On the other hand, if we treat w as a variable, the system
has two degrees of freedom and every term in the kinetic energy is quadratic in the
generalized velocities. The system becomes a natural system.

Nonnatural systems can be categorized into two distinct groups: (1) when both
T] and To are nonzero, and (2) when only To is nonzero. The second case can ba-
sically be treated as an otherwise natural system with an equivalent kinetic energy
T2 and equivalent potential energy U = V - To, referred to as modified potential
energy or dynamic potential. The Lagrangian for such a system can be written as

L = T - V = T2 + To - V = T2 - U [5.2.13]

[5.2.14]k = I, 2, ... , 11

Recall that T2 is quadratic in generalized velocities. The case when T] ¥ 0 usually
describes more complex problems; its response characteristics are quite different
than when T, = O.

We now reexamine the equilibrium of a dynamical system. We considered static
equilibrium in Chapters I and 4 and defined it as the state at which velocities and
accelerations of all parts of the system are zero. All of the components of the system
are at rest. Of course, because all physical velocities and accelerations are zero, so
are the generalized velocities and accelerations.

For a nonnatural system equilibrium is defined as the state where all generalized
velocities and accelerations are zero. The velocities and accelerations of certain
parts of the system are not zero at equilibrium. For example, for a nonnatural system
where there is motion with respect to a moving frame, at equilibrium, only the motion
viewed from the moving frame is at rest.

Consider an n degree of freedom system with generalized coordinates ql,
q2 .... , qn' At equilibrium, all generalized velocities are zero, and all forces and
moments acting on the system are not functions of time, that is, Qknc ¥ j(timc).
It follows that Lagrange's equations become

aL
-- = Qknc
aqk

For a nonnatural system, because T2 and T] are functions of the generalized veloci-
ties, they vanish at equilibrium, which results in the equilibrium condition
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[5.2.16]Qknc

aCTo - V) au
- ---- = -a = Qknc [5.2.15]

aqk qk
Ii

For a natural system T = T2, T, = To = 0, so Eq. [5.2.15] reduces to Eq. [4.6.4],
and the equilibrium position is given by

av
aqk

When all forces a,cting on the system are derivable from a potential, the equilib-
rium position for a nonnatural system corresponds to the point where the dynamic
potential has a stationary value, that is,

[5.2.17]au = °
aqk

For natural systems this relation reduces to aV/aqk = 0, which is the relation ob-
tained in Chapter 4 w&en deriving the principle of virtual work for static equilibrium.

."

We return to the bead problem considered in Chapter 4. However, here we treat the rotation of
the hoop as another degree of freedom. Let us write the rotation rate n as cb. The Lagrangian,
which we derived in Example 4.10, can now be written as

I'
,I I. I ',. 2 I .

L = T - V = 214/ + 2mR2cj>~ sm e + 2mR2e2 - mgR(l - cos e) [a]

Example
5.1

where I is the mass moment of inertia of the hoop about the axis of rotation. With the term
~I cb2 we have included the kinetic energy associated with the rotation of the hoop.

The hoop-bead system can now be treated as a natural system. Observe that cj>is absent
from the Lagrangian. Tihis puts the problem at hand into a special category, which we will
analyze later on in this chapter. We evaluate the partial derivatives of the Lagrangian, writing

~~ = mR2cb2 sin e cos e - mgR sin e a~ = mR2e
ae

[b]

aL . aL . '? 2 .- = 0 -. = Icj> + mR2cj> sin- e = (I + mR2 sin e)cj> [c]
acj> acj>

Introducing Eqs. [b] intb Lagrange's equations we obtain the equation of motion for e as

e + sin e (~ - cb2 cos e) = 0 [d]

To evaluate the equatio~ of motion for cj>,we note that aLlacj> = 0, thus

d aL d. 2" 2--. = -(Icj> + mR cj>sm e) = 0
dtacj> dt

We then have an integral of the motion as

[e]

aL . , .. ?-. = I cj>+ mR~ cj>sm- e = constant
acj>

[I]
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Equations [d] and [f] need to be integrated simultaneously to obtain the response. How-
ever, we can simplify this problem if we take advantage of the fact that aua4> = constant.
Deno~ing this constant by C, where C depends on the initial conditions, we can express ~ as

i
C

cP = . + mR2 sin
[g]

The constant C is an integral of the motion. Introducing Eq. [g] into Eq. [d], we rewrite
the equation of motion for e as

e + sin e [-Rg - ( ~ . 2 )2 cos eJ = 0
1+ mR- SIll e [h]

Equation [h] can be solved by itself, and the value of cP at any point in time can be
ascertained by substituting the value of e into Eq. [g].

We can treat the angular velocity of the hoop as a constant in two ways. The first is in
the p~esence of a motor that keeps the angular velocity ~ constant. In this case, we have a
nonnatural system. In the second way, we assume that cP remains constant on its own. Let
us analyze the accuracy of this assumption. The mass moment of inertia of the hoop is I =

M R212, where M is the mass of the hoop. Introducing the mass ratio J.L = m/M, Eq. [g] can
be rewritten as

2 C
cP = MR7 1 ! . 7 e~ + ~J.LSIll~

When J.L is small, one can expand Eq. [h] in a Taylor series

. 2
cP = M R2 C(l - 2J.L sin

2
e)

[I]

m

It is clear from Eq. [j] that how much of a variable cP is depends on the mass ratio.
When J.L is very small, one can assume that ~ is constant and treat the problem as nonnatural
with a single degree of freedom. The initial conditions on e also affect the accuracy of this
approximation.

Let us next analyze the equilibrium positions for this problem. When we consider the
rotation of the hoop as a variable, the equilibrium positions are

cP = constant sin 0 = 0 [k]

That is, the hoop is not rotating, and Oe = 0 or 'fT, that is, the bead is either in the top or at the
bottom of the hoop.

}Vhen we consider the motion of the hoop as a known quantity, say n, the dynamic
poterltial U is

1 7n.7. 2U = V - To = mgR(l - cosO) - 2mR~H- SIll 0 [I]

Taking the variation of U and setting it to zero, we obtain the position describing equilibrium

as

au = ~~ Be = (mgR sin 0 - mR2n2 sin 0 cos 0) Be = 0

leadi'ng to the equilibrium equation

[III]
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Ii
leading to the equilibrium angles
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I

mgRSine(t- ~n2,nse) ~ 0 In) I!
II -_ ... _----_. . '

Note that for this problem, setting the partial derivative of V with respect to () equal to zer,~'.
to find the equilibrium position would give incorrect results. Solving for the equilibriuryrPo- 4'; ~;.,.~!~.) ji
sitions, we obtain ( /:':,.1.,'~ ,i ':, ,._, ,;-:'~ ,••••1.>1

. g \ ....•-c..... ,. 11

sm() = 0 cos() = R!12 [~~

[p]()e = 7T()e = 0 () - -I ( g )
e - cos Rill

Let us next analyze the moment that is necessary to maintain a constant angular velocity
~. To this end, we mak~ use of the constraint relaxation method described in Section 4.10
and consider that a moment T is acting on the hoop. The associated virtual work expression
is oW = T o<jJ, so that considering Eq. [f] the equation of motion of the hoop becomes

d. . 2
dt (l <jJ + M R2<jJsin () = T [q]

Imposing the const~aint that cb = n = constant, the moment required to maintain the
constant angular velocit~ becomes

,

T = 2mR2ne sin ()cos () [r]

5.3
\i

SMALL MOTIONS ABOUT EQUILIBRIUM

As discussed in Chapter 1, the behavior of a system in the neighborhood of equilib-
rium is of utmost interest. Here, we extend the developments of Chapter 1 to multi-
degree of freedom sy~tems. We derive the equations of motion, find the equilibrium
positions, denoted bYliqre and qre = a (r = 1,2, ... , n), and linearize by a Taylor
series expansion. [ As' we saw in Chapter 1, if the linearized equations exhibit sig-
nificant behavior, then the nature of the motion in the neighborhood of equilibrium
is governed by this s~gnificant behavior. Otherwise, one must perform higher-level
stability analyses.

Another physically intuitive way of analyzing motion in the neighborhood of
equilibrium is to exp~nd the kinetic and potential energies in the neighborhood of
equilibrium. Let us consider a system with no nonconservative forces and express
the potential energy V (or modified potential energy U) in a Taylor series expansion
about the equilibrium position. Noting that V = V(q[, q2, ... , qn), and denoting the
equilibrium position~ by q[e, q2e, ... , qne, the Taylor series expansion of V has the

II

INote that we are switchin~ to the index r for the generalized coordinates, to avoid confusion with the symbol k
that denotes stiffness.

II••
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1

form

V(ql, q2, ... , qn) n (aV)Ve +La (qr - qre)
r=l qr e

1 11. n ( a2v )
+ 2 ~ ~ aqraqs e (qr - qre)(qs - qse) + h.o.t. [5.3.1 ]

[5.3.2]

where Ve = V(qle, q2e, ... , qne) is the value of the potential energy at equilibrium.
Without loss of generality, we select the datum position for the potential energy as
being zero at equilibrium, so that Ve = O.We measure the generalized coordinates Ii

frorn1equilibrium, so that qre = 0 (r = 1,2, ... , n). Recalling that for a conservative
systdm at static equilibrium all the first derivatives of V vanish,

av = 0
aqr

so that Eq. [5.3.1] reduces to
1 n n

V(ql, q2, ... , qn) = 2L L krsqrqs + h.o.t.
r= 1 s= 1

[5.3.3]

in which

[5.3.4]r, s = 1, 2, ... , nkrs = ( a2v )\
\aqr aqs e

are rbferred to as stiffness coefficients. This name is used in analogy with the potential
energy of a spring. For nonnatural systems, at equilibrium au /aqr vanishes and the
stiffness coefficients have the form

[5.3.5](
a2u )krs = ---

aqr aqs e

{viaking use of the generalized coordinate vector {q} = [ql q2 ... qnf, one
can Write the quadratic approximation to the potential energy in matrix form as

1
V = 2{qf[K]{q} [5.3.6]

in which [K] is known as the stiffness matrix. The stiffness matrix is symmetric. Fur-
thermore, if for a conservative system [K] is positive definite, the potential energy
has a minimum at the equilibrium configuration. This can be concluded by com- I,

iI
paring the potential energy V with the developments in Appendix B regarding the
minimization of a function. The Hessian matrix in Appendix B becomes the stiffness
matrix when the function whose stationary values are sought is the potential energy.
A positive semidefinite stiffness matrix is usually an indication that the system pos-
sesses rigid body motion. It should be reiterated that Eq. [5.3.6] is valid when the
generalized coordinates assume small values, and that it is for small motions ab~t
equilibrium only.

!I
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A theorem froml,stability theory states that for a natural conservative system, if
the potential energy has a local minimum at equilibrium, then the equilibrium posi-
tion is stable, implying that if the system is disturbed from its equilibrium position it
either returns to the equilibrium position or oscillates around it. The instability theo-
rem states that if the potential energy does not have a local minimum at equilibrium,
the equilibrium position is unstable. We conclude that the equilibrium position of
a natural conservative system is stable if the stiffness matrix associated with that
equilibrium position is positive definite.

For nonnatural conservative systems, the corresponding stability theorem is dif-
ferent. When T, = 0, the system is treated as an otherwise natural system with
kinetic energy T2 and potential energy U. However, the situation changes when
T[ =PO.The theorerrt states that when U = V - To is a local minimum at equilib-
rium, the equilibrium position is stable. But when U does not have a local minimum
at equilibrium, the equilibrium position is not necessarily unstable. This concept can
be explained physically by noting that gyroscopic effects usually increase the sta~
bility properties. Tab.le 5.1 summarizes the stability theorems.

We next investig:ate linearization of the kinetic energy. For natural systems, the
kinetic energy is

l
281

I

.,.'--

T = T2 = ~{qf[M]{q} [5.3.7]

I:

where we note that it'is already in quadratic form. It follows that, for small motions
about equilibrium, the kinetic energy can be expressed as

T = Tz = ~{qf[Me]{q} [5.3.8]

where the subscript J denotes that the inertia matrix is evaluated at the equilibrium
position.

We conclude that, for small motions of a natural system about equilibrium, the
Lagrangian can be written as

L = ~{qf[Me]{q} - ~{qf[K]{q} [5.3.9]

Table 5.1 Summary of stability theorems
for conservative dynamical systems

Is Dynamic Potential U Minimum?
Or, Is [K] Positive Definite?

Ai

Yes No
li .

Stable UnstableNatural systems

Nonnatural systems

Tj = 0, Stable Unstable
Tj 7"" 0 Stable No conclusion
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Ii

II,

..~
II

Lagrange's equations in column vector format are given in Eq. [4.9.12]. Using the
properties in Chapter 2 of the derivative of a scalar with respect to a column vector,
we have

:1 ,

i
l d (aL ) .. T aL T i:

,I dt a{q} = {q} [MeJ a{q} = -{q} [KJ [5.3.10]

IntrLuCing Eqs. [5.3.lOJ into Eq. [4.9.12J we obtain the linearized equations ofmo- ,
. ~. . f iltwnllm matnx orm as

I [Me]{q} + [K]{q} = {Qnc} [5.3.11] '.

hll f 1 l' h ki . d . 1 . b 'l'b . !~so t at a ter ca cu atmg t e netIc an potentIa energIes a out eqm I num, one can t<
use them directly to derive the equations of motion. •

I'Next,consider nonnatural systems. The kinetic energy is T = T2 + TI + To. The .1

To t~rm is absorbed into the modified potential energy U, and it enters the stiffness 1

matrix via Eq. [5.3.5]. The T2 term is treated the same way the entire kinetic energy ,l

is tr~ated in a natural system. It follows that, for the case where TI = 0, Eq. [5.3.11J ::
is still the linearized equation of motion, with the entries of [K] obtained by using '1

~! '~

Eq. [5.3.5J and [MeJ obtained from T2. ;

i,\VhenTI = {f3V{q} = '7 f3rqr is not zero, the equations of motion have an
adde.'dterm. Noting that the gyroscopic vector {f3} = [f31f32'" f3nJT is a function of l~
the ~eneralized coordinates, we write the Taylor series expansion of TI as \

II . n (aT]) !l (aTI) . •. ,
TI T T] ({qe}) + ~ a (qr - qre) +L ~ qr 11

r=1 qr e r=1 qr e'

n !l 1 ( a2 T ), !l n 1 ( a2 T ),+ ~~ 2 a a] (qr - qre)(qs - qse) + ~~ 2 a' / qrqs
r=ls=1 qr qs e r=ls=1 qr qs e

!l n (a2T ),+L~ a / (qr - qre)qs + h.o.t. I~
r=1 s=1 qr qs e

[5.3.12] J:jl

il
€)f all the terms on the right side of this equation, only two survive: the third

termlland the last. The first, second, and fourth terms vanish because {qe} = {O}at
I'

equifibrium, and the fifth term vanishes because TI is not quadratic in the generalized
velodities. Introducing the notation f3re as the value of f3r at equilibrium and Bsr =I,

a f3s/ oqr evaluated at equilibrium, and noting that

I a2TI af3s
I . = - = Bsr r, S = 1, 2, ... , n [5.3.13] ;1,. a~a~ a~ .
II

we obtain the approximation to TI in the neighborhood of equilibrium as
II

!l !l !l

TI = ~ f3reqr +L~Bsrqsqr
r=1 s=1 r=]

;11

[5.3.14] ~l

or, in !'columnvector format,

TI = {f3ef{q} + {qf[B]{q} [5.3.1 Si

~
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where the entries o~ [B] are Brs' We now introduce T[ into the Lagrangian and write

L = ~{qf[Me]{q} + {,Bef {q} + {qf[B]{q} - ~{q}T[K]{q} [5.3.16]

I
I283
I
i

Taking the appropriate derivatives, we obtain(:{~}r ~[A[,]{4} + {Il,} + [B]{q} (
JL )T

J{q}
-[K]{q} + [Sf{q}

[5.3.17]

which leads to the equations of motion as

[Me]{q} + ([B] - [Bf){q} + [K]{q} = {Qnc} [5.3.18]
II

It is of interestho note the coefficient of the generalized velocity vector {q}. A
matrix subtracted from its transpose results in a skew-symmetric matrix (a null ma-
trix if the original matrix is symmetric). Denoting [B] - [Sf by [G], where [G]
is called the gyros~opic matrix, we write the linearized equations of motion for a
nonnatural system as

[Me]{q} + [G]{q} + [K]{q} = {QnJ [5.3.19]

"

"",

~

For r~lative motion problems when the motion of the relative frame is treated as
known, Tl leads to 'the Corio lis effect. For linear or linearized systems, the Coriolis
effect is manifested in a skew-symmetric matrix. Note that in Example 2.16, the
Foucault's pendulum, the linearized equations of motion in column vector format
have a skew-sYrnn1'etric matrix as the coefficient of the velocity vector. The same
can be said about the projectile motion example, Example 2.15.

The first step associated with understanding the nature of motion in the neigh-
borhood of equilibrium is to linearize the equations of motion about equilibrium and
see if the linearized equations imply significant behavior. If there is no significant
behavior, then higher-order analyses need to be conducted, including the stability
theorems summari~:ed in Table 5.1.

Examine the stability of the equilibrium positions ofthe bead problem by analyzing the motion
in the neighborhood of equilibrium.

Solution II

For this problem, T1 i= 0 and the second derivative of U is

a2 U ( R fl 7 7 R 2 . 7 )_.. -2 = mgR cos e - -u- cos- e + -D sm- e [a]ae g g

Noting that T2 = mRU)2/2, and e = e - e e, the linearized equation of motion about equilib-
rium has the form I:

I,

Example
5.2

~~

mR2E + kE = 0

Substituting the values of e at equilibrium, we obtain

[b]

••

i:For ee = 0
,I

a2u (R)k = ae2 = mgR I- g02 [c]

i"/
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For (Je = 7r k = a2u
a(J2 -mgR (1 + i02) [d]

I! -1 ( g )For (J e = cos R02 k = a2u
a(J2

= mgR[-g _ !!-02 (_g )2+ !!-02 (1 _ (_g )2)~
Rfl2 g Rfl2 g RfV ~

~ mR2n' [1 - (R~' )'] Ie]

[f],0,2 <!
R

For the equilibrium point to be stable, k must be positive. For the position (J e = 0, which
correspbnds to the bead lying on the bottom of the hoop, to be stable I - RO 2

/ g must be
positivy, or

!I
II
"

[g]02> !
R

The second equilibrium position, (J e = 7r, which corresponds to the bead being at the
top, is unstable, as the value of a2 u /a(J2 is always negative. This result is easily verified from
a physical point of view, as the bead will always fall from the highest point on the hoop.

Fr,omEq. [e], the third equilibrium position is stable when
il

The motion of the bead can be explained as follows. When the angular velocity of the hoop
is less than Jg/ R, the only stable equilibrium position is the bottom of the hoop, (J e = O.The
bead oscillates around that equilibrium point. As the angular velocity of the hoop becomes
greatd than Jg/ R, the stable equilibrium position becomes 8e = cos -I (g/ Rn 2) and the bead
begins to oscillate about 8e• The equilibrium point 8e = 0 is no longer a stable equilibrium
point. The angular velocity ,0, = Jg/ R is the critical angular velocity that dictates which
equilibrium point is stable. Note that until the critical angular velocity is reached the equi-
libriu~ point is still 8 e = O. As the angular velocity increases over Jg/ R, the location of
the stable equilibrium point moves up. The highest stable equilibrium position approaches
(Je = ;:rr/2for very high values of n.

Example
5.3

Consider the three mass-spring-damper system shown in Fig. 5.2, and obtain the equations of
motion directly from the energy expressions.

Solution
We v.lill solve for the equations of motion of this linear system by expressing the kinetic and

ll

potential energies in matrix form. The generalized coordinates ql, q2, and q3 represent the

f-- ql f-- qz f-- q3
k
l

k7

I",::J~t,::hm;;;l:F
Figure 5.2 Free-body diagrams

\, II I'3.
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mt

il
II

~(~,-q~ m, ~,(q,-~ m, ~ F

~----' c,(Q2-ql) c2(Q3-Q2) ---

Figure 5.3 Free-body diagrams

displacements of the masses. From Fig. 5.3 the kinetic and potential energies have the form

T 1{'2 .2 .Z}= 2" m,ql:'+ mzqz + m3q2 1 z z}V = 2"{kl(qz - qt) + kZ(q3 - qz) [a]

"I,

Introducing the column vector {q} = [q, qz q3f, we can write the kinetic and potential
energies in matrix fomi as

T = !{qf[M]{q}
2

1
V = 2"{qf[K]{q} [b]

where the mass and stiffness matrices have the form

'[m,
[M] = ~

o 0 ]
mz 0
o m3

[

kl

[K] = -~'
-k[

k, + kz
-kz

-~]
kz

[e]

Note that [K] is positive semidefinite. The dashpots exert forces of magnitude c, (qz - q,)
and CZ(q3 - qz) to the rhasses. The virtual work is given by

"II
oW = -c,(qz - qdoqz + c,(qz - qdoq, - CZ(q3 - qZ)Oq3 + CZ(q3 - qz)oqz + FOq3

[d]

.,)

or

oW = Q, oq, + Qzoqz + Q30q3 Ie]

in which

Q, = c,(qz - q,) Qz = -c, (qz - q,) + CZ(q3 - qz) Q3 = -CZ(q3 - qz) + F
If]

[g]
[

c,(qZ-Ql) ]
{Qnc} = c, (q, - qz) + CZ(q3 - q2)

-C2(q3 - qz) + F

so that the generalized force vector has the form
I'
!I

Using Eq. [5.3.11], the equations of motion become

mlql + k1ql - k,qz + c,ql - c,qz = 0

mzqz + (k, + kz)qz - k1ql - kZq3 + (Cl + cz)qz - c,ql - CZQ3 = 0

m3q3 + k2q3 - kzqz + cZQ3 - czqz = F [h]
,;

In the next section we will learn about a simpler way to handle the dissipative forces
generated by a dashpot.!:
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5.4 RAYLEIGH'S DISSIPATION FUNCTION

An important class of nonconservative forces is the class of forces that dissipate
energy. A common way of approximating energy-dissipating forces is by friction.
Two models of friction are widely used, even though both are crude simplifications
of a complex phenomenon: The first is dry or Coulomb friction, where the friction
force opposing the impending motion has the magnitude of the friction coefficient
times the normal force, and it opposes the velocity. As we saw in Chapter 1,

[5.4.1]v
Ff = - f.LN - = - f.LNetIvl

where Ff is the friction force, N is the normal force, v is the relative sliding velocity
between the contacting points, and f.L is the coefficient of friction. In general, f.L
is approximated by two values, the static coefficient of friction and the dynamic
coefficient of friction. Equation [5.4.1] represents a nonlinear relationship.

The second approximation is viscous damping, where the damping force is mod-
eled ils opposing the velocity and proportional to it. The special case of linear pro-
porti9nality is commonly used. In this case, the friction force is assumed to be in the

form II
,Ii~ Ff = -cv [5.4.2]
II
II

in which c is the viscous damping coefficient. This approximation is used especially
when modeling light amounts of damping, because it is a linear approximation and
easier to deal with mathematically. Its applications include modeling of shock ab-
sorbers (dashpots).

In analytical mechanics, a convenient way of treating viscous damping forces is
by the use of Rayleigh's dissipation junction. Consider a single particle moving in
one direction, such as a mass-spring-dashpot system. In terms of the generalized co-
ordinate x, the viscous damping force is given by F d = - ci. Ray leigh's dissipation
function gf is defined as .

1 .2
(J];; = -cx
J' 2' [5.4.3]

and the generalized force Q is obtained by
dgf

Q = - di [5.4.4]

[5.4.5]Nd 1 2
gf =L -CiCVi - Vi-l)

i=12

Note the similarity between the expression for potential energy of springs
(kx2:;2) and Rayleigh's dissipation function. We extend this definition to multiple I!

dashpots by
II

II
I!

where Ci(i = 1,2, ... ,Nd) are the viscous damping coefficients and Vi and Vi-l de-
note-the components of the velocities of the points connected to the ith dashpot._

11
. i.
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I

t
2.7

The Rayleigh's dissipation function can be written in terms of the generalized
coordinates as

[5.4.6]
Inn

Qi;; "'"' """ d . .';}fr = 2:LL krqkqr
Ii k= I r= I

where the coefficieJts dkr depend on the viscous damping coefficients. The con-
I,

tribution of viscous 'damping forces to Lagrange's equations can be obtained from
Rayleigh's dissipation function by

[5.4.7]k = 1, 2, ... , n
a?J n. .a:- = Ldkrqr

qk r= I

One can then express Lagrange's equations in the presence of viscous friction forces
as

~ (aL ) _ aL + a?J = Qk
dt aqk aqk aqk nc

k = 1, 2, ... , n [5.4.8]

where Qknc no longer include contributions from viscous damping forces. Note that,
using the column vector{q} = ,[ql q2 ... qnf, we can write Rayleigh's dissi-
pation function as

[5.4.9]?J = ~{qf[DHq}
2

in which [D] is the damping matrix with entries dkr. It can be shown that the damping
matrix is symmetric and positive semidefinite.

Another class of dissipative forces is the circulatory forces. Circulatory forces
occur in power transmission devices, pipes, and as constraint damping in structures
undergoing rotational motion. For systems subjected to circulatory forces, the dissi-
pation function has the general form

?J = ~{qf[DHq} + {q}T[HHq} [5.4.10]

where [H] is the circulatory matrix.
To analyze the effect of viscous damping and circulatory forces for small motions

in the neighborhood,; of equilibrium, we note that ?J is quadratic in the generalized
coordinates and velocities. Considering the developments in Section 5.3, a Taylor

I,

series expansion of?J in Eq. [5.4.10] up to quadratic terms has the form
II

I
?J = 2:{qf[DeHq} + {qf[HeHq} [5.4.11]

where [De] is the damping matrix and [He] is the circulatory matrix, both evaluated
at the equilibrium position. [De] is symmetric and positive semidefinite and [He]
is skew symmetric. It follows that the equations of motion in the neighborhood of
equilibrium can be expressed as

[MeHij} + ([De] + [G]){q} + ([K] + [He]){q} = {Q} [5.4.12]

.;i., ,.
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Finally, we examine the units of Rayleigh's dissipation function ?:F. Consider a
single dashpot, with?:F = cX212. The damping force is F = -ex. It follows that the
unit of Rayleigh's dissipation function is force X velocity, or power.

Consi4er Example 5.3 and obtain the equations of motion using Rayleigh's dissipation func-

tion. :1

I'
Solution
Rayleigh's dissipation function is given by

II

II ur; 1 ( . ')2 I (' . )2
il ';!}' = "lCI q2 - ql + "lC2 q3 - q2

whiC~: can be expressed in the matrix form

!! CJ' = ~{qf[D]{q}

....... -

where' the damping matrix is

[

C]

[D] = -~
-C]

C[ + C2

-C2
-i] [c] I,

It follows that the equations of motion are given by

[M]{ij} + [D]{q} + [K]{q} = {QnJ [d)

[a]

Example
5.5

where [M] and [K] are defined in Example 5.3. For this example, because all nonconservative
forces are accounted for in the Rayleigh's dissipation function, the generalized forces vector
is {Qnc} = [0 °Ff. A brief examination of Eq. [d] and Eq. [i] in Example 5.3 indicates that

they are equivalent.

Consider the system in Example 4.11. Obtain Rayleigh's dissipation function, linearize it
around equilibrium, and obtain the [De] matrix.

Solution
From Fig. 4.21 Rayleigh's dissipation function can be written as

( )

1I 1 1 . b. - I -1 .' I 1'1 1

<g;; = -cu-: = -c x + -8 cos e = -c (x- + bx8 cos e + -b-e- cos- e)
2 x 2 2 2 4

The equilibrium points can be obtained by visual inspection as Xe = 0, ee = 0, 7T'. We
consider the position e e = 0. In the neighborhood of equilibrium <g;; becomes

CJ' = ~c 02 + bj,-e + ~b2(2) [b]

and, <;:onsidering that the generalized coordinate vector can be written as {q} = [x ef, the
damping matrix becomes

~-

[D.I~C[~ ~] [c]
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[5.5.1 ]

[5.5.2]

[5.5.4]

{q(t)} = {u}eAt

(A2[M] + [K]){u} = {O}

[M]{q(t)} + [K]{q(t)} = {O}

5. 5 EIGEN~ALUE PROBLEM FOR LINEARIZED SYSTEMS

h . II. h I' . d . f . ;: d . 1In t e prevIOUSsectIOns we saw t e lOeanze equatIOns 0 motIOn lor ynamlcaI,

systems. Here, we bbtain the solution of the linearized equations, analogous to theI,

treatment of a single degree of freedom system. The developments in Sections 1.9
through 1.11 and t~e developments of this and the next two sections constitute the
basis of linear vibdtion theory.

The equations bf motion of a linearized undamped, nongyroscopic system areI,

given in Eq. [5.3.IIy. To obtain the response, we first consider the free vibration case,
that is, {QnJ = {O}!l Dropping subscript e from [Me], the equations of motion have
the form

where [M] and [K] are constant coefficient matrices of order n X n. As in Chap-
ter 1, we are interes~ed in analyzing stable motion about equilibrium, so we consider
cases when the stiff~ess matrix [K] is positive definite or positive semidefinite. Such
systems are basicallY vibratory systems. The case of a positive semidefinite [K] is
encountered in syst~ms admitting rigid body motion.

The above equations represent n second-order coupled differential equations. To
analyze the responsJ, we make the synchronous motion assumption and express the
solution in the form II

,I

where {u} is an n-dimensional vector and A is a scalar. The synchronous motion
assumption is based~on the observation that the response of every component of the
dynamical system h~s the same time variation. The amplitudes are different, but
the nature of the motion is the same. Hence, A describes the time variation and {u}
describes the different amplitudes.

n
We introduce Eq. [5.5.2] into [5.5.1] and collect terms, which gives

II

II (A2[M] + [K]){u}eAt = {O} [5.5.3]

For a nontrivial solution, {u}eAt cannot be zero. It follows that Eq. [5.5.3] vanishes
only if II

Ii
II

Equation [5.5.4] 'converts the problem to a set of n homogenous algebraic equa-
• I, {} '") • '")tIOns for the parameters u and A~. The task at hand IS to find the values of A-
and corresponding dlues of {u} for which Eq. [5.5.4] has a nontrivial solution. This
problem is known as :the eigenvalue problem.

For the set of n 9quations [5.5.4] to have a nontrivial solution, the determinant
of the coefficient matrix must vanish, that is

~et(A2[M] + [K]) = /A2[M] + [K]/ = 0 [5.5.5]

This is known asllthe characteristic equation, completely analogous to the de-
I'

velopments and definitions in Sec. 1.9. It represents an nth order polynomial in A2,
II

II

II•

5.5 EIGENVALUE PROBLEM FOR LINEARIZED SYSTEMS
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known as the characteristic polynomial. The characteristic polynomial has n roots,
denoted by A~ (r = 1,2, ... , n), and known as eigenvalues or characteristic values.2

It follows that for each root A~ of the characteristic equation, there is a vector

{ur} such that
(A;[M] + [K]){ur} = {O} r = 1, 2, ... , n [5.5.6]

[5.5.7]A[A]{x} = [B]{x}

is satisfied, in which {ur} is the solution of the eigenvalue problem corresponding to
A~. The term {ur} is called the eigenvector belonging to the rth eigenvalue, or the rth

eigenvector.
Let us examine the nature of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. We know from

the previous section that [M] is positive definite, and we are considering cases where
[K] is positive definite or positive semidefinite. A theorem from linear algebra states
that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a symmetric matrix are real. Further, if the
matrix is positive definite, all eigenvalues> O.Also, the eigenvalues of the general
eigenvalue problem

where [A] is positive definite and [B] is positive semidefinite, are real and nonneg-
ative. It follows that the eigenvalues of Eq. [5.5.6], x.~(r = 1,2, ... , n), are all real
and nonpositive. Hence ~Ar are all pure imaginary. This is to be expected, because
we are dealing with a critically stable system. Introducing

W; = -A; r = 1,2, ... , n [5.5.8]

where Wr is a positive quantity called the rth natural frequency, the response can be
represented as a summation of the individual frequencies multiplied by the eigen-

vectors
11

{q(t)} = L{ur}(Xreiwrt + Yre-iwrt)
r=!

[5.5.9]

where Xr and Yr depend on the initial conditions. Because {q(t)} and {ur} are real-
valued quantities, following an argument similar to the one in Sec. 1.9 we conclude
that X

r
and Y

r
are complex conjugates of each other, so that the free response can be

written as
11

{q(t)} = 2)ur}Ar cos(wrt - 4>r)
r=!

[5.5.10]

with Ar and 4>rbeing the amplitude and the phase angle corresponding to the rth
natural frequency, and their values depend on the initial conditions.

Before analyzing the amplitudes and phase angles, let us discuss the physical
interpretation of the eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalue problem has as its solution
n natural frequencies (for systems admitting rigid body motion, one or more of the
natural frequencies is usually zero) and corresponding eigenvectors. The n natural
frequencies describe the n unique ways (or modes) the system can vibrate. For a

I 2The word eigenvalue comes from the German word e;gen, meaning characteristic.
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single degree of freedom system we had one natural frequency, and for an n degree
of freedom system there are n natural frequencies.

In each mode of the motion, the free response is harmonic (except for a rigid body
mode with zero frequency). The eigenvector corresponding to a particular mode rep-
resents the amplitude ratios of the generalized coordinates. That is, it describes the
shape of the motion when the system vibrates with that particular mode. The eigen-
vectors are also referred to as modal vectors or natural modes. Note that, from Eq.
[5.5.6], the amplitudes of the modal vectors are not unique. A modal vector multi-
plied by a nonzero constant is still a modal vector. It is useful to adopt a procedure to
specify the magnitudes of the modal vectors, and we will do exactly that in the next
section, via a procedure called normalization.

Obtain the natural frequencies and eigenvalues associated with the system in Example 5.3,
for the values m[ = mz = m3 = m, k[ = kz = k, C[ = Cz = O.

Solution
From Eq. [5.5.4], t.lweigen~alue problem is

Example
5.6

291

(A'[M] + [K]){u} ~ (A'm[~ !~]+ kH -1
2
-1

-w{U} ~ {O} [a]

Dividing the above equation by k, and introducing the quantity Y = - A z m/ k = W z m/ k,
the characteristic equation becomes

detH~!~]-H -I
2
-1

0]) [Y - 1
- ~ = det ~

I
y-2

1
~ ] = 0

Y - 1
[b]

Evaluating the determinant gives a third-order polynomial in Y in the form

(y - 1)(y - 2)(y - 1) - 2(y - I) = (y - 1)(yZ - 3y + 2 - 2) = (y - 1)(yZ - 3y) = 0
[c]

whose roots are (listed for convenience in ascending order, which is the common way of
ranking them)

Yl = 0 Yz = I Y3 = 3 [d]

It should be noted that the characteristic equation for most systems is much harder to
solve than the example here. Recalling the definition of y above, the natural frequencies can
be written as Wr = JYrk/m (r = 1,2,3), with the result

WI = 0 Wz = If W3 = Iff [e]

One of the eigenvalues is zero, indicating a rigid body mode. We can verify the presence
of a rigid body mode visually, by noting that the two ends of the mass-spring system are free.
Hence, if ti,..: system is given an initial velocity, it will keep translating, until opposing forces
are applied or friction takes its toll.

Next, we calculate the eigenvectors. For each mode of the motion there exists a unique
eigenvector. To solve for the eigenvectors, we make use of Eq. [5.5.6], which can be
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written as

[Y' ~ I
1

)'r - 2
1

~ ]{Ur} = {O}
)'r - 1

r = 1, 2, 3 [f]

The coefficient matrix in the above equation is singular, so that the three equations ob-
tained from Eq. [f] are not independent. Equation [f] gives only two independent equations,
which raises the question of how to obtain the three elements of {ur}. It turns out that only
two of the elements of {ur} can be found, and the third is expressed as a ratio.

Writing {ur} as {ur} = [Ulr U2r u3rf, we obtain for r = 1,)'1 = 0

n 1 O][Ull]-2 1 U2l = {O}
1 -1 U31

[g]

Taking the first and third equations as the independent ones, we obtain

-UI! + U2! = 0

which leads to the conclusion

U2! - U31 = 0 [h]

Ull = U2! = U3! [i]

This result can be confirmed by substituting in the second equation in Eq. [g]. Hence,
the first eigenvector can be expressed as

{u,J ~ a, m m

where O'! is an amplitude ratio. Let us examine this first eigenvector. Recall that the elements
of the eigenvectors denote the amplitudes of the generalized coordinates, the displacements of
the three masses in this problem. For the rigid body mode, all of the elements of the eigenvec-
tor are the same, indicating that all three masses move with the same amplitude. It follows that
the springs between the masses are not stretched, and the entire mass-spring system moves
as one piece, as if it is a single rigid body with no moving parts.

For the second mode we have)'2 = 1 and

and we take the first two equations from above

[!

un = 0

1
-1
1

0] [un]I Un = {O}
o U32

un - Un + U32 = 0

[k]

[I]

thus, the second eigenvector can be written as

{U2l ~ a,U]
For the third mode we have)'3 = 3 and

[rn]

[~ 0][U!3]I U23 = {O}
2 U33

[n]
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Figure 5.4

Using the first and second equations

2U13 + Un = 0

so that the third eigenvector becomes

Plot of the eigen-
vectors

Un + 2U33 = 0 [0]

{u,1 ~ a,H] [p]

The three eigenvectors are plotted in Fig. 5.4. We see that all of the elements of the first
eigenvector have the same sign, elements of the second eigenvector have one sign change, and
in the third eigenvector there are two sign changes. This is a common feature of modal vectors,
which can be generalized to a system of order n as: When the eigenvalues are arranged in
ascending order, the rth eigenvector has r - 1 zero crossings.

5.6 ORTHOGONALITY AND NORMALIZATION

The natural modes possess an important property called orthogonality. Consider the
eigenvalue problem in Eq. [5.5.5] and two of its solutions, say the rth and sth modes
with r ¥- sand Wr ¥- Ws' A theorem from linear algebra states that

{urf[M]{us} = 0 {urf[K]{us} = 0 r, S = 1,2, ... , n, r ¥- s, Wr ¥- Ws
[5.6.1 ]

This relation is true for any two nonequal natural frequencies. In the case of
repeated eigenvalues (wr = ws, r ¥- s), the associated modal vectors are not unique.
Any linear combination of two such modal vectors is a modal vector itself. However,
it is possible to select the modal vectors associated with repeating eigenvalues such
that Eq. [5.6.1] holds. In Chapter 6, we will see an interesting application of repeated
eigenvalues.
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When r = s, the product {urV[M]{ur} > 0, and the magnitude of the product
depends on the magnitude of the modal vector. Because these amplitudes are arbi-
trary, a common way to deal with them is to normalize them. One way of normalizing
the eigenvectors is to set the above product to unity

{urf[M]{ur} = 1 [5.6.2J
This equation is one way of normalizing the modal vectors. There are other ap-

proaches, such as {urV{ur} = 1. In this text we use Eq. [5.6.2]. Using this equation,
and Eq. [5.5.6], one can show that

{urf[K]{ur} = w; [5.6.3J
Equations [5.6.1]-[5.6.3] can be combined to give the so-called orthonormality

relations

{urf[M]{us} = Qrs {urf[K]{us} = w;Qrs

where Qrs is the Kronecker delta, defined as

o = 1 when r = s_rs

Qrs = 0 when r =P s

[5.6.4J

[5.6.5J

[5.6.6J

A corollary of the result above is that the modal vectors constitute an indepen-
dent set. This implies that any vector of order n can be expressed as a linear com-
bination of the eigenvectors multiplied by appropriate coefficients. Hence, given an
n-dimensional vector {z}, one can expand it as

n

{z} = Lak{ud
k=1

where ak are the coefficients of the expansion. Note the similarity ofEqs. [5.6.6] and
[5.5.10]. The question becomes that of given {z}, determining ak (k = 1,2, ... , n).
For this, we make use of orthogonality, and left-multiply both sides of the above
equation by {urV[M] (r = 1,2, ... , n) with the result

n n

{urf[M]{z} =L ak{urf[M]{Uk} =L akOrk = ar
k=1 k=1

r = 1, 2, ... , n

[5.6.7]

We conclude that any vector {z} of order n can be expressed in terms ofthe modal
vectors

n

{z} =L ar{ur}
r=1

ar = {urf[M]{z} [5.6.8]

Example
5.7

This equation is known as the expansion theorem. A very important application
of the expansion theorem is in obtaining the response of a vibrating system, as we
will discuss in the next section.

Consider Examples 5.3 and 5.6, and demonstrate that the orthogonality relations hold. Nor-
malize the eigenvectors. Then, take the vector {b} = [1 2 5f and expand it in terms.of
the eigenvectors.

;Iii
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Solution
The mass matrix for this problem can be written as [M] = m[I], where [1] is the identity
matrix. Hence, the orthogonality relations in Eg. [5.6.1] reduce to

{urf[M]{us} = m{urf{us}

Evaluating the possible combinations, we get

T, S = 1,2,3 [a]

{ulf[M]{U2} = ma[a2(l + 0 - 1) = 0 {u[}T[M]{U3} = mala3(l - 2 + 1) = 0

{u2f[M]{U3} = ma2a3(l - 0 + 1) = 0 [b]

Next, we normalize the eigenvectors according to Eg. [5.6.2]. For the first mode we have

{u[f[M]{Ul} = maT(l + 1 + 1) = 3maT =

which can be solved for a [ as

If+ -a[ = - 3m

[c]

[d]

The choice of the plus and minus sign is up to the analyst. Let us select the positive value.
For the second and third modes we have

{u2f[M]{U2} = 2maT =

from which we obtain

if+ -a2 = - 2m

{u3f[M]{U3} = 6maT = 1

If+ -a3 = - 6m

[e]

[f]

and we select the positive values for a2 and a3.
Let us now consider the vector {b} = [1 2 5f and expand it as

{b} = Ql{Ul} + Q2{U2}+ Q3{U3} [g]

where the coefficients Qi (i = 1,2,3) are found from Eg. [5.6.8]. We then have

Ql = {udT[M]{b} = m{ulf{b} = mIf(l X 1 + 1 x 2 + 1 x 5) = 81'#
Q2 = {u2f[M]{b} = m{u2f{b} = mif(l X 1 + 0 x 2 - 1 x 5) = -4JW
Q3 = {u3V[M]{b} = m{u3f{b} = mIf(l X 1 - 2 x 2 + 1 x 5) = 21': [h]

so that {b} is expanded as

m~81'# (If)[t] - 4JW (if)[ _~]+ 21': ~)[ -~]
~m-2U]+~H]

[i]
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5.7 MODAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND RESPONSE

Consider the undamped vibration problem, repeated here as

'".

~

[M]{q(t)} + [K]{q(t)} = {Q(t)} [5.7.1]

subject to the initial conditions {q(O)} and {q(O)}. We will make use of the devel-
opments of the previous sections to find the response. We first solve the eigenvalue
problem and find the natural frequencies and the modal vectors. We then apply the
expansion theorem to the generalized coordinates and expand {q(t)} as

n

{q(t)} = L T]k(t){Uk}
k=l

[5.7.2]

where 'T]k(t) are known as modal coordinates or principal coordinates. Note that be-
cause {q(t)} is a function of time, so are the coefficients of its expansion in terms of
the modal vectors. In essence, the principal coordinates T]I (t), T]2(t), ... T]n(t) consti-
tute another set of generalized coordinates.

Next, we introduce Eq. [5.7.2] into Eq. [5.7.1]. Obviously, we wish to make
use of the orthogonality properties, so we left-multiply both sides of Eq. [5.7.1] by
{urV (r = 1,2, ... , n), with the result

n n

{urf[M] L ijk(t){ud + {urf[K] L T]k(t){ud = {urf{Q(t)} [5.7.3]
k=1 k= 1

which can be rewritten as
n n

L{urf[M]{Uk}ijk(t) + L{urf[K]{udT]k(t) = {urf{Q(t)}
k=1 k=1

r = 1, 2, ... , n

[5.7.4]

Invoking the orthonormality relations in Eq. [5.6.4], we see that of all the terms
on the left side of Eq. [5.7.4], two terms survive, those corresponding to r = k. We
define the quantity modal force .NAt), where

.Nr(t) = {ur}T{Q(t)}

so that the describing equations become

ijr(t) + w~T]r(t) = .Nr(t)

[5.7.5]

[5.7.6]

We have converted the equations of motion from a set of n coupled second-
order differential equations to n independent equations of motion. This conversion
serves a number of purposes. It permits the user to view the equations of motion as a
collection of single oscillators. It also makes it much simpler to obtain the solution.
Indeed, rather than solving a set of n coupled differential equations, one solves 11

independent equations. For each modal coordinate, from Sec. 1.11, the response has
the form of the convolution sum

T]r(t) = T]r(O)coswrt + 1]r(O) sinwrt + _1 r .Nr(t - u)sinwrudu [5.7.7]
Wr Wr Jo
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where YJr(O) and 7,/0) are the initial conditions. They can be obtained from the initial
conditions on the generalized coordinates {q(O)} and {q(O)} by means of the expansion
theorem as

297

YJr(O) = {urf[M]{q(O)} 7,r(O) = {urf[M]{q(O)} [5.7.8]

Once the response of each modal coordinate is obtained, Eq. [5.7.2] is invoked and
the response of the principal coordinates is found.

In the presence of a rigid body mode with zero frequency (denoted by R), the
modal equation of motion is

ij R(t) = HR(t) [5.7.9]

subject to the initial conditions YJR(O) = {uRY[M]{q(O)},7,R(O) = {uRY[M]{q(O)}.
The response can be shown to be

YJR(t) = YJR(O) + 7,R(O)t + f JOT HR(u)dudT [5.7.10]

For damped systems, the eigensolution associated with the undamped part of the
system does not usually lead to a decoupled set of equations. Let us add a [D]{q(t)}
term to the left side of Eq. [5.7.1], thus

[M]{q(t)} + [D]{q(t)} + [K]{q(t)} = {Q(t)}

Introduce Eq. [5.7.2] into it and left-multiply by {ury. This yields
[5.7.11]

n n n

{urf[M] L ijk(t){Uk} + {urY[D] L 7,k(t){Uk} + {urf[K] L YJk(t){ud = {urf {Q(t)}
k=l k=l k=l

[5.7.12]
which can be reduced to

n

ijr(t) +Ldkr7,k(t) + w;YJr(t) = Hr(t)
k=l

where

dkr = {ukf[D]{ur}

[5.7.13]

[5.7.14]

As a result, the modal equations of motion are no longer independent but are
coupled through the damping terms. There are cases when the damping matrix has
a special form that decouples the modal equations. One such case is proportional
damping, where the damping matrix is a linear combination of the mass and stiffness
matrices in the form

[D] = al [M] + a2[K]
so that the values of dkr become

dkr = {udT(al[M] + a2[K]){ur} = (al + w;a2)Q-kr

[5.7.15]

[5.7.16]

Actually, proportional damping is more of a mathematical convenience and not a
very realistic model. When the amount of damping in a system is small, a simplifying
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assumption is to ignore the values of dkr when k ¥- r. This assumption decouples
the modal equations. One can justify such an assumption by noting that the damp-
ing matrix [D] is itself a gross approximation and that the damping is not known
accurately.

The decoupled modal equations can then be written in the form

ijr(t) + 2?rwrY]r(t) + w;1JrCt) = Hr(t) [5.7. '17]

Example
5.8

where 2?rwr = drr (r = 1,2, ... , n). The response for each mode is obtained by
Eq. [1.11.8].

Gyroscopic and circulatory systems require a different analysis. One has to ex-
press the equations of motion in state form and then solve the associated eigenvalue
problem. This same analysis can be carried out for damped systems as well. It turns
out that for undamped gyroscopic systems, there is a very elegant solution. The in-
terested reader is referred to the texts by Meirovitch.

Consider the undamped mass-spring system in the previous examples. A uniform force F is
applied to the third mass. The initial conditions are {q(O)} = L[l 0 - If,{q(O)} = {O}.Find
the response.

Solution
The generalized force vector is written as {Q} = [00 Ff, and using Eq. [5.7.5], the modal
forces become

Xl~ {uJlT{Q} ~ /f[1 I 11m~IfF
X2~ {u,l'{Q} ~ if[1 0 - l][~]~-ifF
X3 ~ {U3l'{Q}= 1f[1 - 21]m = ifF

The initial conditions are

[a]

1)1(0) = {uIV[M]{q(O)} = /fL[1 I l][~~ ~][~]=o3m o 0 m -1

if [m 0 0][ 1]1)2(0) = {u2V[M]{q(0)} = 2m L[1 0 -1] 0 mOO = ~L
o 0 m -1

1)3(0) = {u3f[M]{q(0)} = IfL[1 [m 0 0][ 1]-2 1] 0 mOO = 0 [b)

o 0 m -1
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7}1(0) = 7}z(O) = 7}3(0) = 0 [c]

[d]7] I (0) = 0, 7}1 (0) = 0

One can ascertain by simply looking at {q(O)} that 7] I (0) and 7]3(0) should both be zero. This
is because the initial condition is recognized as a constant times the second eigenvector, so
that it should have no contribution to the first and third modes.

Hence, we have for the first mode,

ii!(t) = [1FV~
whose response is

[1 (FtZ
)

7]1(t) = v~ 2 [e]

For the second mode we have

r;z(t) + wi7]z(t) = - ifF 7]z(O) = J2;rL 7}z(O) = 0 [f]

whose response can be shown to be

7]z(t) = ifF itJ2;rL cos wzt - -2 - sin WzU du
mwz 0

r;::- If F ( I cos wzt)-;2mLcoswzt - -- - - ---
2m Wz Wz Wz

[g]

which, upon introduction of the value of w~ = kim can be written as

~2(t) ~ ~LcosVf} f ~)(I- casAt) [h]

In a similar fashion, noting that w~ = 3k/m, the response of the third mode becomes

~3(t) ~ :k (n)(l - cosfIt) [i]

The total system response is then written as

{q(t)} = {Ud1Jl(t) + {uz}7]z(t) + {U3}1J3(t)

~m:~ {~](LcasAt- ;(I-cosA+ HK~k(l-cosfIt))
[il

Let us conduct a dimensional analysis of the terms in the response. The coefficient of
the first eigenvector has units of force X timez/mass = length. For the coefficients of the
second eigenvector, the component due to the initial condition has units of length, and the
component due to forcing has units of force/spring constant. But the spring constant has units
of forcellength, so that the component due to forcing has units of length, also. The same can
be said about the contribution of the third mode, so that all of the terms in the above equation
have the unit of length. As always, such dimensional analysis is a good way of spotting errors.
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5.8 GENERALIZED MOMENTUM, FIRST INTEGRALS

As discussed in Chapter 1, first integrals are expressions that involve derivatives up
to one order less than the highest derivative in the equations of motion. They come in
handy when analyzing the behavior of a dynamical system qualitatively, instead of
solving explicitly for the response. We investigate here first integrals associated with
Lagrangian mechanics. We first define by 1Tk the generalized momentum associated
with the kth generalized coordinate as

[5.8.1 ]k = 1, 2, ... , n
aL

1Tk = -aqk
The relationship between the generalized coordinates and the generalized mo-

menta is very similar to the relationship between a translational coordinate and linear
momentum or between a rotation angle and angular momentum. Because the poten-
tial energy does not contain any terms in the generalized velocities (except for in
electromagnetic systems), one can express the generalized momentum as

[5.8.2]
aL aT

7Tk=-=-aqk aqk
Consider now a system where the Ith generalized coordinate ql does not appear

in the Lagrangian. Such a coordinate is referred to as cyclic or ignorable. The name
cyclic is due to the fact that such coordinates are encountered mostly in rotational
motion. It follows that in the Ith equation of motion, aL/aql = 0, and Lagrange's
equations become

[5.8.3]!!.- (aL ) = 7rl = Ql
. dt aql nc

When the generalized coordinate is cyclic, the rate of change of the generalized
momentum is equal to the generalized force. One can integrate Eq. [5.8.3] over time
to obtain the generalized momentum. In the special case when the generalized force
associated with the ignorable coordinate is zero, we obtain from Eq. [5.8.3] that

[5.8.4]~ 1T I = constant!!.- (a~) = 0 = !!.-(1Tl)
dt aql dt

When a generalized coordinate is absent from the Lagrangian, and the external
excitation is not a function of that generalized coordinate, the associated generalized
momentum is conserved. This is an integral of the motion. One can then raise the
question as to whether it is possible to take advantage of the cyclic coordinates and
simplify the equations of motion. The answer to this is positive. If a system has 11

degrees of freedom and I cyclic coordinates, the n equations of motion can be re-
duced to n - I equations of motion that can be solved independently of the cyclic
coordinates, plus I first integrals associated with the cyclic coordinates. We actu-
ally carried out such a procedure in Example 5.1. One way to identify and separate
ignorable coordinates is described in Section 5.9.
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• '_1

-==-'';' :-~''::.::::-.:-~,

[5.8.6]

[5.8.7]

k = 1, 2, ... , n

dL ~ aL. ~ aL d . "
- = L -qk + L -. -d (qk) [5.8 •.5]
dt k= 1 aqk k= 1 aqk t .

~ -', ..
Next, we rewrite Lagrange's equations in the absence of nonconservative forces~~'~--

--:'::'~~':.:::..:=.:'- ,,'

We encounter an interesting integral of the motion when the Lagrangian is not
an explicit function oftime and when no nonconservative forces act on the system. In
this case, considering that L = L(ql, q2, ... , qn, ql, q2, ... , qn), the time derivative
of the Lagrangian becomes3

aL d (aL )--- -
aqk dt aqk

Introducing Eq. [5.8.6] into Eq. [5.8.5] we obtain

dL n d (aL ) . n aL d. n d (aL . )
- =L- - qk+L --(qk) =L- -qk
dt k=1 dt aqk k=1 aqk dt k=1 dt aqk

or

d (n aL )
dt L aq' qk - L = a

k= 1 k
[5.8.8]

And, integrating this equation, we obtain the Jacobi integral h, defined as
n aL n

h =L-.qk - L = L 1T'kqk - L = constant [5.8.9]
k=1 aqk k=1

The Jacobi integral is yet another integral of the motion. But h can be expressed
in a simpler form: We first write the generalized momenta in column vector format
as {1T'} = [1T'11T'2... 1T'nf, and using Eqs. [5.8.2] and [5.2.9], we have

(
aT )T

{1T'}= a{q} = [M]{q} + {f3} [5.8.10]

so that
nL 1T'kqk = {qf{1T'} = {qf[M]{q} + {qf{f3} = 2T2 + T1 [5.8.11]

k=1

Introducing this into Eq. [5.8.9], we obtain
n

h = L 1T'kqk - L = 2T2 + T1 - (T2 + T1 + To - V) = T2 - To + V = T2 + U
k=1

[5.8.12]

For a natural system To = a and T2 = T, so the Jacobi integral becomes

I 3Note the similarity between this approach and the procedure in Appendix B to find first integrals.

~
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h = T2 + V = T + V = constant [5.8.13]

'":ti",,_

Thus, for a natural system, the Jacobi integral is the system energy.
We next demonstrate that the generalized momenta are indeed a set of inde-

pendent variables that are derivable from the generalized velocities, and vice versa.
The relation between the generalized momenta and generalized velocities is given
in Eq. [5.8.10]. Inverting it, we can express the generalized velocities in terms of the
generalized momenta as

{q} = [Mr 1 ({7T} - {f3}) [5.8.14]

For Eq. [5.8.14] to hold, [M] must be nonsingular. It was stated earlier that [M]
is positive definite, so it is guaranteed to be nonsingular. Equation [5.8.14] leads to
the conclusion that the generalized momenta and generalized velocities are related to
each other by a linear one-to-one relationship and that they can be used interchange-
ably in the problem formulation. We had earlier expressed the Lagrangian in terms
of the generalized coordinates and generalized velocities as

L = L(q\, q2 •... , qll' qt, q2, ... qll' t) [5.8.15]

Based on the discussions above, we can now also represent the Lagrangian as

L = L(q\, q2, ... , qll' 7T\, 7T2, ... , 7T1l,t) [5.8.16]

Example
5.9

It follows that one can use any combination of generalized velocities and gen-
eralized momenta. (We cannot use 7Tk and qk(k = 1, 2, ... , n) together, though, as
they would constitute a redundant set.)

Consider the bead problem again. The Jacobi integral is given by Eg. [5.8.12] so that it has
the form

mR2 .? mR2
? • ?h = T2 + U = -2-e- + mgR(l- cose) - -2-fl-sm-e = constant (a]

which obviously is different than the sum of the kinetic and potential energies of the bead,
signifying that for nonnatural systems the energy integral is not the sum of the kinetic ,and
potential energies.

5.9 ROUTH'S METHOD FOR IGNORABLE COORDINATES

If a system has n degrees of freedom and l of those coordinates are cyclic, Routh'S
method permits one to reduce the n equations of motion to n - l equations that can
be solved separately from the cyclic coordinates. The reduced set of n - l equations
is usually easier to solve than the full set of n equations. The remaining l equations
associated with the cyclic coordinates are expressed as first integrals.

Consider a scleronomic conservative system that has n degrees of freedom, with
l of them cyclic. Order the generalized coordinates such that the first n -l coordinates
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qdk = 1,2, ... , n -I) are not cyclic, and the next q k (k = n -I + 1,n -I + 2, ... , n)
are. The generalized momenta 'Trk(k = n - 1 + 1,n - 1 + 2, ... , n) associated with
the cyclic coordinates are constant. We will write the Lagrangian in terms of the
generalized coordinates and the generalized momenta. This is perfectly acceptable
because, as demonstrated in the previous section, generalized momenta are indepen-
dent variables.

For a natural system with no cyclic coordinates the Lagrangian can be expressed
in terms of the generalized momenta as

L = L(ql, q2, ... , qn, 'Trl, 'Tr2,... , 'Tr n) [5.9.1 ]
In the presence of 1 cyclic coordinates, we write the Lagrangian in terms of the gen-
eralized velocities for the coordinates that are not cyclic and in terms of the gen-
eralized momenta for the coordinates that are cyclic. For the cyclic coordinates the
generalized coordinates are absent from the Lagrangian

L = L(ql, q2, ... , qn-!, ql, q2, ... , qn-!, 'Trn-!+ I, 'Trn-!+2, ... , 'Trn) [5.9.2]

and

'Tr n-!+k = constant k = 1, 2, . . . , 1 [5.9.3]

We next introduce the Routhian, denoted by rzlt,as

!

rzlt = L - :> 'Trn-!+kqn-!+k~
k=1

[5.9.4]

Comparing the Lagrangian and Routhian, we observe for the coordinates that
are not cyclic

JL
Jqk

Jrzlt

Jqk

JL

Jqk

Jrzlt

Jqk
k = I, 2, ... , n - 1 [5.9.5]

and for the coordinates that are cyclic

Jrzlt

J'Trn-!+k
=

JL. Jqn-!+k
J

--- - qn-!+k - 'Trn-l+kJ'Trn-!+k 'Trn-!+k
k = 1, 2, ... , 1 [5.9.6]

The last term on the right of this equation can be written using the chain law for
differentiation as

Jqn-!+k
'Tr n-!+k J'Trn-!+k

JL Jqn-!+k
Jqn-l+k J'Trn-!+k

JL

J'Trn-l+k
[5.9.7]

which, when introduced into Eq. [5.9.6] yields

Jrzlt .
--- = -qll-!+k
J'Trn-!+k

k = 1, 2, ... , 1 [5.9.8]

[5.9.9]k = 1, 2, ... , n - I

One can substitute Eqs. [5.9.5] into Lagrange's equations and write them as

d (Jrzlt) _ Jrzlt _ 0
- - --
dt JqkJqk
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Equations [5.9.9] and [5.9.8] represent two sets of equations, of orders n -1and
1, respectively, which can be solved separately from each other. One first solves Eqs.
[5.9.9] for the generalized coordinates and velocities ql, q2, ... , qn-l, ql, q2, ... , qn-l
associated with thenoncyclic coordinates. The results are then substituted into Eqs.
[5.9.8] to solve for the generalized velocities associated with the cyclic coordinates.
The values for the constants 1Tn-l+1, 1Tn-l+2, ... ' 1Tn are obtained from the initial

conditions.
The motivation behind defining the Routhian comes from Hamiltonian mechan-

ics, as we will see in Sec. 5.11.

Return again to the bead problem. As in Example 5.1, we treat the rotation of the hoop as
another degree of freedom. Writing the rotation rate n as cb, the Lagrangian. becomes

1 .2 1 .~, 1 .
L = T - V = "2.Iep + "2.mR2ep- sin- e + "2.mR2e2 - mgR(l - cose) [a]

where I is the mass moment of inertia of the hoop.
We observe that ep is absent from the Lagrangian, which makes it an ignorable coordi-

nate. The generalized momentum associated with ep is constant. The partial derivatives of the
Lagrangian are

~~ = mR2cb2 sin e cos e - mg R sin e a~ = mR2iJ
ae

[b]

aL . . 2 ._. = I ep + mR2ep sin e = (/ + mR2 sin2 e)ep = 7Tcf>= constant [c]
aep

One can seek a physical explanation of the generalized momentum. Indeed, 7Tcf>is the
component of the angular momentum of the hoop-bead system along the axis of the hoop.

We derived the equations of motion in Example 5.1. To obtain the equation of motion
using Routh's method, we calculate the Routhian as

. 1.~ 1 . 2 1 . .
CZJt= L - ep7Tcf>= "2.Iep- + "2.mR2ep2 sin e + "2.mR2e2 - mgR(l- cose) - ep7Tcf> [d]

Using the expression for 7T cf>the Routhian can be expressed without ep by

ep7Tcf>
CZJt= ~mR2iJ2 - mgR(l - cos e) - -2-

2 7T2
cf>

~mR2iJ2 - mgR(l - cos e) - 2(/ + mR2 sin2 e)2

5. 10 IMpULSIVE MOTION

[e]

The linear impulse-momentum relationship for a particle of mass m acted upon by a
force F(t) is obtained by integrating Newton's second law over time, for
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f
lo

mv(t\) + F(t) dt = mv(t2)
11

[5.10.1]

[5.10.2]k = 1, 2, ... , n

We saw in Chapter 1 that if a true impulsive force were applied, the particle veloc-
ity would change immediately after the impulse but the position would not change.
Displacements require finite time to develop.

We now consider Lagrange's equations and impulsive external excitation. Simi-
lar to the approach in Chapter 1, we integrate the equations of motion. In general, in-
tegration of Lagrange's equations over time does not yield important results. But the
situation is different when the applied forces are impulsive. We rewrite Lagrange's
equations in the form of Eq. [4.9.8] as

~ [ aT ] _ aT + av = Qk
dt aqk aqk aqk nc

Assume an impulsive force is applied at time t = to. Integrating the above equa-
tion from to to to + € and taking the limit as E approaches zero, we obtain for each
term

. flo+€ d (aT) ; J (aT)hm - - dt = hm d-
€->o 10 dt aqk €->O aqk

- l' ( )IIO+€- 1m 1Tk 10
€->o

[5.10.3]

lim [1Tk(tO + E) - 1Tk(tO)] = 6.1Tk
€->O

. flo+€ aT
hm -dt = 0
€->O 10 aqk f

IO+€ av
lim -dt = 0
€->O 10 aqk

[5.10.4]

f
IO+€ A

lim Qknc = Qk
€ ->0 10

k = 1, 2, ... , n [5.10.5]

Equations [5.10.4] are both equal to zero because aT/aqk and aV/aqk have fi-
nite magnitudes. We refer to Qk as the generalized impulse. The only forces that
contribute to the generalized impulse are impulsive forces, as the contribution of all
other forces disappears as the duration of the impulse becomes infinitesimally small.
Chapter 1 presented this same argument. It follows that

6.1Tk = Qk k = 1, 2, ... , n [5.10.6]

so that the change in generalized momentum is equal to the generalized impulse, a
result totally analogous to the impulse-momentum theorem for particles. The virtual
work expression in terms of impulsive forces becomes

N N n.:J
A "" A "" A "" Uri8Wnc = LFinc • 8ri = LFi • L -8qk

i=\ i=\ k=\ aqk

N ( n ar-) n
= ~ ~ Fine • a!8qk = ~ Qk8qk

i=l k=\ lk k=l

[5.10.7]
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SO that the generalized impulse has the form
N~ "" ~ Bri

Qk = L...,Finc • a
i=] qk

[5.10.8]

Equation [5.10.6] can be expressed in matrix form. Noting that {1T} = [M]{q} +
{j3}, and assuming that the inertia matrix and the {j3}vector do not change during
the impulse, we can write Eq. [5.10.6] as

[M]{~q} = {Q} [5.10.9]

in which {Q} = [Q] Q2 . . . Qnf is the generalized impulse vector. Hence,
given the impulsive forces, one can calculate the generalized impulses, and by in-
verting Eq. [5.10.9] one calculates the generalized velocities immediately after the
impulse as

{~q} = [Mr1{Q} [5.10.10]

Example
5.11

Note that if an impulsive force is applied to a body subject to constraints, the
constraint forces, such as reaction forces, also become impulsive. One should exer-
cise caution in determining those forces that are impulsive and those that are not.
Also, as discussed in Chapter 1, always keep in mind the fact that Eq. [5.10.6] is an
approximation, as it assumes the ideal situation of the impulse taking place in zero
time. In reality, impulses take place over finite time, so that there is some change of
position as well.

The massless collar in Fig. 5.5 is free to slide over a guide bar. Attached to the collar with
a pin joint is a rod of mass m and length L. A ball of mass M is attached to the tip of the
rod. The system is at rest when an impulsive force F is applied to the mass at the tip of the
rod in the horizontal direction. Find the velocity of the collar and angular velocity of the rod
immediately after the impulsive force is applied.

Solution
This system has two degrees of freedom. We select the generalized coordinates as the trans-
lation of the collar and the rotation angle (). The configuration of the system disturbed from
equilibrium is shown in Fig. 5.6, together with the external forces. The kinetic energy is due
to the kinetic energy of the ball and the kinetic energy of the rod

~

L

Figure 5.5
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1\

-F

Figure 5.6
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5.1 0 IMpULSIVE MOTION:

1 2 1 1 2 2 1 '2
T = 2M(uMx + UMy) + 2m(UX + Uy) + 21e()

where UMx and UMy are the velocities of the ball in the x and y directions, Ux and uy are the
velocities of the center of mass of the rod, and Ie is the centroidal mass moment of inertia of
the rod, Ie = mL 2/12. From Fig. 5.6, we can express the displacements of the center of mass
of the rod and of the ball as

307

L . II
Xc = X + 2" SIn v

L
Ye = - - cos ()

2
XM = X + L sin () YM = -Lcos() [b]

Differentiating the above terms, we obtain the velocities in the x and Y directions as

L.
Ux = i + 2"()cos()

L.
uy = 2"() sin () UMx = i + L()cos() UMy = L() sin () [c]

[d]

Substituting Eqs. [c] into Eq. [a] we obtain

T ~ ~M [(i+ L8 case)'+ (L8 Sine)} ~m[(x + ~8cose)2+ (~8Sine)} H I~)mL'82
1 " 1 [2 1. . ]= 2M[i2 + L2()2 + 2L()i cos ()] + 2m .t + 3L2()2 + L()icose

The change in potential energy during the impulse is zero, as we assume that the position
of the system does not change during the impulse. Using Eq. [5.8.2], the generalized momenta
have the form

aT . 1.
-. = Mi + ML()cos() + mi + -2mL()cos() = 'Trxax

aT. 1. 1
aiJ = ML2e + MLicos() + 3mL2() + "2mLtcose = 'Trl)

The virtual work is

[e]

oW = FOXM = Fo(x+Lsin()) = Fox+FLcos()o() = Qxox+Ql)o() [f]

so that the generalized impulses are

Qx = F QI) = FL cos() [g]

At the point of application of the impulse, the rod is vertical and e = O. Combining Eqs.
[e] and [g], we obtain two equations for the two unknowns i and iJ as

( 1) . ~(M + m)_t + ML + "2mL () = F

(ML + ~mL}t + (ML2 + ~mL2)iJ = FL

Solving Eqs. [h] for the values of _t and iJ immediately after the impulse, we obtain

[h]

-2ft
x = 4M + m

. 6F
()= ---

(4M + m)L
[g]

Note that the velocity of the collar right after the impulse is in the opposite direction of
the impulse.
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5.11 HAMILTON'S EQUATIONS

[5.11.1 ]{7r} + {g} = {Qnc}

Hamilton's equations have the property that they directly yield 2n first-order equa-
tions of motion that are in state form. They also find applications in the stability
analysis of dynamical systems, in transformation theory, and in control systems.

Consider the generalized momenta, {7T} = [M]{q} + {f3}. It follows that La-
grange's equations can be written in terms of the generalized momenta as

where {gf = -aUa{q}. It follows that one can express Lagrange's equations in

state form as
{q} = [M]-I({7T} - {f3}) {7r} = -{g} + {Qnc} [5.11.2a,b]

The equations in the above form can be derived from a scalar function called
the Hamiltonian, defined in a way similar to the Jacobi integral and the Routhian as

ex = i a~ qk - L = i 7Tkqk - L = {7Tf{q} - L
k=1 aqk k=1

[5.11.3]

Considering Eq. [5.8.12] we can write

ex = T2 + U = T2 - To + V [5.11.4]

As {q} can be expressed in terms of {7T}, the variation of ex can be written using
{q} and {7T} as the independent variables, thus

aex aex
8ex = a{q} {8q} + a{7T} {87T}

[5.11.5]

If we take the variation of ex using its definition in Eq. [5.11.3], we obtain
[5.11.6]8ex = {87Tf {q} + {8qf {7T} - :{~} {8q} - :{~} {8q}

Because the generalized momenta are defined as {7Tf = aUa{q}, the second and
third terms on the right side of this expression cancel each other. Equating Eqs.
[5.11.5] to the remaining terms in Eq. [5.11.6], we write

aex
{q}T = a{7T}

_ aL aex
a{q} = a{q} = -{gf [5.11.7a,b]

Now introducing Eq. [5.11.7b] into Eq. [5.11.2b], we obtain Hamilton's canon-
ical equations written as

aex
{qf = a{7T}

. T aex { T
{7T} = - a{q} + QnJ [5.11.8]

or, in scalar form, as
aex

qk = a7Tk
aex + Qknc7rk = - aqk

k = 1, 2, ... , n [5.1 1":9]
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Equations [5.11.9] constitute 2n first-order equations with all time derivatives
being on the left side. Hence, the equations of motion are in state form.

The rationale behind defining the Hamiltonian as in Eq. [5.11.3] is as fol-
lows. Lagrange's equations are a set of second-order differential equations, with the
second-order derivative terms arising from the expression 11t (tfJ(k = 1,2, ... , n).
One then ponders the possibility of having an augmented form of the Lagrangian,
denoted by CX, such that aCX/aqk = O. Consequently, second-order derivatives are
eliminated. The Hamiltonian is defined in a similar way to the Routhian, but consid-
ering all the generalized coordinates. Another rationale comes from the definition of
the Jacobi integral, which uses the expression 1Tkqk' Yet another motivation comes
from Legendre's dual transformation, to which Lagrangian mechanics and gener-
alized velocities and momenta are an application. It should be noted that Hamilton
lived much before Routh and that it was Routh who was inspired from the Hamilto-
nian to develop the Routhian.

It can be shown easily that when all forces acting on the system can be derived
from a potential, so that Qknc = 0 (k = 1,2, ... , n), we have

acx aL
- = -- [5.11.10]at at

For a holonomic conservative system, if the Hamiltonian does not depend on
time explicitly, its time derivative is zero, dCX/dt = 0, and the Hamiltonian becomes
the Jacobi integral Ii, an integral of the motion. One advantage of Hamilton's equa-
tions is that they make it easier to identify integrals of the motion. Hamilton's equa-
tions are also useful in the stability analysis of dynamical systems. However, it may
not be so simple to obtain Hamilton's equations, especially when a large number
of degrees of freedom are involved. Also, from an algebraic standpoint, Hamilton's
equations are usually lengthier than Lagrange's equations, limiting their usefulness
to low-order systems. Hamilton's equations are viewed more as a tool to extract in-
formation from the system and to identify integrals of the motion.

Figure 5.7 describes a spring pendulum, where the length of the pendulum varies because
it is acted upon by two springs of constant k/2 each and a dashpot of constant c. Find the
equations of motion using Hamilton's canonical equations.
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Solution
We use polar coordinates to describe the motion, as described in Fig. 5.8. We denote the
unstretched length of the spring as a. The velocity of the mass is

o

\
\
\

v = re, + reeo

leading to the kinetic energy expression

I 1 2 ?'2T = -mY • v = -m(i- + r-e )2 2

[a]

[b]

mg

Figure 5.8
Free-body
diagram

The potential energy is due to the stretch of the spring and due to gravity, thus

1 ?

V = "ik(r - a)" - mgrcose [c]

The dashpot gives rise to the Rayleigh's dissipation function term

1 .2?J = -cr
2

[d]

We next find the generalized momenta terms using Eq. [5.8.2], which yields

aL aT .
'TT = - = - = mr, ar ar

aL aT 2'
'TTo= -. = -. = mr e

ae ae
[e]

From Eqs. [e] we can express rand e as

'TT,r= -m e 'TTo
mr2

[f]

and, using these expressions, we write the Hamiltonian in terms of the generalized coordinates
and generalized momenta as

'Je = 'TT,r + 'TToe- L

'TT2 'TT2 1 'TT2 1 'TT2 1 ?= _' + _0 ' - __ 0_ + -k(r - a)- - mgrcose
m mr2 2 m 2 mr2 2

[g]

The Rayleigh's dissipation function leads to the generalized forces associated with the
nonconservative forces acting on the system as

[h)a?J . C'TT,
Q",c = - ar = -cr = ----n;

a?:F
QOnc = --. = 0ae

Using the Hamilton's canonical equations in conjunction with Eqs. [g] and [h], we obtain
the equations of motion

'TT, =

a'Je 'TT, e' a'iJ£ 'TTIi
r=--=- =--=--

d'TT, m a'TT() mr2

a'Je I? c
--a + Q",c = --3'TTii - k(r- a) + mgcose - -'TT,

r m~ m

'TTo
a"Jc
--+Qae Onc

-mgrsine [I]

.:::::;;,
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5.12 COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS: ALTERNATE
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MOTION EQUATIONS

With the advent of digital computers and powerful software, it has become possible
to derive the equations of motion, as well as to solve them, using computational
techniques. We discuss here issues associated with the derivation and integration of
equations of motion from a computational standpoint. We begin with derivation of
the equations of motion.

The classical derivation of the equations of motion in terms of Lagrange's equa-
tions is elegant, and it gives a lot of physical insight. As the number of degrees
of freedom become larger, however, using Lagrange's equations directly to derive
the equations of motion becomes increasingly difficult and time consuming. This is
true for hand calculations as well as for derivations performed by a computer, using
symbolic manipulation software. To make matters worse, an experienced user of La-
grange's equations will notice that some ofthe terms in the evaluation of aT/aqk(k =
1,2, ... , n) cancel terms in d(aT/aqk)/dt, resulting in excess, wasted manipulations.

An alternative way to derive the equations of motion is to use D' Alembert's
principle directly (Eq. [4.7.16]). The advantages of using D' Alembert's principle are
that the kinetic energy does not need to be calculated, and, because the entire process
involves vectors, the derivation process can be mechanized and accomplished more
efficiently by digital computers. The disadvantage is that acceleration terms must
be calculated, which requires more effort than the velocity terms used in Lagrange's
equations.

Consider a system of N bodies having n degrees of freedom undergoing plane
motion. We express the position of the center of mass of the ith body in column vector
format {ri} (i = 1,2, ... ,N) where {ri} = {ri(ql, q2, ... , qn, t)} is a column vector of
order 3. Similarly, the angles fh (i = 1,2, , N) can be expressed in terms of the
generalized coordinates as Oi = Oi(ql, q2, , qn, t). The time derivatives of {ri} and

Oi are

{'} a{n}{.} {ari} []{'} {ari} Q {}T{'} aOiri = a{q} q + at = riq q + at Ui = Oiq q + at [5.12.1]

where {8iqf = [aOJaql aOJaq2 ' . . aOJaqn]. The expression for Vi} is the
column vector representation of Eq. [5.2.4]. Note that [riq] is a matrix of dimension

3 X n.
From the above equation, we write the variations of {ri} and Oi as

311

{ori} = [riq]{oq} OOi = {8iqf {oq} [5.12.2]

,~.{.

In a similar fashion, we obtain the translational and angular acceleration of the

ith body as

{a;} ~ ::' {ri} ~ [r;q]{ij} + a1q} ([riq]{q}){q) + :,rriq]{q} + a1q} { a;; } {q} + { ~;'i}

~ [riq]{ij} + a1q} ([riq]{q}){q) + 2 :, [r;q]{q} + {~,q i ~\,2, ... ,N
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.. _ T.. . T . aT' a2()i
()i - {()iq} {q} + {q} [()iq]{q} + 2 at {eiq} {q} + at2 [5.12.3]

where [()iqhs = a2()Jaqk aqs (k, s = 1,2, ... , n). The generalized work expression
can be written as

N N

BW = L({Fif{Bri} + MGi B()i) = L ({Fif[riq] + MGi{eiqf){Bq}
i=1 i=1

= {Qf{Bq} [5.12.4]

We next combine all these relations. D' Alembert's principle in column vector
format is

N

L ((mi{ai} - {FJ)T{BrJ + (Ie/ii - MGi) B()i) = 0
i=1

[5.12.5]

Introducing Eqs. [5.12.2]-[5.12.4] into this equation, and considering the general
case of constrained systems, we obtain

t (m; [nq]' [[r;q]{ij) + a1q} ([r;q]{ij) + 2 :, [r;q]{tj} + { ~2,~;}]
+ lc,{O;q} [{O;q]'{ij} + {ijJ'[O;q]{ij} + 2 :t {O;qf{ij} + a:,~;])+[a]'{A} = {Q}

[5.12.6]

in which [a] is the constraint matrix of order m X n. The above equation, of course,
needs to be solved simultaneously with the constraint equation, Eq. [4.10.1]. It is
clear that calculation of the [riq] matrix and {eiq} vector is crucial to obtaining the
equations of motion.

Considering the above derivation, one may question why we study Lagrange's
equations in the first place, if the equations of motion can be more conveniently
derived using Eq. [5.12.6]. There are several answers to this question. Lagrange's
equations are based on D' Alembert's and Hamilton's principles, and one can derive
the equations of motion using variational principles and from scalar functions. Doing
so gives a very powerful result, putting in better perspective the relation between the
equations of motion and energy. It points to an order in dynamical systems. It gives
a better understanding of the nature of the motion, what the integrals of the motion
are; and it makes it easier to establish these integrals.

Next, we consider numerical integration of the equations of motion. As dis-
cussed in Chapter 1, the equations of motion have to be cast in state form, which
implies that they have to be first-order differential equations. In each equation there
must be a single derivative term, on the left side. Neither Lagrange's equations nor
the direct application of D' Alembert's principle yields equations of motion in state
form. On the other hand, Hamilton's equations are in state form.

One way to convert Lagrange's equations into state form is to introduce the.n
variables Zk = qk (k = 1,2, .., n). Then, realizing that the equations of motion can
be written as

[M]{ij} + {g({q}, {q})} = {Q} [5.12.7]
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we write the equations as

[M]{z} + {g({q}, {Zm = {Q} [5.12.8]

The 2n first-order equations are obtained as the inverse of Eq. [5.12.8], which
provides n of the equations, together with the relationship between {z} and {q}, which
provides the other n equations. They can be expressed as

{z} = -[Mr1{g} + [Mr1{Q} {tj} = {z} [5.12.9]

Recall that [M] is a function of the generalized coordinates only, so its calculation
and inversion do not involve velocity expressions.

Another way to convert the equations of motion into state form is to define {z}
as

{z} = [T]{tj} + {y} [5.12.10]

where [T] is a nonsingular matrix of order n X nand {y} is a vector of order n.
We introduce this transformation into the equations of motion. When [T] = [1] and
{y} = {O}we get Eqs. [5.12.9]. When [T] = [M] and {y} = {13}, {z} becomes the
generalized momentum vector and we obtain Hamilton's equations. In general, the
selection of [T] depends on the nature of the problem.

We next discuss integration of the equations of motion of constrained systems.
We repeat Eqs. [4.10.1] and [4.10.5] here as

j = 1, 2, ... , m
n

Lajktjk + ajO = 0
k=l

d (aL) aL mdt -a:- - a = Qknc - L Ajajk
qk qk j=l

which can be written in matrix form as

k = 1, 2, ... , n [5.12.11]

[A]{tj} + {b} = {O} [M]{q} + [Af {A} + {g} = {Qncl [5.12.12a,b]

in which [A] is a matrix of order m X n, whose elements are ajb as defined in Section
4.10. It is preferable to combine the two expressions in Eqs. [5.12.12]. The highest-
order derivative in Eq. [5.12.12a] is of order one, while Eq. [5.12.12b] has time
derivatives of order two. Differentiating Eq. [5.12.12a] with respect to time yields

[A]{q} = - [A]{tj} - {h} [5.12.13]

This can now be combined with Eq. [5.12.12b] to give one matrix equation of order
n+mas

[
[M]
[A]

[AV] [{q}] _ [ {Qnc} - {g} ]
[0] {A} - - [A]{tj} - {h}

[5.12.14]

where all the terms not involving second derivatives of qi (i = 1,2, ... , n) are moved
to the left side of Eq. [5.12.14]. The coefficient matrix on the left side of the above
equation is symmetric, but it is no longer positive definite. However, it can be shown
to be nonsingular. Equation [5.12.14] represents a set of hybrid equations, com-
bining differential and algebraic equations. They are called differential-algebraic

\j'~, ~~----------
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equations. Several new methods have been developed in recent years to solve these
equations. The interested reader is referred to the,texts by Brenan et aI., and by Haug.

5. 13 ADDITIONAL DIFFERENTIAL VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES

Previous developments in this chapter and in Chapter 4 are based on variational prin-
ciples, namely D' Alembert's and Hamilton's principles and the special case of static
problems, the principle of virtual work. These principles are based on the variation
of the displacement coordinates while keeping time fixed. In this section we ana-
lyze the variational principles that one can derive using variations of velocities and
accelerations.

Consider D' Alembert's principle for a system of N particles
N

L(mii\ - Fi) • ori = a [5.13.1J
i=[

where we note that the variation is taken by keeping the dependent variable, which
is the time t, constant. We now look at the position vector ri(t) (i = 1, 2, ... , N) at
an increment of time ~t later. Given the value of the position vector associated with
the ith particle at time t, ri(t), one can obtain its value at t = t + ~t, by means of a
Taylor series approximation as

A _ • A •• (M)2 ... (~t)3 ,
ri(t + ut) - ri(t) + ri(t)ut + ri(t)-2- + ri(t)-3-' + ... [5.13.2J

The variation of riCt+ ~t), using time fixed at t, becomes

. (~t)2 ~ ... (~t)3
ori(t + ~t) = ori(t) + ori(t) ~t + ori(t)-2- + u ri(t)-3-! + ... [5.13.3]

Substitution of this equation into Eq. [5.13.1] yields

~ (. (~tf ~ ... (~t)3 ) aL)miri - Fi). ori(t) + ori(t) ~t + oriCt) -2- + u r;Ct)-3-! + ... =
1=[

[5.13.4]

Obviously, taking the limit as ~t ~ a gets one back to Eq. [5.13.1]. Now, con-
sider a different variation: one obtained by setting ori(t) = O. We will denote this
variation by the subscript 1, so that we write o[ ri = 0 (i = 1, 2, ... , N). Using this
variation and keeping in mind that ori(t) = 0, dividing Eq. [5.13.4] by ~t, and tak-
ing the limit as ~t approaches zero, we obtain

N

L(miri - Fi) • o[ri = a (01 ri = 0) [5.13.5J
i=[

where we note that the evaluation took place at t = t + ~t. Equation [5.13.5] is
known as Jourdain's variational principle. Note that o[ri =P ori (i = 1,2, ... , N),
because ori, which are used in Hamilton's principle and Lagrange's equations, are
obtained by taking the variation of ri holding only time fixed, with no restricti$2)1
on rio
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Jourdain's variational principle can be used to deal with systems subjected to
nonholonomic constraints. One can show that Eq. [5.13.5] leads to the relation
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[5.13.6]
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For a holonomic system that is unconstrained and q k are chosen as indepen-
dent, the variations of the generalized coordinates are also independent and the above
equation yields Lagrange's equations. In the presence of nonholonomic constraints
oqk are no longer independent, but one can introduce the constraint into the formula-
tion using Eq. [5.13.6]. Hence, Lagrange's equations can be considered as a special
case ofEq. [5.13.6].

In a similar fashion, consider a second variation, denoted by the subscript 2,
during which both ri and fi are held fixed, such that 02ri = 0, 02ri = O. Divide Eq.
[5.13.4] by (~t)2 and take the limit as ~t approaches zero to obtain
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N

L(mii\ - Fi) • 02i\ = 0
i= 1

(02ri =0, 02ri = 0) [5.13.7]

This is known as Gauss's variational principle or Gauss's principle of least con-
straint. This principle can be shown to lead to a least squares interpretation of the
minimization of the quantity Z as

N 1
Z = L -2 .(mil\ - Fi) • (mil\ - Fi) [5.13.8]

i=l ml

Indeed, taking the variation of Z we obtain Eq. [5.13.7]. The variations of Fi (i =
1, 2, ... , N) are zero as the forcing is a known quantity. We conclude that of all ac-
celerations that are compatible with the const~aint equations, the actual accelerations
make the quantity Z a minimum and, hence, constitute the solution.

In practice, one uses the variational principle that yields the equations of mo-
tion with the most ease. For unconstrained holonomic systems, there is usually no
need to use the Gauss or Jourdain variations. The advantage of using Jourdain's or
Gauss's variational principle becomes more pronounced for systems that are non-
holonomically constrained. Because nonholonomic constraints can only be written
in velocity form, one can impose these constraints using the Gauss and Jourdain vari-
ations, without manipulating the generalized coordinates. We will discuss this issue
further in Chapter 9.

It is interesting to note that D' Alembert's principle is dated to the year 1743, and
Gauss's principle was stated in 1829, while Jourdain's principle-which establishes
the link between the other two principles-was stated in 1909.

Consider the vehicle in Example 4.14 and apply Jourdain's variational principle to it.

Solution
The vehicle is shown in Fig. 4.8. The nonholonomic constraint is that the velocity of point A
can only be in the x direction. The constraint equation is written in tenus of the generalized

Example
5.13
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coordinates X, Y, and () as

-Xsin() + YcosO - Le = 0 [a]

We will use Eq. [5.13.6]. To this end, we write the kinetic energy as

1 02 0 1 O2T = "im(X + y2) + "i1cO [b]

and the generalized forces as

'[e]Qo = (FD - Fc)hQy = (Fe + FD)sinOQx = (Fe + FD)cosO

so that Eq. [5.13.6] has the form

(mX - (Fe + FD)cosO) OIX

+ (mY - (Fe + FD)sinO) o]Y + (lce - (FD - Fc)h) Ole = 0 [d]

The Jourdain variation of the constraint has the form

- sinO o]X + cos OOIY - L Ole = 0 [e]

We can manipulate this expression and express the variation of one of the variables in terms of
the other. Expressing the Jourdain variation of 0 in terms of the Jourdain variations of X and Y
is futile, because in this problem X and Yare not sufficient to describe the motion completely.
Hence, we eliminate the variation of either X or Y. Let us select Y, so we can write

[f]cos() OIY = sine o]X + L Ole

We multiply Eq. [d) by cos e and introduce Eq. [f] to it, which yields

(mX - (Fe + FD)cose)cosO O]X + (mY - (Fe + FD) sin O)(sinO O]X + L Ole)

+ (lce - (FD - Fe)h) cos 0 Ole = 0 [g]

Because the Jourdain variations of X and 0 are independent, their coefficients must van-
ish independently, which yields

mXcosO + mYsinO = Fe + FD

IcecosO + mYL = (Fe + FD)L sinO + (FD - Fc)hcosO [h]

These equations still contain derivatives of three variables. To simplify, consider incor-
porating the velocity of A as a motion variable. The velocity of point A can be written as

VA = vAi = (XcosO +YsinO)i [I]

The acceleration of A then becomes

aA = uAi + w X VA = uAi + eVAj UJ

Differentiating VA and using Eqo [a], we obtain

vA = X cos 0 + Y sin 0 - Xe sin e + ye cos e = X cos 0 + Y sin () + LiP [k]

which, when introduced into the first of Eqs. [h] yields

. . 2
m(vA-LO) = Fe+FD lU
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In a similar fashion, one can show that the second of Eqs. [h] can be written as

(IG + mL2)O + mLOvA = (FD - Fc)h [m]
so that Eqs. [I] and [m] constitute the two equations of motion in terms of VA and e. Upqn.'
closer examination, one recognizes Eq. [I] as the force balance in the x direction, and Eq.
[m] a~ the mom~nt bala~ce a?out point A. These equations are, of course, the sam\} a~the
equatIOns of motIon obtamed m Example 4.14. ::.<.

~ ...
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HOMEWORK EXERCISES

SECTION 5.2

1. A link of mass m and length L is pinned to the edge of a disk of mass M and
radius R, as shown in Fig. 5.9. A servomotor keeps the angular velocity of the

//

Figure 5.9
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Figure5.10 Figure5.11 Figure5.12

disk constant at a value of fl. Find the equilibrium position for () as a function
of the angular velocity of the disk.

2. Find the equilibrium equations for the rotating double pendulum in Fig. 5.10.
The angular velocity of the shaft fl is constant.

3. Consider the rot~ting spring pendulum in Fig. 5.11 and obtain the equilibrium
positions when c/> == fl is a constant and c == O.

4. Find the equilibrium position of the bead shown in Fig. 5.12 for fl == constant.

SECTION 5.3
5. Consider the equations of motion for the double pendulum in Fig. 4.3. Linearize
them in the neighborhood of the equilibrium position(s).

6. Consider Example 4.11 and linearize the equations of motion about the equilib-
rium point Xe == 0, ()e == O.

7. Consider Problem 3 and evaluate the stability of the equilibrium points.
8. Given the bead problem considered earlier, plot the dynamic potential U as a
function of () forthe following conditions: (a) fl2 == 0.5g/R, (b) fl2 == 1.5g/R.
Verify that the stability relations discussed in Sec. 5.3 hold.

9. A particle of mass m moves on a smooth surface described by the relation z ==
x2 + l -xy, with the z axis being the vertical. Derive the equations of motion
and obtain the linearized equations about equilibrium.

SECTION 5.4
10. For the mass-spring system shown in Fig. 5.13, calculate the expressions for the

kinetic and potential energies, as well as the Rayleigh's dissipation function.
Then, write the equations of motion in matrix form directly from the energy
terms, without using Lagrange's equations or Newton's second law.
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SECTION 5.5

11. A thin square metal plate, of mass m and sides L, hangs from its comers attached
to two springs, each of constant k, as shown in Fig. 5.14. Find the equations of
motion for small oscillations, as well as the natural frequencies. The horizontal
motion of the center of mass is negligible.

12. Find the equations of motion, natural frequencies, and eigenvectors of the sys-
tem shown in Fig. 5.13 for kj = k2 = k, k3 = 2k, mj = m, m2 = 2m and no
damping,

13. Find the linearized equations of motion, natural frequencies, and eigenvectors
of the system shown in Fig. 5.15. The system consists of two links of the same
length and mass, attached by a spring. Assume small motions and consider only
the horizontal deformation of the spring.

14. Consider Problem 5 and obtain the natural frequencies and modal vectors for
mj = m2 = m~Lj = L2 = L.

15. Consider Problem 6 and obtain the natural frequencies and modal vectors for
M = 2m and k = mg/b.

16. Four identical masses are connected to four identical springs and constrained to
move in a circle, as shown in Fig. 5.16. The springs are unstretched when the
masses are all equidistant. How many rigid body modes does this system have?
Find the natural frequencies.

/.:
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SECTION 5.6

17. Check for the orthogonality of the natural modes in Problem 12.
18. Check for the orthogonality of the natural modes in Problem 14.

SECTION 5.7

19. Consider Problem 13 and the case when the spring is weak, that is, the poten-
tial energy of the spring is much less than the potential energy due to gravity.
Approximate the two natural frequencies and plot the response to zero initial
conditions.

20. Obtain the response of the system in Problem 12 to a unit impulse on mass 1.
Initial conditions are zero.

21. Consider the double pendulum in Fig 4.3. Set ml = m2 = m, L1 = L2 = L
and find the response to the initial conditions 81(0) = 30°, 82(0) = 0°. Calcu-
late the maximum value of the amplitude of 82(t).

SECTION 5.8

22. Identify the integr~ls of the motion for the pendulum in Problem 3 for (a) 4> is a
variable, and (b) c/> is a constant = n. Take c = 0 in both cases.

23. Identify the integrals of the motion for the Foucault's pendulum.
24. Find the integrals of the motion for the rotating double pendulum in Fig. 5.10.

SECTION 5.9

25. Consider the rotating spring pendulum in Problem 3 and obtain the Routhian.

SECTION 5.10

26. Obtain the velocity of the collar shown in Fig. 5.17 immediately after an impul-
sive force of F is applied to the bottom of the disk of radius R = L/6. At the
instant the impulse is applied, 8 = 0, and the disk is not rotating.

27. Two rods of equal length and mass are connected by a pin joint, and they are
at rest, as shown in Fig. 5.18. An impulsive force is applied at point B and per-
pendicular to the line AB. Find the angular velocities of the rods immediately
after the impulse. Hint: Include the coordinates of point A in the generalized
coordinates.

28. The double pendulum in Fig. 4.3 is at rest when an impulsive force F is applied
in the horizontal direction to the bottom of the second rod. Find the ensuing
angular velocities.

;.,
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Figure5.17

SECTION 5.11

Figure5.18 Figure5.19

29. Derive the equation of motion of the bead on a hoop that we have c?nsidered ear-
lier using Hamilton's equations. Consider the rotation of the hoop cP as a variable.

SECTION 5.12

30. Consider the system in Example 4.11 and derive the equations of motion using
the direct application of D' Alembert's principle by Eq. [5.12.6].

31. Solve Problem 30 using D' Alembert's principle, but without explicitly calculat-
ing the [riq] matrices. Compare the ease with which the solution is obtained with
the solution obtained by using Eq. [5.12.6] and by using Lagrange's equations.

SECTION 5.13

32. Solve Problem 4.41 using Jourdain's variational principle.
33. Find the equation of motion of the rod in Fig. 5.19 using Jourdain's variational

principle. Friction is negligible and the rod maintains contact with the wall.
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RIGID BODY GEOMETRY
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In this chapter we consider the geometrical properties of rigid bodies. The term
rigid is in reality a mathematical idealization, because all bodies deform by a cer-
tain amount under the application of loads. If the deformation is small compared to
the overall dimensions of the body, and energy dissipation due to elastic effects is
negligible, the rigid body assumption can safely be used.

Let us distinguish between particles and rigid bodies. A particle was defined
earlier as a body with no physical dimensions. This definition, of course, is also an
idealization, as all bodies have physical dimensions. If the dimensions of the body are
much smaller than the path followed by the body, it becomes possible to neglect the
physical dimensions of the body. One does not consider any rotational motion, and
three translational degrees of freedom are sufficient to describe the motion. Whether
one can use this approximation depends on the conditions under which the motion
takes place, the loading, as well as the material properties of the bodies involved.

A rigid body is defined as a body with physical dimensions where the distances
bet'Neen the particles that constitute the body remain unchanged. One needs to con-
sider the rotational motion of a rigid body; thus, six degrees of freedom, three transla-
tional and three rotational, are required to completely describe its motion. In addition,
one needs to develop quantities that give information regarding the distribution of
mass along the body. Just as the mass of a body represents its resistance to transla-
tional motion, the distribution of the mass about a certain axis represents the body's
resistance to rotational motion about that axis.

6.2 CENTER OF MASS

Consider a system of N particles viewed from a fixed reference frame with origin
0, as shown in Fig. 6.1. The term mi denotes the mass of the ith particle (i = 1,
2, ... , N) and ri its distance from O. In Chapter 3, the center of mass of a system of

323
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Figure6.1 A system of
particles

Figure6.2 Differential
element for
a rigid body

particles was denoted by the point G, and its location was defined as

1 N
re = - )"' mjrj

mj;;J
[6.2.1]

in which m denotes the total mass
N

m="L-mj
j=1

[6.2.2]

A rigid body can be considered as a collection of particles in which the number
of particles approaches infinity and in which the distances between the individual
masses remain the same. As N -7 co, each particle can be treated as a differential
mass element, as shown in Fig. 6.2, mj -7 dm, and the summations in the above two
equations are replaced by integrations over the body. We then define the location of
the center of mass G as

re = ~ r rdm [6.2.3]
m JbOdy

where r is the vector from the origin to the differential element dm, and

m = r dm [6.2.4]
Jbody

is the mass of the rigid body. Considering Figs. 6.1 and 6.2, for a system of particles
we can write rj = re + Pi, and for a rigid body r = re + p. Introducing this term
into Eq. [6.2.3], we obtain

re = ~ r rdm = ~ r (re + p)dm = re + ~ r pdm [6.2.5]
m JbOdY m JbOdY m JbOdy

leading to the conclusion that

r pdm = 0 [6.2.6]
JbodY

.::.
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This equation indicates that the weighted average of the displacement vector
about the center of mass is zero. Considering concepts from statistics, one can re-
fer to the definition of the center of mass as the first moment of the mass distribu-
tion. Naturally, Eq. [6.2.6] is identical to its counterpart for a system of particles,
Eq. [3.2.5].

The center of mass is a very important quantity, as its use simplifies the anal-
ysis of bodies considerably. One has to perform the integrations in Eqs. [6.2.3] and
[6.2.4] in order to find the center of mass. These integrations are in general triple
integrations. Many times, the body that one is dealing with consists of parts that are
uniform in density and that have shapes whose masses and centers of mass are known
in advance or found more easily. Under such circumstances, one can calculate the
center of mass of the composite body by using the center of masses of the individual
bodies. If the body is separated into N components, and the mass and center of mass
of each component is denoted by mi and rei (i = l, 2, ... , N) the center of mass can
be found from

325

I N

re = -,Lmirei
m i=!

[6.2.7]

When dealing with several components, we will also use the notation of denoting
the center of mass by an overbar. The velocity and acceleration of the center of mass
can be obtained by differentiating the expression for position and integrating it over
the body. Using the expression for re in Eq. [6.2.3] we obtain

If'Ve = - rdm
m body

I f "dae = - r m
m body

[6.2.8]

The velocity and acceleration of a point can be expressed in terms of the center of
mass as

v = Ve + P a=ae+P [6.2.9]

Introducing these expressions to Eqs. [6.2.8] and performing the integrations gives

( pdm = 0
JbOdy

( pdm = 0
JbOdy

[6.2.10]

Figure 6.3 shows a decorative pencil holder, made of uniform material of thickness 0.4 em.
Find the center of mass.

Solution

We first select the coordinate frame. For convenience, we attach it to point O. The pencil
holder can be analyzed as consisting of three parts: the base, the hollow cylinder that holds
the pencils, and the circular hole. As the entire pencil holder is made of uniform material, we
dispense with the density and base our calculations on the volume. For each component, we
will determine the volume and location of center of mass. We thus have:

Example
6.1
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Figure 6.3

For the base: Volume VI = 18(12)(0.4) = 86.4 cm3 1'1 = 9i + 6j + 0.2k em
For the cylinder: Volume V2 = 7T(32- 2.62)(8) = 56.30 cm3 1'2 = 9i + 6j + 4.4k em
For the circular

hole: Volume V3 = 7T(22)(0.4) = 5.027 cm3 h = 15i + 8j + 0.2k em

Combining all these values, we obtain

V = VI + V2 - V3 = 86.4 + 56.30 - 5.027 = 137.7 em3 [a]

so that the center of mass is located at

86.4(9i + 6j + 0.2k) + 56.30(9i + 6j + 4.4k) - 5.027(15i + 8j + 0.2k)
rc = 137.7

= 8.780i + 5.926j + 1.917k em [b]

6.3 MAss MOMENTS OF INERTIA

While the center of mass provides valuable information and simplifies the analysis
of translational motion, it gives no measure of the way the mass is distributed on the
body. The mass of a body describes the amount of matter contained in the body and
the resistance of the body to translational motion. We know of the need to develop
a quantity that describes the resistance of a body to rotation. Such a quantity is de-
pendent on how the mass is distributed. As the center of mass is located using the
first moment of the mass distribution, we consider the second moment of the mass
distribution.
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We select a coordinate system x yz fixed to a point on the body and describe
the configuration of a differential mass element by the vector r = xi + yj + zk,
also written as the column vector {r} = (x y zV. Such a selection of the coor-
dinate frame is possible because the body is assumed to be rigid. We are primarily
concerned with two types of quantities: the distribution of the mass with respect to a
certain axis; and the distribution of the mass with respect to a certain plane. Consider
the x axis first. From Fig. 6.4, the perpendicular distance of a differential element
dm from the x axis is Rx = Jy2 + Z2.We define the mass moment of inertia about
the x axis as

Ixx = ( R~dm = ( (l + z2)dm
Jbody JbOdy

[6.3.1 ]

[6.3.2]

In a similar fashion, the mass moments of inertia about the y and z axes are defined as

Iyy = ( R;dm = ( (x2 + z2)dm
JbOdy JbOdy

Izz = ( R;dm = ( (x2 + yZ)dm
JbOdy JbOdy

One quick observation is that the mass moment of inertia of a body about a
certain axis becomes larger as the axis is selected further away from the body. This is
an indication that mass moments of inertia will be useful in describing the rotational
motion of a body.

Considering the distribution of the mass with respect to the xy, xz, and yz planes,
we introduce the three products of inertia

Ixy = ( xydm
JbOdy

Iyz = ( yzdm
JbOdy

Ixz = ( xzdm [6.3.3]
JbOdy

It is clear that Ixy = Iyx, and so forth. In general, the products of inertia do
not contribute too much to the physical description of the mass distribution, unless
there are certain symmetry properties with respect to the coordinate axes. If any two
coordinate axes form a plane of symmetry for the body, then the products of inertia
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z
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Figure6.5 A body symmetric about the
yz plane

associated with coordinates normal to that plane vanish. That is,

If there is symmetry with respect to the yz plane, then Ixy = Ixz = O.
If there is symmetry with respect to the xz plane, then Ixy = Iyz = O.
If there is symmetry with respect to the xy plane, then Ixz = Iyz = O.

The concept is illustrated in Fig. 6.5. Assume there is symmetry with respect to the
yz plane. Then, for each point defined by the coordinates (x, y, z) there corresponds
the point (- x, y, z). It follows that the products of inertia Ixy and Ixz vanish because
both terms require integration over x, and the contribution of the differential mass
on the left side of the yz plane is countered by the mass on the right side. If a body
is almost symmetric about a certain plane, then the corresponding product of inertia
will be a small quantity. However, the converse is not necessarily true. The sign of
a product of inertia does not usually give much insight, either.

If a rigid body is symmetric about an axis then it must have symmetry about
at least two planes. Thus for a body that has an axis of symmetry, all products of
inertia vanish when one of the coordinate axes is along the symmetry axis. It should
be noted that a body need not have planes or axes of symmetry for the products of
inertia to vanish. A proper orientation of the xyz axes leads to the same result, as we
will see later.

The moments and products of inertia form the so called inertia matrix, denoted
by [I] and defined as

[

Ixx
[I] = -Ixy

-Ixz

-Ixy
Iyy
-Iyz

- Ixz]
-Iyz
Izz

[6.3.4]

Note that the inertia matrix is symmetric. Furthermore, it is positive definite. To
demonstrate the positive definiteness of [I], one can use Sylvester's criterion, which
states that for a symmetric matrix to be positive definite, all the diagonal elements
and all principal minor determinants must be positive. The diagonal elements of
[I] are the principal moments of inertia and they are all positive quantities, each
obtained by integration of a positive integrand. The first principal minor determinaEt
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is l.u1yy - (~y' To show that it is greater than zero, consider the Schwartz inequality.
which states that for any two functions f(x) and g(x) continuous over an interval
(a, b],
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(

b )2 b bfa f(x) g(x) dx :::;fa If(x)12 dx fa [g(x)12 dx [6.3.5]

,,~ ••.....

The equality holds only when f(x) = yg(x), where y is a constant. Considering
an integral over the rigid body, and the products of inertia, we can write

I;y = (r xYdm)2:::; r x2dm r ldm
Jbody JbOdy JbodY

< r (x2 + Z2) dm r (l + Z2) dm [6.3.6]
Jbody Jbody

so that f;y < Iyylxx, which shows that the first principal minor determinant is greater
than zero. In a similar fashion, one can show that the determinant of [I] > O.In some
cases, such as when dealing with slender rods or thin plates, the components of the
inertia matrix about certain axes will be very small compared with the inertia compo-
nents about other axes. Then, one can assume that the very small inertia components
are negligible. For example, a slender rod is assumed to have zero moment of inertia
about an axis along the rod.

The positive definiteness of the inertia matrix is to be expected, because it de-
scribes the distribution of the mass about a certain set of axes. The expression from
statistics analogous to mass moments of inertia is variance. Two rigid bodies may
have the same inertia matrix and not the same shape. Such bodies are called equimo-
mental.

If the coordinate axes are selected such that the products of inertia vanish, the
coordinate axes are referred to as principal axes and the corresponding mass mo-
ments of inertia are called principal moments of inertia. For an axisymmetric body
the axis of symmetry is a principal axis.

The units of mass moments of inertia are mass X length squared. The moments
of inertia of a body are usually written as the mass of the body multiplied by a length
squared parameter and an appropriate constant. For example, the mass moment of
inertia of a disk about the symmetry axis is written as mR212, where m is the mass
and R is the radius of the disk.

The mass, center of mass, and inertia matrix of a rigid body specify what are
called the internal properties of the body completely. For an elastic body, one needs
to know measures of the resistance of the body to deformation, in addition to the
internal properties. We will study these in Chapter 11.

We next calculate the entries of the inertia matrix. This is dependent on the
choice of the differential element to be integrated. We have two choices:

1. Select the differential element as a differential mass element and perform a
triple integration. For Cartesian coordinates xyz, the differential element is dm =
p ~lx d y dz, with p being the density. Polar coordinates come in handy for bodies
with circular cross sections. The differential element is dm = prdrd8 dz.
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figure 6.6 Differential element as a rod or a thin plate Figure 6.7 Differential element as a thin plate

[6.3.7]

2. One or two of the sides of the differential element has a finite size. Select the
differential element as a thin rod or as a thin plate, as shown in Figs. 6.6 and 6.7.
The differential element then has a finite mass moment of inertia about one or two
axes. The expression for mass moment of inertia is written about such an axis as
(say, about the z axis)

Izz = f dIzz

in which dIzz is the mass moment of inertia of the differential element about the z
axis.

The advantage of using such elements is that the number of integrations is re-
duced. When the differential element is a rod, one can perform a double integration,
and when the differential element is a plate, one can evaluate the mass moment of
inertia by a single integral.

Consider a thin flat plate ofthickness t as shown in Fig. 6.8. We take a differential
element in the form dm = pt dx dy. The mass moment of inertia about the z axis
becomes

Izz = ( (x2 + l)dm = ptJ (x2 + l)dxdy = ptlz
JbOdY area

[6.3.8]

where lz is recognized as the area polar moment of inertia about the z axis. As-
suming that the thickness is small, the moment of inertia about the x axis can be
approximated as

Ixx = ( (l + z2)dm = ptJ (l + t2)dxdy = ptJ ldxdy = ptIxJ body area area
[6.3.9]

in which Ix is the area moment of inertia of the plate about the x axis. In a similar
fashion, one can show that Iyy = ptIy. From area moments of inertia, we know that
lz = Ix + Iy. Considering Eqs. [6.3.8] and [6.3.9], for a thin flat plate oriented as in
Fig. 6.8, Izz = Ixx + Iyy.
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y

z Figure 6.8 Differential element on a thin plate

[6.3.10]

[6.3.12]

[6.3.13]Izz f 2In = Iyy = 2 + z dm

The above approach is most appealing when there is a symmetry axis, as the
products of inertia vanish. For bodies where there is no symmetry axis, then d I x*x* =P
dI

zz
l2, and it must be evaluated independently. Further, as the products of inertia do

not vanish in such cases, the above approach is of little use.
An interesting property of a mass moment of inertia is that it is an additive

quantity. Given the task of finding the mass moment of inertia of a body (about an

which, when integrated, gives the mass moment of inertia about the x axis (and y
axis) as

The mass moment of inertia Izz is thus obtained by a single integral. If there is some
sort of symmetry in the body, one can select the coordinate axes to exploit this sym-
metry and have dIx*x* = dIy*y*, such that dIzz = 2dIx*x*' This helps determine Ixx
as well.

To calculate Ixx and Iyy we have to use the parallel axis theorem, which relates
the moments of inertia of a body about two axes that are parallel to each other with
one of the axes centroidal. The theorem was stated in Chapter 3, and its general form
is derived in the Section 6.4. Here, we state it between the x and x* axes, which are
separated by a distance of z, as shown in Fig. 6.7. If the z axis is the symmetry axis,
hence a centroidal axis, d I.u can be expressed as

dIn = dIx*x* + Z2 dm [6.3.11]

For a circular plate as the differential element, dIx*x* = dIzzl2 and

dIzz 2
dIxx = 2 + z dm

Now, consider the differential element in Fig. 6.7, specifically a slice of the
cross section with an infinitesimal thickness, say dz. Denoting by x*y*z* the set of
coordinate axes that are attached to its center of mass, the differential element has a'
moment of inertia of dIzz = dIx*x* + dIy*y*. One then finds Izz using

Izz = f dIzz = f (dIx*x* + dIy*y*)
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axis or a plane), one can accomplish it by taking advantage of the fact that an integral
from one point to another can be expressed as the sum of two or more integrals, by
appropriately separating the domain of the integration. The procedure is analogous
to obtaining the center of mass of a composite body. The body is separated into more
than one part. The moment of inertia of the entire body is calculated as the sum of
the moments of inertia of the individual parts. To see this, take a body, separate it
into N parts (body 1, bodY2, ... , bodyN), and consider any of the inertia expressions.
We then have, say, for lxx

( N N
lxx = JI (i + Z2) dm = L( (i + Z2) dm = "?JiXX [6.3.14]

body I = 1 J body i I = 1

in which lin is the mass moment of inertia of the ith body about the x axis. For
bodies that can be broken down into simple parts whose individual inertia properties
are known or easily calculated, one can obtain the moments of inertia of each of the
parts and add them together to find the moment of inertia of the entire body. This
process is facilitated by use of the parallel axis theorem. Mass moments of inertia of
bodies with common shapes are given in Appendix C.

A useful quantity when dealing with mass moments of inertia is the radius of
gyration. The radius of gyration about the x, y, and z axes is defined as

Kxx = fii- Kyy = fii Kzz = fi
and it represents the distance that an equivalent particle of mass m would have to be
placed from an axis so that it would have the same mass moment of inertia as the
entire body. Hence, the mass moments of inertia are expressed as lxx = mK~x'" .

The radius of gyration is frequently used in engineering practice when tabulating
the inertia properties of commonly used components such as I-beams and brackets.
One can define the radius of gyration for the products of inertia as well, thus

(J;;
Kxy = y-;;- rr;;

KyZ = y-;;; {l;;
Kxz = y-;;; [6.3.16]

Example
6.2

with the understanding that KxxKyy =P K~y'

Find the mass moments of inertia of the paraboloid shown in Fig. 6.9 about the x and y axes"
The paraboloid is obtained by rotating the parabola xl L = (yl RP (0 ::; y ::; R) about the x
axis.

Solution
The differential element for the paraboloid is taken as a thin disk of thickness d x. At a distance
of x (0 ::; x ::; L), the radius of the disk is r = R J xl L. The mass and mass moment of
inertia of the differential element are

p7TR2
dm = pAdx = p7T?dx = --xdx (aJ

L

I 1 1 p7Tj?4
dIxx = -(dm)? = -(p7T? dx)? = -p7Tr4 dx = __ x2 dx (IU

2 2 2 . 2L2
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To find the mass moment of inertia fxx> we integrate Eq. [b] over x, which yields

I = p7T~ (L 2 d = p7T~ L
xx 2L2 Jo X x 6

The mass of the paraboloid is found by integrating Eq. [a] over x, thus

m = f dm = p7TR
2 (L xdx = p7TR

2
L

L Jo 2
Introduction of Eq. [d] into Eq. [c] yields the mass moment of inertia about the x axis as

1 2Lv = -mR.... 3

[c]

[d]

[e]

To find the moment of inertia about the y axis, attach an xy' z' axis to the center of the
differential element. The y axis is separated by a distance x from the y' axis, so that using
Eq. [6.3.13] gives

Iyy = I~t + f x
2 dm

Using Eq. [a], the second term on the right becomes

f x2dm = P:R
2 faL x3dx = P7T~2L3 = ~mL2

and the mass moment of inertia about the y axis (and z axis) becomes
1 2 1 2

Iyy = Izz = "6mR + 2mL

Because of the axial symmetry, all products of inertia are zero.

[I]

[g]

[h]

Find the mass moments of inertia and products of inertia of the right triangular prism of
uniform density p shown in Fig. 6.10.

Solution
We first find the mass of the prism as m = pV, where the volume V = abel2, so that the
mass of the prism is

Example
6.3

m= pabc
2

[a]
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y
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Figure6.10

To find the moments of inertia, we need to calculate the expressions f x2 dm, f y2 dm,
f Z2 dm. Using a rectangular differential element, we write

dm = pdzdydx [b]

We now evaluate f x2 dm, f i dm, and f Z2dm. Note that we perform the integrations in the
order over the z, y, and x axes.

J
{a {b- ~x {C {a ( b) pa3 be

x
2
dm = Jo Jo Jo px

2
dzdydx = pc Jo x

2
b - ~x dx = ----u--

J fa f b- Q x f C fa ( b)3 b3y2dm = a pldzdydx = pC b _ -x dx = pa c
o 0 0 3 0 a 12

J
{a {b-~X {C PC3 {a ( b) pabc3

z
2
dm = Jo Jo Jo pz

2
dzdydx = 3 Jo b - ~x dx = 6

The mass moments of inertia then become

2
rna [c]
6

mb2
[d]

6

mc2 [e]-
3

(
b

2
c

2
)Ixx = m 6 + 3 (

a
2

c
2

)Iyy = m 6 + 3 (
a

2
b

2
)

III = m 6 + 6 [I]

{a {b- ~x {C c2 {a ( b) a2bc2
Ixz = Jo Jo. Jo pxz dz dy dx = T Jo x b - ~x dx = P

Note the similarity between Ixx and Iyy. We next find the products of inertia

{a {b- ~x {C pc {a ( b)2 pa2 b2c
Ixy = Jo Jo Jo pxy dz dy dx = 2 Jo x b - ~x dx =

{a {b- Q x {C 2 {a ( b)2
Iyz = Jo Jo a Jo p yz dz dy dx = p~ Jo b - aX dx =

Note again the similarity between IXl and Iyz•

pab2c2
-
12

mab [g]
12

mac [h]
6

mbc [I]-
6

6.4 TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES

Given the inertia properties of a body about a point and a certain orientation of we
set of axes, it is desirable to relate these properties to the inertia matrix obtained
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about a different point or a different orientation of the coordinate axes. This permits
one to find the mass moments of inertia once and to then use the transformation
equations to find the moments of inertia about other points and about other sets of
axes, without having to perform the necessary integrations again. Also, moments of
inertia read from tables are given in terms of a specific set of axes. We will first
see how the inertia properties change as the coordinate system is translated and then
as the coordinate system is rotated. Recall that in the previous section there were
no restrictions on the location of the origin and on the orientation of the coordinate
frame about which the inertia properties were calculated.

First, note that the inertia matrix can be expressed in column vector format and
in terms of the position vector {r} as

[1] = J ({rf{r}[l] - {r}{rf)dm = J (r2[1] - {r}{rf)dm [6.4.1]

in which r2 = {rY {r} = r er. The inertia matrix can also be expressed as

[1] = J [rf[f] dm [6.4.2]

[6.4.3]i, j = 1,2,3

where [f] is the skew-symmetric matrix formed from the elements of the column
vector {r} = [x y zf. We will use the above definition of the inertia matrix when
we discuss dynamics of rigid bodies.

Yet another way of expressing the elements of the inertia matrix is as follows.
Denote the unit vectors associated with the coordinate frame by el, e2, and e3, so that
r = r[ e[ + r2e2 + r3e3. The ijth element of the inertia matrix can be expressed as

!ij = J(rxei)e(rxej)dm

One can derive Eq. [6.4.1] from Eq. [6.4.3] by using the vector identity (a x b)e
(cXd) = (aec)(bed)-(aed)(bec)andbysettinga = c = r,b = ei,d = ej.

6.4. 1 TRANSLATION OF COORDINATES

[6.4.4]

Denote the origin of the coordinate system by 0 and consider a different coordinate
system x"y"Z", which is parallel to the xyz system and has its origin at point B
with coordinates (dx, dy, dz), as shown in Fig. 6.11. That is, x = x" + dx, y = y" +
dy, z = z" + dz, or rBIO = dxi + dyj + dzk. The moment of inertia about the x" axis
is found from

!Bx"x" = J (y"2 + Z"2) dm = J [(y - d.li + (z - dz)2] dm

= J (l + z2)dm + J (d; + d;)dm - 2dy J zdm - 2dz J ydm

The first term on the right side of this expression is recognized as Irx. The second
term reduces to m(d; +di). The third and fourth terms are basically the first moments
of the mass distribution. If the axes x yz are selected as centroidal axes, 0 = G, these
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Figure6.11 Translation of coordinates

terms vanish. We then obtain the parallel axis theorem, which states that

fsx"x" = fGxx + m(d~ + d;) [6.4.5]

where f Gxx denotes that the moment of inertia is calculated with respect to the x axis
passing through the center of mass. Equation [6.4.5] also indicates that the point
about which the moments of inertia of a body are the smallest is the center of mass.
Note that we have modified the notation for the mass moment of inertia by indicating
the point about which it is calculated by the first subscript.

We calculate the remaining moments and products of inertia associated with the
XII yll Zll axes in a similar fashion. For example, for the product of inertia term f Sx"y'"
we have

fSx"y" = I xllylldm = I (x - d.J(y - dy)dm

= I xydm+dxdy I dm-dyI xdm-dx I ydm

= fGxy + mdxdy

We can express the parallel axis theorem in matrix form as

[6.4.6]

[

d~ + di -dxdy
[Is] = [IG] + m -dxdy d; +. di

-dxdz -dydz

-dXdZ]

-dydz
d; + d;

[6.4.7]

Using column vector notation, denoting by {r"} the position vector associated
with a point with the primed axes, such that {rll} = {r} - {d}, in which {d} ==

[dx dy dzf, we obtain

[Is] = I (rIl2[1] - {rll}{rllf) dm

~ f [(r' + d' - 2{r)' (d}) [I] - ({r}{r}' + {d}{dl" - 2{r}{d}')] d m [6.4.81



[6.4.9]
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Considering the centroidal axes, f {r} dm vanishes, and we end up with

[Is] = I [(,.1 + d2)[l] - {r}{rf - {d}{df] dm

= [Ic] + I (d2[1] - {d}{df)dm

where d = {df {d}.
The above relation is significant in that it permits a simple calculation of the

moments of inertia about any set of axes parallel to the centroidal axes, as long as the
inertia matrix about the centroidal axes is known. For bodies with complex shapes,
one splits the body into smaller parts whose centroidal moments of inertia can be
calculated easily or looked up in a handbook. The total moment of inertia of the
body is found by using the parallel axis theorem and by adding up the individual
moments of inertia. Appendix C gives the mass moments of inertia of bodies with
commonly found shapes.

6.4.2 ROTATION OF COORDINATE AXES

Consider now a set of axes x Iy' Z', obtained by applying a set of rotations to the
original coordinate system xyz. The origins of the two coordinate systems coincide.
The position vector of a point is {r'}. From Chapter 2, using the direction cosine
matrix [e] or transformation matrix [R], one can relate the vectors {r} and {r'} by the
relationship

337

{r'} = [ef {r} or {r'} = [R]{r} [6.4.10]

The distance of the differential element from the origin is the same in both co-
ordinate frames, r'2 = {r'f{r'} = {rf[e][ef{r} = {rf{r} = r2. Consider now a
differential element whose location is described by {r'}. The inertia matrix about the
primed axes is defined as

[I'] = I (r'2[1] - {r'}{r'f) dm = I (,.1[1] - {r'}{r'f) dm [6.4.11]

Substituting Eq. [6.4.10] into this expression, and noting that r2[ 1] =
[ef r2[1][e], we obtain

[I'] = I ([ef ,.1[I][e] - [ef{r}{rf[e])dm = [ef f (,.1[1] - {r}{rf)dm[e]
[6.4.12]

Recognizing the term in the middle as [I], we obtain the result

[I'] = [ef[I][e] or [1'] = [R][I][Rf [6.4.13a,b]

Note that for a rotational transformation, it is not necessary to begin with a
centroidal set of axes. Any set of axes will do. In general, when calculating mass
moments of inertia, select the xyz axes such that the calculation of the moments
of inertia is simpler (e.g., using symmetry axes or symmetry planes) and then
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Example
6.4
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use a coordinate transformation to obtain the moments of inertia about the desired
axes.

A very important coordinate transfonnation is one that yields a diagonal inertia
matrix. The question then arises as to whether and how a transformation matrix [R]
can be found such that the resulting inertia matrix is diagonal. We will show in
Section 6.5 that the transformation matrix can be found by solving an eigenvalue
problem.

When the coordinate axes must be both translated and rotated, the order of these
operations does not affect the final result.

Given the rod of mass m with the square cross section to which a concentrated mass m/4 is
attached at point C, as shown in Fig. 6.12, find the mass moment of inertia about a set of axes
x"y" zIt which are parallel to the sides of the rod and which pass through point A.

Solution
There are two approaches to solve this problem. The first is to find the center of mass of
the rod combined with the concentrated mass and to then use the parallel axis theorem. The
second is to treat the rod and the concentrated mass separately, find their mass moments of
inertia about the x"y"z" axes, and then add the two moments of inertia. We demonstrate the
latter approach first as it is usually simpler, and is so for this example, because one needs to
use the parallel axis theorem only once for each component.

Using the second approach, we find the inertia matrices associated with the bar and point
mass separately and then use the parallel axis theorem. For the bar, we attach the xyz axes
to the center of mass, as shown in Fig. 6.12. We denote the center of mass of the bar by

z"

1
a

1

y

y"

x"

--0-

Figure6.12
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o = ~ar. From Appendix C, the inertia matrix is diagonaf with its elements

[

m(a2 + L2) ma2 m(a2 + L2)]
[lGj,J = [lo] = diag 12 6 12

[a]

Points A and 0 are related by

a. L. a
fA/a = -I + -J - -k

2 2 2
[b]

where we have denoted the position of the centers of mass of the rod and point mass by an
overbar. The center of mass of the combined system, denoted by G, has the coordinates

In the other approach, we first find the center of mass of the combined system, the asso-
ciated inertia matrix, and then the inertia matrix about point A. To find the center of mass we
select the xyz frame. The properties of the bar and point mass can now be written as

For the point mass, the inertia matrix about the center of mass is a null matrix. The
coordinates of point C in the Xly"Z" axes are fCiA = -al2i - Lj + ak, so that

-ad = - d = -L d7 = a [d]x 2 y ,

Use of Eg. [6.4.7] yields the inertia matrix

[hI

[fl

[g]

[e]

[e]

-aI2.L/2,dz

3a
2

]
3aL

3a2 + 3L2

18a
2

]
24aL

19a2 + 28L2

L. a k
-16J + 10

-3aL
6a2

3aL

L. a
k--J + -2 2

a2
_ + L2

4

aL

a2

2

-18aL
47a2

24aL

rmass =

aL

-aL
2
Sa2

4

-mL/8j + ma/8k
Sml4

m
mmass - 4

3a
2

]
3aL

4a2 + 4L2

o ] m [3a
2

+ 3L
2

o + - -3aL
2 2 12 ~a + L 3a~

a2 + L2

~I -~L

a2

2

-3aL
8a2

3aL

o
2a2

o

[lAmas,]

mbar rbar + mmass r mass

mbar + mmass

mbar = m rbar = 0

fC =

= m [4a
2
+ 4L

2

12 -3aL
3a2

Addition of the two inertia matrices yields

[

28a2 + 28L2

[lA] = [IAbJ + [lAmass] =;;;, -18aL
18a2

m [a2

~ L
2

[lAbar] = 12 0

so that the Xly"Z" axes are apart from the xyz axes by dx = a12, dy
Using Eg. [6.4.7] the combined inertia matrix becomes
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Next, we need to find the inertia matrix about the center of mass by using the parallel
axis theorem on each component. The vectors from the centers of mass of the individual
components to the center of mass are

For the rod:

For the point mass:

L. a k
fOIG = -J --10 10

L . a (L. a) 2L . 2a
fCIG = -2"J + 2:k - -IOJ + 10k = -SJ + Sk [I]

so that for the bar we have dx = 0, dy = LlIO, dz = -aIlO, and for the point mass dx =
0, dy = -2L15, dz = 2a/5. Introducing these values into the parallel axis theorem, we obtain

[I G] = [I Gj,ar+ [I GmasJ [I]

in which

[

a2 + L2 0
[I~ar] = ~ 0 2a

2

o 0

0] [L2

+ a
2

0mo + - 0 a2

a2 + L 2 100 0 aL
a~]
L2

[k]

and

[

L
2 + a

2
0 0 ]

m ~ 0 a2 aL
[IGmasJ = [0]+ "4 (25) 0 aL L2

[I]

To find the moment of inertia about point A, we calculate the distances between points
G and A as

a. L . a k ( L. a k) a. 3L . 3a
fAIG = fAIO - fGlO = 2:1 + 2"J - 2: - - 10J + 10 = 2:1 + SJ - Sk [m]

so that

a
dx = 2:

3L
dy = S dz =

3a
5

[n]

The inertia matrix about point A becomes

[0][h] = [IG] + 5m
4

9(L2 + a2) - 3aL 3a2--- --- --
25 10 10

-3aL 61a2 9aL-- -- -
10 100 25
3a2 9aL a2 9L 2

10 25"4 + 25

Adding Eq. [0] to Eqs. [k] and [1]gives Eg. [f]. Note that this approach is much lengthier
than when we dealt with the individual components directly. On the other hand, it gives us
the location of the center of mass as well as the centroidal inertia matrix of the composite

body.

Example
6.5

Given the mass moments of inertia of a body, find the resulting moments and products of
inertia when the coordinate system is rotated about the z axis by an angle of ().
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Solution
We can approach this problem in two ways. The first is to find the direction cosine matrix
between the two coordinate systems and to then use Eq. [6.4.13]. The second is to take ad-
vantage of the simplicity of the coordinate transformation and to obtain the moments and
products of inertia by direct substitution. We will show the second approach first.

Consider the two sets of axes x yz and x' y' z', with the primed axes obtained by rotating
the unprimed axes by an angle () about the z axis. The two sets of axes are related by

x' = x cos () + y sin () y' = - x sin () + y cos () z' = Z [a]

Substitution of Eqs. [a] into the moment of inertia expressions about the primed axes

gives

It,x' = f (y'2 + Z,2) dm = f [(- x sin () + Y cos ())2 + Z2] dm

= f (x2 sin2 () + / cos2 () - 2xy sin ()cos () + Z2) dm

We write Z2 as Z2 siri2 () + Z2cos2 (), which, when substituted into Eq. [b], yields

It,x' = sin2 () f (x2 + Z2) dm + cos2 () f (/ + Z2) dm - 2 sin ()cos e f xy dm

_ I . 2 () I 2 e - 71 . () e_ xx Sill + yy cos - xy Sill cos

[b]

[c]

To simplify Eq. [c] further, we make use of the trigonometric identities

sin2 e = 1 - cos 2e
2

cos2 e = 1 + cos 2()
2

[d]

and substituting Eqs. [d] into Eq. [c] we get

We can also solve this problem by generating the direction cosine matrix [c] and by using
Eq. [6.4.13a]. The direction cosine matrix [c] has the form

If]

[g]

[e]

It' z' = It: cos ()+ Iyz sin ()Iy'z' = -It< sin () + l"z cos ()

In + I yy + Iyy - In cos 2e - In sin 2()
Ix'x' == ---- - -

The remaining products of inertia. Ir,z' and Iy'z" can be shown to become

which are the familiar relations from the transformation of coordinates. In a similar way, we
can obtain Iy' y" Because the rotation of the axes is about the z axis, the mass moment of inertia
about the z' axis is the same as the moment of inertia about the z axis.

The products of inertia are found the same way. For It,v' we obtain

It,y' = f x'y'dm = f(XCOS() + ysin())(-xsin() + ycos())dm

= f [(/- x2)sinecos() + xy(cos2e - sin
2
e)]dm

In - In .= Ixy cos 2e + -- 2 - Sill 2()
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[

COS e
[c] = [Rf = Si~e

- sine 0]
cos e °
o 1

[h]

which, when substituted into Eq. [6.4. 13a], yield the inertia terms derived above.
Suppose now that we are told that Ixz and Iyz are both zero. Given the entries of the inertia

matrix associated with the transformed system, we can calculate the rotation angle that will
yield the principal axes by setting Ix'y' equal to zero and solving for e. Setting Eq. [f] equal
to zero yields

2lxy
tan2e = -I -lxx

yy
[I]

Example
6.6

which is the same result obtained from a Mohr's circle analysis (of stress or area moments of
inertia) for a two-dimensional system.

Consider the right triangular prism in Example 6.3. Given that m = 1, a = 2, b = 1, e = 3,
find the elements of the inertia matrix associated with a set of coordinates obtained by rotating
the xyz axes about the z axis such that the x' axis is parallel with the incline.

Solution
The configuration is shown in Fig. 6.13. The rotation is clockwise with rotation angle e =
tan-1(b/a) = tan-I(lI2) = 26.57°. From Example 6.3, the inertia matrix has the form

[

b2 + 2e2

[I] =: -ab/2
-ae

-abl2
a2 + 2e2

-be

-ae] 1 [ 19
-be = - -1

a2 + b2 6_6

-1
22
-3

-6]-3
5

[a]

The rotation matrix between the xyz and Xly'Z' coordinates is

[

0.8944

[R] = 0.4~2
-0.4472 0]

0.8944 0
o 1

[b]

From Eq. [6.4. 13b], the inertia matrix associated with the transformed coordinates is

[

20.40
[I'] = [R][I][Rf = ~ -1.800

-4.025

-1.800
20.60
-5.367

-4.025]
-5.367

5.000

[c]

y'
y ,,,,,,

br------'-,
8,',,

0 - x
a = 2b

- x' Figure6.13 Side view of prism
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As can be seen !z'z' is the same as lzz, by virtue of the fact that the coordinate transfor-
mation is a rotation about the z axis. However, the products of inertia involving the z axis (ltz
and lyz) do change, because of the change in the x and y coordinates.

6.5 PRINCIPAL MOMENTS OF INERTIA

As we will see in Chapter 8, it is desirable to work with an inertia matrix that is
diagonal. The equations for rotational motion become substantially simpler. When
the coordinate axes x, y, and z are chosen such that the products of inertia vanish,
the x, y, and z axes are called the principal axes, and the moments of inertia lxx, Iyy,
and Izz are called the principal moments of inertia.

There are two ways of finding the principal moments of inertia. The first is by
visual inspection. For example, if the coordinate axes are selected such that they lie
on a plane of symmetry, then at least two of the products of inertia vanish. If one of
the coordinate axes is an axis of symmetry, all products of inertia vanish.

The second method of finding principal moments of inertia is by solving the
eigenvalue problem associated with the inertia matrix. Since [I] is symmetric and
positive definite, all of its eigenvalues are real and positive. Its eigenvectors are real,
as well.

Examining Eq. [6.4. 13a] and considering the case where [1'] is a diagonal ma-
trix, we observe that the transformation equation for the inertia matrix represents
an orthogonal transformation. Because the direction cosine matrix is orthogonal,
Eq. [6.4.13a] can be written as

[I'] = [cf[I][c] [cf[c] = [1] [6.5.1]

These equations are essentially the mathematical description of the eigenvalue
problem associated with the matrix [I]. The diagonal matrix [I'] contains the eigen-
values in its diagonal elements, and [c] is the normalized eigenvector matrix with the
eigenvectors as the columns of [c]' To verify this, consider the eigenvalue problem
associated with [I],

343

[I]{U} = A{U} [6.5.2]

where Adenotes the eigenvalues and {u} the eigenvectors. Equation [6.5.2] can also
be expressed as ([I] - A[1]){U} = {O}.A solution to the above equation exists if
([I] - A[1]) is singular, hence

det([I) - A[l]) = 0 [6.5.3]

~•.. "\

This is called the characteristic equation, and it is a third-order polynomial in A.
Solution of the characteristic equation yields three eigenvalues Ai(i = 1,2,3) and
associated eigenvectors {Ui}' The eigenvectors are orthogonal to each other, such that

{uif{uj} = 0 {uif[I]{uj} = 0 i =;6 j; i, j = 1,2,3 [6.5.4]

and, as we saw in Chapter 5, they can be normalized to yield {UiV{Ui} = 1 (i =
1, 2, 3). It follows that {uiV[I]{ui} = Ai. We then form the eigenvector matrix
[U] = [{ud {U2} {U3}]. The eigenvector matrix is an orthogonal matrix, such that
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[ufru] = [1]. The orthogonality relations with respect to the inertia matrix can be
written in compact form as

[uf[l][u] = [A] = [1/] [ufru] = [1] [6.5.5]
in which [A] is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues, which are the principal
moments of inertia. Eq. [6.5.5] can be inverted to yield

[u][A][uf = [I] [6.5.6]
We conclude by comparing Eq. [6.5.5] and Eq. [6.5.1] that the direction cosine

matrix [c] that leads to the principal axes is the same as the eigenvector matrix [U]
obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem associated with the inertia matrix. The
eigenvalues of [I] are the principal moments of inertia. The eigenvectors {Ui} (i =
1,2,3) are the direction cosines associated with the principal directions.

Care must be taken when relating the eigenvector matrix to the direction cosine
matrix [c] that leads to the principal axes. In Chapter 2, we learned that for [c] to
describe a proper rotation, its determinant must be equal to 1. The determinant of the
normalized eigenvector matrix is i: 1, with the choice of plus or minus depending
on the analyst. This is because if {Ui} is an eigenvector associated with Ai, so is
-{uJ. For [U] to represent a proper transformation matrix, the eigenvectors should
be normalized such that det [U] = 1.

Another issue to consider is the ordering of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In
general, in eigenvalue problems associated with real symmetric matrices, one writes
the eigenvalues in ascending (or descending) order and constructs the eigenvector
matrix accordingly. This is primarily done for convenience, as we did in the vibration
problems in Chapter 5. In vibration problems, the lower frequencies are usually of
more interest than the higher frequencies. When dealing with inertia matrices there
is no such need. One can select the order of eigenvectors entirely arbitrarily. One
guideline for selection is to look at the magnitudes of the diagonal elements of [I]
and then to order the eigenvalues such that they are similar to the order of the diagonal
elements of [I]. When the products of inertia are small quantities, such an approach
usually leads to the smallest rotation angles between the original coordinates and the
principal axes.

An interesting special case in eigenvalue analysis is that of systems possess-
ing repeated eigenvalues. In mathematics, a matrix that has repeated eigenvalues
is referred to as degenerate. Inertia matrices having repeated eigenvalues have an
elegant physical interpretation in dynamics.

Consider a symmetric matrix that has two repeated eigenvalues Ai = A j, with
corresponding eigenvectors {Ui} and {u j}' Because the eigenvalues are repeated,
there is a certain amount of arbitrariness in {Ui} and {Uj}' Any linear combination of
these two eigenvectors is also an eigenvector belonging to Ai, that is, f31 {Ui} + f32{ Uj}
is an eigenvector for any f31 and f32. There is no unique eigenvector {Ui} or {u j}' One
usually selects these two eigenvectors so that {UiV {u j} = O.

Consider next a rigid body that has two of its principal moments of inertia the
same, say I] and h. Such a body is referred to as inertially symmetric. The most
common case when such a situation is encountered is in axisymmetric bodies, such
as disks, circular rods, or an American football. Mathematically, inertial symmetQ'

~ l
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can exist for bodies that have no physical symmetry properties. Using a set of axes
blb2b3 attached to the body, the symmetry axis is the b3 axis. The b1b2 plane is
referred to as the principal plane. If we take a rotation of the coordinate axes ab0ll.t
the symmetry axis b3, we see that the rotated coordinate axes also constitute a set of
principal axes. There is no unique way of defining the principal axes, the same ,~s:.
with the eigenvectors associated with repeated eigenvalues.'

We shall see in Chapter 8 that bodies possessing inertial symmetry have better
stability properties than arbitrary bodies. Bodies that spin are usually designed to be
axisymmetric, with the spin axis and the symmetry axis coinciding.
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Given a rigid body with the inertia matrix

[

400
[1] = 0

-125

o
350
o

-125]o kgom2

100

Example
6.7

find the principal moments of inertia and the transformation (or direction cosine) matrix that
diagonalizes [I].

Solution
Two of the products of inertia are zero, lty = 0 and Iyz = 0, in this problem, leading to the
conclusion that we are probably dealing with a body which has symmetry about the xz plane,
as depicted in Fig. 6.14. The eigenvalue problem is defined in Eq. [6.5.3] as

([1] - A[I]){u} = {O}

which requires that the determinant det([1] - A[l]) = 0, or

[a]

[

400 - A 0
det 0 350 - A

-125 0

leading to the characteristic equation

-125 ]o = 0
100 - A

[b]

(400 - A)(350 - A)(100 - A) - (350 - A)1252

= (350 - A)[(400 - A)(100 - A) - 15,625] = 0 [c]

the solution of which yields the eigenvalues, which are the principal moments of inertia, as

Al = 11= 445.26kgom2 A2 = lz = 350kgom2 A3 = 13 = 54.74kgom2 [d]

~

x

y

Figure6.14 A vehicle that is symmetric about the
xz axes
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Note that we ordered the eigenvalues such that they follow the order of the diagonal
elements of [I], which in this case happens to be in descending order. To find the corre-
sponding eigenvectors, we use Eq. [a] in conjunction with the eigenvalues. Using the notation
{ud = [Ul! U21 u31f, we have for the first eigenvalue AI = 445.26 kg. m2

'-Ii

[

400
0
- Al

-125

o
350 - Al

o
-125 ][Ull]o U?l = {O}

100 - Al U31

[e]

which leads to the simultaneous equations

-45.26ull - l25U31 = 0 U21 = 0 - l25ull - 345.26u31 = 0 [f]

As discussed in Chapter 5, only two of the equations are independent, so that the eigenvectors
can be determined to a multiplicative constant. Eqs. [f] yield

{ud = d1 [1 0 - 0.3621f [g]

where d 1 is a normalization parameter. We normalize the eigen vectors such that {u 1Y {U I} = 1

{uIV{ud = drO + 0.36212) = 1.l01dr [h]

so that the value of d1 = :!:O.9403.When selecting the sign of diU = 1, 2, 3) we must take
into consideration that the eigenvector matrix [U] = [{ud {U2} {U3}] must have a deter-
minant equal to 1.

The second eigenvalue is 350 kg. m2, unchanged from In. Actually, one can observe
this from the symmetry about the xz plane. The second eigenvector is {U2} = :!:[O 1 O]T.
The logical choice is {U2} = [0 1 O]T. This choice implies that the y axis is not changed
after the rotation, whereas selecting {U2} = [0 - lOf would have resulted in a 180° rotation.
The y axis is a principal axis. It follows that the coordinate transformation that leads to the
principal axes is a rotation about the y axis, also known as a 2 rotation.

Using the same procedure as the one for the first eigenvalue, the third normalized eigen-
vector is found to be

{U3} = :!:O.9403[0.3621 0 If = :!:[0.3404 0 0.9403f [I]

We construct the eigenvector matrix keeping in mind that its determinant has to be
equal to 1. Considering what a rotation about the y axis looks like, we write the eigenvector
matrix as

[

0.9403 0 0.3404]
[U] = [c] = [Rf = 0 1 0

-0.3404 0 0.9403
Ul

Comparing [U] with the transformation matrix for a 2 rotation, the cosine of the rotation
angle is 0.9403 and its sine is 0.3404. The rotation is counterclockwise and the rotation angle
turns out to be 19.90°. The rotation is shown in Fig. 6.15.

Had we selected {U2} as [0 -1 Of, the sequence of rotations that leads to the principal
coordinates would not be the single clockwise rotation about the y axis, but a more compli-
cated one. Also, when the eigenvector matrix [U] is fully populated there is no set way of
finding the transformation to obtain the principal coordinates. This further demonstrates that
there is no unique way of transforming one coordinate system into another.
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Figure6.15 Principal axes of the
vehicle

[6.6.3]

[6.6.1 ]

[x Y Z]T, Eq. [6.6.1]

6.6 INERTIA ELLIPSOID

The eigenvalue problem associated with the inertia matrix is given in Eq. [6.5.2].
Left-multiplying it by {uf gives

{uf[1]{u} = A{u}T {u}

If we use a coordinate system x y Z and the expansion {u} =
can be expressed as

Ixxx2 + Iyyl + Izzz2 - 2Ixyxy - 2Ixzxz - 2Iyzyz = A(x2 + l + Z2) [6.6.2]

This equation represents the intersection of two closed quadratic surfaces, the
left an ellipsoid and the right a sphere. This is because the expressions on either
side of the equation are positive definite. The ellipsoid on the left side is called the
inertia ellipsoid. The inertia ellipsoid is fixed to the body and is dependent on the
point about which the inertia matrix is considered.

Let us next normalize the vector {u} such that

{uf{u} = x2 + l + Z2 = 1

Now we have reduced our points of interest to the locus of all points that define a
sphere of unit radius. As we vary the parameter A, the shape of the ellipsoid does
not change, but its size varies. For each value of A, the ellipsoid and sphere intersect
at different points. Without loss of generality, ordering the principal moments of
inertia such that h :::;h :::;13, one can show that the values of A are bounded by the
principal moments of inertia

Antin = I[ Amax = 13 [6.6.4]

The smallest ellipsoid of inertia is obtained when A = 1[. In this case, the longest
axis of the ellipsoid has a length of unity and lies tangent to the sphere, and the
entire ellipsoid lies inside the unit sphere. The largest ellipsoid is obtained when
A = 13, when the shortest axis of the ellipsoid is of length unity and is tangent to
the unit sphere, with all of the sphere lying inside the ellipsoid. When A = h, the
intermediate axis of the ellipsoid becomes tangent to the sphere, with the smallest
axis of the ellipsoid lying entirely inside the sphere and the largest axis extending,
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-~

~ Unit circle

Amin (lmin)

Figure6.16 Inertia ellipsoid in two dimensions

outside the sphere. Fig. 6.16 illustrates this concept in two dimensions. We refer to
the longest, shortest, and intermediate axes of the ellipsoid as the major axes.

The major axes of the ellipsoid correspond to the eigenvectors of the inertia
matrix. One can ascertain this from the discussion above, as well as by writing
Eq. [6.6.2] when the coordinate axes are selected as the principal axes. Denoting
the coordinates associated with the principal axes as UI, U2 and U3, the inertia ellip-
soid equation reduces to

II ui + 12U~ + 13U~ = A [6.6.5]

The sphere equation is simply ui + u~ + u~ = 1. Now examine the relationship
between the lengths of the axes of the ellipsoid, which are the principal axes, and
the principal moments of inertia. At the tip of the ellipsoid along each principal
direction, only one of UI, U2 or U3 has a value of unity, and the rest are zero. This
confirms that the axes of the ellipsoid are the principal axes.

The normalization in Eq. [6.6.3] and the associated inertia ellipsoid equation
are not unique. The normalization we used gives a good physical explanation of the
inertia properties, but it has the disadvantage of dealing with ellipsoids of different
sizes. An alternate normalization is to use

A{UV{U} = A(X2 + i + Z2) = 1

which leads to the ellipsoid equation written

Ixxx2 + Iyyi + Izzz2 - 21xyxy - 21xzxz - 21yzYZ = 1

or, in terms of principal coordinates

Ijui + 12U~ + 13U~ = 1

[6.6.6]

[6.6.7]

[6.6.8]

--a ----

In this case, as shown in Fig. 6.17, the size of the ellipsoid is fixed but the sphere
with which the ellipsoid intersects is no longer of unit radius, but of radius jIiA.
The length of the axes ofthis ellipsoid is equal to JIll; (i = 1,2,3), so that the axis
about which the moment of inertia is the largest will have the smallest axis in the
inertia ellipsoid, and vice versa. Equation [6.6.7] is commonly use~ when relating
the inertia ellipsoid and the kinetic energy of a rigid body.

~~ ,,_.--~~'----~-~'---.---
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Smallest sphere

R = ~ 1
[max

Largest sphere

R= ~ I
[min

El1ipsoid

Figure6.17 Inertia ellipsoid of fixed size

[a]

Construct the inertia ellipsoid for the rectangular prism shown in Fig. 6.18 about the center
of mass, and about point A.

Solution
Using the xyz axes attached to the center of mass, the inertia matrix is diagonal with

[IG] = ~ diag(b2 + c2 a2 + c2 a2 + b
2
)

Example
6.8

Point A and the center of mass are separated by dx = al2, dy = 0, dz

the inertia matrix about point A becomes

- el2, so that

[

C2 0
[IA] = [IG] +: 0 a2 +c2

ac 0

ac] m [b
2
+ 4c

2

o = - 012a2 3ac

o
4a2 + 4c2

o

3ac ]

4a2 ~ b2
[II]

z y

y"

x

x"

,
: z"
,,,,,

/

L-7~'-
, '
: :,' "
I ,('" '
: " .J.."I • _...1_ - --

: " G
, "
",-----

1
c

t, ,
-4----a ~

Figure6.18
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Using an x"y"z" coordinate system attached to point A and parallel to the xyz coordinates,
the inertia ellipsoid equation can be written as

1 "2 1 "2 1 ,,2 21 "" 1Ax"x"X + Ay"y"y + Az"z"Z - Ax"z"X Z - [c]

The inertia ellipsoid about point G is relatively simple to draw. The ellipsoid has its
major axes about the x, y, and z axes, as these axes are principal axes. The largest axis of the
ellipsoid corresponds to the smallest moment of inertia.

The inertia ellipsoid associated with point A is harder to draw, as two of the axes of the
ellipsoid no longer lie parallel to the x", y", or z" axes. Only one of its axes is parallel to the
y" axis.

Looking at Eq. [b] and comparing it with the results of Example 6.7, we conclude that
the principal axes are obtained by a rotation of the xyz axes about the y axis. The rotation
angle can be found by solving the associated eigenvalue problem. Note also that because
the inertia matrix is recognized as one obtained by rotating a set of principal axes about the
y axis, the y component of the inertia ellipsoid is not going to yield any significant results.
Because of this, and because visualization in two dimensions is simpler, we plot and com-
pare the inertia ellipsoids associated with points G and A for the value y = O. Doing so,
and assigning the parameters m = 1,a = 1,b = 2, C = 3, we obtain the following ellipsoid
equations:

For point G (with y = 0):

For point A (with y" = 0):

1
12 (13x2 + 5i) = 1

~(40X"2 + 8Z"2 - 18x"z") = 1
12

[d]

[e]

Figures 6.19 and 6.20 show the ellipsoids associated with Eqs. [d] and [e]. In Fig. 6.20
the points in which the ellipsoid intersect the x and z axes are at x = :tJ 12/13 = 0.9608
and z = :tJ12/5 = 1.549. To find where the ellipsoid associated with Fig. 6.20 intersects
the principal axes, we can carry out a graphical analysis and visually find these points. Or,
we solve the eigenvalue problem associated with the inertia matrix and determine the exact
location of the principal axes. Solving the eigenvalue problem gives the eigenvalues as 3.550
and 1.283. Note again that we have ordered the eigenvectors similar to the diagonal elements

z

-1

Figure 6.19

x

Inertia ellipsoid for [lG]

z" 18.010

Figure 6.20

x"

Inertia ellipsoid for [lA]
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of[JA]. The normalized eigenvector matrix is written

[U] = [Rf = [0.9510
0.3092

-0.3092]
0.9510

[f)

Recalling that we are dealing with a rotation about the y axis, we conclude that the rota-
tion from the x' y' z' axes to the principal axes is a clockwise rotation of e = COS-I (0.9510) =
18.°I o. One can verify the rotation angle and the lengths of the major axes of the ellipse from
Fig. 6.20. A clockwise rotation of 71.990 also leads to a set of principal axes.
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HOMEWORK EXERCISES

SECTION 6.2

1. Find the center of mass of the body shown in Fig. 6.21.

SECTION 6.3

2. Find the elements of the inertia matrix associated with the figure shown in
Fig. 6.22 about point 0 and using the xyz axes.

y

a

x

Figure6.21

Sa o

\..•...._---------------~---------------------------
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x

x2y=-
4

2

y

3

6 .

3.5 •

r
2

! 10

z

Figure6.22 Figure6.23

3. Calculate the mass moment of inertia about the x, y and z axes of the body of
revolution generated by rotating about the y axis the area between the curves
y = x2/4 and y = x, where 0 :5 x :5 2,0 :5 Y :5 1, as shown in Fig. 6.23.

4. Find by direct integration the inertia matrix associated with the paraboloid in
Example 6.2. Use a differential element in the form dm = pr dr dO dx.

5. Calculate the mass moment of inertia of a torus of mass m, mean radius R, and
core radius of the inner cross section a about the generating axis (Fig. 6.24).

6. Find the mass moment of inertia of the body shown in Fig. 6.25 about the x, y,
and z axes.

SECTION 6.4
7. Consider the composite shape in Fig. 6.21, without the hole. Determine the in-

ertia matrix about point O.
8. Determine Izz and Ixy of the square plate shown in Fig. 6.26 with three circular

holes cut in it.
y

x

z

Figure6.24 Figure6.25
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D
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x

x"

- - -

7

y
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5

j
1
4

]
z

x

y

• a •

a

Figure6.26 Figure6.27

9. Consider the rectangular box in Fig. 6.27 and determine its inertia matrix about
point 0, using the X'y'Z' axes. The x' axis goes through points 0 and D. The
x Iy' Z' axes are obtained by rotating the xyz axes about the y axis by ()1, and then ..,.------.,
rotating the resulting frame about the z" axis by ()z. ~ 4.; i~ ;<...•~

1O. Con~ider the rig.ht circular cone i~ Fig. 6.28. Find the ele~ents of the. inert C~,i.:s I • _ "'~,.... '

matnx about pomt 0 and a coordmate system x' y' z' obtamed by rotatmg th '. ~» • ....,,; '~~:'j 1J '

xyz coordinates about the z axis, so that the x' axis goes through point B. Let ~
R/ L = 0.2041.

11. Calculate the inertia matrix of the body in Fig. 6.29 about point 0, using the x,
y, and z axes. The body is composed of thin slender rods.

\
y

x'

x

.,,.,,.
:lm,L
,,.,,.,,, m,L

m,L

x

z

Figure6.28 Figure6.29
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z

Figure6.30 Figure6.31

12. Using the x' y' Z' axes, find the mass moments of inertia of the triangular prism
in Fig. 6.30 about O. The x' axis goes through points 0 and B and it is obtained
by a counterclockwise rotation about the z axis.

13. Find the inertia matrix of the composite body shown in Figure 6.31 about point
o and using the.xyz axes. The body consists of a thin triangular plate attached
to a solid shaft.

SECTIONS 6.5 AND 6.6

14. Find the principal moments of inertia of a body whose inertia matrix is given
below for a = 7. Then, suggest a set of rotations that will transform.the inertial
axes into the principal axes. Next, find the principal moments of inertia and
transformation matrix for a = 0 and compare the results.

[
450 0 100]

[l) = 0 500 a
100 a 550

15. Find the principal moments of inertia of the box in Fig. 6.27 about point O.
Sketch the principal axes.

16. Find the principal moments of inertia of the shape in Problem 7.
17. Find the principal moments of inertia of the composite body shown in Fig-

ure 6.31 about point O. Sketch the inertia ellipsoid.
18. Find the principal moments of inertia of the body in Fig. 6.30, about point O.

Sketch the inertia ellipsoid.

"'I
I'
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7.2 BASIC KINEMATICS OF RIGID BODIES

RIGID BODY KINEMATICS

INTRODUCTION7.1

7

In this chapter we consider kinematical relations that describe the motion of rigid
bodies. The analysis follows the developments of reference frames and relative mo-
tion equations in Chapter 2. To extend these concepts to rigid bodies, we attach mov-
ing reference frames to the bodies and express the angular motion components using
the moving frames. We also quantify the angular velocity by means of Euler angles,
as well as Euler parameters, the latter being quantities that eliminate the singulari-
ties associated with the Euler angles. We then discuss commonly encountered con-
straints when rigid bodies are interconnected or when they move against each other.
The chapter ends with a discussion of rolling.

The field of kinematics can be viewed as consisting of two major components:
analysis and synthesis. The focus of this chapter is kinematic analysis. Kinematic
synthesis is usually needed when designing interconnected bodies and mechanisms.
It is mostly a specialty field and is beyond the scope of this text.

We can classify the general motion of a rigid body into three categories:

• Pure translation
• Pure rotation
• Combined translation and rotation

To describe the kinematics, we make use of the relative motion equations de-
veloped in Chapter 2. The velocity of a point P, whose motion is observed from

l",'
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a rotating coordinate system with origin at B, is
Vp = VB + VP/B = VB + 00 x rp/B + VreI [7.2.1]

where VB is the velocity of the origin of the reference frame, 00 is the angular velocity
of the reference frame, and VreI is the velocity of point P as observed from the moving
reference frame. The expression for the acceleration of P is

ap = aB + a X rp/B + 00 X (00 X rp/B) + 200 x Vrel + areI [7.2.2]

with the terms having their obvious meaning.
These two equations have a significant application for rigid bodies. The moving

reference frame can be attached to a point on the body and it moves with the body.
In this configuration, the relative axes are referred to as the body-fixed axes, or the
body axes. The origin of the reference frame is usually selected as the center of mass
or, if it exists, the center of rotation.

The angular velocity and angular acceleration of the body are then the angular
velocity and angular acceleration, respectively, of the reference frame and Vrel and
areI become the velocity and acceleration of point P with respect to the body. If P is
a point fixed on the rigid body, then VreI = 0 and areI = O.

In the majority of dynamics problems involving three-dimensional motion, one
attaches the relative axes to the body. We will later see a special case of employing a
relative frame not attached to the body. The study of axisymmetric bodies primarily
makes use of this special case.

7.2. 1 PuRE TRANSLATION

In this case, the rigid body moves with no angular velocity and no angular accel-
eration, that is, 00 = 0, a = O.Every point on the body has the same translational
velocity and acceleration, so that three translational parameters are sufficient to de-
scribe the motion. For the most general case we have three degrees of freedom. It
should be noted that a rigid body is capable of moving along a curved trajectory
without any rigid body rotation. An example of this is landing of an aircraft.

7.2.2 PURE ROTATION

Here, the motion of the rigid body is described using rotational parameters alone.
The velocity and acceleration of any point on the body can be expressed in terms
of the angular velocity, angular acceleration, and the distance of the point from the
rotation center. We separate this type of motion into two categories:

• Rotation about a fixed axis.
• Rotation about a fixed point.

Rotation about a fixed axis is a special case of rotation about a fixed point. For two-
dimensional motion, the above two categories coincide.

Rotation About a Fixed Axis Consider a body rotating about a fixed axish.
The direction of the angular velocity vector w is along the fixed axis, as shown in '!'--
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fig. 7.1. According to the definition in Chapter 2, the angular velocity is "simple."
Denoting by eh the unit vector along the fixed axis, we can write

.~ .•.; '-, _~-";,"-,I'
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00 = weh a = w = weh = aeh [7.2.3]
The unit vector eh is similar to the binormal vector we considered in Chapter 1

in conjunction with normal and tangential coordinates, the difference here being that
the direction of eh is fixed. Consider a point P on the body and express its position in
terms of its components along the h axis and the plane perpendicular to the h axis.
We write fp as

rp = h + b [7.2.4]

[7.2.6]

in which h = heh and b = -ben, where b is the perpendicular distance from point
P to the axis of rotation and en is the associated unit vector. We recognize that en is
in the normal direction.

When P is fixed on the body, its velocity is

Vp = 00 X rp = weh X (h + b) = weh X (heh - ben) = wbet [7.2.5]

The magnitude of the velocity is bw, leading to the conclusion that the velocity
of a point on the body is dependent only on the perpendicular distance between that
point and the axis of rotation. Rotation about a fixed axis is a single degree of freedom
problem.

We differentiate Eq. [7.2.5] and write the acceleration of point P as

d
ap = -(00 X rp) = a X rp + 00 X (00 X rp)

dt

which is recognized as the sum of the tangential plus normal components. We have

where

ap = at + an [7.2.7]

at = a X rp an = 00 X (00 X r p ) [7.2.8]

The magnitude of the tangential component of the acceleration is at = ab, and of
the normal component it is an = w2b. The components of the acceleration can be

p

f::.

Figure 7.1
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expressed as

-

at = baet an = -w2b = bw2en [7.2.9]

[7.2.10]

Rotation About a Fixed Point In this case, the angular velocity vector 00

does not lie on a fixed axis. The rate of change of the angular velocity depends on a
change in direction as well as a change in magnitude. A body rotating about a fixed
point has three degrees of freedom, and the angular velocity is usually a combination
of two or more rotation components. Consider the cylinder in Fig. 7.3. The shaft is
rotating about the fixed Z axis with angular velocity WI' The cylinder is spinning
with angular velocity W3 about an axis h, which lies on the yz plane and makes an
angle of 13 with the rod. The angular velocity of the cylinder can be expressed as

00 = 001 + 002 + 003 = WIK + f3i + W3h

= WIK + f3i + W3(COS 13k - sin f3j)

In general, W3 is known as the spin rate and WI as the precession rate. The angle
13 is referred to as the nutation angle. The rate of change of 13 is called the nutation
rate. We will formally quantify these rotational parameters in the next two sections.

Even if the spin rate and precession rate are constant-that is, the components
of the angular velocity are constant in magnitude-the angular acceleration of the
body is not zero, because the direction of the angular velocity vector is changing.
Indeed, applying the transport theorem we obtain .

a = 00 = WI + 002 + 003 + 001 X (002 + (03) + 002 X 003 [7.2.11]

The last two terms in this equation are also known as gyroscopic effects. Figure 7.4
shows this effect for 002 = O.The terms WI + 003 describe the change in the magni-
tude of the angular velocity vector, and 001 X 003 describes the change in direction.

Figure 7.3

z, z

w}

Rotation about a fixed
point

y

ro

h

x

Figure 7.4
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Angular velocities and .-
gyroscopic effect
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The line specifying the direction of the angular velocity vector 00 is known as
the instantaneous axis of acceleration, or the instantaneous axis of rotation. The
unit vector along this axis is defined as

359

n=
00

w
[7.2.12]

in which w = 1001is the magnitude of the angular velocity. The rigid body can be
viewed as rotating about the axis defined by w(t) at a particular instant.

The trajectory of the instantaneous axis of rotation defines the body and space
cones. Body and space cones are helpful in visualizing the motion of rigid bodies.
When the trajectory of the axis of rotation is viewed from the rotating body (the body-
fixed axes), the cone that is generated by the angular velocity vector is the body cone.
When the trajectory of the axis of rotation is viewed from an inertial frame, the space
cone is generated. The body and space cones are always in contact with each other.
The line of contact is the angular velocity vector 00, which is also referred to as the
generatrix. Figure 7.5 shows body and space cones for an arbitrary body. We will
study body and space cones for axisymmetric bodies in Chapter 10.

7.2.3 CoMBINED TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

A body undergoing combined translation and rotation requires both translational and
angular parameters to describe its motion. The unrestricted three-dimensional mo-
tion of a rigid body is a six degree of freedom problem.

Combined translation and rotation of an arbitrary rigid body is too general to be
described in broad terms. Chapter 3 presents the special case of plane motion. An
interesting concept associated with plane motion is the existence of an instant center.
Once the instant center is located, the velocity of a point P on the body can be found
from the relation

~

Vp = 00 X q

where q = rPIC, and C is the instant center.

Figure 7.5
o

[7.2.13]

Body and space cones for an arbitrary
body
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The situation is quite different for three-dimensional motion. One can prove the
existence of an instantaneous axis of rotation, as we will do in Section 7.3. How-
ever, barring a few exceptions, a center of instantaneous velocity does not exist for
three-dimensional motion. In three dimensions, Eq. [7.2.13] has an infinite number
of solutions. Using the column vector notation from Chapter 2, Eq. [7.2.13] can be
written as

""

{Up} = [w]{q} [7.2.14]

The matrix [w] is a singular matrix of rank 2, another proof that Eq. [7.2.13] has an
infinite number of solutions.

7.3 EULER'S AND CHASLES'S THEOREMS

A rigid body has three rotational degrees of freedom. From this, and.from the devel-
opments of Chapter 2, we deduce that three rotations (about nonparallel axes) should
be sufficient to describe the most general transformation from one coordinate system
to another. According to Euler's theorem, one can view a transformation from one
coordinate system into another as a single rotation about a certain axis. Specifically,
Euler's theorem states that:

The most general displacement of a rigid body with one point fixed can be
described as a single rotation about some axis through that fixed point, called
the axis of rotation or principal line.

The rotation angle is denoted by <1>.Proof of Euler's theorem can be carried
out by an eigenvalue analysis. Consider a coordInate system A with coordinate axes
alaZa3' We apply a sequence of rotations, resulting in the frame B with the axes
b1bzb3. For convenience, we use the same origin for both coordinate systems. We
denote the unit vector along the principal line by n, and consider an arbitrary vector
r. The coordinate systems and the principal line are sketched in Fig. 7.6. Note that

Q3
b3

,
1

Q]

bl

n

<I>

A
~
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Figure 7.6 Rotation about principal line
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according to Euler's theorem the coordinates of the principal line remain unchanged
when they are viewed from the A and B frames. The angles Oi U = 1,2,3) that n
makes with the ai U = 1, 2, 3) axes are the same as the angles n makes with the bi
axes.

We can express the vector r in terms of the components of the two coordinate
systems as

r = Ar = Arrar + ArZa2 + Ar3a3 = sr = srlbr + srZb2 + sr3b3 [7.3.1]

in which the subscript on the left of r identifies the coordinate axes in which the vector
is resolved. The usual convention is that a vector is resolved along the coordinates
associated with the reference frame from which it is being viewed. We will use the
notation in Eq. [7.3.1] only when it is necessary to make a distinction between the
reference frame from which a vector is viewed and the unit vectors used to resolve it.

In column vector format we have

361

{sr} = [cfur} [7.3.2]
where {sr} = [srr Sr2 sr3f and {Ar} = [Arr Ar2 Ar3f. In a similar fashion, we
can express the unit vector along the principal line as

D = AD = Anrar + An2a2 + An3a3

or, in column vector format, as

n = SD = snrbr + sn2b2 + sn3b3
[7.3.3]

{sn} = [cfun} [7.3.4]

The expressions Ani and sniU = 1,2, 3) are the direction cosines of the principal
line, Ani = n. ai, Sni = n. bi, so they are equal to each other. Hence,

{sn} = {An} = [cfun} = {c} [7.3.5]

where the vector {c} = [cr c2 c3f is recognized as the direction cosine vector as-
sociated with the principal line. Substituting Eq. [7.3.5] into Eq. [7.3.4] we can write

{c} = [cf{c} [7.3.6]

Mathematically, Eq. [7.3.6] can be explained as {c} = {sn} = {An} being the
eigenvector of [cf associated with the eigenvalue" = 1. To prove Euler's theorem
we need to establish that [c] has an eigenvalue equal to 1.

Consider the eigenvalue problem associated with [ct = [R], where [R] is the
transformation matrix that relates the brb2b3 axes to the ala2a3 axes. We can write
the left and right eigenvalue problems as

[R]{x} = ,,{x} [Rf {y} = "{y} [7.3.7]
Solution of the eigenvalue theorem yields three eigenvalues "I, "2, "3; and cor-

responding right eigenvectors {xd, {X2}, and {X3} and left eigenvectors {YI}, {Y2}, and
{Y3}. We know from Chapter 2 that the determinant of [R] = [cf is equal to one.
From a theorem in linear algebra the product of the eigenvalues of a matrix is equal
to the determinant, so that "r"z"3 = 1.
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The relations between the eigenvalues and right and left eigenvectors of [R] can
be written as

~~,-,

[R]{Xi} = Ai{xi} [Rf {Yi} = Ai{Yi} i = 1,2,3 [7.3.8a,b]

[7.3.9]

[7.3.10]

Now, consider the eigenvalue problem associated with the inverse of [R]. It is
easy to show that the eigenvalues of the inverse of a matrix are the multiplicative
inverses of the eigenvalues of the original matrix, while the eigenvectors of the orig-
inal matrix and its inverse are the same. We can therefore write the right eigenvector
formulation as

_ I
[R] l{Xi} = Ai {Xi}

One can arrive at Eq. [7.3.9] by left-multiplying Eq. [7.3.8a] by [Rr1• But the
inverse of [R] is equal to its transpose, so that Eqs. [7.3.8b] and [7.3.9] define the
same eigenvalue problem. Hence, for a unitary matrix, the left and right eigenvectors
coincide, {Xi} = {Yi} (i = 1,2,3). Furthermore, we have

1
Ai =-

Ai

Because det[R] = 1 and the product of the three eigenvalues is unity, there are
two possible cases: (a) all eigenvalues are real with values 1, 1, 1 or 1, -1, -1, and
(b) one eigenvalue is real and unity, and the other two are complex conjugates with
moduli equal to 1. The first case when all eigenvalues are real does not make sense
physically, as it would indicate at least two repeated roots and hence an infinity of
axes about which a rotation can be performed. ThIs is impossible, as one can always
find an axis that will not yield the desired rotation. We are left with the second pos-
sibility. Hence, [R] (or [ef) has one real eigenvalue equal to 1. The corresponding
eigenvector gives the direction cosines of the principal line. Note that the eigenvec-
tor must be normalized using the relation {cf{e} = 1. Also, if {e} is the eigenvector
associated with the eigenvalue Al = 1, so is -{e}. One can take the unit vector
along the principal line along either of the two directions of the principal line. The
difference will be the direction of the rotation angle <1>.

We next discuss determination of the rotation angle <1>.Consider an intermediate
coordinate system d1d2d3, where the dl axis is aligned with the principal line and
the d2 and d3 axes are selected arbitrarily. We can write the relationship between the
d1d2d3 axes and the A frame as

{a} = [e*]{d} [7.3.11]

where [e*] is the associated direction cosine matrix. Using the relationship between
the A and B frames, we can write

{b} = [ef {a} = [e]T[e*]{d} [7.3.12]

Let us now perform the rotation by the angle <I>about the d1 axis, which leads
to the coordinate system dld~d3' It follows that the relation between the ala2a3 and
d1d2d3 axes has to be the same as the relationship between the b1b2b3 and dld~d3

• -F.-'-!OOl-.-.lI'-' ••..,...~~-.~. 'T.j}~~~~ ••••••"'""~~--~~ •.'.,..,.I""'P:~~~~~---
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ares. Both coordinate axes were transformed in the same way. We can express this
relationship as

363

{b} = [c*]{d'}

However, the relationship between {d} and {d'} is

{d'} = [R']{d}

where [R'] is a rotation matrix in the form

[7.3.13]

[7.3.14]

[R'] = [~
o

cos<P
- sin <P

Si~<p]
cos<P

[7.3.15]

Combining Eqs. [7.3.11]-[7.3.13], we can write

[c*f[cf[c*] = [R'] [7.3.16]

l...,i." ,~

This equation represents a similarity transformation between [cf and [R']; thus
the traces (sum of the diagonal elements) of these two matrices are the same. We can
now write

Cll + C22 + C33 = [R'] 11 + [R'h2 + [R'h3 = 1 + 2 cos <P [7.3.17]

which can be solved for <I>to yield the rotation angle.
It is interesting to note that in Chapter 2 we considered a three-parameter ro-

tation to describe a general transformation from one set of coordinates to the other,
whereas in this section we used Euler's theorem and accomplished the transforma-
tion using four parameters: the three direction cosines associated with the principal
line, and the rotation angle <P. It turns out that one can take advantage of the four-
parameter description used here to simplify the kinematical equations, as we will
see in Section 7.7. Before that, we will discuss the relationship between the angular
velocity vector and the direction cosine matrix, and we will parametrize the angular
velocity vector in terms of the transformation angles.

The above developments were for a body with one point fixed. If we consider
an unrestrained rigid body, we can extend the results of Euler's theorem into what
is known as Chasles s theorem, which states: '

The most general displacement of a rigid body is equivalent to a translation of
some point in the body, plus a rotation about an axis through that point.

Depending on the point selected, the instantaneous axis of rotation will be dif-
ferent.

The coordinate system Q\Q2Q3 is transformed into the b\b2b3 systemby first rotating by an
angle <p = 30° about the Q3 axis, and then by rotating the resulting Q; QZQ3 frame about
the Qz axis by () = 45°. Find the orientation of the principal line, as well as the rotation
angle.

Example
7.1
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Solution
The rotation matrix associated with the transformation given is

in which

[R] = [R2][Rd [a]

so that

[

0.7071 0 -0.7071]
[R2] = 0 1 0

0.7071 0 0.7071
[

0.8660 0.5 0]
[Rd = -0.5 0.8660 0

o 0 1
[b]

[

0.6124 0.3536 -0.7071]
[R] = -0.5000 0.8660 0

0.6124 0.3536 0.7071
[e]

The eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue A = 1 can be found manually or numer-
ically. This eigenvector can be shown to be

x = [-0.2195 0.8192 0.5299f. [eI]

The elements of the eigenvector are the direction cosines of the principal line. The angles the
principal line makes with the inertial coordinates are then

01 = cos-I(-0.2195) = 102.7° 02 = cos-I(0.8192) = 35.00°

03 = cos-I(0.5299) = 58.00° [e]

To find the rotation angle <1>,we make use of Eq. [7.3.17], thus

<I> = cos-I G(Rll + R22 + R33 - 1)) = cos-I(0.5928) = 53.65° If]

The transformed coordinates, principal line, and rotation angle are shown in Figs. 7.7
and 7.8.
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Figure 7.7 Figure 7.8
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7.4 RELATION BETWEEN DIRECTION COSINES AND ANGULAR

VELOCITY

In this section, we explore the relationship between the direction cosine matrix and
the angular velocity vector. Consider two coordinate frames A and B and associated
coordinate axes QIQ2Q3 and blb2b3. The origin of the two frames coincide. The rel-
ative velocity expression for a point whose position is given by r is

AV = Bv + AwB X r [7.4.1]

Using the notation in Eq. [7.3.1] of denoting the reference frame in which a
vector is resolved by a subscript on the left, we can relate the position and velocity
vectors by

{Br} = [ef{Ar} {Ar} = [eHBr} [7.4.2a,b]

{~v} = [ef {1v} {1v} = [eH~v}
{Zv} = [ef{~v} {~v} = [eHZv} [7.4.3a,b,c,d]

where [e] is the direction cosine matrix between the A and B frames.
We next find a relationship between [e] and the angular velocity of the B frame

with respect to the A frame, AwB. To this end, we first express AwB along the com-
ponents of the A frame as

1wB = AWlal + AW2a2 + AW3a3 [7.4.4]
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and using the matrix

[1WB] = [ ~W3
-AW2

-AW3
o
AWl

AW2]
-AWl
o

[7.4.5]

we can write the transport theorem as

{1v} = {~v} + [1wBHAr} [7.4.6]

,,7:

In a similar fashion, we write the velocity of a point in terms of the B frame as

{~v} = {Zv} + [~wBHBr} [7.4.7]

Left-multiplying Eq. [7.4.6] by [ef and using Eq. [7.4.7] relates the angular velocity
matrices expressed in the A and B frames as

{~wB} = [ef[1wB][e] [7.4.8]

One should compare this equation, which represents a similarity transformation,
with Eq. [6.4. 13a]. We next obtain a relationship between the direction cosine matrix
and the angular velocity vector. To this end, we consider Eg. [7.4.2b]. The left side
of the equation is in terms of a vector resolved in the A frame, and the right side is in
terms of a vector viewed in the B frame. Therefore, when we take the time derivative
of Eq. [7.4.2b] we have to differentiate the left side in the A frame and the right side
in the B frame. Doing so yields

{1v} = [eHZv} + [cHBr} [7.4.9]
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We convert Eq. [7.4.9] to one expressed in terms of the components of the A frame
by introducing Eqs. [7.4.2b] and [7.4.3d] into it, which yields

{1u} = {~u} + [C][ef{Ar} [7.4.10]

Comparing Eqs. [7.4.6] and [7.4.10], we conclude that

[1wB] = [c][ef [7.4.11]

In terms of the rotation matrix [R] = [e]T, we can express [1wB] as

[1wB] = [kf[R] [7.4.12]

Using Eqs. [7.4.8] and [7.4.12], we obtain the angular velocity matrix expressed
in terms of its components in the B frame as

[~wB] = [ef[1wB][e] = [ef[c][ef[e] = [ef[c] = [R][kf [7.4.13]

It is usually more convenient to write the components of the angular velocity in
terms of the body coordinates, so that we will use Eq. [7.4.13] more extensively than
Eq. [7.4.11].

Consider two frames A and B, where the coordinates blb2b3 are obtained by rotating ala2a3

by an angle (h about a3 and then by an angle (h about a;. Find AwB using Eqs. [7.4.11] and
[7.4.13].

Solution
Denoting the transformation matrices by [RIJ and [R2J, the combined transformation matrix
is [R] = [R2HRIJ. The direction cosine matrices are

~ !

[

C81

[cIJ = S~l
-s81 0]

c81 0
o 1

[

C82 0 S82]
[C2] = 0 1 0

-S82 0 c82
[c] = [CIJ[C2] [a]

Taking the derivative of [c] with respect to time yields

[c] = [CIJ[C2]+ [CIJ(c2] [b]

Let us first use Eq. [7.4.11] and evaluate [cHcf. Right-multiplying Eq. [b] by [cf =
(c2f[cIJT, we obtain

[1wB] = [cHcf = [cIJ[c2Hc2f[cIJT + [cd[cdT [c]

The right side ofEq. [c] has an interesting interpretation. The second term is what one obtains
for the angular velocity matrix when there is only one transformation. The first term contains
the angular velocity expression for the second transformation, [c2Hc2f, with a proper coor-
dinate transformation by the first rotation angle.

When the angular velocity is obtained in terms of the B frame we have

[~WB] = [cf[c] = [c2f[C2] + [c2f[Clf[cd[C2] [eI]

""

which has a similar explanation as the one for Eq. [c].
It remains to calculate the derivative matrices and use them in Eqs. [c] and [d]._The

derivatives of [cIJ and [C2] are
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[

-OIS o[
[Cd = O~COI

-OICO!
-O[SOI

o ~] [

-OZSOZ 0
[ez] = a 0

-ozc Oz 0

Ozc OZ]

-O~sOz
[e]

[f)~]
Consider writing the angular velocity vector in terms of its components alq.ngthe al aZa3 axes.
We first evaluate [elf[cd and related terms. Using Eqs. [a] and [e], we have

.. .

[
COl SOl a][-OISOI -OICOI a] [0 -OJ

[clf[cd = -s O[ COl a OICO[ -OIS 01 a = O[ a
o a I a a a 00

which represents the angular velocity matrix associated with a I rotation. As expected, we find
that [ed[CdT = [cr f[ed. Performing the same matrix multiplications with Oz, we obtain

[
a a OZ]

[Cz][Czf = [Czf[ez] = ? a a [g]
-oz a a

which is the angular velocity matrix for a 2 rotation.
Carrying out the algebra we obtain in terms of the A frame

[1wB
] = [CHef = [ed[Cz][Czf[edT + [ed[c[f = [ .~

-Ozc OJ

-OJ
o

-OZSOI

~ZCO[]
Ozs 01

o
[h]

We confirm this result using the formula for the angular velocity as

AWB = Ola3 + Oza~ = Ola3 + OZ(cosOlaZ - sinOlad [I]

so that

AWl = -Oz sinOI AWZ = Oz cos 01 AW3 = 01 [11
These match the entries of the angular velocity matrix in Eq. [h]. In terms of the B frame we
have

[
a -OICOZ OZ]

[~wB] = [ef[e] = [Czf[ez] + [Czf[edT[Cd[Cz] = OIC.O.Z . a OISOZ [k]
-Oz -OJS Oz a

In a similar fashion, we write the angular velocity in terms of the coordinates of the B
frame as

A B. . I . . .

w = 0la3 +Ozaz = 01(-smOzbl +cosOzb3)+ Ozbz [I]

so that

BWI = -01 sinOz BWZ = Oz BW3 = O! cos Oz [m]
which confirms our earlier results in terms of frame B, when we compare this with Eq. [k].

7.5 EULER ANGLES

We saw earlier that, at most, three successive rotations about nonparallel axes are
sufficient to define a rotation transformation from one coordinate system to an-
other. The transformation can be expressed in many ways and is not unique. In this

i
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section, we quantify the different choices for carrying out the transformation from
one coordinate frame to the other.

7.5.1 EULER ANGLE SEQUENCES

Let us review what we have done in the previous chapters. In Chapter 1, we studied
curvilinear coordinates and discussed the rate of change of the unit vectors. This dis-
cussion was in terms of specific coordinate systems, without a general formulation.
In Chapter 2, we saw that three transformations about nonparallel axes are sufficient
to describe the most general transformation from one coordinate system to another.
We outlined two ways of accomplishing these rotations: body-fixed and space-fixed
rotations. When the coordinate transformation angles are infinitesimal, the rotations
can be viewed as vector operations, from which we defined the angular velocity
vector. We obtained expressions for the rates of change of unit vectors. Most of the
analysis in Chapter 2 was instantaneous.

In this section, we use body-fixed rotations and select the nonparallel axes about
which the rotations are carried out as the coordinate axes of the rotated frames. The
three angles used for transforming one coordinate set into another are commonly
referred to as Euler angles.

In generating three sets of rotations to transform one set of coordinates into an-
other, say, aJa2a3 to bJb2b3, there are twelve choices in which no two adjacent ro-
tation indices are the same. We begin with the aJ a2a3 frame and rotate it about one
of the axes to get the a; 0;03 frame. Here we have three choices. The next rotation
is about one of the a;, 0;, or 03 axes, excluding the axis that coincides with the
previous rotation. That is, if the first rotation is about the 02 axis, the second rota-
tion should not be about the 0; axis. Hence, we have two possible rotations for each
previous rotation. We follow the same procedure for the third transformation, result-
ing in two possible transformations for each previous rotation. As a result, we have
3 X 2 x 2 = 12 possible combinations:

1-2-1,1-2-3, 1-3-1, 1-3-2,2-1-2,2-1-3,
2-3-1,2-3-2,3-1-2,3-1-3,3-2-1,3-2-3

The twelve sets are called Euler angle sequences. They can be classified into
two main categories, each showing similar characteristics. The first category is when
the first and third indices are the same (e.g., 3-2-3, 1-2-1) and the second category
consists of rotations where the first and third indices are different (e.g., 1-2-3,3-1-2).
One selects the sequence depending on the application, such that the sequence used
gives a better physical visualization and, as we will see later on in this section, leads
to fewer singularities.

One of the most commonly used Euler angle sequences is the 3-1-3 sequence.
often used to describe rotating rigid bodies. In recent years the 3-2-3 transformation
has been used more widely for such problems. We learned in Chapter 3 that the 3-1-3
coordinate transformation has traditionally been used to locate the orbit of a body in
space.

For purely historical reasons, we begin our discussion of Euler angles with a
3-1-3 transformation. (Readers are urged to familiarize themselves with other trans-

--------~
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fQJ11lationsequences, especially the 3-2-3 and the 3-2-1. Properties of the 3-1-3, 3-
2-3, and 3-2-1 sequences are summarized in Table 7.1 at the end of this chapter.)

In a 3-1-3 transformation, first, the axes aIa2a3 are rotated about a3 by an angle
4>, to yield the a~a~a) axes. Then, a rotation is performed about the a~ axis by 0,
yielding the a~'a:;a)' axes. The a~ axis is also known as the line of nodes (see Chap-
ter 3 for the source of this name). This axis describes the intersection of the a Ia2 and
the a~'a:; planes. Finally, the a~'a:;a)' axes are rotated by l{! about the a)' axis, which
results in the bi b2b3 axes.

For a 3-1-3 transformation, the rotation angles 4>, 0, and l{! are known as the
precession, nutation, and spin angles, respectively. For a 3-2-3 transformation, the
rotation angles are taken as l{! (precession), 0 (nutation), and 4> (spin).

To obtain the combined transformation from the A frame to the B frame, we use
matrix notation and successively apply the transformations. For a 3-1-3 sequence ,
the result is , -f??--=~:~:~~:-::""

[
c4> s4> 0] [1 0 0] (' '~~~,'" "'"

{a'} = -s 4> c 4> 0 {a} {a"} = 0 cO sO {a'} \C{,\~:,.'~ <.", .... I ;)

o 0 1 0 - sOc 0 .'" " ..l /'---- '

[

c l{! s l{! 0] -.-----
{b} = -sl{! cl{! 0 {a"} [7.5.1]

o 0 1

Combining the three transformations, as shown in Fig. 7.9, we obtain

{b} = [R3-I-3]{a}
where

[7.5.2]

[

c 4>c l{! - s 4>cOs l{!
[R3-I-3] = -c 4>s l{! - s 4>c Oc l{!

s4>sO

s4>cl{! + c4>cOsl{!
-s4>sl{! + c4>cOcl{!

-c 4> s0

s Os l{!]
sOc l{! [7.5.3]
cO

j

I
I
L

7.5.2 ANGULAR VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION

We next obtain the angular velocity vector, which has a component due to each ro-
tation as

AWB = AWA' + A'WA" + A"wB = 4>a3 + Oa; + ~a)' [7.5.4]

We wish to express the angular velocity in terms of the coordinates of the trans-
formed frame. From Eq. [7.5.3] we obtain

a3 = s Os l{!bl + sOc l{!b2 + C Ob3 a; = c l{!bl - S l{!b2 a)' = b3 [7.5.5]

The inverse of [R] is its transpose, {a} = [RJT {b}, so an easy way to obtain a3 is
to read down the third row of [RJT or the third column of [R]. To obtain a~ we read
the first row of [RJT (or the first column of [R]) while setting 4> = O. Introducing
Eqs. [7.5.5] into Eq. [7.5.4], we obtain

AWB = 4>(sOs l{!bl + sOc l{!b2 + c Ob3) + O(c l{!bl - S l{!b1) + ~b3
. . . . "

= (4)sOsl{! + Ocl{!)bl + (4)sOcl{! - Osl{!)b2 + (4)cO + l{!)b3 [7.5.6]
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in which Awf is the ith component of AWB expressed in terms ofthe body-fixed axes.
Equation [7.5.7] can also be written as {w} = [BHe}, where the notation is obvious.
A few observations about the matrix [B] that relates the angular velocities to the rates
of the Euler angles are in order. First of all, [B] is not orthogonal. This is because
the rotations 4>,0, and IjJ are performed about the a3, a~, and a)' axes, which do not
form an orthogonal set, even though the rotation angles 4>,0, and IjJ are independent
of each other. We also observe that the sines or cosines of the precession angle 4>are
absent in Eq. [7.5.7].

Second, the matrix [B] becomes singular when 0 is equal to zero or to a multi-
ple of 7r. This can be explained by noting that when sin 0 = 0, the rotation reduces
to a 3-3 sequence, and that the 4>rotation cannot be distinguished from the IjJ ro-
tation. Because [B] can become singular at times, the rates of change of the Euler
angles cannot always be obtained from the components of the angular velocities,
which causes problems when integrating the equations of motion. To visualize the
singularity, we invert Eq. [7.5.7], to yield

°3,°)

3-1-3 Euler angle sequence

I

i

j

I
f
I,
,
I

I

I

[7.5.7]

°2

_ 02
rP

c IjJ 0] [4>]
-~1jJ ~ ~

Gi,a'{
08

Line of nodes

c/J

°1

Plane defined by b 1 b2

Figure7.9

[

AW IB] [4>sOs IjJ + ec 1jJ] [S OS IjJ
AW2B = 4>s~c IjJ - ~s IjJ = sOc IjJ
AW3B 4>c0 + IjJ cO

which can be written in the matrix form as

[7.5.8]
o I[AWIB]
01 AW2B

A B
11 W3

. [SIjJ cljJ[~1= ;~ _s:IjJ
IjJ _sljJ _cljJ

to to
in which to = tan O. Equation [7.5.8] is referred to as the kinematic differeJl-
tial equations relating the angular velocities to the Euler angles. In scalar form,



1
E,g. [7.5.8] is

cP = ~() (WI sin rjJ + Wzcos rjJ)sm
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() = WI cos rjJ - Wz sin rjJ

371

[7.5.9]

I
L

rjJ = -.-l-(-WI cosesinrjJ - wzcosecosrjJ) + W3
sm()

where we have adopted the compact notation Wi = AWiB(i = 1,2,3). Existence of
the singularity at () = 0 and at multiples of 7T is obvious. Moreover, Eqs. [7.5.9] are
highly nonlinear, thus reducing their suitability for manipulation in rigid body dy-
namical equations, especially for numerical calculations. The singularity associated
with a particular Euler angle sequence can be overcome by switching to another Eu-
ler angle sequence in the neighborhood of the singularity, but this makes the analysis
cumbersome.

Each of the twelve Euler angle sequences have singularities at certain values of
the second angle. One of the objectives when selecting an Euler angle sequence is
to avoid singularities as much as possible. For example, in aircraft or other vehicle
dynamics problems, usually a 3-2-1 sequence is used. The Euler angle sequences
where no index is repeated (3-2- 1, 1-3-2, etc.) all have a singularity when the second
angle, (), has the value () = 7:.7TI2. For the most common flight operations, all of
these angles remain small quantities. The text by Junkins and Turner contains a
tabulation of the transformation matrices and singular values for all twelve Euler
angle sequences.

We next analyze the angular acceleration, extending the results in Chapter 2 to
rigid bodies. If we express the components of the angular velocity in terms of an
inertial frame or using a set of body-fixed coordinates, then the angular acceleration
has a simple form. Mathematically,

d d d
AaB = A-ewB) = B-ewB) + AwB X AwB = B_(AwB) [7.5.10]

dt dt dt

Given the angular velocity components along the body axes in Eq. [7.5.7], it follows
that the components of the angular acceleration along the body axes are, for a 3- 1-3
transformation,

d . . .. .. . . .. . .
Q'I = dt (cPs ()s rjJ + ()c rjJ) = cPs ()s rjJ + cP()c es rjJ + cPrjJs ec rjJ + ()c rjJ - ()rjJs rjJ

d . . .. .. . . .. . .
Q'z = d/cPs ()c rjJ - ()s rjJ) = cPs ()c rjJ + cjJec ()c rjJ - cPrjJs ()s rjJ - ()s rjJ - ()rjJc rjJ

d. . .. .. ..
Q'3 = -(cPc () + rjJ) = cPc () - cP()se + rjJ [7.5.11]dt

In general, evaluating the components of the angular acceleration along inertial
axes yields complicated expressions and does not provide much insight. We hence
continue to see that expressing the angular velocity by its components along body
axes leads to a more compact form and a more meaningful understanding. This obser-
vation is totally in line with the results in Chapter 6, that most of the time, expressing
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the inertia properties of a body using a set of axes attached to the body is simpler
and more meaningful.

7.5.3 AxISYMMETRIC BODIES

We next consider a case where it is more desirable to view the motion using a set of
relative axes that do not coincide with the body axes. Such a case arises when deal-
ing with axisymmetric bodies. A suitable choice for analyzing this type of motion is
to use a reference frame that does not contain the spin angle. That is, if we are using,
say, a 3-2-3 Euler angle transformation, the relative frame is obtained after the 3-2
transformation. The motivation behind selecting a reference frame different than the
body frame stems from the fact that in many problems involving axial symmetry,
the actual value of the spin angle is not of too much importance, while the spin rate
is. One is more interested in the velocity and acceleration of the center of mass or of
another point along the symmetry axis, as well as the angular velocity and angular
acceleration, than one is in the motion of some specific point on the body. The pre-
cession and nutation rotations completely describe the orientation of the symmetry
aXIS.

Consider a 3-1-3 transformation. Using the notation above of ara2a3 being the
inertial axes, the coordinate axes associated with the new reference frame become
the ai' a~ a~' axes, and we can find the angular velocity of the reference frame after
the 3-1 rotation in Eq. [7.5.4] as

AwA" = ~a3 + eai = ~(sin (ja~+ cos (ja~')+ eai' [7.5.12]

We will, from now on, refer to this relative reference frame as the F frame,
denote the associated coordinate axes by frfzf3, and use the associated unit vectors
fr f2f3. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 7.10 for a spinning top. For axisymmetric
bodies, viewing the F frame is equivalent to viewing the general shape of a disk or
top, without following the motion of a specific point on the body.

We can write the angular velocity of the body as

w = AwB = AwF + FwB [7.5.13]

0)

-"""""T ,

,I

0,

h
,'

a2

°2

0;'/,

Figure7.10 The F frame
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where AWF = AWA" and FwB is the spin, FwB = ~f3. Where appropriate, the above
notation will be shortened in Wb, wI, and ws, where the subscripts b,J, and s stand
for body, frame, and spin, respectively. We then write

w = Wb = wI + Ws [7.5.14]

For a 3-1-3 transformation, we can write the angular velocities of the body and
of the F frame in terms of the components of the F frame as

-i,(. II " ll") i:J" .i,"W = Wb = '+' sm u32 + cos u33 + u3, + 'P33
.. . .

= Of, + epsin Of2 + (ep cos 0 + l/J)f3

WI = <i>(sin03!2 + cos (3)') + e3~' = ef, + <i>sin Of2 + <i>cos Of3

Ws = l/Jf3 [7.5.15]

The expression for angular velocity above is noticeably simpler than its counterpart
in Eq. [7.5.6].

Next, consider the expression for the angular acceleration. When using the F
frame, the angular acceleration of the body can be found using the transport theorem.
Noting the form of Wb from Eq. [7.5.14], we have

d d
ab = dt (Wb)re' + WI X Wb = dt (Wb)rel + WI X Ws

or
d dAaB = F _AwB + AwF X AWB = F _AwE + AwF X FwB [7.5.16]
dt dt

Expanding Eq. [7.5.16] in terms of the Euler angles using the 3-1-3 set, we obtain

d .
ab = dt (Wb)rel + WI X l/Jf3

= Of, + (4)sO + <i>ecO)f2 + (4)cO - <i>es(J + ~)f3
. . . .

+ (Of, + epsOf2 + epcOf3) X l/Jf3

= (0 + <i>~S (J)f1 + (4) S (J + <i>ec (J - e~)f2 + (4) c (J - <i>es (J + ~)f3
[7.5.17]

which is considerably simpler than its counterpart when the spin angle is included,
Eq. [7.5.1 ~]. The above result can be verified by setting l/J = 0 in Eq. [7.5.11], while
retaining l/J. Note that if one wishes to deal with the actual value of the spin angle l/J,
one can still use Eq. [7.5.17]. When the manipulations are complete one can switch
to the coordinate system that includes l/J.

Derive the angular velocity expressions for aircraft dynamics problems, using a 3-2-1 trans-
formation.

Solution
The coordinate system traditionally used with aircraft is shown in Fig. 7.11. We will denote
the inertial coordinates by XYZ and the body-fixed ones by xyz. The z axis is the local vertical.
The Euler angle transformations are:

Example
7.3
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cj,

l
I

Y',Y"

Z"

Z,Z'

Figure7.11 3.2-1 Euler angle sequence

a. A rotation about the Z axis, by angle r/J (the heading angle), leading to the X'Y'Z' coor-
dinate system.

b. A rotation about the Y' axis, by angle 0 (the attitude angle), leading to the X"Y"Z"
coordinate system.

c. A rotation about the X" axis, by angle <jJ (the bank angle), leading to the xyz coordinate
system.

Using this configuration, the xz plane denotes the plane of symmetry of the aircraft, as
shown in Fig. 7.12.

The rotation matrices are

[

cr/J
[RIl = -~ r/J

s r/J 0]
cr/J 0
o I

[
Co 0

[R2l = O. 1
sO 0

-~O]
cO

z

[R,J ~ [~
o 0]
c<jJ s<jJ [a]

-s<jJ c<jJ

x

Figure7.12 Body axes for an aircraft. The xz plane is the
plane of symmetry.
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stj' that the relation between the inertial and body-fixed coordinates is written as

375

[~] ~ [R,J[R,J[R,] m ~[R] m
and the combined transformation matrix [R] is

[b]

[

c ljJc ()
[R] = -s ljJc </J+ c ljJs Os </J

s ljJs </J+ c ljJs Oc </J

s ljJc ()
c ljJc </J+ s ljJs Os </J

-c ljJs </J+ s ljJs Oc </J

-s 0 ]
cOs </J
c Oc </J

[c]

The angular velocity vector is written as

W = ~K+OJ'+4>i [d]

Using the same approach as in the previous section, we obtain K and J' in terms of the
unit vectors associated with the body axes by reading the third and second columns of [R],
respectively, and setting ljJ = 0 when reading the second column, which yields

W = (wxi + wyj + wzk) = ~(-s()i + s </JcOJ + c</JcOk) + O(c</Jj - s</Jk) + 4>i

= (- ~ s () + 4»i + (~s </Jc 0 + 0 c </J)j+ (~c </Jc 0 - 0 s </J)k [e]

The body angular velocities wx, wy, and Wz are commonly referred to as roll, pitch, and
yaw rates, respectively, as shown in Fig. 7.12. We relate these angles to the heading, attitude,
and bank angles ljJ, (), and </Jusing Eq. [e] as

[
W] [-s 0w: = s</JcO
Wz c</Jc()

o 1][ljJ]c</J 0 ()
-s</J 0 </J

[f]

- - .__._-------------

I
j

I
I

~

When 0 = 'Tr12, the first and third columns of the coefficient matrix become similar, so
that a singularity is reached. For civilian aircraft this is not a big problem, as 0 rarely exceeds
'Tr/2 for most flight operations.

The spinning symmetric top in Fig. 7.13 has the following rotational parameters: precession
rate 4> = 0.3 rad/s and increasing with the rate of 0.05 rad/s2, nutation angle 0 = 30°, zero
nutation rate 0 = 0, e = 0, and constant spin rate of ~ = 5 rad/s. Assuming that the bottom
point of the top does not move, find the velocity and acceleration of the center of mass of the
top, as well as its angular velocity and angular acceleration.

Solution
We use the 3-1-3 Euler angle transformation sequence and distinguish between the body
frame and the relative frame, as we are interested in the velocity and acceleration of a point
lying on the symmetry axis. We can write the angular velocity of the body frame and the
relative frame in terms of the unit vectors of the F frame as

. .,
Wb = </J(sinOf2 + cos Of3) + Ofl + ljJf3 = 0.15f2 + 5.2598f3 rad/s [a]

wf = 4>(sin Of2 + cos Of3) + Ofl = 0.15f2 + 0.2598f3 rad/s [1»]

Ws = ljJf3 = 5f3 rad/ s [c]

Example
7.4
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h

J

)-~------------ az-----
o

a3h

iJ,ai

Figure7.13

We can find the angular acceleration by using Eq. [7.S.I7] as

d
Olb = dt (Wb)re' + wI X Ws

= (0 + ~~sO)fl + (Cf)sO + ~OcO - O~)f2 + (Cf)cO - cPOsO + ,fr)f3

[d]

Substituting in the values, we obtain

(, j3 ) 2Olb = S'0.3.0.Sfl + O.OS \0.Sf2 + 2f3 = 0.7Sfl + 0.02Sf2 + 0.04330f3 radls Ie]

We find the velocity of the center of mass as

Vc = Wb X rCle = [~(sin Of2 + cos Of3) + Ofl + ~f3] X Lf3

= L~ sin Ofl - LOf2 = O.ISLf, If]
To find the acceleration of the center of mass, one can use a number of approaches. One

approach is to express the velocity in terms of the inertial coordinates and perform a straight-
forward differentiation. This is lengthy, and it requires that the results then be converted back
to the body axes. We prefer to use the F frame and transport theorem, which gives

A Fd A Fac = - Vc + W X Vcdt

= LCf) sin Ofl + L~O cos Of] - LOf2 + [~(sin Of2 + cos Of3) + Ofd x (L~ sin Of
l
- LOf

2
)

= (LCf) sin 0 + L~O cos 0 + L~O cos O)f,

+ (- LO + L~2 sin 0 cos O)f2 - (L~2 sin2 0 + L(2)f3 [g]

Substituting in the appropriate values, we obtain

aC = 0.02SLf, + 0.03897 Lf2 - 0.022SLf3 [h]

A third approach to solve for the acceleration of the center of mass is to use the formula.
for the rotation about a fixed point, which is

aC = Olb X rCID + Wb X Wb X rCID = Olb X rCIO + Wb X Vc [I]

:
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Substituting in the above equation values for the angular velocity and acceleration parameters
gives

aG = (0.75f, + 0.025f2 + 0.4330f3) X Lf3 + (0. 15f2 + 5.2598f3) X 0.15Lfl
= -0.75Lf2 + 0.025Lf, - 0.0225Lf3 + 0.7890Lf2
= 0.025Lf) + 0.03897 Lf2 - 0.0225Lf3 [i]

which, of course, is the same as the result in Eq. [h].

A gyropendulum, consisting of a disk of radius R attached to a shaft of length L, rotates with a
spin rate of,fr ~bout the shaft. The shaft is pivoted to another vertical shaft which itself rotates
with the rate </>. The pivot angle is (), as shown in Fig. 7.14. Find the inertia coefficients of
the disk about point B, the angular velocity, and the angular acceleration.

Solution
Let us define the inertial frame XYZ with the Z-axis along the precessing shaft, a second
frame Xly'Z' attached to the precessing shaft, rotating with </>, and a third frame xyz obtained
by rotating the shaft about the y' axis by the nutation angle (). In essence, we are using a 3-2
transformation. The resulting frame is the F frame.

The mass moments of inertia of the disk about its center of mass are

Example
7.5
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IGzz = ~mR2 IGyy = IGxx = ~mR2 [a]

with all products of inertia zero. About the center of rotation B, the moments of inertia can be
found using the parallel axis theorem, which yields

Is" = ~mR2" 2 Is\'\' = Isrx = m(~R2 + L2).. . 4 [b]

Noting that the unit vector K = k' can be expressed in the xyz frame as k' = - sin ()j +
cos ()k, the angular velocity of the disk and the frame can be written as

y',y e z, z'

~
z

x

x'

J..
~

i\,

Figure 7.14

.._._-----" ..~--_.
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Wb = 4>K + OJ' + ~k = 4>k' + OJ + ~k = -4>sin8i + OJ + (~+ 4>cos8)k [c]

wf = 4>K + OJ' = 4>k' + OJ = -4> sin 8i +OJ + cj; cos 8k [d]

005 = ljIk [e]

The angular acceleration of the disk is simply

d . ..
Oib = d/Wb)rel + Wf X 005 = -(cf>sin8 + cf>8cos 8)i + 8j + (ljI + cf>cos8 - cf>8sin8)k

+ (-4> sin 8i + OJ + 4>cos 8k) X (~k)

= (-~sin8 - 4>Ocos8 + iJ~)i + (6 + cf>ljIsin8)j + (,j; + ~cos8 - cf>8sin8)k [f]

7.6 ANGULAR VELOCITIES AS QUASI- VELOCITIES
(GENERALIZED SPEEDS)

~ ..•."I
I

From Chapter 4, a generalized velocity is obtained by differentiating the correspond-
ing generalized coordinate with respect to time. The three Euler angles that quantify
the angular velocity are in essence generalized coordinates, and their time deriva-
tives are the generalized velocities. However, the components of the angular velocity
cannot be classified as generalized velocities, as there is no corresponding general-
ized coordinate. A similar statement is true for a nonholonornic constraint, which
cannot be expressed as the derivative of a function.

The questions can then be posed as to how one can classify angular velocities
and whether there are other cases in dynamics where one deals with such quantities.
We introduce here a set of variables called quasi-velocities or generalized speeds.
We define these as linear combinations of the generalized velocities, but they them-
selves are not necessarily derivatives of any coordinates and thus cannot always be
integrated to generalized coordinates. Quasi-velocities are not perfect differentials,
a fact from which their name is derived. We will use both terms, generalized speeds
and quasi-velocities, interchangeably.

The introduction of generalized speeds increases the choice of parameters one J
can use to describe motion. Consider a holonornic system having n degrees of free- t
dom, with generalized coordinates ql, qz, ... , q" and generalized velocities 41, 4z,
... ,4". We define a set of quasi-velocities or generalized speeds Ul, Uz, ... , U" as I

"
Uk = ~ YkA j + Zk

j=1
k = 1, 2, ... , n [7.6.1 ]

where Ykj = Yk/q!, qz, ... , q", t), Zk = Zk(ql, qz, ... , q", t) (k, j = 1, 2, ... , n)
are functions of the generalized coordinates and time. In column vector form we .
can write Eq. [7.6.1] as

l

I

I
{u} = [Y]{q} + {Z} [7.6.2];

In order for the set of generalized speeds to completely describe a system, [Y] I
must be nonsingular. We invert Eq. [7.6.2] to express the generalized velocities in 1
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terms of the generalized speeds as { eli)"; .~.~~.. ;,'. '

\ -' )

{tj} = [yr1{u} - [yrl{z} [7.6.~ ....-/

The angular velocities of a body can be classified as quasi-velocities. The rela-
tion between the body angular velocities and the Euler angles, Eq. [7.5.7], defines a
valid set of generalized speeds. 1 By contrast, the angular velocities of the F frame
do not constitute a set of quasi-velocities, as the relation between them and the Euler
angles is described by a matrix that is singular at all times.

Representation of angular velocity as a set of generalized speeds is not the only
application of these quantities. Generalized speeds are very useful when one deals
with dynamical systems subjected to nonholonomic constraints and in cases when
the use of generalized velocities makes the problem formulation cumbersome. We
saw an example to this in Examples 4.14 and 5.13, where switching to the velocity
of point A as a motion variable simplifies the equations.

Consider the position vector r. In terms of the generalized coordinates, one can
express r as r = r(ql, q2, ... , qn, t). Differentiating this expression with respect to
time, we obtain

dr ar. ar. ar. ar
r = - = -ql + -q2 + -qn + - [7.6.4]

dt aql aq2 aqn at

From Eq. [7.6.4], we can write the rate of change of r in terms of the quasi-
velocities as

nan a n
. "'" r "'" -I -I r "" k t

Y = r = L -. L([Y]jk Uk - [Y]jk Zk) + - = L Y Uk+ Y [7.6.5]
j=laqJk=l at k=1

in which yk (k = 1,2, ... , n) and yt are called partial velocities and have the form

k _ ~ ar [y]_1
y - L- 'k

j=1 aqj }
t ~ ~ ar -I ar

y =LL-[Y]'kZk+-
j=lk=laqj } at

[7.6.6]

Throughout this text, we will denote the index associated with partial velocities
with a superscript. In a similar fashion, we can express the angular velocities asso-
ciated with a body or systems of bodies in terms of the partial angular velocities wk
(k = 1, 2, ... , n) and wt as

n

W = Loiuk + wt

k=1
[7.6.7]

\
~

Describe the angular velocities associatedwith the F frame in termsof the quasi-coordinates
associated with the body frame, and show that they do not constitute a set of generalized
speeds. Then find the partial angular velocitiesassociatedwith w.

1 Eq. [7.5.7) has a singularity when the second Euler angle reaches a certain value. One can avoid this singularity
by switching to a different set of Euler angles at that instant. Hence, the transformation between angular veloci.
ties and Euler angles is considered a valid one-to-one transformation between the generalized velocities and the
generalized speeds,

Example
7.6
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Solution
We will use a 3-1-3 Euler angle set. From Eqs. [7.5.15], the angular velocities of the body
and frame are

-"';t'~
<''''''''1

!

.. . .
00 = Wb = efl + <psinef2 + (<pease + ljJ)f3

We define the generalized speeds as

Wf = Ofl + ~ sin ef2 + ~ cos ef3 [a]

UI = WI = e U2 = W2 = <psine U3 = W3 = cos e + ljJ [b]

The angular velocities associated with the F frame then can be related to the generalized
speeds as

Wfl = e = UI Wf2 = <p sin e = U2
U2

Wf3 = <peas e = tan e [c]
1
6,

As it3 is not present in the description, the angular velocities of the F frame do not constitute
a complete set of generalized speeds.

For the body angular velocity, using the generalized speeds defined in Eq. [b] we have
3

00 = LWkUk + WI = w1fl + W2f2 + W3f3 [d]
k=1

so that the partial angular velocities are recognized as

Wi = fl 002 = f2 003 = f3 WI = 0 [e]

Note that had we selected our generalized speeds as UI = 0, U2 = ~, U3 = ~, the partial
angular velocities would have the form

Wi = fl 002 = sin ef2 + cosef3 003 = f3 WI = 0 [f]

:=.

7.7 EULER PARAMETERS

We studied Euler angles in the previous sections to relate the angular velocities to the
rotation angles 4>, 0, l/J and their rates. As we saw in Section 7.5, these equations are
highly nonlinear and have singularities, which makes it difficult to integrate them
and to do any analytical as well as numerical work with them.

To alleviate these difficulties it is preferable to work with another set, called
Euler parameters. These parameters increase the number of variables one deals with
from three to four, but they eliminate the nonlinearities and many of the numerical
problems.

Because a set of three variables (4), 0, l/J) is being expressed in terms of four vari-
ables, the use of Euler parameters introduces a redundancy. This implies that there is
no unique way of expressing the Euler parameters, and one can easily come up with
different sets of parameters. Other commonly used quantities include the Cayley-
Klein parameters, Rodrigues parameters, and quaternions. All these quantities are,
essentially, different forms of the Euler parameters. A comparison of these quantities
can be found in the text by Junkins and Turner. The mathematics of the Euler pa-
rameters was first introduced by Hamilton in 1843. The vector formulation of Euler
parameters, which is used with quaternions, was developed by Oliver Heaviside.

i
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Figure7.15 Principa/line

Euler parameters are inspired from Euler's theorem, which states that any ro-
tation of a rigid body about a point can be accomplished by a single rotation by an
angle <I>(principal angle) about a line fixed in the body and passing through the cen-
ter of rotation (principal line). Euler parameters are in essence a characterization of
this rotation in terms of the principal angle and direction cosines of the principal line.

Let us describe the principal line by its direction cosines CI, C2, C3, as shown
in Fig 7.15. Denoting by 01, O2, 03 the angles the principal line makes with the
coordinate axes, we have

CI = cos 01 C2 = cos O2 C3 = cos 03 [7.7.1]

The Euler parameters are defined as the four parameters eo, el, e2, and e3 such that

eo = cos (~) el=elsin(~) e2 = C2 sin (~ ) e3 = C3 sin (~ )

[7.7.2]

We use the half angle so as to eliminate ambiguities associated with the rotation
angle. We observe from Eq. [7.7.2] that

2 ? 2 2eo + ei + e2 + e3 = 1 [7.7.3]

We will relate the Euler parameters and their rates of change to the Euler angles,
angular velocities, and direction cosines, and vice versa. That is, we will discuss the
relationships

Cij = f(eo, el, e2, e3) i, j = 1,2,3

Wj = f(eo, el, e2, e3) j = 1,2,3

ej = f(eo, el, e2, e3, WI, W2, W3) j = 1,2,3,4 [7.7.4]

We denote the unit vector along the principal line by D. Section 7.3 discussed
that the direction cosine matrix [e] has an eigenvalue A = 1 and that Cl, e2, and C3

are elements of the associated eigenvector. From the eigenvalue problem

L

[ef {e} = A{c}

we set A = 1 and find {c} = [ci C2 c3f.
We now explore each of the relations in Eqs. [7.7.4] individually.

[7.7.5]



[7.7.7]
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7.7. , RELATING THE DIRECTION COSINES TO THE EULER PARAMETERS

Consider two coordinate frames A (a] a2a3) and B (b] b2b3), where b]b2b3 is obtained
by rotating a]a2a3 by an angle of <t> about the unit vector n. We use the notation
in Section 7.3 and express the unit vector n in terms of its components in the two
coordinate frames as

An = An]a] + An2a2 + An3a3
Bn = Bn]b] + Bn2b2 + Bn3b3 [7.7.6]

Naturally, considering Fig. 7.15, Ani = Bni = cos f)i = Ci (i = 1,2,3). We can
relate the unit vectors in the A and B frames and the components of n in the A and B
frames as

[b]] [a]] [Bn]] [An]]b2 = [cf a2 Bn2 = [cf An2
b3 a3 Bn3 An3

Let us consider the vectors a] and b] and think of an inverted cone with apex
angle f) 1 and with the unit vector n as the axis of the cone, as shown in Fig. 7.16.
Because frame B is obtained by rotating frame A around n, this rotation defines a
circle of radius sin f)] on a plane perpendicular to the vector n. The angle between
a] and n is the same as the angle between b] and n, and the projections of a] and h]
on n are identical. Mathematically,

n. a] = n. b] = cos f)] [7.7.8]

We denote by Q the point at which the vector n intersects the circle defined by a]
and h]. The vector connecting points 0 and Q is defined as x], and it can be expressed
as x] = cos f)] n, as shown in Fig. 7.17. We introduce the vectors y] and Z] such that
y] is along the line connecting point Q to the tip of a], and Z] is perpendicular to y]
such that its tip coincides with the end ofb], as shown in Fig. 7.18. We can write

h] = x] + y] + z] [7.7.9]

n

.,
I

,

t.

Q

cosO! Xl

1
Figure7.16
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Yo= sinO!

o

Figure7.17
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Side view
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Figure7.18 Top view
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The objective is to express bl in terms of the components of the A frame. To
accomplish this, we consider Fig. 7.18 and the circular arc generated by rotating a I
into bl. Introducing the notation Yo = sinOI, we can write

YI = IYII = Yocos<P 21 = IZII = yosin<P
Yo = lal - xII = Ibl - xII [7.7.10]

from which we have
YI = (al - XI)COS<P = cos<Pal - COSOIcos<Po [7.7.11]

The vector ZI is perpendicular to both 0 and YI. Denoting the unit vector along
ZI by ez, we can express it as

oX YI 0 X al
ez= I I = I I [7.7.12]

oX YI 0 X al

However, since In X all = sinOI = Yo, and IZII = sinOI sin<P, we express Zj as

I I . II . mOxaj . mZI = Zj ez = SInUI SIn'¥ . II = SIn'¥O X al
SInUI

Now combining Eqs. [7.7.9], [7.7.11], and [7.7.13], we have

[7.7.13]

L

bi = XI + YI + ZI = cln + cos <Pal - CI cos <Po + sin <Po X al [7.7.14]

Using the half-angle formulas cos <P = 2 cos2(<PI2)-I, I-cos <P = 2 sin2(<PI2),
and sin <P = 2 sin(<PI2) cos(<PI2), and Eq. [7.7.6], we can write the above equation as

(
. 2 <P) ( 2 <P )bl = 2cI SIn 2 (Clal + C2a2 + C3a3) + 2cos 2 - I al

+ (2 sin ~ cos ~ )(Clal + C2a2 + C333) X aj [7.7.15]

Introducing the definition of the Euler parameters given in Eq. [7.7.2] into
Eq. [7.7.15], we obtain the relation between the vector bl of the rotated axes and the
unit vectors of the original coordinate frame in terms of the Euler parameters as

bl = (2e6 - 1 + 2eT)aj + (2el e2 + 2eOe3)a2 + (2el e3 - 2eOe2)a3 [7.7.16]
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e?] [al]-;1 :~

One can repeat the procedure used above to relate the vectors b2 and b3 to aI,
a2, and a3 by the Euler parameters. The results can be expressed in matrix form as

e]e2 ele3][al] [0 -e3
ei e2e3 a2 - 2eo e3 0

e2e3 e~ a3 -e2 e]
[bl] [all [ efb2 = (2e6 - 1) a2 + 2 el e2
b3 a3 el e3

[7.7.17]

Introducing the column vector {e} = [el e2 e3f, we can write Eq. [7.7.17] as l
j
I
t
l

!
f
J

[7.7.18]

[7.7.19]
2(el e3 - eOe2) ]
2(e2e3 + eOel)

e2 - e2 - e2 + e2o 1 2 3

[~:] ~ ((2e6 - 1)[1] + 2{e}{ef - 2eo[e]) [::]

The first two terms on the right side of Eq. [7.7.18] are symmetric matrices,
while the third term is a skew-symmetric matrix. A comparison of Eq. [7.7.18] and
Eq. [7.7.7] indicates that the direction cosine matrix between the coordinate frames
A and B, in terms of the Euler parameters, has the form

[cf = [R] = ((2e6 - 1)[1] + 2{e}{ef - 2eo[e])

[

2 2 2 ') 2( )eo + el - e2 - e3 ele2 + eOe3
= 2(ele2 - eoe3) e6 - ef + ei - e~

2(e]e3 + eoe2) 2(e2e3 - eoel)

The elements of the direction cosine matrix are quadratic expressions in terms
of the Euler parameters. When using Euler angles, the direction cosine matrix [c],
given in Eq. [7.5.3], contains trigonometric and other nonlinear terms, and it leads
to singularities. There are no singularities in [c] when it is expressed in terms of the
Euler parameters. For any possible orientation of two coordinate frames there exists,
and it is possible to find, associated Euler parameters. By contrast, every Eu.ler angle
transformation sequence has a nonlinearity at which point one cannot determine the
values of the Euler angles. /

7.7.2 RELATING THE EuLER PARAMETERS TO ANGULAR VELOCITIES

In Section 7.4 we derived the relationship between the angular velocities of the co-
ordinate frame and the direction cosines in Eg. [7.4.13], which we repeat here as

j
J
~
t

i
I
i

I
l

[~WB] = [cf[C] [7.7.20]

Equation [7.7.19] gives the direction cosine matrix in terms of the Euler parameters.
We use those results to obtain the angular velocities in terms of the Euler parameters.
For example, let us calculate the component of the angular velocity in the hI direc-
tion, W I. From Eq. [7.4.13] WI is the 3,2 element of [~wB], and it can be obtained by
multiplying the third row of [cf with the second column of [c]. Mathematically,

3

WI =L C)3C)2
)=1

[7.7.21]

j

I
J
I
f
1

~
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Substituting the values for Cij from Eq. [7.7.19] we obtain

WI = A(el e3 + eOe2)(el e2 + e2el - eOe3 - e3eo)

+ 4(e2e3 - eoed(eoeo - elel + e2e2 - e3e3)

2( 2 ') 2 ')(. . . .) [+ eo - ej' - e2 + e3 e2e3 + e3e2 + eoel + el eo 7.7.22]

Using the identity of Eq. [7.7.3] and its derivative, that is, e6 + ef + ei + e~ = 1,
eoeo + el el + e2e2 + e3e3 = 0, Eq. [7.7.22] reduces to

[A - B] ?[ . . . . ]WI = BW 23 = - -eleo + eoel + e3e2 - e2e3

Similar expressions can be developed for W2 and W3. Introducing the vectors
{w*} = [0 WI W2 w3f and {e} = [eo el e2 e3f, we can express them in matrix
form as

385

or, in compact form

o eo el e2
W I = 2 - e I eo e3
Wz -e2 -e3 eo
W3 -e3 e2 -el

{W*} = 2[E*]{e}

e3 eo
-ez el
el ez
eo e3

[7.7.24]

[7.7.25]

where the notation is obvious. One can show that the coefficient matrix [E*] is or-
thonormal, that is, its inverse is equal to its transpose, [E*r I = [E*]T. Using this
property one can write

{e} = 0.5[E*r1{w*} = 0.5[E*f{w*}

and can rearrange this as

eo 0 -WI -W2 -w, [eo
el = 0.5 WI 0 W3 -W2 el

ez W2 -W3 0 WI ez

e3 W3 W2 -WI o e3

[7.7.26]

[7.7.27]

The equations relating the Euler parameters to their derivatives are linear, and
they contain no singularities, making them easier to deal with both analytically and
computationally. If Eq. [7.7.27] is compared with Eqs. [7.5.9], the derivatives of the
Euler angles, the resulting simplification becomes clear. We also observe that the
coefficient matrix in Eq. [7.7.27] is skew symmetric.

Noting that the first row of Eq. [7.7.24] is essentially 0 = 0, we can generate a
new matrix [E] of order 3 X 4 by eliminating the first row of [E*], writing

[

-el
[E] = -ez

-e3

eo e3
-e3 eo
ez -el

-:~]
eo

[7.7.28]

.."'.-.

Thus, Eq. [7.7.25] can be expressed as

{w} = 2[E]{e}

.;;;:.

[7.7.29]
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The matrix [E] has a few interesting properties. One can show that

~

[E][E]T = [1] [w] = 2[E][E]T [E]{e} = {a} [7.7.30a,b,c]

However, note that [E]T[E] ~ [1]. Indeed, one can show that

[E]T[E] = [1] - {e}{e}T [7.7.31]

The relationships discussed so far have been for the Euler parameters that de-
scribe the transformation from one coordinate system to another. We next explore the
relations among the Euler parameters when there is more than one transformation.
We begin with a frame A and transform it to arrive at frame B. We denote the vector
of Euler parameters that describe this transformation by {e}. Let us assume that the
transformation from A to B is carried out in two steps: first a transformation from A
to frame A' with associated Euler parameters {e'}, and then a second transformation
from A'to frame B, with associated Euler parameters {e"}. We wish to relate {e} to
{e'} and {e"}.

Denoting by [E'*] the counterpart of the [E*] matrix in Eq. [7.7.24] for the Eu-
ler parameters {e'}, we can show that the transformed Euler parameters obey the
relationship

{e} = [E'*f{e"} [7.7.32]

This relation can be derived by taking the coordinate transformation matrices
between the A, A I, and B frames.

7.7.3 RELATING THE EuLER PARAMETERS TO THE DIRECTION COSINES

This process is in essence the reverse of the process in Sec. 7.7.1. As it is an inver-
sion, the task can be accomplished in a number of ways. One way is to make use of
the property of the direction cosine matrix and to note that the direction cosines of
the principal line are elements of the eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue 1.
The procedure to follow is this: Obtain the eigenvector matrix corresponding to the
eigenvalue 1, and calculate the rotation angle <I>from Eq. [7.3.17].

Another and more straightforward way is to use Eqs. [7.7.2] and [7.7.19], which
yield

C21 - Cl2 = 4eOe3 = 4C3 cos ~ sin ~ = 2C3 sin <I>

Cl3 - C31 = 4eOe2 = 4C2 cos ~ sin ~ = 2C2 sin <I>

C32 - C23 = 4eoel = 4c] cos ~ sin~ = 2cI sin <I>

<I>
ClI + C22 + C33 = 3e6 - ei - e~ - e~ = 4cos2 2 - 1 = 4e6 - 1 [7.7.33]

These equations can be manipulated in a number of ways to yield expressions
for cos <I>and sin <1>.The goal in this algebraic exercise is to come up with relations
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[7.7.36]
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that do not have singularity problems. For example, we can obtain an expression for
sin<P directly from the first ofEq. [7.7.33] in the form

. rh C2l - Cl2
SIn'!' = ---

2C3

which has a singularity when C3 = O. On the other hand, multiplying the first three
of Eqs. [7.7.33] with C3, C2, and CI, respectively, and adding them yields

[C3(C21 - C12) + C2(C13 - C31) + CI(C32 - C23)] = 2sin<P(d + d + cT) = 2sin<P
[7.7.35]

which exhibits no singularities. Another suitable choice is to use the half-angle for-
mula cos <P= 2 cos2(<PI2) - 1 with the last of Eq. [7.7.33], which yields

<P
Cll + C22 + C33 = 4cos2 2" - 1 = 1 + 2cos<P

387

This is identical to Eq. [7.3.17] and leads to

1
cos <P= 2(Cll + C22 + C33 - 1) [7.7.37]

A commonly used set of expressions, provided eo is not equal to or close to zero,
is derived by manipulating the diagonal elements ofEq. [7.7.19] as

4e6 = C II + C22 + C33 + 1

4e~ = -Cll + C22 - C33 + 1

4ef = Cll - C22 - C33 + 1
?

4e3 = -Cll - C22 + C33 + 1 [7.7.38]

Usually, one first finds from Eqs. [7.7.38] the Euler parameter with the largest
magnitude. This larger quantity is used together with the off-diagonal elements of
the direction cosine matrix in Eq. [7.7.19] to solve for the Euler parameters. For
example, if eo is the largest in magnitude, one uses the value of eo from the first of
Eq. [7.7.38] and finds the remaining Euler parameters using Eqs. [7.7.33] as

1
eo = 2 JCII + C22 + C33 + 1

el = C32 - C23

4eo

e2 = C13 - C31 C2l - Cp

4eo
e3 = - [7.7.39]

4eo

7.7.4 RELATING THE EULER PARAMETERS TO THE EULER ANGLES

AND VICE VERSA

This task can be accomplished by generating the direction cosine matrix for a specific
Euler angle transformation, and using the relations given in Eqs. [7.7.39] for relating
the Euler parameters to the direction cosines. The results, of course, vary from one
set of transformation to another. We dispense with the algebra and give the results
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for a 3-1-3 Euler angle rotation sequence with the transformation angles ep, e, rjJ,
which are

ep + rjJ e
eo = cos -- cos -2 2

. ep-rjJ . e
e2 = SIll--SIll-2 2

ep-rjJ. e
e] = cos 2 SIll "2

. ep+rjJ e
e3 = SIll 2 COS"2 [7.7.40]

[7.7.41]
e2 ,I., - .1,
_ = tan ~o/ 'P

eJ 2

Results for the 3-2-3 and 3-2-1 sequences are given in Table 7.1 at the end of
the chapter. Once the Euler parameters are found, one can use Eq. [7.7.19] to cal-
culate the direction cosine matrix. The reverse problem--determination of the Euler
angles from the Euler parameters-is more complicated. It can be accomplished in
a number of ways. In one way, we calculate the Euler parameters and the direction
cosine matrix in terms of the Euler parameters. Then, we make use of the algebraic
relations in the direction cosine matrix in terms of the Euler angles. This procedure
is usually tedious.

Another approach for finding the Euler angles from the Euler parameters is by
direct use ofEq. [7.7.40] or its counterpart for other sequences. For a 3-1-3 sequence
we manipulate the Euler parameters as

e3 ep + rjJ
- = tan--
eo 2

After taking the inverse tangents of the above terms and manipulating, we obtain

q, ~ tan-t~) + tan-'(::) ifi ~ tan-t~) - tan-1(::) [7.7.42]

To determine the exact values of these angles, that is, the quadrants they lie
in, we can use Eqs. [7.7.40], or we can compare the results with the entries of the
direction cosine matrix. The angle e can be found by noting that

2 2 . 2 (e)eJ + e2 = SIll "2 [7.7.43]

so that

e = 2sin-1 (Jei + ei)
The same approach is used for other Euler angle sequences.

[7.7.44]

7.7.5 OrHER CONSIDERATIONS

Yet another advantage of using Euler parameters arises when conducting numerical
computations. Because the Euler parameters are related to each other by Eq. [7.7.3],
Eg. [7.7.3] can be used as a constant of the kinematic equations of motion, and it
can be computed at each step of the numerical integration to check for accuracy and
numerical stability. Other constants associated with this analysis are the diagonal
elements ofEq. [7.7.20], which should be zero, by virtue of the skew symmetry ofthe
angular velocity matrix. The values of the diagonal elements, [~wB]ii (i = 1,2,3),
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can be verified using

[7.7.45]k = 1,2,3
3

~ CjkCjk = 0
j=l

These identities can also be checked to verify the accuracy of the numerical compu-
tation.

Disadvantages associated with using Euler parameters include the need to use
four parameters and four differential equations instead of three for the case of Eu-
ler angles. However, the linearity of the resulting equations and lack of singulari-
ties far outweigh the complexities introduced by the additional differential equation.
Another disadvantage is that Euler parameters do not lend themselves to a simple
physical interpretation as Euler angles do. But here, too, one can always calculate the
values of the Euler angles from the Euler parameters at every instant of the motion
and seek a physical interpretation or visualization.

We conclude the discussion of Euler parameters with this important generaliza-
tion and an additional definition of angular velocity. Assume we have a vector rand
we are rotating r by an angle <I>about an axis that passes through the origin. Let 0
be the unit vector in the direction of the axis of rotation and r' be the rotated vector.
We can write the relationship between rand r' by substituting r for a[ and r' for b[
in Eq. [7.7.14], which yields

r' = (1 - cos<l»(oor)o + cos<l>r+ sin <1>0x r [7.7.46]

where we recognize that Cj = cos e 1 in Eq. [7.7.14] is equivalent to 00 r/lrl. This
equation is a very useful general relation for determining the trajectory of a vector
that is being rotated. A special application of Eq. [7.7.46] is for small rotations over
small time intervals for finding the rate at which r changes. Indeed, as <I>approaches
zero, we have

<I>~ d<l> cos<l>~ 1 sin <I>-'> d<l> r' - r -'> dr

which, when substituted into Eq. [7.7.46], yields

dr = d<l>(o x r) [7.7.47]

Because the infinitesimal rotation is taken about a single axis at that particular
instant, we recognize that division of d<l>by dt yields the angular velocity expression
in the form

d<l>
dt

=w
d<l>

w = wo = -0
dt

[7.7.48a,b]

Equation [7.7.48b] is yet another definition of the angular velocity vector. Dividing
Eq. [7.7.47] by dt and using Eq. [7.7.48b] we obtain

drdt = w x r [7.7.49]

We have hence showed another way at arriving at the angular velocity of a refer-
ence frame and the relation describing how the angular velocity of a reference frame
affects the rate of change of a vector fixed in that reference frame.

~
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Consider the transformation sequence in Example 7.1. Obtain the associated Euler param-
eters, and substitute them into Eq. [7.7.19] to calculate the values of [R] to confim1 your
results.

Solution
From Example 7.1, the transformation matrix is

-~

[

0.6124 0.3536 -0.7071]
[R] = -0.5000 0.8660 0

0.6124 0.3536 0.7071
[a]

The rotation angle was calculated as <t:>= 53.64° and the direction cosines of the principal
line were found to be

C] = -0.2195 C2= 0.8192 C3 = 0.5299 [b]

The sine and cosine of half the principal angle are

sin ~ = 0.4512

The Euler parameters for this problem become

<t:>
cos 2" = 0.8924 [c]

<t:>
eo = cos 2" = 0.8924 el = C]sin ~ = -0.2195(0.4512) = -0.09904

e2 = c2sin ~ = 0.8192(0.4512) = 0.3696 e3 = c3sin ~ = 0.5299(0.4512) = 0.2391
[d]

We next calculate the entries of the transformation matrix. For example, for R]] and R23

we have, from Eq. [7.7.19],

Rll = 2(e6 + ef - 0.5) = 2(0.89242 + 0.099042 - 0.5) = 0.6124

R23 = 2e2e3 + 2eOel = 2(0.3696)(0.2391) - 2(0.8924)(0.09904) = 0 [e]

One can show that the rest of the entries of [R] can be found using Eq. [7.7.19] as well.
Now we will calculate the Euler parameters without using the eigensolution of [R]. To this
end, it is preferable to find the largest of the Euler parameters and use calculations that involve
division by that parameter. We can accomplish this by looking at the sines and cosines of half
the principal angle. From Example 7.1 or using Eq. [7.7.35] we determine that <t:>= 53.64°.
In Eq. [c] we determined the sine and cosine of the half angle. From that information, we
conclude that eo = cos(<t:>/2)= 0.8924 is the largest of the Euler parameters. We find the
remaining Euler parameters using Eqs. [7.7.39] as

e] = C32 - C23= R23 - R32 = (0 - 0.3536) _ -0.09906
4eo 4eo 4 x 0.8924

e2 -
Cl3 - C3l

4eo
0.6124 + 0.7071 = 0.3696

4 x 0.8924

e3 = C2l - Cl2 = 0.3536 + 0.5
4eo 4 x 0.8924 = 0.2391 [f]

Note that there is a slight difference in the fourth significant figure of some of the results
in Eqs. [d] and Eqs. [f], due to roundoff error.
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7.8 CONSTRAINED MOTION OF RIGID BODIES,
INTERCONNECTIONS

Constrained motion takes place because of contact between one or more points on
one body with a point or a surface on another body. Such contact between two bodies
can take place in a number ways:

Motion restriction or transmission through sliding and interconnections.
Impact.
Rolling.

In this section, we analyze constrained motion from a physical perspective and the
interconnections that obtain such motion. Chapter 8 will analyze impact of bodies,
as it cannot be treated using kinematics alone. And Section 7.9 will consider rolling.

The number of degrees of freedom of a system is equal to the number of coor-
dinates minus the number of constraints. Constraints generated by contact of bodies
reduce the number of degrees of freedom. To describe the general three-dimensional
motion of a rigid body, one needs six degrees of freedom. Plane motion is a three
degree of freedom problem.

A set of two or more bodies in contact with each other for the purpose of trans-
mission of motion from one of the bodies to another is called a mechanism. Compo-
nents of a mechanism are generally referred to as links.

7.8. 1 ROTATIONAL CONTACT, JOINTS

A joint basically prevents the bodies it connects to translate with respect to each
other, while permitting some type of rotational motion between the two bodies. The
most cornmon joint is the pin joint, also known as a revolute joint, shown in Fig.
7.19. The contact is over the external surface of the pin. The angular velocity of the
second body, as viewed from the first body, is denoted by O>z and is along the axis of
the pin. We express 002 as

ooz = wzn [7.8.1 ]

1
n

Axis of rotation

Figure7.19 A revolute joint
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where II is the unit vector along the axis of the pin. The constraint relation can be
expressed as

W2 X II = 0 [7.8.2]

which represents two rotational constraint equations.2 Because the joint does not
permit translational motion at all, the total number of constraints imposed is five.
Hence, a rigid body connected to a system of rigid bodies by a revolute joint increases
the degrees of freedom of the resulting system by one.

Denoting the angular velocity of the first body by WI, we can express the total
angular velocity of the second body as the sum of the two angular velocities, thus

W = WI + W2 = WI + W2ll [7.8.3]

Differentiation of Eq. [7.8.3] yields the angular acceleration expression as

W = WI + W2ll + WI X W2ll [7.8.4]

For multilink bodies in plane motion, one can use Gruebler s equation to de-
termine the number of degrees of freedom. The formula states that the number of
degrees of freedom p is related to the number of active links and number of joints by

p = 3k - 2f

where k is the number of active links andf is the number of joints. For example, in
the linkage shown in Fig. 4.41, there are five active links and six joints, leading to
the conclusion that there are three degrees of freedom. Gruebler's equation can be
extended to different types of joints as well. The interested reader is referred to texts
on kinematics or mechanism theory. It should be noted that Gruebler's equation does
not take into consideration the lengths of the links. One can find geometries where
Gruebler's equation states that there are zero degrees of freedom and the mechanism
can move.

Another commonly used joint is a ball and socket joint, also known as a globular
or spherical pair. The joint is shown in Fig. 7.20. Ball and socket joints do not place
a restriction on the angular velocity of the second body as viewed from the first. The
angular velocity W2 can have components in any direction. Such joints impose three
constraints that prevent translational motion at the joint.

Figure7.20 A ball and socket joint

2We deduce that Eq. [7.8.2] mathematically represents two constraint equations by considering Section 7.2. _
Equation [7.8.2] can be written in column vector notation as [w]{n} = {O}, which represents three scalar equations. I
Because [w] is a singular matrix with rank 2, only two of the equations are independent. 1

------ 1
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An important use of joints is in power transmission. In machine dynamics it is
often necessary to transfer the rotational motion of a shaft onto another shaft rotating
in a different direction. A common mechanism used to accomplish this is a univer-
sal joint. There are several kinds of universal joints available, such as the Cardan,
Rzeppa, Weiss, and Devos joints. All these joints accomplish the task of power trans-
mission in different ways; each is useful for specific engineering applications.

The Cardanjoint shown in Fig. 7.21 is one ofthe common and low-cost universal
joints. The joint consists of two shafts attached to forks, known as yokes, linked to
each other by a cross. The two shafts are called the input and output shafts. The
relative position of the cross with respect to the yokes can change, as the cross can
rotate inside each of the yokes, making it possible to align the two shafts in almost
any direction. This gives the universal joint its tremendous versatility and its name,
because it can operate in transmission problems where the shafts connected to the
yokes are not aligned, vibrate, or change orientation.

A universal joint is a single degree of freedom mechanism, because the angular
velocity of one of the shafts determines the angular velocity of the other. To explore
the relationship between the two angular velocities we split the universal joint into
two parts, A and B, as shown in Fig. 7.22. We select the coordinate axes such that both
shafts lie on the xy plane. T~e input shaft, shaft B, is aligned with the x direction,
and its angular velocity is -Oi, with 0 measured from the z axis. We rotate the xy
axes about the z direction by an angle of f3 to get the x'y' axes and place the outJ?ut
shaft A along the negative x' axis. The angular velocity of the output shaft is -4>i',
with 4> measured from the z axis as well. We denote the unit vectors along the sides
of the cross as a and b, respectively, and express them as

b = sin OJ + cos Ok

a = sin 4>j' + cos 4>k = - sin 4>sin f3i + sin 4>cos f3j + cos 4>k [7.8.5]

It follows that the two unit vectors must be perpendicular to each other. The dot
product between the two gives the constraint relation between the angles 0 and 4>.

393
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a

Figure7.21

z

A Cardon joint
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z

x

y' ----- x

(a) (b)

Figure7.22

We have
a • b = sin ()sin e/> cos {3+ cos ()cos e/> = 0 [7.8.6]

It is of interest to compare the angular velocities of the input and output shafts.. .
We express e/> in terms of () and ().We rewrite Eq. [7.8.6] with the e/> and () terms on
opposite sides of the equation as

sin e/>
tane/>= --

cos e/>

which, when differentiated, yields

cos ()
sin ()cos {3

[7.8.7]

[7.8.9]

[7.8.8]()e/>
cos2 e/> sin2 () cos (3

To eliminate e/> from this equation we make use of the identity cos2 e/> = 1/(1 +
tan2 e/». Substituting the value of tan e/> from Eq. [7.8.7] into this identity and using
it with Eq. [7.8.8], we obtain the relation between the angular velocities as

. cos {3 .
e/> = ----(}

1 - sin2 () sin2 {3

The angular velocities of the input and output shafts are not linearly related to
each other, except when {3 = 0, in which case the joints are aligned. The Cardan
joint is not what is called a constant velocity joint, making it impractical to use in
applications such as the steering offront wheel drive automobiles, as it would lead to
slipping tires and large stresses on power transmission components. In the extreme
case, when {3 = 900, the two shafts are perpendicular and no motion can be trans-
mitted. This is known as gimbal lock. However, if two Cardan joints are used to join
two parallel shafts, the angular velocities of the two parallel shafts will be the same.
It should also be noted that there are several constant velocity joints available such as

---------- __ ,4
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the ones discussed earlier. Many of these joints provide a near constant velocity
relationship between the input and output shafts for a specific range of operation.

7.8.2 TRANSLATIONAL MOTION AND SLIDING CONTACT

Here one part of a body slides over another body. The simplest form of sliding is
to have a point, a line, or a surface on a body sliding on a surface. This surface is
the contact plane. The associated constraint is the same as the very first constraint
relations we studied in Chapter 4. The velocity of the contact point does not have a
component normal to the plane of contact, and the constraint can be written as

Vp' n = 0 [7.8.10]

where n is the unit vector in the normal direction at the point of contact. If more than
one line on the rigid body slides on a surface, then the angular velocity of the body
can only have a component perpendicular to the plane, so that w is parallel to n. The
resulting two constraints can be described by

wXn=O [7.8.11 ]

A special case of sliding on a surface is sliding in a guide or in a slot (Fig. 7.23).
The joint formed by the sliding components is referred to as a prismatic joint. In
this case translational motion is possible in only one direction, and there are two
constraints on the translational motion. Denoting the unit vector in the direction of
the guide by h, we can write the constraint as

vp X h = 0 [7.8.12]

where we note that Eq. [7.8.12] represents two constraint relations. Further, no rota-
tion is permitted, so a prismatic joint represents a total of five constraint equations. A
prismatic joint for translational motion is basically the equivalent of a revolute joint
for rotational motion.

In another form of sliding contact, a collar slides on a bar while turning around it.
The simplest case here is when the collar is not attached to another body, as shown
in Fig. 7.24. Such a connection is referred to as a slider. Denoting the unit vector
along the rod by h, we note that the collar can only have a velocity in the direction
of h, vp = vph so that the constraint associated with the translational motion is Eq.
[7.8.12].

h

h

/

Figure7.23 A prismatic joint Figure7.24 A slider
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In addition, the collar can only have an angular velocity about the axis of the
rod, <Ucollar = wcollarh, so that the constraint associated with the rotational motion is

<Ucollar X h = 0 [7.8.13]

There are a total of four constraints restricting the motion, so the slider has two
degrees of freedom: one translational and one rotational.

7.8.3 COMBINED SLIDING AND ROTATION

In this case, a body is attached to a slider by means of a pin, fork, or universal joint,
as depicted in Fig. 7.25. These two elements in contact (rod and slider) are also
referred to as a cylindrical pair. The collar is sliding on and turning around a guide
bar. Consider the coordinate frame xyz where the x axis is aligned with the collar.
The angular velocity of the collar becomes <Ucollar = wcollari. The coordinate axes
x y' z' are obtained by rotating the x yz axes about the x axis by an angle 4>. It follows
that Wcollar = 4>. The x y' plane defines the plane of the collar to which the pin joint is
attached. The body attached to the collar can have an angular velocity in the direction
perpendicular to the plane of the collar, in the z' direction. We can then write

i- e' k' - k' -, k'<Urod = 'f'l + = Wcollarl + Wrod/collar = Wcollarl + Wrod/collar [7.8.14]

Thus, the angular velocity of the rod cannot have a component in the y' direction.
The constraint for the total angular velocity can then be written as

<Urod • j' = 0 [7.8.15]

The total number of constraints on the rod becomes three, two for the transla-
tional motion and one for the rotational. The angular acceleration of the rod can be
obtained by differentiating Eq. [7.8.14],

-I k' -, k' :i.-I + e"k' .-i.e. -I
G'rod = Cl'collar1 + Cl'rod/collar + Wcollarl X Wrod/collar = 'f'l - 'f' J

[7.8.16]

y'

() = Wrod/collar

A cylindrical pair

z

Figure7.25

l
I
J

I--- 1
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When the collar is attached to the rod by a ball and socket joint, there is no
restriction on the angular motion of the rod with respect to the collar. The rod then
has four degrees of freedom: one translational and three rotational.

As an illustration of the constraint relations for combined sliding and rotation,
first consider plane motion and the rod AB where points A and B rest on collars
that slide on bars perpendicular to each other, as shown in Fig. 7.26. Each col~su:--'----'--'-~
introduces one constraint on the motion, resulting in a one degree of freedom sYttem. 'l.;._~~.' .• ' ''\

The two constraint equations are ~i /"';",:.; __ ' ,_ ," ••. :.: '~\

~.•.,;:1.l ••.:,t'.";,-,::.. .-" -- .J

vA.i=O VB.j=O [7.. li]-------------
These constraint relations can be expressed in different forms as well. Also, the

rotational constraint relations associated with the pin did not come into the picture,
because the rotational motion of the rod is restricted to be perpendicular to the plane
of motion.

We next extend the discussion to the three-dimensional case, where we consider
a rod AB in which points A and B are attached to collars and the collars slide on
perpendicular guide bars (Fig. 7.27). However, in this case the guide bars are not on
the same plane.

Let us analyze the attachments of the points to the collars. If both points A and
B are attached to the collars with pin joints, we end up with six constraint equa-
tions, three for each pin joint. It follows that the resulting system has zero degrees
of freedom. No motion of the rod AB is possible.

When one of the joints is a ball and socket joint, say, the joint at A, the number
of constraints is reduced to five, two translational constraints for jointA and three for
joint B. The system has one degree of freedom. If the motion of any point on rod AB
is specified, one can determine the characteristics of the motion of the rod, as well
as the collars. In order to be able to do this we have to generate an expression for the
angular velocity of the rod. It is preferable to work with collar B, as we will make use
of the properties of the angular velocity of the rod with respect to the collar. From

y

y

Figure7.26

-x

-VB

Guide bars on
same plane

z

Figure7.27 Guide bars not on same plane

x

..._-- .. _. ---------------------
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Eq. [7.8.14] we can write

---

Wrod = Wcollar + Wrod/collar

The angular velocity of the collar B is

Wcollar = wcollari

[7.8.18]

[7.8.19]

The angular velocity of the rod as viewed from the pin joint is perpendicular to
the plane defined by rod AB and the guide bar. The unit vector perpendicular to the
plane of symmetry of collar B can be obtained by taking the cross product of any two
vectors along rod AB and the guide bar. For example, taking the vectors as rBIA and
rBIO, we obtain the unit vector, denoted bye, as

rAIB X rElOe = +~----
-lrAIB X rElol

[7.8.20]

The sign of the unit vector can be chosen by convenience. In the x y' z' coordinate
system (Fig. 7.27) the unit vector in the z' direction, k', can be found using the
relation

so that

i X rAIB
k' = Ii x rA1B1

Wrod/collar = Wrod/collark'

[7.8.21]

[7.8.22]

Example
7.8

Equation [7.8.18] can also be analyzed from an Euler angle point of view. Us-
ing a 1-3-1 coordinate transformation (similar to 3-1-3 but with x and z changing
places, and we are starting with coordinates xyz and going into x' y' z'), the angular
velocity of the coll~ becomes the precession with the angle 4> and nutation with the
angle (), such that () = Wrod/collar. Because of the constraints imposed on the rod, the
precession and nutation rates are related to each other. There is no spin. When both
the joints are ball and socket joints, the system has two degrees of freedom, with the
spin of the rod about its own axis constituting the second degree of freedom.

The rod AB in Fig. 7.27 is constrained to move between the horizontal and vertical guides.
Given that the velocity of point A is 2 m1s downward, and a = 6 m, b = 3 m, C = 4 m, find
the velocity of point B and the angular velocity of the rod.

Solulion

We write the relative velocity expression for points A and B as

where

VB = VA + Wrod X rBIA [a]

VA -2j m1s VB = UBi m1s rBIA = 6i - 3j + 4k m [It]

1
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With the unit vector i describing the direction along the collar B, we use Eq. [7.8.21] to
find k', thus

399

----

k' = iX fAlB = 3k + 4j
Ii X fA/BI 5

so that the angular velocity of the rod can be expressed as

. k' . 3k + 4j
Wrod = Wcollarl+ Wrod/collar = Wcollarl+ Wrod/collar

[c]

[d]

Comparing the elements ofk' and Fig. 7.27 we conclude that 4> has a negative value (clock-
wise rotation) for this problem. So does the angular velocity of the collar. We introduce Eqs.
[b] and [d] into Eq. [a], which yields

UBi = -2j + [wcollari+ WrOd/COllar~(3k+ 4j)] X (6i - 3j + 4k)

= -2j + wcollar(-3k - 4j) + wrod/COllar~(l8j+ 9i - 24k + 16i) [e]

Equating the components of Eq. [e] in the x, y, and z directions, we have a set of three
equations and three unknowns Wcollar,Wrod/collar,and VB, in the form

i components -> UB = 5Wrod/collar

18
j components -> 0 = -2 - 4Wcollar+ SWrod/COllar

24
k components -> 0 = - 3Wcollar- SWrOd/COllar

[f]

[g]

[h]

Solving Eqs. [f]-[h], we obtain

1
Wrod/collar= 5" radls

8
Wcollar= - - radls25

UB = 1 mls [I]

Note that we have three equations for the three unknowns, even though the system has a
single degree of freedom.

Next, consider finding the angular velocity of the collar A. To accomplish this, we write
the angular velocity of the rod in terms of the angular velocity of the collar B as

Wrod = WcollarBi + Wrod/collarB~ (3k + 4j) = 2
1
5( - 8i + 4j + 3k) radls [I]

The angular velocity can also be expressed by noting that the angular velocity of collar
A is in the y direction

Wrod = wcollarAj+ Wrod/collarA= wcollarAj+ 2
1
5[-8i + (4 - 25wcollarA)j+ 3k] radls [k]

Use of the relative velocity relation will not lend any more information, so we need to look
at the nature of the angular velocity. Previously, we used a 1-3-1 Euler angle transformation
to quantify the angular velocity and said that there is no spin associated with an axis along the
length of the rod. When visualizing the angular motion with respect to collar A or collar B,
we can then quantify this as the constraint Wrod/collarAand Wrod/collarBnot having a component

"- ---....- ,.,;>
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along the axis of rod AB. We can then write

Wrod/collarA • rBIA = 0 Wrod/collarB • rBIA - 0 [I]

The second of these equations is automatically satisfied. The first equation can be solved for
the angular velocity of the collar. Carrying out the calculations, we obtain

[-8i + (4 - 25wcollarA)j + 3k]. [6i - 3j + 4k] = -48 - 12 + 75wcollarA + 12 = 0
16

~ WcollarA = 25 rad/s [m]

7.9 ROLLING

An interesting case of constrained motion of rigid bodies is rolling. A body can roll
over a fixed surface or over another body. For rolling to take place between two
bodies, a continuous sequence of points on one of the bodies must be in continuous
contact with a continuous sequence of points on the other body. A necessary condition
for the continuity is that the contacting bodies must have smooth contours, so that
the radii of curvature exist at each contact point on both bodies.3 The contact that
takes place is point contact (for thin disks and spheres) or line contact (for cylinders
and thick disks, such as rigid wheels). The contour of a body is considered smooth
enough to permit rolling if the peaks and dips on its surface are exceedingly small
with respect to the overall dimensions of the body. The motion of bodies with sharp
edges or with rough surfaces cannot be classified as rolling.

Rolling can occur in a variety of ways, as depicted in Figs. 7.28 and 7.29. The
most common form is for a body to roll over a fixed surface; the surface can be pla-
nar or curved. A second form of rolling is for two bodies to roll together. Examples
of this are gear mechanisms and a sphere rolling over another sphere. The contact-
ing points define the plane of contact, which is tangent to both contacting bodies.
The rolling constraint is defined as no relative velocity of the contacting points per-
pendicular to the plane of contact. At the point of contact, the radii of curvature of

Plane of contact

L r;;;j\ill
X C

) > 5 ,

!
Normal n

Figure7.28 Rolling of a body
over a surface Figure7.29 Rolling of two bodies

I 3Note that for a straight line the radius of curvature existsand it is at infinity.. J
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A rolling body is a five degree of freedom system. If the contacting points have
the same velocity, the motion is referred to as roll without slip. If the contacting
points have different velocities, the motion is referred to as roll with slip. Whether
slipping exists or not depends on the forces acting on the rolling bodies, as well as
on the amount of friction between the rolling bodies. The no-slip condition can be
expressed as

the contours of the rolling bodies are along the same line. This last statement is a
geometric constraint that determines whether one body can roll over another.

Consider two bodies rolling over one another, as shown in Fig. 7.29. The con-
tacting points are denoted by C1 and Cz, with velocities of vC

I
and vCz' respectively.

Let n denote the unit vector perpendicular to the plane of contact. The relati ve ve-
locity of one contacting point with respect to the other is along the plane of contact.
The rolling constraint can then be expressed as

(VCz - vcl). n = °

VCI = vCz

[7.9.1]

[7.9.2]
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A body rolling without slipping has three degrees of freedom. An interesting
point to note about rolling contact is that the accelerations of the contacting points
are different, whether there is slipping or not. The contacting points approach each
other, they have contact, and then they separate and move away from each other.
The constraint force is applied to the contacting points only for one instant. Also,
the accelerations of the contacting points usually have components along the contact
plane. Hence, there is no direct constraint relation associated with the acceleration of
rolling bodies. This can be remedied by taking into consideration that the shapes of
the bodies are fixed and that the radius of curvature exists for all contacting points,
which permits one to write the acceleration expressions for each body.

Let us first consider plane motion of an axisymmetric body-such as a disk or
cylinder--of radius R that rolls on a fixed flat surface as shown in Fig. 7.28. We
use as generalized coordinates the position of the center of mass, X and Y, a~d the
rotation angle B. The angular velocity of the body is w = -wK, where w = B. We
can express the velocity of a point P on the body as

Vp = VG + w x rplG = XI + YJ + w x rplG [7.9.3]

[7.9.4]

where r PIG is the position vector from the center of mass to P. The path followed by
a point on the circumference of the rolling boty is called a cycloid. Fig. 7.30 shows
a cycloidal path. To find the velocity of the contact point C, we write Eq. [7.9.3] in
terms of C. The no-slip condition can be expressed as Vc = O.Introducing this into
Eq. [7.9.3], we obtain

Vc = 0 = VG + (0) X rCIG

which we can conveniently write as

VG = w X rGIC = -wK x RJ = RwI = RBI [7.9.5]

so that X = Rw, Y = 0, and so roll without slip for plane motion is a single degree
of freedom problem. Because there is no velocity of the point of contact C, the body
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Figure7.30 Cycloidal path

can be visualized as rotating about C at that instant. For roll without slip the point
of contact is the instant center.

The acceleration of a point P on the rolling body can be obtained by differenti-
ating Eg. [7.9.3],

3p = 3C + ex X rplC + Ol X (Ol X rP/c) [7.9.6]

The acceleration of the center of mass can be expressed as 3C = d(RwI)/dt =
RaI. The angular acceleration is ex = -wK = -aK. The acceleration of a point
on the rolling body is

3p = RaI + (-aK x rplc) - w2rpiC [7.9.7]

If we select point P as the contact point C rplC = - RJ and we obtain

3C = RaI + (-wK x -RJ) - w2(-RJ) = Rw2J [7.9.8]

Now consider roll without slip on a fixed, concave-upward planar curve as
shown in Fig. 7.31. We use a set of normal and tangential coordinates. It follows
that we can write the velocity of the center of mass as

Vc = vet = Rwet

The acceleration of the center of mass thus becomes

. v2 R2w2
3C = vet + -en = Raet + --enp p

[7.9.9]

[7.9.10]

Center of curvature

Figure7.31 Rolling inside a concave surface

--------- __ .•A
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Substituting this expression into the relative velocity expression gives the acceler-
ation of any point on the body. For the special case of the instant center, we have
fcte = - Ren and

ac = ae + ex X fcte - w2fcte

R2w2 ( R)= Rwet + -p-en + (-aK X -Ren) - w2(-Ren) = Rw2 1 + p en

[7.9.11]

If the curve on which the disk is rolling is convex, the direction of the unit vector
in the normal direction is reversed and fcte = Ren. The acceleration of the instant
center C becomes

ac = RW2(-1 + ;)en
Next consider rolling in three dimensions. We make use of a 3-1-3 transforma-

tion sequence to describe the rolling of a flat axisymmetric body, such as a thin disk
or a coin. We begin with an inertial set of axes XYZ, with the initial position of the
coin as lying flat on the XY plane, as shown in Fig. 7.32. Figures 7.33 and 7.34 de-
pict the disk after the first two Euler angle transformations have been carried out.
The generalized coordinates used to describe the general motion of the disk are the
coordinates of the center of mass X, Y, Z, and the three Euler angles </>,fJ, and 1/1.
We use the F frame as the relative frame. From Eq. [7.5.3], the axes xyz and XYZ
and unit v.ectors ijk and UK are related by
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i = c </>1+ s </>J j = -s </>cfJI + c </>cfJJ + s fJK
k = s </>sfJI - c </>sfJJ + c fJK [7.9.13]

It should also be noted that the contact point between the disk and the surface is
along the y axis. The angular velocity of the disk is .

.. . .
W = Wb = wxi + wyj + wzk = fJi + </>sin fJj + (</>cos fJ + I/I)k [7.9.14]

Z,Z'

4> Y'

x

X'

Y

Figure 7.32 Initial position and precession
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Figure7.33 Nutation
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Figure7.34
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Side view
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.. ..
SO that Wx = f), WY = 4>sin f), and Wz = 4>cos f) + 1/1. The angular velocity of the
reference frame is

We thus have

Wf = Oi + ~sinf)j + ~cosf)k = wxi + wyj + wYf)ktan
[7.9.15]

wfx = Wx = f) Wf)' = wy = 4>sinf)
W

wfz = ta;f) = c/>cosf) [7.9.16]

First, consider roll with slip. When the disk is rolling and slipping, the point of
contact C has a nonzero velocity along the roll surface. Let us write the velocity of
point C using the relative velocity expression between C and the center of mass, and
express the result in terms of the inertial coordinates. Thus

Vc = VG + Wb x fCIG

= XI + YJ + ZK + (Oi + ~s8j + (~c8 + ~)k) x -Rj
= (X - RO s4>s8 + R(~c8 + ~)c4»I

.' .. .'+ (Y + R8c4>s8 + R(4)c8 + I/I)s4»J + (2 - Rf)c8)K [7.9.17]

The constraint associated with roll with slip states that the velocity of point C
has no component in the vertical, that is, Vc • K = O.Setting the components of Vc

in the 2 direction to zero, we obtain
. .
2 = R8 cos8

This constraint is recognized as being the time derivative of
2 = Rsin8

[7.9.18]

[7.9.19]

so that the constraint associated with roll with slip is holonomic. The constraint has
a physical explanation: it represents the height of the center of mass from the roll
surface.

------------- c4
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We next consider roll without slip, where the velocity of the contact point C is
zero. Hence, there are three constraints. Writing vC = 0 in terms of the components
along the inertial axes X and Y, we obtain from Eq. [7.9.17]

X = RO s </>s 8 - R( 4>c 8 + ~) c </> Y = - RO c </>s 8 - R( 4>c 8 + ~) s </>
[7.9.20]

These equations are not perfect differentials and cannot be integrated to a form sim-
ilar to Eq. [7.9.19]. Hence, constraints associated with the no-slip condition are non-
holonomic.

For rolling without slipping, the velocity of the center of mass can be expressed
in terms of the inertial coordinates as
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. . .
Ve = XI + YJ + ZK

. '.
= (R8 s </>s 8 - R(</>c 8 + l/J)c </»1

. .. .
- (R8c</>s8 + R(</>c8 + l/J)s</»J + R8c8K [7.9.21]

~-

We can also express Ve by using the relative velocity expression with Vc = 0, which
yields

" '. ".
Ve = Wb X relc = (Oi + </>s8j+ (</>c8+ l/J)k) X Rj = R8k - R(</>c8 + l/J)i

[7.9.22]
In terms of the angular velocity components along the F frame

Ve = Rwxk - RWzi [7.9.23]

Consider the acceleration of the center of the disk. One can calculate ae in a
number of ways. The most cumbersome is to differentiate Eq. [7.9.21]. This ap-
proach does not yield any insight into the nature of the problem, except for the com-
ponent of the motion in the Z direction. A more convenient approach is to use the F
frame and to apply the transport theorem to Eq. [7.9.23], which yields

d
Aae = Fdt Ave + AwF X Ave [7.9.24]

Substituting the values for Ve and Wj into Eq. [7.9.24], we obtain

ae = Rwxk - RWzi + (wxi + wyj + WYllk) X (Rwxk - RWzi)
tanu

= R( -wz + wxwy)i + R (-W; - ~:nW8z)j + R(wx + wywz)k [7.9.25]

In terms of the Euler angles, we write the expression for the acceleration by
substituting Eq. [7.9.14] and its derivatives into Eq. [7.9.25], which yields

.. . . .. .. . .?
ae = R( -</>c8+ 2</>8s8- l/J)i+ R( -</>c8(epc8 + l/J) - 8-)j

+ R(8 + 4>s8(4)c8+ ~))k [7.9.26]

The advantages of using a reference frame not attached to the body are obvious.
Attaching the relative frame to the body would necessitate use of the spin angle l/Jin
all calculations. One would not be able to use the relation 3e = Otb X relc + Wb X

(Wb X reid to find the acceleration of the center of mass. Point C has a nonzero
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acceleration. Another reason for not using a body-fixed frame is that the position of
the contact point between the disk and the surface changes with respect to a body-
fixed frame as the disk rolls. One would have to take into consideration the motion
of the point of contact. By contrast, viewed from the F frame, the point of contact
always lies on the XY plane and F Vc • K = O.

Now consider the acceleration of the contact point C. We first calculate the
angular acceleration of the body using the transport theorem. Noting that Ws =
Wb - wI = (wz - WyItan B)k, we write

d
CXb = d/Wb)rel + wI X Ws [7.9.27]

.. .. . k (. . wy k) ( wy )k
= Wxl + Wyj + Wz + \Wxl + Wyj + tanB X \Wz - tanB

~
w
2
) ( )

. y.. wxwy• .
= Wx + wyWZ - tanB 1+ Wy - WxWz + tanB j + wzk

The relative acceleration equation between C and G is

ac = aG + CXb X rC/G + Wb X (Wb X rC/G) [7.9.28]

Substituting in the values of rC/G = - Rj and the values for aG, Wb, and CXb

from Eqs. [7.9.26], [7.9.14] and [7.9.27], respectively, and carrying out the algebra,
we obtain

( )~ 2)_ 2 WxWy• Wy
ac - R W z - tan B j + R W yW z - tan B k [7.9.29]

Example
7.9

The cone shown in Fig. 7.35 is of height L and apex angle f3. It rolls on a smooth surface
without slipping. The center of the base has a constant speed v. Find the angular velocity and
angular acceleration of the cone.

Solution
To find the angular velocity of the cone we make use of instant centers. Figure 7.36 shows the
geometry. The hI h2h3 axes move with the line of contact between the cone and the horizontal
surface. They are similar to the F frame. The vertical distance between point B and the surface

hz

.,

h2

Figure7.35

hI

h

h3
A

Figure7.36

••
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is L sin f3. Because of the no-slip condition, A is an instant center and the velocity of B is
equal to the angular velocity times the height. The total angular velocity of the cone is then

v
w=---

L sin f3

We express the angular velocity in vector form as W = -v/(L sin f3)h3. To see this, we
note that VB = vh} and rBIA = L sin f3h2 and VB = W X rBIA:

To find the angular acceleration, we visualize the motion of the cone as the superposition
of two angular velocities. The first angular velocity w I is that of a cone which is only rotating
in the horizontal plane. The second angular velocity, W2, is the angular velocity of the cone
about its symmetry axis. We note that the hI h2h3 coordinates are rotating with angular velocity
WI' We thus have

407

From Fig. 7.36 we find WI as

WI = w}h2 [b)

[c]V

WI = L f3h2cos

This can be explained by considering the velocity of point B and that point B is rotating about
the h2 axis. The distance between B and the h2 axis is L cos f3. The total angular velocity is

W = WI + W2 [d]

where W2 is the spin velocity of the cone. As the direction of this spin is along the symmetry
axis of the cone, W2 can be expressed as

W2 = W2f3 = W2 sin f3h2 + W2 cos f3h3

We then use Eqs. [c] to [e] to relate the angular velocities as

[e]

W = - _ ~ B h3 = W} + W2 = LV,., h2 + W2 sin f3h2 + W2 cos f3h3 [f]
SIll cos

which can be solved for W2

V

W2 = - L cos f3 sin f3
W

cos f3 [g]

Noting that h3 = cos f3f3 - sin f3f2, and R = L tan f3, we can express the angular velocity as

v v v cos f3 u v .
W = - - . - h3 = L f2 - L sin B f3 = L f2 - 7/3 [h]

[I]

-...-

The angular acceleration of the cone can be expressed more easily using the H frame,
thus

a=w}XW2= LV f3h2X-L ~. ,.,(sinf3h2+cosf3h3)cos cos SIll

v2
hI

This problem can also be viewed from a Euler angle point of view, with W} denoting the
precession rate, constant nutation angle f3, and spin rate of W2.
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Example
7.10

A disk rolls over a horizontal surface while it rotates about a shaft, which is attached by a
revolute joint to a bar with an arm, as shown in Fig. 7.37. The shaft is rotating with speed WI'

Find the angular velocity and angular acceleration of the disk.

Solution

The reference frames are shown in Fig. 7.38. We obtain the rela~ive frame f]hf3 by rotating
the reference frame attached to the shaft (rotating with WI = cjJ about the fixed a3 axis) by
an angle of 270° - {3about the d2 axis. We write

f] = -sin{3dl +cos{3d3 f2 = d2 f3 = - cos {3d] - sin {3d3 raj

The angle {3,which is fixed, is related to the height of the arm by

h = L sin {3+ R cos {3 [bJ

The angular velocity of the disk can be written as the sum of the angular velocities of
the shaft and of the disk with respect to the shaft, or

00 = 00] + 002 [cJ

. in which

00] = wld3 = w]cos{3f] -w]sin{3f3 002 = -W2f3 [dJ

are the respective angular velocities. Note that W2 is not known, and it will be found by using
the rolling constraint. To do this, we obtain an expression for the velocity for the contact point
as

Vc = VG + 00 X r CIG = 0 [eJ

where

VG = -(L + L cos (3)wlf2 rCIG = -Rf] [fJ

so that we have

Vc = -(L + Lcos(3)w]f2 + (w] cos{3f] - (w] sin{3 + (2)f3) X -Rfl

= (-Lwi - Lcos{3w] + Rsin{3w] + R(2)f2 = 0 [gJ

a), d)

WI

II

c

BL

h

L _
dz

dl

Figure 7.37 Figure 7.38

.-
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Solving the above, we obtain Wzin terms of WI as

(L + L cos (3 - R sin (3)
Wz = WI R
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We recognize the term in the brackets above to be the horizontal distance between 0 and C.
Introducing the ratio r = L/ R, we can now write the angular velocity of the disk as

W = WId3 - wZf3 = WIcos {3fl - WI(r + rcos {3 - sin {3+ sin (3)f3
= WIcos{3fl - w(r(l + cos (3)f3 [I]

To find the angular acceleration we differentiate Eg. [i] with the result

a = Wrel + wI X Ws = wld3 - wZf3 + (WI cos{3fl - WIsin (3f3) x (-WZf3) [I]

Note that Wzis obtained by direct differentiation of Eg. [h]. Substituting in all the values
and carrying out the algebra we obtain

a = WIcos{3fl + wT(r + rcos{3 - sin(3)cos{3fz - wlr(l + cos (3)f3 [k]

We cannot obtain the expression for the angular acceleration by direct differentiation of
Eg. [i] because 11fzf3 is not attached to the disk.

Figures 7.39 and 7.40 show the top and side views of a tricycle. Do a kinematic modeling on
the tricycle and determine the number of degrees of freedom, assuming that all wheels roll
without slip and the tricycle does not tip or roll.
Solution

We select the inertial coordinates XYZ such that the tricycle moves on the XY plane, and
we attach an xyz coordinate system to the tricycle at point G. The xyz axes are obtained by
rotating the XYZ coordinates by an angle of r/J about the Z axis, as shown in Fig. 7.4l.

The velocity of point G and the angular velocity of the main body are

Example
7.11

Vc = XI + YJ ill = J;K = J;k [a]

and considering that I = cos r/Ji - sin r/Jj, J = cos r/Jj + sin r/Ji, we write the velocity of G in
the xyz coordinate system as

Vc = (X cos r/J + Y sin r/J)i + (Y cos r/J - X sin r/J)j [b]

-

Dz

III

T II-IA G

~

1
D

J

x

Figure 7.39 Top view of tricycle

y'
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Figure7.40 Side view Figure7.41

We next calculate the velocity of point D], which is the point to which the right rear
wheel is connected. Noting that rDl/G = - Ld - hk + L3i, we obtain

ill X rDl/G = J,k X (-Ld - hk + L3i) = L]J,i + L3J,j [c]

and

VD
j

= VG + ill X rDl/G = (Xcost/! + Ysint/! + L]J,)i + (Ycost/! - Xsint/! + L3J,)j [d]

The point of contact between back wheel on the right and the ground is denoted by CI.

The angular velocity of that wheel is expressed as

WI = ill - eli = J,k - eli [e]

and, noting that rC1/DI = - Rlk, the velocity of C] becomes

VCl = VDj + WI X rC1IDj

= Ckcost/! + Ysint/! + L]J,)i + (Ycost/! - Xsint/! + L3J, - Rledj [f]

Because of the roll without slip assumption, the velocity of CI is zero, VCI = O.This is
tantamount to two constraint equations

x cos t/! + Y sin t/! + L1J, = 0 Y cos t/! - X sin t/! + L3J, - R] el = 0 [g,h]

and we note that both constraints are nonholonomic. We can obtain the expression for the
velocity of the point of contact for the back wheelan the left, VC2' by substituting - L3 for L3

and e2 for e] in Eq. [f]. Since that wheel also rolls without slipping, we set vC2 to zero, which
yields one additional constraint, namely the component of vC2 in the y direction

Yeast/! - Xsint/! - L3J, - R)e2 = 0 [I]

The component of the velocity of C2 in the x direction is the same as its counterpart for
C). It is interesting to note the veiocity of point A, which is obtained by setting L3 = 0 in
Eq. [d] as

VA = VG + ill X rAIG = (Xcost/! + Ysint/! + L]J,)i + (Ycost/! - Xsint/!)j [I]

s
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However, from Eg. [g], the x component of VA is zero, leading to the conclusion that
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VA = ('1' cos If; - X sin If;)j [k]

The velocity of point A is always only in the y direction, that is, in the direction of the body of
the tricycle. This is the constraint mentioned in Chapter 4, when discussing vehicle dynamics
problems. By virtue of the roll without slip approximation, we end up with this constraint.

Next, consider the steering mechanism. The turning of the wheel is denoted by </Jand
the rotation of the wheel by (h We attach a coordinate system x' y' z' to the wheel (obtained
by rotating the x yz axes about the z axis by an angle </J). The velocity of point E, about which
the front wheel turns, is obtained by

in which

VE = VB + il2 X rEIB = VG + ill x rBIG + il2 X rEIB [I]

il2 = (If; + </J)k rBIG = L~ rEIB = L4 sin f3j' - L4 cos 13k j' = cos </Jj- sin </Ji
[m]

Substitution of all these values into Eg. [1] yields

VE = (X cos If;+ Y sin If; - (L2 + L4 sin 13 cos </J)~ - L4 sin 13 cos </J4»i
+ (Y cos If; - X sin If; - L4 sin 13 sin </J(~ + 4>))j [n]

To find the velocity of the contact point between the front wheel and the ground, we first
develop an expression for the angular velocity of the front wheel. The wheel is at an angle of
</Jwith the body of the tricycle, so that the angular velocity of the wheel becomes

003 = il2 - 03i' = (~+ 4»k - 03i' = (~+ 4»k - 03cos</Ji - 03 sin</Jj [0]

Noting that rC)IE = - R3k, we have

0>3 X rC)IE = « ~ + 4»k - 03 cos </Ji- 03 sin </Jj)x (- R3)k
= R303 sin </Ji- R303 cos </Jj

Combining Eqs. [n] and [p] we obtain for the velocity of C3

[p]

-

VC) = VE + 003 X rC)IE

= [X cos If;+ Y sin If; - (L2 + L4 sin 13 cos </J)~ - L4 sin 13 cos </J4>+ R303 sin </J]i

+ [Y cos If; - X sin If; - R303 cos </J- L4 sin 13 sin </J(~ + 4>Hi [q]

The roll without slip condition states that the velocity of C3 is zero, which yields two
more constraints that are also nonholonomic, which we write

X cos If; + Y sin If; - (L2 + L4 sin 13 cos </J)~ - L4 sin 13 cos </J4>+ R303 sin </J= 0 [r]

Y cos If; - X sin If; - R303 cos </J- L4 sin 13 sin </J(~ + 4» = 0 [5]

Let us now calculate the number of degrees of freedom for this system. We introduced
seven generalized coordinates: X, Y, If;, 01, O2, </J,and 03. We generated five constraints,
Eqs. [g], [h], [i], [r], and [s]. Hence, the tricycle is a two degree of freedom system.
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HOMEWORK EXERCISES

SECTION 7.2

1. The bar in Fig. 7.42 is always in contact with the corner D and the curved path.
Find the angular velocity and angular acceleration of the bar as a function of the
angle fJ.

2. For the system shown in Fig. 7.43, find the instantaneous center of the rod AS
and the angular velocity of the rod.

a ~ a
-~ /,

/"F :-00'/

I

5cm

1

5 rad/s

,,,,,,,,,,,,~--------------------------

~-----12 cm ------,

Figure 7.42 Figure 7.43
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SECTION 7.3
3. A coordinate frame B is obtained by rotating frame A by an angle of 75° about

a line joining the origin and the point (0.5, -0.7,0.4). Find the direction cosine
matrix [c] between the two frames. Then, calculate the direction cosines of the
principal line from [c] and compare your result with the given information.

SECTION 7.4

4. A reference frame A is transformed into a reference frame B using a transfor-
mation consisting of two rotations. First a rotation about the a 1 axis, by an angle
l/J(t) = 0.3t, and then a transfonnation about the resulting a; axis by an angle
fJ(t) = 0.6 sin 7Tt/4. Using Eq. [7.4.13] find the angular velocity of the frame B
with reference to frame A at t = 3 seconds.

SECTION 7.5

5. Solve the previous problem using Euler angles.
6. A disk of radius R is attached to a rod of length L2, and it rotates about it with

angular velocity W (Fig. 7.44). The rod pivots about an arm of length L, with
angle fJ. This arm is attached to a vertical shaft that is rotating with the constant
angular velocity of n. Find the angular velocity and angular acceleration of the
disk, and the velocity and acceleration of the center of the disk.

7. Figure 7.45 depicts a spacecraft undergoing general motion. There is a point
mass sliding inside a frictionless tube along the b2 axis. Using a 3-1-3 Euler an-
gle transformation (</>, fJ, ljJ) and denoting the position, velocity, and acceleration
of the point mass with respect to the symmetry axis of the spacecraft by r, v, and
a, respectively, derive expressions for the absolute velocity and acceleration of
the mass. First write these expressions in terms of angular velocity parameters
Wi (i = 1,2, 3). Then express them in terms of the Euler angles.

413
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y

x

Figure7.46

8. Figure 7.46 depicts a spinning top on a cart. The cart is moving along a curved
track on the XY plane, the radius of curvature of the apex is p, and the constant
speed of the apex is v. Find the velocity and acceleration of the center of mass of
the top using a 3-2-3 transformation (ljJ, e, </», with the inertial axes as shown.

SECTION 7.6
9. Consider a 3-2-1 transformation and express the partial angular velocities as-
sociated with the angular velocity vector, using the components of the angular
velocity along the body axes as the generalized speeds.

SECTION 7.7
10. A coordinate frame B is obtained by rotating frame A by an angle of 75° about a

line joining the origin and the point (0.5, -0.7,0.4). Find the Euler parameters
associated with this rotation. From the Euler parameters, calculate the transfor-
mation matrix [R] between the two coordinate frames.

11. The orientation of a rigid body is described by a 3-2-3 Euler angle rotation, with
the rotation angles ljJ, e, and </>. At a certain in~tant, the values of the E.uler
angles and their rat~s of change are ljJ = 4SO, ljJ = 0.2 rad/s, e = 30°, e =
0.1 rad/s, </> = 30°, </> = 1.0 rad/s. Find the values of the Euler parameters and
their derivatives for this instant.

12. Find the counterpart of Eg. [7.7.40] for a 3-2-1 transformation and for a 3-2-3
transformation.

13. Solve Problem 2.10 using Eg. [7.7.46].
14. Solve Problem 2.11 using Eg. [7.7.46].
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HOMEWORK EXERCISES

15. Rodrigues parameters are defined as Pi = eJeo (i = 1,2,3). The Rodrigues
vector is defined as p = n tan(<t>I2),where n is the unit vector associated with
the principal line. Derive an expression for the direction cosine matrix [c] in
terms of the Rodriguez parameters.

16. Show using the definition of the Rodrigues vector from Problem 15 that the
vectors rand r' in Eg. [7.7.46] are related by r' ,= r - (r + r') X p.

SECTION 7.8
17. Consider the Cardanjoint in Fig. 7.21. Plot Eg. [7.8.9] for different values of {3

and identify the range in which the Cardan joint can be assumed as a constant
velocity joint (specified here as less than 3 percent variation in angular velocity).

18. The collars A and B are attached by a rod of length 30 cm, as shown in Fig. 7.47.
The joint at A is a ball and socket joint and atB a pin joint. Collar A moves in
the Z direction, while the guide bar for collar B is on the XY plane. At the point
shown collar A is at a height of 24 cm and collar B is moving with a speed of
10 cmls. Find the angular velocity of the rod.

19. The collars A and B are attached by a rod of length 30 in. The joint at A is a pin
joint and at B a ball and socket joint, as shown in Fig. 7.48. The motion of collar
B is restricted to the XY plane. At the instant shown, the rod is at a height of
25 in and collar A is moving down with the speed of lOin/sec. Find the velocity
of collar B and the angular velocity of the rod.

20. The two guide bars are on the same plane, as shown in Fig. 7.49. A rod of length
20 in. is attached to two collars, one at each end, by pin joints. Find the velocity
of collar B if collar A has a speed of 3 in.lsec at the position shown.

21. A sketch of a centrifugal governor is shown in Fig. 7.50. As the angular speed
n increases, point D moves upward, forcing the point C to move up as well.
We are given that e = 40°, point D is moving up with speed 0.2 mis, and the

z
A
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Figure7.49 Figure7.50

c

governor is rotating with n = 200 rpm. Find the angular velocity of the arm
DE and the velocity of the collar E with respect to the shaft AC.

SECTION 7.9
22. A cylinder of radius R rolls inside a parabolic surface defined by the relation

y = kx2, as shown in Fig. 7.51. Find the critical value of k that permits the
cylinder to roll continuously inside the parabola.

23. Consider the disk in Fig. 7.33. Show that the velocity of the contact point, as
viewed in the F frame, that is, F vc, always lies on the XY plane.

24. Consider the gyropendulum of Fig. 7.14. Here, the disk is rotating without slip-
ping inside a cylinder of radius D = (j3L + R)I2, as shown in Fig. 7.52. Given
a constant precession rate of 1.8 rad/s, find the corresponding spin rate, as well
as the angular velocity and angular acceleration of the disk.

y

Figure7.51

y = kx2

x

Figure7.52

-D-
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RIGID BODY DYNAMICS:

BASIC CONCEPTS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

I
\
I

This chapter presents basic concepts associated with the kinetics of rigid bodies. We
develop the linear and angular momentum expressions. The Newtonian and Eulerian
laws of motion are introduced as force and moment balances. We discuss analytical
methods of obtaining equations of motion, such as Lagrange's equations and the di-
rect application of D' Alembert's principle. We analyze qualitative and quantitative
integration of the equations of motion, together with motion integrals. The develop-
ments in this chapter make extensive use of the geometric and kinematic properties
developed in the previous two chapters.

When describing the motion of a particle three coordinates are used, one for
each direction of the motion. For analyzing the motion of a rigid body one needs to
use angular variables. The kinematics of a rigid body is studied using both inertial
coordinates and relative coordinates. As we saw in the previous chapter, in most
cases using a relative frame attached to the body gives better insight; this continues
to be the case for the kinetics of rigid bodies. The use of body-fixed coordinates
is attractive, as the moments of inertia of the body with respect to a set of body-
fixed coordinates remains constant, and it becomes a simple task to differentiate the
angular velocity. Thus, we derive several forms of the equations of motion, analogous
to the concept of using different generalized coordinates. We extend the impulse-
momentum and work-energy relationships to three-dimensional motion. This leads
to a further study of impact problems, first introduced in Chapter 3.

421
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8.2 LINEAR AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM

Consider a rigid body, such as the one in Fig. 8.1, with center of mass G. Also con-
sider an arbitrary point B, located on or off the body. The linear momentum of the
body, denoted by p, is defined as

'i i drp = vdm = -dm
body body dt

The position vector of the differential element is

r = rG + P [8.2.2]

[8.2.3]

where p is the vector connecting the center of mass with the differential element.
Differentiating the above expression, we obtain the velocity of the differential ele-
mentas

drv = - = VG + (A) X P
dt

where (A) is the angular velocity of the body. Substituting Eq. [8.2.3] into Eq. [8.2.1],
we obtain

p = ( (vG + (A) X p) dm
JbOdy

= VG ( dm + (A) X (~ pdm = mVG + (A) X ( p'dm [8.2.4]
J body J body J body

Recalling the definition of center of mass from Chapter 6, we write

( p dm = 0 [8.2.5]
Jbody

so that introducing Eq. [8.2.5] into Eq. [8.2.4], we obtain the linear momentum as

p = mVG [8.2.6]
As expected, the linear momentum of a rigid body is equal to its mass multiplied

by the velocity of its center of mass. Hence, the translational motion of a rigid body

o (fixed)

'.gUN 8.1
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8.2 LINEAR AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM

can be treated the same way as the motion of a particle having the same mass as
the rigid body and where the entire mass of the body is concentrated at the center of
mass. ~----_.-

The angular momentum, or moment of linear momentum, of the body about t~"" d..; :;""1 !

center of mass, denoted by HG, is defined as (;;1 ~ ' k •

~ -." d.'

HG = f p X v dm (8.2.7]'----....,~ . -".
Jbody ----

If we introduce Eq. [8.2.3] into this equation and make use of Eq. [8.2.5], we obtain

HG = f . p X (vG + 00 X p) dm = f p X (00 X p) dm [8.2.8]
Jbody Jbody

We express the vectors p and 00 in terms of their components in the body-fixed
coordinate system xyz as

00 = wxi + wyj + wzkp = xi + yj + zk

Using the vector identity

p X (00 X p) = (p. p)oo - (p. oo)p

and expressing HG in terms of its components as

HG = HGxi + HGyj + HGzk

and carrying out the algebra, we obtain

[8.2.9]

[8.2.10]

[8.2.11 ]

HGx = f [(y2 + Z2)wx - xywy - xzwz] dm
JbOdy

HGy = f [(x2'+ Z2)wy - XYWx - yzwz] dm
Jbody

HGz = f [(x2 + y2)wz - XZWx - yzwy] dm [8.2.12]
JbOdy

Recalling the definitions for mass moments of inertia derived in Chapter 6, Eq.
[8.2.12] becomes

HGx = IGxxwx - IGxywy - IGxzwz

HGy = IGyywy - IGxywx - IGyzwz

HGz = IGzzwz - IGxzwx - IGyzwy

or, in column vector format,

{HG} = [IG]{w}

where

{HG} = [HGx HGy HGzf {w} = [wx wy wzf

and [IG] is the inertia matrix defined in Eq. [6.3.4].

[8.2.13]

[8.2.14]

[8.2.15]
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The expression for the angular momentum about the center of mass can also be
derived conveniently in column vector format. Writing Eq. [8.2.8] as

Ha = r p X (00 X p)dm = r -p x.(p X oo)dm [8.2.16]
JbOdy Jbody

and using Eqs. [2.3.7], we can express Eq. [8.2.16] in column vector format as

{Ha} = r -[P][P]{w} dm [8.2.17]
Jbody

Noting that [P] is a skew-symmetric matrix and using Eq. [6.4.2], we obtain

[fa] = r [p]T[p] dm
Jbody

which leads to Eq. [8.2.14].
The expression for angular momentum is simplified considerably when the coor-

dinate axes used coincide with the principal axes or, for axisymmetric bodies, the F
frame. The products of inertia vanish, and the angular momentum expression about
the center of mass becomes

Ha = Iaxxwxi + Iayywyj + Iazzwzk [8.2.19]

'"or, using b1 b2b3 as the coordinate frame,

Ha = ftwlbl + lzw2b2 + !JW3b3 [8.2.20]

where the body-fixed axes xyz or b1 b2b3 are aligned with the principal axes.
A special case of motion is rotation about a fixed axis. For example, for rotation

about the z axis, 00 = wk, so

Ha = -Iaxzwi - Iayzwj + Iazzwk [8.2.21]

[a]

Example
1.1

Find the angular momentum about the centroid of the rolling cone shown in Fig. 7.35 using
a set of centroidal axes that go through the symmetry axis of the cone.

Solution
This cone is the one used in Example 7.9. Noting from Fig. 7.36 that h3 = cos {3f3 - sin {3f2
and R = L tan {3,we can express the angular velocity as

v v vcos (3 v v
ro = - Lsin{3h3 = L f2 - Lsin{3f3 = L f2 - Rf3

The centroidal moments of inertia of a right circular cone are h = 130mR2, II = h =

iom(4R2 + L2). The angular momentum then becomes

3 2 2 V 3
Ho = hW2f2 + hW3f3 = SOm(4R + L ) L f2 - lOmRvf3 [II]

It is clear that the angular momentum and angular velocity are in different directions.
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8.3 TRANSFORMATIONPROPERTIESOF ANGULARMOMENTUM

8.3 TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES
-I,'.. OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM
r!~:iJ]~:~(:.i;

'ifhe:'transformation properties associated with angular momentum for a rigid body
are very-similar to the transformation properties associated with mass moments of
mema:. We will see both the translational and rotational properties in sequence.
f~li ij"'-:~>;
~~itrtL'
IIlt3.-1 TRANSLATION OF COORDINATES
t".';Ji, ... - _ .. .
Consider angular momentum expressions about the center of mass and about an ar-
bitrary point B. From Fig. 8.1 we express the distance from B to the differential
element as s, where

S = rGIB + p [8.3.1]

},{, j Introducing Eq. [8.3.1] into the definition of the angular momentum about B,we
obtain

HB = ( S X vdm = ( (rGIB + p) X (vG + w X p)dm [8.3.2]
Jbody Jbody

JV:

which, when expanded, yields

[a;!. -( (rGIB X VG + P X VG + rGIB X (w X p) + p x (w x p» dm [8.3.3]
JbodY

-The second and third terms 'on the right side of this equation vanish due to the
aefiniuon of the center of mass. The last term is recognized as the angular momentum
about the center of mass. The angular momentum about point B can then be writ-
ten,as.
f'::.j i)':,C'..i r
L fL., HB = HG + mrGIB X vG [8.3.4]

w. .If the 'body is rotating about a fixed point C on the body, one can express the
velocity of the .:enter of mass as VG = W X rGIC, which, when introduced into
M:- [8.3.3], yields '-I ~ -, , .."",

425
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"1

Hc = ( (rGIC + p) X (w X rGiC + w X p)dm
Jbody

= ( (rGIC + p) X (w X (rGic + p»dm
Jbody

[8.3.5]

The column vector representation of Eq. [8.3.5] is recognized as the inertia ma-
trix about point C times the angular velocity vector, or

{Hc} = UcHw} [8.3.6]
Note that if point C is not attached to the body, Eq. [8.3.6] does not hold (except

wh~n point C can be viewed as an extension of the body) and one should use Eq.
[8.'3.4] to calculate the angular momentum.
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8.3.2 ROTATION OF COORDINATES

While the translation theorem for angular momentum is valid only when one is con-
sidering the center of mass, the rotation relations are valid for angular momentum
calculated about any point. Finding mass moments of inertia by rotation of axes can
be carried out without any restriction on the origin of the coordinate system. We use
a point B to which a set of coordinates is attached. We are given the angular mo-
mentum of the rigid body about B, and using this set of coordinates we are asked to
find the components of the angular momentum vector about a rotated set of coordi-
nates. This is essentially the same question asked in Chapter 2: Given a vector in a
certain coordinate system, what are the components of that vector in a transformed
coordinate system?

Given the angular momentum vector in the xyz coordinates as

HB = HBxi + HByj + HBzk [8.3.7]

we wish to compute its components in the Xly'Z' frame, obtained by rotating the xyz
frame. We express the angular momentum in the X/y'z' frame as

H' H.' H ., H k'B = Bx') + By'J + Bz'

Given the direction cosine matrix between the two frames as [c]
can write in column vector format that

{H~} = [cf{HB} = [R]{HB}
in which

{H~} = [HBx' HBy' HBz,f

[8.3.8]

- [Rf, we

[8.3.9]

[8.3.10]

are the components of the angular momentum in the coordinate system X/yIZ'.
If the point B coincides with the center of mass or if the point B is fixed in

rotation, we have an interesting result. Denoting, as we did in Chapter 3, such a
point by D, and considering that {Hv} = Uv]{w}, the expression for the angular
momentum in the X/y'z' frame should have the form

where

{H~} = U~]{w '}

{W'} = [wx' wy' wz,f

[8.3.11]

[8.3.12]

are the components of the angular velocity vector expressed in the transformed coor-
dinates and [I~] is the inertia matrix in terms of the primed coordinates. We proceed
to show that this is indeed the case. One can relate the angular velocities in the two
frames as

{W'} = [cf{w} {w} = [c]{w'}

Introducing Eq. [8.3.13] into Eq. [8.3.9], we obtain

{H~} = [cf{Hv} = [cfUv]{w} = [cfUv][c]{w'}

[8.3.13]

[8.3.14]
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Comparing Eq. [8.3.14] with Eq. [8.3.11] we recognize that

[Ih] = [Cf[ID][C] [8.3.15]

.:~
J
i~:~

L,

which is the same relation obtained in Eq. [6.4.13] when discussing transformation
of coordinates.

Considering the complicated nature of expressions associated with moments of
inertia and angular momentum, the advantages of using. the principal axes of a body
as reference axes become more obvious. When finding the angular momentum of
a body about a set of axes not coinciding with, the principal ,axes, it is often more
desirable to find the angular momentum about the principal axes and to then use Eq.
[8.3.9] to find the angular momentum about the desired axes.

Find the angular momentum of the disk in Fig. 2.21 about point O.The distance from 0 to B
is L, from B to C is L/3 and the disk is of radius R.

Solullon
We will use Eq. [8.3.4] and the F frame to calculate the angular momentum. The reference
frame is shown in Figs; 2.22-2.23. From Example 2.7 the angular velocity has the form

Exalli.
8.2

\,~
ro = wiK + OJ' + W3i [a]

where

K = sin400k' - cos40°j' k' = .cosOk - sin Oi ., .
J = J [II]

so that the angular velocity has the form

ro = (W3 - WIsin 40° sinO)i + (0 - WIcos400)j +WIsin 40° cosOk [c]

The angular momentum about the center of mass (denoted by C in Fig. 2.21) is

He = Ho = Ioxxwxi + Ioyywyj + IOzzwzk [d]

in which Ioxx= mR212, Ioyy = Iozz = mR2/4. Hence, we write the angular momentum
about the center of mass as .'"

He = m:2
[2(W3 - WIsin 40° sinO)i + (0 - WIcos400)j +WIsin 40° cos Ok] [e]

.C We next calculate the velocity of C. We first find the velocity of point B as

VB = wiK X Lj' = wI(sin400k' - cos400j) X Lj'= -,,-LwI sin400i' [f]

From Fig. 2.23 we ~ave i~= cos Oi + sin Ok, so that
,

VB = - LWI sin 40° cos Oi - LWI sin 40° sin Ok

We find the velocity of the center of the disk as

Ve = VB + rot X relB

[I]

[h]
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in which rCIB = L/3i, so that

ro/X rCIB = [-WI sin400siriOi +(6 - WIcos400)j +WIsin40°cos8k] x ~i

= ~LWI sin40°cos8j - ~L(6 - WIcos400)k [I]

J~
i
1
.~

11
i

i
1
'J
;1

la.pl.
.3

Hence, the velocity of C becomes

Vc = -Lwi sin 40° cos8i + ~LWI sin 40° cos8j ~ ~L (6 - wI(cos40° - 3 sin 40° sin8»)k
[I]

We now calculate the second term in Eq. [8.3.4]. We note that rGIO = Lj + L/3i so that

rGIO x VG = - ~2 (6 - WI(3sin40° sin 8 - cos400»)i

+ ~2 (8 -wI(3sin400sin8 -cos400»)j + ~OL2wISin40°COS8k [Il]

Multiplying Eq. [k] by m and adding it to Eq. [e] gives the angular momentum of the disk
about point O.

Note that Eq. [k] does not have any terms involving.w3, the spin of the disk. It is clear
that using Eq. [8.3.6] would lead to an incorrect result...•

Find the angular momentum associated with the rolling cone in Fig. 7.35 about the pivot point
0, using the set of coordinates hlh2h3•

Solution
We can solve this problem in a number of ways. We can calculate the angular momentum
directly from Eq. [8.3.9] using the direction cosine matrix. We can find by direct integration
the inertia elements and use Eq. [8.3.15]. Also, because the cone is rotating about point 0,
we can find the mass moment of inertia and angular momentum components about 0 using
the parallel axis theorem.

We begin with the third approach. First, we use the frame II h/3 and express the an-
gular momentum about point 0 using these axes. Given the centroidal moments of inertia in
Example 8.1, and that the center of mass lies on the h axis and is a distance of 3L/4 away
from 0,

\

( )

23L 3 2 Z
101 = It + m 4 = 80m(4R + 16L ) 1m = /01

3103 = h = -mR2 [a]
10

with all the products of inertia zero. We proceed to find the inertia matrix about the hlhzh3
axes. Expressing the unit vectors as

hI = fl h2 = cos {3fz+ sin {3f3 h3 = - sin {3fz+ cos {3f3 [II]

the direction cosine matrix has the form

[

1 0
[c] = 0 cos {3

o sin{3
- s~n{3]
cos {3

Ie]
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!
1 Using Eq. [8.3.15] we obtain the inertia matrix in terms of the H frame as

[HIO] = [efIYIoUe] [eI]

;No~that we are using the notation introduced in Chapter 7 to denote the coordinate axes in
twhiHlquantities of interest are resolved by a subscript on the left. Substituting in the values
;for[c] and carrying out the calculations, we obtain

[
101 0 0']

[HIO] = 0 101 cosz f3 + 103 sinZ f3 (103 - I,od sin f3 cos f3
o (103 - Iodsinf3 cosf3 I03cos2f3 +101 sinz f3

......_"Th~angular velocity vector can be expressed in the h1hzh3 frame as
."<ft.,' -:r1<'(""1 <J '"y'; <, . • " .•.~,~i,,(,"1:,:;. •.O_;J-ft.f$,"',,,,, .', '
"':..••..."~---. ,

[~~~ht?IlO:j '.,,1 W = - ~ b3
$t};;fU'lJrw1!;"," L sm f3, .

[e]

[I]

,- .!. .'Theangular momentum can now be wntten as
I' ,
i">'

Ift,.:~~'~~Iib= - (103 - 101) sin f3 cos f3 L ~ Bhz - (103 cosz f3 + 101 sinZ f3) L ~ ro h3
I, . sm sm
i ',-

L~j2:"",..., v cosf3 ,. Z . Z Vf, ••(tfO:~f(~,,=..,..(I(j3 - Iod--hz - (103 cos f3 + 101 sm f3) . h3
: \"g".\:t11rr ..1'. L L sm f3i' --'--,',J1'r~,",:." ,,, ..••~ .., ' ''-.'

. . Let us compare this result with the direct use of Eq. [8.3.9], which yields

[9]

,

;:IF,}?..•f.:.il wHo}. = [[:]TVH~} = [e]~[FI]O[];:I} 0 0 ] [ 0 ]

= 0 cos f3 . sin f3 0 101 0 vI L
,; .'0' 0 - sin f3 cos f3 0 0 103 -v cos f31L sin f3

~ ""'10 "'''''1 [ 0 ]k-.•~'j,••vj;'
,'. .' = (101 - I03)vcos f3/L
i.e" -I01v sin f3IL - I03vcosz f3IL sinf3 . [h]
f ~~:~1_j,~\t;! :;:}::~"i_'i < • • ' ,

I~Pic4,Qf~ourse, is ,the same answer as Eq. [g]. We note that the use of Eq. [8.3.9] is simpler,
r~li!:.@!mf~'se'\()fEq. [8.3.15] gives more insight. This is because one sees what the inertia
tmiitrlk "associated with the transformed coordinates consists of.
t ~_F~l>~'~.I:Cl'~'; "

f~;S~:~:f;'~;- : ',"

1'8;4 "RESULTANT FORCE AND MOMENTI' ''','.:'.
tIn many cases, a body is subjected to a multitude of forces and moments, and it
[oecot,pes convenient to express the combined effects of these external excitations.
!These "combined effects are called resultant force and resultant moment.
f-t.,.)Con,sidera system ofN particles, in which an external force Fi and internal force
tF}act'bri each particle. The resultant of all forces is defined by F and given as
I .,~ -

1~~~:\~€;..~

"

N N
F = L(Fi +F;) = LFi

i=l i=l

[8.4.1]
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FN

F2

Figure 8.2 Applied forces and moments

The internal forces cancel each other. For a rigid body, we use the above relationship
for N discrete forces. If there are distributed forces acting on the body, we consider a
differential mass element with an external force dF acting on it. The resultant force
is then defined as the sum of all external forces as

N -1F = L,Fii dF
i= 1 body

[8.4.2]

[8.4.3]

Consider now a body acted upon by N forces Fi (i = 1,2, ... ,N) through points
Pi and M* external moments Mi (i = 1,2, ... ,M*), as shown in Fig. 8.2. The re-
sultant moment about pojnt B is defined as

N M* N

MB = L,rp/B X Fi + L,Mi = L,rp/B X Fi +M*
i=1 i=1 i=1

in which
M*

M* = L,Mi
i=1

[8.4.4]

[8.4.5]

is the sum of all external moments acting on the body. Note that because we are
dealing with bodies that we assume to be rigid, the location of the individual mo-
ments Mi is immaterial when generating Eq. [8.4.3]. For flexible bodies, this is not
the case; the location of the applied forces as well as moments becomes important.

The combined effects of all external excitations are usually expressed as a resul-
tant force applied through a certain point and the resultant moment about that point.
A common choice is the center of mass, as shown in Fig. 8.3. In this case, we write
Eq. [8.4.3] in terms of the center of mass as

N
MG =LPi X Fi +M*

i= 1

When the resultant is expressed using a point other than the center of mass, say,
B, the resultant moment becomes

MB = MG + rGIBX F

The concept is illustrated in Fig. 8.4.

[8.4.6]
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[8.5.1]

8.S GENERAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION

L=' 1,2, ... ,N

Resultant force aridrrioment

Resultant force and moment about B

mjaj =Fj + F~I

Figure 8.3

Figure 8.4

'~GB.)

~t~ection we consider a J>lewtonianapproachav.d:~vrit~ th~ laws of Illotion for
'.'i'~' 'eo. as well as rotation. Consider the translational equations first For a system
'mtlcles, the force balance for each particle has the form

l,i" '

',',',<, tmlisthe mass of theith particle and Fj is the external force, and Fi is the
,'~;',;htte'm~fQrce. Fora rigid body, we sum the individuale'luations of motion, and
i?-(,'~~;'the limit as N ~ 00. We replace mj by dm, aj by a, and the summation with
t",~;;ijt~~Cl,tiQni)Theleft sideofEq. [8.5.1] then becomes . >' '

~~'~m,w:; . .
r>;'0~~1l'1~y;,~!,GJj;NERALEQUATIONS OF MOTION '
L¥i-.
.! .",

[8.5.2]

[8.5.3]
d
dtP = maG = F

lim i, mjaj = ( adm = maG = dd p
N-HYO j=l Jbody' t~

~'\;"

1.

",km;~J;1istoricalperspective, Newton developed his laws for the ;motionof rigid
~a~!,t(:Y,~p.;t1:J.oughwe first study them within the context of particles. Defining the
~maforce acting on the body as -maG, Newton's second law can be described as
"£~ertia force being equal and opposite to the applied force.

L.t'~,},)(J'Thelaw governing rotational motion was formally stated by Euler in 1775, to-
k':;%;g~t:li.erwith Eq. [8.5.3], in its form above. The law states that the rate of change of
IY{'~;,th~~;~gula:momentum about the center of mass of a rigid body is equal to the sum
1..()f-aJ1 applied moments about the center of mass, or
i'" , ...•. w

!'.:'~'~~,;iiL~;;i,' d
~.' '/c- -HG =MG [8.5.4]
I,",', dti,i., -"" .

I
1""f,:,
L.C;',
-~'-''''- ..- ..
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Equations [8.5.3] and [8.5.4] provide -a complete description of the governing
equations of a body. They constitute the basis of Newtonian mechanics, also known
as the Newton-Euler formulation.

Equation [8.5.4] can also be derived from Newton's second law using a differ-
ential element or particle formulation. Indeed, for a system ofN particles, taking the
cross product of Eq. [8.5.1] with Pi, where Pi is the distance from the center of mass
to the ith particle, we obtain

Pi X miai = P X Fi i = 1, 2, ... ,N [8.5.5]

where the internal forces are not included in the formulation because they drop out.
The term on the left side of this equation can be written as

dVi d d
Pi X miai = Pi X mi dt + ViX miVi = dt (Pi X miVi) = dtHGi [8.5.6]

where HGi is the angular momentum about the center of mass associated with the
ith particle. If we sum Eq. [8.5.6] over N, we obtain the angular momentum of all
the particles. For a rigid body, if we take the limit as N approaches infinity and add
to it the sum of all applied moments, we obtain Eq. [8.5.4].

As discussed in Chapter 1, there is debate in the literature on whether Eq. [8.5.4]
is a derived law or a stated law. One can argue that Eq. [8.5.4] is a stated prin-
ciple, that is a fundamental law of mechanics, because of two major points: The
internal forces of a rigid body are unknown, and for a deformable body the moment
balance is a fundamental equation, as it leads to the symmetry of the stress tensor.
(For a compelling argument in support of this issue, see pp. 259-271 in the text by
Truesdell.) .

The resultant of the applied forces and moments can be viewed in terms of the
changes in the linear and angular momentum, as shown in Fig. 8.5. Hence, Figs. 8.2,
8.3, 8.4, and 8.5 are equivalent.

We next discuss two issues associated with writing the equations of motion:

• Whether one can write the rotational equations of motion about points other than
the center of mass.

• What types of variables and reference frames one can use to express the equa-
tions of motion.

The .translational equations of motion are not about a particular point. Recall
that linear momentum is an absolute quantity. To obtain the rotational equations of
motion about a point other than the center of mass, consider the angular momentum

~)
)

Figure 8.5 Resultant changes in linear and
angular momentum
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about an arbitrary point B, given by Eq. [8.3.4]. Recall that B is an arbitrary point
and not necessarily attached to the body. Differentiating Eq. [8.3.4] we obtain

d d d
-HB = -HG+ -m(rG/B X vG)
dt dt dt

d
= dtHG + mrG/B X 3G + m(vG/B) X vG [8.5.7]

The sum of moments about B is given by Eq. [8.4.6], which we can write as
d

MB = MG+ rG/B X F = dt HG+ mrG/B X 3G [8.5.8]

The last term on the right ofEq. [8.5.7] can also be expressed as

m(vG/B) X VG = m(vG - VB) X VG = mVG X VB [8.5.9]

[8.5.10]

so that introducing Eq. [8.5.8] into Eq. [8.5.7] and considering Eq. [8.5.9] we obtain

d
dtHB = MB+mvGXvB

Equatio~s [8.5.8] and [8.5.10] are the most general forms of the moment balance
equations. When point B is attached to the body, one can show mat

d
dtHB = MB + m(ro X rG/B) X VB [8.5.11]

When the moment balance is written about a point C (on or off the body) that is fixed
in translation, we have

d
dtHe = Me [8.5.12]

We move on to the second issue: selection of the types of coordinates to express
the equations of motion. For three-dimensional motion, using inertial parameters
does not give much physical insight. For example, if we use an inertial coordinate
system XYZ with unit vectors UK and denote by X, Y, and Z the coordinates of the
center of mass, the force balances become

mX = F.I mY = F.J mZ = F.K [8.5.13]

Unless the\coordinates X, Y, and Z can be analyzed independently of each other,
Eqs. [8.5.13] ar~ot convenient to use by themselves. But consider writing these
equations using a moving coordinate frame, which we will denote by xyz. Selecting
the moving frame as a body-fixed frame, we write the components of the velocity,
angular velocity, and force as

VG = vxi + vyj + vzk

ro = wxi + wyj + wzk F = Fxi + Fyj + Fzk [8.5.14]

To obtain the rates of change of the linear and angular velocities, we use the
transport theorem. For the angular acceleration we have, as shown in Chapter 7,

« = wxi + wyj + wzk + ro X ro = axi + ayj + azk [8.5.15]
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SO that ax = Wx, ay= Wy, az = Wz for a set of body-fixed coordinates.Differen-
tiating the expression for the velocity of the center of mass, we obtain

d .•.•. k
dt VG = Vxl + vyJ + Vz + W X VG

= (vx + vzwy - vywz)i + (vy;t VxWz - vzwx)j
+ (vz + vywx - vxwy)k [8.5.16]

Introducing this expression into Newton's second law, we obtain for'the translational
equations

II- • :;~

m(vx + vzwy - vywz) = Fx

m(vy + VxWz - vzw x) = Fy

m(vz + vywx - vxwy) = Fz
In column vector form, the translational equations are written as

m{vGrel} + m[w]{vG} = {F}

or, using the notation for multiple reference frames, as

B d., A,"B' .. -mvG + mro . X VG = F
dt

[8.5.17]

[8.5.18]

[8.5.19]

. We obtain the rotational equations in a similar fashion. Consider Eq. [8.5.4]. We
express the angular momentum vector as

HG ~ JIGxi + HGyj + Hazk U.:5.20]
in which"HGx, HGy, and HGz are defined in Se,ction 8.2. We write the resultant mo-
mentabout the center of mass as
y. . ,

MG = MGxi + MGyj + MGzk [8.5.21]
, .

Using the transport theorem, therate of change of the angular momentum vec.tor
becomes

d. ...
dtHG = HGrel + W X HG = HGxi+ HGyj + HGzk + wX ~G [8.5.22]

, The gyroscopic momentis defined as w X HG. Hence, the rotational equations
can be viewed as the gyroscopic moment plus the relative chaI1ge in angular mo-
tIlentum J?~ingequal to the applied moment. In column ve~tor fOrm we have

{IiG} = {IiGrel} + [w]{HG} [8.5.23]

Substitution of Eq. [8.5.22] into Eq. [8~5.4]yields the rotational equations in
terms of the body-fixed angular velocities as'

. . 2 2
Ixxax - Ixy(ay - WxWz) - Ixz(az + WxWy) - (Iyy - Izz)wywz - Iyz(wy - Wz) = MGx

, 2 2Iyyay - Iyz{az - WxWy) - Ixy(ax + WyWz) - (Izz - Ixx)wxwz - Ixz{wz - Wx) = MGy

Izzaz - Ixz(ax - WyWz) - Iyz{ay + WxWz)- (Ixx - Iyy)wxWy - Ixy(w; - w;) = MGz
[8.5.24]



[8.5.26]

and, in the notation for multiple reference frames, we have

B dAB
dtHG + w X HG = MG

If there is a fixed point C on the body about which the rigid body rotates, the
rotational equations of motion have the form
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In column vector format we have C:f,;.,c~::.';" ::i~'
.•••• ' .•••..•••.po ~ .• ~

[IG]{a} + [w][IG]{w} = {MG} [8.54.5] '.,- , )

[lelia} + [w][leHw} = {Me} [8.5.27]

The rotational equations are quite complicated even though there are no transla-
tional velocity terms in them. The complicated terms arise because both the angular
momentum and the angular velocity change directions.

We can achieve significant simplification of the rotational equations of motion if
we select the body axes as principal axes. In that case, all products of inertia vanish,
and we have

Ital - (h - I)WZW3 = MI

haz - (I) -It)WIW3 = Mz
~

l)a3 - (II - h)wlwz = M3 [8.5.28]

where the indices denote the principal directions. Equations [8.5.28] are known as
Euler's equations of motion, stated originally by Euler in 1750. Except for certain
special cases, such as some vehicle dynamics problems, Eqs. [8.5.28] are preferred
over Eqs. [8.5.24]. Note also the order of the mass moments of inertia in this equation,
which lends itself to an easy way of remembering these equations.

Euler's equations are for the general thre~-dimensional motion of a body. In
many cases, part of the motion of the body is constrained; thus, the body has less
than three rotational degrees of freedom. In such cases, Euler's equations yield the
equation(s) of motion as well as expressions for the reactions.

The equations of motion expressed in terms of body-fixed coordinates give a lot
of insight. Among their common uses is when conducting an instantaneous analysis,
such as finding angular accelerations, finding the gyroscopic moment, or calculating
the reactions at supports. Euler's equations can be integrated qualitatively to come up
with integrals of the motion as well as for conducting a stability analysis. However,
one cannot integrate these equations by themselves to find the orientation of the body
at a given instant.

The above derivation of Euler's equations was based on using a set of rotating
axes attached to the body. As discussed in Chapter 7, when dealing with the motion
of an axisymmetric body, it is more convenient to make use of the F frame. The F
frame is suitable for axisymmetric bodies, because the inertia matrix is constant in
the Fframe.

One can use the Fframe in conjunction with Euler's equations in two ways: One
Canperform the differentiation in the F frame, or one can express the equations of
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motion 'using the components of the F frame. When performing the differentiation
in the F frame, similar to Eq. [8.5.20] the translational equations of motion become

F :tmVG + AWF X mVG = F or m{VGrel}+ m[wjHvG} = {F} [8.5.29]

The rotational equations of motion become

F :tHG + AWF X HG = MG or {JiG} = [lGHWbrel} + [Wj][lGHWb} = {MG}

[8.5.30]

Equations [8.5.30] are known as the modified Euler equations. We will study
these equations in more detail in Chapter 9.

When resolving the equations of motion along the components of the F frame,
one no longer has aj = Wj (i = 1, 2, 3), and one must calculate {a} using the trans-
port theorem. We write

in which

VHG} = [lGHja} + [jw][IG]&w} = &MG}

&a} = &w} + ~Wj]&w} = &w} + ~wjHws}

[8.5.31]

[8.5.32]

Ex•• ple
8.4

.
A slender bar of mass m and length L is attached to a vertical shaft, which is rotating with
constant angular speed n, as shown in Fig. 8.6. Find the equation of motion for the bar.
Solutl ••
The only variable in this problem is the angle that the bar makes with the shaft, so that
the three Euler's equations should yield one equation of motion and two other equations for
the reactions. Because the bar is rotating about the fixed point B, it is preferable to write the

81

Figure8.6
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b3

\
bJ

Figure 8.7

Euler's equations about the center of rotation. This way, we avoid calculation of the reaction
forces at B.

The free-body diagram of the bar is shown in Fig. 8.7. We express the moment about
Bas

MB = M1bJ + M2b2 + rC/B x mg(cosObJ - sinOb2) [a]

Noting that rGIB = L/2b1, we obtain

MB = M1bl + M2b2 - ~ mgL sinOb3 [b]

i;'
t~~,

[I]

[c]

[eI]

[e]

[h]

[f]

[9]

h = h = mL
2

3
/t = 0

/tno sinO = MI
. .

hno cos 0 + hnOcosO = M2

.. 2 mgL
hO - hn sinO cosO = --2- sinO

We now invoke Euler's equations, which yield

For b1

For b2

For b3

The angular velocity and angular acceleration have the form

W = Wlbl + W2b2 + W3b3 = -n cos ObI + n sinOb2 + Ob3
ex = £1'1 bl + a2b2 + a3b3 = no sin ObI + no cos Ob2+ Ob3

The mass moments of inertia about B are

Equation [h] is the equation of motion, while Eqs. [f] and [g] give expressions for the
reactions. We simplify Eq. [h] to

.. 2 3go - n sin 0 cos 0 + 2L sin 0 = 0~.
.¥

'f,

~

':'1'~ L

-~:.
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The expressions for the moment reactions become

_ ......•. :...-..•.~'"'-"'",-.

M1 =0 Mz = 2lz00 cos 0 [I]

Exaln,le
8.5

The reaction forces at B can be obtained from a force balance.

Consider the gyropendulum in Example 7.5, repeated here as Fig. 8.8. Derive the equations
of motion, assuming there is a moment M acting on the vertical shaft and that both shafts are
massless.

Solution

We will solve this problem in two ways: First, we will use the modified Euler equations.
Second, we will resolve Euler's equations along the coordinates of the F frame.

We split the gyropendulum into two parts: the vertical shaft and the disk and smaller
shaft. The free-body diagram of the disk is shown in Fig. 8.9. Using the relative axes xyz,
Mx and Mz are components of the reaction moments at point B in the x and z directions. The
reaction forces are Fx, Fy, and Fz• ',.

Because the. assembly can be considered as rotating about point B, we can write the
equations of motion about B.Observe that the xyz coordinate system describes the F frame,
and it constitutes a set of principal axes, so that all products of inertia vanish. We have K =
- sin OJ + cos Ok, and

lIzBzz = - mR2 IByy = IBxx = m(~RZ + LZ) [a]

iJ

• OOb = 4>K+Oj'+,frk = -4>sinOj+Oj+(,fr+4>cosO)k

00/ = 4>K+ OJ' = -4> sin OJ + OJ+ 4> cos Ok

x

y

z z

x

[II]

[e]

Figure8.8 Figure8.9
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Solution by MolIl'lell Euler Elluatlons The angular momentum about B has
the form

If]

Ie]

f';~

fl~
•.;0;','

(1 ) . '(1 ) . I " 'HB = -m :4R2 + L2 cf>sinOi+ m :4R2 + L2 OJ+ "2mR2(t/J + cf>cosO)k [eI]

We next differentiate the expression for the angular momentum. The first term is the
time derivative of HB in the F frame and it is obtained by simple differentiation ofEq. [d] as

d (I 2 2)" ..F dtHB = -m :4R + L (cf>sinO+ cf>0cos O)i

"i,) , + m(~R2 + L2)OJ +,i~~2(rii + i;Jcoso - <biJsinO)k

- "The second term in the derivative is
to'
li;t;~WF, X HB = Wt X HB,f:&,:4 -}" , , . ..

= (-cf> sin Oi + OJ+ cf>cos Ok)

[ (1 ) . (I ) . 1 .. ]X -m :4R2+ L2 cf>sinOi+m :4R2 + L2 OJ+ "2mR2(t/J +~co,sO)k

[I " . (1 ). . ]= "2mR2(t/J+cf>cosO)(J-m ;4R2+L2 Ocf>cosO i

[1 .. . (1 2) . ]+ "2mR2 (t/J+ cf>cos O)cf>sin 0 - '!' :4R2 + L cf>2sin 0 cos 0 j
" ;

The 'external moment vector is

[g]MB = Mxi + Mzk + Lk X mgK = ,Mxi - mgL sin OJ+ Mzk
",,',

;,',;{

)'>t,,:Combining Eqs. [e], [f], and [g] and separating the x, y, and z components, we obtain
i~H~:~J~,t, .-" .'

f~~~, -,,\(~R' + L')$sin6+ ~mR'8,fr- 2mL'4>OcosiJ ~ Mx '[.1l.\:r~~~;~,,> 1 .. ' '1 1 . , . , '

r:".~:~ij,~m(:4R2 + L2)0 + "2mR2~~sinO + m(:4R2 - L2 )<b2sinO cosO = -mgL sin 0[1]
I,.",

1:.',~(i~t~q!mR2( rii+'i;Jcos 0 - <biJsin 0) = Mz [Il
,.\ tt$\':;gr;';:\ i2 , ,

~,~,~;S~'Wehave'three degrees of freedom; thus, each one ofEqs. [h], [i], and [j] is an equationI" O}':iiibtlon. . : ., '

f,,'f~';.; ••,. , '

,"'~~'~I!n by Euler Ellucitlons Resolved Around F Fraine To obtain the
;,sollltIoh-'this way, we first need to obtain the expression for the angular acceleration. Given
"~,~b.apd WI in Eqs. [b], we obtain the angular acceleration as
;"Ji~:~:'"..: !

, 'Ub = robrel + WI X Wb = robrel + WI X Ws

.1';!:~;";il. t =j;' - (i;Jsin 0 + <biJcos O)i + OJ+ (rii + i;Jcos 0 - <biJsin O)k
Ie ", ,:-',: + (-<b sin (Jj + iJj + <bcos Ok) X tbk

~;;iv>~ = t-<P sin 9 - 4>0cos 9 + 8,fr)i + (ii + 4>,frsin 9)j + (.;;+ 4>cos 9 - 4>0sin 9)k [kl

~,

','"".""""',,,.~~:<-,..'~.•.:, - ,

.. -,-','
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C?M
x

Mx

z
z

Figure8.10

Substituting the values for the angular velocities in Eq. [b] and anguiar acceleration in Eq. [k]
into the Euler's equations, we obtain

-m(~R2 + L2)(<i>sin 0 + ci>iJcos 0 - iJ~) + m(~R2 - L2)iJ(~ + 4> cos 0) = Mx [I]

m(~R' + L' )(0 + 4>~~in~)+ m(~R' - L' )4>8in8(~ + 4>c088) ~ -mgL sin 8 (•• ]

~ mR2( ~ + <i>cos 0 - ci>osin 0) = Mz

which can be shown to be the same asEqs.[h], [i], and [j].

Analysis of the Equations The equations of motion in Eqs. [h], [i], and [j] are in
terms of the internal reaction moments M x and M z' Further, th~ ,external moment M does not
appear. We relate the external moment M to the internal moments by conducting a moment •
balance for the vertical shaft about the Z axis, as shown in Fig. 8.10. Doing so, we obtain

-M + Mz cos 0 - Mx sinO = 0 [0]

We still need another relationship for these moments. This. added relationship can be ,
obtained by separating the rod and the disk and analyzing the forces and moments these two
members ~xert on each other. We will not pur~ue. this, but rather, consider the case when
there is a motor between the rod and disk, which makes the disk maintain a constant angular
velocity with respect to the shaft. Such a motor is called a servomotor.

.In the presence of a servomotor ~at keeps _~cons!ant so that, it is no longer a variable, "
the system is reduced to two degrees of freedom. FromEq. [j] we get an~xpression for Mz as

1 .. . .
Mz = "2mR2(4) cos 0 - 4>0sinO) [pI'

which, when substituted into Eq. [0], gives an expression for Mx in terms of the external
excitation M as

M = -M + Mz cos 0 = ~M + !mR2(<i>~os20 - ci>iJCOSO) [q]
x sinO smO 2 smO
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Let us next calculate the value of the external torque needed in order to keep the preces-
sion cb rate constant. Introducing Eq. [q] into Eq. [h] and setting (f> to zero, we obtain

!i~:;
1 . . . . 1 ..

M == - 2.mRz OI/J sin 0 + 2mL zcf>0cos 0 sin 0 - 2.mRz cf>0cos 0 sin 0 [r]

-.-,;:.:i
. " !

<~~:;}1

Exa.ple
8.6

[I]

[h]

[c]

[e]

[It]

[d]

[a]W3 == 83Wz == 8Z

hel == 0

hS3 + (/z- II)wo8z == 0

lzsz +'(11 -h)W083 == 0

lzhAZ - (lz - h)(l} - h)W5 == q

WI == Wo + 81

i1JOr! In this case we have a single degree of freedom system, and Eq. [i] is the equation of
-,motion.

;~~i~;;'.
,-,:'-',;.1t~'1.-~dn,:'-_:':' ,.' ..:;"-';OUALITATIVE STABILITY ANALYSIS OF ROTATIONAL MOTION Con-
~;-2~lg~r~i9~4body to which .a~~tof bo~y-~xed principal axes b~bzb3 are attached at the center
_ ....ofmass. The body has an mItlal motlonm the form ofa rotatIon about one of the axes, say,
t ~ ~?ltt~-.':'~~~',". i . < - •, "SJ.~..~~~J~~veWI == wo, Wz == W3 == 9. No external moments act, so that from Eq. [8.5.28] Wo
: ' remams constant.
1-.,-:t~;~~T~,i,p.vestigatewhether this motion is stable or not, a small moment is applied to the body,
~...:_-:::s~"W~ftlieangular velocities after the application of the moment become
;. _~::,~':",:r..,...x,'-r.._~_,:;:~~~f~;.
I. i~~ ~e~~~1ti~:i:m:'::e'!,:.::~~etb~:~O~~l~~~:,:!:~nn~~~::::~
! ' ...~ffi¥th~t'iitoin~nts~e applied, we obtain . . • .l~:'',:'.~~~}:~~~~~?zt_;;>fF'':j~i ¥ '

f. ~-'~~~=;'~:_,;(,1I(~o + sd - (/z - h)8z83 == 0 lzsz - (h -1I)(wo + 81)83 == 0

~._.'l~~~~~:;_~'-,' hS3 - (II -lz)(wo + 81)8Z == 0
I, _ ~ '~~J#.tl-9P(_{Jt.•~i -._,:~~~~aBcse.the change in the angular velocities is small, we linearize the above equations
iby~\iJninating quadratic and higher-order terms in 8i (i == 1, 2, 3). Noting that Wo is constant,

t -"rt;~.g~~;;l:ff+>
i~
ir .;..
I -
," '.- .,. --'7-.•.•.-.~~.

• #. ."~' .,'

I".'~.,;f:'.'. o_.:_j~.-.- ,u.a.•.tion [c] ~~tes that 8 I remains ~onstant. To unde~stand the b~havior of the ~emaining
. > .. t}Vo,:~guJ.arvelocItIes, we conduct an eIgenvalue analysIs. Introducmg the expansIOns

I,.':;:::j;~J::tF _ At _ At
,""j,-,i" 8z(t) - Eze 83(t) - E3e

I ' -
,Y>~tt:J1s. [d] and [e] we obtain

'~~~. _ .._'.;-~.

-~,,.i.;'--\~;:- [hA (h - h)Wo] [Ez] At [0]
I..';.~.~-~::".:>'~~ (I - I )w I A E e == 0 [9]t .~ .,-- Z 1 0 3 3

C,.<,,-j;:i~~~:soIUtiOn of Eq. [g] requires that the determinant of the coefficient matrix be zero,
f'<,,'\,~~:£~j~J~lds the characteristic equation

"',,'-<-'-<~1;,_;':-" ~::.'.,..'
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The solution is

A=::!:
(h - h)(ll - h)w5

hh- [I]

Two types of solutions are possible:"If 12> 11 and h > h,orifh< h and h<h, both
roots of the characteristic equation are pure imaginary. Because there are no nonconsefvative
forces, the system is critically stable. A higher-level stability analysis indicates that rotation
about the axes representing rotation about the minimum and maximum moments of inertia
are indeep ~,table~Jbat is, ,iKb istP~ l(}tge,~!o{s,wall~st IIl,pme,q!of ine,t;tia, rotation ~bout!f:le
b
I
'axis is"stable:"x,,!"'/' "C," "'. 'j'~j;':";' ..i.""';:'" " i '''".' ," .,,'.

On the otherh~md, if h > 11 And'l) <: h of if h < h and h> h, that is, if aXis bI is
tile intermediate moment of inertia axis, the roots of the characteristic equation ate ieaJ.,one
positive andorie'riegative. Hence; rotation about the intermediate axis of inertia is unstable.
One or both of the angular velocities grow exponentiall~ to a level such, that they' can no
longer'be corisi'dered'cis perturbations. A set of equations other than the linearized equations
must be used after that point. .' '". .

Next, consider the special case when two of the mass moments of inertia are the same,
such as in an axisymmetric body:' We have two possibilities. In the first, bI is the symmetry
axis and,[z= h:From Eq. [i] allroots Aare pure imaginary, so there is critical stability. A
highet-level 'stability analysis can be conC1uc,tedwhich sh,ows that perturbed angular Ingti0Il
ofaxisy'illiDetric bodies spinning about the syinmetry aXis isindeed stable~ Not~!hat, UIiI,ike,
in the case of three distinct moments of inertia, the magnitudes of the' m~ments Of inertia did
not affect tbis res1jlt.

The second case is descriptive of an axisymmetric body rotating about a transverse axis.
That is, if bI is the symmetry axis, the,rotation is about b20r b3• This system leads to zero
eigenvalues. The motion can be explained as a continuation of the tumbling motion and trans-
fer of motion between the two transverse axes; with no iotationtransferred to about the isym-
metry"axis. ' ..'

We can summarize the results as follows. For general bodies, rotation about the axes with
the minimum and maximum moments of inertia is stable. Rotation about the intermediate axis
of inertia is unstable. Any initial motion will tum itself into angular motion with components
along every axis, resulting in some sort of wobbly motion. This phenomenon can readily be
observed by taking a book or other object with three distinct principal moments of inertia and
spinning it about its three principal axes, as illustrated in Fig. 8.11.

b2
(02 (stable)

I

G ~- _
I

I
I

(03

b3 (unstable)

Figure8.11

bl



8.6 ROTATION ABOUT A FIxED AXIS

The instability phenomenon is not encountered in axisymmetric bodies. Another way
of explaining this added stability due to axisymmetry (or, for the general case, inertial sym-
metry) is to recognize that for such a body, every principal axis represents a minimum or
maximum moment of inertia. In engineering applications, one takes advantage of this sta-
bility feature and designs rotating components, such as engine parts, as axisymmetric. In
Chapter 10, we will study stability issues associated with rotating bodies in more detail.

It tums out that in real-life applications, rotation is stable only around the axis of max-
imum moment of inertia. This is due to energy loss and transfer due to the flexibility of the
body, and energy loss as a result of friction. In space mechanics, these issues were brought
into the limelight after the Explorer satellite was launched in 1958, and nutational instabil-
ities were observed. Ideally, the shape of a space vehicle would be like a disk. Because of
practical considerations, satellites launched into space are spherical or slender cylindrical
bodies.

!

8.6 ROTATION ABOUTA FIxED AXIS

An important special case is rotation about a fixed axis. Representation of such
motion requires only one angular velocity component, making the angular velocity
"simple."

Two types of rotation about a fixed axis are of interest. One is plane motion.
Chapter 3 discusses the kinetics of plane nrotion. In the second type, one is primar-
ily interested in bodies that spin in a fixed direction, but the axis of rotation is not
a principal axis. In several situations a body spins about an axis that is fixed, for
example a shaft used in power transmission, or the wheels of a vehicle. If the ro-
tating body is not symmetric 'about the axis of rotation, the angular velocity of the
body fluctuates or dynamic reactions are generated at the supports. Both of these are
. undesirable. Such behavior increases the loads on the supports, causing unnecessary
vibration, noise, and possible damage.

We select the axis of rotation as one of the coordinate axes, say, z, and note that
this axis is not necessarily a principal axis. That is, the products of inertia do not
vanish. The components of the angular velocity vector are
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Wx = wy = 0 Wz = W [8.6.1]

Substituting this into the rotational equations of motion, Eqs. [8.5.24], Weobtain

Mz = lzzw

Mx = -lxzw + lyzw2 My = -lyzw - Ixzw2 [8.6.2]

[8.6.3]

In this problem there is only one degree of freedom, so that Eqs. [8.6.2] represent
relations for the reactions, while Eq. [8.6.3] is the equation of motion. It is interest-
ing to note that the reaction moments M x and My are influenced by the square of
the angular velocity: this means that the problem of the axis of rotation not being a
principal axis becomes more critical in high-speed situations.

In many applications, such as the balancing of a wheel or a shaft, weights are
removed or added to a rotating body. If only static balancing is being done, one aligns
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the center of mass and axis of rotation, but this does not eliminate the products of
inertia. Dynamic balancing-' .'such that the products of inertia become zero-is a
mote difficult task.

A disk Ofmass m and radius R is attached to a rotating shaft, as shown in Fig. 8.12. Due to a
mjrnufacturlng defect, the symmetry axis of the disk is 'not aligned with the shaft, but makes
ati'angl,e of y. The shaft rotates with the constant angular velocity n. Find the reactions atthe bearings. . .

Solution

We use a set of inertial coordinates XYZ, with the Z axis along the shaft, and a set of xyz
axes attached to the shaft, so that the z axis is along the shaft. The x'y'Z' axes are principal
coordinates for the disk, and they are obtained by rotating the xyz axes clockwise by an angle
of y about the x axis. Fig. 8.13 shows the configuration and free-body diagram of the system.

The centroidal mass moments of ine~a are Ix'x' = Iy'y' = mR2/4, Iz'z' = mR2/2, with
all products of inertia zero. From Eqs. [8.6,.2]~d [8.6.3], ,because n is constant we onlyneed
to find Ixz and Iyz• It is easy to show thatlxz = 0, as the yi plane is a syrrimetry phme. To
find Iyz, we use the definition of a product ofinertia and express the y and z coordinates as~. .' '. . ;' ,; .~' .' ...•.. ", . ;

y = y' cos 'Y+ z' sin 'Y z =-l sin 'Y+ z'cos 'Y [a]

so that Iyz becomes

Iyz = !yzdm' z fey' cOS'Y+ z' sin y)(-y' sin 'Y+ z' cos'Y)dm

= sinycosy(Izlz' -Iy'y') = ~mR2SinycOSY [It]

z,z

Figure8.12
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Introducing the values of Ixz and Iyz into Eqs. [8.6.2] yields the moments acting on the
disk as
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M x = ~mR2 fi 2 sin'}' cos '}' My = 0 [c]

Consequently, the disk exerts a moment - Mx on the shaft. Consider now the reactions
at the bearings. To this end, we will sum forces and moments for the shaft. To this end we
express - Mx in terms of its components along the inertial coordinates XYZ as

where 0 = fit is the rotation angle between the XYZ and xyz frames. We are assuming that
the center of the mass of the disk does not move. Hence, summing forces in the X and Y
directions we obtain

; I

I
I
~

Mx = -Mx cos 0

FAX = -FBx

My = -Mx sinO

FAY + FBy = mg

[d]

[e]

Summing moments about G for the shaft gives

L
Mx = (FBy - FAY)i

L
My = (FAX - FBX)i [I]

Introducing Eq. [c] into Eq. [d] and solving Eqs. [e] and [f] for the reaction forces, we
obtain

F F
1mR2 £"\ 2. ~ . £"\

BX = - AX = 4TU SlO'}'COS'}'SlOut

The misalignment between the shaft and disk gives rise to bearing forces. These forces
are related to the amount of misalignment and to the square of the angular velocity, and they
are cyclic loads. For high-speed machinery, such misalignment can be detrimental, causing
damage to the bearings as well as to the rotating parts.

~.~.u.
~:',.r,
I;
f)'
;...
;"~
-,..,

Ie.;
I

I 1mR2 £"\2 •
FAY = "2mg + 4Tu slO'}'cos'}'cosfit

1 1mR2 •
FBy = "2mg - 4Tfi2SlO'}'cos'}'cosfit [g]

/

ti~,
~1

fI;

8.7 EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN STATE FORM

In the previous two sections we derived the equations of motion. In order to extract
more information from these equations, and to understand how the motion evolves,
the equations of motion must be integrated. This integration can be carried out qual-
itatively or quantitatively. The qualitative integration leads to impulse-momentum
and work-energy relationships, which we cover in Sections 8.8 and 8.9, as well as in-
tegrals of the motion. Here, we look into the quantitative integration of the equations
of motion.
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Integration of rotational equations of motion is usually difficult to carry out by
hand, except for a few special cases. Computational techniques require that the equa-
tions of motion be expressed in state form.

Consider the rotational equations of motion independently from the translational
equations for the time being, which is a valid assumption as long as the moments
acting on the body are not functions of the translational velocities. We need to in-
tegrate Euler's equations, Eqs. [8.5.28], together with a set of equations that relate
the body-fixed angular velocities Wi (i = 1,2,3) to inertial quantities. We saw two
sets of equations that accomplish this in Chapter 7: the Euler angles and the Euler
parameters. The relationship between the Euler angles and body-fixed angular ve-
locitit?s is given in Eqs. [7.5.7]-[7.5.9] for a 3-1-3 transformation and at the table
at the end of Chapter 7 for the 3-2-3 and 3-2-1 transformations. Let the body-fixed
axes be the prinCipal axes. One can then combine Eqs. [8.5.28] and [7.5.9] together,
for a set of six first-order differential equations in terms of the variables cP,(J, cP,WI,
W 2, W 3 as

WI -
(h - I) MI
It W 2W 3 + 1;

(I) -It) M2
W2 = ---W IW3 + -h h

(II - h) M3
W3 = ---W IW2 + -I) I)
. 1
cP = -=--(J (WI sin 1/1 + W2 cos 1/1)sm

(J = W 1 cos 1/1 - W 2 sin 1/1

. I
1/1 = - -=--(J (WI cos (Jsin 1/1 + W2 cos (Jcos 1/1) + W3sm

[8.7.1]

subject to initial conditions Wi(tO) (i = 1,2, 3), cP(to), (J(to), and I/I(to), where to is
the initial time. If, instead ~f wi(t9)' the rates. of the Euler angles are given at t = to,
Wi(tO) can be found from cP(to), (J(to), and I/I(to) using Eqs. [7.5.7]. If the external
excitations Mi (i = 1,2,3) are not explicit functions of the Euler angles, then the
first three of the above equations, the Euler equations, can be integrated separately
from the second three, the kinematic differential equations.

One problem associated with the above approach is that Euler angles have dis-
continuities at certain values of the second rotation angle. For example, a 3-1-3 or
3-2-3 transformation is discontinuous at (J = 0 or (J = :t7T. The 3-2-1 transforma-
tion has a singularity when the second transformation angle is :t7T/2. In the neigh-
borhood of a singularity, one can switch to a different set of Euler angles, but the
process is tedious.

By contrast, the Euler parameters discussed in Section 7.7 easily lend them-
selves to numerical computation. Rather than using the three relations in Eqs. [7.5.9],
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we use the four relations in Eqs. [7.7.27] and have a set of seven first-order differ-
ential equations in the form ~ ......•.__

. (h - h) MI C' k. .~t~t~S-
WI = ] W2W3 + -] •.• . . . ,'_i-'~.' J ••• ,.... •

t I '-.•..~.~',,;"~""A>'" '- :~) ~:l

(h -It) M2. (II - h) M3~'.o_
W2 = ---WlW3 + - W3 = ---WlW2 + - .~~~

h h h h
. 1( ) . 1(eo = 2 -Wlel - W2e2 - W3e3 el = 2 WleO + W3e2 - W2e3)

e2 = ~(w2eo - W3el + Wle3) e3 = ~(W3eo + W2eI - Wte2) [8.7.2]

The initial conditions for the Euler parameters, ej(to) (j = 0, 1,2,3) can be
found from the initial values of the Euler angles using the"relationships given in
Eq. [7.7.40]. The initi~ con~tions froD?-the angular velocities can be input either as
giv~n quantities, or, if 4>(to),()(to) and l/J(to) are given instead, they can be converted
to the angular velocities by using Eq. [7.5.7].

,Note that even though the Euler parameters are related to each other by the
equation

{ef{e} = e5 + er + e~ + e~ = 1 [8.7.3].
one does not need to solveEqs. [8.7.2] togetherwithEq. [8.7.3]. Anyaccuratenumer-
ical solution that begins with an accurate description of ej(to) (j = 0, 1,2,3) should
lead to the correct solution. In fact, Eq. [8.7.3] can be used to check the accuracy of
the numerical solution. In this regard, the Rodrigues parameters (see Problems 7.15
and 7.16) are useful, as they result in six differential equations. Another set of con-
stants that can be used to check accuracy are the entries of the matrix [~wB], calcu-
lated by Eq. [7.7 .30b]. Because this matrix is skew symmetric, its diagonal elements
should be zero.

Consider next the translational equations. When the equations of motion are
Writtenin terms of the center of mass, the translational and rotational equations are
independent of each other, unless coupling exists as a result of the applied external
forces. Consider a 3-1-3 transformation and the translational equations of motion
as six first-order equations. As variables, we will use the body-fixed translational
velocities VI, V2, and V3 and the coordinates of the center of mass in the inertial
frame, which we will denote as AI, A2, and A3.
'"', The translational equations are given in Eq. [8.5.18]. To relate the rates of change
of the inertial coordinates to the body-fixed velocities, we note that the relation be-
tween the velocity of the center of mass in inertial coordinates and body-fixed coor-
dinates is

-.\'1
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~VG} = [Rf{BVG} [8.7.4]
inwhich~vG} = [AI A2 A3f and {BVG} = [VI V2 v3f and[R]isthetransforma-
tion matrix, given in Eq. [7.5.3] for a 3-1-3 transformation. Introducing Eq. [7.5.3]
into Eq. [8.7.4] and using Eq. [8.5.18], we obtain the translational equations of

t•.....
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motion in state form as

FI
VI = -V3W2 + V2W3 + -m

, F2
V2 = -VIW3 + V3WI + -m

. F3
V3 = -V2WI + VIW2 + -m

A I = (COS it> cos I/! - sin c/Jcos (J sin I/!)VI + (- cos c/Jsin I/! - sin c/Jcos (J cos I/!)V2
+ sin c/Jsin(Jv3

A2 = (sin cP cos I/! + cos c/Jcos!J sin I/!)VI
",. + (- sinc/Jsinl/! + cos c/Jcos I/! cos (J)v~' - cos c/Jsin (JV3

A3T ,sinO sin,l/!vI+ sin (J,cosl/!v2 + cos (JV3 ' [8.7.5]
r' ' ,' .. , ,r'. -

" Equations [8.7.1] (or [8.7;2]) can he integrated independently ofEqs. [8.7.5] as
long;as the applied momentsM; (i'k:::l, 2, 3) are 'riotfunctions of V; or A; (i = 1,2,3).
Also, eventhough thelatteithree-ofEqs. [8.7 .51are:complicated expressioIls;'they do
not have the singularity problems that plague Eqs. '[8.7.1]. The 12 equations [8-.7.1]
and [8~7.5] (orfthe 1'3equations [8.7.2] and [8.7.5]) comprise the coniplete equations
of an unrestrained rigid body in state form. In the presence of constraints, one must
e\UI~rq\>tainthe equations of motioll ,in terms of independent coordinates or include
the' constraint equations in the system description. "

, -I

I '8.8 ,IMPULSE-MoMENTUMRELATIONSHIPS .'

"1.>!.i

; i :i_~

In this section, we integrate the translatiQnal.and rotational equations qualitatively
with respect to time. Integration of Eqs~,[8.5.3] and [8.5.4] over two points in time
tl and t2 yields ' :,. r~ldt~ rFdl ,,'*' p(lz) - P(I;; ~ rFdii8.8.1]

." .. tl, .. tl ' , ,,;.. , ,tl,.

, r~llIG dl ~rMG dl '*' 8,,(IZ) -H~(ll) ;c rM,; di [8.8.2]
" .. ;,. ;"., J , ,. " ' I

which constitute the linear and the angular impulse-momentumre1ationships for a
rigid body, respectively ..Theangular impulse-momentum equation, Eq ..[8.8.2], can
be written in the, same form/when the rigid body is rotating about a fixed point.-". ..,

The primary uses ofEqs. [8.8.Hand [8.8.2]are for cases whenthe excitation is a
function of time, in the presence of impulsive forces and moments, or when momen-
tum is conserved. The drawbacks associated with working with these relations are
that they are vector relations and their manipulation often involves calculation of the
rea~tions and cOI).su:aintforces as well as integra,tion of these forces over time. Also,

;. -'r', 'l

when the forces and moments acting on the body are.functions of time, Eqs. [8.5.3]
andI8.5A] cannot be integrated byJhemselves. ' .

, ~"



a.a IMpULSE-MoMENTUM RELATIONSHIPS

When the applied forces and moments are impulsive, the linear and angular
impulse-momentum relations are extremely useful. One must be careful when deal-
ing with bodies subjected to impulsive loads, as some of the reactions become im-
pulsive as well. A special case of impulsive forcing is that of collisions, which we
discuss in Section 8.12.

When the applied moment about the center of mass is zero, or its integral over
time during a certain period of interest is zero, the angular momentum in the begin-
ning of the period is the same as the angular momentum at the end of the period.
The angular momentum is conserved. Similarly, if the applied forces or their inte-
gral over a period of time is zero, the linear momentum is conserved. In some cases,
linear and angular momentum may be conserved about a certain direction, so that
only a component of the relations p(tz) = P(t1)or "G(tz) = "G(tt> is used. Denot-
ing the unit vector along which the linear momentum is conserved by e and the unit
vector along which the angular momentum is conserved by f, we can write for linear
momentum

449

p(tz). e = P(t1). e

and for angular momentum conservation

"G(tz). f = "G(t1). f

[8.8.3]

[8.8.4]

The impulse and momentum conservation equations are very useful when more
than one body is involved and motion is transferred from one body to another. A
typical example is contact--or loss of contact-between two bodies. In the absence
of external forces, the only forces acting on the bodies are internal for the system
of two bodies. Hence, the linear momentum of the combined system and its angular
momentum about the center of mass are preserved.

The axisymmetric spacecraft shown in Fig. 8.14 consists of a main body and a booster. The
mass and centroidal radii of gyration of the main body and booster are given in the table.
The xyz coordinates denote the F frame and point C is the center of mass of the combined
system. Just before burnout, the spacecraft has acquired a velocity of 2500 m/s along the
symmetry axis and an angular velocity about the symmetry axis of 0.1 rad/s. At burnout,
the craft releases its booster. Immediately after the release, the center of mass of the booster
has a velocity of 2000 m/s along the x direction and 2 m/s in the y direction. The angular

y
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velocities ohhe booster are Wx =0.5 rad/s, wy = -0.4 rad/s, and Wz = 0.9 rad/s. Find the
angular velocity of the main body and the velocity of its center of mass at this instant.

Part

Main body

. Booster

r' ~

Location of Center
Mass

" of Mass (on x axis) K;u Kyy = Krz.

1600 kg 3.5 mfromA ,0.35 m 2m

400 kg 0.5 mfromA OAm '0.6m. ~ f _ ,

,.,.";

Solution
All 'forces and moments during separation are internal to .the original system, which is the
main body'and booster together. Hence, during separation, the linear momentum and angular
momentum about the center of mass of the spacecraft are conserved. Rather than calculate the
centroidal mass moments of inertia of the system, we pre~er to work with Eq. [8.3.4], which
relates angular momentum about two points.
',. We denote quantities pertaining to the maiIi'50dy, booster, and system by subscripts M,
B, and S, respectively. First we calculate the center of.mass of the system. Usipg point A as
the origin, we have '. .

with the result

mB 0.5 + ~M 3.5 = (di~ + mM )rs

0.5(400)+ 3.5(1600) = 2~9m
rs =,' 2000

[a]

[It]

Let us first consider the linear momentum. Before separation the linear momentum is
p = (mB +mM )25OOi= 5( 106)ikg •mls. After separation we are given that VB = 2000i +2j,
so that the linear momentum after separation is

; mB(2000i +2j) + mM(vMxi + VMyj + vMzk) = p = 5(106)i kg. mls

Solving ,for the components of the .velocity of the main body, we obtain .r, .
. ',I 1,"

.,

[e]

-',:0 '

VMx = 5(106) - mB(vBx) _ 5(106) - 400(2000) = 2625 mls
. mM - 1600

-mB(VBy) =
VMy = mM

2(400) = -0.5 mls
1600 VMz = 0 [eI]

Next we consider the angular momentum. We write the angular momentum of each body
about the center of mass of the system, point C, as

HCB = HB + mBrBlC X VB HCM = HM + mfJrMIC X VM [e]

where HB and HM denote the angular momenta of the booster and main body about their own
center of mass, and rBlC = -2.4i m, rMIC = 0.6i m are vectors from the center of mass of
the combined system to the centers of the mass of the booster and main body, respectively.
Before separation, both components have a translational velocity in !he x direction; thus, the
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[h]

'lBxx = mBK~xx = 400(0.42) = 64 kg. m2

IByy = mBK~yy = 400(0.62) = 144 kg. m2

IMxx = mMK~xx = 1600(0.352) = 196 kg. m2

IMyy = mMK~yy = 1600(22) = ,:6400kg. m2

moment of inertias components are

" Hc = HCB + HOM :=(lBxx + IMxx)wxi = (mBK~xx + 1nMKlrn)wxi
\;.. = (400(ro.42) + ;1'6oo(O.352)0.I)i = 26i kg. m2/~ If]

products in the aboye equation vanish. and we have

separation, the angular momentum for the booster and main body are

HCB = (1BxxwBxi + IByywByj + IBzzwBzk) + mB( -2.4i) X (200Oi + 2j)

;';'HCM = (1MxxWMxi + IMyywMyj + IMzzwMzk) + mM(O.6i) X (2625i - 0.5j) [g]

. <'..aij.d;wL:p== '0.5 radls, WBy = -0.4 radls, and WBz = 10.9 radls. Hence, the angular momenta
.~tseparation are
:tt.;)~~tj;:j'".....

HCB = 32i - 57.6j + (144(0.9) - 1920)kkg.m2/s

~~1';:.rmij,y'. HCM = 196wMxi + 6400WMyj +~(64ooWMz - 480)k kg. m2/s (I]
'"t:fbC'k)W,j I ";

;".:'(:SiimmIng the two angular momenta, equating to the angular momentum before separa-
'tj9'n;'and solving for the unknown angular velocities, we obtain

26 - 32 . 57.6
WMx = 196 = -0.03061 radls WMy = 6400 = 0.009 radls

:);' = 1920 + 480 - 129.6 = 03548 dI [I]WMz h400 . ra s

;"~,_.tENERGY ANDWORK
-'~":l~'Y}

".. :ftt£W~L~eCtionwe examine the kinetic and potential energy for rigid bodies and de-
",velopexpressions for the work done by forces and moments that act on rigid bodies.

i ,m:,r~~~!!C~, we extend the developments of Sec. 1.7 to rigid bodies. The kinetic en-
~rgy'of ii rigid body is defined as

[8.9.1 ]

[8.9.2]v = VB + W X s

T = !( v.vdm
2 JbOdy

, ,'\te~t~:y;is the absolute velocity of the differential element. Considering Fig. 8.1 we
.~anexpress the velocity oftthe differential element.m lterms of the velocity of an
,arbitrary point B on the body as

,

P" ~' .•••.......... ,.
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Introducing this into Eq. [8.9.1] and performing the dot product gives

T = ~VBeVB r dm+ ~ r (roXs)e(roXs)dm+vBeroX r sdm
Jbody Jbody Jbody

[8.9.3]

The first term on the right side in this equation involves a translation, while the
second term involves a rotation. The last term is a combination of translational and
rotational terms, and it involves the first moment of the mass distribution. This term
becomes zero if one of the following holds:

1. VB = 0, implying that the point B, the origin of the body-fixed coordinates, is
fixed, so that the rigid body is rotating about point B.

2. ro = 0, implying that the body has no rotational motion.
3. B coincides with the center of mass G. If the origin of the coordinate system is

selected as the center of mass, then the integral of s dm vanishes over the body.
4. If the vectors VB, ro, and s are such that the dot or cross product vanishes.

The fourth case is mathematically possible, but not practical. Hence, for all prac-
tical purposes, the kinetic energy expression is simplified if the body is rotating about
a fixed point, if it is not rotating at all, or if it is expressed in terms of the center of
mass.

Let us consider the kinetic energy in terms of the center of mass motion. The
first term in Eq. [8.9.3] gives the traIlslational part of the kinetic energy, denoted by
Ttran, as

1
Ttran = imvG e VG [8.9.4]

The second term in Eq. [8.9.3] gives the rotational component of the kinetic energy,
denoted by Trot. To evaluate it we make use of the vector relationship

(a x b)ec = ae(b x c)
so that letting a = ro, b = p, and c = ro X p, we have

Trot = ~ r roe'p X (ro X p)dm [8.9.5]
Jbody

Recalling from Eq. [8.2.8] the definition of angular momentum, we can express the
rotational kinetic energy as

1
Trot = -ro e HG2

[8.9.6]

This equation can also be obtained using the column vector representation of
Eq. [8.9.5]. Indeed, noting that

(ro x p) e (ro X p) = (p x ro) e (p X ro) [8.9.7]
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whose column vector representation is

([Pl{w}l([Pl{w}) = {wf[PlT[Pl{w} [8.9.8]

and recalling Eq. [6.4.2] we obtain the column vector representation of Eq. [8.9.7]
as
n'

.f", -.i~"

J"

1illTrot = "2 {wf[PlT[Pl{w}dm = "2{wf[IG]{w} = "2{wf{HG} [8.9.9]
oo~ .

, Let us summarize the kinetic energy expressions. For the general case of com-
bined translational and rotational motion we have T = T tran + Trot. in which
it:,;; " .

111
Ttran = "2mvG.vG = "2m{vGf{vG} Trot =~~.HG = "2{wf[IG]{w}

[8.9.10]
..Ii) ';,'~.'"

If the body is rotating about a fixed point C, we can write the kinetic energy as

~. 'f

1 '1
T = Trot = "2~)OHc = "2{wf[Ic]{w} [8.9.11]

';and if the body is only translating, with no rotational motion, we write
'~;.:i.:S1~1'l < ,

j ')lttthrn';" ' 1 ~ ,
( , .. ', T = Ttran = "2mv.v Trot = 0 [8.9.12]

[8.9.13]

1 . -~i.j:{e~~~)i, ",) .
l <;~s,!J9r.this case, all points on the body have the same velocity v = vG. For plane
!. ,'wotjon, the kinetic energy can also be written about the instantaneous center of zero
\. :'t --,e",:,. ,:-""".,.,.;" ,

t ", ',<x~!oi'i~;However, as the body moves the location of the instant center changes.
I, .,H~p:ce,the inertia matrix can also change, which creates difficulties if one needs to
L'~fflPulate the angular momentum.
t, ,. ;}~~f~',ff~ng the center of mass as the ~rig~nof the.bod~-fixed ~eference frame, den?t-
I. <~~:,!Pc:.~,~~vx vy vzf, and consIdenng the mertla matnx and angular velocIty
, 'v:~tor, we get
t .. ,.\i
F ", 'T~,f2it~;m{vGf{vG} = ~m(v; + v; + v;)
f •

I •..".... 1rtrfrif'f!...;~..c.{w}T[IG]{w}
I ,-', 2, '."(r,.,.,.'. ' ':,'.... 1
I" '''P''.: ;.., ..••........, 2 2 2
f.':~A*fit.T:<!2(Ixxwx + Iyywy + Izzwz) - Ixywxwy - Ixzwxwz - Iyzwywz
I. ' }J.;)6, tii~+f"i"".',P!il~~'l~e c~or~inate axes are sel~cte~ as the principal axes, the expression for the
I,'~..;fz~?~nal kinetic energy further SImplIfies to
I' ".'r"

(,":ijj~.~~li.~> Trot = -2
1
(IG1wI + IG2w~ + IG3w~) [8.9.14]

t .$~\ if ',i/

[-" ;jJ> ~\lich the indices IG; (i = 1,2,3) denote the principal moments of inertia about the
I,-.,~~:.Jier.of mass, and Wi(i = 1,2,3) are the components of the angular velOCIty.
~-~ ~tL .•- .i(~117;: .

L""":'~. -.•..

'-~.~::'"'.'.• -
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along the principal axes. Observe that Eq. [8.9.10] is another proof that the inertia
matrix is positive definite. Kinetic energy is an absolute quantity; both the trans-
lational and rotational kinetic energy are always greater than or equal to zero. The
only way for{wV [IG]{w} to be greater than zero for all nonzero values of the angular
velocity {w} is for [IG] to be a positive definite matrix.

Next, we write the rotational kinetic energy in terms of the Euler angles. Con-
sider a 3-1-3 transformation. We recall that the angular velocity expression for a
3-1-3 transformation is

00 = 4>a3+ Oat + ~b3. . . . ..
= (cf>s(Js.l/J + Ocl/J)b1 + (cf>sOcl/J - Osl/J)b2 + (cf>cO + l/J)b3

The rotational kinetic energy then becomes

Trot = ~[h(4)SOsl/J + OCl/J)2 + lz(4)sOcl/J - Osl/J)2 + h(4)cO + ~)2] [8.9.16]
This relationship can be expressed in column vector form as

Trot = ~{wf[IG]{w} = ~{Of[Bf[IGHB]{O}

in which {w} = [B]{O}, where {O} = [4> 0 ~f denote the time derivatives of the
Euler angles. The above form is not commonly used, because the corresponding
inertia matrix, [Bf[IGHB], is time dependent.

For inertially symmetric bodieS, say, h = lz, the expression for rotational ki-
netic energy simplifies to

Trot = ~[h(8~+ 4>2sin2 0) + h(4) cos 0 + ~)2 ] [8.9.18]

To describe the work done on a rigid body, consider Section 8.4 and assume that
N forces Fi (i = 1,2, ... ,N) at points ri, and M* moments Mi (i = 1,2, ...,M*)
are acting on the body. Because the body is assumed to be rigid, the location of the
applied moments is immaterial.

The incremental work performed by the forces and moments is defined as
N

dW = LFi .dri +M* .dO [8.9.19]
i= 1

in which M* is the sum of all external moments acting on the body, and we have
treated the incremental angular displacement as a vector quantity by considering dO
as a vector. It is more convenient to divide the above equation by dt and work with
power: Doing so we obtain

dW N
P = -d = LFi .Vi +M*.oo [8.9.20]

t i= 1

where Vi is the velocity of the point to which the force Fi is being applied.
The expression for power can conveniently be expressed in terms of the motion

of the center of mass. To this end, we write the velocity Vi in terms of the center of



[8.9.24]

[8.9.23]

[8.9.25]
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mass as

Vi = Vo + w X Pi i = 1,2, ... ,N [8.9.21]
and introduce it into L Fi - Vi, which yields

N N N
.2:Fi-Vi = .2:Fi-(VO+WXPi) = F-VO+W-.2:PiXFi [8.9.22]
i=I i=I i=I

Introducing this expression into Eq. [8.9.20] and using, from Eq. [8.4.5], the expres-
sion for the resultant moment Mo about the center of mass we write the expression
for power as

P = F-vo +Mo-w
The work done is the integral of power over time

ft
2 ft2W = Pdt = (F-vo +Mo-w)dt
t) t)

We can also write the expression for power in terms of the resultant of the forces
and moments about an arbitrary point B as

P = F- VB +MB - w
The general work-energy relation is

455

T2 - TI = Ttran2 + Trot2::- TtranI - T(otl = WI~2 [8.9.26]

As we saw in Chapter 1, some of the forces and moments acting on a body may
be conservative, that is, derivable from a potential function. It usually is more con-
venient to work with the potential energy associated with such forces and moments.
Recalling the potential energy V, such that the infinitesimal work done by conserva-
tive forces and moments can be expressed as dWc = -dV, we write

WC)~2 = VI - V2 [8.9.27]

The reader is referred to Chapter 1 for further details. One can then separate the work
expression into the potential energy and work of the nonconservative forces as

WI~2 = - V2 + VI + Wncl-+2

and write the work-energy theorem as

TtranI + Trotl + VI + WnC)~2 = Ttran2 + Trot2 + V2

[8.9.28]

[8.9.29]

The expressions for potential energy for rigid bodies do not lend themselves to
any special form. The gravitational attraction between two bodies is a body force
that is applied uniformly to every point on the body. Except for certain celestial
mechanics or spacecraft dynamics problems, the gravitational attraction between
two bodies is negligible compared to the gravitational attraction of the earth, and
the force of gravity is conveniently represented as a single force acting through the
center of mass. The gravitational potential energy becomes mg times the distance
from a datum to the center of mass.

For nonnatural systems, the energy integral is Ii- = T2 - To + V (note that here
the subscripts denote parts of the kinetic energy), so that in conservation problems
one should make use of the property that Ii- is constant.

•••
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Example
8.9

CHAPTER 8 • RIGID BoDY DYNAMICS: BASIC CONCEPTS

Find the kinetic and potential energies of the rotating slender bar in Example 8.4 and identify
the integrals of the motion.

Solution
The angular velocity of the bar is

ro = lO1b1 + lO2b2+ lO2b3 = -n cos8b1 +nsin8b2 + Ob3 [a]

The mass moments of inertia about point B are

II = 0 /z = h = mL
2

3
[II]

so that the kinetic energy is

I 2' I 2'T = Trot = 2"/z(n2 sin 8 + 82) = 6mL2(n2 sin 8 + 82)

Using point B as datum, the potential energy has the form

mgL
V = ---cos8

2

[c]

[eI]

1-.

l....o.- ..

"";

We observe that this is a nonnatural system, and that the external forces and moments
do not do any work, as they are all reaction moments. Hence, an integral of the motion is the
Jacobi integral,

I .. 2 I
it = T2 - To + V = 6mL2(82 + n2 sin 8) - 2"mgL cos8 = constant [e]

. .
If we are given the v~lue of 8 when 8 =" 81 and are asked to find the value of 8 when

8 = 82, we can solve for 82 using

I. 2 I I. 2 1
6mL2(8i -+ n2sin 81) - 2"mgLcos81 = 6mL\8~ t n2sin 82) - ~mgLcos82 [f]

8.10 LAGRANGE'S EQUATIONS FOR RIGID BODIES

The extended Hamilton's principle and Lagrange's equations discussed in Chapter
4 have the same form whether they are written for particles or rigid bodies. In this
section, we analyze the generalized forces, quantities suitable to be used as general-
ized coordinates, and the nature of the Lagrange's equations for rigid body motion.
We also develop a physical interpretation of generalized momentum expressions.

8. 1O.1 VIRTUAL WORK AND GENERALIZED FORCES

One can obtain expressions for the virtual displacements by calculating the velocities
and can replace time derivatives with the variational notation. To calculate the virtual
work, we can take the expression for incremental work or for power, and make the
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[8.10.8]

[8.10.7]

[8.10.6]

[8.10.4]

[8.10.3]

[8.10.2]

[8.10.1]

k = 1, 2, ... , n

i = 1, 2, ... , N

SW = F.SrG + MG.59

.'. .'I1ittproblems of dealing with 59 and its derivatives w~re discussed earlier. We
al~o'saw:iJi:Chapter 4 that if a vector r is 'a.function of n generalized coordinates

fq*~Jg';;fM,~2;;2}; .,n) andtimet, we can write ar/aqk = ar/aqk. Introducing this
kt~.. ~u~stiJ.U~(j.ti:intothevariationexpressions, we obtain
t ...~r~;!:::i;~..(~t,<"l n' . "n
f, ".CW~Ij.'.'lil,"';,"'/' ~ L ar, ~ ~ll L afJ) ~(ji~~.t'!'"t;\~t~";::A,) Uri = -. uqk uu = -. uqk
;."""~"'-"'j'~'fi"t/. aqk aqk0:~~~~;ltr;T;S:(¥.,J f' . k = 1 . k =1 .

. 'SUb$tiiuti,rifihis equation into Eq. [8.10~21gives
~ ~::"~'~;J~~:J,-~:'.~'\.~:L~;li'.\<~.,

... ' . -tr-'. .~ ,~,.,;;,t.."~.''''.''' .. ' P':\ !.l;', ..n n (N a' . a ),.' ...."•..' ".'" . . r fJ)

' ... ' ••.•.....<.'.:.}.til..tl..•....if>.~•..;>. v,::::~.,':.:;,.•..."JS,W = :' QkSqk = "'" "'" F;iO -.. i +M*. -. .Sqk [8.10.5]-.,._, ,. L L L aq aq
, M~fta%;Jit~~ :. 'k=l k=l i==l . k k

:';/~ .,..if- .'.< t

1{::-:~01~i-the' generalized forces have the form
~!''''.~k:~!.!t~/;d'iiJJ':.': N .
+; • ',,".';/ :.t ':, ... 'f~l', Q _ "'" F ari M* aw:- k-L'.-+.-

, i=l I aqk ai/k
. • -"'i. ~L

.: ..:,~::'.tl'b.eeipression for the incrementaI work or power can be expressed in terms
~(the resultant of all forces F acting through the center of mass and the resultant

:~;:'~~~n!"MG about the center of mass as Eq. [8.9.23]. The associated virtuaI work
. ~~~~sslon has the form

;f',; 7' "J'l~:l
,:~~~~(tassociatedgeneraIized forces become
,.;(~t:.~:'£:~~,i avG aw
- .. ~",:;,.h:ukH Qk = F. -.- +MG.-.

"~'~_:.;t.,.... , aqk aqk
t YO-'ll!' f:f,..,.\::,~ !'

.?i/~~enthe resultant of forces and moments is expressed as the resultant force F
~ -:l~~ut a'pointB and resultant momentMB about B, as in Eq. [8.9.25], the virtuaI

~

rj~';.,:~, . 8.' 0 LAGRANGE'S EQUATIONS FORRIGID BooIES

f. :.awropriare.substitution.Forexample,onewayofexpressingtheincrementalwork
!"dope ?~>a:~~d body is Eq. [8.9.19], repeated here as

'.,' _'. N ,';;".,'."~"'.. L *, .• "f •..••••. .,JI..a"'S' -....r,-- -1;;;~-;.".,,~-::'7..:: . dW - F, dr, +M d9

'f';. ';'.:~:'.'~'.~~1.'.'~:~1.'.:'::.•..).~b.t,f.j~.. ..':;'. . .' .' i= 1
{t;TheVirti.iaItworkhas the form

I:>~::~r~~;~1i~:D'... N ,

l'jO;' .. ;':>:/:O:'(" "i. SW = LFi• Sri +M •59t''.:.~'~1;.iij'~i-'a,!". , i= 1

rie~~tJ~~::t~~~:::::~~~~e~=:::~;~=~F~:~s:m
.. .''-;/ -,.,':, n ar.
,~.' .. . Sri = L_,Sqk

k=l aqk

~,;;:-



[8.10.9]

[8.10.10]

[8.10.12]

iii.
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work can be expressed in terms of the motion of point B, and the generalized force!
become

aVB aw
Qk = F--. +MB--.

aqk aqk

Depending on the problem at hand, one can use anyone of Eqs. [8.10.6J
[8.10.8], or [8.10.9] to calculate the generalized forces. For a system of N rigid bod.
ies, Eq. [8.10.8lcan be extended as

N ( )
avc. aWi

Qk =L Fi--. I +Mc;--.
i= 1 aqk aqk

in which Fi denotes the resultant of all external forces acting on the ith body, and
Mc; is the resultant moment about the center of mass of the ith body.

8. 10.2 GENERALIZED COORDINATES

A set of generalized coordinates suitable to describe the translational motion of a
rigid body are the displacements of its center of mass. However, the associated gen-
eralized velocities do not give too much insight; it is more suitable to use the compo-
nents of the velocity in a moving coordinate frame, such as a set of body-fixed axes
or the F frame. In essence, velocity and angular velocity components in a body frame
are quasi-velocities (generalized speeds). Lagrange's equations, on the other hand,
deal with generalized coordinates and generalized velocities. Using quasi-velocities
is not feasible with the traditional form of Lagrange's equations.

Consider the Euler angles of precession (4)), nutation (0), and spin (I/J) associated
with a 3-1-3 Euler angle transformation. For the translational motion, we use the
inertial coordinates AI, A2, and A3 of the center of mass. Recall that the angular
velocity expression for a 3-1-3 transformation is

. . . . ..
W = (4)sOsl/J + Ocl/J)bI + (4)sOcl/J - Osl/J)b2 + (epcO + l/J)b3 [8.10_11]

The kinetic energy is

1 (2 2 2) . 1 (' 2 .2 .2)T = 2 hWI + /ZW2 + hW3 + 2m Al + A2 + A3

= 4 (II (4)sOsl/J + iJcl/J)2 + /z(4)sOcl/J - iJsl/J)2 + h(4)cO + ~)2).
1 (. 2 . 2 . 2)+ 2m Al + A2 + A3

Note that the precession angle 4> is absent from T, so that 4> can become a cyclic
coordinate if it is not present in the potential energy and in the virtual work. Differ-
entiation of the kinetic energy with respect to the Euler angles and their derivatives
is cumbersome. An alternate way of dealing with the derivatives of the kinetic en-
ergy is to retain the angular velocity expression in the formulation as long as pos-
sible, as we will demonstrate. In the next chapter, we will see a modification to the
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;BFpallingthe definition of the rotational kinetic energy, we can write 7TcP also as
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[8.10.14]

aw
-. = b3
al/J
[8.10.16]

[8.10.17]

elf! =eo = a~= 3i = cos I/Jb1- sin I/Jbzao

aw aWl awz aW3- -. -Ha = !}WI-. +/Zwz-. +!]W3-.
acf> acf> acf> acf>

1 raw aHa] a [1 T ] awT
7TcP = - - .• Ha + w. -. = -. -{w} [Ia]{w} = -. [Ia]{w}
..' 2 acf> ,acf> acf> 2 acf>

= aw,,' -.-; = 3
a'cf> 3

'" ... aT aTrot
f$1 7TcP = -. = -. [8.10.13]

acf> acf>
.. .. ..

-i,i';;' = !}(cf>sOsl/J+ Ocl/J)sOsl/J+ /Z(cf>sOcl/J-,-Osl/J)sOcl/J+ !](cf>cO +, l/J)cO

Lagrange's equations that makes it possible to derive the equations of motion in
terms of the angular velocities.
,'" Consider the physical interpretation of the generalized momenta terms asso-
Hated with the Euler angles. The rotational kinetic energy is writ1;en as Trot =
~,~.Hal2. Note that because we are considering an unconstrained rigid body the
tr~slationalkinetic energy has no terms involving the derivatives of the Euler an-~_.,H. '. _, _,

gles. We first analyze the generalized momentum as~ociated. with the precession
angle cf>.Differentiating Eq. [8.10.12] with respect to cf>yields

..~~.

The derivatives of the angular velocity vector with respect to the rates of change~ot,~~"'Euler angles can be obtained from Eq. [7.5.4] as
-~" -,

aw aw, aw
-. = 33 -. = 31 -. = b3 [8.10.15]
acf> ao al/J

,~':,.,;.. In order to generalize Eq. [8.10.15] to any Euler angle sequence, we denote by
:..,~h;,,',-:};e4>;itheLunitvector about whose direction the Euler angle transformation with cf>is
;;;:;;;'.,,"~conducted.Considering our coordinate system obtained by a 3-1-3 transformation,
;:"}~~::;::~cb~::.i33.Similarly, we define eoand elf!as the unit vectors about which the 0 and I/J
;.' '.'.:.....rotations are performed. For the 3-1-3 system under consideration

(

,;,'

'~.~:.'.;'~,:~j;~;1~.l~ ~

~..;~ unit vectors ecP, eo, and elf!are in essence the partial velocities associated with
t., .... the rates of the Euler angles. Also, from Eq. [7.5.5] we have 33 = sin 0 sin I/Jb

l
+

[ "'.sin 0 cos I/Jbz +cos Ob3, which, in light ofEqs. [8.10.13]-[8.10.15], can be expressed
l;';~~t:~i; )

y. ..:;";;'fiiJ .F' ; aWl b awz b aW3b
F>.' 33=ecP=-. 1+-. z+-. 3
! ~ ~ ~[t ...J;hysically, aw/a~ (i = 1,2,3) is equivalent to the direction cosine, or, the cosine
r"of the angle between the vectors bi and ecP.I
f.
t
l~'<ij~~
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Considering Eqs. [8.10.16] and Eq. [8.10.14], one can express the generalized
momenta associated with the Euler angles as

1T4>= e4>. HG 1T(J= e(J • HG 1TrjJ= erjJ .HG [8.10.18]

Thus, the generalized momenta associated with the Euler angles are the components
of the angular momentum along the directions about which the Euler angle rotations
have been performed.

The rates of change of the unit vectors e4>' eo, and erjJ can be shown to be

de4> = aw
dt a4>

de(J = aw
dt ao

derjJ = aw
dt al/J

[8.10.19]

Equations [8.10.19] can be obtained by differentiation of Eqs. [8.10.16] and by
making the proper substitutions.

We next examine the generalized forces associated with the Eulerangles. The
virtual work expression can be written as

n

8W =LQk 8qk = Q4>84> + Qo 80 + Q",8l/J
k=l

[8.10.20]

where Q4>' Qo, and QrjJ are the generalized forces. We can write the rotational equa-
tions of motion as

d aT
dt 1T4>- a4> = Q4>

d aT
dt 1T(J- ao = Q(J

d aT
d/Tr", - al/J = QrjJ [8.10.21]

i
Now let us demonstrate that Lagrange's equations for an unconstrained rigid

body are the angular momentum balances in the directions about which the Euler
angle transformations are made.

We begin by showing that Q4>' Q(J, and QrjJare the components of applied exter-
nal moment about the center of mass G (or center of rotation C) in the directions of
the Euler angle rotations. Assuming N forces are applied to the body, we write the
resultant moment as

N

MG = LPi XFi
i= 1

[8.10.22]

where Pi (i = 1,2, ... ,N) are the position vectors of the points at which the forces
are applied. Let us define the components of the external moment about the axes
through which the Euler angles are transformed as

D4> = e4>. MG D(J = eo .MG D", = erjJ. MG [8.10.23]

[8.10.24]

Take, for example, a 3-1-3 transformation and the spin angle l/J. Considering Eq.
[8.10.22], we can write the component DrjJ as

N

DrjJ = erjJ. MG =L erjJ • (PiX Fi)
i= 1
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[8.10.27]

[8.10.28]

[8.10.29]

[8.10.25]

[8.10.26]

[8.10.32]

[8.10.31]

k = 1, 2, ... , n

i = 1,2, ... N

N api
Qcf> = ~ Fi• ----:i: = ecf> .MG [8.10.33]

i= 1 a-v

api
al/J = et/J XPi

"N
Qk = ~Fi. api

i= 1 aqk

{BPi} = [R3(l/J)][R2(O)][R1 «t»]{APi}

a[R3(l/J)] = [et/J][R3(l/J)]

a{BPi} = "a[R3(if/)] [R2(O)][RI(<!»]{APi}

introducing Eq. [8.10.29] into Eq. [8.10.28], we obtain

abpi} = [et/J][R3(i/J)][R2(O)][R1 (<!»]{APi} = [et/J]{BPi} [8.10.30]

Nap.~F 1_ e .M=;:2.-- i. ao - (J G
i= 1

'(~fPilar fashion, one can show that Eq. [8.10.32] is applicable to the other
;les as well, regardless of which Euler angle transformation sequence is
rP~t tht?igeneralized forces associated with the Euler angles are indeed the
yq.tsof the applied moment in the direction of the Euler angle rotation, and
"i' "

)~tion [8.10.31] is a very usefulrel~tionship. Introducing itinto Eq. [8.10.25],
lu,pe,that Qt/J is indeed the sam~ ~s Dt/J, and it has the form

'N ;
api

Qt/J=~Fi.- = Dt/J = elfl.MG
i=l al/J,

We next evaluate the expression et/J X Pi. Recalling the definition of the gener-
force Qk as

explore the relationship between et/J X Pi and ap/al/J. To this end, we write Pi in
of the body coordillates and in column vector form as

'lO~ , _
,_atdifferentiation of {BPi} with respect to l/J yields

~1:',~"(:i:' .. ,:'

i~?Recalling the vector identityae (b x' c) ="" c. (a x b) we can write

N

Dt/J'= ~Fi. (et/J X Pi)
i= 1
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8.10.3 LAGRANGE'S EQUATIONS IN TERMS OF THE EULER ANGLES

Consider the dot product between the rate of change of the angular momentum and
the unit vectors along the axes about which the Euler angle transformations are made.
Take, for instance, Ha - eo, which can be expressed as

Ha - eo = Ha - eo + Ha - eo - Ha - eo

= ~ (Ha - eo) - Ha - eo = ~ TT'0 - Ha - eodt dt

Considering Eq. [8.10.19] as well as the definitions of the rotational kinetic energy
and angular momentum, we obtain

{ }
T [ ]

. aw a 1 T a a
Ha - eo = ao [IaHw} = ao 2{w} [IaHw} = ao Trot = ao T [8.10.35]

, ,

Introducing Eq. [8.10.35] into Eq. [8.10.34], repeating the procedure for the
other Euler angles, and considering Eqs. [8.10.32] and [8.10.33], we conclude that
Lagrange's equations for an unconstrained rigid body can be recognized as the com-
ponents of the moment balance along the directions about which the Euler angle
rotations are performed:

d aT
dtTT'tf>- a4> = Qtf> or Ha -etf> = Ma -etf>

d aT •
dt TT'o- ao =~o or Ha-eo = Ma-eo

d aT
dtTT''" - al/J = Q", or Ha -e", = Ma -e", [8.10.36]

If the motion of the body is constrained in some fashion, Lagrange's equations for
the rotational motion no longer have this form. Rather, one can only write them in
their traditional form. Also, for rotation about a fixed point, Lagrange's equations are
the moment balances about the center of rotation.

Unlike Euler's equations, Lagrange's equations are angular momentum balances
about a set of nonorthogonal axes. The decision as to which form of the rotational
equations to use depends on what type of explanation is sought: In general, if all
three Euler angles need to be used and they are independent of each other and the
general motion of the body is analyzed, it is easier to deal with Euler's equations, as
they are in terms of the angular velocities and lead"to simpler expressions.

The advantage of Lagrange's equations over Euler's equations becomes more
apparent when one studies the motion of interconnected bodies. With Euler's equa-
tionsz one must separate each component of the body and write the EulereqlHltions
for each body. Then, one eliminates the reaction forces by combining the individual
equations. When using Lagrange's equatioris, one can circumvent part of the labor
and avoid lengthy expressions by writing the kinetic energy in terms of the angular
velocity components and then using the partial derivatives of the angular velocity
with respect to the Euler angles.
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~\~

" 8.10.4 LAGRANGE'S EQUATIONS IN TERMS OF EULER PARAMETERS
l~j;i,~"

Another choice for generalized coordinates is the Euler parameters. In this case,
f'" we deal with a set of constrained generalized coordinates. Recall Eqs. [7.7.29] and
i;t Jt7.30c];>repeated here as .
;" ~:/' '::i:'

~;

[8.10.38]

[8.10.37.,11]

BW = {MoV{B8}

[E]{e} = {O}{w} = 2[E]{e}

[E]{e} = -[E]{e} [8.10.42]

introducing Eq. [8.10.42] into Trot and differentiating, we obtain

aT{ro}t = {a }2{eV[Ef[lo][E]{e} = 4{ef[Ef[Io][E] [8.10.43]ae ae' ..
f~f;'~

ingEq. [8.10.42] we can also show that the last term on the right side of
t~:'10.41] can be written as
,~fi~.~${:

>1,e 4{ef[Ef[lo][E] = -4{ef[Ef[lo][E] [8.10.44]

.~modified virtual work, in the presence of the constraint, has the form

BW = 2{Mof[E]{Be} + 2A{ef{Be} [8.10.45]

!".;~,

n The rotational kinetic energy and virtual work have the form
k?", 1
f>':~ Trot = -{wV[lo]{w}
l~:r;~tb/i", 2,
:.'~<k,:;vo,
r'~'We are not considering the translational kinetic energy, as"it is nota function of the
I';:;x~uier\parameters. Using Eq. [8.10.37a], we can write
h~/':"'~~~~~!Jd}
~"~~I'~t}j {<58} = 2[E]{Be} [8.10.39]

r~~.~,tr~ductiO~of this and Eq. [8.10.37a] into Eqs. [8.10.38] yields the kinetic energy
[?c{{:IWd,virtualwork in terms of the Euler parameters as
;;'N~j!~¥~m T T T .,

, ;r,~l!;;jJfrH;.!;~ Trot = 2{e} [E] [lo][E]{e} BW= 2{Mo} [E]{Be} [8.10.40]

t{~~~t.,:~~c~~sethe Euler parameters are related to each other by {ef{e} = 1, this ex-
!J~;:pj'~~~~~ii"ileedsto be used as, the constraint relation. We proceed with taking the
S", '.~i--"~'~"'~("':~.'""'~":;!', '.-,', ,., " , ' , .. , .

r;J~~al'~envatives of the kinetic energy as
• ,',,,,",,. ;;-"'--"}""""''''--'>'~"'''-''''''. , .

!"
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Combining Eqs. [8.10.41], [8.10.43], and [8.10.45], and taking the transpose
of the resulting expression, we obtain Lagrange's equations in terms of the Euler
parameters as

[Ef[le][E]{e} - 2[Ef[le][E]{e} = 0.5[Ef {Me} + 0.5;\{e} [8.10.46]

subject to the constraint {eV {e} = 1.

8.10.5 LAGRANGE'S EQUATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS

The Lagrangian treatment of dynamical systems subjected to constraints was dis-
cussed in Section 4.10. The treatment of three-dimensional motion is essentially the
same. One basically has to decide how to handle the constraints.

When the constraint is holonomic, one has a choice: generate a set of indepen-
dent generalized coordinates that take into account the constraint, or deal with con-
strained generalized coordinates. When the constraint is nonholonomic, one must
use constrained generalized coordinates.

When using constrained generalized coordinates, one has two options:

a. Introduce the kinematics of the constraint into the problem by means
of Lagrange multipliers. When the constraint is expressed as a configuration
constraint, it augments the Lagrangian. When the constraint is expressed in
velocity form, it augments the virtual work. Both cases lead to a set of equations in
terms of the Lagrange multipliers. Mter obtaining the equations, one can seek to
eliminate the Lagrange multipliers ~d generate a set of independent equations of
motion.
b. Introduce the constraint forces into the formulation. One does this by relaxing
the constraints and accounting for the effect of the constraints by means of the con-
straint forces. These forces enter the.equations of motion via the virtual work. Once
the equations of motion are obtained, the kinematics of the constraints are intro-
duced, arid an expression is developed for the constraint force. Mathematically, this
approach is equivalent to expressing the constraint in velocity form. The constraint
force is essentially the Lagrange multiplier. While mathematically not any different
from the others, this approach gives better physical insight. It is particularly useful
when dealing with holonomic constraints and in the presence of friction forces. It
also is a suitable approach to calculate the magnitudes of constraint forces that do no
work.

Derive the equationsof motionfor the spinning top shown in Fig. 7.13 using a 3-1-3 Euler
angle transformation,andanalyzethemotionintegrals.The centroidalmomentsof inertia are
It, lz = It, andh. The center ofmass is at a height of L from the bottomof the top.Assume
that the point of contactbetween the top and the groundis stationary.
Solullon
The motionof the top canbe viewedas rotatingaboutthe fixedpointO.The kinetic energyis

T = Trot = MIOlWi + I02W~ + I03W~)
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V = mgLcosO

aT . ' ..ao = (I) + mL2)cP2 sinO cosO - h(cPcosO + l/J)cPsinO

L

aT 2 .--.'" = (I) + mL )0......ao
T.tl;"';'av
b}:\/'80'= -mgL sinO [I]t .. ':\-:..' ..~..

I:z~eading to the equation of motion

~F:'~~~'~<.,,,..(I) + mL2)O - (Ii + mL2 - h)4>2 sinO cosO + h4>,frsinO - mgLsinO = 0 [I]
,i,i...~"" -', .i;.',.:",<..~~.._L--\.".-.; ."

"-':;/:-',: '.' < ~,- .

I~
p.

r' .}Vlferethe components of the mass moment of inertia about point 0 are
t ii~v /i'

t ..;:.;~{j b~".\ 101 = I) + mL2 1m = h+ mL2 103 = h [b]
t~.,__:.<~~.~.~~~(:;t i :~. ~

f..:.i. ',~;L:L Introducing the values for the angular velocities for a 3-1-3 transformation from Eq.
t.~;'16;9; 15J, we obtain for the kinetic energy

r "~'~.;':.~i""J" 1
i!~,:!.1~:..:~ T = Z(I01(cilsin20 + iP) + 103(4)cos 0 + ,frf)[;;;~I;~~rentiID ene~y is

t ~_i.~:--_~-:_',¥.:::~•.-

I:.;:'.•.l1Iii only other forces acting on the spinning top are those at the point of contact. They do no
t';;'~ip~k,as they are being applied to a fixed point. It follows that the virtual work expression is
lc,/~::~m:'lf'?'lo;i' . . .
t'\:~.~~'l3efore obtaining the equations of motion, let us first analyze the integrals of the motion.
l.'.}.jheyirtual work is zero, the Lagrangian is not an explicit function of time, and all terms in
~;.'~.,dielctnetic energy are quadratic in the generalized coordinates. It follows that the first integral.. ,.<. -*,...#0. c',

j' "'<?n;h~Jllotion is the Jacobi integral, whi~h for this case is the total energy
j' "
! .:: ..•J' .••.,. T + V = constant [e]

b;.c;f~~.~~amining Eqs. [el and [d] closer, we note.that the Lagrangian does not have any'"
f'.~'caild'l/J dependency. We conclude that the generalized momenta associated with these two
I.:....;~?ordinates are constant, which gives us two more integrals of the motion in the formr '
! aT. 2 . .l;::: 1Tq, = -. = 101 cPsin 0 + 103 (cf>cos 0 + I/J)cos 0 = constant [f]
I>, acP
t ';',g{t/'l'), aT.' .r.;~;..:~r,,;,:';:;:~. 1T", = -. = 103 (cP cos 0 + I/J) = constant [I]
{; \:<;~U~.:;;;.".';C'" a I/J

lJ~~~,~ first integrals are the eom~nents of the angular momentum IDong the Q, and
ff~}~~:~~~:tions: We will discuss their physical interpretat~on further ~nChapter 10. E~uation
t:/;'c~j~lISI~o~ruzed 'as W3 =. constant. The first ~woeq~ations of motion are then obtamed by
E',,~~~l'~~tiating the generalIzed momenta assocIated WIth cP and I/J, and they have the form
t~{f;~':",("~__"i~' ,d d
l";-">¥"':, .', -1TA. = 0 -1T.I. = 0 [h]<':t,t;~!t,.: dt 'I' dt 'I'

l.l:l{tw~find the equation of motion associated with 0 hy invoking Lagrange's equations. We
"-'~ave

.:: ',;,,',
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The slender bar of mass m and length L, shown in Fig. 8.15, is attached to the arm of a
shaft which is rotating with a constant speed of O. The length of the arm is a. Find the
equation of motion for the bar and the equilibrium position(s). Then, analyze the stability of
the equilibrium.

Solullon
We attach a b1 b2b3 coordinate system to the rod and write the angular velocity of the rod as
the summation of the rate of change of fJ and the angular velocity of the shaft as

ro = -0 cos fJb1 + 0 sinfJb2 + Ob3

The mass moments of inertia about the center of mass are

[a]

It = 0
1

/z = I) = -mL2
12

[II]

To evaluate the kinetic energy, we need to find the velocity of the center of mass. Using
the relative velocity relation .

where

VG = VB + ro X rGIB [c]

we obtain

VB = -Oab3
L

rGIB = -b12
[eI]

VG = -Oab3 + (-0 cosfJb1 +0 sinfJb2 + Ob3) x ~bl

L fJ'b O(L sin fJ )b=22- -2-+a 3

We write the kinetic energy as

1 2 i 21T = 2(11W1 + /Zw2 + I)w3) + 2mvG• vG

[e]

[I]

g!

Figure8.15
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and, substituting the appropriate terms, we obtain
, '.2

T = .!-mL2(iP + 02 sin2 0) + !mL282 + !m02 (L SInO + a)
24 8 2 2

[9]

Note that we could not have written the kinetic energy as purely rotational about B because
point B is not fixed.

The potential energy is

LV = -mg-cosO
2

[h]

[I]

[k]

[nI]~:~ = ~mgLCOSO -,~mL202(cOS20 - sin20) + ~mLa02sino

fn-;:
$-~

There are no nonconservative forces that do work. Application of Lagrange's equations
,~!eld,~the eqq.ation of motion as

ie, , ' jj - 0 2 sinO cosO -~~ n2 cos 0 + ~isinO = 0 [I]

Finding the equilibrium position requires that we solve Eq. [i] with jj = 0, for

-0 2 s~, 0 cos 0 '- ~i02 cos 0 +~isin 0 = 0

"l."

Ipl
1rt'.:

,A:l1;"Let us assume small motions and approximate sin 0 by 0 and co's0 by 1. Solving Eq. OJ
~robtain for the equilibrium positionOe ' "

~.. "t.~ :~ .•.•~ • .
I 3a02

¥

Oe = 2L
, 3g _ 02

2L
\;~ i~Th~~eeq~ations also give a r~ge of validity for the small angle assumption, namely that

I Q:,should be less than 3g/2L. Comparing this result with the bead problem in Chapters 4 andI "".,,,,
j ~'J"e, observe that 0 = 0 is not an equilibrium point as long as the arm length a is not zero.
I. , ~;,::1:'Next, we analyze the equilibrium point. From the above equation, as the rotational speedt. ;H"gets larger, Oe becomes larger. This can be explained by noting that the rod lifts up higher
fc;;,:~,the shaft spins faster. Considering the stability of the equilibrium point, Eqs. [g] and [h]
f..:jndic~te that the system is nonnatural, with T1 = O.The dynamic potential U = V - To has
j ,tile form
f' ..:.r.,,~.~.~"'I~ • 2

("~,;;h'",, L 1 202 '2L}' 1 02(LSInO) [I]r ".".":~', U = -mg- cosO - -mL u SIn u"'- -mu -- + a
t"crt: " 2 24 , ", 2 2

t, ,~1'h,,to/~t derivat!ve of U gives the equilibrium equation (Eq. OJ divided by 3). The second
('denvative of U IS
l" I':

[ " For small values of Oe, if we introduce the small angle assumption to this equation, we
r.. obtainr, ~a2u _ 1 2 (_ 1 1 ) _ 1 2 (3g _ 2) 1 2L:", a02 - "2mgL + mLO 3L + "2aOe - 3mL 2L 0 + "2mLaO Oe [n]

t
' ",' "From Eq. [k], the first term on the right side of Eq. [n] is greater than zero; thus, theC ~nd derivative of U is larger than zero for all times when the small angle assumption is

~
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valid. We, of course, intuitively expected this to happen. Indeed, the stability property is valid
also for large values of the equilibrium position.

When Q :=; 0, we get that (J :=; 0 is an equilibrium position for the bar as well, and that
for small values of the rotation speed (Je = 0 represents a stable equilibrium position. To
understand why (J = 0 is not an equilibrium position when there is an arm, it is helpful to
visualize the equilibrium position as a point where the centrifugal force and the gravitational
force create moments that balance each other out. The instant an arm is placed on the shaft and
the rod is suspended from that arm, the moment generated by the centrifugal force becomes
much larger, and the equilibrium position shifts up.

A spinning top of mass m I, and centroidal moments of inertia Ir and h,where h is measured
about the symmetry axis, is moving on a cart of mass m2 which is constrained to move hor-
izontally and in one direction, as shown in Fig 8.16. Find the equations of motion using a
Lagrangian approach.

S.lull.n
This problem is a four degree of freedom, holonomic problem. We select the translational
coordinate for the cart and the three Euler angles as the generalized coordinates. We write the
kinetic and potential energies of the.cart ~d spinning top separately. We select a reference
frame QIQ2Q3 such that the cart always moves in the Q2 direction and use a 3-1-3 Euler angle
transformation (cP, (J, l/J) to orient the top. We take advantage of the symmetry and use the F
frame. The angular velocity of the top can be expressed as

W = wifl + W2f2 + W3'J = OfI + 4> sin (Jf2 + (4)cos(J + ~)f3 ra]

Ne~t, let us write the kinetic and potential energies of the cart and top. For the cart we
have

1 .2
Teart = -m2Y2

a3

Veart = 0 r.]

h

a2

al

Figure8.16

~::,~'~~':!?~'1~'_~~:;~:~--'--rr'
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",-;I, ~.,.
1;' ;;':" .•q .~J

[I]

[I]

aW3 = -4>sin8
a8

aW3 = 1--.-
at/!

a~3 = 0
a8

aW3 = cos8
•..• a4J

r',
1

. J
{' 8.1 0 LAGRANGE'S EQUATIONSFOR RIGIDBOD~_ ... .~_
{~. ..' .- "" .

rt•......~..d for the top we have ( /'V'_".
... Il!f"~ •••

(,i.e.'., .', 1 . 1 1 1( 2 2 2) . .:'~
t.,:;'" Ttop = -mIVG .~G + -we HG = -mIVG .VG + - h(wl + (2) + hW3
l......•~ '.. 2. 2 2 - 2~ . '\;jt'

tT5here the velocity of t~e center of mass o~the top is

1
':.....•..' \li..~.--:.~.~•••..1.'••.....•., .. ,....... . VG.= ~82 + w X rG1c. =:= .Y82 + (WlfI,.+ W2

f
2 + W3

f
3) X Lf3

"c-; = Y82 + w2Lfi - wILf2 [d]
-', 'I!' ••• l,.,.;;."",~.,~!

t'~t~~efe~to ~se (for notational p~rp~se~) WI,W2, arid W3 to pr~serve the compact nature of
i:. ,: ,t4e equatIons. We can express 82 m terms of the F frame by taking the second column of [R]
f:- .. ~~;settin'g t/! = 0 in Eq;[7.5.3] as ' c. -r1~>- 82 = sin4JfI + cos4Jcos8f2 ,cos4Jsin8f3 [e]
1 - .•. ~. /l' ~: .•••

\ ,'~Jlich results in the velocity expression for the center of mass of the top, written
f'J't.;'ao;} '}' . ,--

~ ..i~::~;;T vG = CY sin 4J+ W2L )fI + CY cos 4Jcos 8 ~ WIL )f2 -y cos 4Jsin 8f3,.... ... ,-'..

- .. '.,-f'.~i

_"'S,ubstituting the above equation in Eq. [c], carrying out the algebra, and combining with the
~.;tJ,-~~~~,~) ~~ergy of the cart yields _..__ .

L5~= ~(I, + ml L ')(w1 + w~) + ~l,wl + ~(ml. + m,)y' + mlLY(w, s </> - WI C </> c 0)

r,--- 1 2 . 2 . 2 2 1. . 2 1 .2
F."'\<= Z(li + miL )(8 + 4J s 8) + Zh(4Jc8 + t/J) + Z(mi + m2)Y
V." ..'.'.'r-', + mILY(4Js4Js8 - 8c4Jc8) [g]

!2'~Wefn~ti~e t6at the last term ih'Eq. [g] ,provides the coupling between the translational and
f,'f;:_ftptatioP;~.motions. The .ext~mal force tha~ doe~ work is F, whic.h is along the a~direction,
f:-:;~.:r:;~~¥~oment M, WhIChISalong the spm axIS, f3. The potentIal energy and vIrtual work

t! :'~'~'IJ:-.",,,,. _
f"i':(J~t£~! V = mIgLcos8 5W = F5Y + M(cos854J + 5t/!) [h]

:'.'j;:J;rJf~'iinPlement Lagrange's equations, we need to take the partial derivatives with respect
\ .•..J9:~egeneralized coordinates and generalized velocities. Once we write the angular velocities
;',dii:~erl:ngrOfthe Euler angles arid start taking partial velocities, the equations become complex
r::m~iI£H~¥; Inaddition, it becomes increasingly. difficult to attribute a physi~~ meaning
..~..,;~Jh.«:~.•~y~~ons of motion. We thus keep the angular velocities in the -formulation as long as
.;~~sJN~~:~e~valuate ~e partial derivatives of theangularvelocities with respect to the Euler
~gl~1(lfi~ their rates of change. Using Eq. [a] we have

ry;{>~t'"~raWl ~ 0 aWl ~ 1 aWl ~ 0 a;l ~0
_'.k; i~i:,~'t a4J a8 at/!

t:;...:.:5,,~i,~" aW2. aW2 aW2 aW2'
~~--";~-_"','~~~'l., -. = sm8 -. = 0 -. = 0 - = 4Jcos8,-/.J,(I~. \'a-l-. a8 a.l, a8
. -;.:!~t~:~~...,' 'f' If'
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With respect to the precession angle, we have

aT z ~ aWl awz) aW3 . (awz. aWl )-. = (It + miL) WI-. + Wz-. + 1)w3-. + mlLY -. SIne/>- -. cose/>cos(J
ae/> ae/> ae/> ae/> ae/> ae/>

= (It + miL z)wz sin (J+ 1)w3 cos (J+ miLl' sin e/>sin (J

aT .
ae/>= mILY(wzcose/> + WI sine/>cos(J) av =0

ae/>
[I]

so that, noting the relation WI = (J, the equation of motion associated with the precession
angle becomes

z -(II +mlL )(wzs(J+wlwzc(J)+1)w3c(J+mILYse/>s(J-[3wlw3s8 = Mc8 [k]

With respect to the nutation angle, we have

aT z (awl awz) aW3 . (awz. aWl )-. = (It + miL) WI-. + WZ-. + 1)w3-. + mlLY -. SIne/>- -. cose/>cos8
a8 . a8 a8 a(J a8 a8

= (II + miL Z)WI - miLl' cos e/>cos8

aT z. . ..
a8 = (II + miL )Wze/>cos 8 + 1)w3(-e/>sin(J) + mILY(e/> sin e/>cos8 + WI cose/>sin8)

~~ = -mlgL sin 8 [I]

Noting that Wz = e/>sin 8, we obtain th~ equation of motion for the nutation rate as

zz.. z Wz(II + miL )WI - mlLYcos e/>cos8 - (II + miL )--8 + 1)wzw3 - mlgLsin8 = 0 [In]tan

For the spin rate,

a~ = 1)w3
aIjJ

aT = 0
aIjJ

av = 0
aIjJ

[n]

so that the equation of motion has the form

1)W) = M [0]

[pI

Comparing Eqs. [0] and [k], we observe that Eq. [0] is embedded in Eq. [k]. This is to
be expected, because the equation of motion for the precession angle e/> is nothing but the
moment balance about the precession axis (a3), and the equation for the spin angle is the
moment balance about the b3 axis. The angle between the two axes is 8. We multiply Eq. [0]
by cos8, subtract it from Eq. [k], and divide the result by sin 8, which gives

z (. WI Wz ) .. .
(II + miL) \WZ + tan8 + mlLY SIne/>- 1)wlw3 = 0

Finally, with regards to the translational coordinate Y, we note that aw;lal' = 0 (i =
1,2, 3), thus..

.'.>'. aT .
-. = (ml + mz)Y + mlL(wz se/>- WI ce/>c8)
ay

aT
ay = 0 av = 0

ay [q]
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and the equation of motion becomes

(ml + mz)Y + mIL(wzscf> - wICcf>CO)+ mIL(wz4>ccf> +WI4>Scf>CO+ WIOCcf>SO)= F [r]

which we can rearrange as

.. .. (wzccf> wIWZScf> )
(ml + mz)Y + mIL(wzscf> - WICcf>cO)+ miL si~O + tanO + wrccf>sO= F [s]

An interesting observation can be made with regards to the equations of motion. The
final expressions do not contain a mixed product of Y and one of WI.Wz, or W3. This is to be
expected, for two reasons. First, we discussed in Chapter 4 that many of the aTlaqk terms,
where qk are generalized coordinates, cancel. Second, mixed velocity terms in the equations
of motion are indicative of Coriolis effects and of motion with respect to a rotating frame.
While we have mixed an~ular velocity terms in the equations of motion, there are no mixed
velocity terms involving Y, because Y is not a rotational coordinate. One can use this property
when checking the accuracy of the equations of motion.

Let us now consider the spinning top without the cart. We should be able to derive its
equations of motion by eliminating all the mzY terms from the equations of motion. Indeed,
eliminating the Y terms from Eqs. [m], [0], and [p] and rearranging, we obtain

(II + mlLz)wI - Wz [(II + mILZ)~zO - hW3] - mlgL sinO = 0

z)' [ z Wz ] 0(/1 + miL Wz +WI (/1 + ":IL )tanO - hW3 =

hW3 = M [I]

which can also be derived from Eqs. [8.5.30] or [8.5.31], as we did in Example 8.10.

The above example illustrates some of the difficulties encountered when us-
ing Lagrange's equations in conjunction with the general three-dimensional motion
of rigid bodies. In this particular case, we alleviated some of the complexities in a
roundabout way, by retaining Wi (i = 1,2,3) in the equations of motion and tak-
ing their partial derivatives with respect to the Euler angles. If, on the other hand,
we wanted to apply Euler's equations to this problem directly, we would have to
separate the top and the cart into two separate systems. We would then write the in-
dividual equations of motion, which contain the reaction terms. After that, we would
peed to eliminate the reactions and obtain the equations of motion for the system.
The question arises as to whether there are direct methods that permit the use of the
body angular velocities in the equations of motion and also at the same time facilitate
the solution for interconnected bodies. The answer to this question is discussed in
Chapter 9.

Derive the equations of motion for a disk of mass m and radius R that is rolling without
slipping on a flat surface. Use Lagrange's equations.
Solution
The kinematics of the rolling disk is discussed in Section 7.9. Consider Figures 7.32-7.34,
'and use as generalized coordinates the translation of the center of mass X, Y, and Z, and the

Example
8.13
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z z

x

Figure8.17

Euler angles cf>, (), and '" in conjunction with a 3-1-3 sequence. The free-body diagram of the
disk is shown in Fig. 8.17. The force Fz is the normal force and F y and Fx are friction forces.

We obtained in Section 7.9 that the motion is governed by one holonomic and two non-
holonomic constraints of the form

Z = Rsin()

X = RiJ sin cf>sin () - R( 4>cos () + rfr)cos cf>
~

Y = - RiJ cos cf>sin () - R( 4>cos () + rfr)sin cf>

[a]

[It]

[e]

To find the equations of motion using Lagrange's equations, we write the expressions for
the kinetic and potential energies. For a uniform thin disk we have

1
It = h = -mR2

4

We write the kinetic energy as

, 1
1) = -mR2

2' [d]

T = T tran +T rot = ~m(X2 + "y2 + ~2)+ ~[Il (4)2sin2 ()+ iJ2) + 1)(4) cos () +rfri ]

= ~1n(X2 + y2 + R2iJ2cOS2())+ ~[h(4)2Sin2() + iP) + hC4>cC)s()t rfr)2] [e]

Note that in Eq. [e] we did not substitute for the values of X and Y from Eqs. [b] and [c],
but we substituted the value of t.This is because the constraints [b] and [c] are nonholonomic
and, while the expression for the kinetic energy would be correct if this substitution were
made, the changes in the translational generalized coordinates would not be accounted for
when the derivatives of the kinetic energy are taken. After deriving the equations of motion,
one can perform the substitution. IfEqs. [b] and [c] are introduced into the kinetic energy and
Lagrange's equations are invoked, we get an incorrect result.

The potential energy is

v = mgRsin() [I]
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ft:rr f

The virtual work expression is due to the nonholonomic constraints [b] and [c], and it ts....--- -----.-- ---~"',
expressed as ( .' ~ ;.''to., ~S'"

X,(". 8W= Al[8X - R sincf>sin 080 + R(cos08cf> + 8r/J)coscf>] .,-C~i.~':,,';"":'4~~.~;',)
5;,lil' .' +- Az[8Y + R'~os'cf>sin080 + R(~os()Scf> + 8r/J)sincf>]

-.it:' The generalized forces are obtained from the virtual work as

Qx = Al Qy = Az Q4> = Rcoscf>cosOAI + Rsincf>cosOAz

Qe = - R sin cf>sin OA1 + R cos cf>sin OAz Q", = Rcoscf>A1 + Rsincf>Az [h]

?~J.h'Applying Lagrange's equations for a constrained system, we obtain five differential
, .~ equations,

In]

[5]

[k]

'.[I]

[I]

[q]

mX = Al

114>sO + 211 ci>Oco - hO(ci>co + ~) = 0

,~ltj.t),~, ..

} ..' mY = Az

~ ,:i li~szO + l)4>czO + l).jico + 211 ci>OsOco - hO~sO - 2hci>OcOsO

L<t~J = Rccf>cOAI + Rscf>cOAz

',,(11 + mRzczO)O - mRzOzsOcO - hci>zsOcO - h(ci>cO + ~)ci>so + mgRcO
. '.-~~,,!>'

,;r.W;;J = ~Rscf>sOAI + RCcf>sOAz [I]1
(
r ." . . ..
f;,,[JJcf>CO- cf>OsO+ r/J)= Rccf>A1 + Rscf>Az [m]
L' •.•.•~~'~

r :: ....~'i'" The five equations above and the two constraints [b] and [c] can be used together to solve
! '..fof,:tlle seven unknowns: the five generalized coordinates and the two Lagrange multipliers.
t . "One can reduce the number of equations by first introducing Eqs. [i] and[j] intoEqs. [k],
r . Tl];aIld [m]. This eliminates the Lagrange multipliers from the formulation. One can realize a
I ",-"'-l~'; "i' ,'~~rreduction by differentiating Eqs:. [b] ~d [c], and substituting the results into Eqs. [k],
i[lJ;'and [m], which are now in terms of X and Y. As a result, we end up with three equations of

I :m'..•.........pt1<.gp~:.intermsof~e Euler angles. The procedure is tedious; we outline here the procedure
~~fo~ther/Jequation only.

e'E1hIntroduction of Eqs. [i] and [j] into Eq. [m] yields
\r'i4!: . . -L ,.,J;:j! ..' • •. ." .•I. .,.~~;'lnp h(cf>cos 0 - cf>0sin 0 + r/J)= mRX cos cf>+ mRY sin cf>

I, -;Dilferentiation ofEqs. [b] and [c] gives

t .,.::,tX.::::: ROscPsO - R(4)cO + .ji)ccP + 2Rci>OccPsO + ROzscPcO + Rci>zscPcO + Rci>~scP [0]

r .-~~.~!f~= - ROccPsO - R«((JcO + .ji)scP + 2Rci>OscPsO - ROzccPcO - Rci>zccPcO - Rci>~ccP [p]
f.....
r ,:~t:~~ction of Eqs. [0] and [p~.into Eq. ~~]and c~ing out ~~ algebra yields

f' ' (h + mRz)(cPcosO - cPOsinO + r/J) - mRzcPOsinO = 0
I.. -- ~..-_.
. 'The other two equations of motion are obtained in the same way, and they have the form

(II + mRz)O + (h + mRz)ci>sO(ci>co + ~) - hci>zsOcO + mgRcO = 0 [r]
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This example further illustrates the difficulties associated with obtaining the
equations of motion of a system when all three Euler angles are present as general-
ized coordinates. Given the simplicity of the unconstrained equations, one wonders
whether there is a more suitable way of obtaining the equations of motion.

Also, this example is more of a special case, where elimination of the Lagrange
multipliers and redundant coordinates leads to a simpler set of equations. More often
than not, one ends up with considerably more complicated equations after eliminat-
ing the Lagrange multipliers from the formulation.

Consider Example 8.4 and calculate the moment acting on the shaft so that the shaft rotates
with a constant angular velocity.

Solution
We will use the constraint relaxation method. We treat the rotation of the shaft as a variable
4>, and consider a moment M acting on the shaft. From Example 8.9, the rotational kinetic
energy has the form

1 2' 2 . 1.
Trot = "6mL (<Ii sin 0 + (2) + 2/c/>2 [a]

where 1is the mass moment of inertia of the shaft about the vertical. The virtual work is due
to the moment M

8W = M8c/> [II]

[c]

and c/> does not contribute to the potential energy. Invoking Lagrange's equations we obtain
the equation of motion associated with c/> as

~mL24)sin20 + 14) + ~mL24>8sinOcoso = M

We next invoke the constraint that 4> = n is constant, so that the expression for M
becomes

2 .
M = 3mL 2no sin 0 cos 0 [eI]

Let us compare this answer with Eq. [j] in Example 8.4, where we obtain the reaction
moments. Considering Fig. 8.7, we recognize that

M = M2 sinO

which we confirm upon comparing Eq. [d] with Eq. [j] in Example 8.4.

[e]

8.11 D'ALEMBERT'S PRINCIPLE FOR RIGID BODIES

In Section 5.13 we discussed certain shortcomings associated with Lagrange's equa-
tions and saw a way of writing the equations of motion for a system of particles di-
rectly from D' Alembert's principle. In this section, we do the same for rigid bodies.
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II, For a system of N,partic1es, D' Alembert' s principle is written as
,
INN' . 'i'

I'. 2. mjaj • 8rj = 2.Fj .8rj [8;11.1]
I. ", j=l. j=l

~"-:t;:wtric~iFj denotes all the force~ e~;e~~i t~ th~':ith p~ic1~:'For a rigid body, we
f replac~ th~s~rnmationby an integration,. mj' bY'dm, Fj.by dF ; and we drop ther subscnpt " wIth the result

,
. , Ij ";.' '. ii.. f .' a.~r4m =f, dF,.~8r [8.11.2]
'. ' :' l ",:.' Jbody Jbo'dy < "

I., ..:.:~,:\' Writing from Fig. 8.1 the position vector as r = rG + p, we expand a and 8r in

r~;~f,~~;~~;r~~;Gm;;;:*'p"~ :,~;:; ~,~P-~~~~~~~~p;:'t8:i~:~1
~;:J9'pte that, as before, the variation of the rotation is denoted by 86, indicating that
~':.'"lliis-:is nol'a derived quantity, but rather a defined one:(Introduction. of Eqs. [8;11.3]
f "~?:~~eleft,~i~e ~~r~;, ~8:11.2],y:~I~,S' , <'~~';';.; "~f,; :'d"'~:' 'r ;.,,::' .;'

..La.8rdm = I, (aG + a X p + w X (w X,p)).(8r~ -+:',86X p)dm
~~~y, , ....~!, '; bOdy. 'i, '. " ,

'.;..;..".;j:,..••..',t.:; f ',. ~ = (,,';,taG. 8rG + (a X p)~'(86'X p) +' I, , •

.,,;:«., J body . '.' ,

:"':;'i l;t~X (w X p)).(86 X pj)dm' [8.1'1.4]
, _-;~>~_~>~:t;':~.," _ .; ;.., {;;2'~- _. _- ,!\, _ ...'?<-~-', : " _~:. _ ,.,. '.j ,

"~~Jt,~Irether terms drop 04t due to the dep.nition of the centerofri.tass: The first term
:'~Il:We'right side of the'above equation is recognized as maG'. 5r(;. To evaluate the
s~c~nd and third terms, we make use of column yector formulation to write ,

";~<j.t1.~1)::~;.1.:\.,~'f~'",' (-' !,' ..!~ i":,! .,~ .>f . ~ ""! . ,,'. , .: . -, ,;,', < "",

., ,(a X p) e;(86 X,p).~; {58f[pf,[p]{a} , ;[8.11.5]

~'_,",~~a~f€lilize'.'from rtq.' '..[8.:l: 1~] ~.that' J [p]T [p]dm ..~., ;[ld1 and" that' [laHa} "~
{dii&~at}r~i.Manipiiiatio~' of the last t~nTl'on :the right '~ide'6f Eq, '[8';'11.4]is more
'~,()m.plicated.After a number of manipulations one can show that

. ',: ",.

(w X w X p). (86 ~ p) =86 e [w,X (p X (w. X p))] [8.11.6]
, ,'!. ~ . :,.,, '

,', '\v,h~re we ;ecognize the expression that leads to the angular momentum, pX (w X p).
'~"'i,Jtfqllows that the second and third terms in Eq. [8.11.4] reduce to

',,"" .>.;,~,,~. " , ,.; ~ ! i

c.J&dyl\~,,~p).(89 X p) + (•••X( •••X p»).(8~X p)]dm

~: '<~ (dHG )' .:itih~:i~;;l~6.dt reI + ~6.(w X HG) = HG• 86 [8.11.7]

/~~~~-y;i4,::~?-.;",.:~~_:f, .

'.i~ :~~i~l~gp~,uclngthe e~pressionJ~~ Sr into the right side of Eq, [8.11.2] and using
t~~ults from Section 8.4, we obtain
4J~.~'iJ'f~:," t' I,;,

)5,'li<J dF e 5r = f"dF'. (5rG + 86 X p)11ft = F. 5rG +MG .86 [8.11.8]
'. ~bOdy J body r

475
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in which F is the resultant force and MG is the resultant moment about the cen-
ter of mass. Substituting Eqs. [8.11.7] and [8.11.8] into Eq. [8.11.2], we obtain
D' Alembert's principle for a rigid body as

maG eorG + HGe 86 = Fe orG + MG e 86 [8.11.9]

When there is more than one body in the system, D' Alembert's principle be-
comes

N N
2)maG; eorG; + HG;e86i) = 2)Fi edrG; + MG; e86i) [8.11.10]
. i=l i=l

where all the internal forces and moments that one body exerts on another can-
cel. Actually, Eq. [8.11.10] is the most general definition of D'Alembert's princi-
ple. For a system of particles, all one does is to eliminate the rotational terms from
Eq. [8.11.10].

We next consider writing the equations of motion directly from D' Alembert's
principle. To this end, we express the variation of the centers of mass and of the
rotations in terms of independent generalized coordinates and velocities as

~ ~ arGo~ ~ aVG.~
urG; = L --' uqk = L -.-'uqk

k=l aqk k=l aqk

n aw.
86i =L-.'oqk [8.11.11]

k=l aqk

We introduce Eqs. [8.11.11] into Eq. 18.11.10], with the result

~ ~( aVG" aWi aVG. aWi)~LL maGje-.-' +HGje-. -Fie-.-' -MG;e-. uqk = 0
k=l i=l aqk aqk aqk aqk

[8.11.12]

We make use of the property that the variations of independent generalized co-
ordinates are independent themselves. For Eq. [8.11.12] to hold, the coefficients of
the variations of the generalized coordinates must vanish individually. We hence ob-
tain the equations of motion, as the coefficients of the variations of the .generalized
coordinates, as

N ( )
aVG; . aWiL maG;e_. +HGje-. = Qk

i=l aqk aqk

in which the generalized forces are given by

k = 1, 2, ... ,n [8.11.13]

Qk = i(Fi e aV.G;+ MG; e a~i)
i=l aqk aqk

[8.11.14]

Note the similarity of the above equations with Lagrange's equations derived in
the previous section. The right sides are identical. On the left sides, in Lagrange's
equations we have derivatives of the kinetic energy, and in Eq. [8.11.13] we have
vector products. Writing the rotational equations of motion in this form is usually
more convenient than taking derivatives of the kinetic energy.
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8.12 IMPACT OF RIGID BODIES

The disadvantage of Eq. [8.11.13] is that the acceleration and rate of change of
the angular momentum need to be calculated, which involves many more operations
than computation of the kinetic energy. In a sense, Eq. [8.11.13] is a compromise
between Lagrange's equations and Euler's equations, combining aspects of both. In
Chapter 9, we study additional ways of writing the equations of motion that are based
on D' Alembert's principle.

8. 12 IMPACT OF RIGID BODIES

An interesting application of the impulse-momentum relations is when two mov-
ing rigid bodies or a moving body and a stationary object collide. The duration of
the collision is very important when analyzing the properties of the ensuing motion.
When the collision takes place in an extremely short period of time, it can be consid-
ered as impulsive motion. The impulsive reaction forces that are generated form an
impulsive constraint at the location of the collision. The velocities and angular ve-
locities before and after the collision are related to each other by linear and angular
mo~entum principles, as well as by Poisson s hypothesis.

, A collision takes place along the line of impact, which is perpendicular to the
suIface tangent to both colliding bodies. This surface is defined the same way the
rolling surface is defined in Chapter 7. For particles, smooth spheres, or disks,
the line of impact joins the centers of mass ¥of the colliding bodies.

For collisions of rigid bodies, the line of impact does not necessarily go through
the centers of mass of the colliding bodies. Rather, the line of impact connects the
impact point and centers of curvature of the contours of the colliding bodies at the
point of impact, as shown in Fig 8.18. Also, one of the impacting bodies may not
have a radius of curvature at the point of impact, because the impacting point is a
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sharp edge. An example is given in Fig. 8.19. The rod on the left is given an initial
motion by releasing it from an angle. The line of impact is perpendicular to the rod
on the right. If, at the point of contact, the contours of both colliding bodies do not
have a radius of curvature, one then has to make a reasonable assumption regarding
the line of impact.

As a result of the property that the line of impact does not lie along the line
joining the centers of mass of the colliding bodies, Poisson's hypothesis, which we
studied in Chapter 3, does not always reduce to Eq. [3.5.10], repeated here as

llV2 = -ellvI [8.12.1]

in which e is the coefficient of restitution and llv is the difference in the components
of the velocities of the colliding points along the line of impact, and the subscripts I
and 2 denote before and after the impact, respectively. Also referred to as Newto~ S
experimental law,1 Eq. [8.12.1], which can be regarded as a kinematic relationship,
holds for the component of the velocity along the line of impact when the contours
of the colliding bodies are smooth at the point of impact and there is no friction
involved. Recall that Poisson's hypothesis states that the impulse takes place in two
stages: a compression stage, where the bodies compress each other until the relative
velocity of the two bodies along the line of impact is zero, and a restitution stage,
where the colliding points split from each other and the bodies regain their original
shapes. Inherent in this hypothesis is the consideration that the colliding bodies have
some elasticity in them to permit compression and restitution.

The coefficient of restitution e indicates the strengths of the two stages of im-
pact. It varies between 0 and I, its value depending on the material properties of the
colliding bodies as well as the circumstances under which contact takes place. When
e = 1, the collision is known as perfectly elastic impact and there is no energy loss.
The strengths of the impact during the compression and restitution are the same. A
value of.e between 0 and 1 indicates that the strength of the impact has lessened
in the restitution phase. This reduction in the strength is due to the elasticity and

lit was Newton who first formulated the velocity relations for impact. Poisson later on generalized what happens
during impact to what is known as Poisson's hypathesis.
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internal energy dissipation. When e = 0, there is plastic impact and no restitution.
The colliding bodies do not separate from each other immediately after impact. The
shapes of the bodies also affect the coefficient of restitution. When the collision takes
place over a sharp edge, the value of e becomes smaller than its value for impact over
a smooth surface.

It should be noted that the coefficient of restitution represents a gross simplifi-
cation of what happens during impact. Another issue that needs consideration is the
material damage that may ensue as a result of impact. Since the implicit assump-
tion is that there is no damage to the colliding bodies as a result of impact, we are
inherently considering low-velocity impact. This itself challenges the validity of the
assumption that impact takes place during an extremely small period of time. Yet
another issue is the presence of frictional forces during impact. Recalling that fric-
tion forces are obtained from normal forces through the multiplication of coefficients
of friction and that the coefficients of friction themselves are largely simplifications,
the issue of dealing with frictional impulsive forces becomes even more compli-
cated. Take care to see if the assumptions used are correct and whether dealing with
a frictional impulsive force is realistic.

Consider a cube resting on a smooth surface, subjected to an impulsive force P, as shown in
Fig. 8.20. Find the velocity of the center of the mass of the cube and its angular velocity after
impact as a function of the coefficient of restitutioft e.

Solution
We draw in Figs. 8.21-8.22 the free-body diagrams of the cube, during the compression and
restitution, respectively. The impact of the cube with the smooth surface takes place at point
C. We conclude this by noting that point C can move horizontally but it cannot move vertically
because P causes a clockwise rotation of the cube. We denote the impulsive reaction during
compression by R.

We denote the components of the velocity of the center of mass and angular velocity at
the end of the compression period by Vxe, Vye, and We. and after the collision is over, by vx,
vy and w, respectively. After compression, the linear impulse-momentum theorem yields in
the x and y directions

mVxe = P mVye = R [a]

2b
• I

2b . 1\

F I I
F

Y

-G I
Lx I l~g

81 Ic
BI IC Ii?/

Figure 8.20 Figure 8.21 Compression
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Figure8.22 Restitution

The angular impulse-momentum relationship about the center of mass yields

IGwe = b(R - F) [It]

where IG = m«~b)2 + (2b)2)/12 = 2mb2/3 is the centroidal mass moment of inertia. Eqs.
[a] and [b] constitute three equations that need to be solved for the four unknowns Vxe, Vye,
We, and R. The fourth equation comes from the kinematics and from the realization that point
C has no vertical velocity at the end of the compression period. To this end, we write the
relative velocity equation between the center of mass and point C as

Vc = VG + wek X rCIG = (vxe + web)i + (vye +'web)j [e]

where vG = vxei + vyd and rCIG = bi - bj. Noting that the vertical component of vC is zero,
we obtain for the component of the motion in the y direction

Fb
We = - I

G
+ mb2

VC. j = vye + web = 0

Solving Eqs. [a] through [d] simultaneously, we obtain

F Fb2
Vxe = - vye = 1 b2m G+m

R = mFb2
IG + mb2

[eI]

[e]

Next, we write the impulse-momentum relationships for the restitution phase. From the
free-body diagram, the velocity in the x direction does not change. In the y dire~tion we have

mVye + eR = mvy [I]

[I]

Introducing the values for vye and R into this equation, we obtain
Fb2

vy = 1 b2 (l + e). [9]
G + m '

Similarly, for the angular impulse momentum about the center of mass we have

IGwe + eRb = IGw [hI

whose solution is

I _ (-IG + emb2)Fb _ ( _ 2) mFb3
GW - ------ - e -

IG + mb2 3 IG + mb2

The sign of the angular velo~ity after impact depends on the value of the coefficient
of restitution. For perfectly elastic impact, the angular velocity is positive, counterclockwise
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Figure8.23

!,<..
I

by our sign convention. Because there is no energy loss, it is as if the cube bounces back.
However, as the cube is resting horizontally, a counterclockwise rotation is impossible and
a second impact is immediately generated by an impulsive force at point B. The cube rocks
back and forth as it translates forward.

As the coefficient of restitution becomes smaller, the resistance of the cube to Clockwise
rotation becomes smaller. When e = 2/3, the angular velocity w becomes zero and the cube
just acquires a translational velocity with no rotation. When e is less than 2/3, the cube ac- /'_ .

; " quires a clockwise angular velocity. As the coefficient of restitution becomes even small~f;"'f <\. :x,~;'r~
1) the angular velocity becomes large enough to tip the cube over. ~.. . /'t,:' Note tha~ in ?r~er to sol~e this 'prob!e~ usin~ Eq. [8.12.1], we would have to assu ce~~,~:,,"~Q<~h
I.',;that the cube ISongmally restmg an mfimtesimal dIstance above the surface; then we wou '
l;J;: use the kinematic relations as the infinitesimal distance goes to zero.

f.•....,.:"~.•..•.<

1"'>
,.
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L"K::'SECTIONS 8.2 AND 8.3
l:,.t .S:dl' br,
K:r. J,:"Consider the slender bar in Fig. 8.15. Find the angular momentum of the bar
j'ft- .... •

t<'" q.~bout POIntB.

t
":-:.*& 2. -'" ~. ep~acethe sl~nder bar in the previous problem by ~rectangular plate, as shown
.'~>' In FIg. 8.23. FInd the angular momentum about POIntB.
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3. Figure 8.17 shows a disk of radius R rolling without slipping. Using a 3-1-3
Euler angle transformation, find its linear momentum and angular momentum
about the center of mass and about the contact point.

4. The vehicle in Fig. 8.24 has an inertia matrix as given below. If for the instant
considered the angular velocities of the vehicle are w x = 0.1 radls, wy = -0.04
radls, and Wz = -0.15 radls, find the angular momentum of the vehicle ex-
pressed in terms of principal axes.

[
100 0 50]

[lG] = 0 300 0 kg •m2
50 0 250

j 5. The light shaft of a spherical pendulum is bent as shown in Fig. 8.25. Find the
angular momentum of the pendulum about B.

6. Find the angular momentum of the disk in Fig. 2.47 about point A.
.~

SECTION 8.5 ~

7. Find the equation of motion and magnitudes of the reaction forces for the spin-
ning pendulum in Fig. 8.15 using Euler's equations.

8. Consider Example 8.5. Find the equation of mo~on w~en the rod connecting
the shaft to the disk has a mass of m12. Both 4> and r/J are kept constant by'
servomotors.

9. Consider the spinning top in Fig. 8.16. The cart is not moving, and at the instant
show!1-() = 15°, iJ = 0, jj = 0, and ci> = 0.2 radls and is constant. Find the spin
rate r/J necessary to maintain this condition.

10. Consider the rolling cone in Fig. 7.35. Pivot 0 is fixed, and RIL = 0.2. Given
that friction is sufficient to prevent slipping, find the necessary condition on the

-Wj.i*iitg¥*~'tQ.¥$Wii*1¥'M~~&¥£';; -AhS ¥
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\'
!, ' ' angular velocity of the cone that will prevent the cone from tipping. Hint: Model
I the normal force acting on the cone as a single force acting from a distance d
I" from 0 find d and relate the angular velocity to d.
I ';11. The disk of mass m and radius R in Fig. 8.26 is being held by a light bar. The disk
to,' rotates with constant angular velocity n. The other end of the bar is connected
~ to a joint at B. The xyz axes are attached to the bar. Find the external moment
t,' nec~ssary to have the bar ~otate and the r~action moments ~hen the joint permits
r ' motion about (a) the x axIS, (b) the y axIS, and (c) the z axIS.
! ,,12. Consider the spinning top in Fig. 7.13. Find the equations of motion using Eqs.
~,," ~ ?l" ' "
t"- " [8.5.31] and [8.5.32].
~ '1"1.';;>,
~' ;1'3. The disk in Fig. 8.27 ro~tes ab?ut th~ light mdBG and it ~olls on ahorizontal
,' surface. The shaft to which pomt B IS attached rotates WIth the constant an-

gular velocity n. Find the reactions at B and the normal force at the point of
, ,>' contact C.
,./14. Find the equation of motion of the plate in Fig. 8.23 for a = 0, b = d. Calculate

the reactions at B.
" !S.lCoIlsider the rolling disk in Example 8.13. Show that when the nutation rate is
~",~y4}iero,the center of the disk traverses a circular path. Relate the radius of this

l.J.iifp'athto the spin rate.

16. Consider the unicycle in Fig. 7.54. Assume roll without slip and find the normal
and friction forces at the point of contact.

',SECTION 8.6
.<t~"..~~'i~1~1L_;. .

~J7. The triangular plate in Fig 8.28 is attached to a massless rod. The rod spins with
~h;~(,Rons~t angular velocity n. Find the reac~on~ at t:hesupports and. the moment >'

Jx.~,'tt?atneeds to be exerted on the shaft to mamtam this angular velocIty. f

J,~,:i/:rpe rectangular plate shown in Fig 8.29 is attached to a massless rod. The rod
,;'~i{;~i~Pins with constant angular velocity n. Find the reactions at the supports A
';,' ;h;, ,and B .
., •...c. , ..•.., '_,,4' ..,'. •

('

\\ '(
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19. The rectangular prism of mass m is attached to a shaft that goes through points B
and C (Fig. 8.30). Find the reactions at the supports and the moment necessary
to exert on the shaft to keep the angular velocity n constant.

"

SECTION 8.8
..,

"~ 20. The rectangular plate of mass 5 kg in Fig. 8.31 is resting on the xz plane on one
of i~sedges, which is attached toa spherical joint. Suddenly, the plate is hit by
an impulsive force of magnitude 300 N•s in the negative y directipn. Find the
angular velocities of the plate and the velocity of the center of mass, after this
impulse is applied.

. .
21. The cylinder in Fig. 8.32oflength L and radius R ini~ially has an angular veloc-

ity of w x = 0.4 rad/s. The cylinder breaks into two equal parts at point C, and
it is observed immediately after the break that the difference in velocities at C
is VC2 - VCI = 0.2 j mis, and the cylinder on the left has angular velocities of
Wx .= 0.2 rad/s, wy = -0.1 rad/s. Find the angular velocity of the cylinder on "jI.

the right., (, .

~ 22. The slab from Space Odyssey 2001, shown in Fig. 8.33, is tumbling freely in
space with VG = O.The slab is of mass 10 kg and has dimensions a = 1m,
b = 0.2 m, and c = 0.5 m. Suddenly, a rock of mass 0.5 kg traveling with
speed 12mls in the negative y direction hits the slab and gets lodged in it. Right
before impact, the slab has angular velocities of Wx = 0.1 rad/s, wy =0.2 rad/s,
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Figure8.33

8.9

'. Wz = 0.4 rad/s. Find the velocity of the center of mass of the slab and its
:~gular velocity immediately after impact.
i ,.
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y

The double pendulum in Fig. 8.34 is swinging in the local xz plane, which is
" rotating with the constant angular velocity of n.Write the kinetic and poten-
tial energies and the equilibrium equations, and identify the integral(s) of the

,"'" motion.
c~;"24. Consider Fig. 8.15, with a = 0.3 m, L = 0.6 m, mass m = 2 kg. The shaft is
'\;', rotating with constant angular velocity n 1 = 2 rad/s. Initially, the pin joint at B
.F is locked in the position (J = 90°. The lock breaks and the rod begins to swing.
::., .,"Calculate the angular velocity of the rod when (J = 60°.
'.J£, 25. Consider the previous problem, with a = 0, and in the absence of a motor that

'Illaintains a constant angular velocity of the shaft. Given the same initial condi-
,tions as above, find the angular velocity of the shaft and of the rod when (J = 60°.
Hint: What are the integrals of the motion?
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26. Derive the equations of motion for a spinning top using a 3-2-3 Euler angle
transformation and by using Lagrange's equations. Compare your answer with
the results of Example 8.10.

27. Find the equation of motion of the gyropendulum in Example 8.5 using La-
grange's equations.

28. Find the equation of motion of the spinning plate in Fig. 8.23 using Lagrange's
equations.

....-.29. The spacecraft in Fig. 8.35 has the followirigcentroidal inertias: It = h =
\ 5mK

2
, h = mK2, where K is the radius of gyration. Along the b2 axis there

is a frictionless tube, inside which a point mass milO moves. The point mass

b3

b2

Figure8.35
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is connected to the ends of the tube by a spring k and a dashpot c. An external
..; torque M = Mb3 is applied. Derive the equations of motion using a 3-1-3 Euler

, "ii"5,' angle sequence. Ignore the translation of the spacecraft.
:;_.;~,36.;Theshaft in Fig. 8.23 rotates with constant angular velocity n.Find the moment
'" ;~ .... <.;",.,~," - ' ••

; . "that must be exerted on the shaft to keep its angular velocity constant. Do this
by treating the rotation of the shaft as a constrained generalized coordinate. Let
a = O.
Consider Example 8.11 and, using constrained generalized coordinates, find the
moment on the shaft needed to keep n constant.

W£iSECTION 8.11
I
f.. .' ':~;'L.-, ",-.,,(
[ 'j.'i32."Consider Example 8.10 and derive the equations of motion by using Eq.l .:' .c,
;,,',::, "':.[8.11.13].r '--'~-.
'.;;~3::'fFindthe equation of motion of the plate in Fig. 8.23 using Eq. [8.11.13].
~ --....;;:~:~.:.-.. -

f:{ , .-;,l~""~~~-;~ .

( ','SECTION 8.12I ..~,'j.i.f).
t '.~4;~CohSider the collision of the two rods in Fig. 8.19. Assume that the rod on the
1."~"'left is released from some initial position and calculate the angular velocities of
I, "'«~{'~:tl!~~rodsafter impact as a function of the coefficient of restitution. The rod on the
!,;~1${,;t~!:l,eftjsof mass m and length L, and the rod on the right of mass 4m and length
L .'&~i.Q~-l-:.,Thedistance between 0 and 0' is LI2.
J' <';: ~c ': ~'~;~~:'-F~

1."ij~?~,~'6beam of mass m = 2 kg and length L = 0.6 m hits a table as it is falling! "~;~f;i{~~~n(Fig. 8.36). At the time of impact the beam is horizontal, with its center
l,,:~~~.~~~ass having a speed of 0.5 mls and a clockwise angular velocity of 0.2 rad/s.
l .f»t",~fJPdthe velocity of the center of mass and angular velocity immediately after!,,,r'Y"":' •••

;., i,!:t;~;;!mpactfor e = 0 and e = 1.I: " "_:t:'-'""','f,".ij"""'r ;.

ri'f?~~[h.~plate in Fig. 8.37 has a mass of 3 kg and width a = 20 em. It is dropped
!,','It'tfIom a height and hits a stationary table at comer P. At the time of im-
I. " ..~;,.: •.~p,actthe plate is horizontal and it has a vertical velocity of 0.5 mis, with no

I"..:~(',tj;
t
t
!

I'
t:
f

II". ';..,

L
L '.

t

>i':~~~~
'_-':;~i~

.
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Figure8.38 .,

angular velocity. Find the velocity of point P and the 'angular velocity of the,:~
plate after impact for e = 0.5. ,;

37. The double pendulum shown in Fig. 8.38 impacts the horizontal surface at th~ _,~
instantwhen81 = 30°,82 = 45°,01 = -0.2rad/s,and02 = -0.3rad/s.Find' .
the angular velocities immediately after impact, assuming that there is no mc.:.
tion between point P and the surface, and e = o.&.

38. Considerth~ slab in Fi~. ~.33, except that the impact betw~? ~e rock and slab ,.:.J

has a coeffiCIentof restitutIOn of 0.9 and that the slab has no Imtial angular veloc-1
ity. Find the velocity of the center of mass of the slab and its angular velocities ....j.

immediately after impact. , :~'. .'
~9. The coin of weight 0.5 oz and radius 0.4 in, such as the one in Fig. 8;17, is'.}

dropped onto the ground. At the point of contact, the angular velocities of the "j
coin are w x = 0.5 rad/s, wy = O,.wz = 5 rad/s, the center of mass has a vertical~l
speed of 9 in/sec, and 8 = 60°. Assuming perfectly elastic impact, calculate the J
angular velocities of the coin immediately after impact. ..,...j

J;1
';!i,
.'';F~~.
4,
I

,:1
.l
1
l
i,.
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9
DYNAMICS OF RIGID BODIES:

ADVANCED CONCEPTS

9. 1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents additional methods for deriving the equations of motion of rigid
bOdies.These methods are particularly suitable for bodies subjected to nonholonomic
constraints, and bodies that are interconnected. These additional equations are based
on two concepts: First, the rotational equations of motion represent the moment bal-
ance of a body. The angular momentum of a body can be written in many ways, about
tpecenter of mass or about an arbitrary point. When differentiating the angular mo-
mentum, one can use a set of coordinates attached to the body, a set of coordinates
that take advantage of symmetry of the body (if any), or a totally different set. Fur-
ther, when expressing the moment balance, one can resolve the equations using the
body frame or another frame. Each one of these choices leads to a different way of
writing the equations of motion. .
.'Second, analytical methods for obtaining the equations of motion, such as in

Lagrange's equations, are derived based on D' Alembert's and Hamilton's principles.
~ discussed in Chapter 5, there are other variational principles that one can consider,
and they lead to additional forms of the equations of motion.

The chapter begins with the modified Euler's equations, discussed briefly in
Chapter 8 and particularly useful for inertially symmetric bodies. It moves on to a
discussion of moment equations about an arbitrary point. There is an introduction
to the equations of motion in terms of quasi-velocities (generalized speeds). The
Gibbs-Appell and Kane's equations are derived and compared. We demonstrate that
the two are indeed equivalent.

489
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When studying the equations of motion in terms of quasi-velocities, one may
question the reasoning behind introducing such coordinates in association with rigid
bodies. After all, one can define such quantities associated with a system of parti-
cles or any other system. These variables and the forms of the equations that make
use of them could have been introduced in Chapter 4. The reason for introducing
them here is that generalized speeds are the most useful for nonholonomic or inter-
connected systems and that such properties are, for the most part, associated with
three-dimensional rigid body motion.

9.2 MODIFIED EULER'S EQUATIONS

The modified Euler's equations are a variant of Euler's equations that are applicable
to inertially symmetric bodies. They are based on writing the equations of rotational
motion with respect to a reference frame other than one fixed to the body.

Consider the rotational motion equations about the center of mass

d
dt {HG} = {MG} [9.2.1]

., If we view the angular momentum from a reference frame N, we can write the
above equation as

Ad Nd A-N-d {HG} = -d {HG} + [ w HHG} = {MG} [9.2.2]t t ~
where the A frame is inertial. When selecting frame N, the objective is to find a
reference frame that will make the calculations simpler. Particularly appealing is a
reference frame in which the elements of the inertia matrix remain time invariant.
A reference frame that satisfies this criterion is one that is attached to the body. The
rotational equations of motion can then be written as Eq. [8.5.25], or

[IGHw} + [w][IGHw} = {MG} [9.2.3]

For inertially symmetric bodies, when one uses the F frame, the elements of the
inertia matrix are time invariant. As discussed in Chapter 8, one can use the F frame
in conjunction with the moment balance equations in two ways: One can perform
the differentiation in the F frame, or one can express Euler's equations using the
components of the F frame. In this section, we discuss the first approach in more
detail.

Consider an inertially symmetric body, with body axes b1b2b3, where b3 is the
symmetry axis. It follows that It = lz, and the body axes are principal axes. Further,
any rotation of coordinates about b3 yields another set of principal axes.

We introduce the F frame to the formulation. Chapter 7 introduced the notations
of Wb, wf, and Ws to denote the angular velocities of the body, frame, and spin, re-
spectively. Mathematically, if the body-fixed frame is obtained from, say, a 3-1-3
transformation, the F frame is obtained after the 3-1 transformation. This type of
transformation completely describes the orientation of the symmetry axis. For a
3-1-3 transformation, the angular velocities are
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[9.2~9]

[9.2.6]

[9.2.8]

MODIFIED EULER'S EQUATIONS9.2

{HG} = [lGHAwB}

Ad{ }. Fd{. } A.-;{ } {' }dt HG =. dt HG + [ W ] HG= Me

.;I"
~ ..<Ji;,

hWI + W2(l)w3 - hWj3) = MI

hW2 - WI(l)w3 - hWj3) = M2

l)w3= M3 [9.2.11]

Also, for rotation about a fixed point C on the body, the modified Euler's equa-
can be written about C as well as the center of mass. Depending on the Euler

."~gl~.lQ:"ansformation sequence used, the modified Euler's ~quations look slightly
_'~erent when we substitute the value of Wj3 into them. Substituting for Wj3 from
~~:JIQ..2.5] and [9.2.7], Table 9.1 gives the modified Euler's equations for the 3-1-3
'~f18'(f;-3transformations.

[lGHwhel + [Wj ][lGHw}=. {MG}

[9.2.10]
~'tJu,u'

~~':'~hEquations[9.2.10] are known as the modified Euler's equations. Denoting the
.•.iiiematmatrixby [lG] = diag(h h l))and carrying out the matrix algebra, we can
i,expressthem as

r
ft .
I,

f.....,..

L . AroB = rob = wlfl + W2f2 + W3f3 =' Ofl + 4>sinOf2 + C4>cosO+ tfr)f3

l.

'~ .•.'.'." . A F n. n n:"'n: • •.... W

"<;".-"-

r~-~~-:~,;.

tf;';._~ethen have \ (;': ' ~ .; •. 1r' .,I ~ ., / I ~ iJ "2 = .,/2 = <i> sin 8 "3 ~ <i> cos 8 + ~ ~ .••.••..••••.,>....,:.; "

t:/' Wj3 = <i>coso = W2/tanO [9.2.5]

Ir....i.: ...~.Y1:h:Fora 3-2-3 transformation, with the sequence 1/1, 0, and 4>, the angular velocities
c ()fthe body and frame become

m;~ AwB ':::: -JisinOfl + Of2 +(~cosO + <i»f3rt
.~:./ AwF = - ~ sin Ofl + Of2 + ~ cos Of3-c". ,',

r'.'and we have

F.. WI = Wjl = -~ sin 0 Wz = Wj2 = 0 W3 = tfrcos 0 + <i>
I"

f-, : ',"";- Wj3 = ~cosO = -wl/tanO [9.2.7]

C ~.~~.We can write the rotational equations of motion using the angular velocity of the
~LE~ffallieas

~~;i~~
r"Wffere we note that all the column vectors are resolved in the F frame, and

'~iiUG)i.
O-4~ ••.Ll--io
>~.,j,i,)fY/).. _-<,~ ~ .

." Wl!~requationsof motion become

....;J;Jrn'I'. .,....•.•••d
,liB]f.'L.:.:.{AwB} + [AwF][IGHAwB} = {MG} or

. dt
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Table 9.1 Modified Euler equations for 3-1-3 and 3-2-3 transformations

3-1-3 Transformation Sequence

. ( l,W2)
l,wI + W2 l3W3 - tanO = M1

. ( l,W2)hW2 - W, hW3 - tanO = M2

hill3 = M3

3-2-3 Transformation Sequence

. ( l,W,)
l,wI + W2 hW3 + tanO = M,

. ( l,W,)hW2 - W, hW3 + tanO = M2

hill3 = M3

Tabl.9.2 Kinematic differential equations for the modified
Euler's equations

3-1-3 Transformation Sequence
. w2
c/J= sin 0

iJ = WI

• ~+W3r/J = - tan 0

3-2-3 Transformation Sequence

w,
,fr = - sinO

o = W2. w,
c/J = -- + w3tan 0

[9.2.13]

To write the associated kinematic differential equations, we solve Eqs. [9.2.5]
and [9.2.7] for Wi (i = 1,2,3). Table 9.2 gives the result.

Be aware that the equations of motion obtained by the modified Euler's equa-
tions are not a restricted form of what one would obtain using the original Euler's
equations. Once one has solved Eqs. [9.2.11] together with the kinematic differential
equations, one has the complete time history of l/J(t). An interesting observation is
that the singularity at sin 8 = 0 is still present. Furthermore, the modified Euler's
equations and corresponding kinematic differential equations are coupled through
the tan 8 term. This coupling diminishes the usefulness of the equations in numer-
ical analysis. The primary uses of the modified Euler's equations are to derive the
equations of motion and to aid in a qualitative analysis.

The modified Euler's equations are for the rotational component of the motion.
We next investigate the translational equations of motion in terms of a set of axes
other than the body-fixed axes. Recall that the translational equations of motion are
given in terms of the body axes by Eq. [8.5.19] as

B~{mvG} + m[AwB]{vG} = {F} [9.2.12]
dt

The mass of the body does not change under a coordinate transformation, so that
Eq. [9.2.12] can be written about any reference frame. Considering the Fframe, we
have

F :t {mvG} + [AwF]{mvG} = {F}

Equations [9.2.10] and [9.2.13] can be useful not only to simplify the equations
of motion of an inertially symmetric body but also to solve nonholonomic problems.
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,
We can write the above equations in terms of the kinetic energy. Expressing the

kinetic energy as

1 }T 1 { T }T = 2{w [lG]{w} + 2m VG} {VG [9.2.14]

we can write

(
aT )T

{mvG} = {p} = a{VG} (
aT )T

[lG]{w} = a{w} [9.2.15]

where the notation is obvious. The equations of motion are

d ( aT)T _ (aT)T
dt a{vG} + [wf] a{vG} = {F}

d (aT )T _ (aT)T
dt a{w} + [wf] a{w} = {MG} [9.2.16a,lI]

1, '., Consider the spinning top in Fig. 7.13. Write the rotational equations of motion about O.

Solullon
The modified Euler's equations are particularly ustiful, as we have an axisymmetric body and
the external moments are not a function of the spin angle.

The angular velocities are

Example
9.1

The free-body diagram of the top is given in Fig. 9.1. The external moments about 0 are due
to gravity and an applied moment about the !J axis, so that

[II]

Wz .
Wf3 = tan(J = <!Jcos(J [a]

h

M03 = MMoz = 0

W3 = cbcos(J + ~

it

h Q3

Figure 9.1

MOl = mgL sin (J

Wz = <!Jsin(JWI = (J
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[c]

[tI]

[e]

d . .. ...
100dt(cPsin(}) + (}(I01cPCOS()- 103(1/1 + cPcos(}» = 0

d. .
103d/I/I + cPcos(}) = M

1010 + 4>sin(}(I03(~ + 4>cos(})- 1004>cos(}) = mgLsin(}
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These equations are, of course, identical to those obtained in Example 8.10. Us-
ing the modified Euler's equations is much simpler than using Lagrange's equations.
Further, they are much simpler than Euler's equations. Had we used the regular
Euler's equations, we would have obtained two equations that are combinations of
Eqs. [c] and Cd]multiplied by sin 1/1 and cos 1/1, and Eq. [e] would be unchanged.

Introducing Eqs. [a] and [b] into the modified Euler's equations, -writttmahQut the fixed point
0,we obtain

494

Ex•• pl.
9.2

A dual spin satellite consists of a main body with an attached spinning disk (rotor). Such .'
a satellite is also called a gyrostat. I The spinning disk can be placed outside or inside the ",
main body, and it is there primarily for stability and maneuvering purposes. Derive th~ 1
equations of motion for th.edual spin sate~lite s~own in Fi.g. 9:2. ~e disk .is locate~ at. thel' ••center of mass of the malO body. The spm axIS of the disk IS alIgned WIth the pnnclpal:
axis hI of the main body. The disk is spinning with an angular velocity of n with respect "
to .the main body, and it is powered by a motor, that imparts a moment M along the hI -:1.
axIS. .

J
J
,j

b 1
I ]

.j

,~

'1
!
ii
i,
{

b3j
1
i,
!

i

b2

Figure 9.2 A dual spin
satellite

IMore sophisticated spacecraft have three rotors on nonparallel axes that permit rotational maneuvers in three
dimensions.
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[f]

[a]

[It]

[c]

[d]

[e]

b3

9.2 MODIFIED EULER'S EQUATIONS

bI

w3f

b2

WZ][JI(WI +0)] _ [M]-WI JzWz - Mz
o JzW3 M3 .WI

-W3

o

Free-body diagrams

{WR} = [WI +0 Wz W3f

1Iwi - (1z - l)WZW3 = -M + NI

]zwz - (1)-It)WIW3 = -Mz + Nz

l)w3 - (It - iZ)WIWZ = ':"'-M3 +N3

bI

b2

Figure 9.3

[
JI(WI.+ n)] [0

Jzwz + W3
JzW3 -Wz

aiid~the.angularvelocity of the reference frame is
~~h .
""i"'" ' {WI} = [WI Wz

c ..Q~!bting the centroidal mass moments of inertia of the rotor by J I, Jz = h, the modified
E~ler's equations for the rotor become .

'::~h~re1I, 1z, and l) are the centroidal moments of inertia of the main body; WI, Wz, andw3are
tbeEorresponding body angular velocities, and NI, Nz, and N3 are the excitations external to
'th.~sateIlite.
, .: To derive the equations of motion of the rotor, we view its motion from the main body.
;:',H~#ce,the angular velocities of the rotor in the bz and b3 directions are the same as that
'of the main body. These two factors make the modified Euler's equations ideally suited for
"an£1yzing the motion with the b1bzb3 axes as the F frame for the rotor. The angular velocity
Vectorfor the rotor is written as, "

,~.i",~lutlon
<ft~:yVestfparatethe disk and satellite into two bodies and draw the free..:bodydiagrams, 'as shown
.O')'mEig. 9.3. A motor exerts a moment M on the disk to keep it rotating about the spin axis,L", 't.¥.-~;;

:,dlndthe two bodies exert moments Mz and M3 on ~ach other about the transverse axes.
,;~l0id['heequations of motion for the main body obtained by using Euler's equations have the¥, .

standard form of

f,
'i,'~,'""f>"
-\-' ...

r'"
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which reduce to

JI(WI +ll) = M

hW2 + (11 - h)WIW3 + JIOW3 = M2

hW3 + (h - JdWIW2 - JIOW2 = M3

[9]
[hi

[I]

[I]

[k](1) + h)W3 + (h + h- II - JI)WIW2 - JIOW2 = N3

Equations [a] and [g] are the equations of motion for WI and O. To find the equations
of motion forw2 and W3, we need to eliminate M2 and M3. To this end, we add Eq. [b] tq
Eq. [h] and Eq. [c] to Eq. [i], with the result

i,•.,l"~.Ji~
. (h + h)W2 + (/1 + JI - 1) - h)WIW3 + JIOW3 == N2

•. "K~''''~''.'' •.._."' ..••-

When a servomotor is used to keep.O constant,Eqs. [j], [k], and [m] become the describing
equations of the satellite.

Consider the rolling (without slipping) disk of ma'ss m and radius R shown in Fig. 9.4. We
will make use of the modifie9 Euler's equations and a 3-1-3 transformation to derive the
equations of motion. Note that in Ex.ample 8.13, we derived the equations of motion for this
system using Lagrange's equations for constrained coordinates.

'I

[I]

[m]

h

II

a3

FIF2

h

Figure9.4

AI~q, one can add Eqs. [a] and [g] to get an ~quation for WI as

(h + JI)WI + Jill - (h '- 1)W,2W3 ='NI
.;",!

The four equations of motion are Eqs. [a], [g], [j], and [k]. One can substitute for WI in
Eq. [g] from Eq. [a] to make all the equations of motion have a single angular acceleration
term, thereby putting them in state form. Doing so yields

Jill - JI(/3 - h)W2W3 = M(1 + JI)_ N
I
JI

h II II
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[a]

[e]

[.]

[d]

[I]

[h]

[I]

[k]
. Ilwlwz

Ilwz -hWIW3 + tanO = 0

(h + mRz)w3 - mRzwlwz = 0
'--,"

i~Ifdesired, one can write the equations of motion in terms of the Euler angles by substi-
}ing the values of WI, Wz, and W3 into the above equations, which yields

(II + mR
z)8 + (h + mRz)4> sin 0(4) cos 0 + ~) - II4>z sin 0 cos 0 = - mg R cos 0 [m]c.b~~~~i~..

d . . . . ..
It d/<f> sin 0) - 1]0(<f>cos 0 + 1/1) + 1t0<f>cosO = 0 In]

d . . ..
(I] + mRz)-d (<f>cosO + 1/1) - mRzO<f>sin 0 = 0 [0]t .

"'. VI = -W3R Vz = 0 V3 = WIR":4':.'

f~R4uction of Eqs. [h] into Eqs. [a] and [c] yields expressions for F
I

and F
3

as. .. _~t

i~Jc~>'l~i FI = m(-w3R + wlwzR) F3 = m(wlR + wZw3R) + mgcosO [I]

.'.';'Substituting these values of FI and F3 into Eqs.[d] and [fJ and using the relation W /3 =?," '.. . '.
,il tan 0, we obtain the equations of motion as.:r~-i.~ts

,,,,", 1wZ
(II + mRz)wI + (h + mRz)WZW3 - ~; = -mgRcosO

Itw2 ~.WI(l3w3 -Itwf3) = 0 Ie]

"A , 'hW3 = FIR If]
,r€~~';bt.\lJ~;Therolling constraint can be expressed as

VG = rob X rG/C ~ vlfl + vzfz + V3f3 :;;;:(wlfl + wzfz + W3f3) X Rfz
= wIRf3 - W3RfI [g]

'jfl~~ding to the three constraint equations

I
f..... Solution

< ..... ;' iWe will write both the translational and rotational equations of motion and then' use the rolling
;~<constraint to eliminate three of the variables. This elimination of the nonholonomic constraint
:~::JtPossible because we are dealing with the angular velocities of the body. From Eq, [9.2.13]
;"'\' tHe translatIOnal equatIons of motIon have the form

~:I.t~:". '. , F
I'{?i,':, VI + WZV3 - W/3VZ = _et~: " . F, m.

'~:';M: , Vz + w/3VI - WIV3 = - - gsmO
tr:~~'«{,';.i. m
:", !J",,,. . i'

" F'-\~'" . F
3~~~J, V3,+ W}VZ - WZVI = - - gcosO".,~,,' 'm

~'1'B," .. , "
eY'}Vhere VI, Vz, and V3denote the velocities of the center of mass of the disk along the coordinate
~:2:'Jl~eSof the F frame. The modified Euler's equations about the center of mass are.t:.-?(~l;;:;.' '.:(

't
zt

: Ilwl + wz(l3w3 - Ilwf3) = -F3R
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9.3 MOMENT EQUATIONS ABOUT AN ARBITRARY POINT
,~~

ct7

:!

';,i~,.
The Euler's equations and the modified Euler's equations that we have studied. sQif~
can be written about the center of mass, or, if the body is rotating about a fixed poin!>
about that point. In this section, we examine the moment balance equations about,
an arbitrary point. Consider a body whose motion is being viewed from a reference
frame. We make no restriction on the nature of the reference frame; it can be either
fixed to the body or not fixed to the body. Furthermore, the origin of the coordinate
frame, which we denote by B, can move with respect to the body. As discussed ill
Chapter 8, the rotational equations of motion about an arbitrary point can be written
in several forms. We use the form given in Eq. [8.5.10] and write

MB = HB + mVB x,vG [9.3.1J

where MB is the sum of all external mo!hents acting on point B, HB is the angul~
momentum about point B,.and VB is the velocity of point B.

We wish to express Eq. [9.3.1] in column vector fO,rmat.We use the angular ve-
locity of the body and the velocity of point B, both expressed in terms of the reference
frame attached to B, as the motion variables. The angular velocity of the reference
frame is denoted by WN. It follows that the angular momentum aQoutB can be related
to the kinetic energy by

. (aT)T{HB} = -
• a{w}

We also express the velocity of the center of mass of the body as

{va} ~ (a:~})

[9.3.2]'

,..;f

[9.3.:1]

Introducing Eq. [9.3.2] and [9.3.3] into Eq. [9.3.1]we write the rotational equa-
tion of motion ofa body about an arbitrary point B as

or

d ( aT)T _. (aT)Tdt.a(w) + [WN] a{w} ...~ m[uB]{vG} = {MB}

d ( aT )T ( aT )T ( aT )Tdt a{w} + [WN] a{w} + [up] a{vG} = {MB}

[9.3.4]

[9.3.5J

The translational equation of motion is not dependent on the location of point B.
It can be expressed in terms of WN as ~

or

d . .
mdt {vG} + m[wN]{vG} = {F}

d ( aT )T ( aT )T
dt a{vG} + [WN] a{vG} = {F}

[9.3.6]

[9.3.7J
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t

,
b:,

i:."
L

Equations [9.3.4] and [9.3.6] are known as the Boltzmann-Hamel equations.
Compare Eqs. [9.2.16b] and [9.3.4]. The added term in the moment equation is due
to the' point B not being the center of mass or center of rotation. Also, it should
be reemphasized that the rate variables in the Boltzmann-Hamel equations.are the

: components of the velocity of point B and not the components of the velocity of
the center of mass, even though to write these equations in compact form we use
the partial derivatives of the kinetic energy with respect to the velocity of the center
of mass. ',-

The moment equations about an arbitrary point make no restrictions on whether
the body should be inertially symmetric or not. However, their usefulness diminishes
'if the inertia matrix is time varying. We thus identify the following major uses:

a. If there is no inertial symmetry, one should select the reference frame such that
it is attached to the body. This implies that roN = rob.

b. If there is inertial symmetry, one can select the reference frame as the F frame.
However, note that the moment center is now a point lying on the reference
frame and not nec:essarily on the body and that the moment center can move
with respect to the body.

Selection of the moment center is an important issue. In general, one selects the
pointB such that reaction forces do not create a moment around it, or as a point whose

t.. velocity is described by a simple expression. In this regard, the Boltzmann-Hamel
r. ~uations come in handy for considering the motion of multiple connected bodies.

Also, as with the Euler's or modified Euler's equations, nonholonomic constraints
'Canbe dealt with effectively.

~t
'); A spinning top of mass ml and centroidal moments of inertia h and h, where h is about the.,
isymmetry axis, is moving on a cart of mass m2 which is constrained to move horizontally and
I,in one direction. Find the equations of motion using the Boltzmann-Hamel equations.
W"Jo.8IIon
f- 1ms is'the same problem considered in Example 8.12. We have four degrees of freedom, and
t lve will use the velocity of the cart (Y = u) and the angular velocities of the top observed from
'~~a 3-1-3 Euler angle transformation as the rate variables. Refer to Example 8.12 for details.
'The free-body diagram of the top is shown in Fig. 9.1 and of the cart in Fig. 9.5. Note that
~.. Weare conveniently expressing the reaction forces at 0 in terms of both the inertial and F
• frames. -

Exa••ple
9.4

t-t- l'

f
~-
~,..
t
f
f>
~-

1t-

al

F.sure 9.5

a3

F

Free-body diagram of cart
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l

•
[1]'

[e]r ..

4:'-" <".;-;.'

':'J

[I] -0-

1
A
t

:1
OJ

J,~
!

[hI

aT
aW3 = hW3

• W2
Wj3 = cf>cos 0 = tan 0

o

-W2

to

Wj2 = W2 = ci> sin 0

W21 (ft + mIL2)wI - miLuccf>cO
-WI [ (II + mIL2)W2 + miLu scf> ]

hW3
WI . 0 . .

2 W~ W2 scf>
-(II + mIL )-0 - mILu-

O
- + hW2W3. t t

2 WIW2 W2ccf>cO
(II + mIL )w- - miLu ~I\ - hWIW3

mILu(w2 ccf>cO+ WI scf»

=

[

- UWI cos cf>sin 0 ]
mI[vc]{Va} = mIL -UW2 cos cf>sin 0

- uw I sin cf>- UW2cos cf>cos 0

WjI = WI = 0

[

0
T

aT _. W2

[WfJ(a{w}) -"~~2

The angular velocity of the reference frame is

Taking the partial derivatives, we obtain

aT 2
- = (II + mIL )WI - miLucoscf>cosO
aWl

aT = (II + mIL2)W2 + miLusincf>
aW2

The time derivatives of Eqs. [b] are

d (aT) 2)' L'.' A. 0 W2 sincf> L" A.: ~~'J-d - = (II + mIL WI - mi u cos 'f'cos + miLu . 0 + mi UWI cos'f'smOw .....~..t aWl tan,:.:

d (aT) (I L2) . L' . A. L 6.12cos cf>'-d -a ,= I+mI . W2+mI usmo/+mI.u- .•..-..-.
t W2 sm

~.(aT) = hw)
dt aW3

The kinetic energy of the system has the form
. '-.ii"!,;

1 2 2 2 12 1 2 . -,2 ;~
T = 2(ft + mIL )(wl + (2) + 2hw3 + 2(mi + m2)u + mILu(w2 smcf>- WI coscf>co~~~rj

( ;",..~~~
[a] )
,~}'i

}~F~

The term [wj]{aT/aw} becomes

The velocity of the point of contact Cis

vc = ua2 = u s cf>fl + u c cf>c 0 f2 - UC cf>S 0 f3

and, from Example 8.12, the velocity of the center of mass is

Va = (u sin cf>+ W2L)fI + (u cos cf>cosO - wIL)f2 - ucoscf>sinOf3

Note that the velocity of the center of mass is expressed in terms of u and the angular
velocities. The velocity term in the Boltzmann-Hamel equations yield

j
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U]

[I]

[k]

In]

[p]

F - Pz = mzu

[

mlgL SinO]
{Me} = 0

M

(II + mILZ)[wz + 7a~w;] + mlLusin</> - hWlw] = 0

• ,#,. • L mlwlwzL (F '),#,. P ,#,.ml us.,.,+ ml Wz + ." = - mzu s.,., + I C.,.,

mluc<f>cO - mlwlL + ml~iL = (F - mzu)c</>cO- Pls</>cO+ p]sO [q]
. t

.~)fn'IUC</>SO+mIL(wI + wi) = (F - mzu)c</>sO- Pls</>sO- p]cO [r]

::

= Pial + Pzaz + P]a]

(F - mzu)sin</>fl + (F -'mzu)cos</>cosOfz - (F - mzu)cos</>sinOf] ,

/hiClfwe solve for the reaction Pz as Pz ;; F - mzu. The forces acting on the top have
'r~'1::? ,

.,i~~FThe moment about point C can be expressed as
_ ~;;~-f.1.f

':~H Mc = rG/C X -mlga] + Mf] [I]
.'t~i~
;/".,WhererG/C = Lf] and a] == sin 0 fz + cos 0 f], so that in column vector format we have

-, ~.

+ PI cos </> fl + (- PI sin </> cos 0 + p] sin O)fz + (PI sin </> sin 0 + p] cos O)f] [0]
.,¥.'~0~~.~'~;.~.F~.

,J¥lttrQ~1J.~ingthe expression for the force into Eq, [9.3.6] and carrying out the algebra
:lds.~:e"equations

~:~.1~.we~rite t?e ro~ational components ofthe moment equations by combining Eqs. [d], [e],
~'I4]; aI1<;l [j], WhIChYIeldsf.e'Y'- .,..,'

r.:[.';~- (II + mILZ)(WI - wio)- mlLucos</>cosO + hwzw] - mlgLsinO = 0? ,,' tan2' ,.w;;ijirw:,
i ~~~J~;'

<'itll
,~f>";' hw] = M [m]t..;,•.

"t~~1f;i~Next,we obtain the translational equation Of motion using Eq. [9.3.6]. We note that
~t.f,Aier~isonly one degree of freedom involved, Y, whis:h is in the az direction. To solve for the

~u~l#ons of motion, we can use the relative frame F and deal with all three equations, or we
">i~~~~~J?,fess[WN], {vG}, and d{va}/dt in the alaZa] coordinate system and use only the second
~;Zt.2W;9f,~.(9.3.6). Another option is to write the sum of the forces in the az direction for the

~~m6liie~ system. Here, we opt for the first approach (primarily for illustrative purposes).
7~I-',_-;~"~ ••f.~':O:-C~"", . ,_.' :_ _ .. • _ .

'-QlWig~tthe free-body diagram of the cart (Fig. 9.5), we can write the force balance in the- .tn:=:' ~;,!-:r",;\\.' ,c,''. ",

cU21JJJ. ectionas,r:,....~"-";;-:,€r,,)~t.,
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Example
9.5

We next eliminate PI and P3• Multiplying Eq. [p] by sin4>,Eq. [q] by cos 4>cos 0, and
Eq. [r] by cos 4>sinO, and adding them, we obtain

. ..A....A.. a) (wic4> WIW2S4> 2.A..) [' ~".'"
(ml + m2)U + mlL(W2S'/-' - WIC'/-'Cv + mIL -:so + to + WIC'/-'SO = F ,~.J;f

Comparing Eqs. [k], [1], [m], and [s] with their counterparts in Example 8.12, we see
that they are ~e s~e. Note that the actual :alues of the magnitudes of ~1, P2, and P3 were.~..lt
not calculated m thISproblem, due to selectmg the moment center as pomt C. .....~

'-:.~

i

Derive 'the equations of motion of the rolling disk considered in Example 9.3 using th~
Boltzmann-Hamel equations.

Solution
The disk configuration is shown in Fig. 9.4. For roll without slip, the velocity of the contact:.
point is zero, which constitutes the nonholonomic constraint. We use the 3-1-3 Euler angle';)
transformation and F frame. The kinetic energy can be written as ~4

1 T 1(2 2 2) JT = "2{W} [Ic]{w} = "2 IClwl + IC2W2 + IC3W3 [all

where the components of the mass moments of inertia about the contact point and angUlar]
velocity are,t;J

I Cl = h + mR
2

I C2 = II I C3 = h + mR2 )~,1
. • '. . 1

WI = 0 W2 :;, 4>sin 0 W3 = 4>cos 0 + r/J [II];]
I

Note that we have automatically incorporated the nonholonomic velocity constraint in~~'i
the kinetic energy. We proceed with solving the problem as if it were a three degree of freed0tAl

J ' .. 'S. ••. - -~unconstrained problem. . '.~i
Because of roll without slip, the veloGityof the contact point is zero. However, recalling )1

the argument with regards to the components of the velocity of the moment center, we need';
to have the velocity of a point on the reference frame that coincides ,with the contact POillh;~
Denoting that point by C' and noting that C' is always in contact with the rolling surface, W~l:!
write the relative velocity expression between the center of mass and point C' in the F frame. i
~~ i

Using the values

AVa = -RW3fl + RWlf3

A _A A FXVG - VC' + w rG1C'

A F W2
W = Wlfl + W2f2 + --af3

tanu

..}

[cl ":

rG1C' = rGiC = Rf2

[Ill

and substitution of these values into Eq. [c] yields the velocity of the moment center as

A (W2 ) .
Vcr = -R,W3 - tanO f1 = -Rr/Jf1 [el

This result may seem surprising at first. Imagine a coin rolling without slipping. If we
look at the bottom point of the coin from a distance we think that point is moving. In reality,
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[I]

= -mgRcosO

503

. hWIWZ
'.<'h, hW2 - hWIW3 + 0 = 0..... VM.' . tan

t
'.iW~t ;'
--i,'2~t~,.,> (h + mR2)W3 - mR2JlJIWZ = 0 [g]

!Co ;;:w.; note lhat lhey are lhe same as Eqs. Gl-[l] in Example 9.3. Using lhe Boltzmann-
',> .~".H:affielequationsgave the equations of motion much more rapidly than using the modified
. Euler's or Lagrange's equations. By selecting the moment center as coincident with the point
6fcoI)tact, we were able to eliminate the contributions of the forces acting there .

.. t4JN Had we used a body-fixed frame to write the equations of motion; the point of contact

f
..... ~t;<aparticular instant would be at different locations on the body throughout the motion.
> ,Pti~,would then derive an expression for the velocity of point C and incorporate that into the
:;~.:"pgJ~mann-Hamel equations. The end result would be more complicated expressions. This
z~;sifil*~!onis common in rolling problems.
:;'~.':";~I~~C

tv

CLASSIFICATION OF THE MOMENT EQUATIONS

~'.2:W'~hapter8 and in the earlier sections of this chapter we saw several ways of for-
/ ...~ul~ting the moment equations. In this section we outline the process of selecting
"t.,$~i.~~~tform for a given problem. The principal choices are with respect to:

.~..:rtt~~SeIectingthe point about which these equations are written.
(,"j'W!1!'I-I'C"
~;J~~'~~~~lectingthe reference frame in which the differentiation is performed.
i{;j,1,f.~1.~1~.electingthe coordinate axes to resolve these equations.

>.t:'f:t:'For arbitrary bodies one usually differentiates the moment equations and re-
',- ,'~'!,,~"i~:!", '.' _.'':r~?!v~s'them in a reference frame attached to the body. Otherwise, the inertia ma-
:.~.~Xwill be time varying-in all probability, any advantages realized from using a
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Tab.e 9.3 Classification of the moment equations

Type Moment Equations Differentiation Equations Name of Equations,
of Body about Performed in Resolved in Comments

Arbitrary Center of mass or Body frame Body frame Euler's [8.5.28]
center of rotation

Arbitrary Arbitrary Time-varying inertia matrix
[9.2.2]

An arbitrary point Body frame Body frame Boltzmann- Hamel
[9.3.4], [9.3.6]

Arbitrary Arbitrary Time-varying inertia matrix
[9.3.4], [9.3.6]

Inertially Center of mass or Body frame Fframe Euler's [8.5.31], [8.5.32]
symmetric center of rotation

Fframe Fframe Modified Euler's [9.2.3]
An arbitrary point Body frame Fframe Boltzmann-Hamel

Angular acc. term lengthy
Fframe Fframe Boltzmann-Hamel

reference frame different than one attached to the body will be counteracted by the
time-varying inertia matrix. The choice of a different frame becomes attractive for
bodies possessing inertial symmetry, in which case one can use the F frame to dif-
ferentiate or resolve the moment balance equations. One should be careful, though,
to correctly calculate the velocity of the contact point, especially if it is located along
the F frame. Table 9.3 summarizes the different possibilities.

There are a few other possible cases, but those do not have common applica-
tions. When selecting the approach for writing the equations of motion, take into
consideration a variety of factors, including the acting forces, the additional terms
you need to calculate, and the complexity of the resulting equations. Of course, you
should also compare these different approaches with the analytical techniques to de-
rive the equations of motion. Experience with a variety of problems is the best way
to develop guidelines for selecting the method to derive the equations of motion.

9.5 QUASI-COORDINATES ANDQUASI-VELOCITIES
(GENERALIZED SPEEDS)

In the previous sections, we saw additional ways of writing the equations of motion.
What makes these equations so useful is that they are first-order equations and the
angular yelocity components along the body axes are used directly in the equations
of motion. We also saw in Chapter 8 that in certain cases it is more convenient to
retain the angular velocity components in the formulation. Angular velocities are not
generalized velocities and they are not perfect differentials. .j..

Recall Examples 4.14 and 5.13, which dealt with a nonholonomic constraint •.
in conjunctionwith a vehicle dynamics problem. We saw that switchiug to a rate:

J
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variable different than the generalized velocities simplified the equations of motion
considerably.

The question arises as to whether one can define other such quantities and make
use of them in deriving the equations of motion. As we saw in Chapter 7, it is possible
to define a set of variables called quasi-velocities or generalized speeds.2 These are
quantities that are linear combinations of the generalized velocities but which cannot
necessarily be integrated to the generalized coordinates.

We define quasi-coordinates as a set of coordinates whose derivatives are mean-
ingful quantities (quasi-velocities), but they themselves do not necessarily have a
physical meaning. We will denote the quasi-coordinates by qi, q~, ... , q~ and the
quasi-velocities by u}, U2, ... , Un. Using this definition, generalized velocities be-
c()mea subset of the quasi-velocities. An alternate definition for quasi-velocities is
variables that cannot always be expressed as derivatives of displacement coordi-
nates.

Let us first consider a holonomic system having n degrees of freedom, with
n independent generalized coordinates ql, q2, ... , qn and generalized velocities
41> Q2, ... , qn' We defined earlier a set of independent generalized speeds u}, U2, ... ,
Un as

where Ykr = Ykr(ql, q2, ... , qn, t), Zk = Zk(q}, q2, ... , qn, t) (k, r = 1,2, ... , n) are
functions of the generalized coordinates and time. In column vector form we can
WriteEq. [9.5.1] as

[9.5.1]

[9.5.2]

k = 1, 2, ... , n

{u} = [Y]{q} + {Z}

n

Uk =L Ykrqr + Zk
r=l

of these names has been used in conjunction with one of two distinct ways to derive equations of motion,
. Gibbs-Appell equations and Kane's equations. Because the two methods are equivalent, we use the terms
Interchangeably.

3Eq~ation [7.5.7] has a singularity when the second Euler angle reaches a certain value. This singularity may be
,..avolded by switching to a different set of Euler angles, or by using Euler parameters. Hence, the transformation
'n:tw~n angular velocities and Euler angles is considered here as a valid transformation between the generalized
v OCltlesand the quasi-velocities.

In order for the set of generalized speeds to completely describe the system
under consideration, it must be defined such that [Y] is nonsingular. For example,
the relation between the body angular velocities and the Euler angles, Eq. [7.5.7],
defines a valid set of quasi-velocities.3 By contrast, as we saw in Example 7.6, the
angular velocities of the F frame do not constitute a set of quasi-velocities, as the

between them and the Euler angles is defined by a matrix that is singular at
all times.

Inversion of Eq. [9.5.2] yields

{q} = [yrl({u} - {Z}) = [W]{u} + {X} [9.5.3]

in which [W] = [yrl and {X} = -[yrl{Z}. The above equations are referred
as kinematic equations or kinematic differential equations for the generalized



[9.5.4]
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Consider next a position vector r. For an n degree of freedom system r can be
expressed as r = r(ql, q2, ... , qn, t). The time derivative of r has the form

. ~ ar. ar
v = r = L-qk+-

k=l aqk at

or, in column vector form,

k = 1,2, ... ,n

. . a{r}
{v} = [rq]{q} + at

in which [rq] is a matrix of order 3 X n whose elements are

[rq] = [a{r} a{r} . . . a{r}]
aql aq2 aqn

Further, in Chapter 4 it was derived that

ar' av
---
aqk aqk

[9.5.5]

[9.5.6]

[9.5.7]

so that calculation of the matrix [rq] can be accomplished using the position vector
r or the velocity v. In the latter case, we have

[
a{v}

[rq] = aql
a{v}
aq2

a{~}]
aqn [9.5.8]

This is a very important resultl as it permits calculation of [rql when only the
velocity vector is available, such as in cases involving angular velocities. Introducing
Eq. [9.5.3] into Eq. [9.5.5], we obtain

{v} = [rq][W]{u} + [rq]{X} + a{r} [9.5.9]at
We define the following quantities:

Partial velocity matrix: [vq] = [rqJ[W], a matrix of order 3 X n

Time parti~ velocity vector: {v~} = [rq]{X} + aj~}, a vector of order 3

Thus, the velocity can be expressed as

, {v} = [vq]{u} + {vt} [9.5.10]

In algebraic vector format, we can express this relation as
n

V =L vkUk + vt
k=l

[9.5.11]

in which vk is the kth partial velocity of v and vt is the time partial velocity of v.4 It
follows that with a properly defined set of generalized speeds, one can express the

4Note that this notation is slightly different than the notation used by Kane. We denote the indices of the partial
velocities by superscripts, whereas Kane denotes these indices by subscripts.
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[9.5.12]vt = av
at

vk = av
aUk

QuASI-CoORDINATES AND QuASI-VELOCITIES.(GENERALIZED SPEEDS)9.5

!'
I
t
I
f f
h

I.. velocity of a point in terms of the generalized speeds and the partial velocities ofthe
\ '. system.
!" Observe that partial velocities can also be expressed as
t)
\".7
l~;
l'
I::

[9.5.161

[9.5.13]

[9.5.17]

[9.5.15]

n
ro = L rokuk + rot

k=l

N N
SW =LFi .Sri= L{Fif{SrJ

i= 1 i= 1

fiIi ."

.iriwhich rok and rot are partial angular velocities. Also, we have so far considered
. iI}~Walreference frames and the associated partial velocities. It turns out that partial
~~!Plcitiescan ~e calcul~t~d for velocities that are measured from relative frame~ .

.We ,can then write th~ abo,.veex~ressions i~ the more general form

)

! This equation can be interpreted as follows: The kth partial velocity denotes the
t' direction of the velocity along the direction affected by the kth generalized speed.
f" The reader should compare this interpretation with the interpretation in Chap-
r.; t~w8 of e4J, eo, and e"" unit vectors about which Euler angle transformations are
I ' taken.
t:F " One can also define partial velocities for. angular velocities. The procedure isi' the s'aine, where one first expresses the angular velocities in terms of the generalized

vel9cities, and then relates the generalized velocities to the generalized speeds, with
!4~7

. tliecresult

,
t ...,
J',
l'f: n ,n n
I,.'> ~~:= L AVkUk + Avt BV = L BVkUk +;Bvt AroB = L AroB(k)Uk + AroB(t)
r. . k=l k=l k=l
L:., .,. [9 5 14]!+. "... • •

t ..'.~~~re A and B denote ~eference frames. .
tHe:; ~j.)'L~tus now consider the virtual work. For a system of N particles, the virtual
i. .. '¥19~k~s
t;'*;Y"~'
1". '"',
f'
t~..L .. .r:·:<li;rms of the generalized coordinates, the expressiol, for the virtna! work is written

!g(l! SW = i QkSqk = {Qf{Sq}
r:";. k= 1

[5;. 't.4..-e the generalized forces are found from

k; N N
k" . Q ~ F ari ~ F aVi
[
"'~:.. "Y:i k = L i. - = L i.-.

l....C•••'...•..;.:.•.....,.... i= 1 aqk i= 1 aqk
~,.:..

'.}-.-:-
;,- .
".-.~~'~~~....•..•
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N

Uk;:::: ~vf.Fi
i=1

N

{Q} ;::::2)riqf {Fi}
i= 1

or, in column vector format, .

or, in algebraic vector form,

I
J
1
I
i

" I~'d
[9.5.18)' :j

I.. ., ~
where{F;} is a column vector of order 3 containing the components of Fi.j

We next express the generalized forces in terms of the generalized speeds.,
Left-multiplying the above equation by [WY ;::::'[yy-T and defining by {U} ~",1
[WY{Q} ;::::[Ul U2 ... unf, we obtain 1:;,j

,-.N .,t rf\:~.~.-j
t{U} ;::::[Wf {Q}.;:::: 2:[WIT[riqf {Fi} [9.5.19]1 !

i= 1 ~*J J.;, e:j
Introducing the definition of the partial velocity matrix'to the equation, we have-,. .

{U} ~ i[viJ'{F,} [9.!'.2~tl
1=1 l1

j
I

": .1
I

[9.5.21] J
.; 1., ..•.~

where vf is the kth partial velocity associated with the point to which Fi is applie~~~j
We refer to Uk as the generalized force associated with'the kth generalized speelJ."j
and to {U} as the generalized force vector associated with generalized speeds.' It ,1
follows that the virtual work can be written in terms of quasi-coordinates as " !

, t., . ~

sw ;::::{Qf'[W]{Sq'} ;::::{uf{Sq'} [9.5.22]!
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Note' that we are using the variations of the quasi-coordinates for derivation pur-
poses only. When the generalized speeds are selected as the generali?:ed velocities,
Uk ;:::: qk (k ;::::1,2, ... , n) the associated generalized forces U~ become the samea~
the generalized forcesQk' '

Next, we express the generalized forces associated with a rigid body. Consider'
a rigid body subjected to N forces Fi (i ;::::1,2, ... , N) and M* torques Mi (i ;::::. j

1,2, ... ,M*). The generalized force for the quasi-velocities takes the form;
N M*

Uk ;::::~vf.Fi + ~bl.Mi
i=1 i=1

k ;::::1, 2" ... , n
1.j

[9.5.23],
. ,:J

<i

We can express the generalized forces in terms of the resultant of all the forces and ;
moment~.Writing the resultant of ~ll applied forces and moments as force F passing; ;
thfough a 'point B and a moment MB about B, where

N
F;:::: ~Fi

i= 1

M*

MB ;::::~(Mi + ri X Fi)
i= 1

[9.5.24]"

in which ri is the position vector from point B to the point where Fi is applied, we
can express Eq. [9.5.23] as
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i~\,. ~. \\ .~ -t. C, i\h)V\¥
\,-: .

v

Exalllple
9.6

[I]

[I]

[h]

[eI]

[e]

[f]

[9]

[9.5.27]

U4 = YU3 = W3Uz = Wz

N . N
Uk = LV~i .Fi +Lw~.MGi

i=l i=l

V~ = 3z = (sin q,fl + cos q, cos Ofz - cos q, sin Of3)

vh = - Lfz vb = Lfl vb = 0

UI = WI

v~ = 3z = (sinq,fI + cos q,cos Ofz - cos q, sin Of3)

001 = fl WZ = fz 003 = f3 004 = 0

VG = -LuIfz + LuzfI + u4(sinq,fI +cosq,cosOfz - cosq,sinOf3)

00 = uifl + uzfz + U3f3

,,~b:
'r'1hai'the velocity and angular velocity expressions can be written as

~.~!.' i

.Ut(, Vc = U43Z = u4(sinq,fI + cos q,cosfz - cosq,sinOf3)

,,"_WhichGi denotes the center of mass of the ith ~ody,~dFi and MGi denote the
~sultant of all forces external to the ith body anc;lthe resultant moment about the
'enter of mass of the ith body due to these external forces.
".' ",'!r.';;' ,:

:()nsider the spinning top on a cart in Example 9.4 and find the partial velocities associated
'P~~"":J'~,' , ,

itlithe cart, the center ofniass of the top, and the angular velocity of the top. Then, calculate
e.associated generalized forces.

:~~

IIilu.lon
l-'.'\i"~~-t,.

,~<free-body diagram of the top and cart are givep. in Figs. 9.1 and 9.5. The velocities of the
faifand the center of the top, and the angular velocities of,the top are

Vc = 1'3z = 1'sinq,fI + l' cos q,cosO fz - 1'cosq,sinOf3 [a]

VG = (1' sinq, -I-wzL)fI + (1' cosq,cos 0 - wIL)fz - l' cos c/> sin Of3 [II]

00 = wifl + wzfz + W3f3 = (HI + 4>sinOfz + (4) cos 0 + ~)f3 [c]

(/define the generalized speeds as

" Uk = V~. F + Wk • MB [9.5.25]
!'(q'~ " '

. 'en using the center of mass to express the resultant force and moment, we write

" .. Uk = v~. F+ wk
•MG [~.5.26]

;:'~!,';:"~f\,$i~'iir, '
" ..The decision about which of Eqs. [9.5.23], [9.5.25], and [9.5.26] to use depends
}n~the'number and nature of the forces and moments. For a system ofN rigid bodies,
,we extend Eq. [9.5.26] to

,,; -~--s,...

.>:~:f~;:~~~.~~
'''',l!;!'~iThe forces external to the system that do work are gravity and the applied force F. The

,,£$l;ft.~xertsa moment M about the f3 direction to the top through a motor, and there is a counter
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k = 1,2, 3,4

.,GENERALIZED SPEEDS AND CONSTRAINTS

U2 = vb -Fg + vz, -Fc + 00
2
-M

= - mg(sin 0 f2 + cos 0 f3) - Lf1 + Fa2 - 0 + Mf3 - f2 = 0
33' 3U3 = vo-Fg+vc-Fc+OO -M = -mga3-0+Fa2-0+Mf3-f3 = M

U4 = v~ -Fg + v~ -Fc + 004 -M = -mga3 -a2 + Fa2 -a2 + Mf3 -0 = F

Fg = -mga3 = -mg(sinOf2 + cos 0 f3), acting through G

Fc = Fa2 = F(sincjJf1 +coscjJcosOf2-coscjJsinOf3), actingthroughC, and

M = Mf3

9.6
Consider a system that originally has n degrees of freedom subjected to m equality
constraints.iWe write the constraints in velocity form as

CHAPTER 9 • DYNAMICS OF RIGID BoDIES: AoVANCEDCONCEPTS

moment of equal magnitude applied to the cart by the top. To find the generalized forces we
use Eqs. [9.5.23] for each force and moment. We identify the external inputs as

The generalized forces are calculated as

Uk = v~ - Fg + v~ - Fc + ook -M

Evaluating the individual expressions, we find

U1 =vh-Fg+v~-Fc+ool_M

= -mg(sinO f2 + cos 0 f3) - (-Lf2) + Fa2 -0 + Mf3 - f1 = mgL sinO

510

n

~ajkijk + aOj = 0
k=l

j = 1, 2, ... , m
'j

[••6.1]:1;1
.J

where the coefficients ajk(j = 1,2, ... ,m; k = 1,2, ... , n) and aOj(j = 1,2, ... ,m)
are functions of the generalized. coordin~tes and of Hme. Whe!1 the constraints are
nonholonomic, one cannot readily eliminate them from the formulation, so we ex-
plore the use of generalized speeds. We write Eq. [9.6.1] in matrix' form as

[a]{ij} + {b} = {O} [9_6.2]

~~
•~
1,
I

Introducing Eq. [9.5.3] into Eq. [9.6.2], we express the constraint in terms of the
quasi-velocities as

[a][W]{u} + [a]{X} + {b} :;> [A]{u} + {B} = {O} [9.6.3]

and we note that the matrix [A] = [a][W] is of order m X n. The generalized veloci-
ties and the generalized speeds are no longer independent. We now refer to {u} as the
constrained generalized speeds. Because we have p = n - m degrees of freedom, it
is of interest to generate a set of p unconstrained (independent) generalized speeds.

We order the generalized speeds such that the first p are coordinates from
which the independent generalized speeds are constructed and collect them in a
vector {up} = [Ul U2 ... upf. The remaining generalized speeds, called surplus
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[9.6.7]

[9.6.8]

[9.6.14]

Un]T. We hence par-

GENERALIZED SPEEDS AND CONSTRAINTS9.6

{v} = [Vp]{up} + [Vs]{us} + {vt}

{v} = [V]{u} + {vt} [9.6.13]

'Wh~reHi] is of order 3 X n and is the partial velocity matrix associated with {v}. We
,jJHt"'" -''o:~>, ,~_ 1:~~li9n[V] in terms of the independent and surplus parts as[V] = [[Vp][Vs]] and
write'

-~ .$;;.!,> '_,-' 1'"-, I.~

't~~~;" "

r.. ,

I.,"f'- -.

~.'.,
I..:' generalized speeds, ,are expressed as {Us} = [Up+l Up+2
t::'J'; tition the generalized speeds into
r .'i,i r'~' '\' , , { } -'- [{ }T, { }T]T [9 6 4]ti"'" j.~ , ,'" , U - up Us ••

f~l~;g~~D")we;define a set of independent generalized, speeds by {u} = '[UI Uz ': ".'upY.
r~~:;}:The vector containing the p independent generalized speeds {u} is related to {up} by

~~~i~~f.~!~. . {up} ~ [T]{ii} .{ii} = [Tj-l{up} . [9.6.5]

S.7,".'.\,;.'.~;'.'•.;'.",~(.~hiC~[T] IS a nO,nsmgular tran~formatlOn ma~x.of order,p, X p ..WIthout loss of
(,;~"tgeneralIty, we assume here that {u}'and{up} comcIde;'sothat[T]= [1]. We,next
_~i~:paititionthe constraint matrix [A] as :\,' ,: ,'; , " '~;
',~..~~.~'fi)~J.!./' :, ~.,?tV'i'. ;, .," 'J. ,

t~~r;i'(" [A] = [[Ap] '[As]] .. ,' [9.6.6]
';'.,'-~'>_.,':._',_:,~,,,,, '.~

'n'i"~ffere lAp'] is of ordermx p and [As] is of order m X m. Introduction ohhis partition
;;jnto Eq. [9.6.3] gives

..:>:: -,,7;,.:":,'.:'~YJ)

.;~~:~~l "J) , [Ap]{up} + [As]{us} + {B} = {OJ
r«~~_~-_Y;~:;.T:S-;~-,;'. ,~,. ,'.. _ ,
It''{,,80lviligfor {l{s}, we obtain " .
:'_'-_~~~:'::,:_~:?@11f,j ,;;~ . .' 0)\ -,.:~~ ,/ " : ,'~.:-- (~>'f

" ,;, {us} =-[Asrl[Ap]{up} - [Asrl{B} = [A']{u} + {B'}
"t~ '

_ "', [A'] = -[Asr1[Ap] , {B'} = -[Asr1{B} [9.6.9]
-i':~-': " '-:"','" F' ;.'

1
2Jt:'fbr Eq. [9.6.8] to hold, [As] must be nonsingular, which is the requirement when

,~>:;>'p¥titioning the generalized speeds into independent illld surplus sets. . .' "
$;:~E:;;SJr~~e~t''Yew1tethe ge?era~iie(f~e~ocities:in t~mis ~f the iride~~rident a~d su~lus
:.;'g~neralizedspeeds.The relatIOn between the generalIzed velocItIes and the'gener-
'*?,,;3.Iiieo'speeds, Eq. [9.5.3], can be partitioned as
;C~~~->.~-~~~~i~:~.~~["! -,' i~~ j _ - ' {

~~1~;(,,:;,' ' {ti} = [W]{u} + {X} = [Wp]{up} + LWs]{us} + {X} [9.6.10]
~-:.~-t,-_,:~~,''j:'';~'i''~

'~:F;l~~~r~[Wp] and [Ws] are partitions of [W] o( o~ders, n X p~d n X J?1:, res)?,ectively,
,~,:-:,J~]~~,.n":,p]IWs]]. Introducing the expreSsion ~rom Eq. [9.6.8] into the ab?ve
;\:~~tration, we obtain i '" ",I , '\, '

-f::~;~~)~tl;;\i . :.~ "i'l I -J i" )

{3'Jtfqh~jJWp]{up} - [Ws][Asrl([Ap]{up} + {B}) + {X} =; [WHu} + {X} , [9.6.11]

f~':~'h1~~iutn..i'
i;~i'~;~_.-~:.~'~:-~J':-,-:-~ WI'

,ci~1J;";;',,,,,,, [W] = [Wp] - [Ws][Asr [Ap] = [Wp] + [Ws][A ] [9.6.12]
'l'~;~1i-~,..,~~ i< '. ' ~- ",;~>We '~ext extend the concept of indep~~dent generalized speeds to the partial
:yelocities. We rewrite Eq. [9.5.10] as
~~~L~i1)~~
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y~~

Introducing the expression for {us} from Eq. [9.6.8] to this equation and carrying,o.~i::~
the algebra gives tJ;J"N

. !,.1l

{v} = [V]{il} + [Vs]{B'} + {vt} [9.6. 1Sl~
The partial velocity matrix associated with the independent generalized speed~;,j"

can be expressed as Jr~:',.

, . [V] = [Vp] + [VsHA'] [9.6. 1~l.'U
Note the similarity in form between Eqs. [9.6.12] and [9.6.16]. To express the partii'"!1
velocities in algebraic vector form we note that [Vp] contains the first p partial v~i,:1
locities, and [Vs](A'] the remaining m. Hence, the partial velocities associated witij,'
the independent partial velocities can be expressed as ' .~

m m

"k = yk +L Ajkyj+P k = 1,2, ... , P "t = yt +L Bjyj+P,d'f,1:
j=l j=l':;l~

.~4_~;,.-'_t~
[9.6. 1 7]""""",~.:...-Jr,

where Ajk and Bj are the entries of [A'] and {B'}, respectively, which were definedj~;j
Eq. [9.6.9]. When the transformation matrix [T] is not the identity matrix, we have\,a~

[A'] ~ -[Asr'[Ap][T] " [W] =' [Wp][T] + [Ws][A'] [9.6"'~ii~t
Pm . ilL,;""

"k = '" T yr + ~ A'. yj+p [9.6.1 9]','f,I,,'

:S kr is J k ';'fJ;~
" • ,:f',-

in which Tkr are th~ entries of [T]. ."",:'~,;'7
We repeat the procedure for independent partial angular velocities. The resultl"~

turn ont to be the sam~ as :. [9'9.
17
], with the v terms r:;laced by ro: " i;l;,.,:,.".J,',."." ••

, (;)k = wk +LAjkWJ+P (;)t = wt +LBjwJ+P [9.6.20]';:~

. We now calculate the g:::ralized forces a,ssodated w;:' the independent ge~~~~j
alIzed speeds. To thISend, we make use of the quasi-coordmates. From Eq. [9.6.Uh"i
we write the virtual displacements as B{q} = rW]B{q'}, where B{q'} are the virtliar~t'
displacements associated with the independent quasi-coordinates. As before, we arb ":."
using ~is expre~sion only for derivatio.n purposes. Introducing the virtual displacfiI',:;;J
ments mto the VIrtUalwork, we can wnte "1

. BW = {QfB{q} = {Qf[W]B{q'} = {OfB{q'}' [9.6.21]'51
where . ,\f

. {Of = {Qf[W] = {Qf[Wp] + {Qf[Ws](A'] [9.6.22~:i'i'

"I'
is a vector of order p in the form {Of = [01 O2 ••• Op]. To express the generj }~,
alized forces .associated with the independent generalized speeds, we partition th~ ••
generalized forces as " J

{U}' ~ {Q}'[[Wp] [Ws]]"; {{Up}' {Us}') [9.6.23] ':1

"1

1

~, /~i;r~~>~~;t';f~r • .~ i
.j
l..,
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Introducing Eq. [9.6.23] into Eq. [9.6.22] gives

{Of = {Qf[W] = {Upf + {Usf[A']

which can be expressed in scalar form as
[9.6.24]

[9.6.25]k = 1, 2, ... , p
m

" ~ ,Uk = Uk + L Uj+pAjk
j=l

Wehave eliminated the surplus generalized speeds from the formulation and ar-
rived at a set of independent generalized speeds, partial velocities, and generalized
forces. This is a significant advantage of using generalized speeds rather than gener-
alized velocities. Recall that with Lagrangian mechanics, nonholonomic constraints
and associated Lagrange multipliers cannot be eliminated from the formulation be-
fore the equations of motion are derived. Only after deriving the equations of motion
in constrained form can one use a series of substitutions to eliminate the Lagrange
multipliers and surplus coordinates.

One can arrive at a set of independent generalized speeds, partial velocities,
and generalized forces in two ways. One is by observing the kinematics of the sys-
tem and directly identifying a set of independent generalized speeds. The other is
by beginning with a set of constrained generalized speeds and then applying the
constraint equations derived above. The latter approach is most often a complicated
task; one is usually better off generating a set of independent generalized speeds
directly.

Under certain circumstances, such as in problems involving Coulomb friction,
it may be more desirable to deal with constrained quasi-velocities than with uncon-
strained ones. In such cases, one deliberately leaves a constrained coordinate in the
system formulation. This procedure is similar to the relaxation of constraints using
Lagrange's equations.

Considerthe rolling disk problem. First consider the case when the disk is rolling and slipping,
and obtain the partial velocities associated with the center of mass and the partial angular
velocities. Then, impose the rolling constraint and obtain the corresponding partial velocities
and partial angular velocities.
Solution

We use the 3-1-3 Euler angle transformation and the F frame. We select the inertial frame
al a2a3 such that the al a2 plane is the rolling surface, and the a3 direction is the vertical. We
invoke the constraint that the disk is always in contact with the surface, so that for roll with
slip we have five degrees of freedom. We select the quasi-velocities as

Example
9.7

UI = WI = (] U2 = W2 = cPsin(]

U3 = W3 = 4>cos(] + ~ U4 = X Us = y [a]

where X and Y denote the coordinates of the center of mass in the al and a2 directions, re-
spectively. Noting that the height of the center of mass is given by the holonomic constraint
relation Z = R sin (], the component of the velocity of the center of mass in the a3 direction
is RO cos (] = RUI cos (]. The velocity of the center of mass and the angular velocity of the

L.



The independent partial angular velocitiesremaih the same as before and have the forni'

j

l
J
1
,j
'1
t
,1
1
~

.-J

[It]

[eI

[I]

[eI]

[I]

[h]

{B}= [~J

ws = 0

S
VG = a2

4
VG = al

004 = 0

003 = f3

v3 RfVG = - 1

003 = f3

002 = f2

v2
VG = 0

V2 -v3-0G - G-

[A p1= R [- sin 4>s~n0 0 cos 4>]
, cos 4>sm 0 0 sin 4>

002 = f2

001 = fl

vI RfVG = 3

001 = fl

vh = RcosOa3

'[1 OJ[As] = 0 1
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body can be written as

vG = .Kal + Ya2 + Za3 = U4al + USa2 + RUI cos 0 a3

00 = ulfl + U2f2 + U3f3

The partial velocities and partial angular velocities can now be written as

[A'] = -[Asrl[A ] = -[A. ] = -R[- sin4>s~nO 0 C?s4>] [fl
p , • p cos 4>sm 0 0 sm 4> -

The matrix [As] is nonsingular; thus, our choice of independent generalized speeds is a,:j
valid one. Next. we introdnce the constraints into the expression for the'velocity of the center -.
of mass. Introducing the expressions for U4 and Us from the right side of Eq. [e] into Eq. [b ].i
and expressing the result in terms of the F frame, we obtain 'j

'7.1. -

'To find the partial velocities associated with the constrained system, we first calculat~
the velocitY of the contact point C and set it equal to zero, thlis r_

Vc = VG+ 00 X rCIG = U4al + USa2 + RUlcOa3 + (ulfl + U2f2 + U3f3) x (- Rf2)
= (U4 - RUlS4>SO + RU3c4»al + (us + RUlC4>S() + RU3s4»a2 = 0

As expected, components of the motion in the a3 direction canceled each other.
We select the independent generalized speeds as "1 = Ul,"2 = U2, and "3 = U3, so that

the surPlus coordinates are {us} = [U4 usf. We are retaining the angular velocities in the,
formulation. Comparing~q. [e] with Eqs. [9.6.7] and [9.6.8], we have

VG = (RUI sin4>sinO- RU3cos4»al

- (RUI cos 4>sin 0 + RU3 sin 4>)a2 + RUl cos 0 a3 'I'

:\
= - RU3fl + Rulf3 [I] "'1'

which is the well-known result for the velocity of the center of mass. The, partial velocities -cS
associated with the velocity of the center of mass in terms of the independent generalized v,: .

speeds are"';

We ~ext calculate the partial velocities associated with the independent generalized
speeds using Eqs. [9.6.17]. We find

vh = vh + AilV~ + A;l% = RcosOa3 + Rsin4>sinOal - Rcos4>sinOa2 = Rf3

v2 2 A' 4 A' s 0vG = vG + 12vG+ 22VG=

v~ = v~ + A;3v~ +A;3% = 0 - RCOS4>al - Rsin4>a2 = -Rfl
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Consider the rolling disk. First analyze the case when the disk is rolling and slipping and
obtain the generalized forces. Then impose the rolling constraint and obtain the associated
generalized forces.

Solullon
Y'{,ewill use the expressions generated for the partial velocities in Example 9.7. For roll with
.~lip, there are five.degrees of freedom. We select the quasi-velocities as in the previous ex-
ample as

,~
UI = WI = 0

9.6 GENERALIZED SPEEDS AND CONSTRAINTS

U2 = W2 = .cbsinO

Example
9.8
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[f]

[c]

[a]

[It]

[eI]

Us = yU4 = XU3 = W3 = cbcoso + rfr

F = Fe + Fg = PIal + P2S,2+ (P3 - mg)a3

= Flfl + (F2 - mg sin O)f2 + :(F3 - mg cos O)f3

VI = vh.F + 001. MG = (P3 - mg)RcosO - F3R

U2 = y~. F + 002 •MG = 0

V3 = yb.F+003.MG = FIR

V4 = y~. F+ 00
4
• MG = PI

Vs = %. F+ oos.MG = P2.-::."

""'

'I.'heresultant moment about the center of mass is

." MG = relG X Fe = -Rf2 X (Flfl + F2f2 + F3f3) = -F3RfI + FIRf3 [e]
.'. ~,r_~.-•.. , ~.

:E..,~ote'that we are conveniently using unit vectors from both the A and F frames to simplify
'rF~;~~.Uie'expressions. The associated generalized forces become
:~'-~ .. _'~:!~"-.
'".~.:"~~'.

i;~~~J
_ ,.,:r

-t:'"''''''

'~"':{':-:"~: ';?
.~~,:' arid can write the velocity of the center of mass and the angular velocity vector as

r;;f.:.0..~.;.!~J va ~ •••al + u,a, 'I-lIuI cos03, ••• ~ ulfl + u,f, + u,f,
~;t~c:The associated partial velocities are

j""-:r:.r:,':;".'.li

;'"1 yl - R cos II a y2 - y3 - 0 y4 - a VS a,,;\~l, G- v 3 G- G-. G- 1 .'G'= 2

;\::.~~,':i(\ 001 = fl002 = f2 003 = f3 004 =6 ooS= 0
.~;~..~:_t:': .J:; '":'

;;,.:;'}c:::. The forces acting on the 'disk are the force of gravity, F g = - mga3, and three reaction
j"' Jorces at the point of contact, Fe = PIal + P2a2 + P3a3 = Flfl +F2f2 +F3f3, where Pi andFi
,..,iaf'}lfe their components in theA and Fframes. We can use two approaches to find the generalized
,.'~('.for~es associated with the quasi-coordinates. One approach is to treat each force separately
:~~~}>~~use Eq. [9.5.23], which requires the partial velocities associated with the individual points
>l1ct'>~ilVhichthe forces are applied. For the problem under consideration, this requires calculation
'3::'ofthe velocity of poin,t C and of the center of mass G. As there are no applied torques, there
.;,:~;"i~>no need for partial angular velocities.
},}C~:~"The second approach is to take the resultant and use Eq. [9.5.26]. Here, one needs to
.t/:;:.£Mciilate the resultant moment, the partial velocities associated with the center of mass, and
" the partial angular velocities. To demonstrate the merits of the two approaches, we will use
, both.
J'/"J'~ .
.....~.Inthe resultant approach, we first calculate the resultant force, F,which has the form



We proceed to find the generalized forces. Noting that there are no applied torques, we
write the generalized forces as

{it

~ = a2 [hiV~ = alV~ = Rfl2Vc = 0

= U4al + U5a2 + RUI cos 0 a3 + (UIfl + U2f2 + U3f3) X (- Rf2)

= U4al + U5a2 + RUI cosO a3 + RU3fl ~ Rulf3

Vc = VG + W X rCIG

V~ = -Rf3 + RcosOa~
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1
1
i
i
,1

When ,treating each force separately, we first find the velocity of the contact point C;' :1
which is ' " I, i

;,1
.","'1

Id ,\
[g)!

.'}

so that the partial velocities associated with the velocity of point C have the form
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VI = -mga3.RcosOa3 + (Pial + P'ia2 + P3a3).(-Rf3 + RcosOa3)

= -mgRcosO- F3R + P3RcosO

U2 =0

V3 = -mgal. 0 + (Flfl + F2f2 + F3f3). Rfl = FIE.

V4 = - mga3 • al + (PI al + P2a2 + P3a3Y- 81 = PI

V5 = -mga3.a2+(PI81 + P282t'P3a3).a2 = P2

Uk = v~.Fg +,v~.Fc

Carrying out the dot products, we obtain

k = 1,2, ... ,5
j

[I] :1.-;,
,jj,
~
- ~
'1
-.';
/t
1
:~
;i1

1,,
.l
!
'~

~
J
!

[11
,{
I

~

~i
:{which is identical to'Eq~. [ft. . < ' 1 ,r

.Joi • >.".

Nqw,we impose;the no-slip cons~aint and obtai~ the generalized forces associaJe.dwith
the indepy~dent&enera1iz~4 ~p~eds.Here, we use the r~sultant approach.,from Example 9.7,j
the ind~p~ndent partial velocities are' ;, ' )

so that the generalized forces become
....~.'l '/.~,

~I RfvG = 3 v~.= 0 ~3 RfvG = -,_ I 001 = fl 002 = f2
,

003 = f3
,

[k]

(;1 = vh ~F +,91;.MG~ (F3 - Trlgc;qsO)R ~F3.R =,-mgRcosO

U~ "'2 F ...2 M 0'2 = VG. ,+ w • , G ,=

(;3 = v~.~r+ rot.MG 'F-FIR + FIR "1 0 [I]

..•;;

A~,expected, the, rea~tionfor~esat the contact point do not appear in the generalized
forces.'Let us now calculate the ge~era1ized forces associated, with the iqdependent general-
ized speeds using the constraint equation, Eq. [9.6.25]. From Example 9.7 we have

, [A'] = .~'~~[- Si~4>S~~8 0 C?s4>] [.]
,. cos4>smO 0 sm4>

thus, we can write Eq. [9.6.25]as' ,. ; ,

(;1 = VI + Ail U4 + A~I V5 = VI + V4Rsin 4>sin 0 - V5RCOS4>sin 0

= -mgRcosO - F3R + P3RcosO + PIRsin4>sinO - P2Rcos 4>sin 0
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In]

[9.7.2]

[9.7.3]

[9.7.1]

[9.7.4]

9.7 GmBs-APPELLEQUATIONS

i = 1,2,; .. ,N'miai ~"Fi + F;

U2 = U2 + Ai2U4 + A;2US = U2 = 0
v , I '"U3 = U3 + A13U4 + A23US = U3 - U4RCOS'f' - UsRsin4>
= FIR - P1Rcos4> - P2R sin 4>

:t

n n d
. "'" k •. ""'.k t

ai =L Vi Uk +L Vi Uk + -dVi
k=l k=l t

'fi4e.the Gibbs~Appeli function, denoted by S, as having the form
N '1S = - "'" m.a .• a.2L II I

i= 1
pe:;.,
ie/yibbs-Appell function is also referred to as the energy of acceleration or

Qibb}jUnction. Let us next differentIate S with respect to the time derivative of•.••.~~~f:~

,~:qiIasi-velocity, which yields'
.~:'~~~)r"~~'~

m>rder to simplify the derivation and to establish that the Gibbs-Appell and
rpe~.sequationsare indeed identical, we will carry out the derivation of the Gibbs-
~p'~~;jej:i~ationsusingpartial velocities. This way of deriving the Gibbs-Appell
'uatiavsjs not the traditional derivation.. . .

~<~eleet.aset' of n -independent quasi-velocities u}, Uz, .•. ,Un and write the
aQ.d.accelerationof each particle. The velocity of each particle can be written

.~'~'''~!\,;

.(".terE! i~~eb~te on. whether these equations should be called the Gibbs-Appell or the Appell equations. The name
;,.;.'. bs-Appell IS attributed to Pars._'~~::0,. .

~~~.lGmBs-APPELL EQUATIONsS
;-}"'.'tr ....

~;~l1?ps~Appelllllethod makes use. of a scalar function in terms of accelerations
.l~rvethe equations of motion, analogous to the concept of using kinetic energy

'i~'I:~gtange's equations. We describe the method first for a system of particles and
~~l!W'irigid bodies. Consider a system ofN particles that has n degrees of freedom.
~\yill'initially consider independent quasi-velocities. The force balance for each~Tete \canbe written as
':";-""-~')'- '.



[9.7.5]
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as N aai
- = """'m.a .• -a. L I I a'
Uk i= 1 Uk

Noting from Eq. [9.7.3] that vf and v~do not contain any derivatives of the general-
ized speeds, we can write

aai aVi k-.- = - = Vi k = 1,2, ... , n [9.7.6]
aUk aUk

so that, substituting this result into Eq. [9.7.5] and using the definition of the gener-
alized forces associated with the quasi-velocities, we obtain

as N N

-.- =Lyr. miai =Lvf. Fi = Uk [9.7.7]
aUk i=1 i=1

where the contributions of the reaction forces have canceled out. Equation [9.7.7]
can ~ rewritten as

as
-a' = Uk k = 1, 2, ... , n [9.7.8]
Uk

Equation [9.7.8] represents the Gibbs-Appell equations or Appell equations in
terms of independent quasi-velocities. They are n first-order equations. When com-
bined with the kinematic differential equations relating the generalized velocities to
the generalized speeds, they form a set of 2n first-order equations that describe the
evolution of the dynamical system completely.

To write the Gibbs-Appell equations, we first determine the number of degrees
of freedom 0f the system and select an appropriate set of independent generalized
coordinates and quasi-velocities. We proceed with the kinematics of the problem,
developing expressions for the velocity and for the acceleration of each particle.
From the velocity terms, we identify the partial velocities. From the acceleration
terms, we generate the function S. Because we will be taking partial derivatives of
S with respect to the rates of change of the generalized speeds, we can ignore any
term in S that does not contain derivatives of generalized speeds. After obtaining S,
we take the partial derivatives. We obtain the generalized forces Uk after calculating
the forces acting on each particle. We then invoke Eq. [9.7.8].

The term as/aUk can also be calculated by using the second term on the right
side in Eq. [9.7.7], without the need to calculate S explicitly. Doing so, as we will
see in the next section, is tantamount to using Kane's equations.

Let us compare the Gibbs-Appell equations and Lagrange's equations. In La-
grange's equations, first the kinetic energy is calculated, which is a function of the
velocities. Lagrange's equations can handle holonomic constraints as-at least in
theory-one can find a set of independent generalized coordinates that take into ac-
count the constraints. In the presence of nonholonomic constraints, one cannot elim-
inate the constraints before deriving the equations of motion. But the Gibbs-Appell
method uses an acceleration function. Hence, for systems acted upon by nonholo-
nomic constraints, it becomes possible to find a set of independent quasi-velocities
that are compatible with the constraints. In such systems, one ends up with n - m = p
independent equations and n kinematic differential equations, for a total of n + p
first-order equations.
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~\.

(;.' \£~".
r

[9.7.9]

[9.7.10]

k = 1, 2, ... , nd aT aT
- ----
dt aqk aqk

a = aG + a X p + w X (w X p)

as
alb

as
aUk

Lagrange's equations can be shown to be a special case of the Gibbs-Appell
equations. Selecting the quasi-velocities to be the same as the generalized velocities,
Uk = (h (k = 1,2, ... , n),we observe that Qk = Uh and by manipulating S one can
show that

It is for these reasons that the function S is also referred to as the fundamental
function.

One might wonder at this point why we bothered to learn about Lagrange's equa-
tions, if the Gibbs-Appell equations represent the more general case and can handle
holonomic as well as nonholonomic constraints, as well as leading to equations of
motion that can be put into state form with greater ease. There are several answers.
First of all, for holonomic systems, the Gibbs-Appell equations have no advantage
over Lagrange's equations. The Gibbs-Appell equations are more cumbersome; they
require the calculation of acceleration terms, as opposed to the velocity terms needed
for Lagrange's equations.

From a physical perspective, velocities are easier to visualize than accelerations,
so that dealing with velocities gives a greater physical insight. Following this line
of argument, the kinetic and potential energy are quantities that are much easier to
visualize than the function S, which looks much more abstract. Dealing with energy..•
expressions helps one differentiate between natural and nonnatural systems easier,
and it simplifies the solution of equilibrium problems. Finally, integrals of the motion
are much more easily derived from the kinetic and potential energy than they are
from the fundamental function S.

The definition of S is motivated by Gauss's principle for virtual accelerations,
which is obtained by considering a special class of variation (see Section 5.13). By
contrast, Lagrange's equations are based on D' Alembert's principle and its extension
to scalar functions, the extended Hamilton's principle.

Another shortcoming of the Gibbs-Appell equations is when deriving the equa-
tions of motion associated with spatially continuous systems. As we will see in Chap-
ter 11, for deformable bodies the extended Hamilton's principle leads to both the
equations of motion and boundary conditions. By contrast, the Gibbs-Appell equa-
tions can be used only after the flexible motion is discretized.

We are ready to extend the Gibbs-Appell equations to rigid bodies. The general
form of the equations of motion is still Eq. [9.7.8], so we develop the expression for
the fundamental function. Intuitively, we expect it to contain expressions associated
With the acceleration of the center of mass and with the rate of change of angular
momentum. From Fig. 8.1, the acceleration of a differential mass element on the
body is written in terms of the center of mass motion as

where wand a are the angular velocity and acceleration of the body, respectively,
and p is the position vector from the center of mass to the differential element. It
follows that f p dm = O. The Gibbs-Appell function can be written as an integral



over the entire body as
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1 ' I . '
S = 2:maG• aG+2:u •HGrel+ a • (00 x HG)

11'
S = 2:m{aGY{aG} + 2:{af[IGHa} + {af[w](IGHw}

• ~.. ,_.~ ,','" - <' • ,+ c'

~
j
1

1
'i'J.~l
.~

."1
If 'il

S = 2: a. adm [9.7.11i(!-~
"\:'1

We introduce Eq. [9.7.10] into Eq. [9.7.11] and integrate over the body. All ofi-~
theJ p dm terms vanish and terms that do not contain any accelerations or angular "j
accelerations can be ignored, as they do not contribute to aSia Uk' The expression fo~'~J
S reduces to, J

,}

S = ~maG.aG+~f(aXP).(aXP)dm+ J(aXP).(OOX(ooxP»dm ,it'l
[9.7.12i'~
i, '1 ,i

It is convenient to express S in terms of the angular momentum~ Here, we follo~i,':1
an approach similar to the one in,Section 8.11. The second term on the right side qf; 1
Eq. [9.7.12] can be expressed as .. ' , 'iO,J

' , .' ..,~
(~ x p). (a X p) =? {af[pf[Pl{a} [9.7.13]i .~

~"/1 ;:j

and we realize that f[PlT[p] dm = [IG]and that [IGHa} ,= {HG}rel.Manipulation :;~
of the last tyrm on the right side of Eq. [9.7.12] is more complicated. Mter a nu.mbetr]
of manipulations one.can sho~ that "

[9.7.15]r '1
.~~

, ';1

The last two terms in this equation indicate that S is related to the rate of change; ',1
of the angular momentum. In column vector format we have :~

::.~
:.; ~'$

[9.7.16]J~1,
.~'j .,~

(a X p). (00 X (00 X p» = a. (00 X (p X (00 X p»)
- ,:,

where we recognize the expression that leads to the angular momentum term, P X,I
(00 X p). Carrying out the integration, we can write the Gibbs-Appell function for~;
rigid body as
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-1

k = 1, 2, ... , n

:..,
When taking the partial derivatives of S with respect to the derivatives of the; ;

generalized speeds, a simplification takes place when we recall Eq. [9.7.6]. Indeed,;
for the acceleration of the center of mass, one can writei

~i

~
[9.7.17] ,

aaG aVG k-.- = - = vG
aUk aUk

and, using the same argument for the angular acceleration vector, write

aa aoo k
-=-=00
aUk aUk. [9.7.18]

Taking the partial derivative of S with respect to Uk and introducing the above
two equations into these partial derivatives, we obtain

...-.•.._---------~ -- '. ,,--- ~---------
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Example
9.9

[eI]

[9.7.22]

[9.7.21]

[9.7.19]

[a]

Uz U3t
[It]

k = 1, 2, ... , n

k = 1,2,3

{W} = [WI Wz W3t = [Ul

U3+k = VkUk = Wk

{a} = :t {w} = [al az a3t = [UI Uz U3t

N
k' ~ k . k

• mjaG; +Wj • HG) = L(vG;. Fj + wi •MG)
j= 1

{aa} ~ :t {VGlrel + [w]{vG} = {aGlrel + [w]{vG} = [VI Vz V3t + [w]{vG} [c]

9.7 GmBS.A1>PELLEQUATIONS

= m{aGVa{~G} + (a{~})T [IG]{a} + (a{~})T [w][IG]{W}
aUk aUk aUk

k k • k k .= VG • maG + w • (HGrel + W X HG) = VG • maG + w • HG

When the body is rotating about a fixed point C, the Gibbs-Appell function can
written about that point. The Gibbs-Appell function takes the form

1 . "
S = "2«.He reI + « • (w X He)

as
aUk

so that, as with particles, the partial derivatives of S can be calculated without eval-
uating S itself. Considering that the expressions for the generalized forces are given
"by Eq. [9.5.26], we can write the Gibbs-Appell equations for a rigid body as
%~

" v~. maG + wk .iIG = v~ .F+ wk. MG k = 1,2, ... ,n[9.7.20]

For a system consisting of several bodies, the Gibbs-Appell equations can be
as

~"ilTo obtainthe rates of change of the quasi-velocities,we note that
.."1l~
-if, "{v} [ ]T [ ]T":, .. G = VI Vz V3 = U4 Us U6

~,f,,':,:i/

:~~:t~(J:,.t~'
fj~,,> On the issue of the selection of the quasi-velocities: A good choice ,of these
~~t.should simplify the equations of motion and, if possible, give the generalized speeds
::;:{J~physical interpretation. If there are nonholonomic quantities, such as constraints,
~:~'~~~gularvelocities, or body-fixed velocity components, the selection should reflect
1~:::.~;;;!b9sequantities~ .
:.!f'. 'f-
~f.~:~~<:',-,",'
i?;:1f:~~1!~'i'
" .."itenve the translationaland rotationalequationsof motionfor a rigid body,using the Gibbs-

~ppell equations. "
:50lullo.
~"~ :

_...'\Ve~will'use the column vector notation.We select.the quasi-velocitiesas the three angular
)Y'"l:velocitiesWI, wz, and W3 of the body and three componentsof the velocity of the center of

'm~s alongbody-fixedaxes, denotedby VI. Vz, and'v3.Hence,
:i~'-~),

r
~"~ -".r.

l
t..',..



l
':\

;:, )

k = 1,2,3

k = 1, 2, ... , 6

{ . "} [ . , ']T [. . ']TU = U4 Us U6 = VI V2 V3

{u"} ,=..[U4 Us u6f ,=__[VI, V2 v3f= {VG}

(as)T ( as )T
., a{~'t'~'a{a}'== [IGHa}t [w][IoHw}
,_ .,;;?' ~.. t! . . '. ,.f ~,

U2 u3f = {w}
> :£

{v~} = [1 0 of
{Wi} = [1 0 of

Uk == {v~Y{F} + {wkf{MG}

-;>

fU'l ~ [UI
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Evaluating the expressions, we obtain

Uk = Mk ".. U3+k = Fk

-'I
1~:

-~

1."i,
.~.~
1

The partial velocities of the center of mass and the partial angular velocities have the form .'~
I{vM = to} k = 1, 2, 3 J

{v~} = [0 1 of {v~} = [0 0 lfil
, 1

{w2} = [0 t' of {~3r= [0 0 If '4
,ni'::,}

{wk} = to}. k = 4,5,6 [.]a
We write the Gibbs-Appell function in colUInn vector format. For a set of bOdY-fixe~A

coordinates, "~
'f

1 1 ....']
S = 2m{aGf{aG} + 2{af[IGHa} + {af[w][IGHw} [Q.iJ

-'j

Consider a resultant force vector {F} = [FI F2 F3f and a resultant moment vector'j
{MG} = [MI M2 M3f about the center of mass. We calculate the generalized forces, using
Eq. [9,5.26], as

Consider the rotational equations of motion first. They correspond to the first three Gibbs,.
Appell equations associated with UI, U2, and U3. Introduce the notation

It follows that

fU'l = [141 142 u3f = {a}

To obtain the left side of the Gibbs-Appell equations, we differentiate S with respect to.
the derivatives of thefirsu1n:e~ generalized speeds. From Eq. Cd]this corresponds to differ,;
entiating S with respect to {a}. Doing so, we obtain

From Eq. [h], the right side of the Gibbs-Appell equations associated with the first three
an<:ilastthree generalized speeds have the form

" ~
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[UI U2 u3f = [Mil M2 ¥3f = {M}.
- > ",'

[U4 Us u6f = [FI F2 F3f = {F}
,.' ';.-

~

[I] j
Combining Eq. [k] and the first of Eqs. [1]yields the rotational equations of motion as

[IGHa} + [w][IGHw} = {M} '.[-I
We next consider the translational equations, Differentiating S with respect to the gen-

eralized speeds associated with translation,' we obtain

as a{a }__._. = m{a }T_G_ _ { T
a{u"} G a{u"} - maG} [n]
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Example
9.10

[c]

[II]

[a]

[0]

yft:

~)

V~ = -hi

002 =-k

9.7 GmBs-APPELL EQUATIONS

V~ = i

00] = 0

vb=Lj

~ = hi

] .vG = I

vD=i

VG = VA + 00 X rGIA = uti + uzk X Li = uti + Luzj

Vc = VA + 00 X rCIA = uti + U2k X hj = (u] -huz)i

VD = VA + 00 X rDIA = uli + uzk X -hj = (u] + hUz)i
••. :0 '.

,:ij6~partialvelocities are

,We select the generalized speeds as U] = 'VA and' Uz = iJ, so that VA = uii, 00 = u2k.
;~:~9iderto write the generalized forces, we need to calculate the partial velocities associated
Withpoints of application ofthe forces, C and D. To derive the fundamental equations without
'a(culating S explicitly, we also ,need the partial velocities of G. The velocities of G, C, and

are
:iiL~~~y';

m{aG} = m{aGlrel + m[w]{vG} = {F}

~R$ch are the translational motion equations.

"'the acceleration of the center of mass is

tri bT1aG = uti + Luzj + U]W X i+ Luzw Xj = (UI - Lu~)i + (Luz + u]uz)j [eI]

:lThe angular momentum is HG = IGuzk, in which IG is the mass moment of inertia about
,~~c~n~~r'of mass. The rate of change of angular momentum is simply HG =. IGuzk. Be-
ae~~~!Ws.is a plane motion problem, the angular velocity and angular momentum are in the

l~~difecti<m;thus, the Gibbs function reduces to . ' ..;'
'~:;::QlfYv'-~"'-:':'i'; -' ~..' .' i"

. ',(1" ,1 1 H' 1( (' z)z .'. ' .. (L . )2 I' z) []:~~"=ZmaG -aG + ZQ~. G = Z m U] - Luz + m Uz + U]UZ + GUZ . •
,",:'"\' .

'a,kirigpartial derivatives of S we obtain
il.'

~sider the vehicle in Example 4.14 and derive the equations of motion using the Gibbs-
,~.,t~pellequations. It is given that the velocity of point A is always along the x-axis.

,-,Iu"on
"The vehicle configuration is shown in Fig. 4.8. The orientation of the vehicle can be described
Ii6y'thtee generalized coordinates, X, Y, and 0, with X and Y denoting the coordinates of the
~...r.~~'," . - ~...t~pter,of mass. (Another reasonable choice for the generalized coordinates would be the-co-
'.&rOihates of point A: XA,'YA, and 0.) The nonholonomic constraint indicates that the velocity
'blpoiilt A is always in the direction' of the vehiCle,' O(
~~Ju~~,;:r.' .

. VA - j = 0

1~f'f:,i>ecause~~:9,~is equal to the identity matrix. Combining Eq. [n] and the second of Eqs. [1]
ft;yjelds

r'.~.....
~~y .

'.•......., ..;;::~.:

l~i.;"
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i

The external forces are Fe = Fei, FD = FDi, so that the right sides of the fundamental 1
equations becomet

I
Ul = v~.Fc +~.FD = Fe +FD i

!
Uz = v~. Fe + ~. FD = h(FD - Fe) [9]

Equating Eqs. [f] and [g] gives the equations of motion as

m(i,l1 - Lu~) = Fe +FD
.q.

(IG + mL Z)"2 + mLul Uz = h(FD - Fe)

~!

The five equations [h], [i], [1], [m], and [n] constitute the complete set of differential
equations that describe the motion of this system. '

"

[8]-1
j
~i

[I]

[In]

- X sin 0 4- Y cos 0 = LuzXcos 0 + Y sin 0 = '';1

vG = XI + YJ = (X cos 0 + YsinO)i + (-XsinO + YcosO)J [I]
~1

and equating this equation to the expression of vG in terms of the generalized speeds in
Eq. [b] we obtain A

\

[k] 4

"";'"

,'I
'.j

;~

"1~

One can assign a physical interpretation to the equations of motion. Equation [h] is the ..',
I

force balance in the x direction. Equation [i] represents the moment balance about A. -• ;
Let us compare the effort to obtain the equations of motion with Example 4.14, wher~ _;

Lagrange's equations are used.and with Example 5.13, where Jourdain's variational principle j
is used. In both these examples we begin with a set;of constrained coordinates and imposel
the constraint. By contrast, when using the'Gibbs-Appell equations, we begin with a set of
independent variables. It is clear that we obtained the equations of motion more easily using
the Gibbs-Appell equations.

The kinematic differential equatioJ;lsare obt,~ned, by expressing the rates of change of
the generalized coordinates X, Y, and 0 in terms of the generalized speeds. To this end, w,~
write the vel09:ityof the center qf mass as

Solving these equations for X and Y, we reach

X = Ul cos 0 - Luz sin 0

Y = Ul sinO + LuzcosO

The kinematic differential equation for 0 is simply

o = Uz

;.l

: ~
On the selection of the quasi-velocities for Example 9.10:,We sele~~edUl as th~l

velocity of A in view of the constraint. Had we selected one of the quasi-velocities 1
as X or Y, the resulting equations of motion would be quite complicated. Also, com- >

ponents of the velocity along a body-fixed frame provide physical insight.

9.8 KANE'S EQUATIONS

Kane's ~quations can be derived in a variety of ways. One can ~e a system of
particles and use the equation of motion of each particle, or one can begin with
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I 6Thisdefinition is different than Kane's definition of generalized inertia force.

which is known as Kane's equations. To establish the equivalence between the
!(ane's equations and the Gibbs-Appell equations, we focus on Eqs. [9.7.7] and
[9.8.2], from which

C;:omparethis equation with Eq. [9.7.19]. For interconnected bodies, one uses the
resultant acceleration and change in angular momentum for each body and sums, as
Wedid for particles, to obtain Eq. [9.7.21].

Even though we performed near-identical manipulations to obtain the Gibbs-
Appell and Kane's equations, the two are inspired from very different viewpoints.

[9.8.5]

[9.8.4]

[9.8.3]k = 1,2, ... ,n

N
"'"' mia'. v~ = U* _ asL I I k--
i= 1 aUk

Uk = Uk

Uk = - v~ •F* - b:i •M* = v~. maG + w •HG

Introducing this expression into Eq. [9.8.1] yi~lds

It is clear that the Gibbs-Appell and Kane's equations are identical.
For rigid bodies, the generalized inertia forces can be found in a way sim-

ilar to finding the generalized forces. Indeed, we define a resultant inertia force
F* = - maG, acting through the center of mass, and a resultant inertia torque M* =
~dHGldt, similar to the negative of the gyroscopic moment. The generalized inertia
force has the form

D' Alembert's principle and use the transformation from the generalized velocities to
the quasi-velocities. In order to establish the equivalence between the Gibbs-Appell
and Kane's equations, we begin with the first approach.

Consider a system of N particles that has n degrees of freedom. The equa-
tion of motion for each particle can be written as Eq. [9.7.1]. We select an
appropriate set of independent generalized coordinates and quasi-velocities. As-
sociated with each particle and each quasi-velocity there is a partial velocity vector
v~ (k = 1,2, ... , n; i = 1,2, ... , N). To obtain Kane's equations, one takes the dot
product of each of the N equations of motion with the partial velocities and adds the
resulting equations, which yields

N NLmiai .vf =LFi •vf k = 1,2, ... , n [9.8.1]
i=1 i=1

The right side of this equation is recognized as the generalized force Uk' We
define by Fi = - miai the inertia force associated with the ith mass, and the sum of
the inertia forces multiplied by the partial velocities as UZ, the generalized inertia
jorce, is defined as6

N N
Uk = -Lvf •Fi =Lvf • miai [9.8.2]

i=1 i=1

f~

~

r-
~.
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The motivation behind the development of the Gibbs-Appell equations was to de~~
velop a fundamental function, in a sense similar to the extended Hamilton's Prin~~
ciple but one that can handle nonholonomic constraints. These equations can ~l
derived without using partial velocities. On the other hand, Kane's equations are,a
based on Kane's initial work with D' Alembert's principle, and on Lagrange's fonn-J
of D' Alembert's principle. ,_1

As discussed before, Kane's equations can be derived from D' Alembert's priIi~l'!
ciple is as follows: We invoke D' Alembert's principle for rigid bodies, derived inc~
Section 8.11. For a system of N bodies, the principle is written in terms of the genl;f'
eralized velocities as , Ig,

N ( )
aVG' . aWi.2: miaGi. -.-' + HGi • -. = Qk

i=1 aqk aqk

in which the generalized forces are given by

k = 1, 2, ... , n
:~

[9•••61~~~

;tc"'

N ( av _ aw"
Qk = .2: Fi• ~ + MGi • -. ,)

i=1 aqk aqk
[9 ••• 7}("

[9•••• ]

-Ii
',~

We introduce to these two equations the relationships between the generalized:,;
velocities and the generalized speeds. Making use of column vector notation and:~
the partial velocity matrix, we can express the partial derivatives ofvG

i
and Wi with'~

respect to the generalized velocities as

a{vGJ = a{vGJa{u} = a{VGJ[Wrl = [vq ][Wr1
a{tj} a{u} a{tj} a{u} Gi

a{Wi} = a{Wi} a{u} = a{Wi} [Wr1 = [w9][Wrl
a{tj} a{u} a{tj} a{u} I

so that Eq. [9.8.6] can be expressed as
N

.2: (mi{aGJT[vb)[Wrl + {HGJT[vb)[Wr1) = {Qf
i = 1

We right-multiply both sides of this equation by [W], for
N

.2: (mi{aGJT[vb) + {HGJT[Vb)) = {Qf[W] = {Uf
i= 1

"I[9•••9],';'

[9••• 10]

The right side of this equation is recognized as the generalized force vector as- 1
sociated with generalized speeds. The left side is recognized as the column vector j
representation of the generalized inertia forces. Hence, Kane's equations can be de..: .1'

rived directly from D' Alembert's principle for rigid bodies, by a simple change of _
variables from the generalized velocities to the generalized speeds.' ,

Derivation of Kane's equations can also be accomplished without the use of any i
variational principle, such as D' Alembert's or Hamilton's or of variational calculus; ~
Nor do they require the development of scalar functions such as energy and S. In this 1
regard, they are different than the others that we have studied.
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Another advantage of Kane's equations is that the approach, especially the use
of partial velocities, is desirable for interconnected and large-order systems. This is
because the procedure of obtaining the partial velocities and the generalized forces
can be mechanized and made suitable for computer implementation.

Rather than adding to the controversy on differences and similarities between the
Gibbs-Appell and Kane's equations, we will refer to the equations of motion derived
in this and the previous section as the fundamental equations of motion. We will
differentiate the forms by referring to the Kane s form of the fundamental equations
of motion and the Gibbs-Appell form of the fundamental equations of motion.

Another interesting interpretation of the fundamental equations is as follows.
Consider that we have one body, whose translational and rotational equations of mo-
tion are

527

maG-F=O HG-MG = 0 [9.8.11]

The fundamental equations are obtained by taking the dot product of the first of
Eq. [9.8.11] with v~ and of the second Eq. [9.8.11] with wk and summing the two
expressions. This results in the equation of motion for the kth generalized speed.
In essence, the kth fundamental equation is simply the sum of the components of
the force and moment balance along the directions of the partial velocities. This
interpretation should be compared with the interpretation of Lagrange's equations in
terms of the Euler angles.

Obtain the equations of motion of a disk rolling without slipping using the fundamental
equations.

Iolutlon
Wediscussed this problem in Examples 9.3 and 9.5. We begin with a set of independent gen-
eralized speeds Uk = W k (k = 1,2, 3) and use the F frame. First, we calculate the acceleration
of the center of mass. The velocity of the center of mass is given by

Exanlpl.
9.11

so that the acceleration becomes

Vc = - RU3fl + Rulf3 [a]

[c]

d
aG = dt (VG)rel + rot X VG

= (- RU3 + RUI u2)fl- (Rur + :~3 )f2 + (RUI + RU2u3)f3 [II]

At this point, we can either invoke the Gibbs-Appell or the Kane's forms of the funda-
mental equations. Let us use the Gibbs-Appell form and write the Gibbs function

S = ~m{aGf{aG} + ~{af[IG]{a} + {af[w][IG]{w}

Wewill take partial derivatives of each term with respect to the quasi-velocities. We note that

?f_

~L"~'~~J, '

aaG = vh = Rf3
aUI

aaG = v~ = 0aU2
aaG _ v3 = -Rfl-- G
aU3

[eI]
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For the first term of S

81 ~m{aolT{aoll ~ m{aolT{v~}
aUk

and carrying out the algebra we obtain

k = 1,2,3
;',,1

[el

;.'.

1a '2m{aG}{aG}
---alu} [

U1 + U2U3]T
= mR2 0

U3 - U1U2

-;"f

[f]

Todifferentiate the second and third terms of S, we note thata{a}/a{u} = [1]. Thederiva-:-
tives of the second and third terms in S yield Euler's equations expressed in the F frame,
Eqs. [8.5.31]. These equations are the same as the modified Euler's equations, as given in
the left side of Table 9.1. Adding these equations to Eq. [f], and noting that the generalized
forces ate given by Eq. [1]of Example 9.8, we arrive at the equations of motion as

l1u2 ,
(II + mR2)u1 - ~8 + (h + mR2)u2u3 = -mgRcos8. tan

. hU1U2
l1U2 + tan8 - hUlu3 = 0

(h + mR2)u3 - mR2u1u2 = 0 [g]

Example
9.12

Use of the Gibbs-Appell form of the fundamental equations led to a physical interpreta-
tion. The equations of motion are basically the modified Euler's equations with an additional
moment term. This additional expression, given in Eq. [f], is in essence the contribution of
the moment generated about the center of mass by the forces acting on the contact point

7
;, ..

We have now solved the problem of the rolling disk four times. We first studied
this problem in Chapter 8, using Lagrange's equations with constraints. Next we
used the modified Euler's equations, where we discussed both a force and moment
balance. Then we used the Boltzmann-Hamel equations and summed moments about
the contact point. Finally, in Example 9.11, we used the fundamental equations. The
reader is urged to compare all these methods of solution.

Obtain the equations of motion for the spinning top on a cart using Kane's form of the funda-
mental equations.

Solution
We saw this problem in Examples 8.12 and 9.4. The forces and moments that do work on the
combined system are

F 1 = - mga3 applied at G F2 = Fa2 applied at C

-----_.-.

M = Mf3 atC [a]
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[I]

[It]

[c]

[eI]

[e]

[g]

KANE's EQUATIONS

U4 = Y

9.8

ro4 = 0

U3 = W3

ro3 =f3

Uz= ciJz

b:P = fz

Ul = WI

ro = WIfl +wzfz + W3f3 = UI fl + uzfz + U3f3

VI - VZ .- v3 - 0c- c-c-

vt. ~az = (sin cPfi + CQScP Co,sOfz :....~QscPsin Of3)
.'" " "', . ;", ..

Vo = - LfzUI + Lf1Uz
+ (sin cPfi + CQScP CQSOf2 - CQScP sin O(3)U4

rol ~ fl

q
~.fZ'

\iAll these partial velQcities were calculated in Example 9.6. We summarize the results as

,¥elo,city o,f G:
.,_';'t~!4

,~~'1JrveIQcities fQr G: vh = - Lfz v~ = Lfl vb =9
.?~PJ{,~,~: v:, = 8z = (sincPfi + CQScPco,s(Jfz~'coscPsinOf3) [h]
. ,6t~1't '~

:;.Generalized fo,rces: UI = mgL sin 0 Uz = 0 U3 = M U4 = F [I]

r
t-

t
t
~.' No,te that the: to,p exerts an equal and o,ppo,site mo,ment o,n the cart. The o,ther fo,rces thatI the cart and to,p exert o,n each o,ther do, no,t enter the fo,rmulatio,n; as they. are internal to, the
~ ~y!!tem.l.•......:.....!" We need to calculate the following partial velocities and partial angular velocities:

f~:~; v~, to,evaluate U; and to,find the co,mpo,nent o,fUk due to,F1
f ,:. '.

. . rok, to,evaluate U; and to, find the co,mpo,nent o,fUk due to,M

v~, to,evaluate Uk* and to, find the co,mpo,n~nt o,fUk due to,Fz

...Generalized speeds:
'::~,,;.,Ji~~'(4 :"

, ~":'Angular velQcity:

." ~Fi.'~~al angular
" .~1$-veIQcities:

",', ,tiD;
~~al velQcities fQrC:

[I]

[k]

[In]

8C = U48z

'7"0. '. To,derive the equatiQns Qf m~tio,n, we need to, obtairi the acceleratiQns o,f G and C, and
,1.fherate Qfchange Qf angular mQmentum. The acceleratiQn Qf C is simply

~~':~Ji;;:
/f;'-:,.'O-.

?f~:~$find the acceleratio,n Qf G using the relatiQn

'i'~~;i~;~,; 80 = 8c + a x rOIC + ro X (ro X rOIc)
I~'~;~~-'~_:,~~'::~;,',,:,;
J:!i!~which rOIC = Lf3 and
.;.. •• ',"N.~.~'.-..,,~

..;:,~-~btl:~{.+rof X ros = (wifl + wzfi + W3f3f+ (w1f1-!- wzfz+ ~ZO(3)X (w; -':'~ZO)f3
, "',~J \ \

; :' tl=~.."(UI - u~Ll. + UZU3YI + (uz + UI UOZ- UI U3)rZ + U3f3 [I]
:.~ .••6' tan l7 tan.

'*'.

~.,'~~¥~~9~ned befo,re, this differentiation is necessary because the angular velQcity is being
"/expiessci:l in the F frame and nQt a bQdy frame. Carrying Qut the necessary steps, the accel-
~~-)rati<)fi Qfpoint G becQmes

~?' ( .. ,#,. L' LUIUZ)f {. ,#,. 0 L' Lu~ ~
-: 80 = U4sm'Y + U2+ tan 0 1 + ,4 CQS'YCQS - UI + tan (J [2

:. + (- U4CQScP sin 0 - Lui - LU~)r3



i' ~l~i
l'W'"" ,r,.,.-!,_.",.;<--t~.~

4 .
vc-ac = U4

'), I.'

v~-ac = 0vt-ac.= 0
.," ... - ,.; . }

~'-iaO:;= 0;," ..;, ,.. .

Vb - ao ,= (sin 4>f1+cos c/>cos 8f2 - cos c/>,sin8f3) - aa

. L' . . "'" LU}U2 sine/>.
=:U4 + U2 sm'l' +i 'tan8 . i ; «.'

- Lu} cos ~cos 8 t Lutc;os c/>sin 8 +,LU~ cos c/>

v~ - ao = Lf} - aG = L 2U2~ LU4 sinc/>'+'_L_
2
_u}_U_2"

.'; ,"'Li" ,,'7', ',;"tan8.

,,~-ac =0

". c,!:';~

L2 2
vh-ao = -Lf2'ao = L2ul,-.Lu4COSc/>cos8 =~tan 8

As expected, all U3' ,:=; (1)3 terms drop out of the acceleration expression. Takingthe:'dd
products between the accelerations and the associated partial velocities yields '
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We next find the rate of change of the arigular 'momentum. 'We derived 'a gC'nefajte~
Pf7ssion for this ~ar~ie~in this c~~p~Ff!,~henstq9yin~ tlle IRodifie,4Euler's equations. Q~ing
Table 9.1, for a 3-F3 transformation the rate of change of angular momentum of the tOllis.~

1,k' '1\ ";, ,,'I ' \' ,']r~f:!fi
Do = [h~:t~\ {(J2 (13(1)] -:- ,~ )(1,+ [/zW2>'"7:(o}' (1)(1)3 """:~ )] f2 + 1)W3f3~~J

The contribution from'angular momerltum of the cart\is zero, as the cart has zeroia1Itill~
'v.elocity.Taking $e,dotproductbetvvee.n&an4thepartialangular velocities from Eq~.:t~

• • .' - '-'-, - ;. ',' . .Jo T, -.' , .•• : '." .. - ~".",.' - .. '.~'.- .'- " __ -r~'~.;4

we obtam "',,,
t{;, {} ~. ~f~;~, \ ','~~'::;, ' r, {'?~;~~~.
} . . . ( l1U2) "'+;?01,'. ro -Ho = f} -llo ';= Itu} + U2 1)u3 -:- --. , .,,,,:,,,,.~.

~.d',d-S!''';'' o/.} i~.~'>~ -.,'. :i>; . t .,,'< ,,~~f'" :"rtan8~~,-~.'..-~..r., ~.#". G'l."'-,._.(,

,;i'1:;'" , ;-),,1i' J',','",i! ,') ;'i;';):',~,.' i 'J;;~',;')"jJ~"l,"",t"rl.,.""
, 2 . . . ( It U2 ",' •

C ro -Ho = f2 - Ho i:= /tU2 - u} 1)U3 - tan8~'
, ",4

,....... .-_~i-Ii

3 • .,., "J, 4"'" '" ,; ;",,:" ~iro -Ho = f3-Ho =13U3 "'(I),i.Ho'==O '"' '''''[''IJ

"~""IThe generalized inertia forces"Uk' are calcuHited'as' E:,;~~!
, k . k " k' , " " -., ",:"t',tUk = Vc - Ql2aC + Vo - m}aO + ro - Ha k = 1,2,3,'4 " '/qi[r]

~~:::7:ti:s~nJ ..[0] '!1l1:\ [q] ,withfl1e~'iI'er~ for~esin&j, [il..",e.Obl\Y":~

'i' (,., L2u2'~,> ,'; ( 11U2) ,,''''''''''''';,,:; .;~ .'.. ,,,", " " _., •• ,,; _ _ ; _ ,._." ~ l!'

t<U; = U} - 0 + ml L2u} - LU4Cc/>c:8-'-'" 18 ~, :+ ItU(+ u21]u3 - t8"'= mg?~.~~

• I" • t " • , I .' , ' ' ./ • ~' 'I' u2. t:l ') 7 ~ ' ~! f, ~ , ~'1 11, ',ri ~ J~, ," 2. . ." " '2 2' 'd. , ' '" ' •

. . - (It :+.m}L,.)Ul - mtl;,u4c~C~.:;:, (It ,+.m}L"~t8 +.J3~2U3 -::,mgLs8 '7' 0." J:Jfi

[
2] i, ",., ',;,' i :"nrl;;{»l

_ 2" L U}U2. ItU2 ' .
U2 = U2 ~ 0 + ~1 L "2 ~ L •• S~ + : to +/1"2 - ,": (1,", - til) = 0 i

h-' ~ (11 + mlL2)(.2 + ";;2 ) + mlL••~'" - I,";'~,= 0. ...~

1
. '

f
/1
I'l.I
M ~
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:}, Uj = U3 ~ 0 + 0 + 1)U3 = M ~ 1)U3 = M [u]
','l'i{,"
">.>~iU; = U4 ~ mZU4

" + m, (U4 + LU2 s 4>+ LUI;: s 4> -; LUI C 4>c 9+ Lul c4>s 9 + LU! ;4> )+0 ~ F

"~ (mI + mZ)u4 - mILuI C cPc (J + mILuZ S cP

mILuIuZScP L Z "" (J mILu~ccP F []+ •.n +mI uIC'f'S + _n = Y

, [9.9.4]8W = {Uf{8q'} + {Af[A]{8q'} = {Uf{8q'},"'1'..{

,,::.:c.r';~~'.9 TIlE FuNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS
-'~~.,.

2'~-~:~;~lU> " . " ,~' , ,;. ,'~' -,yo >

f;,"}Aswe saw in the previous sections, the fundamental equations have the advantage
;,;i,that by a judicious choice of the generalized speeds one can account for nonholo-
",:homic constraints in the fornmlation and obtain equations of motion in terms of in-
:"g;;dependentgeneralized speeds. In certain cases, however, it is desirable or necessary
:,~t;toJ1eavethe problem formulation in terms of constrained coordinates.
t(;:.~iieConsider a system withn degrees of freedom described in terms of n generalized
2tcobrdinates qk (k= 1,2, ... , n) and n generalized speeds Uk (k = 1,2, ... , n). We
r.~tn9w apply m constraints to the system of the form
:',~-c
;;{.,~,»,;~*''' [A]{u} + {B} ~ {O} [9.9.1]
/4"f;.,tj """"

,t:'./where [A] and {B} are defined as in Section 9.6. From Eq. [9.5.22], the expression
i>,;~l~t,virtualwork in terms ,ofthe "quasi-coordinates is
"~,;<;:; , T, T,
Wi" 8W = {Q} [W]{8q} = {U} {8q} [9.9.2]

i':\fj'~~rA:s we did in Lagrangian mechanics, we take the variation of the constraint in Eq.
'!':t.~,!ir~~9.1]and left-multiply it by tlteLagrange multipliers {AV = {AI A2 .. . Am},
~,','~WIththe result
::'~O't~..•t:o\i' , '
, '~~'~, . {Af[A]{8q'} = 0 [9.9.3]
:."~U;;W'" ,
:if',i~:~W~'then add the above expression to the virtual work and create an augmented virtual
:rt~work function

which

,

[9.9.5]{U} = {U} + [Af {A}

',is a set of generalized forces associated with the constrained generalized coordinates~
,,,In~vidually, the elements of {U} have the form

m

Uk = Uk + :L,AjkAj k = 1, 2, .. " n [9.9.6]
j=I

,f '>. *";i

'~',;JThisexpression for the generalized forces is then used in the Gibbs-Appell equations,
: "~!~~e result
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t

or

~ m ~
-.- = Uk + LAjkAj [9.9.7]

aUk j=l ;'...\.'...'....11~.. ,.
!".,:'

m .

Uk = Uk + LAjkAj [9.9.8]
I}'=l l

cl,
The n equations [9.9.8], the m constraint equations [9.9.1], and the n kinematiq

differential equations [9.5.3] are used to solve for the 2n +m variables qb q2, ... , qill
Ul, U2, ••. , Un, At. A2, ... , Am. ']. ~i

iiS.a..tt;' ~~,

9.10 RELATIONSIJIPS. BE~EN THE FUNDAMENTAL N' \t~

EQUATIONS}:ANDLAGRANGE'S EQUATIONS ' h.:l~
, . : ,', :" :ntpu

The relationship between'Lagrange's equations and the fundamental equations'i:i~
given in Eq. [9.7.9], fOF -whenthe system is unconstrained and the generalized speedd,
are selected as the generalized velocities. In thiscasethe'generalized'forces QiJ-anq
V k (k= 1,2, ... , n) coincide . .If the applied forces are conservative, one can takd
advantage of the potential energy to calculate the generalized forces' h~~

.1

av ,)
Vk = Qk = -y- k = 1,2, ... , n [9.10.1]

'. qk ,','. "J~!;j

Consider now the c~e when Athegeneralizedi speed~~d generalized veloci~~~
are related by Eq. [9.5.3] as Ii '

" •. 1'" .2{in f:JWHu} + {X}

{V} = {Ve} + {Vnel

[9.10.2]:
, ' ~

We make use ofEq. [95. 19Wwhich relates thegeneratized forces by I \'rl
. tmT -.{V} = [W] {Q} [9.10.3]

~,:f ,;,,;-: ' ,., "',;:~

and separate the generalized forces into those that can be derived from a potential
and those that cannot, as': ' L : , ..; ,'. ' . 'Jt~

.;1••••

'[9.10.41
It follows that

( )

T
T T av{Ve} = [,W]: {Qe} = -[W] a{q}

ai
[9.10.5]

or, in scalar form,
n

Vek = - "" W avL sk-
s=l' aqs

k = 1,2, ... , n

':t
"l~"-oj

[9.10.6]

We write the Lagrange's equations in matrix form as
~:' . '.'" ""
d aT aT av
dt {ati} - a{q} + a{q} = {Qnef

.C', f$

[9.10.7]
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D":'I..
OJ~ .,

I" '.

t.•...-r [;,1,'
~ ;,
(\ I..;~

t~ . j
'[9.10.9]

[9.10.14]

, , [9.10.8]

k = 1, 2, ... , p.- ..

= Unck [9.10.15]

s, k = 1, 2, ... , pWsk =~k

~(d aT" aT av)' i.e,

;S;dt a,9~ - ~qs + aqsWSk = Unck

"[9.10.13]
~~~{~~f

~'s,p~ial case ofEq. [9.l0.6].arises when the generalized speeds are selected as
~~;~s the independentgeneralized velocities, Uk = qb k = 1,2, ... , p. In this
;Un?ltcoincidewith Qhand the first p X P partition of the [W]matrix becomes
l~p!iwmatrix, or

o'~

,~,aresult, we write Eq. [9.10.8] as

~~~~i"'~ (d aT aT av)( n m ),J.,;.:, + _. 1 + .lV, .A',
,.,><.",.".. dt a' '. a a . L,L S,p+] ]kl.,,~'-, qk' qk qk _ '_J;>i~;; . ',. s-l ]-1

~tiafi6n [9.10.15] in essence represents the removal of the .Lagrange m.ulti-
fr6iiI.Lagrange's equations. This 'procedure, while relatively straightforward
:~iva1:ioh,often involves several complicated steps for actual problems and is
;9~onlY'carried out. Equations [9.10.10] and [9.10.15] are known as the
"rellb-Huston equations.

;,.;,~.d. ;p:.a:' _ :aT + ,av),(w,~+ i~I:P~jA..,jk)."= Unck.
t\i1t.aQs aqs.aqs ]= 1 ., '.. ,

" . .. ", ,~ ; ',~.) -, .

k-

'!!i~I}JWp] and [Ws] are the partitions of [W]. Hence, we obtain for the equations
(luon?J

" \'

{U} = nvf{Q} [9.10.11]

~:~~!l,sright-multiply Eq~[9~10.7]bYtheHV] ma.trix.From Eq. [9.6.12] we 4ave.
" " , ' , '["W]" ==' rw: f+ tWdJiA t] (9. fOj;2]

p , , I , 'if,'

( d;' aT" aT .! 'av') " , '
~_;.~ \dt {aq}'- a{q}+ a{qJ [WI,=:: {QntV[W] = {uncf
f",@~ "
dqp c~ be expressed as

{ir- ,~

.~e.{lfncV =JUnc1 Unc2 .... llncnlis the generalized force vector. If one does;,;1:.11..-, ,., . ;',."

\V:ishto makeij,se of mepottmtiaienergy formul?ti~n, the equation becomes, . '
,;,,' , ,. ; ,-,' - "'c ",,' ',_

n (d aT aT) _L dt7 - a-. Wsk = Uk [9.10.10]s=l qsqs . ,

!~'In the presence of constraints, the relationship between the generalized forces is
irby Eq. [9.6.22] as

iliwhich.{Qnc} ,contains the contribution of all external forces not derivable from a
'~!~ntia1.Right-multiplying the above equation by[W] and usingEq.[9.l0.3], we
btain~, ,i
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1
~j
;~

~
Note that we could have derived Eq. [9.10.15] in Section 4.10, when we diS:!".~

cussed Lagrange's equations for constrained systems. Instead, we left it for here, s.j
that it could be done for both Lagrange's as well as the fundamental equations.' ....

We next consider Lagrange's equations in terms of quasi-velocities. By subSti..:j
tuting the quasi-velocities into the kinetic energy, we write the kinetic energy as!

"j

T = T({q},{u}) [9.10.16.

where the overbar denotes that a change of variables has occurred. We also rec~
the relationships 1.

,
{u} = [Y]{4} + {Z} {4} = [W]{u} + {X} [9.10.17.,11],

Using Eq. [9.10.17a], we can express the derivative of the Lagrangian withre~
spect to the generalized velocities in terms of the generalized speeds as ~

aT aT a{u} aT
a{4} = a{u} a{4} = a{u} [Y]

which, upon differentiation with respect to time, becomes

d aT d aT aT.
dt a{4} = dt a{u} [Y] + a{u} [Y]

1[9.10.111
.'

i;

[9.10.19i
~
;j

Noting that the generalized speeds are functions of both the generalized coordinate~
and generalized velocities, the derivative of the kinetic energy with respect to thel
generalized coordinates becomes

aT aT aT a{u}-=-+--
a{q} a{q} a{u} a{q}

:i~

[9.10.20)'
I

~~
[9.10.22]

[9.10.21],

In this equation, the first term is the explicit derivative, and the second term uses;
the chain rule to find the contribution from the generalized speeds. Introducing Eqs:
[9.10.19] and [9.10.20] into Lagrange's equations, we obtain

!!... aT [Y] + aT ([y] _ a{u}) _ aT = {Qf
dt a{u} a{u} a{q} a{q}

We right-multiply this equation by [W] and make use of the relationship for the;
generalized forces {U} = [Wf{Q}, with the result

d aT aT aT T
dt a{u} + a{u} [~] - a{q} [W] = {U}

in which

[~] = ([y] _ a{u})[W] = (!!... a{~} _ a{u})[W]
a{q} dt a{q} a{q}

[9.10.23l

Equation [9.10.22] is Lagranges equations for quasi-coordinates. Their pri-
mary difference from the traditional Lagrange's equations is the calculation of the
coefficient matrix [~]. One can make use of the several different ways to express
[~]. One way is to use the preceding definition directly. Once [~] is calculated, if
it is not in terms of generalized speeds, it can be expressed in terms of them by

----'
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simple substitutions. The same procedure can be followed when evaluating the time
derivative of aT /a{U}.

. {. Another way to evaluate [~] is as follows. [~] can be written entirely in terms
~/of the generalized coordinates and generalized speeds. To demonstrate this, differ-
~,C:entiatean element of [Y], say, Yij, as

(9.10.25]

(9.10.24]

i, j = 1, 2, ... , n

a{u}]
aqn

a{u}
aq2

a{U} = [a{u}
a{q} aql

y .. = ~ ay ij. = aYij {'} = aYij [W]{} aYij {X}
l} tIaqk qk a{q} q a{q} U + a{q}

~\'and note that this operation is performed for each component of [Y]. We expand
k~q{u}L.a{q} as
t:",.,,',': " .
"'.d. :'-1_ -:-_-":_~
~~.;~~;

~

where each of the column vectors can be expressed as

~, "

~~>.,;,>

a{u} = (8[Y]{q} + {Z}) = a[y] {q} + a{Z}
aqk aqk aqk aqk

a[y] a{X} a{Z}
= -[W]{u} + - + - k = 1,2, ... , n (9.10.26]

aqk aqk aqk
~~::',::~ ..-
~~~.¥ In the presence of forces that can be derived from a potential, one can express
~;the contribution of these forces using the potential energy V. In this case, Lagrange's
t)g;;;.~uationsfor quasi-coordinates have the form
!~);;.J' _ _ _
~(t, . d aT aT aT av\~;>J. dt a{u} + a{u} [~] - a{q} [W] + a{q} [W] = {Uncf (9.10.27]

t") For constrained systems, once a set of independent generalized speeds are se-
'l~ted, Eq. [9.10.23] can still be used, noting that both [Y] and [W] are rectangular

~~y,'.matricesof orders p X n and n X p, respectively. A Lagrange multiplier matrix enters
;~;}'!peformulation in the same way that it does in the traditional Lagrange's equations.
r~}{" Let us compare Lagrange's equations for quasi-coordinates with the fundamen-
~~~;talequations. Both sets of equations are fundamental, and they can handle nonholo-
itt~,,'nomicsystems. Other forms of the equations of motion, such as Euler's equations,
f";":d1eBoltzmann-Hamel equations, and the traditional form of Lagrange's equations,
\~~.:;"f'U1be derived from them. The right sides of both equations are identical. The ad-
1 "';:'vantageofEq. [9.10.22] is that it does not involve calculation of acceleration terms

Orof rate of change of angular momenta. Its disadvantage is the effort required in the
'calculation of [~]. The fundamental equations, especially in the Kane's form, lend
lhemse1ves to efficient calculation of partial velocities, making it more convenient
{toderive the equations of motion in many cases. On the other hand, Eq. [9.10.22] re-
z.tainsthe Lagrangian formulation and has more physical insight. It utilizes the kinetic

, •...Eand potential energies and eases the generation of motion integrals.
t," One can consider Lagrange's equations for quasi-coordinates as a set of equa-
~:e~~onsderived from the extended Hamilton's principle, which is an integral princi-
t~~'t>le.By contrast, the fundamental equations are not based on an integral principle.
'i}~""
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'~\'

4,

-JAnother advantage of the"Lagrangian formulation will become evident in Chapten' '~
11. where we study the dynamics of deformable bodies. ~

Similar to the debate about the difference between the Gibbs-Appell and Kane's
forms of the fundamental equations, there is debate about whether the fundamentaL 'i
equations or Lagrange's equations for quasi-coordinates are better and easier to usei'~1
or more fundamental themselves. ',' ,'::1

':-\'

Exanlple
9.13

~
Again consider the spinning top on cart problem. Obtain the equations of motion using La-
grange's equations for quasi-coordinates.

i,"t"Solution '~ i..

Because the right sides of Lagrange's equations and the fundamental equations are the saine.j
we will only calculate the left sides of the equation of motion. The kinetic energy for this,~
problem is calculated in Example 8.12 and it has the form (using a 3-1-3 transformation and'f
Fframe) , 'J

.. ':';:'-
""",jO

1 z z z 1 z 1 °z 0 ,1
T = '2(II +mIL )(WI +Wz)+ '2hW3 + '2(mi +mz)Y +mILY(wzSq,-WICq,CO) ':1

[aJ",

"
U4 = Y [.]i ~1, 2, 3Ui = Wiq4 = Yq3 = r/Jqz = 0

We select the generalized coordinates and speeds as

qi = q,
so that the kinetic energy is written as

T = ~(II + mILz)(ui + ui) + ~hu1 + ~(mi + mz)~~ +'mILu4(uZ SqI - UI CqI CqZ),~;,

[eli

[eJO.. 0 [ ..U1]o 0 Uz
10 U3

0' 1 U4

1
sqz
0
1

tqz
o

iUIj"'[ 0 1 0'< 0]"[41]'.Ui,' ".'~ sq, 0 0 O. ~z
U3 cqz 0 1 0 q3
'U4' 0 0 0 1 44

[i:]~I
q4 0

Noting that the angular velocity vector has the form w = Of 1 + <b s Ofz + (<b c 0 + tfr )f3, : .!
we write the relationship between the generalized speeds and generalized velocities as .,'t

: J
't

:jl

[:~" .. '", ..,.j"',-

,

and the inverse relationship as

'~

[f) J
1
,j
•

aT z) L- = (II + mIL Uz + mi U4SqI
auz

aT .
- = (mi + mZ)u4 + mIL(uz SqI - UI CqI cqz)
aU4

aT
aU3 = hU3.

aT z' "
-. = (II + mIL )UI - mILu4cqI cqz
aUI ' ,

The coefficient matrices in Eqs. [d], and [eJ are recogllized as [Y] and [W], with {Z.} =7,
' , '{X} = {OJ.

The derivatives of the killetic energy with respect to the generalized speeds is

t - - -- _



now write the [el] matrix as

0 0 o 0
U2 UI o 0

[el] = [Y][W] - a{u} [W] = ,- tq2
-
tq2 I [I]

a{q} U2 -UI o 0
0 0 o 0

537

[I]

[I]

[k]

"[h]

o
U2

tq2
-U2

=

Q 0
o 0

o 0
o 0

000

UI

o

o

tq2

-UI

o 0 II UI

o 0 II U2

o 011 U3

o 01lu4

o

o

o

o
1
tq2

-1

o

o

o

o

() 0

aT = mILu4uI CqI Sq2
aq2

o 1

1
Sq2

aT = 0
,aq4 •

00

o 1

1

o
1
tq2

o

Sq2

aT = 0
aq3 .

o 0 110

o 0 0110

o

o

o

o 0 0110

o 0 0"0

aT- = mILu4(u2 c qi + UIS ql c q2)
aqi .'.'

o

o

We next calculate the [el] matrix. The time derivative of [Y] multiplied by [W] is

and the explicit derivatives with respect to the generalized coordinates are

r~.t.,
l,. 9.10 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TIlE FuNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS AND LAGRANGE'S EQUATIONS .
l;;-
i
'ir
i.

I
\to
1 ..

f~..~.'.....
{".
~-.

t,
I ,",
"',".'

f
~.';'."...':.•'
:.,'i',',

;"'. ",.'

r.' .:
f..'.<•••..•.........•. "{t~..•} . -l UI c q2 0 0 OJ 1 O. 0, 0 _ 10~,+'"", [Y][W] - _ , _t;. ~. - UI S q2 0 0 0 0 - _1_ 1 0 10
t: ' tq2 ','k .' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I I0

.~.•.'..•...•.....to.'evaluate the second term in Eq. [9.10.23] we note that [Y] 'contains contributions onlyFf,; .frOplthe second generalized coordinate, so that.
I' '.' ..'

r*~.,: 'ii a{u} = {O} k = 1,3,4 a{u} = a[y] [W]{u}
ff,:. .••.. aqk aq2 aq2

~:~')'.iIso, evaluation of the derivative of [Y] with respect to q2 is similar to the time derivative
t~.. but without the UI terms, so that we obtain
f".~;:;~:
i>t""J
F,.;i{u}= I Cq2 0 0 0111

r;", .'aq2 I -s q2 0 0 0 II 0

~£~,:.1~,
~.

' ............•....... ".'..""'...:.. '.- ":'.....,: .~':" >~'/--'
\.> ',._',. ,~:::

tY'<'l'buS, combining all generalized coordinates, we :btain

F~~'. !}1 [0 0 0 0 0 S q2 0 0 0 0 0 0t~. 'f • U2 ] U2 0 0 0l'f;" k'J 0 - 0 0 1 0 0 0 -
,.;.. . a{u} [W] = tq2 1 = tq2

a{q} 0 -U2 0 0 0 -- 1 0 -U2 0 0 0
tq2

o
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Next, we evaluate the individual expressions in Lagrange's equations. The time deriva~
tives of the aT/aUk are

d aT z . . mlLuZu4 sql
-d - = (/1 + miL )UI - mlLu4cql cqz + ---- + miLulu4cql sqzt aUI tqz

d aT z . . mlLuzu4cql
d-- = (It + miL )uz + mlLu4sql + -----
t auz sqz

d aT
dt aU3 = hUJ

- ( z )d aT . . . uzCql Z Ul UZSql-d - = (ml + mZ)u4 + mIL uZSql - UICqlCqZ + -- + ulcqlSqZ + _
t aU4 sqz tqz

The transpose of second term on the left side of Lagrange's equations becomes

;
" '"". '~

A

. ,i

[nil

0 Uz
Uz 0tqz

[ (I, + m,L')u, - m,Lu4cq, cq, ] 'iT(-J 0
Ul

o (/1 + mlLz)uZ + mlLu4sql- -UlT aT _ tqz[~] a{u} . - 0 hU30 0 o (ml + mZ)u4 + mlL(uZ s ql - Ul C ql C qz)

0 0 0 0

(I Lz) ui mlLuZu4 s ql I
- 1 +ml - - ----- + 3UZU3•.tqz tqz

(I LZ)UIUZ miLulu4sql I
- I I +ml -- + ------ 3UIU3- tqz tqz

o
o

o

t.'

..• )

[n]

[0]

,.}.'(

The potential energy and virtual work are

V = mlgL cos fJ = mlgL cos qz 8W = M8q) + F8q~ [p]
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[tI]

i(jthat the generalized force vector b~comes

{U} = [mlgL sin q2 0 M Ff

~.'"
~;_.

[9.11.4]

[9.11.6]

[9.11.5]

k = 1, 2, ... , n

{'TT'} = [Wf{1T}

aT dT a{q} = {'TTf[w]
{'TT'f ,= a{u} = a{q} a{u}

IMPULSE- MOMENTUM RELATIONSHIPS
FOR GENERALIZED SPEEDS

The generalized impulse associated with a generalized coordinate was defined
Section 5.10 as the integral of the generalized force over time, or

f
t2

Ok = Qkdt
t1

,-~,~,~~~t't:"CombiningEqs, [m], [n], [0], and [q]leads to the equations of motion, for the fourth time.
;~!';:;Thereader should compare these methods of solution and judge, at least for this problem, the
r"'{,merits and disadvantages of each method. Note that, as encountered in many cases when using

~

"Y_:"LiJire\traditiOnalLagrange's' equations, certain terms in Eqs. [m], [n], 'and [0] canceled each
f-,t"\other. This is one of the disadvantages of using Lagrange's equations; in many cases they lead
r"t~i'}~:tv.v,asted~ani~ulations. Howev~r, ~onsidering the proliferation of symbolic manipulation
\;'~>software, this disadvantage loses Its Importance.

'~k~~:;.
,.:::'{[,::.:', ,
~~:~'- -. -". " .
.t 0;'7 ..",.

t,,: .i,f:111.•;~ ii

i;r ..i',:,'I'he impulse and momentum relationships for systems described by generalized
~;,}jsp~ds are very similar to those obtained using generalized velocities. In Section
~7>' 'l':'~'ji,~_,~.Z_~_r~

:,;;:1:\5.8, we defined the generalized momentum 'TTk(k = 1,2, ... , n) associated with the
t-,~~,;.generalizedcoordinate qk as
;,{"'.if::t:~f.f! ' aT .
,~-~,_,"'~,i~j 'TTk= -. k " 1, 2, ... , n [9.11.1]
~:y',~:~;;I _ _ aqk
(~'~?/~teIins of independent generalized speeds, generalized momenta are defined sim-

J?~~'~'-,f:JYas
,tiH,"IiJ! ~• 7rl - aT [9 I I 2]

';:;:/,~.:'~,,,_ _ _ . k - aUk • •

i!r~tfQf'a system of N particles the generalized momenta can be shown to be
'$:::_\z_~::;..<~4n~ct'~: ,
:\:;1;,',',{; •." .,. N
fA.'." ".'-'l',':']),.t". <; 2: k'i" -.-'r"';""<.' --'Y'. ...Jk = m.v .• V. [9 II 3]':-, ',' .•.~v.-o 7T, _ I I I • •1i~'~__,~-;f.--._~:.,:. v ~ i= 1

'f::!:," ~;,'
~;!..; We relate the two generalized momenta by noting from Eq. [9.5.3] that {q} =
"i~'~~',;[lf]{!:l}+ {X}, so that a{q}/a{u} = [W]. Hence, writing Eq. [9.11.1] in column vector
~;:~~;:~,~9lriJfitas {'TTV = aT/a{q}, we can invoke the chain rule of differentiation and have
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For generalized forces associated with generalized speeds we define the generalized
impulse as

[.].'..~j;..-.~ .;,$
""" ..

'.. :.

'.J

1 2 2 2 1 2.1.. 2
T = 2(/t + miL )(ul + u2) + 2hu3 + 2(m1 + m2)u4

+ mlLu4(u2 sincP - Ul cos cPcos 0)

.' . . . .. ....•1

From Eq. [9.5.19] we relate the generalized impulse~a~sociated with generaliz~~'
coordinates' to those' associated with generalized sp~e,dsby .' ..

{U} = [WY{Ql

For generalized coordinates, we saw in Sec. 5.10 that for a true impulsive
force-that is, for a very large force applied over an infinitesimal time instant Ilt-;':"
the difference in the generalized momenta between any two time instances Js~qu.~ ...
to the generalized impulse, or . . '. ii, tit

tl +~t ".,ce";:,

lim ( Qkdt = ll1T'k
dt,,->OJtl

To see the corresponding relationship for generalized speeds, we write this equatio~ "
in column vector form as . "

it2

Uk = Ukdt
tl

indicating that when acted upon ~ impulsive force, the generalized momenta as~gl
ciated with generalized speeds behave in the same way as the generalized momenta
a~sociate,dwith generalized coordinates. Hence, when nonholonomic variables such
as angular velocities are involved, it is more convenient to use Eq. [9.11.11] over
Eq. [9.11.10].

Consider the spinnirlgtop on a cart once more: It is given that at a 'certain instant the top
is spinning while the cart is moving. An impliisive force F is applied to the cart in the a2
direction; Find the changtHn the velocitYof the cart and in the angular velocities of the top
immediately after the impulse.
Solution,

It is more. convenient to use generalized speeds in this problem. From Example 9.13, the.
kinetic energy is .
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V4 = F,

9.11 IMPULSE-MoMENTUMRELATIONSIllPSFOR GENERALIZEDSPEEDS

VI =0 V2 = ° ,V3 ~ °

1T~ = aT = (ml +m2)u4+mlL(u2sine/>-ulcoS.e/>Cosf)a~ . '

, - aT = lJu3
1T3 - aU3

I '. aT .... . 2 '. •
1T2= -' = (It + mIL )U2 + mlLu4 sme/>

aU2 '

SO that the generalized momenta associated with the generalized speeds have the form

I aT 2 .I..
1Tl = - = (It + mIL )Ul - mlLu4coSo/Cosf)

aUl

..~.•..:•.... '.};. f. -:~",-;-

~

';"i"
-~:~?.;'
.0!~,;t
~"" .. "(;;.:.r"l. __
r,t •..::" ;', ..,

l{;::'.~~~~"
W7!~iOin'Eq. [m] in Example 9.6, the generalized forces have the form
(~::b:.;,~~~j~~/:-
;f~-,':->;.-"".:i<':;; •
t;,:;{i Ul ,=mlgL smf) U2 = 0 U3 =f,M U4 = F
. d.',. ". '~Jl-.
#-~. -, .",,~-,

fr',.'~',,@ftJ;1eapplied forces, only F is impulsive, so that only itcolltributes to the generalized forces
-(:~'.d~g the impulse, with the result

If]

Ie]

[g]

~U2 = _ mIL sine/>
It + mlL2~U4

-m1L ..C..OS4>COS6] [~Ul] [0].
mIL sme/> ~U2 = °
ml + m2 ~U4 F

°It + m1L2

mIL sine/>

~Ul = mIL cos e/> cos f)
It + m1L2 ~U4

[

It + m1L2

-mIL c~s e/>cosf)

when introduced into the third equation yield

[
_ miL 2cos2 e/> cos2 f) _ mi L 2sin2 e/> ] _ A

I L2 I L2 + ml + m2 ~U4 - F
1 + ml 1 + ml

'tpithe first and second of these equations we have

... rThe change in the horizontal speed of the cart is dependent on the angles e/> and f), so the
~it:ipnof the top influences the velocities and angular velociti~s after the impulse .
.--..£;

ol:i.::~!': :-:<'~:':~:,:'~';-":1;:!;fF;;;<. <Weequate Eqs. [b] and [d] to solVefor the generalized speeds after .the impulse. Thisiri~~~v~sfour equatio~s for the fo~ unknowns ~1T~ (k. = 1,2,3,4). We note that U3 ~nly appears
';":;~.,>m~oileof the equations, so that It can be solved for mdependently of the others, WIththe result

;i>(~';"'3= 0. This indicates that the spin of the top is not affected by the impulse, and W3 is
:~'~Upc~.anged.
•:'~tTo solve for the remaining unknowns, we denote the ch.anges in the generalized speeds
".('~y.~ufand write the balance equations as ' ", .i) ,

~~"iJ9~;j~'~:
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HOMEWORK EXERCISES

L Using the modified Euler's equations, derive the equations of motion of a
disk foIling without slipping on a surface that is like a wedge, as shown it,};
Fig. 9.6.

2., Using the modified Euler's equations, derive the equations of motion for the disk
c, in Fig. 8.26. The x yz axes also constitute principal axes for the fork, which has
a massm/2 and can be modeled as a slender rod.

SECTION 9.2

SECTION 9.3

3. Solve Problem I using the Boltzjnann-Hamttl equations.
4. Obtain the equations of motion of the dual spin spacecraft shown in Fig. 9.7'J

The centers of mass of the rotor and the main body are not at the same point, but
along theb3 axis, which is a principal axis. Use the Boltzmann-Hamel equations
and consider only the rotational motion of the main body. The shaft connecting
the main body to the rotor is light.

5. Find the equation of motion of tqe gyropendul':lm in ~xample 8.5 using the
Boltzmann-Hamel equations. Assume that both 4> and t/J are constant.

Figure 9.6
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Figure9.8

SECTIONS 9.5 AND 9.6

Figure 9.9

!:r.,
t
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6. Consider the satellite in Fig. 9.8 with the solar panels. The panels are operated
by motors that exert moments N1 and N2 about the b1 axis, and moments Mlo

M2, and M3 act on the main body. Select a set of generalized speeds, and write
the partial velocities. Consider only rotational motion of the satellite.

7. Generate the generalized forces and the generalized inertia forces for the pre-
ceding problem. The main body has mass moments of inertia II, lz, and h about
the b1 b2b3 axes, which are principal axes, and the solar panels can be treated as
plates.

8. Consider the vehicle in Fig. 4.8 and consider that the constraint is that the tip
of the vehicle moves in the x axis only. Select a set of dependent generalized
speeds, invoke the constraint, and arrive at a set of independent generalized
speeds.

9. Consider the tricycle in Figs. 7.3?-7.40. Select as independent generalized
speeds the speed of point A and 4>, and express the partial velocities associ-
ated with the centers of masses of all components (main body, wheels, and
handlebars) as well as all the partial angular velocities.

10. For the preceding problem, can you think of a better choice of generalized
speeds? Compare with the results of selecting the orientation and speed of the
front wheel as the variables.

11. Reconsider problem 10. This time the tricycle is on an incline as shown in
Fig. 9.9. Calculate the generalized forces. Assume that the handlebar is mass-
less, the main body of the tricycle has mass m, the rear wheels milO each, and
the front wheel ml5.

12. Consider the rod to which two wheels are attached in Fig. 7.55. The rod is of
mass m and the wheels are each of mass 2m..Consi~er the following sets of
generalized speeds: (a) the angular velocities 81 and 82 of the wheels, (b) the
speed of the center of the rod, and the turning rate of the rod. Consider that the
system is on an incline, like the one in Fig. 9.9. Find the generalized forces for
both sets of quasi-velocities.

13. Consider Example 9.7 and express the translation of the disk and the constraint
equations by beginning with the contact point of the disk.
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SECTIONS 9.7 AND 9.8

14. Generate the Oibb~-Appell function for Problem 4,.
15. Generate the Gibbs-Appell function for Problem 6.
16. Solve Problem 2 using the Kane's form of the fundamental equations.
17. Solve Problem 5 using the Kane's form of the fundamental equations.
18. Derive Hamilton's equations fr~m th~ fundamental equatiQns.

, ' ; . - ..

19. Solve the dual spin spacecraft problem in Fig. 9.7 using the fundamental equa-
tions. Consider rotational motion only.. c

20. Figure 9.10 shows a spacecraft that has.three rotors of idep,t:jc~ size and shape,
used primaqly for attitude maneuvers. Each rotor is driven by its own motor and

), . -<' .

is at a distance L from the center of mass. Derive the equations of motion using
the fundamental equations .

.- > : ~. '- , : :

21. Consider,the spacecraft in Fig. 8.35. Obtain the equatiQn~of motion using the
fundamental equations.

22. Consider the rod with the two wh~els at~ched in Fig~755.Derive the equations
of mot~on,using,the two s~ts of quasi.;velocities in Problem ,~3~;.

SECTION 9.10

23. Consider the, ro~ational motion of an axisymmetric rigid body. ,Show,that the
modified Euler's equations can be derived from Lagrange's equations for quasi-
coordinates. . , ,

24. ,Solve for tQ.eequations of motion of the vehicle in,E~ample 9.10. using La-
grange's equations for quasi-coordinates.

25. Solve Problem.211sing Lagrange's equations for quasi-coordinates.
26. Solve Problem 4 using Lagrange's equations for quasi-coordinates.
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SECTION 9.11

Figure9.11
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27. Consider the tricycle in Figs. 7.39--40. The tricycle is at rest on a flat surface,
with 4> = 15°. An impulsive force F is applied at point A along the y axis. Find
the resulting angular velocities of the wheels, and the velocity of G. Treat the
wheels as disks and the main body of the tricycle as a plate, and ignore the weight
of the front handle and connecting rods between the main body and wheels.

28. Consider the disk in Fig. 9.4, rolling without slipping with a constant nutation
angle of 45°. An impulsive force is applied to the disk in the f3 direction at
pointA. Calculate the resulting precession, nutation, and spin rates immediately
after the impulse, assuming that the disk is still rolling without slipping after the
impulsive force is applied.

29. The ellipsoid of revolution (about the x axis) in Fig. 9.11 is at rest on a horizontal
surface. It is struck by an impulsive force F in the z direction and applied through
the coordinates x = a/2, y = b/2. Find the velocity of the center of mass and
the angular velocity of the ellipsoid, assuming that the ellipsoid rolls without
slipping on the horizontal surface.
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10
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF RIGID

BODY MOTION

10.1 INTRODUCTION

~;
i

In this chapter, we analyze the motion of rigid bodies from a qualitative perspective.
We study the nature of the motion and make use of motion integrals. The main inter-
est is in gyroscopic motion and on the effects of the gyroscopic moment. Gyroscopic
motion is commonly described as motion in which the angular momentum and an-
gular velocity vectors have different directions and one of the components of the
angular velocity is much larger than the other two. This type of motion is commonly
encountered in bodies that spin and the direction of the spin axis is not stationary. The
gyroscopic moment becomes large and this enables tops, disks, and gyroscopes to
continue their motion and prevents them from falling down. In essence, gyroscopic
motion is a battle between gravitational moment and gyroscopic moment. A specific
spin rate is required to overcome the effects of gravity.

We begin the analysis in this chapter with the simplest case of moment-free
motion. We study axisymmetric as well as nonsymmetric bodies. We focus on bodies
under the action of forces and moments; the rolling disk and spinning top are studied,
as well as gyroscopes.

While the qualitative analysis of gyroscopic motion and of spinning bodies is a
very useful and important tool, it becomes even more interesting to supplement the
qualitative analysis with quantitative results. Numerical integration of the equations
of motion was discussed in Chapter 1. The reader is urged to take advantage of this.
By numerically integrating the equations of motion one can quantitatively observe
many of the interesting results that are presented in this chapter.

This chapter does not have many examples. In essence, each section can be
considered as an example analyzing a specific situation.

547



CHAPTER I 0 • QuALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF RIGID BODY MOTION

10.2 TORQUE-FREE MOTION OF lNERTIALLY
SYMMETlllC BODIES

Equations [10.2.4] describe a gyroscopic system, with n being the parame-
ter describing the gyroscopic properties. They can be written in column vector for-
mat as

[10.2.3J

[10.2.5J

[10.2.1J

[10.2.4.,"JWz - nWI = 0

Itwz - (I} -It)WIW3 = 0

[WI] [0 n] [WI]
WZ = - -n 0 Wz

WI + nwz = 0

ItWI - (It - I})WZW3 = 0

We begin with the motion of a rigid body that is not subjected to any external mo-
ments. Since the translational equations are straightforward, we will only analyze
the rotational equations. Selecting the principal axes as the body coordinates and in
the absence of external moments, Euler's equations, Eqs. [8.5.28], simplify to

Itwi - (/z - I})WZW3 = MI = 0

lzwz - (I} -It)WIW3 = Mz = 0

I}w3 - (It -lz)WIWZ = M3 = 0

We next consider the special case where there is inertial symmetry in the struc-
ture and that two of the principal moments of inertia are the same, say II = lz. This
assumption not only simplifies the equations of motion but increases the stability
margin as well. (Example 8.6 analyzed this increased stability.) From a mathemat-
ical standpoint, an arbitrarily shaped body with two equal principal moments of in-
ertia will behave in the same way as an axisymmetric body. However, one does not
frequently encounter this situation. Many times, air flow or resistance by another
fluid around a body has a substantial effect on the nature of the motion; the shape of
the body then becomes a significant factor and there is a difference in the response
of axisymmetric and inertially symmetric bodies.

Several bodies that undergo rotational motion are specifically designed as ax-
isymmetric. Examples of this include rockets and satellites, machinery parts, fris-
bees, and balls such as American footballs and rugby balls. Soccer and ping pong
balls have all three principal moments of inertia as the same.

Setting It = Iz in Eqs. [10.2.1] yields

I}W3 = 0
[10.2.2.,",cJ

Equation [l 0.2.2c] indicates that W3 is constant, so it is an integral of the motion.
Introducing the rotation constant n

n = (1) -It)W3
It

Eqs. [lO.2.2a] and [10.2.2b] can be expressed as
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[10.2.6]

[10.2.7]

bZ,,

biZ
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b3

10.2 TORQUE.FREE MOTION OF INERTIALLY SYMMETRIC BODIES

bl

Figure 10.1

WI + w~ + w~ = constant = Iwl2 = w2
f'

"f, 7"""

where we notice that the coefficient matrix is skew symmetric. A skew-symmetric
coefficient matrix is usually the sigIl' of gyroscopic behavior. I The rotation con-
stant n describes the rate at which the gyroscopic motion unfolds. Multiplying Eq.
(10.2.4a] by WI and Eq. (10.2.4b] by W2 and adding the two equations leads to

. . 1 d ('2 2) 0wIwI + w2w2 = 2dt ld17 W2 =

from which it is realized that wi + w~ is constant. We define by WI2 = JWI + w~
the magnitude of the projection of the angular velocity vector on the bIb2 plane, as
shown in Fig. 10.1. Hence, we have a second integral of the motion. The two first
integrals can be combined,to yield a third integral ofllie motion, thus

indicating. that the magnitude of the angular velocity vector is also,constant.
~f~: Because the body is.torque free, both the ~gular momentum about the center of
mass and the rotational kinetic energy are conserved, pointing to two other integrals
()ffthemotion as ' , '

f
II.The reader is urged to compare Eq. [10.2.5] with the linearized equations for the Foucault's pendulum, Exam-

,. pie 2.16, Eq. [eJ.

, '. . .' ,

HG = ltwIbI + ltw2b2 + hW3b3 = constant'
. _ i ' . , ,-

'H:.,: 2Trot = w.HG = ltwI + ltw~ +hw~ =c~nstant [10.2.8]

,,\liil~hich bi (i '7 1,i,3) denote the rini~v~~tors 'along tIle principal axes: We use.< ,'i".{-.', ".,', ,"-. .' ", ' ~ " ',"'," _ ,,: \:, . _ .'

~tli~'integrals of the motion to explain the motion of the body. Defiping the projection
'. ,~,'" " ' , ' , . ' " ,", > - , ' !". " -'
~r1>f~pte~gular mow:entumvector onto the b'Ibiplane'by Hi2, .;}fe observe that the
~.,!ffiagrtitUdeQfHIZis' . " " . " '. -
,--,_";':':~~'V:~\'0,. : ' • '~ "; i: ': ~ }" .. " • r .

H12 =IHd = ltJ~w-i-+-'-w-~,= ltwIi' [10.2~9]
.",V:ii.\." .

'£t ..solthat the magnitude of H12 is also constant. The above equations imply'that the
j'<prdjections of HG andw onto the bIb2"plane lie along the same line and hence,
'il,



as described in Fig. 10.1, the vectors b3, Ha, and ro must lie on the same plane.
Defining the axis b12 such that H12 = H12b12, where b12 is the unit vector in the
b12 direction, this plane is defined by the b3 and b12 axes. Fig. 10.2 depicts the
plane.

The motion can be interpreted as the rotation of this plane. The rotation is about
the angular momentum vector Ha, as both the magnitude and direction of this vector
are constant. The rotation of the angular velocity vector can also be described as the
movement of two imaginary cones, called the body and space cones, on top of each
other. The body cone is fixed to the body. It is generated by the rotation of the angular
velocity vector about the b3 axis (the spin and symmetry axis). The space cone is
fixed in the inertial space and is generated by the rotation of the angular, velocity
vector about the angular momentum vector. In Chapter 7, we saw that the body and
space cones can take arbitrary shapes. Because of the inertial symmetry, the cones
generated here are right circular cones. Figures 10.3 and IDA show the body and
space cones, as well as the orientation of Ha and ro along the b3 and b12 directions,
depending on the angles a and f3. We select the inertial frame such that the angular
momentum vectorHa (which is constant in both magnitude and direction) coincides
with the a3 direction. We thus have
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[10.2.10]

Slender body

b3

b12

Figure 10.4

HG

b12

a3

Ha = Haa3

I--- (.012 .1./
I----H12

b3

Figure 10.2

Space
cone

Flat body

b3

/
Body
cone

Figure 10.3
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10.2 TORQUE-FREE MOTION OF INERTIALLY SYMMETRIC BODIES

where HG is the magnitude of the angular momentum vector. From Fig. 10.2 the
angles a and {3are constants, and they can be expressed as

551

H12 _ Itw12 = constanttana = H3 - hW3
W12tan f3 = - = constant [10.2. I I]
w3

[10.2.12]

in which H12 and H3 are components of the angular momentum along the b12 and
b3 axes, respectively. The relationship between a and (3 depends on the magnitude
Qf the mass moments of inertia It and h. We have two possible cases:

1. If It < h, then a < f3. This case corresponds to the motion of a flat body, such
as a disk.

2. If It > h, then a > f3. This case corresponds to the motion of a slender body,
such as a rod or a football.

When viewed from the body-fixed frame, ro generates the body cone, which has
an apex angle of f3 around b3• When viewed from the inertial frame, ro generates
the space cone with an apex angle of 1f3- al. For a flat body with It < h, the space
cone rolls inside the body cone, and for a slender body, It > h, the body and space
cones lie outside of each other, as shown in Figs. 10.3-10.4. The space cone is easier
to visualize, because it shows the direction of the angular velocity vector from an
inertial frame. The visualization is also simpler for slendet bodies.

Consider, for example, a football being thrown. Under ideal circumstances,
the ball would just have a spin along its longitudinal axis, implying an angu-
lar velocity vector for the ball that has constant direction in addition to constant
magnitude.2 However, if there is a wobble associated with the throw, the angular
velocity now has two components: the wobble and the spin. Consequently, the an-
gular velocity vector no longer has a constant direction, but a direction that rotates
itself.

We next address the issue of the rate with which W12, the component of the
angular velocity vector along the bl b2 plane, rotates. This is, of course, the same
as the rate with which the plane defined by b3, H12, and W12 rotates, or how fast a
body cone is swept. Considering Eqs. [10.2.4], we intuitively expect this rate to be
the rotation constant n = w3(I3 -It)llt. To verify this, consider Fig. 10.1 and the
angle 'Y,which is the angle W12 makes with theb1 axis. The rotation rate is then 1'.
Simple geometry indicates that

Sill'Y W2
--=-
COS'Y WI

Differentiation of both sides of the above equation with respect to time yields

cos 'Y(l' cos 'Y) - sin 'Y(- l' sin 'Y) _
cos2'Y -

. .
WIW2 - W2Wl

w21
[10.2.13]

1 'The motion of the football is actually a much more complex phenomenon, due to the aerodynamics and gravity
moment.

JII..
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[10.2.14]'
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"[10.2.15]

••. .;.? ,'-',

[10.2.16]

[10.2.17]

h - h = 0:0033
1

I:

[~] = [R) [:~]

We express the angular momentum in terms of the body-fixed coordinates as

as given in Eq. [7.5.3]. From this we have

33 = sin 8 sin I/Jb1 + sin 8 cos I/Jb2 + cos 8b3

HG = HG33 = HG(sin 8 sin I/Jb1 + sin 8 cos I/Jb2 + cos 8b3)
= hw1b1 + hW2b2 + hW3b3 [10.2.18]

CHAPTER 1 0 -. QuALITATIVE ANALYSIS-OF RIGID BODY MOTION

Introducing Eqs. [10.2.4] into Eq. [10.2.13], we obtain

'Y. fl(w2 + w2). _ 2 1
COS2'Y - w2

1

We observe from Fig. 10.1 that cos2 'Y= WI/(W~ + wI), which leads to the expecteq,.
result that it = fl. m :.

The total motion of the body, as stated earlier, is some kind of wobbling, unles~-,'-
motion is initiated with a perfect spin about one of the principal axes. The amount of
wobble, as observed from the value for fl, depends Oil how the principal moments or
inertia are different from each other. However, the wobble remains constant, because
the apex angles of the body and space cones are the same. _.

. . .' r~
An example of wobbling motion istne rotation of the earth. The earth is' not a

perfect sphere-it is an oblate spheroid. If we attach a set of body axes to the earth
andselect the b3 axis as the polar axis, we have (from measurements that have beeJ;l_.
taken)' .. -

,'. "8

and, taking the angular velocity of the earth, as 1 rev/day, we get fl = 0.0033
rev/day. This implies that the earth should sweep one body.cone in 1/0.0033 = 300
days. ,.",

Astronomers. have. observed that -the polar -axis of. the. Earth indeed, has some .'
wobbling motion; a phenomenon called variation in latitude. The period 'of the
wobble has been measured as 433-days and the radius swept by. the poles in one
body .cone as about 4 meters. The difference from the -predicted period. of 300
days.is attributed to two reasons. The earth is not rigid and not entirely torqu~
free. Because it is an oblate spheroid and not a perfect sphere, the gravitational
attraction.-ofthe sun and moon creates a gravity gradient torque ..Also, the lack
of rigidity causes some energy transfer from one component of the rotation to
another.,

Let us introduce the Euler angles to the formulation. As before, we consider a .,:~
3-1-3 sequence with the rotations of 4> (precession), 8 (nutation), and I/J (spin).The'"'
transformation matrix [R] is such that

,552
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[10.2.24]

[10.2.21]

hW3 = HGcosO
[10.2.19]

mJ]
cl/J

-sl/J
o

l}W2 = HGsinOcosl/J

. h .c/J=. l/J. " (l} c-13)COSO

(
HG HG)"" /3' .,'= -. - -- cos 0 = W3(1 - -) = constant

13 .11 II
[10.2.23]

[
WI] .[s0 s l/J

'W2 ,= sOcl/J'
w3 'cO

~'. ,
:',

!<,?

from which we obtain

l}wl = HG sin 0 sin l/J

•j..;,,",,;,-
131n reality, the wobble changes due to aerodynamic and gravitational effects.

In view of the nutation rate being zero, thes~ reduce to

WI = cbs (j s l/J W2 = cbs'0 c l/J .W3 = cbco cb + ~ [10.2.22]

. ~,9mp~g Eqs. [10.2.19] andJI0.2.22], we~op.clude that

~.A. = HG = constant
'I' l}' .

~ = -cbco + HG cosO
h,

Tj~i! .1,1riseqQatiQ~states that fo~rorq.ue-:freeIllqtion.of a body .with two .equal.mo-
:m~n~so( inertia, ;$eprecessi0f;l J:atecf>.and spin rate .1/1,. ~eproportion~ to each oth,er.
Th~y,utatiOIHate~~.zero. For excunple, if a football is thrown wi~ a ~obble,th~ ,mag-
...qitiU,deaodangle of the wobble should remain as iti,s.and not change. 3 Furthermore,
'. <~,,_'.i\.l,"'-".'" .'. . ' ,"," , '. "",,'

the direction of the wobble remains the same. From Eq.[10.2.24] and Fig~.10.3 and
~.!Q.4we observe that again two cases are possible, depending on the magnitudes of

ttfhe moments of inertia:
. "I. When l} > h, such as in a slender body, the precession and spin have the same
. , sense. This type of motion is called direct precession. The space cone rolls

/ ,~,:":..:J f-'

....:j$tfthat the precession and spin rates are constant as well. CombiPing Eqs.,[10.2.23],
'''"ke arrive at the relation between the precession and spin rates as .

Notice from the last of these equations that the nutation angle 0 is constant and
;:hencethe nutation rate is zero. Indeed, we have

'~;: ,,' t cos 0 = I~3 ==constant i~10.2.20]

!li .In addItion, we realize that the angle between th~ 03 and b3 axes is 0, .sothat
." /J' = ex. To,obtain expressions for the precession and spin rates, we make' hse of
:,~::-~J.ij,erelationsIllp 'between the body-fixed angillarvelocities and the Euler angles,Eq.

[7.5.71" . ,
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',1

',",'
;.\,1
~1

.~','I
..

I

o=tan-l(htan{3) ~:1h I

[10.2.26]

. ( h)I/J = 1- h W cos {3

HG = wjIl sin2 {3+11cos2 (3

tan{3 = Wl2 = HG/h sinO h
W3 HG/h cos 0 = h tan 0

sin2f3 + (~:rcos2f3
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outside the body cone as shown in Fig. 10.4. The wobble is in the same direction
as the spin.

2. When h < h, such as in a flat body, the precession and spin have opposite
senses. The motion is called retrograde precession. The space cone rolls inside
the body cone as shown in Fig. 10.3.

Direct precession is relatively easy to observe, as for a slender body the ratio
of the largest to smallest moment of inertia can take on any value. Making h/h a
large quantity, such as 4 or 5, one can easily view direct precession. On the other
hand, because in flat bodies the ratios of the moments of inertia about the principal
axes are closer to each other than in slender bodies, it is usually more difficult to
visually observe retrograde precession. For a circular cylinder h = mR2/2 and II = 'I
mR2/4+ mL2/12. The maximum value of the inertia ratio is fora thin disk, h/h = 2., >1
As the disk thickness increases, the two moments of inertia become closer.!

IWe now relate the values of the body and space cone angles to the Euler angles. i~

As stated above, a, the angle between the angular momentum vector and b3 is the ''1
same as 0, so a = O. From Eqs. [10.2.11] and [10.2.19] we can write a relationship ."~

tfor the angle {3as

which verifies that whether the angle {3is larger than a depends on the shape of the
body.

We now relate the Euler angles ~andbody angular velocities to each other. Con-
sidering Eqs. [10.2.10], [10.2.23], and [10.2.25], one can show that
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I..

thus, given the total angular velocity w and the angle {3, one can determine the an-">
gular momentum, the precession and spin rates, and the nutation angle.

Torque- free motion of axisymmetric bodies lends itself to an interesting Euler
parameter description. Because precession and spin rates and the nutation angle are
constants, one can find closed-form expressions for the Euler parameters in temls
of the initial conditions. The Euler parameters are expressed in terms of the Euler
angles in Eq. [7.7.40]. Hence, we obtain for a 3-1-3 transformation

eo ~ cos(q;; ~}os ~ e, ~ cos(q;; ~}n ~
e2 ~ sin(q; ; ~ t)sin~ e, = sine; ~}os ~ (I G.2.271

L _

:1
~
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Exampl •.
10.1

[I]

If]

[e]

[h]

Ie]

[I]

[II]

[a]

. 0
<f> = -(1+ 8e2)4

HG(before) = hOb)

HG(after) = ehObi + hOb3

icap,ngthat the minimum value of the precession rate after the impulse is 0/4.

cb = H_G iJ ~ 0 ,j/=W3(1 .:..h.). h . h
.~rlT . '. .. '
"'>'tliat the nutation angle 8 = a = tan-I (4e). From Eq. [b]"we obtain

i.d'l..'; ';' , .•' .,"" "'''i'

HG == ho'J-r-+-1-6e-2

,,~w-ch then leads to the precession and spin rates after the impulse as

cb = HG = hOJl + 16e2 = OJI + 16e2
h 4h 4 .

. . ( h). 30
'" = W3 1- h = 4

,
.' Ii is interesting to note that the spin rate ~'is independent of the magnitude of the angular

;s~pU1se.The nutation angle and the precession rate depend on the strength of the impulse.
~l9rvery small values of e, the precession rate can be approximated as

,_-;~f!).;l,Wenow construct the body and space cones. Because II > h, we have a case of direct
lprecession; the body cone lies outside the space cone, a is the angle between b3and HG, and
113 is the angle between b3 and w. Considering Fig. lOA we can write

... ',:' ~'~~ ,:

ell 0 ~ eO
tana = -- = 4e tanf3 = - = e [tI]

hO 0

_~~p~1:V,;.atiliebody and spa~e cones depend on the magnitude of the impulse. From Eqs. [10.2.23]
.~.--b!",i3.:j, c.' : . . ", ' •

. "tMiavethe precession and spin rates . ' , .
ttt:-;ae~A.~. . ,

.' ¥frij:;\
, :Merthe impulse, using the angular impulse-momentum theorem, the angular momentum

'#" . ,j,., ' ~

-becomes'.....,'%"' .
',;-7~i,.fi~"r ~;

';:'itrJ\merican football (axially symmetric body) with a mass moment of inertia ratio of II =
!.,t4Ijis thrown with a spiri 0 about its axis of symmetry. A player tips the football, and in doing
'~""';i16-exerts an angular impulse of ehO in a transverse direction, where e is a small number.

The change in the linear momentum is assumed to be negligible. Obtain the precession and
-\s.pj,n rates after the impulse is applied.

j.,.'<.

'fSO •••••on
;Without loss of generality, we ~ssume thattheangul~ impulse is applied about the hi axis.
'i:tli~~.~gular momentum before the impulse is
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f;'

r\1l--:~'10.3 GENERAL CASE OF TORQUE-FREE MOTION

~~;
.1<

From Eqs. [g] and [h] we obtain two additional results: First, the precession and sPlil"~
rates depend on the ratios of the mass moments of inertia. Secondly, the spin rate after ~:~:;
angular impulse is always less than the spin rate before the impulse, known intuitively Ct6'i
players and spectators all around. 'I1{., '

We next analyze the torque-free motion of an arbitrary rigid body whose principIf
moments of inertia are different from each other. Using a 3-1-3 Euler angle transfo{-
mation, we write the rotational kinetic energy as .,

Trot = ~[It (4)s (J s I/J + iJ c 1/J)2 + h(4) s (J c I/J - iJ S1/J)2 + h(4)c (J + ~)21',.Ai,

II 0.3.1 ],:;~

where we note that 4>is absent from the Lagrangian, so that it is a cyclic coordinat~,,~:i
Therefor~, in t~e absence of mom~nts about the a3 axis, which is the case considere~":.;'.•I..t..
here, 7T c/J ISan mtegral of the motion and has the form "

aL Z
7Tc/J = -.

a4>
., •• •• '-'l a

= It (4)s(J s I/J + (Jc I/J)s (J s I/J + h(4)s (J c I/J - (Js I/J)s (J c I/J + h(4)c (J + I/J)c (j "

= constant II 0.3.2].'

Unlike the axially symmetri~ bodies studied in the previous section, 7T.p, ~~"i
component of the angular momentum along the spin axis, is not constant. As a resul~;]
t~e precessi~n, n~tation, and .spin rate~ are no lo.ngerc~n~tant, ~ither. This makes it:i
dIfficult to VIsualIzethe rotatIOnalmotion of arbItrary ngld bodies.i;~

Because the motion is torque free, the angular momentum about the center oc':l
mass is conserved, and it provides three additional integrals of the motion. Thes~,l,l
integrals can be used to obtain relations between the precession, nutation, and spm .~.
rates. Combining Eqs. [10.2.19] and [10.2.21] gives '~

'I

II WI = It (4)sin (J sin I/J + iJ cos I/J) = Ha sin (J sin I/J ,;;it)

hW2 = h(4) sin (J cos I/J - iJ sin I/J) = Ha sin (J cos I/J.J

hW3 = h(4)cos(J +~) = Hacos(J [l0.3.3li~J
which can be solved for the precession, nutation, and spin rates. The result is ..'~

. Ha. 2 Ha 2 1
4>= - sm I/J + - cos I/J ".'

II h,iJ

()
.;~. 1 Ha H . . .".,

(J = - - - -!!.. sm (J sm 21/J 1, ..1'

2 It h it
. Ha (Ha 2 Ha 2) Ha .',1I/J = - cos (J - - sin I/J + -[ cos I/J cos (J = -I cos (J - 4>cos (J ;:.i

h It 2 3 :]

(lo'3.4F'l

.1
j

/
J<
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10.4 POLHODES

Weexpress the angular velocity vector using the unit vector along which it is directed
as

w = wew or {w} = w{ew} [10.4.2]

where ew is the unit vector along the instantaneous axis of rotation. The rotational
kinetic energy can be expressed as

Trot = ~{wf[lG]{w} = ~w2{ewf[lG]{ew} = ~I*w2 [10.4.3]
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[10.4.1]
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{HG} = [lG]{w}1 T
Trot = 2{w} [lG]{w}

These represent three first-order differential equations. They are expressions for
the Euler angles in terms of the integrals of the motion. Because they are in state
form, they can be integrated once the initial conditions are specified.

The precession rate is always positive, indicating that even though the preces-
sion rate of a body may change during motion, the direction of precession does not
change. The same cannot be said of the nutation and spin rates. These rates can
oscillate, depending on the initial conditions. Note that we observed this same rela-
tionship when we conducted a stability analysis in Example 8.6 with regards to the
stability of rotational motion about different principal axes.
, The nutation rate is dependent on the ratios of the two moments of inertia II
and h. For the same initial conditions the nutation rate will be different depending
onwhether II is larger than h. On the other hand, the spin equation is the same for
general as well as axially symmetric bodies.

Considering the special case of axisymmetric bodies with h = It, Eqs. [10.3.4]
reduce to

. HG. . (HG HG)4> = I; ()= 0 I/J = ---r; - I; cos () [10.3.5]

~hic!t are the same as Eqs. [10.2.23]. The nutation angle is constant for axisymmetric
bodies, constituting one of the biggest differences between the torque-free motions
of general and inertially symmetric bodies.

Observe from this and the previous section~that in order to understand the nature
of the motion qualitatively, one needs to analyze the motion using variables from
both the inertial and body-fixed frames. Each of these reference frames provides a
different kind of insight into the problem.
~',

AD interesting qualitative interpretation of the torque-free rotational motion of arbi-
1Iaryrigid bodies is due to Poinsot's construction. The approach makes use of the
energy and angular momentum integrals, as well as the inertia ellipsoid.

Consider a set of body-fixed coordinates. These coordinates have a general con-
figuration and they do not have to be principal coordinates. The rotational kinetic
energy and angular momentum about the center of mass are
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where l* = {ewY [IcHew} is the mass moment of inertia about the instantaneous axis
of rotation. Note that l* is not constant, and its value changes as the angular velocity
changes.

We next compare the expression for the kinetic energy with the inertia ellip-
soid relations defined in Chapter 6. We defined the quadratic expression {uY[IcHu},
where {u} = [Ul Uz u3f was a vector whose magnitude was 1, {uY{u} = 1. We
saw that the expression

1
X{uY[IcHu} = 1 [10.4.4]

defined the inertia ellipsoid, a closed quadratic surface (Fig. 6.16). The value of A
depends on the orientation of the vector {u}. When {u} coincides with the unit vector
along a principal axis, Abecomes the principal moment of inertia corresponding to
the principal axis. The maximum and minimum moments of inertia are the major
and minor axes of the ellipsoid of inertia.

In the expression for kinetic energy in Eq. [10.4.3], {ew} is analogous to {u} in
Eq. [10.4.4]. Similarly, the term Ais analogous to Trot. It follows that the expression
for kinetic energy can be described in terms of an ellipsoid of inertia. For a given
level of kinetic energy, the angular velocity will be smallest about the axis with the
largest moment of inertia.

It is useful to express the inertia ellipsoid in terms of normalized quantities. To
this end, we define a vector p = ewl-IF, or ew = p-IF. Substituting these expres-
sions for the kinetic energy yield~

lZ T IZ*}T {Trot = 2w {ew} [Ic]{ew} = 2w I {p [Ic] p}

from which we conclude that

{pY[IcHp} = 1

[10.4.-5]

[10.4.6]

r

From now on we will use Eq. [10.4.6] to describe the inertia ellipsoid associated
with the kinetic energy. Note that the inertia ellipsoid is fixed on the body. This
ellipsoid is illustrated in Fig. 6.17.

We next explore the relationship between the angular momentum about the cen-
ter of mass and the inertia ellipsoid. We define the intersection between the inertia
ellipsoid and the angular velocity vector by P. We denote the unit normal vector to
the inertia ellipsoid at point P by n, as shown in Fig. 10.5. In Chapter 4, we saw that
given a surface defined by f(x, y, z) = 0, we can find the unit vector normal to that
surface by means of the del operation and by then normalizing the magnitude of the
found vector. For example, given the equation of a circle of xz + yZ = RZ, the normal
to the circle is found by Vf = V(xz + yZ - RZ) = aflaxi + aflayj = 2xi + 2yj.
Extending this case to the inertia ellipsoid and the column vector representation, we
can express the normal to the ellipsoid as

K{nY = V({PY[Ic]{p} - 1) = d({PY[~{;~P} - 1) = 2{pY[Ic] [10.4.7]
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n

Inertia ellipsoid and the
invariable plane

Figure 10.5

[10.4.9]PG = p.n

,,,,\\theren is the unit vector along the direction of the angular momentum, n = HG/ HG.
"f..totingthat the vector p can be written as p = w/(wfr), and that 2Trot = I*w2,

f};~,~';~~ereK is a normalization constant. However, the vectors {w} and {p} are parallel,
\J!;c-~,;and{HG} = [lG]{w}. We can then write
~~'~;{~~,l
l;,t~.J K*{n} = {HG} [10.4.8]r::~:~;,:'--~:,r~.H.
~>.~~.~'h'~~_,l.-_~
~<;';,;.iyffereK* is yet another constant, showing that the 'normal to the inertia ellipsoid at," », ,--"'j:~-•. ,
Eo"} point P is always parallel to the angular momentum vector.
~:?~~i00.Let us analyze the physical interpretation of this result. The vector {p} lies on~r-~i,~theinstantaneous axis of rotation, so that the rotational motion can be viewed as the
JS~¥I>Fo1ling,(without slipping) of the inertia ellipsoid, with the normal to the ellipsoid at
!lj:ipoint P always perpendicular to a plane whose orientation is fixed. This plane is
fji);'ggl;1~d th~ invariable plane. Whi~ethis plane can translate, it cannot ro~ate. . .
"~::;:>:~';EI~AsdIscussed before, the pomt of.tangency (contact) between the mertia elhp-
-;~'t;.~9j(;1~dthe invariable plane is on the instantaneous axis of rotation. As,the angular
'+j~!ocity changes, so does the orientation of the inertia ellipsoid aIJdof the point of
\,~:qJ).tactwith the invariable,plane. The loci of point P, that is, of the tangent points
';,~!!;tbeellipsoid as it rolls on the invariable plane, are called polhodes, and theJoci
~fzJpetangent points on the invariable plane are called herpolhodes. The polhodes

,are closed curves because the kinetic energy is constant.
;,:,-,~d ilt is of interest to look at the component of p along the fixed direction of the
':ajglliar momentum. From Fig. 10.5, denoting this distance by PG we can write



~
~:~1 (00 · H) 2T r;:y;:;-PG = - G = . rot _ -V 2TrotJP wHG R.. prT - H = constant

G-v £..1. rot G

we obtain
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[I 0.4.1 ot~:?
~::*'~:~::'.:_:~
:Jit:~:--jj

SO that the perpendicular distance frpD,1the center of mass to the invariable plai!~;)5f
is constant. Equation [10.4.10] is yet another integral of the motion and, as othef>L
integrals of the motion, it depends on the initial conditions with which the body is;¥';;'
released. . .' ,; ,.:,,,-,\

Up to now, the orientation of the body-fixed coordinate axes was not specifiedl.t,:~~ ,.,'~

Without loss of generality, and in order to simplify the derivations, we now consider;:;
the body axes to be the principal axes. The inertia matrix is now diagonal, and .i}',~d

,~'~f!f\;.';,}

560

3

Hb = {wVUG]UG]{W} = L 11wr
i= I

.!,j-/?
[I0.4.ll]~,'r

~_,;~."i
and, using the relation {w} = wJP{p}, orWi = WPijF (i = 1,2, 3), we can wri;t~"t'~

~.~-.,~
3~?;?~Hb = I*w2 L1lpr [IO.4.1~)j<f!'

i= I

wbich can be rearranged as

12 2 + [2 2 + [2 2 {}rT[1 ][1 ]{} Hb [10 4 3]"'-"';i;i
1PI 2P2 3 P3 = P G G P = 2Trot = constant •• 1 <~';T

f1i;/j
This equation defines yet another closed quadratic surface, that is, another ellip~Q,i~>J
of inertia that is attached to the body. Comparing Eqs. [10.4.10] and [10.4.l3J,W:~:':~j
conclude that - . "-~~."~

[10.4.151.-
sfl

H2 1
-~=2D - 2Trot Pc

H2 'lfj,i!~'-<;~
2TG = 2 [10.4.1~~(~_~1

rot PG .....•'i>- ,"<}i
,"!}~-~',t

We next relate the motion of the ellipsoid defined in Eq. [10.4.13] to the ine'rti~l':~
ellipsoid defined in Eq. [10.4:6]. The two ellipsoids are in contact with each other~t;l;~:~
point P, leading to the' conclusion that as the body rotates the intersection of the tw~7:,.\

. _~.?:.t~~:,': ;~.iI

ellipsoids describes the polhodes~We can construCt the polhode curves by solvii;1g:i/Y
Eqs.[10.4.6] and [10.4.13] simultaneously. Note that if we consider Eq. [10.4'.~f,'~
as descrioing a closed surface and Eq. [10.4.13] asa constraint relation, the resu~~~';<;~
becomes a set of curves on the closed surface. We get different curves for differeiif'i
starting points. ':';,~;:J.

One can simplify the constriIction and interpretation of the polhode curves bYI.c>:,)
looking at their projections along the principal axes. To this end, we define the vafi~~,;"
~~ ~.

\

!o _
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whose value depends on the initial conditions. It follows from the above discussion
that Imin $ D <: Imax and that when D = Ii (i = 1,2,3) this corresponds to an
angular motion about the axis bi. Without loss of generality, we select our body axes
blb2b3 such that II < h < h.This implies that the inertia ellipsoid is longest in the
bI direction.

We next find the projections of the polhode curveson the bIb2, bIb3, and b2b3
planes. Recall that the polhode equations are

12]2 ]2-1122 [22 ]22 DIPI + 2P2 + 3P3 - IPI + 2P2 + 3P3 = [10.4.16]

Multiplying the first of Eqs. [10.4.16] by h and subtracting the second from it yields
the projections of the curves on the bIb2 plane as

h(h - h)pt + h(h - h)p~ = h - D [10.4.17]

In a similar fashion, we obtain the polhode equations on the b2b3 and bIb3 planes as

bzb3 plane: h(/I - h)p~ + h(/I - h)p~ = h - D [10.4.18]

bIb3 plane: h(/2 - h)p~ + h(/2 - h)Pt = h - D [10.4.19]

All the coefficients of Eqs. [l0.4.17] and [l0.4.18] have the same sign, indi-
cating that these two equations represent ellipses for all values of D. By contrast,
the coefficients on the left side of Eq. [10.4.19] have differing signs, thus describ-
ing hyperbolas. Furthermore, the sign of h - D depends on the problem. The three
projections are given in Figs. 10.6. The special case of D = h has an interesting
intetpretation. The projection on the bIb3 plane is in the form of straight lines that
separate the hyperbolas. In analogy from stability theory, these lines are called sep-
aratrices (plural of separatrix), separating different regions of the motion that have
different properties.

From the information above, we can construct the polhode curves in three di-
mensions. For a rigid body with h < h < h, the curves are given in Fig. 10.7.
Note that when D < h, the polhode curves are closed around the bI axis, and when
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D > h, the polhode curves are closed around the b3 axis. The separatrices, which:tl
are constructed for D = h, give the limiting cases. As D approaches It or 13, theti~
polhode curves become smaller in size. The locus of the line joining the centerojA
mass and the polhode curves defines the body cones when viewed from a body-fixed~i~
reference frame. However, unlike the symmetric body considered in Section. 10~2~~
the cones have no symmetry. .'~

We can analyze the motion of the body by examining the polhode,curves. Con-:,A
sider the case -where we give a large angular velocity in one direction and muclt:';~
smaller angular veloCities in the other directions. According to the stability re~ult~,~
in Example 8.6, initial motion that is predominantly about the largest or smalleSf.'1
axes of inertia will be stable, and initial motion about the intermediate axis of in~f~J?~.
tia (bz in,our case) will be unstable. In this latter case, angular velocities about W:~:cJ
other axes will grow with time, and 'all thr~ angular velocities will become comp~~~~l
rable in magnitude. We can demonstrate this using the polhode curves. The anguJat;~
velocity of the body is along the, line connecting the center of mass to the polhod~-"ij
curves. When the initial angular velocity is along the bi or b3 axes, the value of D"~
is slightly larger t!Ian It 'or slightly smaller than h, respectively. In both cases, t1l~;-~
polhode curves are small. Hence, "themotion retains its characteristics. By contraSt,! .\j

if the bulk of the initial angular velocity is along the bz axis, then D = h and the
polhode curves are close to the separatrices. Hence, the polhode curves are large,
which means that the magnitude and direction of the angular velocity varies a lot.
This, in essence, is the explanation for the wobbly motion and also why it is difficrdt
to visualize the motion of an arbitrary body.

Now consider the special case of axisymmetric bodies. Without loss of general-
ity, we set It = h and It < h.The inertia and momentum ellipsoids are described
by

It (pi + p~) + hp~ = 1 I[(pi -t: p~) + I~P~ = D [10.4.20]

so that both ellipsoids are symmetric about the b3 axis. It follows that the intersec-
tion of the ellipsoids defines circles about the b3 axis, with the radius of the circles
determined by the value of D. Indeed, introducing It = h into Eq. [10.4.17]

z z _ D-h j
PI + Pz - 1t(11 -h) [10.4.2Il'J

j

j
.-.i

l.
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In this case D varies between It and h and D = h = It no longer represents
a separatrix. The body cone generated by the locus of the line joining the center
of mass and the polhode curve is axisymmetric. To show that these body cones are
;i,ndeed the same as the cones discussed in Section 10.2, consider Fig. 10.8, which
-~hows the ellipsoid for a given value of D. This figure can also be considered as the
;projection of the ellipsoid to the plane generated by the intersection of b3 and a3. To
,~how that the angles TJ and {3(from the definition of body cone) are the same, we
need to demonstrate that Eq. [10.2.25] holds, or

It tan TJ = h tan (J [10.4.22]

The proof is left as an exercise. The projections of the pOlhode curves onto the
~b3 or bI b3 planes represent straight lines and they do not have a special physical
interpretation. One can show that the cone described by the points G, P, and C is
9J.espace cone.

MOTION OF A SPINNING Top

.:i~the previous sections we considered moment-free bodies. We now switch our at-
;,:reniiollto bodies subjected to external moments. An interesting case is the motion of
,a spinning top, such as the one shown in Fig. 1.0.9. A top is basically described as a
body that possesses inertial symmetry and that terminates at a sharp point along the

,Lsynunetry axis. This point is called an apex or vertex. Tops are designed to be ax-
~-;~symmetric,as such a construction increases stability and minimizes the friction due
'O"~othe air mass around the top. The motion of the top can be viewed as the balancing{~rthe gravitational moment about the apex by the gyroscopic moment. The spin of
, the top gives it its stability.

We assume that the apex is in continuous contact with a plane in a way that it has
,Jio translation. (The translational motion of the apex, commonly referred to as drift,
Js due to the initial translational motion given to the top as well as to the unevenness
:androughness of the plane on which the top moves.)

The equations of motion for a spinning top were derived in Example 8.10 using
,','fJ-I-3 Euler angle transformation. Here, we will analyze the integrals of the motion

G3

cP

"\{J\J --'L\--------'-
" '" " ", "," ",.,/ "

" , " ", , ,, ,
I~____ mg 0,'

_ ..----- - - - .•_--- _~/'

Figure 10.9
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and qualitatively assess the behavior of the top. The top being an axisymmetricJ)~<iJ~
we can write the kinetic energy of the top as

1.( 2 2 2)T = Trot = 2'ltWI + /ZW2 + hW3

where the components of the mass moment of inertia are about point O. Introdu~
the values for the angular velocities for a 3-1-3 transformation, we obtain ftit:"
kinetic energy) I

T = 4[h(4hin29 + 92)+ 13(4)cos9 + .jf]

CHAPIER 10 • QuALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF RIGID BODY MOTION

The potential energy is

"f ;
TQese integrals of the motion represent the components of the angular mqffi,

tum along the a3 and h axes. The equations of motion associated with the pr~~;
sion and spin can be obtained by differentiating the above two equations. UsiI,J
LagraJ.lge's equations, the equation of motion for (}is " ~;~;:~

It jj - (It - h)4i sin (}cos (}+ h4>,frsin (J - mgL sin (}= 0

From Eqs. [10.5.4] one can solve for the precession and spin rates as

,i. 11'cP - 11''" cos (} ,;, ( 1 cos2 (} ) cos (}
'f" = ----- 'f' = 11'", - + --- - 1TcP---It sin2 (} h It sin2 (} II sin2 (}

and substitute into Eq. [10.5.5]. Once the nutation angle is solved for, the precessio~;;~
and spin rates can be calculated using Eqs. [10.5.6] and the initial conditions. ,'"

Another way of deriving the equation of motion for (}is to make use of Routh'%':,11
method for ignorable coordinates, as c/J and I/J are such coordinates. Defining ilie';~'
Routhian as ;~:;l
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r,
i'

t~.
~

. .
and introducing the expressions for cf> and '" into it, we obtain

9ft = ~It iJz - -(7T_cP_-_7T_r/J _co_s_(J_)_Z __ 7T_~ - mgL cos (J
2 2ft sinz (J 2!) [10.5.8]

T' = ~ltiJz
2

The Routhian can now be treated as the Lagrangian of a single degree of freedom
natural system with kinetic and potential energies T' and V' of the form

(7T cP - 7T r/J cos (J)z 7T~
V' = . Z + 21 + mgL cos (J [10.5.9]

2/1 sm (J 3

and the variable u = cos (J. Note that a and b have the units of angular velocity and
that all of the above quantities are calculated from the initial conditions. Also, u is
anondimensional quantity describing the elevation of a point on the symmetry axis
that is at a distance of unity from the apex. The energy integral can thus be written
as a cubic function

[10.5.10]

[10.5.11]

b = 7Tr/J

It

7TcP
a = I;f3 = 2mgL

It

ii = f(u) = (a - f3u)(l _uz) - (a - bu)z

Obviously, the energy integral is E = T' + V'. To analyze the energy integral
in more detail, we introduce the constant quantities

a = l:- (E _ 7T~)
II \: 21]

We will study the characteristics of the motion by qualitatively analyzing the
. function f(u). Other methods of analysis include numerical integration of Eq.
:['10.5.11] or ofEq. [l0.5.5], as well as a separation of variables. The latter leads to
••an elliptic integral for time in terms of u.

A very interesting special case is when u = 0, as it corresponds to zero nutation
'~te. The values of u that lead to a zero nutation rate range can be obtained by solving
'/,(u) = O. To this end, we consider the characteristics of f(u). Because u is defined
as u = cos (J, we are interested in the roots of f (u) in the range - 1 -< u ::::;1.
'urther, we are interested in the values of u that are larger than zero, as a negative
,~ue for u implies that the top is spinning below the platform it is on. We make the
OlIowing observations regarding the roots of f(u):

Both f(l) and f( -1) are less than zero.

. As u becomes larger, f(u) = f3u3 > 0, since f3 > O.

Hence, f(u) has a root for u > 1 and f(u) < 0 for u = -1. This implies
:"at in the range of - 1 -< u -< 1 there either are no roots, or there are two roots.
~e discount the possibility that f(u) has no roots in this range, as this would
• ply that there are no positive values for the nutation angle. We thus consider
e case of two roots for f(u) in the range -1 ::::;u -< 1. Fig. 10.10 shows a

ciPicalplot of f(u). The two roots, denoted by Ul and Uz, are in general both
psitive or both negative. Let us consider the case when they are both positive,
. rresponding to an upright top, and order them without any loss of generality as
. :s Uz. This way, Uz corresponds to a smaller nutation angle. The physical range
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f(u)

Figure 10.1 0

z .
7Tq, _ a _ II sin (Joc/>o. + cos (Jou ----- .

o - 7T if! b h(cos (Joc/>o + 1/10)

a3

of the motion of the top is then between Ul and Uz. The motion can be visual':'
ized as the change in the nutation angle from (Jz = cos-1(uz), corresponding ,t6.
the highest elevation of the top, to (Jl = cOS-l(Ul), corresponding to the lowest.'
elevation. " t'l~I~>

The motion of a point on the symmetry axis of the top at a distance of unity f(QIW
the apex can be viewed as tracing a curve on the unit sphere, as in Fig. 10.11.Th~y,
circles OIJ.the sphere that correspond to the locus of all points with (J = cos -1 (u 1)aU:qr'
cos-l(uz) are called the bounding circles, and the f3 axis basically moves betw~ip'~
these circles. The precession rate, from Eq. [10.5.6] can be shown to be

. a - bu
c/> =--.•. 1 - uz

~ 1i~l<~t;-,~
so that the precession rate depends on the value of a - bu. Let us introduce tlI~;,
quantity uo, based on the initial conditions, and defined as ".;q.~'

..

.,,."
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a3 a3

(a) (b)

Figure10.12 (al Unidirectional and (bllooping precession

For the general case of motion, Uo =;l: cos 80. It turns out that characteristics of
the motion of the top depend on the relationship of Uo to Ul and Uz. To find Uo one
ibegins with the initial conditions c;,o, 80, and ,fro, and the property that 00 = O.The
~eneralized momenta 7Tt/J, 7Tr/J, and a and b are calculated using Eqs. [10.5.10] and
[10.5.4]. The results are substituted into Eq. [10.5.13] to find uo.
We identify the following different types of motion based on the initial condi-

tions:

,'nldlrectlonal Prece •• lon In this case: Uo > Uz (or Uo < UI). This case can
'Msobe described as having the same precession direction at the bounding circles, so
Fthata > buz (or a < bUl)' The precession rate is not zero at both bounding circles.
;'Thiskind of motion can be initiated by releasing a top from its highest elevation point
~ = Uz, with zero nutation rate and a precession rate high enough to make Uo greater
than Uz. After the top is released, it begins to fall as a result of the action of gravity.
In the process, the top attains precessional motion. At u = UI, when the maximum
;idnetic energy is reached, the nutation rate changes sign and the top begins to rise
\tlntil u = Uz, and the process repeats itself. The resulting motion is a periodic motion
ibfthe nutation angle, like a sinusoid, as shown in Fig. 10.12a.

~opln9 Prece •• lon Here, Ul < Uo < Uz, and the direction of precession is
{:lifferentat the bounding circles (Fig. 10.l2b). At the bounding circles, the nuta-
tion rate becomes zero. At the top bounding circle, 8 = 8z, the precession rate
is negative; when 8 = 81, the precession rate is positive. When u becomes equal
l? Uo the precession rate becomes zero, which explains the looping nature of the
,'hlotion of the symmetry axis. Such motion can be initiated by releasing the top at
'.~ == 8z, with a small precession rate and zero nutation rate so as to satisfy Ul < UO <
,"z. The top begins with its initial precession, and when the point corresponding to
;6. == cos-1(alb) = cos-I Uo is reached, the precession rate changes sign. The motion
l{)ntinues in this fashion until the nutation angle reaches the lower bounding circle
," == Ul. At that point, the elevation of the symmetry axis begins to increase. When
'!-l == Uo is reached, the precession again changes sign. Fig. 10.13 gives a typical plot
p~theprecession rate cb. In essence, the precession rate oscillates between its bounds
at 81 and 82, changing sign at 8 = cos-I (uo).
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cos-1(uo)

Figure 10. I 3

uZ - 2'f8u + 2'f>uo - 1 = 0

I{J

where

a3
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Cusplclal 'or Cusplcllal) Motion This is the limiting case between the two, .
~~~-'.i'\

othertyp~s o(precession~ H:e~e,uo = Uz, so that a = buz. From Eq. [10.5.12] v{x}~
obse~ethat t1).eprecession rate becomes zero at u = Uz ~d~s greater tbanzero ~t,~\:j
otheqimes. This type ofJl}otj0Ilcan 1:>einitiated by releasing the top at u == Uz" witn:"'i
no initial precessional ,ornutational motion. The motion characteristics are simijaft~' <~

. . ,.,,' ,.' • -..' . .. ¥). -' •• ' "h';i4~' ~-

those in unidirectiori~,prt(cession, with the qifference beipg a :zeroprecessi()n r!t~.,
at u =tlz. The top is released at II- = Uzwim zero precession, As,the toppegins t<)c

• , ' .•.. , I.~'.' .• ~ '.;' < ~"-~. . '., : ~:'"" > ..•.••• '-'. "'"J"t. ,YIJj

precess, its symmetry axis begins to fall~resulting in an increase of kinetic energx";'
and reduction in potential energy. At u = Ul, the top begins to rise, and when -it'y1.
reac~e;s u,= ,u'4 the prect1ssionrat~ becomes zero. T}l~,~¥.tnpl~t;ry~~,traces ~Y~I?~Jj.~
as shown in Fig. 10.14. One cannot have cllspidal motion if the top is releasedwi$:'\}'

, . - - , . ., " -, ,," -"'':fl' '-,'
Uo= Uh becaljse the,tendency ohhe top istp fcu.!., _ _ ,.- 'L,dY,'~

To,obtain lIlore,insight, i~to the na~reof,the motion, of tops? we, aJ}-alyz,e.~i:;.,~
[10.5.11] ftgther"Reca1lth~t all oftlW ~1:>ove,reslll,~swere obt~l1ed for f(u) = it ~.-;\{

, . "', ,"."'.. .' '., " .' '•.., '., .,' - ~i;.., .,j,>.",."." ',' . , ""~". <,.:.~

0, whic,h corresponds to ;zeronutation rate ~S'aIl~nitial condition. Because CUSP!gaJ,'<~
~: . '..' ~. -,;' ,"., .• , .': ".j .Ii: ,>._' .' ~ ;', '".-~i!:iJ.'.':.,'Q ..

motion:repres.ent~:~)imiting ca,se,co~s,iderap-init~alc~nditipn corre~p~ndiIlg,to~~~p~J
type Qfmotion.flence? ~ehave. an,initialspiJJr~~e of 1/10 and zero initialprecessi<?I!i; Ji
with an initial nutation angle of 80 and no initi~ nutationrate.;~nthisspecial case"l!Q:'~l
and 80 are related by Eq. [10.5.13] and that Uo= (;os80. Itfollow~fromEq~., [10.~.41;F:5
that 11'If! = h~o = hW3, and W3 is constant. We also have as initial conditions;"~

. A'ir.

a ~'buQ or Uo == u~",';'t{~J4.".~,," ,,{~[Io~5t1~j',~~
which, when substituted into Eq. [10.5~11]and feu) set to zero, yields a = {3uij1'
Introduction of this into Eq. [1O.~.11] yields

f(u)'= (uo - u)[,B(l - uz).~ bZ(uo - u)][1 O~5.1

so that one root of feu), denoted by Uz, is Uz== uo. The remaining equation to solve
for the otherroots can be writttm as
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From a physical perspective, ~ denotes the ratio of kinetic energy to the gravi-
tational potential energy, multiplied by the ratio of the mass moments of inertia. The
kinetic energy is associated with the gyroscopic moment and the potential energy is
due to gravity. The other two roots are

Ii
.'"
~~
t'.r't
~ UI = ~ - j~2 - 2uo'f> + 1 U3 = 'f> + j'f>2 - 2uo'i> + 1 [10.5.18]

[10.5.19]

it.
t
;;
,.
<.
$-
~
r
~-,
e'

~.~

Of these roots, U3 is greater than one and without physical significance. To show
this, recall that the magnitude of Uo is smaller than 1, so that j~2 - 2uo ~ + 1 >
J~2 - 2~ + 1 = I~- 11.By the same argument, one can show that lUll < 1. If the
top is given a fast spin as an initial condition, then ~ » 1, and UI can be approxi-
mated using a two-term Taylor series expansion as

J 2uo 1 1- u5
UI = 'f> - ~ 1 - ~ + ~2 = Uo - --

{3(1 - u2) 1 - u2
e(t) = "'"') 0 (l - cos bt) = m; 0 (1 - cos bt) [10.5.23]

Differentiating the above equation and recalling the definition of e, we obtain the
rate of change of u as

subject to the initial conditions e(O) = 0, e(O) = O. This basically is the equation of
a simple sinusoid subjected to a constant excitation. The solution can be shown to be

[10.5.24]

[10.5.22]..+ b2 1- u2
e e={3 0

2

. '. 0 b(1 - u5) . bu = -0 sm = -----"- sm t
4'f>

and, because the value of the angle 0 does not change too much during the motion, its

sine can be approximated as sin 0 = J 1 - u2 = J 1 - u~. Hence, an approximate

which gives an indication of how the lower bounding circle varies as a function of
~. Because the difference between U} and Uo is not large, one can introduce the
perturbation parameter e = Uo - U to Eq. [10.5.11] and obtain

e2 = e{3[l - (uo - e)2] - b2e2 [10.5.20]

Neglecting terms in e that are of higher order than 2, and noting that b2 » 2{3Uo for.•
fast spin, this equation can be simplified as

e2 = e{3(l- u5) - b2e2 [10.5.21]

This equation can be solved by converting it into an elliptic integral by taking the
square roots of both sides and separating variables. A more physically meaningful
solution can be obtained by differentiating it with respect to time and dividing the
resulting equation bye, which yields



We solve this equation for cf>to yield

. b
cf>(t) = 4cg (l - cos bt)

1.. __
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expression for 0 can be written as

. bJl - u5 . bsinOo .
O(t) = .~~ sm bt = .__ sm bt

In a similar fashion, we approximate the precession rate. IntroducingJ;qs.
[10.5.23] into Eq. [10.5.12] and using the approximation (l - u2) = (l -u51~,~'
obtain for the precession rate ' ,;'tl~f',,]

;~.:~~~b~;t~~

."~if

",if
The motion can be interpreted as follows. For cuspidal motion the precessioitrate:. . .,', ." --"

oscillates between cf>= 0 and cf>= bl2cg, so that its average value is

. b f3 _ mgL
cf>av = 4cg = 2b - h~o

The nutation rate oscillates l~ke a sinus~idal of amplitude b sin Oo/4cg,''l:];tt ,~:.,.
quency of. oscil~ation is the same' for both nutation and prece~sion. A~ th~:ipgf,~~
zero nu~a,tIQn,sm bt = 0 and cos bt = :t1, so that the preceSSIOn rate IS eIther z.ero
(~hich corresponds to the highest elevation of the top) or at its maximuIIf~aUi~
(which corresponds to the lowest elevation). ' ,

Steady ~cesslon As the initial spin rate of the top is increased, the amplitUdes
of the' precession and nutation become smaller, while the frequency of oscilla~i()Q;l1
becomes larger. As a result, Ul and U2 Qecome very close to each other, theQ.y:~tiQt
and the oscillatory part of the precession become smaller and more difficu.~l;.!~q~~
serve visually, whjch gives the appearance thatthe top is precessing uniformlyi;~'
no variation in the nutation angle. This case is known as steady precession,J'L .',,_

To analyze steady precession in more detail, we set (j = 0 in the equati6non
motion for the nutation angle. We rearrange Eq. [10.5.5] as a quadratic functlpp
, . ~~
terms of cf>as "

'2 _ hW3 . + mgL '= 0
cf> II cos 0 cf> II cos 0 '

4>12 = hW3 :t hW3 J1 _ 4IImgL COs.O
. 211 cos 0 2II cos 0 Ijw~ '

In order to have steady precession, these solutions must be real, which implies ttl,
the radical in the above equation must be positive. From this we obtain the critiS~
angular velocity requirement for steady precession as

2 4IImgL cos 0
W3> ---

13
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Equation [10.5.30] describes the minimum angular velocity that must be im-
parted in the b3 direction for steady precession. For large values of the spin, one can
treat the term 4ltmgL cos (}/(hW3)2 as small and approximate the precession rates
in Eq. [10.5.29] as

The two roots correspond to fast and slow precession. The smaller root, cP2, cor-
responds to the slow precession rate; it is the same as the a~erage precession rate
derived for cuspidal motion in Eq. [10.5.27]. The larger root, cPl, corresponds to fast
precession; it is usually not attainable, because of the very high spin rate required
to achieve this motion. Actually, there is an interesting interpretation of the fast pre-
cession rate. Expressing it as

571

[10.5.34]

[10.5.33]

[10.5.32]

[10.5.31]. hW3 b
cPl = It cos () = cos ()

hifJ
(/1 - h) cos ()

W~r = 4ltmgL
[2
3

cPl =

. . .
It cos (}cPl = hW3 = h(cos (}cPl + ifJ)

4>2 = mgL _ f3
hW3 - 2b

we can relate the precession and spin rates as

To have the sleeping top motion, the top must be released in an exactly up-
right position with a minimum rotation rate given in the above equation. This initial
condition, of course, is hard to achieve. Also, there always is some amount of
friction at the apex, which slows the top. Most tops, when released almost ver-
tically and with a high spin, begin their motion as steady precession and with a
very small nutation angle. As the effects of friction begin to build up over time,
the spin rate decreases below the critical speed and nutational motion is observed.
As the spin rate decreases further, the nutation angle gets bigger, until the top
hits the ground. Table 10.1 summarizes the types of motion that can be achieved
depending on the initial conditions. Here, we denote by (}o the initial angle with
which the top is released (note that Uo = cos (}o for this special case), and re.cog-
nize from Eq. [10.5.17] that the ratio of the initial angular velocity W3 = ifJo to

This equation is the same as Eq. [10.2.24], which we derived for torque-free motion.
The spin in this case is so high that the moment exerted on the top by gravity becomes
insignificant.

A special case of steady precession is when the nutation angle () is zero, which
implies that the top is rotating in the upright position. To an observer the top ap-
pears motionless (the axis of the top and F frame are not moving) unless there are
distinguishing marks on it. This type of motion is ~own. as the sleeping top. The
precession and spin rates are added linearly, W3 = cP + ifJ, and from Eq. [10.5.30]
the minimum value of the angular velocity required becomes

rf
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Be aware that the values of Ul and U2 are dependent on the initial precession.:

and spin rates, as well as on the nutation angle. When deciding on the type of initial!
condition to impart to the top, one has to conduct an analysis relating Ul and U2 to:
the initial values of the precession nutation and spin. ...

Up to now we hardly considered the conditions under which a top will no longer
spin and fall to the ground. Confining our analysis to tops on horizontal platforms
without elevated pivots, the instant~the side of the top makes contact with the plat":'
form is when the nutation angle 8 plus the half angle of the top becomes equal to 90
degrees (Fig. 10.15). Once this value of the nutation angle is found, the correspond~
ing Ul is calculated and the remaining conditions' are then determined. A simplt1'
special case is cuspidalmotion and setting 8 = 90°, so thatul = O. Setting Ul = 0
in Eq. [10.5.181 and solving for Uo we obtain

';~

~,~i

~l~
/~-

~I
1

. j
J

[10.5.36]

Type of Motion

Sleeping top

Steady precession

Cuspidal motion

Unidirectional precession

Looping precession

2/1mgL
/2,i,2

3 '1'0

a3

Initial Spin Rate "'0
l/Jo = W3

l/Jo = W3

l/Jo = W3

Figure I o. I 5

1
Uo = cos 80 = 2~ =

Initial Condition Uo

1

Uo < I,Uo = u. = U2

Uo < 1, Uo = U2

Uo > U2 or Uo < U}

U} < Uo < U2

Summary of top motions
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Wcr can be expressed as

Tab•• 10.1

( )

2 /2,1:2
W3 _ 3 '1'0 _ ~

Wcr 41}mgL

Initial Precession Rate 4>0
o
o
o

,=0
,=0

",'

.,

'...~,.

,".
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which can be solved for the initial spin rate as

I0.6 ROLLING DISK

573

[10.5.37]

I 0.6 ROLLING DISK

yz

Figure10.16

~2 _ 2hmgL
o - /jcos80

Equation [10.5.37] gives some interesting results. If the top is released from
the upright position, cos (Jo = 1, the minimum speed required to prevent the top
from falling down is j2/1mgL//j = wcr/.j2. Any initial spin between wcrf.!i and
{llcr results in a precessional motion. Also, as the initial nutation angle increases,
the initial angular velocity required to keep the top spinning increases, an expected
,.t:esult.

111Sectiol17.9 we explained the kinematics of a rolling disk, and in Chapters 8 and
\.,9we derived the equations of motion for the case of no slip, using a variety of ap-
pf03:ches.Here, we qualitatively analyze the equations of motion for the case of no
slip and investigate the range of validity of the no-slip assumption. As in the spinning
top discussion, the general motion of a disk can be described as the contest between
tH~mOJ.11entdue to gravity and the gyroscoptc moment. Intuitively, we know that a
jiisk rolled with a higher initial speed will fall down later than a disk rolled with a
"lower initial speed.
'~::•..r The disk configuration is shown in Fig. 10.16. Because of the no-slip assump-
tion, the friction force at the contact point does no work, so there are no forces that are
nonconservative. We hence conclude that energy is conserved. With regards to the
gen~ralized momenta, recall the kinetic energy expression from Eq. [e] in Example
S:i3 as

.T =,~mCX2 + y2 + R202cos2(J) + ~(hc<i>2sin28 + 02) + hC<i>cos(J+ ~)2)
[10.6.1]



,~,4~

[10.6.11]
vp=-;-
cP

T = ~ (Ch + mR2)02 + Ch + mR2)C4> cos 0 + ~f + hcb2sin2 0) [10.6.3;J':
'Hl'~;

Even though the kinetic energy does not have contributions from cP and I/J, tl1~>
generalized momenta associated with these generalized coordinates are not constant.!':
This is because we are dealing with a constrained system, and Lagrange multipliers/'
are present in the formulation.

The equations of motion were derived to be

CHAPTER 1 0 • QuALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF RIGID BODY MOTION

Ch + mR2)C;';cosO - cbOsinO+ Iji) -.mR2cbOsinO = 0
Ch + mR2)8 + Ch + mR2)cb sin occbcos0 +~)

-h<b2 sinO cos 0 + mgRcos 0 = 0

h;'; sin 0 + 2h cbo cos 0 - hOCcbcos 0 +~)= 0 [10.6.6,
, , , ,~j

These are considerably more' complicated than the equations for the spinning:;;
top. Consequently, it is more difficult to conduct a qualitative analysis. One spe2!~.t
case is steady motion, with a constant nutation angle O. To analyze the ch3.racterisii~.~~"
ofthis motion, we remove all derivatives of 0 from Eqs. [10.?.4]-[10.6.6], with t&i!'~~:
result . '","

we obtain for the kinetic energy'"

Substituting the values of the velocity components of the center of mass X and.Y
from Eqs. [b] and [c] in Example 8.13

X = RO sin cPsin 0 - RCcbcos 0 + ~)cos cP
y = - RO cos cP sin 0 - RC cbcos 0 + ~) sin <p

Ch +mR2)C(iJcos 0 + Iji) = 0

Ch + mR2)cbsinOCcbcoso +~) - hcb2sinOcosO + mgRcosO = 0

h(iJsinO = 0

From Eq. [10.6.9] we conclude that (iJis zero, corresponding to a constant pre-~~~
cession rate 4>. This is to be expected, as zero nutation results in steady precession in":/
axisymmetric bodies. Introducing this to Eq. [10.6.7], we conclude that the spin rateh:
~ is also constant. We calculated the velocity of the center of mass for the general';,;"
case in Section 7.9 as

. . .
Vc = Rwxk - RWzi = -RCcPcosO + I/J)i + ROk

For steady precession 0 = 0, and because the precession and spin rates are constant, ".,~,~
one concludes that the velocity of the center of mass has constant amplitude. The""
center of the disk follows a circular path. The radius of this path, denoted by p, is
basically the speed of the center of mass v divided by the precession rate

~--_.._-~----~.~ .. ----------------------,- . -~ --_ .•..
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is the constant speed of the center of mass. Combining Eqs. [10.6.11] and [10.6.12],
we can express the spin rate in terms of the precession rate as

in which
. .

v = - R( epcos 0 + 0/)

~ = -4> (cos 8+ ~)

[10.6.12]

[10.6.13]

The motion can be described in terms of two parameters, the precession and spin
rates, or in terms of v and one of p or O. We explore the relationship between v and
these parameters by introducing Eqs. [10.6.11] and [10.6.12] into Eq. [10.6.8], with
the result

-(I, + mR2)* sin 9~ - II (*J sin 9 cos 9 + mgRcos 9 = 0 [10.6.14)

which can be rearranged and solved for v2 as

v2 = mgR
2p2cotO [10.6.15]

(h + mR2)p + /tRcos(J

For a thin disk, the mass moments of inertia can be written as h = mK2, II =
mK212, where K is the radius of gyration, so that the above equation can be expressed
as

[10.6.16]

. . .
0/ = % + eo/I [10.6.17]

. . .
ep = epo + eeplo = 00 + eOl

2 2gR2p2 cot 0v = -------
2(K2 + R2)p + K2RcosO

For a uniformly flat disk, K2 = R212. Hence, given an initial speed of v and ini-
tial nutation angle 0, with no nutation rate, one can determine the radius of curvature
for steady precession from Eq. [10.6.11]. Of course, this relationship holds as long
as the no-slip assumption is not violated.

A special case of Eq. [10.6.16] is when the disk is released in the upright po-
sition. The minimum velocity for this case can be obtained by making appropriate
substitutions in Eq. [10.6.16] (0 approaches 90 degrees and p approaches 00). An-
other way is to conduct a perturbation analysis. We expand the nutation angle and
precession and spin rates about their nominal values by

I:,....

"".I
r
{~
"':.
if

~:,
I:

~
i
i
'"e~.
i
~'

(
I'~

l'
~;

t;;
t
~.

(.
~,
to

~r
kr
~.

~~"

~.

in which e is a small parameter. This is tantamount to assuming that the disk, rolling
with steady precession, is acted upon by an impulsive force and as a result the pre-
cession, nutation, and spin values have slightly changed. Introducing these perturbed
values into the equations of motion, Eqs. [10.6.4]-[10.6.6], and ignoring terms that
are qu~dratic o~ higher order in e, one gets a set of three linear equations in terms'
of 01, epl, and 0/1. The eigenvalues of these equations are then used to ascertain the
conditions under which steady precession is possible.



sin ()= 1

(h + mR2)~1 = 0
2 .. 2 .' .

(h + mR WI + (h + mR )I/IOcPl - mgR()l = 0

I1(fJl - h~oih = 0

cos ()= -eOl

1
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!
For the special case of upright release there is no precession, 4>0 = 0, and the:i

nutation angle is 00 = 77'12.We have i
. . . . . . . I

cP = ecPl 0 = e() 1 1/1 = 1/10 + el/l 14
~I

[10.6.181J
Introducing these values into the equations of motion and neglecting higher-ord;ii
terms, the linearized equations can be shown to be 'j

J1~l
[10.6.19h

".~
<I.1

[1 0.6.20.J.'."~
".)i 1

[10.6.21,)'i
.'''\:;

,i",'~

Equation [10.6.19] indicates that ~l is zero, showing, as expected, the constancy~
of the spin rate. Integrating Eq. [10.6.21], we obtain ;'f

:4
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. I ./,
cPl = ~()h 1

.2
[10.6.2211

.N

which, when introduced into Eq. [10.6.20], yields

(

2'2 )(h + mR2)Ol + (h + ~~ )hl/lo - mgR ()l = 0

;;
.'.~

;'I!

[10.6.23)}

,!

In order for the above equatIon to have a nondivergent solution, the coefficieii~
of ()l must be positive. For this, the initial spin rate must satisfy the condition '~

m1}gR'2 _
1/10 > (h + mR2)h

gR
2(K2+R2)

,
110.6.24) 1

I'.

A disk rolled with an initial angular velocity 1/10 larger than the value given abo.y,y
will continue rolling upright. For a disk to roll in an exactly upright position it has t'?
be released exactly upright. Otherwise, the disk will attain some precessional motion;)
as evidenced by Eq. [10.6.16]. In reality, because of friction and air resistance a disk
rolled upright initially will eventually begin to tilt and precess. As this happens, th~
center of the disk no longer follows a circular path, but a path like a spiral. Ultimately,
either the no-slip condition is violated or the angular velocity of the disk becom~~
too small to sustain rolling. ,

To analyze the no-slip assumption in more detail, it is useful to look at the mo~ .'
tion using the X'Y'Z' frame, which is obtained after the first Euler angle rotation.
Fig. 10.17 shows the free-body diagram for this case. The normal force is in the Z
direction and the friction forces are shown along the X' and Y' axes. We see that if
the disk slips, the slip can take place in two forms: One type of slip is along the X'
direction, which is the line of nodes and basically denotes the tangent to the path of
the point C'. Point C' is on the F frame and coincides with the contact point at all
times. Recall from Eq. [f] in Example 9.5 that the velocity of C' is calculated as

Ve' = -R~fl = -R~I' [10.6.25)

I
~
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jFf + F'i < JLN

Figure ••0.1 7

fH(. '. , .
."'Hence, for slip that occurs along the line of nodes, the disk basically spins in place.
,~:.,Hf I:" :

<~We refer to this type of slip as spin slip. An example is someone moving a car from
"te,~.t by depressing,the accelerator fully or trying to move a car on an icy surface. If
....;iiie friction between the car, and road is not sufficient' to prevent slip, the tires spin
"riitplace. Intuitively,"we expect that in order for spin slip to occur, a large force or
;':moment must be applied to the disk. .
'f",". 1)1esecond type of slip is along the Y' axis, and is very similar to the sliding of a
,bodyon a surface. We refer to this type of slip.as sliding slip, and expect intuitively
{,'that for a freely rolling disk, if slipping occurs it will be of this type.
: ''tI:' To examine whether slipping occurs or not, we write the translational equations
; Of motion of a disk along theX'Y'Z' axes and equate them to the external forces
- - .

maG = F = -FII' + F2J' +(N - mg)K [10.6.26]

''ill'.,which N is the normal force and the expression for aG is given inEq. [7.9.26].
<Therelationship between the unit vectors in the F frame (xyz) and the X'Y'Z' frame
i~igiven by

'i = I' r= cos8J' + sinOK' k= - sin OJ' + cos OK' [10.6.27]
-.,-.'fl, ,
:~~(;\introducing Eqs. [10.6.27] into Eq. [7.9.26], the components of Eq. [10.6.26]
:,>become
:.;:;,;~,~.f~j.~, '

.. ". .. d. . ."
F I = - mR( - c/>c 0 + 2c/>0s 8 - 1jJ) = mR d t (c/J c 0 + l/i) - m~c/JO~0

F2 = mR[-cbc8(cbc8 +~) - 02]CO - mR[8 + 4>sO(cbcO + ~)]sO
. . . d .

= -mRc/J(C/>c 8 +1jJ) - mR dt(O sO)

N - mg = mR[-cbcO(4)co +~) - 02]sO + [8 + 4>sO(4)c8 + ~)]c8
d .= mR-
d
(0 c 8) [10.6.28]

..".... t .

.The no-slip condition is given by
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where JL is the coefficient of friction. After finding the values of F1 and F2, one
should check ifEq. [10.6.29] holds. If analyzing the motion ofthe disk by numerical
simulation, one should check Eq. [10.6.29] at every time step.

Let us examine the physical significance of Eqs. [10.6.28]. The Z component
depends only on the change in nutation. This is logical, as only the change of ele-
vation of the disk should affect the value of the normal force. The first term for F 1
describes the rate of change of W z, the angular velocity in the z direction. In the ab-
sence of large torques applied to the disk, this change will be small. The second term
for F 1 is the product of the precession rate multiplied by the nutation rate, so that
if the nutation rate is small, this term is small also. We conclude that unless large
torques are applied along the z axis, F 1 is usually a small quantity, corroborating the
earlier intuitive comments regarding spin slip. By contrast, the first term for F2 has
the precession rate multiplied by the spin rate, a much larger term than the preces-
sion rate multiplied by the nutation rate. Hence, in the absence of large torques about
the z axis, the friction force in the Y' direction uses up most of the available friction
force.

An interesting application of these results is for steady motion. In this case, the
nutation angle and precession and spin rates are constant. Using Eqs. [10.6.11] and
[10.6.12], Eqs. [10.6.28] reduce to

F1 = 0 N - mg = 0 F2 = v mv
2

m-v =pp [10.6.30)

Example
10.2

Hence, there is no spin slip in this case and the friction force is required to only
prevent sliding slip. The normaf force is equal to the gravitational force. This is to
be expected, because as the elevation of the disk does not change, the normal force
remains the same. The last term in Eq. [10.6.30] is the same expression as the cen-
tripetal acceleration for constant speed. Indeed, examining Fig. 10.17 and consider-
ing steady precession we see that the X' axis corresponds to the tangential direction
and the Y' axis to the normal direction. The binormal direction is the vertical.

The above results can be visualized by taking a coin and rolling it with different
initial values of ()and different initial speeds of the center of the coin. Above a certain
elevation of the coin, if the initial speed is large enough, the coin will roll. Below
a certain elevation or if the initial speed is not large enough, the coin will slip and,
depending on the initial speed, will exhibit a rolling motion with a very small radius
of curvature or just fall flat down.

A disk of radius 12 cm is released with a speed of its center of mass of 5 mls and at a nutation
angle 00 = 15° and zero nutation rate. Determine the radius of curvature tracked by the center
of the disk and the minimum value of the coefficient of friction required to prevent slipping.

S.I.tl ••
We assume the disk to be perfectly thin, so that the radius of gyration is related to the radius
by K2 = R2/2, and Eq. [10.6.16] becomes

~

2 4gp2cotOv = ----
6p + RcosO [a]
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[e]

[e]

[II]

Rv2 cos fJ = 2.898 m3/s2

We solve the quadratic equation for p. The result is a positive and negative root. We discard
the negative root, as it has no physical significance. The positive root is p = 1.044 m.

Because we have steady precession, the friction force is F1 = 0, so that the total friction
force is F2. Also, the normal force is equal to the force of gravity. Introducing the values for
v and p into the force balance, we obtain for the limiting case of friction

mv2
F2 = - = JLN = JLmg [eI]

p

We can solve this equation for the friction coefficient JL to prevent slipping

v2 25
JL = pg = 1.044 X 9.807 = 2.442

which can be written as a quadratic expression in terms of the radius of curvature as

4g cot fJp2 - 6v2 P - Rv2 cos fJ = 0

Introducing the given information, we obtain

4gcotfJ = 146.4 m/s2 6v2 = 150 m2/s2

which indeed is a very high friction coefficient. This is to be expected, because the initial
nutation angle was very low. To try a more realistic case, we set fJo = 60°, which gives

4gcotfJ = 22.65 m/s2 6v2 = 150 m2/s2 Rv2 cos fJ = 1.5 m3/s2 If]

and solve for p, with the result p = 6.633 m. It lollows that the minimum coefficient of
friction needed to sustain the no-slip condition is

[I]

v2 25 .
JL = pg = ".."..,.,,.," '" ON'" = 03843 [g]

An examination of Eqs. [c] and [f] shows that for this choice of disk radius (12 cm,
indicating a small disk) and for other problems when R/ p is small, the Rv2 cos fJ term will
always be much smaller than the other terms. For such a case only, we can drop the last term
in Eq. [b] and approximate the radius of curvature as

p = 3v2 tan fJ [h]
2g

so that the friction coefficient necessary to prevent slippage becomes

v2 2cotfJ
JL=-=--

pg 3

For example, when fJ = 15°, Eq. [i] gives the approximate value for p. = 2.49, and
when fJ = 60°, JL = 0.38, which match the results above very closely. This indicates that
for a small disk, the friction coefficient required to sustain no slip is dependent primarily on
the nutation angle with which the disk is released. For a larger disk, the speed becomes more
important as the factor to sustain the no-slip condition.

If we compare the roll of a coin to the free roll of an automobile tire (not attached to the
automobile), we have two important distinctions. The radius of the coin is much smaller and
the coefficient of friction between the tire and any platform is higher than that .of the coin
and the platform. Hence, given some initial motion, the tire keeps rolling for much longer
distances, a fact known to people who have chased a tire or watched one roll off a racing car.
The higher coefficient of friction and the size of the tire keeps the tire rolling more.
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'0.7 THE GYROSCOPE

10.7.1 FREE GYROSCOPE

A free gyroscope is illustrated in Fig. 10.18, with L denoting the distance of the cen-
ter of the rotor from the center of the inner gimbal. When L = 0, the gyroscope is
referred to as a balanced gyroscope. Such gyroscopes are used for inertial naviga'.:.
tion systems. In this case, the rotor can rotate without any precession and nutation.
The symmetry axis of the rotor is fixed in rotation, which provides the navigational
requirement of a translating reference frame. The orientation of the vehicle is mea-
sured with respect to this reference frame. This measurement is also used to drive
servomotors that maintain a platform inside the vehicle in a fixed orientation with re:-
spect to the earth. Accelerometers on the platform measure the translational motion.
of the platform with respect to the earth. It is obvious that the design and operation
of such a device requires tremendous precision. .

When L =;i: 0, and the center of the rotor is above the center of the gyroscope,
the gyroscope behaves like a spinning top. Unless the initial conditions are specified
as those of a sleeping top, any motion of the gyroscope involves precession and nu,.
tation. When the center of the rotor is below the center of the gyroscope, we have a
gyropendulum, such as the one considered in Example 8.5.

Gyroscopes have traditionally been integral parts of vehicles as navigation system~,j
and as devices that provide guidance by measuring directions and angular velocities> .~~
A gyroscope basically consists of a rotor spinning rapidly about its symmetry axis.. '
The symmetry axis is allowed to rotate through a system of gimbals. When there ar~
two gimbals, the outer gimbal permits precessional motion and the inner gimbal, tQ
which the symmetry axis is attached, permits the nutational motion. In essence, the';
F frame is attached to the inner gimbal. The location of the rotor on the symmetry, ..'~
axis, the number, weight, and inertia properties of the gimbals, as well as weights;]
springs, and dashpots attached to the gimbals determine the nature of the motion. t

As inertial guidance systems for vehicles, gyroscopes provide an inertial refer-
ence frame that moves with the vehicle. A gyrocompass is desigp,ed such that its
precession rate is the same as that of the earth, so that it always points in the same
direction. Gyroscopes that measure angular velocities are usually designed as single-'
axis gyroscopes.

Gyroscopes used for navigation are manufactured to very high precision stan-
dards. The analysis here can be considered as a gross simplification. From a histor:'
ical standpoint, towards the end of the 20th century the importance of the classicai
gyroscopes-those with rotors and gimbals-somewhat diminished. This is because,
of the development of satellite-based navigational systems, as well as the manufac-
ture of certain types of gyroscopes out of piezoelectric materials, with fewer moving
parts. •

In this section we study the free gyroscope, the gyrocompass, and the single-
axis gyroscope. Except where noted, we ignore the mass and inertia properties of
the gimbals. For a more complete analysis of gyroscopes, the reader is encouraged
to consult the references at the end of this chapter.
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in which 4>2is the value of the precession rate for slow steady precession, given
in Eq. [10.5.31]. As the system is conservative, from the potential energy theorem,
the ensuing motion will be stable if 02 > O.We show that this is indeed so, by
considering from Eq. [10.5.30], the critical value of the angular velocity for which
steady precession is possible. Considering the definition of b as b = hW3/ It, we
rewrite Eq. [10.5.30] as

[10.7.4]02 = b2 + 4>~sin20s - 4mgL COS OS
It

where

Comparing Eq. [10.7.5] with Eq. [10.7.4], once motion is initiated with steady
precession, 02 will be larger than zero. We conclude that a free gyroscope subjected
to a small impulsive moment will oscillate about the steady precession position. In
reality, as the friction and air resistance take effect, the small oscillation eventually
dies out and the motion reverts to that of steady precession. We can actually visual-
ize this by taking a spinning top and putting it into motion with steady precession.
Tipping the top slightly will make the symmetry axis oscillate a bit, with the oscil-
lation dying out. In this case, because the apex of the top is not attached, there is
energy loss associated with the transllltion of the apex. This energy loss changes the
nutation angle, as well as damping out the oscillation of the symmetry axis.

4mgL cos Os > 0b2 -
It

10.7.2 GYROCOMPASS

AroE = we(cos Ael + sin Ae3)

where Ais the latitude and We is the angular velocity of the earth, We = 7.292(10-5)
rad/s. As before, the inner gimbal-the F frame-is obtained by a 3-1 transforma ..
tion, so that the angular velocity of the rotor with respect to the earth is

EroB = Ofl + 4>sinOf2+ (4)cos 0 + ,fr)f3

The gyrocompass is a device designed to determine the direction of true north (or
south). Unlike a free gyroscope, whose symmetry axis is fixed in space, the gyro-
compass is designed to always point to the north. This is accomplished by adding a
counterweight under the inner gimbal, which results in precessional motion that can
be adjusted to match the precession of the earth.

Fig. 10.19 shows a schematic of the gyrocompass. The rotor is placed at the
middle of the inner gimbal and a pendulous mass m is attached to the bottom of the
inner gimbal. We use a coordinate system el eZe3 attached to the earth, where el is
in the north, e2 is toward the west, and e3 is the local vertical. This system is the
same as the xyz coordinate system attached to the earth that we used in Chapter 2,
The angular velocity of this coordinate system is

582



'.'. Using Table 7.1 at the end of Chapter 7, we find the unit vectors in the E and F,t ,
frames are related by
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e3 = sin Of2 + cos Of3 [10.7.8]

e3 (vertical)

[,r-----
L

...1

Figure10.19

~> .. ').

e}= cos cPf} - sin cP cos Of2 + sin cf> sin Of3

,

'j;

so we can write the angular velocity .of the rotor as

AWB = AWE + EWB = w}f} + W2f2 + W3f3

. .
~l = We cos Acoscf>+ 0 W2 = -wecosAsincPcosO + We sin Asin 0 + cP sin 0.,' ~,~ . .

,W3 = we cos Asin cf> sin 0 + We sin Acos 0 + cf>cos0 + I/J [10.7.10]

Because the precession and nutation rates are slow, we ignore the kinetic energy
.of the pendulous mass, so that the kinetic energy of the system is only due to the

,:.tolor. Further, we ignore terms quadratic in We, as the angular velocity of the earth
, \is very small. Recalling that our objective is to see if there is a set of precession and
'.."tllitation angles for which the rotor axis and spin rate are constant, we consider the
.. precession and nutation rates to be zero. Ignoring also the gimbal inertias, the kinetic
,energy becomes
'._,~il

~1T= ~lt(wi + w~) + ~hW~ = ~h [,,",2 + 2,,",we(cosAsincf>sinO + sinACOSO)]

[10.7.11]

Pl-'

~;
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,}

[10.7.17]
:" " ~

cotO =

~~ = 0 ~ t/JwecosAcos4JsinO = 0

dL
O
= 0 ~ !J~we(cosAsin4JcosO - sin Asin 0) + mgLcosO = 0

'd
[10.7.13]

We next invoke Lagrange's equations for 4Jand 0, noting that the precession,
nutation, and spin rates are constant. We obtain

o = 71'"2 -e

v = -mgL sinO

where e is small, we can simplify Eq. [10.7.15] to

!Jt/Jwe sin Ae= ----
mgL

t/J + We (cos Asin 4Jsin 0 + sin Acos 0) = constant

We are interested in the values of 4Jand 0 that make Eqs. [10.7.13] valid. For
the first equation to hold, either cos 4J = 0 or sin 0 = O.The case when sin 0 = 0 is
not meaningful, as it corresponds to the case where the inner gimbal has not moved.
We then consider that cos4J = O.This is possible for 4>=~71'/2. Let us take the
case when 4J = 71'/2,so that sin 4J = 1. We introduce this value into the second of
Eqs. [10.7.13] and solve for 0, with the result. .

!Jt/Jwe sin A
!Jt/Jwe cos A+ mgL

For the spin angle, we note that the associated generalized momentum, 71' r/J, is
constant, which we can express as

for 0,

for 4>,

so that if the gyrocompass is released from rest with the initial nutation angle given
in Eq. [10.7.15], it will acquire a precession rate that is equal to the component of
the angular velocity of the earth along the local horizontal.

We can simpli~ the expression for the nutation angle by noting that mgL is
much larger than !Jt/Jwe, and that the mgL term dominates the above equation. Fur-
ther, cot 0 is very small, and 0 is very close to 71'/2.Introducing the expression

One can show. that upon the application of a small impulsive moment, the
gyrocompass retains its stability. The translational motion of the gyrocompass is,
neglected from the above analysis. It turns out that translational motion of the gy.,
rocompass, especially motion along a curved trajectory, reduces the accuracy of the
gyrocompass even more. For this reason, gyrocompasses are more widely used in
slowly moving vehicles, such as ships.

CHAPTER 10 • QuALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF RIGID BODY MOTION

The potential energy is due to the pendulous mass as
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~;I:O.7.3 SINGLE-AxIs GYROSCOPE
-(ii '.

~,~ingle-axis gyroscope is a useful tool for measuring the angular velocity of a vehi-
,-:.f:1efu a particular direction. This gyroscope consists of a platform, which is attached
)~tP th~ vehicle, a single gimbal, and a rotor attached to the gimbal, as shown in Fig.
~""~ -~1~"; ~~, :;-.~

;1~>:20.The symmetry axis of the rotor is normal to the axis of the gimbal. Further-'.-'ir",~-,
'b!ore, a torsional spring of constant k and torsional dashpot of constant c are attached
tt~:JPefgimbal, such that they resist the motion of the gimbal. We denote by XYZ the
;Jeference frame attached to the vehicle, with the F frame (xyz or !I!zh) attached
:;!'.fo'thegimbal, rotating about the X axis by an angle 8. The angular velocities of the
"yehicle, gimbal, and rotor are

rovehicle = wxl + WyJ + wzK

rot = rovehicle + 81
= (wx + 8)i + (wycos8 + wzsin8)j + (-wysin8 + Wz cos 8)k

. .
ro = rot + q,k = (wx + 8)i + (Wy cos ~ + Wz sin 8)j

+ (-wysin8 + wzcos8 + q,)k [10.7.18]
<<<oit:'.. . "
:-~'-';,We use a Lagrangian approach to analyze the system. To this end, we note that
'-tG~"angularvelocities of the vehicle are given quantities and not generalized coordi-
._"f.O"" ')'
,:.Jlates.Hence, we have a two degree of freedom system.
...-' , Ignoring the gimbal inertia and the effects due to the translational motion of the
-vehicle,the kinetic energy has the form

',t'>L"" 'f' c.~~~." ..
.t''''':,-,' -;

'-,:,\':' iT' 1I (22) 1I 2 1I {( 8')2 ( 8 . 8)2}
'i*,~,f1£:=i I WI + w2 + i 3w3 = i I Wx + + WyCOS + Wz sm
:11 lit:; 1 .

+ ih(-wysin8 + wzcos8 + q,)2 [10.7.19]

y Y

x

Figure I 0.20
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The potential energy and Rayleigh's dissipation function have the form

V ..1 k(J2 aT:. 1 (J'2 .= -2 ;:y = -2 c . [10.7 .~~.J/.L
. Ji4l, ~

.•.•......tIl

from which we notice that 1/1 is a cyclic coordina~~and that the associated generali'i;:d;~}
• ..I.N

momentum IS constant '

7T." = h(-Wy sin (J + wzcos (J + 1/1)= constant

Invoking Lagrange's equations, we obtain the equation of motion for (J as

II jj + cO + k(J - II (wy cos (J + Wz sin (J)( -Wy sin (J + Wz cos (J)
.,

+ 7T.,,(wy cos (J + wzsiri(J) = -hwx
¥;..

Assuming that (J is small and that the spin of the rotor is much larger than the"
angular velocities of the platform, we can linearize the above equation to""

IIjj + cO + k(J = 7T."W y - IIwx
which represents the equation of motion.of a dampe<;i.oscillator. For steady mptidri.,~
of the vehicle in the X direction, or when Wx is either small o~.it takes place,oxef:.:.~
a short period of time, its effect damps out. The transient effects also die out o"Y$r;1~'
time, and the steady-state solution of Eq. [10.7.231 becomes'l'''~,:t

~
'..~'fi.~,V",'-)

[10.7.24l~f
1q~',~~

•. 7T",(J - -Wy- k

7T it(J(t) = -!k wy(a)da
c 0

.....•

so that the tilt of the gimbal is proportional to the integral of the angular velocity u>r,
over time. Such a gyroscope is called an integrating gyroscope. ' .

7T." (t [, -c(t - (J")]
(J(t) = c Jo wy(u) 1- ex~, II da

where we note that Wy(t) does not need to be constant. If the damping ratio is high}
the second term on the right side of the above equation vanishes rapidly and VIe:'
have

Thus, the gimbal of the rotor is tilted' by an"angle proportional to the angul~ ve~.S-l~
locity of the platform in the Y direction, that is, perpendicular to the plane:6f<;~
theplatform. By placing three such gyroscopes on' each of the XY, XZ, and Y:~~J
planes, one can measure the angular velocities of the vehicle about the X, Y, aI\2.,
Z axes. v~,

Returning to the gyroscope in Fig. 10.20, if the spring is removed, then oa~'~
can obtain a value of (J by integrating Jhe angular velocity. Indeed, using either a
convolution integral or a Laplace transform solution, the response of (J can be showii
to be ',' ,''''
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.,:HOMEWORK EXERCISES

A football (mass 400 g, radii of gyration 4.5 cm, 6 cm) is thrown and at the
instant considered has an angular velocity about the longitudinal axis of 4 rad/s,
and its center of mass has a speed of 100 kmIhr. A player tips the football, and
.observers can see that the football begins to wobble with a nutation angle of
15°. Assuming that the tipping of the ball can .be treated as an impulse, find
(a) the angular velocity and velocity of the center of mass, (b) the angle f3,
and precession as well as spin rates, (c) if the impulse took 0.05 seconds, the
magnitude of the applied force by the tip.
In Problem 8.39 sketch the body and space cones before and after impact.
An axisymmetric spacecraft, with hlh = 2.5 has a precession rate of 0.2 rad/s
and spin rate of 0.3 rad/s. It is desired to eliminate the precession by firing rockets
attached to the satellite. The rockets exert impulsive moments on the spacecraft.
Find the minimum value of the angular impulse that the rockets need to exert.
What is the spin rate afterwards?

.'Consider a rigid body with three distinct moments of inertia (II < h<h), and
where h = h + e. Solve for the precession, nutation, and spin rates in terms of
e, and find a value for e such that the body can be treated as axisymmetric .

. ~. Show that Eq. [10.4.22] holds.
'.«" .~ j. ~ '

'.SECTION 10.5

. 6. Write a computer program to simulate the motion of a top. Then, supply the
program with the initial conditions derived in Section 10.5 and verify the results
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in Section 10.5. When dealing with the sleeping top, the initial condition of
should be taken as a very small number.

7. Use the. modified Euler's equations and derive the relationship for W3 for stead~:
preceSSIOn.

8. Given a top with the following properties m = 250 g, K} = 4 em, K3 = 2 cD!",
(both about center of mass), L = 6 em, select the initial precession, nutation~~
and spin rates such that the top will have the following initial conditions: ' ; .
a. Unidirectional precession (u} = 0.6, U2 = 0.8, Uo = 0.9).
b. Looping precession (u} = 0.6, U2 = 0.8, Uo = 0.75).
c. Cuspidal motion (UI = 0.6, U2 = 0.8, Uo = 0.8).

9. Consider a spinning symmetric top. The apex of the top is on a rough surface}
with coefficient of friction JL. Assuming that the normal force and friction forces,'!
are the only source for the reaction forces, derive a relationship for the minimum.:1
value of JL necessary to prevent the apex from slipping. Consider cuspidal mo-.
tion.

SECTION 10.6

10. Consider a disk of weight 0.5 Ib and radius R = 4 in. The disk is released with
an initial speed of its center of 2 ftJsec, a zero nutation rate, and a finite nutation
angle. Obtain the coefficient of friction required to prevent the disk from slipping
as a function of the nutation angle.

11. Consider the rolling disk, rolling without slipping with a constant nutation angle
of 75°. An impulsive force is applied to the disk in the 13 direction at point
A. Calculate the maximum value of the impulsive force, as a function of the
precession and spin rates, as well as the coefficient of friction that will prevent "
the disk from slipping.

SECTION 10.7

12. Consider a free gyroscope and that a servomotor is used to keep the spin rate I/J =,
n = constant. Derive the equations of motion, and identify the integrals of the
motion. Then, given that the initial conditions are specified as steady precession,
linearize the equation for (J for small disturbances, and comment on whether
instability can result.

13. Consider the free gyroscope in Fig. 10.18. Now, consider that the mass moments
of inertia of the gimbals are not negligible. The mass moments of inertia of the
inner gimbal about the F frame are J1,h,and h,and the mass moment of inertia'
of the outer gimbal about the inertial a3 axis is J. Derive the Lagrangian, and
the integrals of the motion. Use the motion integrals to obtain a single equation
for (J.

14. Consider the gyrocompass in Fig. 10.19 and derive the equations of motion in the
presence of gimbal inertia. Then, linearize the resulting equations about (J = ;

and show that Eq. [10.7.17] holds.

I
J
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Consider the single-axis gyroscope in Fig. 10.20 and derive the equations con-
sidering the gimbal inertia. Discuss the effects of the gimbal inertia on the mea-
surement of the angular velocity.

Consider the single-axis gyroscope in Fig. 10.20 and that a servomotor is used to
keep the spin rate J, = n = constant. Derive the equation of motion, linearize
it, and discuss the performance of the resulting angular velocity measurement
system.

Consider the gyropendulum in Example 8.5 a!1d find the condition for steady
precession. The angular velocity of the shaft is 4>. Evaluate the stability of steady
precessIOn.
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Considering a body as rigid is an approximation whose validity needs to be checked
at all times. Under many circumstances elastic effects have to be included in the
mathematical model. Dynamical systems consisting of both rigid and elastic com-
ponents have widespread applications. Examples include rotating shafts, spacecraft
with flexible solar panels and antennae, and robots with both rigid and elastic links.
Interactions and energy transfer between the rigid and elastic motions of a system
is of utmost importance. We saw a significant example of this in 1958 in the field
of spacecraft dynamics, when the Explorer satellite was launched. The vibration of
the antennae resulted in energy transfer between the rigid and elastic motions of the
satellite and led to nutational instabilities.

In this chapter we analyze dynamical systems that undergo large-angle rigid
body motion as well as a small amount of elastic motion. The subject of motion of
deformable bodies is commonly treated in depth in vibration books and there are
several excellent texts available. We do not go into such an analysis in detail here
and assume that the reader is familiar with the introductory theory of vibration of
continuous systems. We use near linear elasticity theory and assume that the elastic
deformation is small compared to the overall dimensions of the body. When the rigid
body component of the motion is small, one can use linear theory and the principle of
superposition for the entire motion. Small rigid body rotations generally correspond
to 20 degrees or less. For larger-angle motions, linear superposition of the rigid and
elastic motions loses its accuracy and interaction effects between the rigid and elastic
motions become significant.

There are a number of ways to derive the equations of motion of a deformable
body. One approach is Newtonian, and it is based on force and moment balances. It
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:]
i
j
~J
I
f

'::'J
uses the geometry of the problem and stresses as a starting point. Another approach;l
is analytical, and it is based on strain energy. Yet another analytical approach is the;~
integral formulation. We use the strain energy approach in this chapter, because hi
is a natural extension ?f t~e analytical approaches. we ,dev~lo~ed earlier. We wilt':l
see a very elegant applIcatIOnof the extended Hannlton s pnnclple, where both the]
equations of motion and the boundary conditions are derived simultaneously. ,1

.~
i

I .....:~

, , .2 KINETIC AND POTENTIAL ENERGY: ,:j
SMALL OR No RIGID BODY MOTION fl

'}
d

We first consider the case where the rigid body motion is small, so that it is possible1
to linearly superpose the rigid and elastic motions. The equations of motion can bel
derived the.same ~ay as when the motion is due to the elastic e~ects only. W~fir~fi
study the kinematIcs of the structure, and then develop expressIOns for the kinetIc,t
and potential energies. !J

"i
11

"':1
~;~~
~~]

Consider an axially long structure, such as a straight beam of length L. We use aflj
inertial xyz coordinate system, where the x axis is along the axis of the beam, going]
through the centroid of the cross section, as shown in Fig. 11.1. This axis is referr~1
to as the beam axis. As a result Ofdeformation, the beam axis moves and point A on'J
the beam axis moves to point A*, as shown in Fig. 11.2. The position of A * can ti~
expressed as '>~1

'v~J
r(x, t) = (x + u(x, t))i + v(x, t)j + w(x, t)k [I1.2.I'Ji!

,,1
where the u(x, t), v(x, t), and w(x, t) denote the components of the deformation uf.~
the x, y, and z directions, respectively. The distance along the beam axis to point A:~1
is denoted by s, similar to the definition in Chapter 1of the distance traversed along"}

'&1a curve.",
:~
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z*
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Figure11.3

In addition to the deformation of the beam axis, the plane shown in Fig. 11.1 ro-
~tes, and a differential element around the beam axis assumes an orientation x *y *z*,
~~own in Fig. 11.3.1 We will quantify this rotation by the angles 0x(x, t), Oy(x, t),
hnd 0;(x, t). •

We hence have six variables at each point x to describe the deformation of the
beam, the three displacements and the three rotations. Fig. 11;3 shows the free-body
diagram of the cross section, where there are three internal forces and three internal
moments, shown along their components in the x *y* z * coordinate system. These are
referred to as

,,1.:.11 ":Ie ar~ uSi,ngstarred coordinates x ~y' z. !o ~enote the coordinates associated with the rotated plane, as we use
'.~,.pnmes In thiS chapter to denote spalial denvalives,
: .~.,':~,t'i.., '

Pxo: Axial force Py" PzO: Shearforces
My" Mz': BendinKmoments Mx': Twisting moment

J,;, We now introduce additional assumptions that simplify the problem: All defor-
~rmations u, v, and w are small compared to the length of the beam, all angles Ox,
(> Oy, and 0 z are small, and all shear deformation effects can be ignored. The first two
::assumptions are justified by limiting the analysis to beams that deform very little.
~;>i~eassumption of no shear deformation effects is justified analytically by taking
}~la.;:full-:blownmodel of a beam and analyzing the effects of shear deformation. For
r)lender beams, it can be shown that the shear deformation effects become negligible
"compared to the bending and torsion.
,'.h>, To examine the effects of these assumptions, consider an infinitesimal element
,"'of-thebeam that has an undeformed length of dx, whose deformed length,becomes
':"d' (F' 114) Th d" * * * d ** ** ** h d fth d.u::/.~; .Ig. . . ecoor mate axes x y z an x y z at t e two en s 0 e luer-
;F~ntialelement are obtained by the rotations dOx, dOy and dOz. Because these angles.
;;CU"every small, the rotation sequence to go from the x *y* z* to the x **y** z** coor-
-~inates is immaterial. Consider now the projections of the differential element onto
"the x *y * and x *z* planes, shown in Figs. II.Sand 11.6. One can relate the rotation
~:':anglesdOz and dOy to ds by Py and pz, the radii of curvature of the projections of
~~-;tliecurve on the xy and xz planes, by

i'" ~ = dOz
ds



From Chapter 1 the radii of curvature along the xy and xz planes are given by,
..j

Beam
axis

w"
(1 + w'2)312

- av(x, t) = v'(x, t) (I' .2.41,Oz - ax

1
pz

A*

z*

Figure 11.6

V"

(l + v'2)3/2

1
Py

aw(x, t) = -w'(x, t)Oy = - ~

-y*

Figure 11.5

Hence, the six variables used for the description of the deformation are reduce~r
to four: u, v, w, and Ox. The relations from the force and moment balances corre:~
sponding to Eqs. [11.2.4] indicate that shear force is the derivative of the bending
moment. We next assume that the torsional motion of the beam can be separatedfrdm
the axial and bending motions. Axial and bending motions are coupled to torsional
motions only through higher-order terms.

Having separated torsion from the rest of the motion, we now consider the axial'
stretch and bending in the y and z directions. Thus, the only component of the stress
and strain that we consider are O"xx and exx• Effects that will be included inth'e
formulation are the shortening of the projection of the deformed member, which
results from the curvature of the beam, and rotatory inertia, which contributes'to
the kinetic energy as a result of rotational motion of the cross-section due to th,
curvature. A beam modeled this way is referred to as a Rayleigh beam. Table I1d.l
summarizes the commonly used beam models and the assumptions they make.

The validity of the assumptions we use depends not only on the physical m.f.
mensions of the cross section of the beam, but also on the boundary conditions
and the loading. The significance of the shortening of the projection actually de-
pends not so much on the amplitude of the elastic motion, but on the presence of
large axial loads or rapid rigid body motions. Rotational motion can be viewed
generating a centrifugal force, which can be treated as an axial load. The rotatory'

z*

in which the prime denotes partial differentiation with respect to the spatial variable
x, that is, v'(x, t) = av(x, t)/ax. Because of the small angles and deflections, we .<

approximate the expressions 1/Py and 1/pz in the above equation by v" and wth
respectively, and we approximate differentiation with respect to s with differentiation
with respect to x in Eq. [11.2.2]. Equating the different expressions for the radii of
curvature and integrating both sides over x, we obtain

CHAPTER I I • DYNAMICS OF LIGHTLY FLEXIBLE BODIES594
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Consider now a differential element of the beam, whose undeformed length is dx
q'whose deformed length is ds. Fig. 11.8shows the projection of this ,differential
ipent on the xy plane. The projection of ds onto the x axis is dt and it can be
pressed as

ertia is usually significant when there is rapid rotation about the x axis. We also
[!loretemperature effects.
\ To illustrate the shortening ()f the projection, consider a deformed beam. Fig.

1::7 shows the projection of the deformation of the beam axis on the x y plane. The
?~lopeof the deformation along the xy and xz planes is given by Eq. {l1.2.4]. It
ffollows that the slope of the beam axis at any point x is

8(x, t) = Jvt2(x, t) + w'2(x, t) [11.2.5]

'ecause shear effects are ignored we neglect any other rotational deformation of the
,(tam;We denote by

s(x, t) = x + e(x, t) = Distance traversed along the beam axis from
x = 0 to the deformed position A *

e(x, t) = How much the beam axis has stretchyd
t(x, t) == x + u(x, t) = Projection of the beam axis position onto the x

axis
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The difference between dg and dx, dg - dx = du, is referred as the shortening
of the projection. The nomenclature can be explained by noting that if there is no
stretch, d u will be a negative quantity. Because the deformations are small, we ap-
proximate cos f) in the above equation by a Taylor series expansion, so that

d~= ds (1 - ~62)= ds - H(:~)2+ (~:)}s
Integrating Eq. [11.2.7], we obtain

1 f s(x,t) [(av )2 (aw)2]g(x, t) = x + u(x, t) = s(x, t) - 2 Jo au + au du

[11.2.7]

[11.2.8]

[11.2.9]

We introduce the definitions of s and g into this equation. Also, because the stretch
e(x, t) is small we replace the upper limit in the integral, s = x + e, by x. Hence,
we have an expression relating the deformation in the x direction to the stretch and,
the curvature in the y and z directions as

u(x, t) = e(x, t) - ~ 10' [(:;)2 + (~;)] du

This relation can also be obtained by considering the nonlinear strain displace-
ment relationships. The first and second-order terms in the expression for the strain
in the x direction are

[( )2 ( )2 ( )2]au 1 au av aw .
exx = ax + 2 ax + ax + ax + higher-order terms [11.2.10]

Assuming that the axial deformation is much smaller than the transverse deforma-

tions, we ignore the (~~t as well as any cubic or higher-order terms. Integration of.
the remaining terms in Eq. [11.2.10] over x leads to Eq. [11.2.9]. We also observe
from Eqs. [11.2.8]-[11.2.10] that

exx = e'(x, t) [11.2.11l

indicating the well-known relation between the axial strain along the beam axis and
the stretch.

To find the components of the strain at any point along the beam, consider'
Fig. 11.9, drawn for the case of deformation in the y direction only. We now invoke
the assumption that plane sections remain plane after deformation. This permits one
to express the deformation of a point on the beam in terms of the distance of that point
from the beam axis. One can show that the beam axis coincides with the neutral axis.
The neutral axis is defined as the axis at which there is no stretch or contraction when
the beam is subjected to a pure bending load. Be aware that for a curved beam, the
neutral axis and the centroidal axis do not coincide. For straight beams, the stretch
of a point away from the beam axis is given by

s(x, y, t) = s(x, t) - yv'(x, t) or e(x, y, t) = e(x, t) - yv'(x, t) [11.2.12]

--------" ..,.,._-_. ..~~.__._-------------
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11.2 KINETIC AND"~PoTENTIAL ENERGY: SMALL OR No RiGID BODY ,MotiON

KINETIC AND POTENTIAL ENERGY FOlt'BEAMS

..., ".j;.;

"I

"

-"''r'~'f''') "'.f".:{,.tt/:.:', ..." .<\., "'.~\:,~;,;,' , -',::' i.,_; " ;it" '.

~ln9lJ~~s9ia(f<;>Fthe gen,eralpas,e,.when~.there,is,,transvers,ed.efOJ;mationiJ:l.~oth,the
"4~~J.,i...~"-~--"'," •• ~L~ ~..~,' :," ." ':.,.-- ~ . .l~ . j~ •....• " ,",' , ".~ ,-~'. 'I;:~'y<imdzdfrections; the expression for strain becomes ... , .,. r, ,'"

" ,,' )' i " ".:>

BxX(X, y, z, t) = e'(x, t) + zw"(~, t) - yv"(x, t)

,The'sttessis obtained by Hooke's la~ 'as'
lb,:;,:5,f\.~" t (1 = E [11 2 14]
-,0"'-"_ uxx ,Bxx ••
-.::~;~':~~\.,!~~_:"i'~~; :.; •• ' , \.. ./ )"'.,.i:"~~f::;,n,_ .. ,-~,:~" ~. ~ ~,~ : . .",~', >'. ", ).~ _',
~iWi~\ Jofthe"re~<Hpipg.cq:rp.PQllentsof the stress beingzero.~E is tlJ,e."10dulusot
:-elasticity, a matenal property. ,"-".. l ;

.'<;?~~L, . ~ ~

:~St.~~~t9~culate thtf kipetic, and pot~llzt~~energies for a beam. Differentiating Eq.
[11,2.1], the velocity of a point Onthe beam axis becomes ,
/:~tk~,1i.

~~f;,;nf'f i; r(xFt)=);u(x~t)i++v(x;t)j + w(x;t)k [1'1.2.:15]~~~~\~;!a:',~:-",d) ? .il : ' : .',' .'~" '-:. ."': ~-( :'.; ,'~:'~: !,,:J: i ; ~:';: ( :", ,;- . ,;,,' . ~~:t~r~101,firi~{thr ~gul~. v!~19cjtY,of, ~.%(fe~~J)tj,~.eleID,-~pt,c,9J:l~fderFigs. Il:~; ~d
;;:/J;fE~~'~~~~~~/C?arJier~'tHai:,~~,a~~~~lt' o~;the:.ela~tic~~fpPn~tion, ~l)e"cro~~;.~ect~oJ:l
:.rotates.'The angular velocIty of the cross sectIq~,ls du~ t() thisxotatIqn. The rotatJon
;;~L~~;,:~tff~+',,= v' (~})~b~~PIJ~~ axi~~lIl(J;;~:y.:::~~;~'Jf,~)abo~~Jh.~ya#~}~~cause
~~.!~sume the rotatIon angles to be' smaIl, the order of the rQta~9Il,IsJ:lO~s~~J1lficapt.
Wetthen approximate the angular velocity of the differentiaI element as ' ,":_P'u;~n,.;

wCx; t)f"'",fiol-i/(X,t)j + v' (x, ot)k [ .•1.2.16]
..'~-~J~.:<~,~.'>'~
)Ye.:~soignore the effects of the angular velocity of the differentiaI element on the
<~flQ~ityof. a certain point on the differential ~lement. J;lence, thetranslationaI ve-
'lk:clty of every point on the cross section is approximated as being the same. Defin-
'i~~~~e'mass per unit length at .x as f.L(x), we can write the translationaI -kinetic
e-{i~rgyas,"
.i.>f{IDP", ", "

" . ..1'""" '= HL
/L(x)i'(x; t). t(x, t) dx

_ ,,0 ; ,~~r /L(x)(u'(x, t) + ii(x, t) + w'(x, t) )dX [11.2.17]
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To find the rotational kinetic energy we note that the angular velocity has com-
ponents along the y and z directions only and consider the mass moments of inertia of .'
thedifferentialelementsasdlxx = !JxxCx)dx,dlyy = !Jyy(x)dx,dlzz = !Jzz(x)dx, .
dI yz = !Jyz{x) d x, denoting mass moments of inertia per unit length. The rotational
kinetic energy has the form

Trot = ~r{W}' [dIG]{w} dx ~ ~r (.9'yY(X)W'2+ 2iy,(x)v'w' + i,,(x)v'2 )dX 1
[11.2.18]

In general, the contribution of the rotatory inertia to the kinetic energy is very
small and is ignored. The potential energy is due to the elastic deformation. Notin,g
that, for a beam where the shear deformation is ignored and the beam is not subjecte4
to any torsional loading, all of the stress components except uxx vanish, thepotentiM
energy can be shown to be ~>

V ~ ~ f uxx. xx d(Vol) ~ ~ f E(e' (x, t) + zw" (x, t) - yu" (x, t)J d(Vol) . I'

[11.2.19]

We can write the differential volume element as deVol) = dA dx, where dA ::::;j

d y d z is a differential area element of the cross section. Because the beam axis i~
also the neutral axis, the following area integrals hold .'1

L d(!. ~ A(x) [AYdA ~ L zdA = 0 "

L l dA = Iz{x) Ll dA = Iy(x) L yzdA = Iyz(x) [11.2.~~l

where A(x) is the cross-"sectional area of the beam at point x, Iy(x) and Iz{x) are the
area moments of inertia about they and z, ~es, respectively, and Iyz(x) is the area
product of inertia. If the y and z axes are selected such that they are principal axe~,;.
the product of inertia vanishes, Iyz = O.The reader should not confuse area prod~4
of inertia and mass product 'of inertias. , ..H

Expansion ofEq. [11.2.19] and use of Eqs. [11.2.20] yields the following temf~
for the potential energy: . .::~

~'-.f:

V ~ ~ r (EA(X)[e'(x, t)]2+ Ely(x)[w"(x, t)f + EI,(x)[u"(x, t)f ,

~. 2Ely,(x)u"(x, t)w"(x, t))dX [I'.2.2,'i
The term EA(x) is known as the axial stiffness, and the Ely(x), Elyz(x), and Elz{x)
terms denote the bending stiffness. When the y and z axes are selected as. principal
axes, Iyz = 0 and one can show through a stress analysis that the internal bending
moments and the internal axial forces are related to the deformations by

My(x, t) = Ely(x)w"(x, t) Mz(x, t) = Elz{x)v"(x, t)
P(x, t) = EA(x)e'(x) [11.2.22]

2See Chapter 6 for cases on how Iyz vanishes due to symmetry.
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[11.2.24]

[11.2.25]

aw au-+-ax az
ExZ -

av au--+-
Exy - ax ay

and the stress and strain components are related by Hooke's law, 0" xy = GExy, 0" xz =
GExz, in which G is the shear modulus, related to the modulus of elasticity E via the
poisson s ratio v by

Next, we consider torsion. In linear elasticity theory, the axial and transverse mo-
tions are not coupled to torsion. Hence, we analyze torsional deformation by itself.
Fig.T1.lO shows a slender bar subjected to a distributed torsional load mx(x, t). As
a'result, the cross section at a distance x from a fixed end twists by an angle Ox(x, t)
about the neutral axis. The internal moment at point x is denoted by M x (x). Using the
semi-inverse method of St. Venant, we assume that the only stress and strain com-fi~: '
ponents are 0" xy, 0" xz' Exy, and Exz. The components of the stress can conveniently
be studied using the stress function formulation. We will not pursue this analysis
here, but concentrate on expressions for the strain. Neglecting nonlinear terms, the
components of strain have the form ~

E
G=-

2(1 + v)

A major difference between torsion and bending is that in torsion, the shape
Q{ the cross section affects the nature of the deformation. If the cross section is not
circular, warping occurs, where plane sections no longer remain plane but warp out
(>f,their original planes. As hypothesized by St. Venant, for small deformations the
proj~tion of the warped cross section onto the yz plane coincides with the original
~hape of the cross section. Fig. 11.11 shows an arbitrary point B, at a distance r
from the neutral axis and at an angle f3 from the y axis that deforms to point B'.
fhe distance between B' and the neutral axis is still r. Approximating the arclength
petween B and B' as a straight line we have

v = - rOx sin f3 = - zOx w == rOx cos f3 = yO x [I 1.2.26]

We further assume that the deformation in the x direction is proportional to the
~a,teof change of 0x(x, t) with respect to x. Introducing the angle of twist per unit
length I/J(x, t) = aOx(x, t)/ax, we write

u(x, t) = I/J(x, t)f(y, z) [11.2.27]

The virtual work is due to the external forces and moments acting on the beam.
One can write the virtual work as

c5W = foL (Px(x, t)c5u + Py(x, t)c5v + pz{x,t)c5w + mz(x, t)c5v' - my(x, t)c5w')dx
[11.2.23]

in which Px, Py, and pz denote the distributed external forcing (forcenength) in the
';' x, y, and z directions, respectively, and my and mz denote the distributed moments
(momentnength) about the y and z axes .



[11.2.32]'

Figure I 1.1 I

x

A/x
J(x) = Gt/J

Figure i I. I 0

in which f(y, z) is the warpingjunction at pointx. The warping function is a prope,rty;
of the cross section. One can show that the warping function satisfies the rela.fi(),~"
V2f = 0, in which V2 is the two-dimensional Laplace operator. Calc4lationof tli~,
warping function is, in general, a complicated task, and beyond the scope Qfthis.text.: ".
Introducing Eqs. [11.2.26] and [11.2.27] to Eqs. [11.2.24], we obtain for the strain,:

(
af ) . (af) ... ,:#~

Exy = t/J ay - z Exz = t/J . az + y [11.2.~!"~

'::{1We can then write the potential energy as

- If - If 2 2 .V - 2 (UxyExy + UxzExz)d(Vol) - 2 G(Exy + Exz)dydzdx

~H G~'[(~~ - z)' : (~~ + Y)]dYdZdX

z
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We define the torsion constant J(x) as

lex) = L [(~~- z)' + (~~ + Y)] dydz
and can write the potential energy as

V = ~LLGJ(x)[8~(x, t)]2 dx [11.2.31]''''

The term GJ(x) is also called the torsional stiffness. It can be shown through a'
stress analysis that the torsion constant is related to the internal twisting moment
Mx by

. Fora,circular cross section there is no warping, so that f(y, z) vanishes, and,
considering Eqs. [11.2.30], the expression for J(x) becomes

J(x) = L(l + z2)dydz = ly(x) + lz(x) [11.2.331

and J(x) is recognized as the polar area moment of inertia.
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To calculate the kinetic energy we consider Fig. 11.11 and the velocity of point
B, which we can write as

The differential mass element can be expressed as dm = pd y d Z d x, in which p is
the density, that is, mass per unit volume. The kinetic energy can then be written as

601

[11.2.34]VB(X, y, Z, t) = rOAx, t)

T ~ ~ fOOdY vr,dm ~ ~ f p,2iJ:;(x, t)dydzdx - ~ f p<1 + i')iJ:;(x, t)dydzdx
[11.2.35]

We defined earlier by !Ax(x) the mass moment of inertia per unit length about the x
axis. The explicit expression for !Jxx has the form

'i' 1 ~xX<x)= fP(1 + i)dydz [11.2.36]

'.;t: &0 that for circular rods with constant density ~xx(x) ~ pJ(x). We can now write!..'"the kinetic energy expression as
a>: .;.

OPERATOR NOTATION

[11.2.39]

[11.2.38]

[11.2.37]

{OU"} = a2{ou}
ax2

8W = foL mx(x, t)80x dx

1 (L '2
T = "2 Jo !JxAx)O x(X, t) dx

{OU'} = a{ou}
ax

The virtual work is

"tl' ,'the kinetic energy and quadratic parts of the potential energy can conveniently be
..~~pressed in operator notation. To this end, we introduce the displacement vector
{OU(21J)}, in which 2LJis the spatial domain. For the beam considered above, {OU} =
11{ ,V w Of and 2LJ= x. Recall that the rotational deformation of the beam about
.th~.y and z axes was expressed by the slopes w'(x, t) and v'(x, t). Hence, we have
"lour degrees of freedom. Note that what we refer to as a degree of freedom here is
'~fferent from a degree of freedom for a rigid body. Here, the degree of freedom is
for each point on the body, perhaps more properly described by the term continuous
4l~grees of freedom.
,) The derivatives of {OU} with respect to the spatial variables have the form

To analyze the general case of coupled axial, transverse, and torsional motion
(; one needs to consider higher-order terms in the bending and shear stresses. The in-
;~,:tt~rested reader is referred to the text by Rivello.
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'd'l""
'..,'I'i
"Q,

[11.2.41)

o
izz(x)
iyz{x)
o

[MIl = [~
o 0]o 0

/L(X) 0
o ixx(x)

o
j.t(X)
o
o

. [/L(X)
[M] = ~

Here, we introduce the inner product notation between two vectors {X(~)} and.
{Y(~)} as / .&. ..>'11

< {X(~)}, {Y(~)} > = f2IJ {X(~)f{Y(~)}d~ [l1.2.40J':"f
.~

and, we can express the kinetic energy as

1. . 1. .
T = 2: < {OU}, [M]{OU} > + 2: < {OU'}, [MIl{OU'} >

in which the matrices [M] and [MIl have the form

o 0] :~
iyz(x) Oll,j

-"~:.
f'.~' '~.:1iyy(x) O,,~!,

o 0 ,',"~
[11.2.42}

The [MIl matrix contains the rotational inertia terms. To describe the potential
energy, we note from Eq. [11.2.191 that the potential energy is more convenientL~
expressed in terms of the stretch e, as Eq. [11.2.19] is in quadratic form. We introduc~.,"
the vector {W(x)} = [e v w of and the matrices [So], [SIl, and [S2]. We cad'
the,n write the quadratic part of the potential energy as

1 1 1
V = 2: < {W}, [So]{W} > + 2: < {W'}, [SIl{W'} > + 2: < {W"}, [S2]{W"}>

[11.2.43)

~], [E~(X)
'0 [SIl = 0

o 0

o
-EIyz(x)
EIy(x)
o

o
EIz(x)

-EIyz{x)
o

[S21 ~ [~

For the beam considered, . -'l;l
: ,"'i
"'-5l

000] ';1o 0 0 sjo 0 0 ~)
o 0 GJ(x)~:} .,J

,)1 :.1
[So] = [0] [11.2.44»1

The matrix [So] has nonzero entries in the presence of springs attached totl1~ ,'.]
body. Also, in the presence of axial forces that can be expressed as part of the poteg,:. ";'J
tial energ~, [Sl] has additional terms: Often, the notation for potential energy in E9\(.:~
[11.2.43] IS shortened to the energy znnerproduct ,,,,;1

V ~ i[{"IV), {"IV)] 111.2.4~~J

Example
11.1

.l:J
The energy inner product is a quadratic term. Gravitational potential energy i~

not a quadratic function, thus it is not included in the energy inner product, but as ali
additional term. I

I Write the kinetic and potential energies and the virtual work for the beam shown in Fig. 11.12,
which is of uniform density and is allowed to deflect in the z direction only. Ignore rotatory
inertia.

.,J
'::r.'

""I
':.~
~-1
.J,

,"~

]
)j
'0'

j
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[f]

[c]

[e]

[d]

[II]

x

~,

1 1
Iy(x) = 47Tr4(X) = 4A(x)rz(x)

my(x, t) = Tg(X - d)

Iy(x) = ~7T~ (1 - ;L J

L
h ..;,

'-,

,...

,,,,,,,,
, ',.......a-..l, "

----b-', "
l.......-- C ~, ,
I. d---~

Figure 11.1 2

j.L(x) = p7TR
z (1- 2~f

m(x) .
1L(x) = -- = pA(x) = p7Trz(x)

L

The virtual work is due to the external force F and torque T.We can write it as

5W = -F5w(a) + T5w'(d)

pzcx, t) = -Fg(x - a)

which 5 denotes the Dirac delta function.

.ere r is the radius and pis the density. The radius is given by r(x) = R(l - x/'lL), so that

is expression is obtained by substituting into Eq. [11.2.23] the expressions for the dis-
buted force and moment

V(t) .~ ~r (Ely(X )[w"(x, t)J' + /L(x)gw(x, 1))dX
+ ~(kl[W(b,t)f + kr[w'(c, t)f + kz[w(L, t)]z)

l1ichg is the gravitational constant. To calculate the mass density and area moments of
ertia, we recall that the mass density is the mass per unit length. The expressions for 1L(x)
d'ly(x) for a circular cross-seeton are

~Iullon
e positive z direction for the deflection of w(x, t) is taken as upward. From Eq. [11.2.17]
e kinetic energy has the form
, I L

t T(t) = ~ fo 1L(x)wz(x, t)~x + ~MWZ(h, t) [a]

The potential energy is due to the elasticity, the concentrated springs, and the gravita-
oal force. It has the form
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1 1.3. 1 ExTENDED HAMILTON'S PRINCIPLE

, , .3 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

'.f

, ::~.,j-

[11.3.3]

[11.3.4]

(L (L dJo mzov'dx = Jo mzdx (ov) dx

L (L d
= mzovlo - Jo dx (mz) OV dx

(L d
= - Jo dx (mz)ovdx

f~ . f~ dJL(x)uoudt = JL(x)ud(ou)dt
~ ~ t

It2 f t2= JL(x)uou - JL(x)uoudt
t1 t1

f
t2

= - JL(x)uoudt
t1

In this section, we use the expressions for the kinetic and potential energy developed
in the previous section and invoke the extended Hamilton's principle. The process
yields the equations of motion, as well as the boundary condititons.

Consider the axial and transverse deformations only and select the y and z axes as
principal axes. Here we have two choices of variables to use: u, v, and w, or e, v, and
w. Let us use u, v, and w. From Chapter 4, the extended Hamilton's principle states

f
t2 ft2o [T(t) - V(t)] dt + oW dt = 0
~ ~

where tl and tzare any two time instances. The expressions for the kinetic and po-
tential energies are given in Eqs. [11.2.17] and [11.2.21]. We ignore the contribution
of the rotatory inertia. Taking the variation, we obtain

ft
2 iL { . (ae' ae' ae')JL(x)(uou + iJoiJ+ wow) - EA(x)e' -ou' + -ov' + -ow'

au' av' aw't1 0

- Ely(x)w"ow" - Elz(x)v"ov" + Pxou +

Pyov + pzow + rnzov' - myow'} dx dt = 0

To write the extended Hamilton's principle in terms of ou, ov, and ow only,
we eliminate the variations of the derivatives of u, v, and w by integration by parts.
Recall that the order of differentiation and variation can be exchanged when the
differentiation is with respect to an independent variable, in this case the time t and
the spatial variable x. The procedure yields integrals as well as integrated terms. W~
observe that three types of terms result. Examples of each type are
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rL Ely(x)w"Bw" dx = Ely a2~ BW'I
L

_ rL ~ (Ely a2~)BW' dxJo ax 0 Jo ax, ax

[
a2w , a ( a

2
w) ]IL rL a

2
[ a

2
w]= Ely ax2 Bw - ax \Ely ax2 Bw 0 + Jo ax2 Ely ax2 Bwdx [11.3.5]

The integrated term in Eq. [11.3.3] vanishes because mz{x) is a moment per
Unit length. The integrated term in Eq. [11.3.4] vanishes due to the definition of the
variation. Recall that the varied paths for u, v, and w are selected such that they vanish
at times t} and t2. By contrast, there are two integrations by parts in Eq. [11.3.5],
both involving spatial differentiation, and none of the integrated terms disappear
automatically. Performing all the integrations and rearranging yields

r r ~-JL(x)U+ :x [EA(X)~: + ~EA(X)[(~:) + (~:)]] + px} Bu

{
a2 [ a

2
v ] a [ av ] a}+ - Jt(x)ii - ax2 Ell. ax2 + ax P(x, t) ax + Py - ax ml. Bv

{ a2 [ a
2
w] a [ aw] a})+ - Jt(x)w - ax2 Ely ax2 + ax P(:, t) ax + Pl.+ ax my Bw dx dt

,+r ({EA(X)~: + ~EA(X)[(~:)2 + (~:)]} Bu

( a
2
v ) [a ( a

2
v ) av ]- \Ell. ax2 Bv' + ax \Ell. ax2 - P(x, t) ax Bv

- ~ly ~:; tw' + { :X ((Ely~:; )- P(x, t)~: ] Bw)l>t = 0 (11.3.6J

in which we have used the notation

au 1 [(av)2 (aw)2]P(x, t) = EA(x) ax + 2EA(x) ax + ax = EA(x)e'(x, t) [11.3.7]

Note that P(x, t) denotes the internal force in the x direction. By virtue of the ar-
ibitrariness of the variations of u, v and w, in order for the integrals to be equal to zero,
the integrands and integrated terms must vanish, and they must vanish individually.
,The three integrands in [11.3.6] lead to the equations of motion, and the integrated
'terms lead to the boundary expressions. We have, for the axial deformation

JL(x)u - :X {EA(X)~> ~EA(X)[(~:) + (~:)] ~ Px
. {EA(X) ~: + ~EA(X)[ (~:) + (~: )2]} Bul~ ~ 0 (l1.3.8J
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The bouhdary conditions are ascertained from the boundary expressions by examin-
ing the geometry at the boundaries. Fig. 11.13 shows commonly encountered bound-
ary conditions. In each boundary expression there are two terms. One term is a
variation of a deformation (or variation of a slope), and the other term is an inter-
nalforce (or moment). By examining the-geometry, on~ determines which one of the
terms is zero, and identifies the boundarY condition. This procedure is basically an
application of a fundamental principle from structural mechanics:

a
2

[ a
2
w] a [ aw] aJL(x)w + ax2 Ely(x) ax2 - ax P(x, t) ax = pz + ax my

[ a2w] ILEly{x) ax2 Bw' 0 = 0

{a [ a
2
w] awl I

L
ax Ely{x) ax2 - P(x, t) ax Bw 0 = 0 [11.3.10]

In a similar fashion, we obtain the equation of motion and boundary expressions
for the torsional vibration. The results can be shown to be

"f"

.'J

[11.3.9]

[GJ(X)~: ]88{ ~ 0 [11.3.11]
.. a [ aox].,1lxxCx)8x - - GJ(x)- = mxax ax

I I .3.2 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

For the transverse deformation in the y direction

a
2

[ a
2
u ] a [ au ] aJL(x)ij + a 2 Elz(x)a 2 - - P(x, t)- = Py - -mzx x ax ax ax

[ a2u] ILElz{x) ax2 Bu' 0 = 0

{
a [ a

2
u ] au } ILax Elz{x)ax2 - P(x, t) ax Bu 0 = 0

CHAPTER II • DYNAMICS OF LIGHTLY FLEXffiLE BODIES

For the 'transverse deformation in the z direction

606

This principle is applicable at the boundaries as well as in the interior. Confining the
analysis to the boundaries, if the beam is restrained to move in a certain direction at
a boundary, then the associated boundary condition is geometric, as it is determined
from the geometry of the deformation. For example, if the beam is fixed at x = 0,
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[11.3.12]

Pinned end

Free end

w(O, t) = 0
Ox(O, t) = 0

11.3 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

~_._-

Figure 11.1 3d

Figure 11.1311

u(O, t) = 0

w'(O, t) = 0

Springs at
boundary

Guided end

Fixed end

boundary conditions become

u(O, t) ,= 0

u'(O, t)= 0

Figure 11. 13e

ch, boundary ,conditions are known as essential, or geometric, or Dirichlet type
J . .. . . ..' .' • .,

lp.,qaryconditions, or boundary conditions of the first kind. When the boundary
ditions are essential, it follows that the force and moment balance terms, which
'ih~~oeffi~ients,of 8u, Bu, Bw, 8u', 8w', and 80x, are unknow~.Eurthermore,
"I .•. ' . . .' , , . 0', ,

~...,:wagnitudes of these internal forces apd moments do J)ot vanish; if a point is
ir~stfained to move in a certain direction, there must be a force or moment at that
BQih!,preye~ting the structure from IllOying. .
,;J~~ ",' f" . . • . . ,
'~~it1Pe magn,itud~s of the internal forces and moments can only qe determined
:~~~ithe ,system differential equations are solved, as stated in the fundamentalprin-
'£lple above. We will refer to these internal reactions (the coefficients of 8u, 8u, 8w,
~B~~8w', and 80x) as complementary boundary conditions (CBC). The reason for
~Sfiningthese terms is that, when constructing approximate solutions by series ex-
~pansions, trial functions can be selected that violate the force and moment balances
~lthe boundaries. Unless the CBC are considered, the approximate solution may in-
~orreCtly' set the internal forces and moments to zero at boundaries and interfaces.
l1l,e.net effect is use of an incomplete set of trial functions and slow or lack of con-
,:rgc;mce. Table 11.2 gives the geometric boundary conditions and associated CBCs.
~~lqWhen the boundaries are unrestrained, the variations of the deformations and
~~ir,slopes do not vanish. It follows that the coeffici~nts of the variations must be
,~ro';For example, if the beam is free to move in the y direction at x = L, the

. I-- x
'~.::.:.'.'~t-:-~::-:- ~--

-------
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Table 11.2

CHAPTER 1 1 • DYNAMICS OF LIGHTLY FLEXffiLE BODIES

Essential boundary conditions and complementary boundary conditions

Type of Boundary

Transverse deformation (v)

Geometric Boundary
Condition (Known)

CBC
(Unknown Quantity)

Geometric Boundary
Condition CB(

Fixed end

Pinned end

Guided end

Axial deformation (u)

Fixed end

Torsional deformation (Ox)

Fixed end

V=o

V = 0

Vi = 0

u=o

Ox = 0

2.-(EI a2v)_pavax z ax2 ax

2.- (EI a2v)_ pavax z ax2 ax

EI a2v
z ax2

EA(x) { ~~ + i [(~~)2+ (~~n}

GJ(x)~ ax

Vi = 0 EI a2

z aJ.

associated boundary conditions become

a2
u I = 0Elzax2 x=L [ a ~( a2u ) au ] I-a ElZ-2 '-- P(x, t)- = 0 [11.3.13.,"]x ax ax x=L

I
I--
I
i
I

I

I
I
i'
I
I
I

It
~

These boundary conditions are known as dynamic or natural. Equation [11.3.13a]
shows a type also called the Neumann type, or a boundary condition of the second
kind. Equation [11.3.13b] is also known as a boundary condition of the third kind,
as it involves not only the shear force but also the transverse force due to the axial
motion. Such boundary conditions are also encountered in the presence of springs at
the boundaries.

Natural boundary conditions indicate that the force and moment balances are
zero at the boundaries. This is intuitively expected, because, if the structure is free
to translate (rotate) at a boundary, there should be no force (moment) at that point to
restrain it from moving.

11.3.3 SIMPLIFICATION

Equations [11.3.8]-[ 11.3.10] can be simplified in many cases by ignoring the defor-
mation in the axial direction, setting the axial stretch e(x, t) and all its derivatives to
zero. The simplification is valid when the axial internal force P(x, t) is not large or
not a function of time (or it is a slowly varying function of time). Typical examples
include the helicopter blade problem and the buckling of columns. Note that once
the axial deformation is ignored, u(x, t) is no longer an independent variable. From
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[11.3.15]

[11.3.14]

[11.3.19]

11.3 EQUATIONSOFMOTION

a
ax P(x) = - Px(x)

u'(x, I) ~ -H(::) + (~:)]

u(x, I) = -H:[(:;)2 + (:)] du

.:80 the virtual work expression becomes

8W ~ -HL

P(x)8 [(::) + (~:)] dx = - J: P(x)[v'8v' + w'8w']dx

[11.3.20]

'. The time derivative of u(x, t) is also usually ignored. The force P(x) now be-
>{comes the internal axial force that balances the external axial force Px(x). A simple
':~~fJrce balance in the axial direction (or a reexamination of Eq. [11.3.8]) indicates
':',that
.!~~b:J:,;;~r

.::•:,which basically states that the external force (per unit length) is balanced by the
c"d;~fivative of the internal force. The equations of motion for the transverse deflection
.. :.g~come

t.,';:,Eq. [11.2.9], setting e(x, t) = 0 we obtain
f ..~_:l

a
Z

[ aZv ] a [ av ] aJ-t(x)ij + -z Elz{x)-z - - P(x)-a = Py - -a mz [11.3.16a]ax ax. ax x x

a
Z

[ aZw] a [ aw] a......."...~i..' J-t(x)w + -z Ely{x)-z - - P(x)- = pz + -my [11.3.16"]
>!,\; ax ax ax ax ax.'r, .

',; ~';i When one ignores the deformations due ;0 axial elasticity from the beginning,
"t1{e"equations of motion can be derived more simply. One can treat the effect of

.the'internal axial force P(x) in two ways: as part of the virtual work or as added
,"p,otential energy. Consider the virtual work expression due to the external axial load
.; ..>t~.~,

\"c''x,(x) as
.: :'t_~;l..
. y

5W = foL Px(x)5udx [11.3.17]
,~,..

":i14troduce Eq. [11.3.15] to this equation and integrate by parts to obtain

_.~r' . iL d. L iL iL
':'.'.-.:~n~W = - -d P(x)5udx = -p(x)5ul + P(x)5u'dx = P(x)5u'dx
c.ot.e 0 x 0 0 0
. ";J£i' .n1.3.18]

:'The integrated term disappears because at a fixed end u vanishes, and at a free end
.1"

_tlie internal force P is zero. Differentiating Eq. [11.3.14], we get the expression for
- t) as
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The effect of an axial force can also be expressed as a potential energy con-
tribution due to the internal axial force P(x) acting through the shortening of the
projection. Recall that P(x) is taken as positive along the x direction and the short-
ening of the projection dx - dg = -du is positive along the negative x direction.
We hence write the additional potential energy as

Vadditional = Jo
L

P(x)(dx - dg) [11.3.21]

Introducing the expression for du from Eq.[11.3.19] into the above equation yields

1 r L {(au)2 (aw)2)Vadditional = 2" Jo P(x) ax + ax dx

Introduction of Eq. [11.3.22] or Eq. [11.3.20] into the extended Hamilton's prin-'
ciple yields Eqs. [11.3.16]. When the axial loading is not large or is not present, the
P(x) term is eliminated and one arrives at the well-known Euler-Bernoulli equa-
tions.

If P(x) is tensile, then according to Eq. [11.3.22] the additional potential energy
is a positive quantity. Considering that the potential energy is strain energy, repre-
senting the stiffness or resistance to deformation, a tensile force can be considered
as one that adds to the stiffness. This increase in stiffness has a stabilizing effect, a
phenomenon readily observable, such as in the helicopter blade. By contrast, a com-
pressive axial force reduces the potential energy, thereby making the component les$
stiff. A classic example of this is the buckling of columns. Columns become unstabl~i
and collapse when the applied compressive load becomes too high. 'j

The above derivations are in terms of an internal axial force along the x axis:;
Sometimes it is more convenient to describe the internal axial force along the beam,
axis (x* direction). Consider an external force which generates an internal force F(x)
along the beam axis, as depicted in Fig. 11.14 for a two-dimensional system. We
resolve the internal force into its components along the x and y axes as

F(x) = F(x) cosOzi + F(x)sinOJ = F(x)i + F(x)u'(x, t)j [11.3.23]:

The contribution of the component in the x direction is the same as in Eq. [11.3.16],
with F replacing P. The contribution of the component in the y direction can be
obtained by noting from Eq. [11.3.15] that F(x) is related to the distributed external
load by p x (x) = - F' (x). Hence, the component in the y direction can be expresseq-

,
"

!
[

I
~

y

o

Figure I I •I 4
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[11.3.27]

[11.3.29]

o

11.3 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

aZ [ az] a [ a ]- EI (x)- - - P(x)-
axz y axz ax ax

.M = [JL(X) 0]o JL(x)

o

'~s an additional distributed external force as

Py(x) = -F'(x)u'(x) [11.3.24]

From Eq. [l1.3.16a], the total contribution of F(x) becomes

a [ au ] .azu, , ." aZu
ax F(x) ax + Py(x) = F(x) axz + F (x)u (x) - F (x)u (x) = F(x) axz

[11.3.25]

Ina similar fashion, we obtain the contribution ofF(x) in the z direction. Conse-
q~ently, the equations of motion, Eqs. [11.3.16], have the form

aZ ...[ aZu ] aZv a
JL(x)ij + -z E1ix)-z - F(x)-z = Py - -mzax ax ax ax

aZ [ aZw] aZw aJL(x)w + -z Ely(x)-z - F(x)-z = pz + -my [11.3.26]
. ax ax . ax ax

.~t'isconvenient to express the equations of motion of a flexible body in terms of mass
'and stiffness operators, especially when the eCLuationsare linearized. Let us consider
Ml'"'elasticfoundation under the heam, modeled as a distributed spring ky(x). The
~dded potential energy due to the spring is

1 (L
. Vspring = 2: J( ky{x)uz(x, t) dx
;,;~J[', ',' . 0

;;!(~dthe effect on the equation of motion in the y direction is an additional aky{x )u(x, t)
~;'etrnon the left side of Eq. [l1.3.16a].
5~r\fi Recall the displacement vector {OU(2lJ)} in which 2lJis the spatial domain. For
,i'i,,;fhesimplified beam model considered above {OU} = [u wf and 2lJ= x. Equations
D:./H,.1.3.16](with the added term due to the elastic foundation) can then be expressed
.r:::Jfi operator form as

\ ~{OU(2lJ)} + .M{OU(2lJ)} = {F} [11.3.28]

>~'which ~. is the matrix stiffness operator and .M is the matrix mass operator in the
form

-tsi; .aZ [ aZ] a [ a ];~=-axz Elix) axz - ax P(x) ax + ky{x)
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and {F} is the forcing vector in the form {F} = [Py - ;x mz pz + ;xmyf. The
operators are diagonal because the y and z axes are selected as principal axes. The
equations of motion in the z and y directions are uncoupled, unless P( x) is a function
of both v and w.

We observe from the above equation that the mass operator is nothing but the
mass matrix in Eq. [11.2.42], and the stiffness operator can be expressed in terms of
the [S;] (i = 0, 1,2) matrices as

;1
-,?1

!
1
.~

1
1,{
.;i;,

a
2

~ a
2
) a ( a ):£ = - [S2]- - - [Sd- + [So]ax2 ax2 ax ax [11.3.30]

This expression can be derived from the kinetic and potential energies. And the
boundary conditions can also be expressed in terms of the matrices [S;] (i = 0, 1,2).
For conservative systems, the operators :£ and Jt have the property of being self-
adjoint, which is defined as follows. Consider two functions {E>(<2ll)} and {f(<2ll)}, that
satisfy all boundary conditions and are as many times differentiable as the highest-
order derivative in the stiffness operator. Such functions are called comparisonjunc-
lions. The operators :£ and Jt are called self-adjoint if the following relationships
hold:

< {E>(<2ll)}, :£{f(<2ll)} > =< {f(<2ll)}, :£{E>(<2ll)} >
< {E>(<2ll)}, Jt{f(<2ll)} >= < {f(<2ll)}, M,{E>(<2ll)} >

Also, for two comparison functions the following relationship holds:

< {E>(<2ll)}, :£{f(<2ll)} > = [{E>(<2ll)}, {f(<2ll)}]

[11.3.31]

[11.3.32]

[11.3.33]

Another important group of functions is admissible junctions. These satisfy only
the geometric boundary conditions and are half as many times differentiable as the
highest-order derivative in the stiffness operator. The relationship [11.3.31] cannot
be written for admissible functions. However, Eq. [11.3.32] holds. Also, one can
write the energy inner product for two admissible functions

[{E>(<2ll)}, {f(<2ll)}] = [{f(<2ll)}, {E>(<2ll)}] [11.3.34]

Exampl.
11.2

J Consider the beam in Example 11.1; derive the equation of motion and identify the boundary
conditions.

Solution
We will take the kinetic and potential energies from Example 11.1, as well as the virtual
work, obtain their variations, and perform the necessary integrations by parts. We can write
the kinetic energy as

T = ~.Mw2(X, t)

in which the mass operator .Mhas the form

.M = J.t(x) + M~(x - h)

[a]

[II]

----.l
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[I]

[tI]

[e]

Io
L

T~(X - d)8w'dx = - fo
L

T~'(X - d)8wdx

1 fL
V = "2 Jo {Ely(x)[w"(x, t)]2 + kl~(X - b)w2(x, t)

+ kT~(X - C)w'2(X, t) + k2~(X - L)w2(x, t)}dx

;; S2 = Ely(x) Sl = kT~(X - c) So = kl~(X - b) + k2~(X - L) [c]
.j.i '
Note that the contribution due to the weight of the beam is not in quadratic form. It is more
~ttvenient to treat the weight as part of the external forces, in the virtual work. The potential
~!ietgyis

rthe'stiffness terms can also be expressed as
~'.- ,

dfalcing the variation of the potential energy and performing the necessary integrations by
'p3rts~the individual terms become

8[u:k2~(X - L )w'(x. t) dX] ~ 8 [~k2w'(L. t)] ~ k2w(L. t)8w(L) [.1
.."..:;.}'l,

t~~;7'Note that we treated the spring at the end differently than the springs in the mi.ddle. This
:'sbecause the variation of the displacement at the end X = L enters the boundary terms.
!~rforming an integration by parts on the virtual work in Eq. [e], we obtain

8W = fL {-FQ.(X - a) - ~[TQ.(X - d)] - p,g} 8wdx [h]Jo - oX -
.;;-~.'.•<~.

'j'hJ;We next invoke the extended Hamilton's principle. For the equation of motion, which is
,PIe sum of all the integrands, we obtain

0
2

[ 02W] 0 [ ow]{p,(x) + M~(x - h)}w + ox2 Ely ox2 + kl~(X - b)w - oX kT~(X - c) oX

o= -FQ.(x - a) - -(TQ.(X - d)] - p,g 0 < X < L [I]- ox -

't~t.;~:Wecan express the virtual. work as

P","" 8W ~ r[-F l!(x - a)8w + T~(X - d)8w' - /L(x )g8w Idx
'~:,.~$.~

"1~: The variation of the kinetic energy is straightforward, as all integrated terms drop out
'~!15fJbthe definition of the variation. In the virtual work expression, the only term we must
.irtt6grnte by parts is due to the torque. Integrating by parts gives
~~~~jl

"'[1 fL ] [02w 0 ( 02W) ] IL fL 0
2

( 02
W
)t~,~)9Ely(x)w,,2 dx = Ely ox2 8w' - oX Ely ox2 8w 0 + Jo ox2 Ely ox28wdx

'r-:;*~.n..l-:":' ,

8[~rk,l!(x - b)w'(x. t)dX] ~ r k,l!(x - b)w8wdx

~:~,~:~-;,':
:..••....~~.~.c.;:;.•.t.f.~:'kT~(X _ c)wt2(x, t)dX] = fL kT~(X - c)w'8w'dx = - fL ~'[kT~(X - c) °ow]8WdX'., .)0/ Jo Jo oX X'_'~;'_,;;,,_.,.Y ~<,

'(\::;,~
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w(O, t) = 0

aZwl = 0
Ely axz x=L
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At the end x = 0, the beam is fixed, so that the boundary conditions are geometric:aQlJ
they are

':'~i-:-

[
aZw a ( aZw) ]ILEly axz 8w' - ax Ely axz 8w 0 + kzw(L, t)8w(L) = 0

~
At the end x = L, the displacement and slope are not fixed, hence their variations are.'

not zero. The coefficients of 8w and 8w' must vanish. The boundary conditions are recog..,
nized as

These are natural boundary conditions, with Eq. [m] being a boundary condition of the
kind. This boundary condition represents the force balance at x = L, where the spring
counteracts the shear force.

and the boundary terms become

CHAPTER I I • DYNAMICS OF LIGHTLY FLEXffiLE BODIES

Given the uniform rotating blade in Fig. 11.15 spinning with the constant angular velocity
fl, find the equations of motion. ..5-

Solution.. .~
There are several ways of solving this problem. One way is to consider that the rotation of
the blade causes a centrifugal force. Another is to consider a relative frame to which th~
base of the blade is attached. Using the first way, the external forces acting on a differential
element are shown in Fig. 11.16.Note that the x axis is the original undeformed axis, and the' "
x* axis is along the elastic curve. The external forces acting on the differential element a.r~ .
the force of gravity Py dx = - J.Lg dx and the centrifugal force Px dx = J.Lfl2 X dx. The total;:.'.;;
centrifugal force acting at any point x can be obtained by integrating the centrifugal force oQ "J

'~1rif;

~."':-.'~';..'•.• '-'

.:j
..•.............. 1.

~,
';'~~

':1'i\
.::-c;~~

;1
:l
1~
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Figure 11•15
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[f]

[c]

[a]

[It]

[h]

11.3 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

)

2
1 x' au du

u(x, t) = -2 L (ad

r(x, t) = [x + u(x, t)]i + u(x, t)j

.. a4u J.LO2 a [2 2 au]J.Lu+ EI - - -- - (L - x)- = - J.Lg
z ax4 2 ax ax

1 2 (L ('J; (au )2 ,1 (L (au )2 f L
Tadditional = -2ILO Jo x Jo au dudx = -2IL02 Jo ax x ududx

1 fL(a)2= __ J.L02 ~ (L2-x2)dx4 0 ax
,
~.'

I
x fL 02

P(x) = - L Pxdx = x J.L02xdx = J.L
2

(L2-x2)

'"futroducing Eq. [a] and the force of gravity into Eq. [11.3.l6a], we obtain the equation of
~{. ,

" motion
".~ "i~

? ~:~

'lti~llows that the kinetic energy has one added term, 202 xu(x, t), which, in light of the above
~uation, has the form
it '" 1jlOf,""",

~,medifferential element (from the free end to point x)

'1:1' 1 fL fX (au)2
,
k'~,~,J";,, Tadditional = --2J.L02 x -a dudx [g]
l~\H: 0 0 U
..t::"l

, Note that the 02 x2 term in Eq. [e] does not affect the equations of motion, as its deriva-
, ',tiveswith respect to the variables u and u are zero. By applying some integration trickery,
,'Eq. [g] can be expressed as

'.""!,"rt-
'.:~'JThe xyz frame is rotating with constant angular velocity OJ, so that the velocity of a
.po,intcan be expressed as
, gCl

,',~~,We next derive the equation of motion for the rotating blade using a rotating reference
'ifwne approach. We attach a reference frame to the undeformed position of the beam, with

!0't#eiz-axis along the vertical. The position of a point can be expressed as
;:,~

.r(x, t) = u(x, t)i + v(x, t)j + OJ x r(x, t) = u(x, t)i + v(x, t)j - O[x + u(x, t)]k [el]

it'fJeading to the kinetic energy expression
~.;'ttt
;.:,,~.?- 1 fL 1 fL ( )
i~'~" T = 2 ILr(x, t). r(x, t) = -2 J.Lii(x, tf+ v2(x, t) + 02[x + u(x, t)]2 dx
"-'t•. ,' 0 0

= ~LL J.L(u2(x,t) + v2(x, t) + 02x2 + 202xu(x, t) + 02U2(X, t))dx [e]

,Because the angular velocity of the blade is large, the term u2(x, t) is much smaller than
~!lPyterm containing 02, and we ignore it. The term Q2u2(x, t) is quadratic in u and can
,be,ignored as it is much smaller than the 202xu(x, t) term. Ignoring the axial elasticity, we;tH~.,.
'wpte u(x, t) as
"'~.~{4'6~~
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Tadditional in Eq. [h] is the negative of Vadditional in Eq. [1], which is to be expected.

Integrating by parts gives the variation of the additional kinetic energy the form

L •

y

~ £/lx),I'(x)
} I----x

..--- x •

Figure II. I 7

1 IL (.:J)2 1 IL ()2uu 2 2 '2 au
Vadditional = "2 0 P(x) aX dx = 4: J.LO, 0 (L - x ) ax dx

(L a [ au]
5Tadditional = Jo ax P(x) ax 5udx

".;'k","

Yet another way of obtaining the equations of motion is to use Eq. [11.3.22] and treat tlle
axial force P(x) in conjunction with the shortening of the projection. In this case, we have
the additional term in the potential energy,

( )

2
I L a2u

V = "2 In ElzCx) ax2 dx

The potential energy is

The boundary terms drop out because at x = 0, u(O, t) = 0, and at x = L, the coefficient
L2 - x2 vanishes. Invoking the definition of P(x) from Eq. [a] we can express Eq. [j] as

1 2 (L 2 2 (au) (au)
5Tadditional = -"2 J.LO Jo (L - X) ax 5 ax dx

1 (au) I
L I (L a [ (au)~= -"2J.L0,2(L2 - x2) ax 5u 0 + "2J.L0,2Jo ax (L2 - x2) ax ~5udx [U

"i.;"H

"1"•.•.~•.•.•.'..•.:.•.;..••.•....~....•••••

\~
,l 'j"

11.4 EIGENSOLUTION AND RESPONSE ,.::A

In this section, we snmmarize the solntion of the eigenvalne problem associated wi~ .~.~
linear, self-adjoint continuous systems and obtain a general form for the response by :'~
modal analysis. Consider the simply supported beam in Fig. 11.17 and assume that 1
the axial deformation and transverse deformation in the z direction are negligible, :'f
and that the axial force P(x) is zero. The equation of motion becomes ." _....;;..1..••.1

•.•

a2 [ a2v] a .,,'
JL(x)ij + a 2 Elz(x)a 2 = Py - -a rnz 0 < x < L [11.4.1] ....;...~...<••..

X X X ~

•• iOi

The boundary conditions are due to the deflection and moment balance being equal ~,~

"1;\:;1
; .•••...~

. -:)j

<1
;1
it.j

/.'.'.'."'~t

J
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[11.4.7]

[11.4.6]

at x = 0, x = L [11.4.2]

1,1.4 EIGENSOLUTION AND REsPONSE

Elz(x) a2v(x, t)
. A = 0vex, t) = 0

'In order for Eq. [11.4.4] to have a nontrivial solution, we must have

d
2

[ d
2cP

]A2 p,(x)4>(x) + dx2 EIz(x) dx2 = 0

c Introducing Eq. [11.4.3] to the boundary expressions in Eq. [11.4.2], we obtain
9t~_boundary conditions that 4>(x) has to satisfy as
'af~~' ~,~ ~cP

4>(x) = 0 EIz{x)d 2 = 0 at x = 0, x = L [11.4.5],x

"ch is a variable coefficient, ordinary differential equation of order four. Equation
:.4.6], subject to the boundary conditions [11.4.5], constitutes the boundary value

i"P'E9~lem,where one needs to find the values of A that lead to nontrivial solutions
~;q>(i)of Eq. [11.4.6]. The solutions A are called eigenvalues, and the corre'sponding
:fpnctions 4>(x) are called the eigenfunctions.
'~i,!, To demonstrate the solution procedure, we further simplify the problem by as-
swmng that the beam has a uniform cross-section, setting p,(x) = p, = constant,
'~!z(x) = EI = constant. Expecting A to be pure imaginary, we write Eq. [11.4.6]
,.:~~s

d4cP _ (34cP{x) = 0
dx4

(34 = - A2p,IEI. The general solution of Eq. [11.4.7] is

cP(x) = Cl sin {3x + C2 cos {3X + C3 sinh {3x + C4 cosh (3 x [11.4.8]

"~~here the coefficients Cj(i = 1, 2, 3,4) are found by substituting in the boundary
;",,~bnditions.Note that because the right side ofEq. [11.4.7] is zero, cP(x) can only be
{~d~termined to within a multiplicative constant.

,J vex, t) = cP(x)eAt [11.4.3]

,Where 4>(x) is the amplitude function and eAt denotes the time dependence. Intro-
;.,~ucing Eq. [11.4.3] into Eq. [11.4.1] and setting Py = 0, rnz = 0, we obtain

~~~ ,,>

(
2 d

2
[ d

24>]) AtA p,(x)4>(x) + dx2 EIz(x) dx2 e = 0 [11.4.4]

",(0 zero at both ends, thus
~~-..:-'.

~'.~i._.~Ji:~eWe will seek a solution by modal analysis. The procedure that we will use is very
;}C,~imnarto the eigensolution of a multidegree of freedom vibrating system in Sec-
~\':!H)n5.5. The reader is urged to compare every step here with the procedure in Sec-
':'cc~81}5,.5.
t~ "We first consider the homogeneous problem (no external excitation and no ex-
.>tplicitly time-dependent boundary conditions) and use separation of variables to ex-
',:press the deformation vex, t) as
;:+;{1'"
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[11.4.13]

Since C2 = C3 = C4 = 0, the eigenfunction corresponding to each eigenvalue
(or natural frequency) is cPr(x), and

'1

:t

t"tft

[11.4.9]
, . r':

[11.4.10]

[11.4.12]

[11.4.11]r = 1,2, ...

Cl sinf3L = 0

For Eq. [11.4.9] to have a nontrivial solution we must have

sin f3L = 0

cPr(x) = Ar sin f3rx = Ar sin r~x

where Ar is an arbitrary constant. :rhe solution to the eigenvalue problem yields
the shape of the eigenfunctions uniquely, but not their amplitudes. It is convenient
to normalize the eigenfunctions. A commonly used normalization scheme is with
respect to the mass distribution, thus

First, take cf>(x) and evaluate at x = O.This gives C2 + C4 = O.Then, take cP"(x<) <

and evaluate it at x = O.This gives - C2 + C4 = 0, from which we conclude that
C2 = C4 = O.We repeat the same procedure for the boundary x = L. Doing this,
we end up with C3 = 0, and the relation that remains is .

which isknown as the characteristic equation. The characteristic equation has an in~
finite number of solutions. For the problem at hand, the solutions are f3rL = nr(r=y
1, 2, ... ). Considering the definition of f3, allthe eigenvalues Ar are pure imaginary.
From Eq. [11.4.3] we conclude that the motion is oscillatory. Defining the natural
frequency Wr = -iAr(i2 = -1), we can write

. 2{E/ 2{E/
Ar = l(r'TT') ~ ;L4 Wr = (r'TT') ~ ;L4

618

tjJr(X)

Figure I I •I 8
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First three eigenfunctions of a
simply-supported uniform beam
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[11.4.14]

[11.4.16]

[11.4.17]

when r ~ s

, , .4 EIGENSOLUTION AND REsPONSE

L d
2

d2~S]dx = w~~rsIo q,,(x) dx' [EI, dx2 l1 1.4.1 5.,.]

00

Y(x) = ~ ar~r(x)
r= 1

00 iL 00

= ~ ar JL(x)4>s(x)~r(x)dx = ~ ar~rs == as
r=l 0 r=l

fL d2 ( d2~s)Jo ~r(x) dx2 \Elz dx2 dx = 0

foL JL(x)4>r(x)~s(x) dx = ~rs

so that we can write

(-.~

'~rA~oefficients ar can be fo.und by multiplying, Y(x) by JL(x)~s(x), integrating
~9~gthe domain and invoking the orthogonality relation [11.4.15a]. We then have
.-I-'~

i
L iL 00

JL(x)~s(x)Y(x) dx = JL(x)~s(x) ~ ar4>r(x) dx
o 0 r= 1

\¥l1ere~rs was defined earlier as the Kroneck6r delta.
The eigenfunctions 4>r(x) constitute a complete set. That is, any comparison

~fjj~.ct~onY(x) can be expanded as a uniformly convergent series of the eigenfunc-
~tionsas'

's1rii
'diU Considering the normalization scheme in Eq. [11.4.13], one can combine Eqs.
,'1Hl.4.13] and [11.4.14] to obtain the orthonormality relations

,,'that except for the first, the eigenfunctions cross the x.axis and the number of zero
..~rossings increases with the mode number. The points of zero crossing are called
1;~odes.It ,canbe shown that the rth mode has r - 1 nodes.
1""' ..., ,<~ Another very interesting and useful property of the eigenfunctions is that they
;;<:¥.eorthogonal to each other. The orthogonality results from the self-adjointness of
"/1'111' .,!

~llie'mass and stiffness operators. For the beam problem at hand, the orthogonality~~.'~h'
:Tf~tions can be expressed as

~t~ fL JL(X)~r(x)~sCx)dx = 0 whenr~s, r,s = 1,2, .... Jo
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the displacement profile v(x, t)

is called the modal jorce. Hence, we obtain the modal equations of motion as

Multiplying the above equations by J.L(x)e/>s(x),integrating along the domain,
and invoking the orthogonality conditions, one obtains the modal initial conditions

The initial conditions associated with each mode can be found by applying th~
expansion theorem to the initial conditions v(x, 0) as

[11.4.20]

.. v;;"
~ .1 !.

[11.4.21]
~~~,,~<

[11.4.22]s = 1,2, ...

00

v(x,O) = 2:TJr(O)cf>r(x) [11.4.23] .'0

r=l

ijit) + W;17s(t) = Ns(t)

00

v(x,O) = 2:17r(O)cPr(X)
r=l

17s(O)= foL J.L(x)cPs(x)v(x, 0) d x

Ns(t) = foL cPs(x) [PY(X, t) - :x mz{x, t)] dx

00 00

= L ijr(t)Qrs +L 17r(t)W;Qrs - Ns(t)
r= 1 r= 1

00

v(x, t) = L 17r(t)cf>r(x)
r=l

"il

The coefficients of the eigenfunctions, 17r(t), are time-dependent terms. We rM.
fer to 17r(t) as the modal coordinates. Introducing this expansion into the equatioQ .
of motion, Eq. [11.4.1], multiplying with cPs(x), integrating along the domain, and
invoking the orthogonality conditions, we obtain

r L { a
2

( a
2
v ) [ a ]}Jo cPs(x) J.L(x)v + ax2 EIz ax2 - py(x, t) - ax mz(x, t) dx

00 f L 00 f L a2 [ a2e/>]
= 2: ijr(t) J.L(x)cPix)cPr(x) dx +2:17r(t..) cPS(x)-2 EIz---i dx

r=l O. r=l 0 ax ax

- foL cPix) [PY(X, t) - :x mz(x, t)] dx

Where

TJs(O)= foL J.L(x)cf>ix)v(x, O)dx

[11.4.24]

Once the modal equations [11.4.22] are solved, the response can be obtained by
substitution of the modal responses into Eq. [11.4.19]. In a real situation, one can
integrate and sum only a finite number of modal equations. This raises issues about
the number of modal equations of motion to retain in a specific problem and the
participation of each mode to the motion. Webegin analyzing this issue qualitatively,
by making use of the asymptotic behavior of the eigensolution. ' .

-1
.~
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An extension of a theorem from Courant and Hilbert states that as the index
r ~ 00, the asymptotic behavior of the natural frequencies Wr and eigenfunctions
~r(x) are governed by

Wr - CrP ~r(X) - f(Drx) r = 1,2,... [11.4.25]
in which 2p is the highest-order spatial derivative associated with the elastic motion.
The constants C and D depend on the mass and stiffness properties. When p = 1,
such as in axial or torsional deformation, the natural frequencies increase with arith-
metic progression, and f(Drx) = Ar sin(Drx) +Br cos(Drx). When p = 2, such as
iiI the beam equation, the natural frequencies increase in geometric progression, and
f(Drx) = Ar sin(Drx)+ Br cos(Drx)+A~ sinh(Drx)+ B~cosh(Drx). In the simply
supported (pinned-pinned) beam we discussed, p = 2 and Wr = (r7T')2 JEll ILL4;
all of the natural frequencies increase with geometric progression.

When studying beam vibrations, retaining the first four or five modes is usually
sufficient for an accurate mathematical model, except for cases when the initial con-
ditions on certain modes are large and the external forces and moments excite higher
modes more than the others.

By contrast, when studying axial and torsional vibrations, because the asymp-
totic behavior of the rth mode is governed by r, the amplitude of each mode falls off
much slower. Hence, one must retain a larger number of modes for an accurate rep-
resentation of the motion. A similar statement can be made about plates and shells,
where the modes are much more closely spaceq than in beams.

The solution of Eq. [11.4.22] subject to the initial conditions [11.4.24] can be
accomplished in many ways, as discussed in Section 5.7. Equation [5.7.7] gives the
general form of the response.

The preceding developments can be generalized by making use of the operator
notation. Using the equations of motion in the form of Eq. [11.3.28], we assume a
solution in the form of

{OU(2lJ, t)} = {<I>(2lJ)}eAt [11.4.26]

where {<I>(2lJ)}is the amplitude vector and eAt denotes the time dependency. Intro-
ducing this into the homogeneous part of Eq. [11.3.28] and using the same argument
as before, we obtain the eigenvalue problem

~{<I>} + A2.M{<I>}= {O} [11.4.27]

The solution yields an infinite number of eigenvalues Ar(r = 1,2, ... ) and corre-
sponding vector eigenfunctions {<I>r(2lJ)}. When the mass and stiffness operators are
self-adjoint, the eigenfunctions can be normalized as

< {<I>r(2lJ)}, .M{<I>s(2lJ)} > = ~rs

621

f- "\.., ,.:' .~,,
I .

(~- "".. J.." .l" t .'
jt ;-," J1'-"\ ...;~
I' .• ,T:.l: ..;,

< {<I>r(2lJ)}, ~{<I>s(2lJ)} > = w;~s r, S = 1,2,... [11.4.28]

The inner product notation between two vectors was defined in Eq. [11.2.40].
One can then invoke the expansion theorem and expand any comparison func-

tion {II(2lJ)} as
00

{II(2lJ)} =Lar{<I>r(2lJ)}
r=l

[11.4.29]
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</>"/(L) = 0

at x = L

</>"(L) = 0</>"(0) = 0

a2.v(x, t)
EI--- = 0 atx = Oandx = Lax2

Ela3v(x, t) = 0
ax3

00

{OU(211,t)} =L 11r(t){<I>r(211)}
r=1

• L •

Figure I 1.19

,~I,< Jl, EI
~L-'-_ -=====_-=:J....f.-x

v(O, t) = 0

</>(0) = 0

and the coefficients ar can be shown to be

ar =< {I1(911)}, .M{<I>r(911)}>
To find the response, we expand the deformation {OU(911,t)} as
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y

Find the eigensolution of the uniform pinned-free beam shown in Fig. 11.19.

Solullo••
We consider Eq. [11.4.1] as the equation of motion. The boundary conditions are that
displacement and moment vanish at the pinned end, and that the moment and shear
the free end; thus

and associated boundary conditions

Introducing Eq. [11.4.3] to Eq. [11.4.1], we obtain the differential eigenvalue problem

d4</>
A2 J.t</>(x) + EI dx4 = 0

Using the variable {34 = - A2J.t/EI, we write Eq. [b] as

d
4
</> _ {34</>(x) = 0

dx4

Introducing this expression into the equations of motion, left-multiplying witij....,'
{<I>s(211)V, and integrating over the domain yields the modal equations [11.4.2Zj(
with th~ modal excitation .Ns(t) and initial conditions 11iO) and 1}s(O) being

.Nit) =< {F(211, t)}, {<I>s(211)} >
11s(O) =< {OU(211,0), .M{<I>s(211)} >
1}s(O) =< {oU(211, 0), .M{<I>s(211)}>

Example
11.4

622
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[f]

[I]

[h]

[e]

[k]

[0]

/3sL = 13.352

<p"'(L) = 0 ~ A3 = 0 [m]

/34L = 10.210

11.4 EIGENSOLUTION AND RESPONSE

1
Al = ~

<p(0) = Cz+ C4 = 0

/33L = 7.0686

<p"(0) = 0 ~ Az = 0

. <p"(0) = /3z( -Cz + C4) = 0

1,2,3,4) we invoke the boundary conditions. At x = 0, <p(0) =

cos /3L sinh /3L = sin /3L cosh /3L

<p(x) = CI sin /3x + Czcos /3x + C3sinh /3x + C4cosh /3x

/3zL = 3.9266

<p(0) = 0 ~ Ao = 0

<PI(X) = Ao + AIx + Azxz + A3x3

',tfoducing the boundary conditions, we obtain

_ Unlike the pinned-pinned uniform beam, solution of the characteristic equation here
annot be obtained in closed form, and one has to resort to numerical techniques to solve
"?[k]. The first five roots of the characteristic equation can be found to be

"j

'erentiating Eq. [e] twice gives

<p"(x) = /3Z(-CI sin/3x - czcos/3x + c3sinh/3x + c4cosh/3x) [g]

,=F 0 we have

....The first root is zero, which implies that the first natural frequency of the pinned-free
'!inJs zero. This mode is known as the rigid body mode. To find the corresponding eigen-
~ction, we take Eq. [d] and set /3 = 0, leading to the equation <Pl"'(x) = 0, which has the
?lotion

only term that survives is AI. We conclude that the rigid body mode has the form

<PI(X) = AIx [n].•..".', ~

here Al is the amplitude. Using the normalization procedure in Eq. [11.4.13], one obtains
Jl';' J31 J.LL3.We observe that, because the mass moment of inertia of a rigid uniform beam
bout the pinned end is /0 = mLz/3 = J.LL3/3, the .orthogonality constant can be expres-,. as3

;3~quation [0] is valid for pinned-free beams with nonuniform cross sections as well. To verify, introduce Eq, [n] into
'Eq~ [11.4.13] and invoke the definition of the mass moment of inertia, 10 = f IA-lx)x2 dx.

!f~1A comparison of Eqs. [f] and [h] indicates that Cz = C4 = O. The boundary conditions
atx= L YIeld .

.... <p"(L) = /3Z(-CI sin/3L + c3 sinh/3L) = 0 [I]

<p"'(L) = /33( -cI cos /3L + C3cosh /3L) = 0 U]
.,;:From Eq. [i] we obtain CI = C3sinh /3L1 sin /3L, which, when introduced into Eq. [j]

'i~lds the characteristic equation
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'L

x

First three eigenfunc-
tions of a pinned free
beam

,~.~-

Figure 11.20

41t is possible to find cases where a rigid body mode will have a nonzero natural frequency.

00

= 7]1(t) 2:: 7]r(t)~lr = a
r=2

The first three eigenfunctions are plotted. in Fig. 11.20. In order for the linear superpo:£
sition of the rigid and elastic motions to be possible, the rigid body motion must be small. In
general, rigid body angles less than 20 degrees can be analyzed using this approach.

i L JLVrigid(X, t)Velastic(X, t) dx = r L JLA1x7]1 (t) [f cPr(X)7]r(t)] dxo Jo r=2

00 r L
= 7] 1(t) ~ 7]r(t)Jo JLcPI(x)cPr(x)dx

Note that in the same way the rigid body mode contains no contributions from the elastic
motion, the elastic motion has no contributions from th~ rigid motion. We can show this by
invoking the orthogonality properties of the modes. Multiplying the rigid and elastic motions
and integrating over the domain, we obtain

00 00

v(x, t) = 2:: cPr(x)7]r(t) = Vrigid(X, t) + Velastic(X, t) = cPI (X)7]1 (t) + 2:: cPr(x)7]r(t)
r=1 r=2

Let us investigate the rigid body eigenfunction in more detail. With the rigid body mode;
the beam does not deform elastically, but moves at an angle with respect to the original unde-
formed axis. That is, the first mode represents the motion of the beam as if it had no elasticitY:.;.
Because in the rigid body mode there usually is no elasticity, there is no elastic restoring:
force.4 Hence, one can physically expl~in that there is no natural frequency associated with:
this mode, or that the natural frequency is zero. .,

The remaining modes describe the elastic deformation of the beam. From Eqs. [e],
and [j],we can show that the eigenfunctions associated with the elastic motion have the

cPr(x) = Ar(sinh ,BrL sin ,Brx + sin ,BrL sinh ,Brx) r = 2,3, ...

where the amplitudes Ar can be found by introducing Eq. [p] into Eq. [11.4.13]. The
motion of the pinned-free beam is a linear superposition of the rigid and elastic motions. Th~.
expansion of the motion can be written as

624
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Example
11.5

[I]

[c]

[I]

[a]

[II]

[eI]

[e]

[h]

[9]

r = 2,3, ...

rnz(x, t) = r(t)g(x)

100(t) = r(t)

Vrigid(X, t) = cPI (X)7]I (t)

pix, t) = 0

iir(t) + W;7]r(t) = r(t)cP;(O)

IL a
.Nr(t) = - cPr(x)-[r(t)Q(x)] dx =

o . ax -
-r(t) Jo

L

cPr(x)g'(x)dx = r(t)cP;(O) r = 1,2, ...

For the first mode, the rigid body mode, the excitation can be written as

.Ii, (t) ~ 4>, (O)T(t) ~ Al T(t) ~ J JL~3 T(t)

,ewe consider the angle () to be small, we can write for any point x

iiI (I) ~ J JL~3"T(t)

l',~

rigid body modal coordinate, 7]1 (t), can be related to the rigid body angle as follows.
m Eq. [q] in Example 11.4we have

bstituting Eqs. [a] into Eq. [11.4.21] and using integration by parts yields I

lfh, when substituted into the modal equations of motion, gives the equation of motion for
first mode as

Let us next investigate the mode participation. Consider zero initial conditions. If we
roduce the excitation from Eq. [h] into the response equation [5.7.7] we obtain

7]r(t) = cP;(O)~ r r(t - a)sin wra da
Wr Jo

:onsider the pinned-free uniform link in Example 11.4 and obtain the modal equations of
otion considering that a moment r(t) is applied at the pinned end, as shown in Fig. 11.19.
fen, analyze the contribution of each mode to the response.
'.ullon
e,extemal excitation can be expressed as

ich'is recognized as the rotational equation of motion of a uniform rigid pinned-free link
ertgth L.
dFrom Eq. [11.4.22], the modal equations associated with the elastic coordinates have the
l1ll

o - sin 0 = tan 0 ~ Vri,id(X, t) ~ 4>1(X)'1,(t) ~ J 3 '11(1)
X x j.tV

:~ostituting this into Eq. [d], and noting that the mass moment of inertia about the pin joint
{given by 10 = j.tL3/3, we obtain for the rigid body mode
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From Eqs. [11.4.25] we estimate the orders of magnitudes of the terms in this equation as:,.'"

l' (1 )-=0-
Wr ~ ~.

and the order of the integral depending on the nature of T(t). Let us denote the order of>th~:
integral in Eq. [i] by 0(1). It follows that the modal coordinates have orders of magnitude'(fl.:,

O(l1r(t)) =o(~)0(1)
For the case when T = 1, the integral has the form

r
t
T(t - CT)sinwrCTdCT = ~(1- coswrt) = o( 12)Jo wr r

so that the response is of order

O(l1r(t)) = 0(:3 )
As the mode number increases, the amplitudes of the individual modes become smaller:

by the cube of the mode number. The second mode has an amplitude of about 1/8 the
mode, the third mode 1/27, and the fourth mode, 1/64. Hence, the participation of the high~r '
modes rapidly falls, which is typical for beams. '11:1.1'

11.5 ApPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS:.
THE ASSUMED MODES METHOD

The pinned-pinned uniform beam considered in Section 11.4 and the
beam in Example 11.4 lend themselves to closed-form solutions for the eigenfunc:
tions. These two examples are more of an exception than the general case. In rilo~f
cases, and even for simple geometries, it is not possible to find a closed-form solutiorl,
to the eigenvalue problem. Members with nonuniform cross sections, interconnected
bodies, and almost any structure with a complex geometry fall in this category. When
a closed-form solution cannot be found, one resorts to approximate techniques:
solve for the eigenvalues. 1

All approximations to continuous systems are in essence discretization proce-
dures. The eigenvalue problem associated with Eq. [11.4.6] is in differential form,
which implies that the solution is of infinite on;1er. By discretizing the eigenvallJ~
problem, one converts the differential eigenvalue problem into an algebraic
is of finite order. Algebraic ~igenvalue problems are generally easier to solve than
differential eigenvalue problems, as they permit the use of matrix algebra.

11.5.1 APPROXIMATION TECHNIQUES AND TRIAL FuNCTIONS

Approximation techniques can be classified into two broad categories: lumping and
series expansions. When using the lumping approach, one lumps parts of the system
into discrete elements. The stiffness parameters become the connections between the

""<.'

.\ ."~

,.:,i
~
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lumped masses, and they are modeled as springs. This approach is not analytical. It
is crude but easy to use and leads to discretized models of relatively low order. The
approach was more popular before the advent of fast digital computers that made it
possible to formulate and solve discretized problems of very large order.

When using series expansions, one expands the deformation in a finite series of
known functions, multiplied by undetermined coefficients such as

Properties

Complete Boundary Conditions Complementary
Trial Function Set Differentiability to Be Satisfied Boundary Conditions

Admissible functions Yes p times All geometric boundary No requirement
conditions

Comparison functions Yes 2p times All boundary conditions No requirement

Consistent admissible Yes p times All geometric boundary Do not violate
functions conditions do not pre-

vent dynamic bound-
ary conditions from
being satisfied

Consistent comparison Yes 2p times All boundary conditions Do not violate
functions

627

[11.5.1 ]
n

v(x, t) = 2:: !/Jr(X)qr(t)
r=!

Classification of trial functions• b'.11.3

where !/Jr(x)(r = 1,2, ... , n) are the known trial functions, qr(t) are their ampli-
tudes, and n is the order of the expansion. The coefficients qr(t) are in essence a
set of generalized coordinates. The trial functions must be from a complete set and
must satisfy certain conditions, depending on the discretization method. In general,
the trial functions can be classified into two groups:

1. Comparison functions. As discussed earlier, these functions satisfy all the
boundary conditions and are as many times differentiable as the highest-order spa-
tial derivative in the equations of motion. In order to be consistent with the force and
moment balances, the comparison functions should not violate the complementary
boundary conditions.
2. Admissible functions. These functions satisfy only the geometric boundary con-
ditions and are half as many times differentiable as the highest-order spatial deriva-
tive in the equations of motion. In order to be a consistent set, they should not violate
the complementary boundary conditions, and they should not prevent the natural
boundary conditions from being satisfied.

We introduce two new categories of trial functions: consistent admissible func-
tions and consistent comparison functions. The properties of these and traditional
admissible and comparison functions are summarized in Table 11.3. As before, the
highest-order spatial derivative is denoted by 2p .
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The added requirements regarding consistent trial functions are for physical
completeness. Trial functions that violate the CBC and do not make it possible to
satisfy the natural boundary conditions lead to slow convergence.

It is usually more desirable to deal with admissible functions than comparison
functions, as it is easier to generate a set of admissible functions. Whether one can
use admissible functions depends on the discretization method. Methods that permit
use of admissible functions are more widely used.

Having selected a set of trial functions, one performs an operation to the series
expansion in Eq. [11.5.1], which leads to an algebraic eigenvalue problem. The na-
ture of the eigenvalue problem depends on the type of expansion and discretization.
Commonly used discretization procedures are

a. Those based on variational principles, such as the Rayleigh-Ritz, assumed
modes, and finite-element methods.

b. Those based on weighted residuals, such as the Galerkin and colocation
methods.

When the discretization method is based on variational principles, the series
expansion is plugged into the variational principle. Stationary values of the vari-
ational principle lead to an eigenvalue problem. For example, with the Rayleigh-
Ritz method, one seeks stationary values of the Rayleigh quotient. For the method
of assumed modes, the variational principle used is the extended Hamilton's prin-
ciple.

When using a weighted residual approach, one seeks minimization of the dif-
ference between the actual solution and the series expansion in Eq. [11.5.1]. The
difference, referred to as the residual, is minimized by the use of weighting func-
tions.

Another consideration when selecting the trial functions is the domain of the
trial functions. We distinguish between global trial functions, defined over the en-
tire body, and local trial functions, defined over a portion of the domain. The finite
element method basically makes use of local trial functions, a very suitable approach
for problems with complex geometry. In this chapter, we consider global trial func-
tions.

11.5.2 METHOD OF ASSUMED MODES

We outline the assumed modes method, as it is convenient to use and is applicable
to nonlinear systems, as will be the case when we consider combined large-angle
rigid and elastic motion. The trial functions o/r(x) can be admissible functions. We
first take the expansion in Eq. [11.5.1] and substitute it into the expressions for the
kinetic and potential energies. The method requires use of the energy inner product
expression for the potential energy. Otherwise, one cannot use admissible functions
as the expansion functions.

We demonstrate the method with an illustration. For a beam that deforms only
in the y direction and is subjected to an internal axial load P(x) and where the axial
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[11.5.4]

[11.5.7]

r, s = 1, 2, ... , n

1 n n ,
V = 2L L krsqr(t)qs(t) [11.5.6]

r=ls=l .

1
V = 2{q(t)V[K]{q(t)}T = ~{q(t)V[M]{q(t)}

~:~~~ticity is ignored, the kinetic and potential energies can be written as

mrs = fo
L
JL(x)l/Ir(x)l/Is(x)dx

" c~',.;J: ;

31.\k"" = Ie' (EI,(x)~;'(x)~;'(x) + P(x)~;(x)~;(x))dx

,'Ji: . [11.5.5]
~~, .
,*i~r~,rn~s are the ma~s coeffic~ents and krs are the stiffness coefficients, we express
the kinetic and potential energIes as
'.' i.

~ 1 n n

T = 2L L mrsqr(t)i/s(t)
r=ls=l

iIi which {q(t)} is a column vector containing the coordinates qr(t) (r = 1,2, ... n)
i1!;tJw form {q(t)} = [ql (t) q2(t) ... qn(t)]T, and [M] and [K] are the mass and
spffness matrices. The mass matrix is always symmetric and positive definite.
'or.the system described by Eq. [11.5.2], the stiffness matrix is symnietric. The
~~gtl:<J~finitenessof [K] depends on the internal axial force P(x) as well as on the

1 (L
T = 2 Jo JL(x)il(x, t)dx

•. V = ~ Ie' {EI,(X) [a2~<;it)r + P(x) [av~: t) r} dx [11.5.2]

't:",Substitutingthe expansion [11.5.1] into these equations yields
'-.'~ ):'~ .

.crt"'.~Ie' JL(x) [~ ~,(x )4,(t)] [~ ~ ,(x )4'(t)] dx

t~tG~ii 4,(t)4,(t) r JL(x)~,(x)~,(x)dx
'J,., r= 1s= 1 0;:~~~".~~~

~.~#~f L {Elz(X) [i1/1;'(x )qr(t)] [i1/1;'(x )qsCt)]
c_ Jo r=l s=l

"'....'f: 'E; P(x) [iI/I;(x)qr(t)] [i1/I;(X)qsCt)]} dx
10..s ,I""~ r= 1 s= 1J~JJ~~q,(t)q,(t) Ie' (EI,(x )~; (x)~;' (xi + P(x )~;(x )~;(x) )dx [11.5.3]

~ ..1

~t~~~cing the notation
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'.,,;:;;'

and substituting it into [11.5.8], we can express the virtual work as

r = 1, 2, ... , n

Introducing the notation

Qr(t) = f: py(x, t)l/Jr(X) dx

boundary conditions. For example, for a beam admitting rigid body motions, [K):
is positive semidefinite. If P(x) is tensile, as in a helicopter blade, [K] is positiv~l
definite. When P(x) is compressive, as in columns, the sign of [K] depends on the
value of P(x).

In the presence of an external force py(x, t), the virtual work can be expressed,:,
in terms.of the expansion [11.5.1] as

L . L [ ]8W = ( Py(x, t) 8v(x, t)dx = ( Py(x, t) 8 i l/Jr(x)qr(t) dxJo Jo r=l

n (L
= ~ 8qr Jo Py(x, t)l/Jr(x) dx

n

8W =LQr8qr = {QV 8{q}
r= 1

[11.5.IOJI

.":
.4,

". .;

where {a} is a time-invariant amplitude vector, and eAt denotes the time dependency,
into Eq. [11.5.11] yields

wh~~e'{Q(t)} = [Ql(t) Q2(t) ... Qn(t)f. We recognize Qr(t) to be the generalized
force associated with the generalized coordinate qr(t). .

We have now expressed the kinetic and potential energies in terms ofn cobrJ
dinates, thus approximating the system as an n-dimensional discrete one. We then
use these discretized forms of the kinetic and potential energies together with the
extended Hamilton's principle. Because the problem is now in terms of a finite set'
of generalized coordinates, one can obtain the equations of motion directly by using c

Lagrange's equations. . :1'
Next, let us discuss the solution when the mass and stiffness coefficients are':~/

independent of time, which is the case for the linear problem considered here. From<i
Section 5.3, we can directly write the equations of motion of the approximate s~~:~;"J~~. ~

[M]{ij(t)} + [K]{q(t)} = {Q(t)} (11.5.11] .1
To find the response of~q. [11.5.11], we use the s~e approach as in Sections 5.5- •......'.....•j'.
5.7. We first solve the eIgenvalue problem. Introducmg ,fl,

{q(t)} = {a}eAt [l1.5.12J -'?I
".1
"]

, ....;f

(l1.5.I3J ~~

. "1
[11.5.14] [;-1

'1
~,j

---------~

(A2[M] + [K]){a}eAt = {O}

which leads to the characteristic ~quation

det(A2[M] + [K]) = 0
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A closer examination of the term inside the square brackets indicates that
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(11.5.15]

[1 1.5~17]

r = 1, 2, ... , n

(L (ElzCx)c$~'(x)c$;'(x) + P(x)c$~(~)c$~(x) )dxJo '
, ' '

(11.5.18]= w;Qrs r,s = 1,2, ... ,n

{~rVIM]{as} = Qrs {arV[K]{as} ~ w;Qrs

(A;[M] + [K]){ar} = {O}

I: 1L(x){l/J(x)}{l/J(x)Vdx = [M]

foL (Elz(X){l/J"(x)}{l/J"(X)V + P(X){l/J'(X)}{l/J'(x)V)dx = [K] (11.5.21]

;,;. The eigenvalues are approximations to the first n eigenvalues of the actual sys-
Jem. The eigenvectors can be used to appro'ximate the first n eigenfunctions by~ri . A .' .

cPr(X) == {arV{l/J(x)} .(11.5.16]

<i"!.,.. .•

,,' '(t: ,,,
'To prove this, we introduce Eq. [11.5.16] into Eqs. [11.5.18], which yields

.~~~~--" f p.(x)</i,(x)</i,(x) dx ~ {a,f [f p.(x){l/!(x)}{l/!(x)}' dX] {iZ;} '[ 11.5.19]

(L '
ilW' Jo (ElzCx)c$~'(x)c$~'(x) + P(~)c$~(x)c$~(xj)dx'
,

. L •
. ~ {arV fo (E1zCX){l/J"(X)}{l/J"(x)V + P(x){l/J'(X)}{l/J'(x)V)dx{as}[11 .5.20]

,,":HL The approximate eigenfunctions are orthogonal with respect to the original mass
r"'distribution and stiffness, expressed in terms of the energy inner product as.. ~

The roots of the characteristic equation are the eigenvalues of the discretized
i system. As discussed in Chapter 5, when the stiffness matrix is positive definite, all
the eigenvalues Ar (r = 1,2, ... , n) are pure imaginary. We introduce the notation

\;;Ar = - iwr, where wr are the natural frequencies of the approximate system.
":"1( Associated with each eigenvalue Ar, there is a corresponding eigenvec,tor {ar}
. such that

- :;,~:)-
;t.. [f)1'~~i~.;~~!;."'
~l thus, Eqs. [11.5.19]-[11.5.20]become identical to Eq. [11.5.17]. Note that the or-
thogonality with respect to stiffness is demonstrated using the energy inner producto ' ,

~,:

where c$r(X) are the approximate eigenfunctions and {l/J(x)} is a column,vector con-
t,/'la,ining the trial functions in the form {l/J(x)} = [l/Jl (X)l/J2(X) ... l/Jn(x)f. 'r,' ,The eigenvectors {ar} can be shown to be orthogonal with respect to the mass
:7',' and stiffness matrices. They can be normalized to yield
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only. To have orthogonality with respect to the stiffness operator, one must use com-
parison functions as trial functions.

I I .5.3 CONVERGENCE ISSUES

It can be shown that the approximate eigenvalues are higher in magnitude than the
actual eigenvalues. This is because using a finite series of trial functions is mathe-
matically equivalent to placing constraints on a system. An exact representation of a
flexible.system requires expansion by an infinite series. Constraints make a system
stiffer and raise its natural frequencies. This property is common to all discretization
procedures that are based on series expansions and variational principles. Increasing
the order of approximation in essence relaxes some of the constraints. Hence, the
eigenvalues become lower in value. As the model order is increased, the eigenval-
ues approach their actual values from above. By contrast, when the discretization is
in the form of lumping, the approximate eigenvalues usually approach their actual
values from below.

The property that the approximate eigenvalues approach the actual eigenvalues
from above can be demonstrated by the inclusion principle, which can be stated as
follows: Let wr (r = 1,2, ... ,n) denote the natural frequencies associated with an
nth-order approximation. Now, consider an approximation of order n + I, where the
first n trial functions are the same as before, and the next term in the set of admissible
functions is the (n + I )th trial function.

Denoting the eigenvalues of the order n + I system by Or (r = 1,2, ... ,n + I),
the inclusion principle states that

~
.~
i
t
'~

j
~
~,.

j
'I

.~,

01 < WI < O2 < W2 < < On < Wn < 0n+l [11.5.22]

Proof of the inclusion principle is based on the minimax theorem; it can be found in
advanced vibration texts.

We next consider the issue of convergence. Convergence of the approximate so-
lution to the actual solution depends on the type and number of trial functions used, as
well as on the mass and stiffness properties and the loading. For example, if the sys-
tem has discrete (also called concentrated, to distinguish from continuous) springs
acting on it, these concentrated springs cause a discontinuity in the shear profile.
This discontinuity becomes hard to approximate by continuous trial functions. Also,
if the trial functions are selected such that the complementary boundary conditions
are violated or it is not possible to satisfy the natural boundary conditions, conver-
gence becomes slower. The sensitivity of the trial functions to various parameters
in them are also important. For example, dealing with hyperbolic sines and cosines
often presents problems, as these functions are very sensitive to their arguments.

In general, if one uses an nth order model, one can assume the first nl2 eigen-
values to be accurate. The exception is when simple polynomials are used as trial
functions, where usually fewer than nl2 eigenvalues are estimated accurately. Also,
if the trial functions are selected as functions resembling the eigenfunctions, conver-
gence is much faster. For example, to find the eigensolution of a beam with a nonuni-
form cross section, a good choice of admissible functions is the eigenfunctions of a

----oi
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mrs = ({t/Jr(qfl)},.M{t/Js(qfl)}) krs = ({t/Jr(qfl)}, {t/Js(qfl)})

Qr = ({t/Jr(qfl)},{F}) r, S = 1,2, ... ,n [11.5.24]
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Example
11.6

[c]

[It]

[11.5.23]

r = 1, 2, ... , n

P(x) = J-t02(L2 - x2)

n

{OU(qfl,t)} = 2:)t/Jr(qfl)}qr(t)
r=l

/:,11,
"in.'which {t/Jr(qfl)} (r = 1,2, ... ,n) are a set of admissible functions. The entries of
:I~e mass and stiffness matrices and the generalized forces become

.Uiliformbeam with the same boundary conditions. Convergence issues associated
:Withtrial function expansions of solutions constitute a very broad subject, one that
,~j~beyondthe scope of this text.
.~i~. The assumed modes method can be described in terms of the general operator
.~notation.We expand the elastic deformation as

.. :-;".
<...~.- ~ ..;.

;;jd~~hich{F} is the external excitation vector. One then invokes Lagrange's equations
:~'Mdobtains the equations of motion, which have the form ofEq. [11.5.11] when [M]
--~~, [K] are constant coefficient matrices .

-,i~,~:i I/Ir(O) = 0 1/1;(0) = 0 r = 1,2, ... ,n [a]
:~it--
the trial functions must also not violate the CBC, such that at least one of the trial functions
."'f(~}must have a non vanishing second derivative at x = 0 and one must have a non vanish-
'!Dgthird derivative at x = O. Also, the trial functions should not prevent the natural boundary

c' co~ditions to be satisfied at the free end.
t.,il$l;~Asuitable set of consistent admissible functions isthe eigensolution of a uniform, fixed-
'~f!.~;Jl0nrotating beam. Another choice is polynomials in the form

•;~()i;J.siderthe rotating blade problem in Example 11.3, which is modeled as a uniform fixed-
free beam of length L, rotating with angular velocity O. Compare the natural frequencies
gf;Jl1e,beam for the rotation speeds 02/(£1/ J-tL4) = 0,0.1, I, and 10, and verify that the
aSYll).ptoticbehavior ofthe eigenvalues is governed by Eq. [11.4.25].
tJ.l;~ ' ." . .

;.,Solutlon
: 'Weuse the method of assumed modes. The trial functions must satisfy the geometric boundary
~'<;()nditions of

( )

r+!

I/Ir(x) = i£;.~~~~
'.~;~:.We saw in Example 11.3 that the effects of the rotation can be modeled in a number of
.·.~~X~.Here, let us consider it as an added potential energy. From Eq. [aTof Example 11.3, the
Internal axial force has the form



t:")-'j:',

;~:':l

. '-if

. ,,,,Table 11.4 Natural frequencies of helicopter blade as a function of
the rotor speed

R Ratio of
AR=IO

Mode no. 0 0.1 1 10 AR=o

1 3.516 3.533 3.681 4.918 1.399

2 22.03 22.05 22.18 23.46 1.065

3 61.72 61.73 61.86 63.15 1.024

4 128.4 128.4 128.5 129.7 1.010

~t
¥j.}'

~ '-.":~-:~)
.: "'1

1

;, -~~.j

.4

The entries of the mass and stiffness matrices are found using Eqs. [11.5.4]and [11.5.5],J

m~~~ GI'

1 L L ~. ~m = -- f IIxr+1 xs+1 dx = /L hi ...-.•••
rs Lr+s+2 r- + + 3',or s "iC"
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k = (r + l)r(s + l)s fL EI r-l s-ld (r + 1)(s + 1) fL P( ) r sd
rs L + +2 X X X + L 2' X X X Xr S 0 r+s+ 0

= E.. I(r+l)(s+ l)rs + n2L(r+l)(s+I)( 1 _ 1 )
V r+s-l /L 2 r+s+l r+s+3 [eI]

rt'l

":d

~
Let us divide both the mass and stiffness coefficients by IJ-L and introduce the ratiO

R = n2IJ-L4 /E I. As R is increased, the blade rotates faster. We can then write the mass and
stiffness coefficients as

Example
11.7

_ 1 ',? . ',>.1mrs - _ ~~I
i

_ EI. [rs R ( 1 _ 1)~ .._.:)
krs - -L4 (r + 1)(s + 1) 1 + -2 1 3 [e] ,'.']./L r+s- r+s+ r+s+'

Letting Ell /LL 4 = 1, we solve the ~igenvalue problem fot various values of R.We use'a --:.J
di~cretized ~odel of ~rder n = 6. The first four eigenvalues are. given in Table 11.4,togeth~r .'•.
WIth the ratIO of the eIgenvalues for R = 10 and R = O. 'J "'_

We observe that as R increases and the rotation speed gets bigger, all of the eigenvalues .1
b~co~e larger. As expect~d from the asymptotic analysis, the increase in the natural frequent •......•_~....•••_.~I....•

cies ISmore pronounced In the lower modes.;" '.

"-1'
As an illustration of the importance of satisfying the complementary boundary conditions and:~j.
associated convergence issues, we consider a nnifonn bar of length L in axial vibration, fix"\! '"
at one end (x = 0), and attached to a spnng of constant k at the other end (x = L), as shown.]
in Fig. 11.21. The kinetic and potential energies have the form ,.:1 '?~J

I fL . I fL I .j
T = -2 /LU

2(x, t) dx V = -2 EA[u'(x, t)]2 dx + -2ku2(L, t) [a]' '.'1
o 0 "j

'1

~
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11.5 APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS: THE AsSUMED MODES METHOD

Figure 11.21
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[f]i = 1,2,3

F=L ~jr&1

u(O, t) = 0 EAu'(L, t) + ku(L, t) = 0 [II]

mrs = LLJ,Lt/Jir(X)t/JiiX)dX

krs = tL'EAt/J;r(X)t/J;s(X)dX + kt/Jir(L)~is(L)

For simplicity we select unit length and unit mass and stiffness distributions, L = I,
1, EA = 1. The boundary conditions can be shown to be

The boundary condition at x=O is geometric, and the associated complementary
undary condition is that EAu'(O, t) is unspecified. At x = L, we have a boundary condi-
~hof the third kind. To find the eigensolution we consider three sets of admissible functions
i;'(X),t/J2r(X), t/J3r(x),"each from a complete set:

]:1: t/Jlr(X) = xr [c]
. (2r - 1)7Tx

t 2:t/J2r(X) = sm 2L [eI]

er3: t/J3r(X) = (sin{3rL - sinh {3rL)(sin {3rx - sinh (3rx) + (cos{3rL

+ cosh{3rL)(cos{3rx - cosh (3rx) [e]

The mass and stiffness matrices have the entries
~~.-'

;'"rhe first set is simple polynomials, which do not violate ,the CBC or prevent the natural
!d~ condition from being satisfied. Hence, they qualify as a set of c?nsistent admissible

nctions. The second set is the eigenfunctions of a fixed-free bar in axial motion. This set is
('!exact eigensolution when there isho spring, i.e.,k = O. In the presence of a spring, this
11of;functions cannot satisfy the natural boundary condition at x = L, as all trialfunctions
'~.yahishing first derivatives at x = L. The third set, Eq. eel, is the eigenfunctions of
<~d-free beam in bending, where{3rL are the solutions of the associated charact'eristic
atiol1. For this set, both the displacement and slope ate zero at x = 0, thus violating the
mplementary boundary condition at x = O.Hence, the second and third sets db not qualify
~1consistent admissible functions.
nWe compare the accuracy of the solution obtained by using all three sets for varying

~rders of approximation and for different values of the spring constant k. Table 11.5 com-
J;gt(stpe first three eigenvalues for the different sets of admissible functions, andf01; varying
'lH~s of the spring constant, using approximation orders of five and seven. Even though
pIe polynomials constitut~ a relatively poor choice of admissible functions, the difference

<:~,ic~uracy and rates of convergence between simple polynomials and the other two sets is
f~bvious. , ;
J~'h.Analyzing the eigenvalues we make the following observations:
,;",;;t~:;<,,;

i,,".-'

',~~ <;';Asexpected,'in all cases the eigenvalues become smaller as the order of approximation
f#icreases and the inclusion principle holds.
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Tala.e 11.5 Comparison of eigenvalues

k=O k = 100 k = 1000
n=5 n = 7 n=5 n=7 n=5 n=7

Set 1: Polynomials as consistent admissible functions

WI 1.5708 1.5708 3.1105 3.1105 3.1385 3.1385
W2 4.7132 4.7124 6.2227 6.2211 6.2787 6.2769
W3 12.174 7.8550 9.9508 9.3479 10.091 9.4154

Set 2: Eigenfunctions of fixed-free uniform bar as trial functions
]

WI 1.5708 1.5708 3.2417 3.2027 3.2717 3.2348 ".~4.7124 4.7124 6.4938 6.4091 6.5515 6.4726 $JW2

W3 7.8540 7.8540 9.7727 9.6239 9.8524 9.7157

Set 3: Eigenfunctions of fixed.free uniform beam as trial functions

WI 1.6221 1.6187 3.2090 3.2043 3.2387 3.2341
W2 4.8963 4.8816 6.4390 6.4322 6.4965 6.4903
W3 8.1518 8.0818 9.5568 9.5163 9.6339 9.5978

2. When k = 0, which implies a free end at x = L, the eigenfunctions of the fixed-free
bar give the exact natural frequencies. This is because the eigenfunctions of the fixed-free
bar become the closed-form eigensolution for this case. Comparing polynomials and set 3,
for n = 7, polynomials exactly match the first two natural frequencies, with the third being
off by about 0.01 percent. However, using the eigenfunctions of the fixed-free beam gives
errors in all eigenvalues, with the error in the first natural frequency being about 2.5 percent.
Interestingly, the error in the third natural frequency is also about 2.5 percent off the actual
natural frequency. This is an indication of problems encountered when the CBC are violated,
because one expects the lower natural frequencies to be more accurate than the higher ones.'

3. For nonzero values of k, polynomials again give the best results, except for w} for n = 5.
This is expected, because the polynomials are a set of consistent admissible functions and
the other two sets are not. The natural frequencies again have an error of 2.5 to 3.0 percent
for sets 2 and 3. The lower frequencies are not estimated more accurately than the higher
frequencies, clear indications of the problems encountered when the CBC are violated and
the natural boundary condition cannot be satisfied.

4. For nonzero values of k, while the accuracy obtained from sets 2 and 3 is comparable for
WI, eigenfunctions of the fixed-free beam give better results for W}. For Wz, set 2 generally
gives more accurate results.

5. Also, for nonzero values of k, the eigenvalues obtained from sets 2 and 3 never get very
close to the actual values. For example, for k = 100, the solution for w I does not improve at
all for set 1 as we go from n = 5 to n = 7. This is because the solution has almost converged.
However, for set 2 there is quite a change as the order of the approximation is increased. For
set 3, there seems to be convergence, but not to the correct natural frequencies.

6. When polynomials are used as trial functions, one obtains very accurate results for the
lower modes but the higher modes are inaccurate. Usually, for an approximation of order n,
fewer than nl2 modes give accurate results. This can be observed by looking at w} for n = 5.

_.__._._J
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Deformed free-
free beam

Figure11.23

Original

d

Deformed pinned-free beamFigure 11 .22

7. Finally, one can observe the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues by looking at the
results for different values of k. Consider the results for polynomials and n = 7, so that we
can treat the first three natural frequencies as exact. For k = 100 and k = 1000, the first
natural frequency is almost doubled than WI for k = 0, while Wz increases by 33 percent and
W3 increases by about 20 percent. As in Example 11.6, addition of an extra source of stiffness
affects the lower modes much more than the higher modes.

11 .6 KINEMATICS OF COMBINED ELASTIC AND LARGE
ANGLE RIGID BODY MOTION

An important case in vibrations is the combined elastic and large-angle rigid motion
of a body. Consider, for example, the beam in Fig. 11.22. Analyzing the position
of a point compared with an initial, undeformed position, the rigid body and elastic
motions can no longer be linearly superposed, as the large-angle motion changes the
projection of the beam axis onto the undeformed axis substantially.

When the elasticity of the body is small, it is convenient to view the elastic mo-
tion from a set of reference axes, selected such that the motion observed from these
axes is small and linear vibration theory can be applied. When the elastic deforma-
tion becomes large compared with the dimensions of the body, one needs to consider
theories other than those presented in this chapter.

Consider Figs. 11.22-11.24, describing beams undergoing both elastic and
large-angle rigid body motion. The two ends of the beam are denoted by c and
d. These beams represent commonly encountered situations when dealing with
the combined elastic and large-angle rigid body motion. Figure 11.22, depicting
a pinned-free beam, is representative of a robotic arm; Figure 11.23 describes a
free-free beam, as in a satellite with antennae; and Fig. 11.24 is representative of an
intermediate link of a mechanical system.

We will observe the motion of these beams from a relative frame such as the one
shown in Fig. 11.25. The frame has an origin 0 and a certain orientation, and is called
the shadow frame or the tracking frame. We will refer to the motion of this frame
as the primary motion, and the motion observed from the frame as the secondary
motion. The reason for describing the motion in two parts is to select origin and



1. Selection of the origin and orientation of the tracking reference frame.
2. The type of trial functions to use to expand the secondary motion.
3. Analysis of the equations of motion.

[11.6.2]

. \~~e)
"'j, O:~'3C'i.\t\'b

Deformed intermediate link

Inertial frame

Figure I 1.24

Figure II :025

orientation of the tracking frame such that one can treat the secondary motion using
the near linear theory discussed earlier in this chapter. With this in mind, we write
the displacement of a point on the beam as

r(x, t) = ro + (x -t u(x, t»i + u(x, t)j + w(x, t)k

in which ro + xi denotes the primary motion and utx, t)i + u(x, t)j +w(x, t)k denotes
the secondary motion.

We note that u(x, t), u(x, t), and w(x, t) are not necessarily the same as therr
counterparts in the previous sections of this chapter and that the primary and seCl
ondary motions do not necessarily correspond to the rigid and elastic motions~Th~
values u(x, t), u(x,t), or w(x, t) depend on the choice ofthe tracking reference frame
and they may contain components from the rigid body motion. ,j

The angular velocity of the reference frame is written in terms of its componen.ts
along the reference frame' as

w = wxi + wyj + wzk

The velocity of point x becomes

r(x, t) = ro + ui + vj + wk + w X [(x + u)i + vj + wk]

= ro + (u - WzU+ wyw)i + (v + WzX + wzu - wxw)j

+ (w + wxu - wyx - wyu)k [11.6.3]

We will discuss the following issues a1)sociatedwith the modeling of lightly
flexible bodies undergoing combined rigid and elastic motions:

CHAPTIiR I I • DYNAMICS OF LIGHTLY FLEXIBLE BODIES638
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One can expect the nature of the reference frame to dictate the nature of the
equations of motion. The primary criterion is to enable one to use the near linear
theory and to describe the secondary motion in a series expansion. As we will see in
the next section, in many cases it is necessary to keep the u(x, t) in the formulation,
because for fast rigid body motions the centrifugal force is quite large.

The expansions for v(x, t), w(x, t), and e(x, t) have the form

639

n
v(x, t) = L o/r(x)qr(t)

r=l

n*

w(x, t) =LYr(x)qn+r(t)
r=l

m

e(x, t) = L /3r(x)qn+n"+r(t)
r=l

[11.6.4]

[11.6.5]

in which o/r(x), Yr(x), and /3r(x) are sets of suitable admissible functions and qr(t)
are generalized coordinates, with n, n*, and m denoting the order of the expansion.
It follows from Eq. [11.2.6] that u(x, t) can be expressed in terms of the generalized
coordinates as

1 (X [(av)2 (aw)2] mu(x, t) = e(x, t) - 2 Jo au + au du = ~ /3r(x)qn+n*+r(t)

1 n n (X
- 2 ~~ qr(t)qs(t) Jo o/~(a-)o/;(u)du

n* n. x

- ~ ~ ~ qn+r(t)qn+s(t) fo y~(u)y;(u) du

There are two primary choices for the selection of the relative frame:

a. To select the relative frame such that its motion is known a priori. This choice
is relevant when one has a good idea as to what the rigid component of the motion
is going to look like. An example is the maneuver of robots or spacecraft with little
flexibility. A set of inputs is applied to move the body along a desired trajectory. For
a variety of reasons, the actual trajectory of the arm will differ from the desired one.
The secondary motion makes up for this difference. With this model, the motion is
measured from a tracking frame whose motion is known.

Note that in this case both ro and ()are treated as known quantities, so that when
deriving the equations of motion their variation is zero. Hence, in this formulation the
primary motion is independent of the secondary motion. The boundary conditions on
the secondary motion remain the same as in the initial description of the beam.
b. To select the relative frame such that its location and motion depend on the
orientation of the structure. In this formulation one takes into consideration the cur-
rent position and orientation of the body. Hence, the primary motion is not selected
independently and it is related to the secondary motion. The quantities describing
the primary motion are variables, because their values depend on the location of
the body. This implies that we may be adding redundant degrees of freedom. Such
redundancy necessitates imposition of constraints on the secondary motion. The im-
position of constraints can change the boundary conditions of the secondary motion.
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One can view the geometric boundary conditions of a body as configuration
constraints imposed on an otherwise free-free member. From this perspective, one
can view the constraints imposed on the secondary motion as changing the bound-
ary conditions. However, one should keep in mind that the imposition of constraints
on the secondary motion is at a mathematical level, so that the existing internal
forces and moments at the boundaries, hence the CBC, do not change. One must
be cautious in describing the secondary motion such that the newly generated ge-
ometric boundary conditions are satisfied and the already existing CBC are not
violated.

As a consequence of using constrained coordinates, the resulting equations of
motion will be in the form of constrained equations. One way to circumvent deal-
ing with a constrained set of equations is to select the generalized coordinates that
describe the secondary motion in a way such that the imposed constraints are au-
tomatically satisfied. We will adopt this approach. In essence, by selecting the trial
functions as consistent admissible functions for the secondary motion one can satisfy
the constraints automatically.

There are several ways of defining the primary motion. Selection of the relative
frame is, in general, complicated for the case of general three-dimensional motion.
Furthermore, for three-dimensional problems, physical representation of the choice
ofthe relative frame becomes difficult, as well as any attempt to analyze the nature of
the resulting equations of motion. On the other hand, when the angular velocity has
certain properties, some interesting descriptions of the motion result. Here, we will
analyze cases where the angular velocity of the reference frame is in one direction
only, and the secondary motion is on a. plane. We consider the undeformed beam axis
to be the x direction, one of w(x, t) or vex, t) to be zero, and the angular velocity to
be along one of the x, y, or z directions. It turns out that there are three distinct types
of motion possible depending on the directions of the secondary motion and angular
velocity.

Example 11.3 showed the rotating blade problem, where the angular velocity
was in the y direction and the secondary motion was on the xy plane, with w(x, t) =
O. When the angular velocity is in the z direction and vex, t) is set to zero we get the
same type of behavior. We refer to such problems as Case 1. In this type of problem;
there are no constraints imposed on the secondary motion. The angular velocity of
the reference frame is along the plane of the secondary motion; thus the additional
rotational variable due to the rotation of the tracking frame is an added degree of
freedom and not a redundant one. For Case 1'problems, the angular velocity of the
tracking frame has a stiffening effect on the secondary motion, as we saw in Exampl~
11.3. This case is the most straightforward of the three types of motion. r,

When the angular velocity is in the x direction only, the motion is similar to
that of a rotating shaft. We will analyze this case, referred to as Case 3, in SectioIl
11.9, together with the effects of the rotation on the secondary motion. As in Case 1,
selection of the tracking frame does not impose a constraint on the secondary motion,
for the same reasons.

By far the most interesting case is Case 2, when the secondary motion is in the
xy plane and the angular velocity is in the z direction (or secondary motion in the xz
plane and angular velocity in the y direction). The angular velocity is perpendicular",

__ I
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Types of large-ongle rigid motionTable 1 il.6

Plane of Secondary Angular Velocity

Type of Motion Motion Direction

Case I (rotating blade, stiffening effect) xy Y
xz z

Case 2 (robotic arm, spacecraft) xy z
.xz y

Case 3 (rotating shaft, whirling) yz x

IheRiglcl Body Constraint In this approach, one selects the moving coor-
.hate frame such that there is no rigid' body-component in the secondary motion.
tat is, all of the rigid component of the motion is described by the angle (j and

by roo Figures 11.26 to 11.28 show this constraint for the three beam configurations
~gn~idered earlier. ,
w.r . Let us consider the selection of the origin of the reference frame. For the pinned-
free beam, the origin 0 is selected as the pin joint. For the free-free and intercon-
n~cted beams the origin is selected as the center of mass, so that

fed rex, t) dm = mro [11.6.6]

~~~fe;d ~ = J.L (x) d x. This leads to the constraint for the center of mass
.:;':";

'f f: M(X)((X + u(x, t)i + v(x,t)j] dx = 0 [11.6.7]

to the plane of the secondary motion. Hence, selection of the reference frame imposes
a,constraint on the secondary motion. Table 11.6 outlines the three cases.
, For the case of angular velocity in all three directions, general conclusions can-
~not be drawn, because of the mixed terms that enter the formulation. The exception
,:i!jswhen the angular velocities are small; then, one can rely on the results from this
t chapter to describe the stiffening and softening effe~ts.
. , In the remainder of this section we consider Case' 2 and outline three approaches
)t(t select the origin and orientation of the reference frame, together with the con-
straints they impose on the secondary motion. Without lo~s of generality, in all de-
scriptions we consider the secondk)r tnotiorifo be in the xy plane drtd the angular
velocity in the z direction.

,<OF, ' Note,the component of this equation in the y direction indicates orthogonality~..,'"
,',:,with the translational rigid body mode. The component in the x direction is basically
:~Z'.thelateral motion. This motion is usually very small, as it is the integral of u(x, t)
:' Over the beam. For the intermediate link in Fig. 11.28, one can select the origin at
; one of the joints, but this complicates the physical interpretation of the motion.
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Intermediate link

Rigid boclY constraint
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Pinned-free

fed p,(x)(x + u(x, t)] vex, t)dx = 0

:Figure 11.28

Figu•.• 11.26

1
qJi (x!,= ji;x

fed p,(X)cPl(.~)V(X,t)dx = 0

To determine the orientation of the tracking frame, a number of approaches,c;;m
be followed. One choice is to have the components of the motions in the x andi~
directions be orthogonal to ea,ch,other. This leads to the principal axes constraint,;"f

(d:
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Another choice is to select the oricrptationsuch thatv( x, t) contains no rigid
components. That is, vex, t) is orthogonal to the rotational rigid body mode. For
a pinned-free and a free-free beam, the rotational rigid body eigenfunction is (note,
that x is measured from point 0) , .

The constraint can then be expressed as

"J
For the interconnected beam.in Fig. 11.28 it is much harder to distinguish be,?

tween the rigid. and elastic motions, as both ends o1Lthebeam are not free, but oil~
can use the above equation as the constraint.

642
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Another choice for the orientation constraint is known as the modified Tisserand
constraint, and it has the form

For the types of motion of interest here, the deformation u(x, t) is usually small,
sothat any product of u(x, t) and vex, t) and their derivatives can be ignored. Using
this assumption, both the constraints [11.6.8] and [11.6.11] become equivalent to Eq.
[11.6.10]. We will use Eq. [11.6.10] as the rigid body constraint from now on.

Let us next investigate the boundary conditions on the secondary motion. For
the pinned-free and free-free beams the boundary conditions do not change after
the primary frame is introduced. Hence, to expand u(x, t) and vex, t), one can use
any set of trial functions used in the analysis of pinned-free or free-free beams. For
the pinned-free and free-free beams, use of the rigid body mode constraint has the
appearance of being a natural choice for the shadow frame.

For the intermediate link, the situation is different. Introduction of the reference
frame changes the boundary conditions of the secondary motion at c and d to basi-
cally free ends. The internal force at a free end is zero. However, for the actual beam,
at that point there is an internal force due to the joint. So one ends up with a situation
where the displacement and slope are unspecified at the boundary, while the internal
forces and moments are not zero.

A variant of the rigid body mode constraint is to not use the mass density term
in the constraint equations. Rather, one has

643

[11.6.11]

[11.6.12]r (1- ~)u(x.t)dX ~ 0

!cd JL(X)[X + U(X, t)]i x vex, t)j dx = 0

f: vex, t)dx = 0

::&

This constraint makes it easier to generate a set of trial functions.
The rigid body constraint has the advantage that it provides a physical explana-

tion for the selection of the reference frame. Also, for the pinned-free and free-free
beams, it separates the rigid and elastic components of the overall motion into the
primary and secondary motions. On the other hand, in an actual measurement or con-
trol application, where one needs to have measurements of the origin and orientation
of the reference frame, it is difficult to deal with this constraint. Because the refer-
ence axes are not attached to the body, the location and orientation of the reference
frame cannot be measured directly and they must be calculated from other measure-
ments.

The Zero Slope Constraint The origin of the reference frame is attached to a
point on the body, and the orientation of the reference frame is selected such that the
secondary motion has zero slope at the origin, as shown in Figs. 11.29 to 11.31. In
general, if there is a hub on the body the hub location is selected as the origin, as it
is easier to attach a sensor or actuator there for measurement, navigation, or control
purposes. For the interconnected beam, the reference frame is usually placed at one
of the joints. The constraint on the secondary motion is expressed as

v'(O, t) = 0 [11.6.13]
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Figure 11.30

v'(O, t) = 0

x

Intermediate link

Zero slope constraint

v(O, t) = 0

Pinned- free

Figure 11.31

y

Flgure-11.29

~
The resulting geometric boundary conditions on the secondary motion at the

origin become
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in essence giving the secondary motion fixed-free end conditions. This choice of
the reference frame changes the boundary conditions on the secondary motion of all
three types of beams considered in this section. For the beams in Figs. 11.30 and
11.31, if the origin 0 is placed on a point in the interior of the beam, one can view
the beam as consisting of two beams, one from 0 to one end c, and the other from 0
to the other end d.'

As in the rigid body mode constraint, the fixed-free end conditions specify that
the internal force is zero at end d. For the interconnected beam, there is the problem
of having the boundary conditions of a free end and the CBC of a pinned end when
modeling the secondary motion.

The Zero Tip Deformation Constrain' The orientation of the reference
frame is obtained by drawing a straight line between the two ends of the beam, as
shown in Figs. 11.32 to 11.34. The origin is taken as one of the ends. As a result, the
constraints on the secondary motion become

:~~
'fl

v(O, t) = 0 . veL, t) = 0 [11.6.15]
:':}

:.t

where L is the original length of the beam. These constraint equations are the
geometric boundary conditions associated with the secondary motion, those of a

-»

j
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y

Figure 11.32

Wewill consider elastic deformation along the beam axis and along the y direction
and use an analytical approach to derive the equations of motion. We will write the
kinetic and potential energies, as well as the virtual work, and then invoke the ex-
tended Hamilton's principle. We first introduce the displacements u(x, t) and vex, t)
in their general form to the kinetic and potential energies. As a result, the equations
of motion will have the form of partial differential equations for u(x, t) and vex, t),
and ordinary differential equations for ro(t) and (J(t). Then, we discretize the dis-
placement, u(x, t) and vex, t) and derive the equations of motion in discretized form.

Consider a differential element of the beam, and Case 2 discussed in the pre-
vious section. The angular velocity of the differential element can be expressed as

11.7 DYNAMICS OF COMBINED ELASTIC AND LARGE
ANGLE RIGID BODY MOTION

";pinned-pinnedbeam. Note that the distance between the two ends is not necessarily
:equal to L, due to the shortening of the pr<1jection.Intuitively, this choice of the
reference frame seems suitable for the intermediate link, Fig. 11.34.

With this choice of the tracking reference frame, the boundary conditions as well
as complementary boundary conditions at ends c and d are changed for the pinned-
free and free-free beams. At the free end, the internal force and internal moment are
zero. Once the constraint is imposed, the free end becomes a pinned end. However,
be~a~se the internal force and ,moment are zero, there is no restriction on the types
of functions one can use to expand the secondary motion other than the geometric
boundary conditions. Hence, the imposition of the zero tip deformation constraint
does not represent an inconsistency from a physical standpoint.
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w = [Oct) + iJ'(.x, t)]k. Hence, the kinetic and potential energies are

i;

'II

,...:I~U~l

[11.7.3,]

T = }'fL
JL(x)([it(x~ t) ~ ~~~x, t)]2 +[~{x, t) ~ O;",;:.t iJu'(x,.it)f);'x i{Jo. " ' ... ' . ,."j

= ~iL JL(x>(it2 + iJ2v'f. - 2iJitv + iJ2 " ;
,:0 ". ,

, + iJtx2 +iJ2uf + 2iJiJx +2iJiJu+ 2iJ2ux )dx
;~ ' '

.'.,

:r. }Jo.L JL(x)(02v2~ il2 + iJ2x2 -t-2iJiJx + 2iJ2ux)dx Uj.7,.4)

T = Ttran + Trot~rJL(x)r(x, t). r(x, t) dx + ~r jdx )[B(t) + Ii'(x, t))2 dx

[11.7.1_)..

in which rex, t) = Px(x, t)i +Py(x, t)j denotes the distributt?d external force. The.
distributed moment acts through the total rotation of point x, whIch is 'O(t) + v' (x, t) ..
Note that when the referellce fraIlle is selected a priori,O(t) becomes a known qu'W--
tity, insteaqof a variable. ., . . .. .',..' .. .' .:':

'. ." i , .•p~~

oW = !cd (r(x, t). or + mz(x, t)o[O + v'(x)] )dx

where we have included in the potential energy an axial force in the x direction. The',
virty.alwork has the form

1 fd
V = 2: c (E1zCx)v"2(x, t) + p(x)v'2(x, t) + EA(x)e,2(x, t) )dX'

[11.7.1111

11.7.1, EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN HYBa,p)FoR¥,

Derivation of the equations of motion in the form of partial differential equ~tiori~)i~
-', ' .. : .. ': .r:: .... ;,ii ,",",,' ". ";-' ,-,~" ,"'jl"" '~',," ;', . ), (~~{::~j;

quite cumbersome, even ,for the caseconsid~r~d here. F()rthis task, wes~nipl~f}!
the model further by ignoring the stretch' as&ociated with' the axial defo,Ijrt~t\O~
e(x, t) ~ 0: Fprther, wecons)Qer'a pinneq-free beam, so that ro = O. WeaJ~o)gl"
nore the .rotational kiii~ti~ en,ergyTrot, wq~sn'js du~ to the.r~t~tofy in~itla~'As"'~
external mput, we conSIder a concentrated moment at the pm Jomt of magmtude T.

The kinetic energy then has the form ;

We simplify the expression further by noting that u(x, t) is much smaller than'v(i: i)t
Any term quadratic in u or involvingi/, as well as terms involving products of u and
v, are ignored. We are then left with ,.\ .

646
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;. ::,>..,~:?C".

[11.7.5]

[11.7.6]

[11.7.7]

oW = TO[O+ u'(O)]

1 (L 1 (L (X(av)22 Jo /L2iJ2uxdx = -2 Jo iJ2X/L Jo aCT dCTdx

= _ !iJ2 (L /L(L 2 _ x2) (au)2 dx
4 Jo ax

The potential energy has the same form as in Eq. [11.7.1b]. The virtual work is

Because one variable-the body angle O-is added to the system description,
one corresponding constraint equation needs to be specified. For the time being, de-
scribe the constraint in the general form

C = fo
L
e(x)v(x, t)dx = 0

where e(x) is the constraint operator. We continue with the case of constant mass
density. We add Eq. [11.7.7] to the Lagrangian by using the Lagrange multiplier A,
which yields L = T - V + AC, and we invoke the extended Hamilton's principle.
Taking the variation of the Lagrangian with. respect to the two variables OCt) and
vex, t) and their derivatives, we write

~L aL ~O' aL ~ aL ~. aL ~, aL ~ "
u = -. u + -uV + -. uV + -uV + -uV

ao av av au' av"

= rJL[9v2 + xv + 9x2]09dx +r JL92vovdx +r JL(v+ 9x)ovdx

- ~9 09r JL(L2 - x2) (::)' dx - ~92r JL(L2 - x2) (::) ov' dx

(L (a
2
v) (L (av)- Jo Elz(X) ax2 OV" dx - Jo P(x) ax ou'dx [11.7.8]

The applied load can be expressed as m/x) = TQ(X), and the virtual work can
be expressed as -

oW = (L T£(x)oOdx + (L T£(X)OV' dx = fL T£(x)oOdx _ (L T£(x)ovdx,Jo Jo 0 Jo
[11.7.9]

" Performing the integrations by parts in the variation of the Lagrangian and col-
lecting coefficients of 00 and OV, we obtain two equations of motion. For the primary
motion we have

JL{ x2ij + xU + ij [v2 - ~(L 2
- x2)v" ] + 29 (vv - ~ (L 2 - x2)v' v')} = T~(X)

[11.7.10]

.; When the mass density is constant the last term in the kinetic energy can be written
in terms of v, using Eq. [h] in Example 11.3, as



To understand this equation better, it is useful to look at the expressions for the linear
and angular momentum. The linear momentum is expressed as

p = foL J.L(x)r(x, t)dx = foL J.L(x)[(u - Ov)i + (v + Ox +Ou)j]dx [11.7.13.l

When the mass density is not constant, the above equations have a more com-
plicated form. A few observations about these equations of motion are in order. The
equation for the primary motion can be expressed as

[11.7.12]

[11.7.1;4];

d [ . . 1. ]J.L- .X20 + xv + V20 + -'-O(L2 - X2)V'2
dt 2

= J.L:/X20 + xv + v20 + 2xuO] = r~(x)

"0 = fo
L
J.L(x)r(x, t) X r(x, t)dx

= fo
L

J.L(x)[(x + u)i + vj]

. ..
x [(u - Ov)i + (v + Ox + Ou)j] dx

= (L J.L(x)[(x + u)(v + Ox + Ou) - v(u - vO)]kdxJo .
= foL J.L(x)(xv + x20 + 2xuO + v20)kdx

J.L{ x8 + ij - 02v - ~ :x [02(L2 - x2) ;~]}

a
2

[ a
2
v ] a [ av ]+ -2 Elz(x)-2 - - P(x)- = -rQ'(x) - Ac(x)

ax ax ax ax -

and for the secondary motion
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The angular momentum about 0 is ~

648

in which we ignored terms quadratic in u, u and products of u and v. Comparing Eqs.
[11.7.12] and [11.7.14], we observe that Eq. [11.7.12] represents the rate of change
of angular momentum per unit length about O. This is expected, because we were
considering a pinned-free beam whose equation of motion for.the primary motion
is a moment balance. One can show that for the free-free beam, the translationat
equations of motion represent force balances.

When we use the approach of selecting 0 and its derivatives a priori, then 0
and its derivatives become known quantities and they have no variations. Equation
[11.7.11] remains the sole equation of motion, as there is no longer an equation of
motion for the primary motion.
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in which mrs and krs are defined in Eqs. [11.5.4] and [11.5.5], and

11 .7.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN DISCRETIZED FORM

649

[11.7.15]

hrs =faL xj.t(x) fax t/J~((T)t/J;((T)d(T [l1.7.17a,b]

n

vex, t) = ~ t/Jr(x)qr(t)
r=1

1 fL .2 2 1 .2 ~ ~ 1 T .22 Jo j.t(x)f) v (x, t) dx = 2f) ;S~ mrsqrqs = 2{q} [M]{q}O

~iL j.t(x)i}(x, t)dx = ~iimrsqrqs = ~{qV[M]{q}
o r=1 s=1

~ fL 2xj.t(x)iJiJ(x, t)dx = iJiarqr= {aV{q}iJ
Jo r= 1

1iL 1 n n 12 j.t(x)2iJ2uxdx = -2~~hrsqrqsiJ2 = -2{qV[h]{q}iJ2

o r=ls=1

1 fL 1 fL2 Jo Elz(x)v"2(x, t) dx + 2 Jo p(x)v'2(x, t) dx

1 n niT
= 2 ~ ~ krsqrqs = 2{q} [K]{q} [11.7.16]

r= 1 s= 1

When the mass density is constant Eq. [11.7.17b] becomes

J ~l

.0 ~).,..~•.

.; ~
where t/Jr(x) are admissible functions and qr(t) are generalized coordinates.

For the pinned-free beam under consideration, introducing Eq. [11.7.15] to the
kinetic energy and potential energy in Eqs. [11.7.4] and [11.7.1b], we obtain

The equations of motion derived above are in the form of hybrid equations, a combi-
nation of ordinary and partial differential equations. One way of dealing with these
equations is to discretize Eqs. [11.7.10] and [11.7.11]. To this end, one can make
use of several discretization methods. An alternative is to begin with a discretized
description of the secondary motion and introduce this description to the extended
Hamilton's principle. We illustrate this approach next and make an assumed modes
expansion of the secondary motion of order n as

, L

1ar = f Xj.t(X)t/Jr(x}dx. Jo

,
1;_

-;::>- hrs = ~ faL j.t(L 2 - x2)t/J~(X)t/J;(x) dx [11.7.18]

From Eqs. [11.7.6] and [11.7.9], the virtual work is expressed as
n

8W = T[8f) + 8v'(O)] = T 8f) + ~ Tt/J~(O)8qr
r=1

[11.7.19]
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From now on, we consider that the admissible functions have been selected such
that Cr = 0 (r = 1,2, ... ,n). Next, we invoke Lagrange's equations. For the coordiJ
nate 0, the integral of the JL(x)x202 term in the kinetic energy gives 1002. Carrying
out the algebra, we obtain the equation of motion for the primary motion as H

650

and the variation of the constraint becomes

n fL
8C = A ~ cr8qr Cr = Jo c(x)l/Jr(x) dx [11.7.20'

"1

n n n

100 + ~ arijr + 0 ~~(mrs - hrs)qrqs
r=l r=ls=l

{a}O + [M]{ij} + (([h] - [M])02 + [K]){q} = T{I/J'(O)} [11.7.25]

and the term in the big brackets is recognized as the spatially discretized form of the
angular momentum about point o. •

For the secondary motion, we follow a similar procedure and obtain the equa-
tions of motion as

or in column vector form as

100 + {af {ij} + {qf ([M] - [h]){q}O + 2{4f ([M] - [h]){q}O = T [11.7.221

This equation can also be written as

1;1
1

-"I
1:1
'1
i
1
'1.~I
:1
dJ
-I,
~'.'1j
J
A'.:
,i

J

1-I
i
I
-I
I
I
i,
H

]~'l
":".:

[11.7.21 ]

[11.7.23]

[11.7.24]

r = 1,2, ... ,n

n n
+ 20 ~~(mrs - hrs)4rqs = T

r= 1 s= 1

:t (100 + {af{4} + {qf([M] - [h]){q}O) ~ T

n n
arO + ~ mrsijs + ~[iJ2(hrs - mrs) + krs]qs = TI/J;(O)

s=l s=l

or, in column vector format as

Both the primary and secondary motion equations are nonlinear. The nonlin-
earity and a source of coupling between the two motions is through the [M] - [h]
term and iJ2..Had we not included the shortening of the projection to the formula-
tion, the [h] matrix would be absent from the equations of motion and the coupling
would be influenced only by [M]. For Case 2 problems, it turns out that [h], [M], and
[h] - [M] are all positive definite (see article by Smith and Baruh), so that neglect-
ing the shortening of the projection changes the sign of the coupling and leads to an
erroneous mathematical model. The contribution of [h]02 in Eq. [11.7.25] is known
as the centrifugal stiffening and the contribution of [M]02 is known as the centrifu-
gal softening. For Case 2 problems, the centrifugal stiffening is always larger than
the centrifugal softening. When the primary motion has three rotational components,
centrifugal stiffening does not always dominate the centrifugal softening.
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[11.8.1]

[11.7.26]

[11.7.27]

1/I~(O)rr,and the

e(x) = IJ-(x)x

laO + {af{q} = 7

{a}O + [M]q + [K]{q} = 7{1/I'(0)}

10 al az " . an 0 0 0 . .. 0
al mu m12 ... mIn 0 kll k12 . .. kIn
az m21 m22 ... mZn [k*] = 0 k21 kzz . .. kZn

. . . .. . ..
an mni mnz ... mnn I 10 kni knz . .. knn-

[11.7.28]

ANALYSIS OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION

[m*]{q*} + [k*]{q*} = {F*}

:y!e"{q*} = [0 qi qz ... qnf, {F*} = 7[11/11(0) 1/12(0)
.pices.[m*] and [k*] are of order n + 1 and have the form

'ssection we examine the nature ofthe equations of motion, the individual terms
'equations of motion for the various constraints discussed in Section 11.6, and
lIetrial functions to be used as admissible functions. We primarily consider the
d..:free beam from the previous section, so that ro =. O. We also discuss issues
iated with the free-free and interconnected beams.

;mrs and krs (r,s = 1,2, .,. ,n) denoting the entries of [M] and [K] .
. It should also be noted from Eq. [11.7.25] that the location of the external mo-
~t.affects the equations of motion for the secondary motion, but not that of the
,ary motion, corroborating the statements in Chapter 8 that the location of a con-
'a!ed moment does not affect the rigid body motion but that it affects the elastic
,:i'.~;':.

QD.

ese two equations can be combined into a single matrix equation of order n + 1

,'Rigid Body Constraint In this approach one selects the body axes such
there is no rigid body component in v(x, t). All of the rigid component of the

.,~rHs described by the body angle O. The constraint equation is given by Eq.
;~l~.~JO],from which the constraint function e(x) is recognized as

When the angular velocity of the tracking frame is slow, one can ignore the term
1- [MDez from the secondary motion and {qV ([M] - [hD{q}e from the primary

oHon.As a result, one obtains a set of linearized equations that describe the overall
:otionin the form

,'!Ve now investigate trial functions I/Ir(x) (r = 1,2, ... ,n) to use when expand-
;';!llesecondary motion. We are looking for trial functions that automatically sat-

,•..~;yus:constraint. One suitable set consists of the eigenfunctions of a pinned-free
ram. 'with the same mass and stiffness characteristics except for the rigid body
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[11.8.3]

o/r(x) = cPr+l (x)

which, of course, satisfies the relationship

foL c(x)o/r(x)dx = foL p'(x)xcPr+l(x)dx = 0

eigenfunction. We then have

[11.8.2] .~

'1,::.1
.!

]
j
I
t
I

<1
j4

1
'-'1

I
mrs = 8rs krs = W;Qrs Qr = 0 Cr = 0 [11.8.4].~ .,

where Wr are the natural freq~encies associ~ted with the elastic m~tion of a Pinned-j
free beam. When orthogonahzed polynomIals are used, the entrIes of krs are no .,
longer natural frequencies of the corresponding beam. Also, [K] is fully populated, ,
as opposed to being diagonal.

When the eigenfunctions of the pinned-free beam are used as admissible func-
tions the equation of motion for the primary motion becomes'

by virtue of the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions to the rigid body mode <Pl(X)='
x. Another suitable set of trial functions is polynomials orthogonalized using a Gram-
Schmidt process. Such polynomials can be normalized to satisfy Eq. [11.8.3].

When using the eigenfunctions of the pinned-free beam as trial functions, we'
obtain the following values for the coefficients discussed in the previous section,;T!

, n n n . n

10B(t) + BLL(Qrs - hrs)qrqs + 28 LL(Qrs - hrs)i]rqs = ret) [11.8.5]:
r91s=1 r=ls=1

As discussed earlier, this equation can be expressed as an angular momentum
balance

:t ([/0 + {qf ([M] - [h]){q}]8 ) = ret) [11.8.6] '-.1:.,
:1

are recognized as the mass moment of inertia of the deformed beam about the z axis.
To see this, we consider the definition of the mass moment of inertia about the z axis,

where the terms inside the square brackets

10 + {qf ([M] - [h]){q} [1'.8.71!
,
-i

10 = J r.rdm = J[(X+U)i+Vj].[(~+u)i+vj]dm

= J (x
2 + u2 + 2xu + v2)dm [11.8.81

Ignoring the u2 term, introducing the discretization [11.7.15] and the definition of
u, gives Eq. [11.8.7]. In essence, the elastic deformation changes the magnitude of
the mass momentof inertia. This change is dependent on the sign of Qrs - hrs. As
discussed e(lTlier,[h] - [M] is positive def.initefor the type of motion considered here,
so that while these terms increase. the stiffness in the secondary motion equations,
they reduce the mass moment of inertia. When {qY ([M) - -fh]){q} becomes very

----.J
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[11.8.10]

I 1.8 ANALYSIS OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION

[m*] = diag(/o, 1, 1, ... , 1)

n

iiAt) + L[l~2(hrs - Qrs) + krs]qs(t) = T<f>~+l(0) r = 1,2, ... ,n [11.8.9]
s=l

~\1us feature makes it easier to integrate or manipulate the equations of motion nu-
~~•.merically. In addition, the rigid body constraint gives one a better physical interpre-
~;,tation of the terms involved. While these features are very desirable for analysis and
~. simulation of the system behavior, the rigid body constraint loses its appeal when
tl one needs to take measurements or conduct experiments. This is because of the ad-t,-.•r Clitional effort needed in locating the relative frame from actual measurements.
o'c For the free-free beam, one can select as trial.functions the eigenfunctions of that
pbeam, or orthogonalized polynomials, as in the pinned-free case. For the intercon-
~nected beam, the situation is again different. Here, if one selects the eigenfunctions
~ of a free-free beam as the admissible functions, the CBC at the ends will be violated,
'~'.hecause these trial functions describe a system with zero shear force, and there are
Ienonzero shear forces at the ends of interconnected links. Hence, pinned-free or free-
,~:,free eigenfunctions do not constitute a set of consistent admissible functions for the
if:interconnected beam. Orthogonalized polynomials do not have this problem. How-
~tever, the problem they do have is regarding convergence and numerical accuracy of
~!'the solution. Polynomials of order higher than seven or eight often lead to singular-
~{ ity. Also, as discussed in Section 11.5, a larger number of terms are required from
)rpolynomials than from other types of trial functions, for the same desired accuracy
~: levels.. .

An interesting property when using the rigid body constraint is that the equation
~¥ofmotion for the primary motion contains no acceleration terms from the secondary
~':motion, and vice versa. The inertia matrix for the combined system is diagonal, thus

[large, one may reach a very small or even negative value for the inertia term in Eq.
fIl.8.7], which is not possible physically. This, of course, takes place when either
. ne or both of iJ and the secondary motion amplitudes are high. These parameters
asically define the accuracy range for the assumption used in viewing the motion

;ilS a primary plus a secondary motion.
For the secondary motion we obtain

'I'h. Z.ro Slope Constraint This constraint selects the rigid body angle () such
that the slope of the secondary motion is zero at the pinned end, or

v'(O, t) = 0 [11.8.11 ]

The constraint function c( x) is expressed as
:';';"-.-

:~~ C(x) = g'(x) [11.8.12]

Substituting the constraint in Eq. [11.8.11] into Eq. [11.7.20] we obtain

Cr = foL c(x)o/r(x)dx = foL g'(x)o/r(x)dx = -"'~(O) = 0 r = 1,2, ... ,n
[11.8.13]
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The trial functions o/r(x) that are used in the expansion of the secondary motion
are selected such that they have zero slopes at x = O. It follows that the essential
boundary conditions these trial functions should satisfy are

There are several choices when selecting the trial functions. One reason why
there are more choices here than for the rigid body mode constraint is that the trial
functions need not satisfy any orthogonality relations. Two functions that immedi-
ately come to mind are the eigenfunctions of a fixed-free beam and simple poly-
nomials, where o/r(x) = xr+1• Using the trial functions that satisfy Eqs. [11.8.14]
together with the assumed modes method, we obtain the equation of motion for the
primary motion of the pinned-free beam as

[11.8.14]o/r(O) = 0 0/;(0) = 0

654

n n n n n

laO + L arqr + 0 LL(mrs - hrs)qrqs + 20 LL(mrs - hrs)qrqs = T
r=l r=l s=l r=l s=l

[11.8.15]
and for the secondary motion as

n n
arO + L mrsqs + L[02(hrs - mrs) + krs]qs = ro/;(O)r = 1,2, ... , n

s=l s=l
[11.8.16]

If the trial functions o/r(x) are selected as the eigenfunctions of a fixed-free
beam with the same cross section and stiffness properties as the beam at hand,. then
mrs = ~rs and krs = w;~rs (r,s = l~, ... ,n). However, the ar terms, which lead to
a nondiagonal inertia matrix, do not vanish, regardless of the choice of trial func-
tions. The discussion in the preceding subsection with regards to the dominance of
the centrifugal stiffening over the softening terms is valid when the zero slope con-
straint is used. However, one can show that the magnitudes of the hrs - mrs terms
are much larger when the zero slope constraint is used, as compared with the rigid
body constraint. ~s leads to a less accurate mathematical model, whose range of
applicability for () is much smaller than the model obtained using the rigid body
constraint. 5

For a free-free beam, the formulation and the types of trial functions one can use
are the same as for the pinned-free beam. The origin can be selected as a point in the
interior of the beam, or as one of the ends. When the interior is selected one needs
to use two sets of functions, from 0 to the ends.

For an interconnected beam, one can select the origin as any point on the beam,
including the end points. However, the eigenfunctions of the fixed-free beam do not
constitute a set of consistent trial functions, as they violate the CBC at the inter-
connected ends. The same situation is encountered when using eigenfunctions of a
pinned-free beam with the rigid body constraint.

The primary advantage of this constraint is that it makes it very easy to measure
the location and orientation of the reference frame.

I 5See l. Yu, master's thesis, Rutgers University, 1995.

-----.il
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The Zero Tip Deformation Constraint This constraint leads to the following
geometric boundary conditions for the admissible functions:

655

"'r(O) = 0 "'r(L) = 0 r = 1, 2, ... ,n [11.8.17]

it

~

where L is the undeformed length of the beam. The equations of motion for the pri-
mary and secondary motions have the same form as Eqs. [11.8.15] and [11.8.16].
Again, if the eigenfunctions of a pinned-pinned beam with the same measurements
and mass and stiffness properties of the beam considered are used as trial functions,
then mrs = ~s and krs = w;~s (r,s = 1,2, ... ,n). Also, ar "# 0, regardless of the
choice of trial functions. Another set of suitable trial functions are simple sinusoidals,
which become the actual eigenfunctions if the beam is uniform. Sinusoidals are eas-
ier to deal with than hyperbolic sines and cosines or polynomials. Further, they have
better convergence characteristics and very few singularity problems.

Another advantage of the zero tip deformation constraint is that the trial func-
tions do not violate internal force and moment balances for all of the pinned-free,
free-free, and interconnected beams. This is especially important for the intercon-
nected beam, as in the other two constraints we discussed, the only set of trial
functions that did not violate force and moment balances at the boundaries were
polynomials. Also, from an implementation perspective, the location and orientation
of the tracking reference frame can be measured directly by taking measurements
at the joints.

Comparison of the Constraints and Convergence Issues When model-
ing Case 2 problems, the type of constraint to select and the types of trial functions
to use depend on a variety of factors. The rigid body constraint appears more logical,
especially for pinned-free and free-free beams, as it permits use of the exact eigen-
solution of the beam as trial functions. The boundary conditions of the secondary
motion are the same as the original beam. The discretized equations of motion are
likely to have fewer terms, making it easier to numerically integrate these equations.
Plus ar = 0 (r = 1, 2, ... , n), another desirable feature for numerical integration.
On the other hand, the choice of trial functions is limited. And, there is the problem
of locating the origin and measuring the orientation angle (J when seeking measure-
ments.

With the zero slope constraint, the discretized equations are more complicated,
but there are more and easier choices for selecting the trial functions. The trial func-
tions do not need to satisfy any orthogonality conditions. A disadvantage is that the
assumption of viewing the motion as a superposition of rigid and elastic motions
loses its accuracy much faster than the rigid body mode constraint. In addition, poly-
nomials have much slower convergence properties than sines or hyperbolic sines.
On the other hand, the origin and orientation of the reference frame can be easily
measured.

The zero tip deformation constraint emerges as an alternative somewhere in the
middle. For pinned-free and free-free beams it does not have the nice properties
of the rigid body mode constraint, but it does not have the convergence problems
associated with the zero slope constraint. For the interconnected beam, it definitely
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is the better alternative, as a set of consistent admissible functions is very easy to
find.

Table 11.7 summarizes the different types of trial functions discussed in this
section and whether they qualify as consistent admissible functions or not. When
we refer to eigenfunctions of pinned-free, fixed-free, or free-free beams, we mean
eigenfunctions of a beam with the same dimensions, material properties; and cross-
section as the beam being considered.

The accuracy of the eigenfrequencies of the linearized problem is one indicator
of the accuracy to be expected of the overall motion, but it is not the only indicator.
Another indicator of accuracy is the numerical complexities associated with the ma-
nipulation of trial functions. Especially when one deals with hyperbolic sines and
cosines, as well as with polynomials, the trial functions are difficult to handle nu-
merically. Hyperbolic sines and cosines are extremely sensitive to the coefficientS
involved. For instance, if the model parameters are not known accurately, the trial
functions constructed using these erroneous values will not be a complete set and,
hence, they will give incorrect results. The function ef3L(1+e) = ef3Lef3Le, and even
if e is small, f3Le may not be small, especially for the higher modes. This can re-
duce the accuracy of the mathematical model substantially. With polynomials, one
should not use too many trial functions, as this leads to singularity problems. Also

•••• 11.7 Comparison of certain trial functions

Type of Beam

Pinned-free Free-free Interconnected
Consistent Consistent Consistent
Admissible Admissible Admissible m,..,k,..

Type of Constraint Function Function Function Diagonal Or = 0
Rigid body
Eigenfunctions of
pinned-free beam Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Eigenfunctions of
free-free beam Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Orthogonalized
polynomials Yes No Yes No No
Zero slope
Eigenfunctions of
fixed-free beam Yes Yes No Yes No

Eigenfunctions of
fixed-free uniform beam Yes Yes No No No

Simple polynomials Yes No Yes No No
Zero tip deformation

Simple sinusoids Yes Yes Yes No No
Eigenfunctions of
pinned-pinned beam Yes No Yes Yes No

.-----.;1
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with polynomials, only very few of the approximate eigenvalues are close to their
actual values.

Another interesting comparison of the different models involves a comparison of
t1:l.e strain. While the magnitude of the secondary motion is different for the different
constraints used, the strains are comparable, as they are derivatives of the secondary
..motion.

We summarize the issues to be considered when selecting the model to describe
. the secondary motion and the trial functions:

The objective in the mathematical modeling. Is it analysis, measurement, or
navigation and control?
Are the trial functions a set of consistent admissible functions?
Are the coefficient matrices diagonal and are aT = O?
How sensitive are the trial functions to numerical as well as other types of errors?
What are the convergence characteristics of the trial functions and how many
trial functions are needed to have a certain number of accurate modes?

.A pinned-free uniform link is made of steel and has the following dimensions properties: cross
section 3/8 X 6 in, length = 12 ft, E = 27.5(10)6 psi, unit weight = 0.28 Ib/in3• Find the
eigensolution of the beam for small motions, and calculate the hrs terms and compare them
with the natural frequencies using the rigid body mode constraint.
SOlullon
The normalized eigenfunctions of a pinned-free beam are used as trial functions. These func-
tions were calculated in Example 11.4. For the linear elastic model, mrs = ~m and krs =
(J)~~s> where Wr are the natural frequencies, by virtue of orthonormality of the trial functions.
These diagonal elements, along with the centrifugal stiffening coefficients hrs calculated us-
ing Eq. [11.7.18], are given in Table H.8.

As one can see, the hrs terms are much larger than the mrr terms. Further, comparing the
elements krr we find them to be substantially larger than the hrs - mrs terms, so that these
terms have an effect on the secondary motion only when the primary motion is quite rapid.
However, their effect on the primary motion is more important (see article by Baruh and
Tadikonda).

Table II •• Comparison of coefficients in equations of motion

hrs

rls 1 2 3 4 mrr krr
1 6.397 1.861 -0.366 0.121 1.000 250.30
2 1.861 17.90 6.195 -1.480 1.000 2629.1
3 -0.366 6.195 35.99 12.64 1.000 11,445
4 0.121 -1.480 12.64 60.67 1.000 33,467

Exa.ple
11.8
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Consider the pinned-free beam in the previous example and compare the eigenvalues using
the three approaches.
Solullon
The linearized equations are given by Eq. [11.7.27). Expressing the configuration vector as
{q*(t)} = {z}eAt, the associated eigenvalue problem has the form

(A2[m*] + [k*]){z} = {O}

We use the following trial functions in each problem:

Rigid body constraint: (a) Eigenfunctions of a pinned-free uniform beam with
the same dimensions as the beam in the previous example. (b) Orthogonalized
polynomials.
Zero slope constraint: (a) Eigenfunctions of a fixed-free uniform beam of the same
geometry as in the previous example. (b) Simple polynomials, xr (r = 1,2, ... ).
Zero tip deformation constraint: Simple sinusoids, sin r7T'x/L, where L = 12 ft, the
beam length.

[a]

All the trial functions qualify as consistent admissible functions. The polynomial trial
functions give the same results for both constraints they are used with, even though the [m*]
and [k*] matrices will be different for the different constraints used. The nonzero natural
frequencies are given in Table 11.9.

As expected, the pinned-free eigenfunctions give the best results, because they are the
exact solution for the linearized problem. The results obtained using the fixed-free eigenfunc-
tions are very close to the actual values, except for the last natural frequency. The frequencies
obtained using simple sinusoids are slightly less accurate than the fixed-free eigenfunction
results, except for the last frequency, when they are much better than the fixed-free results.
Polynomials give relatively good results only for the first four frequencies, after which their
accuracy diminishes substantially.

Note that this problem can also be viewed as an example for Section 11.5, where the
accuracy of different trial functions is compared for the linear vibration of a uniform pinned-
free beam. The rigid body mode constraint results are basically the exact solution.

•• 1. 11.9 Comparison of nonzero natural frequencies for pinned-free beam

Mode Rigid Body Zero Slope Zero Tip Deformation Polynomials (for
No. Constraint Constraint Constraint Both Constraints)

2 15.827 15.827 15.827 15.827

3 51.288 51.289 51.293 51.292

4 107.01 107.02 107.05 107.15

5 182.99 183.07 183.21 194.72

6 279.24 279.72 280.08 325.45

7 395.74 398.32 398.82 1030.6

8 532.51 895.21 549.96 1943.4

.. ------:1
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be;~xpression for velocitygi yes the indication that weare dealing with,a gyroscopic
~yst~iit'The kinetic energy associated with the' traflslatiOnalmotion bf the shaft then
tietfomes
~i;i~J1:f.{l"~" - :''i "

:'m-f;~;?« f. "~,'ll.: !' ~ . • ',; n ,.'~,(::\.:, ", :: :.' ,..;,(T ":;~"/~ "::rf;':-:' :'L~.::,.~,.:"~'.! : _, ': ;."' ,.....,;' I}'lJ~~;',::,.CASE 3,,'RqTAT!NG SJIM'JS/:~, .' j;; ,f ':,p ,
:h'~:1ilf1 i ~..'- ;'~,i .' >. '-,i ,1''- .~ ' H J'->; -./ t' 1, ~ ) ~; ~ "n f ~ ~;', I;r;\ ~~'"'. ~',-:t ~ e;'i n~, ( :. .' I

When fth~,angt4~ yelociry.,~t tPet:~feren~~ fran;le is along the x (lX,i,s,,JheIllotiqn
',;;~:",/~,:':!f"j$'<" .'~'~ ".' ,~,,' -, ,.'t.' ~,"'.l,' __".:" "';.'~>''''.' ,,~t. t .• ,;. ,j':'''''c, . _I ':,'_ ;.,~ 'I. ",",,1 '. .

is:similar to that of a rota,tjJ,l&!~h;;tft,J:l~ca\,ls~jn)~u~l).J~rpbltm~.theJ;;~o:s.~,s.e~tiQn;is.
'ircular, we will consider both v(x, (Yand w(t,t) in the'fonmllation:" ~;.. ,'.
::~JI~ons,id~~,a rotati~g'shaft; ,:~~o.wnin F~g~.:1L3~\,;I~he1efetenfe,.fr~e j~,~ttache,<;i
.9ri~e~d of the shaft and the x axis is along the neu~al(lXis.1'hevelocity of a point

la~twe~dehterline of the s11M!caD.be obtained bY:s~ttirigro,w:y,'and Wz to zero in
~Gtld;.63]~ndusing the notation:w~ '=:'! 0,; which ,yi~lds' ',',>': i

I ' .rex, t) = ui + vj + wk + wxi x't(~';!f:Mi+-z)j'+\~~kf'
• \ J /,' ;~.:". ,~~'. !.' f~•.. :'" {,'

. = ui + (v~ lJw)J+ (w +' lJv)k~' [11.9.1]
..1--~'''i, ~', ~:""':~ l, -.i ....:.,,~,:::',:,(.l- . ,';~"''''~' ,.~#".~ ",'~"":,':', .. ,:, ::'1.',,' .,:~'..,.>~ ''':~:':

{),.•'1,tti~~S,':l,~!1g~~tuis neg,lig~ple"c0Ptpared to:the.()th~rf~rm~,,the'vel~dtyexpr~s-.
'sionluiiner reduces to ."... " ,.. .' '. ; ... ~.' '" '. "'.,
js}~:;t;?Jlr;qL ~~",i' ',.i'-.r; .. < . . '-/ Li b'

',' ' rex, t) = (v - Ow)j + (w + Ov)k (11.9.2]

"6t.~~~,'.¥"~I-.;(; '.~ Ii .fJL; '."';;'/.' ."'.';'i ',',','..;"." ,\. ii' !:i(;";':'~;.":'. ""~j.

, :;UBhTtran=2 Jl J.t(x)r{~,J).;rG~,t}4;x ; irj,

",,':',' °L ' " ",'
. = ~L J.t(x) (v2 ~ ~2 + 02~v2 ;W2) + ~~(vw - wv)) dx [11.9.3]

.J> -I , t. .• '. i"~\ \,'

.';I'o find the rotational kinetic energy, we need to calculate the angular velocity
of;'iifdifferentialelement on the shaftlGOllsiderthe ,formulationih Section 11;:21 The

~f~iice'here is'that'the xyz frame is i~tatingwith .0 while in ~Secti()rt;11'.2'the
. .;~<: ;\ 't ,: ',_,<" :'.i '; -J,",. ,,', '" I -:; . , . t'\
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xyz frame was fixed. Here, the rotations are by v' (x, t) about the z axis and then by
-w'(x, t) about the rotated y axis (or first by -w' and then by v'). This is basically a
1-3-2 (or 1-2-3) Euler angle transformation. Making a small-angles assumption and
recalling from Fig. 11.3 that x* y*z* is the rotated frame, that of the beam axis, we
approximate the angular velocity of the differential element as

ir "k . ,.* £J(' ,.* ,.* , 'k*) "( ,.* + 'k*) . ,.*ro = ul + V - w J = u cv CW I - sv J - cv sw + v SW I CW - W J

= (0 + z:,'w')j* + (-Ov' - w')j* + (-Ow' + z:,')k* [11.9.4)

In view of the fact that 0 is often much larger than the secondary motion, the
angular velocity can be simplified to

ro = OJ* - Ov'j* - Ow'k* [11.9.5)

The differential element has mass moments of inertia of dIxx = jxx(x)dx,
dIyy = jyy(x)dx, dIzz = jzzCx)dx. Assuming that the xyz axes are selected as
principal axes, so are x* y* z*, and the rotational kinetic energy can be approxi-
mated as

1 r L ( . 2 . , 2 . , 2)
Trot = "2 Jo jxx(x)8 + jyy(x)(Ov) + jzz(x)(Ow) dx

Often, Trot is small enough to be ignored, or, as in Eq. [11.9.6], only very few
terms are retained in its description. Trot usually becomes significant in the presence
of disks attached to the shaft, and it is calculated only for the disks. The potential
energy has the form

. L

V = ~ fo (EIy(x)w"2 + EIzCx)v"2] )dx

Invoking the extended Hamilton's principle, we obtain the equations of motion.
Note that when evaluating the variation of a term like w', one uses two integratio~
by parts, one with respect to time and the other with respect to the spatial variable.
Omitting the details of the integration by parts, the equations of motion can be shown
to have the form

ixx(x)O + iyy(x)(Ov'2 + 20z:,'v') + izzCx)(Ow'2 + 20w'w')

+ J.L(x)O(v2 + w2) + J.L(x)0(2vz:,+ 2ww) + J.L(x)(vw - wv) = 0
O<x:5:L

J.L(x)V - J.L(x)Ow - 02J.L(x)Ow - J.L(x)02v + 02[iyy(x)v']' + (EIz(x)v")" = 0
O<x<L

J.L(x)w + J.L(x)Ov + 2J.L(x)0z:,- J.L(x)02w + 02[izz(x)w']' + (EIy(x)w")" = 0
o < x <L [11.9.8]

The equations of motion associated with the secondary motion contain Coriolis
as well as centrifugal terms. The centrifugal terms arise from the rotatory inertia and
from the centripetal acceleration. They have a softening effect, while the Coriolis
terms contribute to added stiffness.
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[a]

[It]

1 1.9 CASE 3, ROTATING SBAFfS

w(x, t) = t/J(x)(h(t)

I I
_a_--- --~-T-----c-~--------

FI•• re 1".36

1 ' , • ' "
Trot =Z (I{}2 + J{}2[v'2(a,t) + w'2(a,t)])

, ,

v(x, t) =t/J(X)ql(t)

~ ~...

if

c.;",

1:;.

',C6nsider the uniform circular shaft of length L in Fig. 11.36. On the shaft there is a rigid disk
.',of mass M and moments of inertia I and i,with I being about the shaft axis, located at a

F~;;:distance a from end O.Derive the equations of motion using the assumed modes method, by
t:,"~~umingthat the shaft speed is kept constant by a servomotor at iJ == fl and by ignoring the
f! ~Kinetic energy of the shaft.

"."':::.-!

,;iSOlution
F<~The secondary motion has the same boundary conditions as that of a pinned-pinned beam in", ',r,..
r"'Yiti,Othtransverse directions. We will use a one term expansion {or bothv(x, t) and w(x, t) in
\',,~ili.eJform '-,~.~,

...'t;l.

" Obviously, the equations of motion are quite complicated, so that one usu- ,...---
",',.L,.t.allYsee~s an approximate solution. We demonstrate the use of the aSSUmed'IDOdre~/ 6.; '~; \:5.'"
',:method In Example 11.10. . , ."...
iX'~;f4'}1 " 041';"$t~.::-.:.-'J';:-,,:'; l )
,~,,-,~:,,-

'•••'j.'.- ,'~' -,.

jliwbich t/J(x) = sin T1'xl L is the first eigenfunction ofa pinned-pinned uniform beam. There
':' J:l;no problem with using the same trial fu~ction for both v(~, i) and w(x, f). The justification
<>for ignoring the kinetic energy of the shaft ISbased on the fact that the mass moment of inertia
i;c9fit;he disk is usually much larger than that of the shaft. The rotational kinetic energy has the
'}',' ',~

~,:, form

,;:-,FromEq. [11.9.3] the translational kinetic energy has the form;
<"'if: ,< I' ."." .." ,,' '.'-_'!~ = zM(v2(a; t) + WZ(a, t) + {}2[v2(a, t) +~(a, t)] + 2{}[v(a, t)w(a, t) - w(a, t)v(a, t)])
''1,v, ~ .- ", ' [e]

K';-_<~Jt,bthepotential energy defined by ,Eq. [11.9.7].
,~;:\,;,!~i/We next introduce the assumed modes expansion of v(x, t) and w(x, t) into Eqs.[b], [c]
~;~;fud [11.9.7], with the results

Trot == ![I{}2 +JZ2{}2(trl +'trl)] = !U1.2 + !lz2{}2{qf{q}
2 '.,' ,2 2

T~ = ~My2Wn -+ q~) + {}2(trl +~) + 2{}(qlq2 - q2ql)] ,

= !My2{qf{q} + !My2{}2{qf{q} + My2{}{qf[g]{q}2 2
1 1

V = - B2w2(trl + trl) = - B2w2{qf {q} [tI]2 2

'-
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The constant B relates the first normalized eigen funtions cP(x) to t/J(x) by t/J(x) ='
BcPl(X), for a uniform beam B = p.,L/2. The terms in Eqs. [d] can be combined as

[h)

[e)

[I]

[0 -1][g] = 1 0

[M2Hq} + O[GHq} + ([K] - 02[Mo]){q} = {O}

[M2] = My2 [~ ~] [G] = 2My2[g] [Mo] =

(JZ2 + My2) [~ ~] [K] = B2w2 [~ ~]

Because all coefficient matrices are time invariant, we make use of the developments in:
Section 5.3 and directly write the equations of motion as .'

Both the terms that have 02 in them (JZ2 and My2) contribute to the softening effect.
The centrifugal component My2 is from Ttran,and it can be visualized easily. The contribution
due to the rotatory inertia, 1Z2, may seem puzzling at first, but can be explained by consid-
ering that rotatory inertia adds to the kinetic energy that has to be balanced by the potential
energy. The kinetic energy becomes higher when one includes the rotatory inertia term, so
that in essence this corresponds to a lower relative stiffness. Be aware that Eq. [h] represents
a gyroscopic system so that the reduction in stiffness due to increasing 0 does not describe
the entire dynamics.

When a = L/2, that is, when the disk is in the Iniddle of the shaft, the rotatory inertia
terms have no contribution for the order of expansion considered, because t/J'(L/2) = O. In
this case, to capture the rotatory inertia contribution and to have a more accurate model one
should use more than one trial function in the expansion of v(x, t) and w(x, t).

Let us next introduce the inertia of the shaft to the problem. In this case, we can safely
assume that the contribution of the shaft to Trot will be negligible and the contribution to T tran
is given by Eq. [11.9.3]. Introducing the assumed mode expansion in Eqs. [a] to Eq. [11.9.3],
we obtain

T = ~{qf[M2Hq} + ~O{qf[GHq} + ~n2{qf[MOHq} V = ~{qf[KHq} [f]

in which Y = t/J(a), Z = t/J'(a), w is the first natural frequency of a pinned-pinned bar with
the same geometry and material properties, and [g] is a skew-symmetric matrix in the fonn
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Ttran(additional)= ~M*{ (qi + q~) + 02(qi + q~) + 20(qlq2 - q24d} [I]

in which

M* = foL p.,(x)t/J2(x)dx [I]

This expression is then added to the total energy. It follows that the equation of motion
retains the same form as Eq. [h]. The elements of the coefficient matrices change as we replace
My2 with My2 + M* in [M2], [G] and [Mo]. As before, when seeking a two or higher-order
term expansion of the secondary motion, the additional.T tranwill be more complicated.,. - - ~

A very important phenomenon in the motion of shafts is that of whirling. At certain
rotational speeds the shaft undergoes large amplitude vibrations. Such vibrations are often
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detrimental to the structural integrity of shafts. An eigenvalue analysis of the equations of
motion, Eq. [h], is a useful tool to calculate shaft speeds under which whirling occurs.

1 1•10 HYBRID PROBLEMS

In previous sections we saw derivation of the equations of motion and analysis of
these equations for continuous beams. The angular velocity was always in one di-
rection. More complex models of flexible systems undergoing rigid body motion
include angular velocities in more than one direction and bodies comprised of rigid
as well as elastic components. In such a system the kinetic energy will have contri-
butions from both the rigid and elastic parts. However, the potential energy will be
due to the elastic part alone. This makes it difficult for a single continuous function
to approximate the entire body.

Consider, as an example, the model of a satellite with a hub of radius Rand
two antennae, as shown in Fig. 11.37. A suitable placement for the tracking refer-
ence frame is to attach its origin to the center of the hub and to align it along the
undeformed position of the antennae. The position of a point on the antenna can be
written as

Antenna 1: rl (XI, t) = [R + Xl + UI (XI, t)]i f VI (XI, t)j + WI (XI, t)k
Antenna 2: rz(xz, t) = [R + Xz + uz(xz, t)]i + vz(xz, t)j + wz(xz, t)k [11.10.1]

with Xl and Xz denoting the spatial variables. The secondary motion of the antennas
are then obtained using separate expansions for each antenna. One can expand Vi

and Wi (i = 1,2) using the zero slope constraint and use fixed-free eigenfunctions or
simple polynomials as trial functions. One can also invoke the other constraints we
have discussed, but these constraints do not have as good a physical interpretation as
the zero slope constraint for this problem. For example, if the zero tip deformation
constraint is used one draws a line from one end of the antenna to the other end.

If one wishes to use a single set of admissible functions to describe the motion
(from the tip of rl to the tip of rz), the functions used should be able to model the
zero elastic deformation in the hub. This may be a viable approach if the hub is small
compared to the rest of the structure, but not so if the hub dimensions are anywhere
close to the size of the ~tennae.

For interconnected bodies, such as the one shown in Fig. 11.38, the zero tip
deformation constraint appears more suitable than the other two, because of the at-
tractiveness of using simple sinusoids as consistent admissible functions. The defor-
mations on the individual links can be expressed as

Link 1: rl (XI, t) = [Xl + UI (XI, t)]il + VI (XI, t)jl +WI(Xl, t)kl
Link 2: rz(xz, t) = rdLI, t) + [xz + uz(xz, t)]iz + vz(xz, t)jz + wz(xz, t)kz

[11.10.2]

where Xl and Xz are the spatial variables and LI is the length of the first link. Note
that there is a separate set of unit vectors and orientation angles (8 I and 8z) for each
link.
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HOMEWORK EXERCISES

SECTION 11.2

1. Write the kinetic and potential energies, as well as the virtual work, for the beam
shown in Fig. 11.39. The cross section varies as follows: b is constant, while
h(x) = /zoO - xI2L).

2. Find !lxx, !lyy, !lzz for the beam in Example 11.1.
3. Find the kinetic and potential:energies for the bar undergoing torsion in Fig.

11.40.
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Figure 11.39

t.~'oh"~,-SEci-iON11.3
,~. <. :~~

~)i:'?lFilidthe equation of motion and boundary conditions of the tapered bar in axial
J::~,~i.Pfation shown in Fig. -11.41. The cross section varies as follows: b is constant,
~_,&,:;_~htleh(x) = ho(l - x/2L).~,,\c~,*a:h.:,. .
~i£~>;~f.~dthe equation of motion and boundary conditions of the beam shown in
,>:' Fig. 11.39.
~'l~r!~ind the equation of motion and boundary conditions of the bar undergoing tor-
,;:,,fu1it;;~~onin Fig. 11.40.
~7;'ilJFind the eigensolution and first five eigenvalues of a free-free unifomi beam of
'{;~~:~tlengthL, stiffness EI, and mass density JL.
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Lx ~JJj_J}i_k,
L I

Figure 11.42

8. Find the eigensolution for the free-free uniform beam resting on an elastic foun-
dation, shown in Fig. 11.42. The elastic foundation is modeled as a continuous
spring of constant ky(x) = 0.4E IlL 4. Comment on the rigid body mode.

9. Derive an expression for the response of a pinned-pinned uniform beam to an
impulsive force Py(x, t) = F~(t)~(x - a), in which a denotes the point of ap-
plication of the force. Analyze the mode participatiori, and draw conclusions for
arbitrary values of a. Then, let a = LI2 and reevaluate your results.

SECTION 11.5

10. Using the assumed modes method, find the approximate eigensolution of ~e
tapered fixed-free beam shown in Fig. 11.39. Ignore the dashpot, let Py = 0,
a = L12, k = 2EIIL3. Use approximation orders 9f~3t5,.~d 7, and use as tri~
functions the eigenfunctions of~a fixed free beam. Verify numerically that the
approximate eigenfunctions obtained from the discretization are indeed orthog-
onal with respect to the mass distribution.' . !.1;~

11. F~f a pi~~4;piIlIled uniform steel beam <.>flength L= 2I!1 and circ,uJa.rcros~
se.c.tionwit4tadiu~ R = LII0, analyze, ~~ contIibutipn of the r~tatory ~nerti&;
Consider deformation in both the y and idirectiorl.s, and obtain the eigensolu-
tion with and without the rotatory inertia terms. Then compare the two sets of
eigenvalues. Use as trial functions the eigenfunctions of a pinned-pinnedbeaJ
and three terms in the expansion.

12. Given a unifonncolumn stibjectedto an axial load P as shown in Fig. 11.43; fina
the load P that makes the first eigenvalue zero using the assumed modes method
and three trial. funetions:.Then, compare this value for' P with thecriticalloaa
required for buckling, Per = 71'2EIIL 2. Plot the, first natural frequency. versus
P. Note: Finding P requires some trial and error calculations.

~ p,m J;-p
I--x L.

Figure 11.43
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13. Using the assumed modes method, find the eigensolution of the beam shown
in Fig. 11.44. Use simple polynomials as trial functions and an approximation
order of 5. Compare the results for the following values of k: 0.1 EI/L3, 0.5
EI/L3, 3 EI/L3.

14. Consider the shaft undergoing torsion in Fig. 11.45. The shaft manufactured
of steel (G = 79 OPa, p = 7860 kg/m3) by connecting two shafts of different
diameter. Calculate the eigensolution of the shaft and list the first three frequen-
cies. Use as trial functions the eigensolution of a uniform fixed-free shaft.

SECTIONS 11.7 AND 11.8

15. Consider Example 11.8 and calculate the values of hrs when the zero slope con-
straint is used and as trial functions simple polynomials (x2, x3, ..• ) are used.
Normalize the trial functions by setting rnji = 1 (i = 1,2, ... ,4), and compare
hij with the results in Example 11.8.

16. Write a computer program to model the beam in Example 11.8. Use the rigid
body constraint and the trial functions in Example 11.8. Simulate the response
for a period of 15 seconds for an external moment of M(t) = 1.2 sin 20t N.m at
the pin joint. Do the simulation for n = 1, n = 2, and n = 3. Plot the values
for 8(t) and qr(t) for each case. Compare the results as the number of terms that
describe the secondary motion are varied.

SECTION 11.9

I."
i

17. Derive the equations of motion of the rotating shaft considered in Example
11.10. This time use two trial functions each to expand v(x, t) and w(x, t). Cal-
culate the elements of the coefficient matrices. Include gravitational potential
energy in your formulation.

18. Consider the previous problem and a shaft made of steel of length L = 2 m
and radius 3 em. The rigid disk is of mass 20 kg and radius 10 em. Conduct a
parametric study and plot the first two eigenvalues of the approximate model as
a function of the driving frequency n,in the range of 0 <: n <: 2000 rpm.

I
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SECTION 11.10

19. Write the kinetic and potential energies for the double-link robot arm shown in
Fig. 11.38. Consider that both links are flexible only in the plane of motion (XY).

20. Find the equations of motion for the robot arm shown in Fig. 11.38. Assume
that link 1 is rigid and link 2 is flexible. Use one trial function to describe the
secondary motion of link 2. Justify your choice for the reference frame.

21. Figure 11.46 describes a uniform robotic arm of length L attached to a pin joint.
The beam has elasticity in both transverse directions. Find the equation of mo-
tion of the beam, using the assumed modes method. Discuss your choice of trial
functions for each transverse direction. Neglect axial stretch.

22. Find the equations of motion for the robot arm in Problem 20 by considering
that both arms are flexible. Use one trial function for each arm and justify the
motion constraints that you are using for each arm.

23. Consider the model of a satellite in Fig. 11.37. The satellite consists of a hub of
mass M, radius R, and mass moment of inertia J. To the hub are attached two
antennae, each of length L = 3R, mass density J.L = M/5L, and stiffness EI.
In the undeformed position the two antennae are along the same line. Write the
kinetic and potential energies of the hub.

24. Using the assumed modes method, derive the equations of motion for the hub
in the previous problem. Which constraint should you use? Note: Each antenna
needs to be described as a separa~ body.

25. Consider the equations of motion of the satellite in Problem 23. Linearize these
equations and solve the resulting eigenvalue problem. Let I = 0.3MR2• Use
two trial functions for each antenna. Plot the eigenfunctions.

26. Consider the satellite model in Fig. 11.47. The satellite has the same dimensions
as the satellite considered in Problem 23, but now there are four identical an-
tennae, whose undeformed positions are perpendicular to each other. Obtain the
equations of motion using the assumed mode, method, and one trial function per
antenna.

27. Derive the linearized equations of motion for the satellite in the previous prob-
lem and solve for the eigensolution. Use one trial function per antenna.
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APPENDIX

A
A BRIEF HISTORY OF DYNAMICS

This appendix presents a historical overview of the field of analytical mechanics, with em-
phasis on the history of rigid body dynamics. We also discuss the lives and achievements of
the people who made key contributions. We present the accomplishments of each individual,
and explore the interactions that took place among these brilliant minds.

One of the greatest challenges when writing a historical document is that of perspective.
Many of the scientists who contributed to this field also made significant contributions in
other fields. For example, when studying the life of Isaac Newton, dynamicists tend to think
of Newton's laws of motion as his greatest contribution, while mathematicians view Newton's
greatest contribution as his development of the calculus. There are several publications about
the history of mechanics, each one emphasizing different accomplishments. Even two major
books on the subject (Truesdell and Dugas) at times disagree on the level of contribution.

Although a well-balanced history of dynamics may be hard to attain, the process is ex-
tremely fascinating and rewarding. In this author's view, we get a much deeper understanding
of mechanics when we know the historical background. It is my recommendation to every
student of mechanics (or any other branch of science, mathematics, or engineering) to learn
its history and benefit from it. The interested reader should consult not only this appendix and
the references cited, but also other texts on the history of science and engineering.

The sections that follow give a historical survey of the evolution of dynamics and the life
stories of key contributors. The technical community is much indebted to these people. We
should also acknowledge those who thought to study the history of science and technology.
In mechanics, Pierre Duhem (1861-1916) deserves the most credit; he is regarded by many
as the founder of the field of history of science. Another individual who contributed to this
subject significantly is Ernst Mach (1838-1916).

t
f

A.I INTRODUCTION

A.2 HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF DYNAMICS

That the motion of moving bodies has intrigued people throughout history should not come
as a surprise. People have always been interested not only in moving things from one place
to another, but also in the motions of animals, clouds, and celestial bodies such as the earth,
moon, sun, and stars. For moving and lifting objects, we have used two mechanisms since
earliest times: levers and pulleys. Expectedly, some of the first significant contributions to
mechanics were for levers and pulleys, as well as for weaponry. And the ancient study of
celestial mechanics was carried out for scientific as well as religious purposes.

The seminal contribution to mechanics is attributed to the Greek scientist Aristotle (384-
322 B.C.E.). He is credited with the first written work, Problems of Mechanics. Aristotle derived
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the law of equilibrium for a lever. He stated that when a lever rotates, the velocities of the
weights at the ends of the lever will be proportional to the lengths of the arms of the lever.
Interesting to note is that his starting point was power, as Aristotle stated the principle that
"forces balance each other if they are inversely proportional to the velocities."

Because the principle Aristotle stated involves velocities, and balance of a lever involves
equilibrium and small deviations from equilibrium, Aristotle is also credited as having intro-
duced the concept of a virtual displacement. Aristotle's other research, which includes general
motion analysis, celestial mechanics, and the shape of the earth, is not as well posed as his
results on levers. Aristotle believed that wherever there is a motion, there must be a force
causing it, and he tried to relate velocity to force. His work on celestial mechanics was pri-
marily intuitive and based on his observations. He thought that the only natural motion was
circular and that the sun and planets moved around the earth in circular paths. Aristotle's
theory on celestial mechanics was refined slightly by Ptolemy, but it was not challenged for
over 1500 years, until the time of Copernicus and Galileo. Similarly, his work on levers went
unrefined for a very long period of time.

The next significant contribution to mechanics is attributed to Archimedes (287-212
B.C.E.), another Greek scientist. Archimedes built on Aristotle's work, refined Aristotle's equi-
librium laws, and proposed some of his own. These laws were published in his treatise, On
the Equilibrium of Planes or on the Centers of Gravity of Planes. Unlike Aristotle, who at-
tempted to solve a wide variety of static and dynamic problems, Archimedes concentrated
primarily on bodies at rest. The fame of Archimedes is primarily due to his contributions for
static fluid mechanics and floating bodies (Archimedes' principle). He also made contribu-
tions to geometry and the measurement of circles and of the number '1T.

Although the famous Egyptian mathematician Euclid (365--300 B.C.E.) is not usually
credited with a major contribution to mechanics, many Arab authors refer to him in their
writings as having had some contribution, particularly with regards to the equilibrium of
levers. However, there seems to be no historical evidence that Euclid's work on mechanics
was known to Aristotle or Archimedes. We should note that Euclidean geometry is ideally
suited for the study of Newtonian mechanics; thus, Euclid's contributions to mathematics
paved the way for the advances in Newtonian mechanics.

In Egypt, other mathematicians, Hero of Alexandria (second century C.E.) and Pappus
(fourth century C.E.), made contributions to mechanics. Hero did work on pulleys and levers
and considered levers of nonuniform cross sections and density. He knew about Aristotle's
results and introduced the concept of a moment, albeit implicitly. Pappus is more known for
his contributions to mathematics but he explored equilibrium problems on inclined planes, as
well as the center of gravity.

Between the time of Aristotle and Galileo there were minor contributions to mechanics,
which we briefly discuss here. In the first millennium of the common era, primary contri-
butions came from Alexandria and the Arab Peninsula. As mentioned, Hero of Alexandria
contributed through his discussions of machines, like levers, pulleys, and screws. Thabit ibn
Kurrah (836-901), also of Alexandria, did work on geometry and on levers. There is uncer-
tainty whether the book Liber Charistonis is the Latin translation of his book or was written
by the second-century mathematician Charistion.

In the 13th century, the equilibrium of levers and of bodies on inclined surfaces was the
focus of attention. The German scientist Jordanus (1225-1260) developed a theory where
bodies would be heavier and lighter depending on the type of motion they were undergoing.
Hence, he realized the concept of inertia, but without considering accelerations. One of the
reasons mechanics did not evolve as fast as many other subjects (mathematics, for example)
is that the study focused primarily on position and velocity. This is understandable, as it is
much easier to visualize displacement and velocity than to visualize accelerations.
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A.2 HISTORICAL EvOLUTION OF DYNAMICS

The 14th and 15th centuries were the precursors to the scientific revolution. During this
period, three major concepts were analyzed more extensively, and certain Aristotelian con-
cepts began to be challenged:

1. The shape and motion of the earth. Even though the correct shape of the earth was known
to many Greek and Egyptian astronomers and physicists, the flat or cylindrical shape the-
ory persisted for centuries, perhaps because of the influence of the church and the widely
accepted Ptolemaic theory, which placed the earth at the center of the universe. Albert of
Saxony (1316-1390) theorized that the earth was round in the north-south direction.
2. The concept of impetus. This related the tendency of a body to continue moving. Im-
petus was a concept close to linear momentum, but it was not defined as such. Impetus was
a combination of momentum and a bit of energy, and it made way for the development of
momentum and energy as concepts that indicate why motion continues. Impetus contradicts
the Aristotelian theory. The person credited with first discussing impetus is Buridan (-1300-
-1357) of France. Albert of Saxony and his French contemporary Oresme (1323-1387) are
also credited with development of impetus as a property of motion.
3. The use of acceleration as a variable to describe motion. Albert of Saxony and Oresme
are credited also with contributions in this area. Truesdell indicates that scholars at Merton
College in Oxford, England, between the years 1328-1350 considered accelerations to de-
scribe motion. However, it was only in the 15th and 16th centuries that acceleration began to
be applied more widely.

The Italian scientists Parma, Nicolas of Cues, Leonardo Da Vinci (1452-1519), and Do-
minic De Soto (1494-1560) are credited with blending these concepts and furthering new
thoughts in mechanics. Da Vinci is the most famous, though primarily for his paintings and
contributions to geometry. Leonardo did work on inclined planes, resolution of forces (his re-
sults were incorrect), free-falling objects (again, with incorrect results, even though he con-
sidered accelerations), shape of the earth, energy and momentum, and weaponry. De Soto
is credited for work on the effects of gravity. The discussions initiated by the Italian school
continued in other European institutions, especially Italian and French universities.

At this point, let us consider a brief history of the evolution of orbital theory, as this
evolution was instrumental in bringing about the scientific revolution and the developments
in dynamics.

Copernicus was the first to propose a heliocentric system for the motion of planets. He
theorized a system where the planets and the earth were in circular orbit around the sun.
(One should not be overly critical of his error in theorizing that the orbits were circular. The
orbits of the earth and Mars around the sun have very small eccentricities, of 0.0167 and
0.093, respectively.) His theory, refined during the years 1513-1543, was widely spumed,
as it went against the teachings of the church that the earth was the center of the universe.
However, scientists began to notice, among them Galileo, Tycho Brahe of Denmark and later
on Prague, and Kepler. Astronomical observations soon began to show that the Copernican
theory was on the right track but not very accurate.

In 1600, Kepler (1571-1630) became assistant to Tycho Brahe (1546-1601), who was
making accurate observations of the planets. But Tycho Brahe's thinking was deeply influ-
enced by his religious beliefs and he did not accept the Copernican theory.

After Brahe died in 1601, Kepler continued his work. The level of accuracy of Tycho
Brahe's and Kepler's observations is very impressive, especially Kepler's in his resolve to
explain the smallest discrepancies in the motion of planets. Kepler showed that a planet moves
around the sun in an elliptical orbit that has the sun in one of its two foci. He also showed that a
line joining the planet to the sun sweeps out equal areas in equal times as the planet describes
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its orbit. Both these laws were first formulated for the motion of Mars around the sun, and
published in 1609. Kepler's third law appeared in 1619. It is ironic that while Kepler's third
law was widely accepted from the beginning, his first two laws were not warmly received
for over 75 years. It was the work of Newton, as well as of Hooke and Halley, that finally
confirmed Kepler's laws. Newton and Hooke both take credit for the inverse square law that
describes gravitational attraction. As a result of discussions and exchange of information
between Halley, Hooke, Wren, and Newton, both Hooke and Newton showed that the inverse
square law of gravitational attraction leads to elliptic orbits. These developments led to the
publication of the Principia in 1687.

Returning to the history of dynamics, one 16th-century scientist to make an important
contribution was Stevin (1548-1620), who lived in Belgium and Holland. Stevin refined the
theory of statics and considered equilibrium of masses on inclined planes, and of pulleys.
He used concepts of energy and, informally, the principle of virtual work. His work was fol-
lowed by the contributions of Galileo, who confirmed Stevin' s results and showed equilibrium
directly from virtual work. Galileo (1564-1642) recognized that, contrary to Aristotelian the-
ory, an applied force is not necessary to maintain motion with no change in velocity. This
observation is Galileo's law of inertia, and it lays the foundation of what constitutes an iner-
tial reference frame. Galileo also deduced from his measurements of pendulums that inertial
mass and gravitational mass are identical.

Galileo worked on the projectile problem and obtained accurate results, primarily be-
cause he used acceleration in analyzing motion. Interestingly, Galileo's correct results on the
projectile problem came without knowledge of Newton's second law. Galileo is one of the
first to discuss that in the free-fall problem, displacement is proportional to the square of
time. Toricelli (1608-1647), who was a student-more a disciple-of Galileo, put Galileo's
work on projectile motion into a systematic form. Of course, Toricelli is most famous for his
work on pressure and the barometer. Galileo is also credited with an accurate analysis of tides,
which included the effects of both the sun and the moon.

The more-rapid dissemination of information and theories from one institution oflearning
to the next had begun. Works of scientists and astronomers were being translated, and the
influence of the church was beginning to decline. These occurrences were important catalysts
in the rapid developments in dynamics that began with the second half of the 17th century.

One scientist who made no significant contributions himself, but who was responsible
for initiating discussion and correspondence and spreading information, is Father Marinne
Mersenne (1588-1648). Mersenne lived most of his life in Paris. He was in continuous com-
munication with his French colleagues Descartes (1596-1650), Pascal (1623-1662), and
Roberval (1602-1675), as well as with Galileo in Italy and Huygens (1629-1695) in Hol-
land. Mersenne defended Descartes' and Galileo's work to others.

Contributions around the middle of the 17th-century also came from Roberval, who is
credited with the parallelogram law of forces; Huygens, who invented the pendulum clock
and made it possible to measure time more accurately; and Descartes, whose contributions
in algebra and geometry are far more significant. Huygens also worked on the geometry of
curves, oscillations, and centers of oscillations. Huygens is credited with the first published
treatise of relative motion. Descartes contributed the concepts of work and linear momentum;
however, his free-fall theory was incorrect, as he (like many before him) assumed that velocity
was proportional to distance traversed.

Another major development in the middle of the 17th century was the increased interest
in impact of bodies. The problem attracted the interest of the Royal Society in London, which
promoted research on the subject. The fact that bodies with different levels of elasticity behave
differently in a collision was known quite early, and a distinction was made between soft
impact and hard impact, precursors to the coefficient of restitution. It is interesting to note
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that the initiative of the Royal Society is concurrent with Newton's discoveries-but before
Newton published his discoveries. Actually, Huygens in 1700 used Newton's first law as
one of his hypotheses to describe the equations governing impact. Other contributors to the
developments in impact include the British scientists Wallis (1616-1703) and Wren (1632-
1723), and Mariotte (1620-1684) of France.

We next come to Isaac Newton. Newton (1642-1727) began his contributions by laying
the foundation for differential and integral calculus, several years before its independent dis-
covery by Leibniz (1646-1716) of Germany. Newton considered differentiation as the basic
operation of calculus and thus was able to develop solution methods that unified many sep-
arate techniques such as finding areas, tangents, the lengths of curves, and the maxima and
minima of functions.

Newton's laws of motion are dated to 1666, at which time he had already formulated their
early versions. Newton made use of the concepts of momentum and force as the fundamental
quantities. He defined quantities as mass, impressed force (vis impressa), and inertia force
(vis vista, or innate force of matter). He showed that the period of a pendulum is independent
of its mass.

Newton also made significant contributions to celestial mechanics. The Copernican the-
ory and Kepler's laws had been proposed for the motion of planets. Newton proposed that the
motion of the moon around the earth was governed by the same laws that described the mo-
tion of planets. Newton's laws of motion and the universal gravitational law were refined in
part due to his communication (often unpleasant-see Newton's biography at the end of this
appendix) with his fellow British scientists Hooke (1635-1702) and Halley (1656-1742).

Newton published the Philosophiae naturalis principia mathematica, or Principia, in
1687, which included his laws of motion and his contributions to celestial mechanics. Newton
also discovered the law giving the centrifugal force on a body moving uniformly in a circular
path. However, he did not have a correct understanding of the mechanics of circular motion.
In addition, Newton studied the precession of the vernal equinox and the shape of the earth.

Newton's laws provide a firm basis for describing the motion of particles, and his law of
universal gravitation unifies the works of Copernicus, Kepler, and Galileo. It should be noted
that Newton stated his laws of motion for rigid bodies but did not consider rotational motion.
This may be attributed to his incomplete understanding of circular motion.

What we know as Newtonian analysis, which is based on force and moment balances,
continued with Euler. Euler (1707-1783) built on Newton's work, and he developed descrip-
tive equations for systems of particles in 1740. He then proIJosed the rigid body rotational
equations of motion in 1750, while he was working on the niOtionof ships. In that same pa-
per, Euler restated Newton's second law as a fundamental law of motion applicable to all
bodies.

In dynamics, Euler is remembered primarily for his contributions to the calculus of vari-
ations and rigid body dynamics, as well as for his book Theoria motus corporum solidorum
seu rigidorum (Theory of the Motions of Rigid Bodies), published in 1765. He is considered
to be the first to use the components of the angular velocity as kinematic variables. Euler's
equations use a set of body-fixed coordinates, a novel concept for its time. They also involve
mass moments of inertia and principal axes, all of which were developed by Euler.

Euler is also credited with considering angular momentum as a fundamental quan-
tity. By the early 1730s Euler, Daniel Bernoulli, and Johann Bernoulli had recognized that
Newton's laws of motion could not explain rigid body motion, and they began to look for
other quantities to describe rigid body rotations. Huygens had already developed the cor-
rect equations for a pendulum by this time. Euler and Daniel Bernoulli began to look into
rigid body motion and Euler continued the work after Daniel Bernoulli gave up on this sub-
ject. While developing the rigid body equations of motion, Euler began to consider angular
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momentum as a fundamental quantity. His results were also influenced by his work on de-
formable bodies, where the angular momentum leads to the symmetry of the stress tensor.
Finally, in 1775, Euler formally stated F = P and M = if to be the two fundamental laws
of mechanics. These two equations are known as Euler s laws of mechanics, and they have
given rise to the term Newton-Euler formulation.

The work of Newton and Euler completes the analysis of rigid bodies and particles by
force and moment balances. At the same time as the Newtonian mechanics (or Newton-Euler
formulation) was being refined, the analytical approach to mechanics was being developed.
Actually, both Newton and Euler contributed to analytical mechanics, Newton for the devel-
opment of calculus, and Euler for the calculus of variations and the principle of least action.

Leibniz (1646-1716) took a different approach to describe motion; in contrast to New-
ton's approach of using change in linear momentum, Leibniz used energy (he defined a quan-
tity called vis viva, which is eEWalto twice the kinetic energy). He stated that motion could
be described by equating the change in kinetic energy to the work done by the acting forces,
hence the work-energy theorem. Leibniz is also credited for inventing calculus independently
of Newton's findings, as well as for his work on impact of bodies.

The next major development in analytical mechanics came from Johann Bernoulli
(1667-1748) and D' A1embert (1717-1783). Making use of Newton's and Leibniz' s contribu-
tions to calculus and variational calculus, in 1717, Johann Bernoulli formally stated the prin-
ciple of virtual work as a general principle, from which all problems of statics could be solved.
Many consider him to be the most important contributor to this subject. D' Alembert added
to this by considering moving bodies and the inertia force. He viewed the inertia force asa
force that produces equilibrium. By including the inertia force in the formulation, D' Alembert
showed that the principle of virtual work can be used to analyze systems that are in motion.
This statement is dated to 1743. Actually, there is debate on the scope of what D' A1embert
actually stated. In mechanics, two equatit>ns are referred to as D' Alembert's principle, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 4. D' Alembert also worked on impact problems, as well as the living force
concept and the center of oscillation.

The concept of a differential equation of motion was put forward by D' A1embert and
Euler in 1743, in two separate articles that each published that year.

Variational calculus and the principle of virtual work continued to attract interest. Johann
II and Daniel Bernoulli made contributions to the subject, and Euler worked maximum and
minimum problems. These developments eventually led to the formulation of the principle of
least action. Lagrange is usually credited with formally stating this principle, but the principle
was initially conceived by Fermat (1601-1665) of France, who is credited with stating the
first minimum principle that is not trivial, and Mauperitus (1698-1759), who lived in France
and Switzerland. Mauperitus theorized that there is a fundamental quantity called action, and
that its minimization described motion. However, he was not able to establish exactly what
action was. As a result, his contributions were not appreciated by many.

The next major contribution came from Lagrange (1736-1813). In addition to his con-
tributions to celestial mechanics and mathematics, Lagrange is credited for formulating the
principle of least action and for taking advantage of generalized coordinates. This made it
possible to extend the treatment of dynamical systems by different coordinate systems and
different variables, and gave one the power to select the set of variables best suited to solve
a problem. Lagrange's equations were introduced in the Mechanique Analitique in 1788. In
the introduction, Lagrange states that one needs only kinetic and potential energy and a set
of generalized coordinates to solve for the equations of motion. In their original derivation,
these equations were written for conservative systems only. Lagrange is also credited with
formally stating the generalized principle of D' Alembert in the form that we study it today.
Lagrange was influenced by both Euler's and D' Alembert's work. What we call Lagrange's
equations are also referred to as the Euler-Lagrange equations (see Appendix B).
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Another of Lagrange's contributions to mechanics was in the treatment of systems sub-
jected to constraints. He introduced the Lagrange multipliers, which we use to formulate and
solve constrained systems. He also considered equilibrium problems, developing the theory
of small motions around equilibrium, and stability theorems based on potential energy.

The contributions of Lagrange put the field of analytical mechanics into a structured
form. The next significant contributions to the field came from Hamilton (1805-1865), along
with his developments in relativistic mechanics. In between the two, a number of notables
made minor contributions to mechanics-minor in the sense that, although significant, they
were not nearly as significant as Lagrange's or Hamilton's contributions. All these scientists
made more significant contributions to other branches of science. We discuss their contribu-
tions to mechanics next.

Coulomb (1736-1806) developed the model of dry friction in 1781, as the winning essay
of a competition sponsored by the French Academy of Sciences. Coulomb's primary contri-
butions to science were on electricity and magnetism. Carnot (1753-1823) developed the
impulse-momentum theorem. He also worked on impacts. His work was similar to that of
Lagrange. Carnot was certainly familiar with D' Alembert's work. How much he was aware
of Lagrange's work when he published his essays in 1783 and 1803 is not accurately known.

Laplace (1749-1827), who was a contemporary of Lagrange, contributed to celestial
mechanics and the analysis of the solar system. He discovered the invariability of planetary
mean motions. These results appear in his Traite du Mecanique Celeste published in five vol-
umes over 26 years (1799-1825). Laplace also introduced the potential function and Laplace
coefficients. Fourier (1768-1830) worked with Lagrange and Laplace on mathematics, with
emphasis on analysis. He succeeded Lagrange in his position at the Ecole Poly technique. His
contributions to mechanics include work on virtuat displacements and constrained motion.

Gauss (1777-1855) developed the principle of least constraint in 1829, which is a pre-
cursor to the Gibbs-Appell equations. He regarded Lagrange's work as brilliant, but did not
consider the principle of virtual work as very intuitive and thus worked on developing a more
intuitive principle. Gauss's principle does not involve time integration and gives the true min-
imum rather than a stationary value. However, the principle makes use of accelerations, which
are harder to deal with than velocities. Poisson (1781-1840), who was a student of Lagrange
and Laplace, considered generalized momentum (without giving it that name) and gener-
ated the Poisson brackets. His work was included in the second edition of the Mechanique
Analitique, which was published in 1811. Poisson also contributed to the theory of impact, by
developing the Poisson's hypothesis, and to the theory of elasticity, by developing the Poisson
ratio.

In the 18th and 19th centuries, while the advances were being made in dynamics, a num-
ber of scientists (primarily French scientists at the Ecole Polythechnique) refineo the concepts
in kinematics, rotations and relative motion: Clairaut (1713-1765) obtained a more accurate
but still incorrect form for relative acceleration. He also worked on celestial mechanics prob-
lems, such as analyzing the motions of the moon and of Halley's comet. He studied the shape
of the earth and verified Newton's result that the earth is an oblate spheroid. Coriolis (1792-
1843) analyzed the dynamics of motion viewed from a moving reference frame and developed
the concept of Coriolis force. It is interesting to note that while his is regarded as a contribution
to kinematics, Coriolis always considered the dynamics of relative motion, hence the name
Coriolis force. Foucault (1819-1868) conducted experiments on the effects of the rotation of
the earth on bodies. He was inspired by Reich's experimental work on free-fall in mine shafts
(1833). One of his earlier experiments was with a sphere of 5 kg suspended from a steel wire
of length 2 m. He later used a gyroscope attached to the pendulum and demonstrated that
the symmetry axis of the gyroscope did not change orientation as the pendulum moved. He
related the rotation of the swing plane of the pendulum to the latitude of the location of the
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experiment. Chasles (1793-1880), whose primary work was in geometry and conic sections,
is known for Chasles' theorem, an extension of Euler's theorem.

The next most important contributions to mechanics came from Hamilton and the Ger-
man scientist Jacobi (1804-1851). Hamilton is credited with unifying the field of analytical
mechanics. He developed the most general form of the principle ofleast action (called in this
text the extended Hamilton's principle). He showed that the fundamental principles of me-
chanics and optics are very similar. Hamilton also succeeded in developing the Hamiltonian,
from which the equations of motion can be written as first-order differential equations that
are in state form. Jacobi called these equations Hamilton s canonical equations. Jacobi devel-
oped the transformation theory of canonical equations and showed that these equations have
applications in many other fields. He gave a new formulation to the principle of least action,
eliminating the time integral. He is also credited for the Jacobean, which becomes the most
general form of the energy integral. Hamilton's other significant contribution to mechanics
includes quaternions.

Hamilton's contributions consist of the fundamental principles that govern the motion of
bodies. The contributions that came after Hamilton deal with the analysis of Lagrange's and
Hamilton's equations, as well as certain special cases. We outline these developments next.
By the time of Hamilton, communication among scientists had become more frequent and
information was being disseminated more rapidly. This led to substantial collaboration. This,
in many cases, makes it hard to credit a certain development to a particular individual.

One of the offshoots of the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian methods was the examination
of the types of variables that we can use as generalized coordinates. Advances in this sub-
ject came mostly in the second half of the 19th century and the first few years of the 20th
century. The terminology generalized coordinates was introduced by Thomson (1824-1907)
and Tait (1831-1901) of Scotland, in their 1867 text Treatise on Natural Philosophy. Routh
(1831-1907), Helmholtz (1821-1894) of Germany, and Thomson recognized the importance
of cyclic variables, i.e., ignorable coordinates, and the way they could be eliminated from the
formulation. Such variables are mostly encountered in rotating systems. Kelvin, Thomson,
and Tait are also credited with work on gyroscopic systems. Helmholtz analyzed energy con-
servation. Hertz (1857-1894) looked at how mechanics can be described as a whole using
the four concepts of space, mass, force, and motion. Lord Rayleigh (1842-1919) introduced
the Rayleigh's quotient, a way of treating dissipative effects in Lagrangian mechanics.

Nonholonomic systems began to attract more interest toward the end of the 19th century.
The German mechanician Heun (1859-1929) and his student Hamel (1877-1954) are rec-
ognized as the initial contributors. Appell (1855-1930) considered nonholonomic constraints
and the types of approaches one can use when dealing with them. He used quasi-velocities
with nonholoI1omicsystems. He laid the foundations for the Gibbs-Appell equations, called
by many the Appell equations.

Jourdain (1879-1921) developed Jourdain's variational principle, which closes the gap
between D'Alembert's principle and Gauss's principle of least constraint, 80 years after
Gauss's principle was stated. Gauss's principle was extended for inequality constraints in
1879 by Gibbs. An interpretation of the various theories was written by Duhem in 1903, in
his book Evolution de la Mecanique. Klein (1849-1925) and Cayley (1821-1895) did work
on description of rotations, Cayley's work based onHamilton's research on quaternions. More
recent contributors to mechanics, such as Lanczos (1893-1974) and Pars (1896-1985), did
work on both classical mechanics as well as relativistic mechanics.

Another extension of the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian methods has been the qualita-
tive analysis of dynamics problems, especially regarding stability theory. Lie (1842-1899)
introduced the group theory to canonical transformations. He also considered infinitesimal
transformations.
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Significant contributions to, the analysis of motion and stability, theory came from
Poincare (1854-1912), wholooked into stability issues, integral invariants, perturbation the-
ory, differential geometry, and topology. The index of Poincare and analysis of the three-body
problem by perturbation techniques are some of his contributions to mechanics.

Table Al givesthe:dates of major contributions to the field of analytical mechanics. Be
aWare that many of the dates are approximate, and there are differences of opinion regarding
the contributor and levels of contribution. The dates used here are mostly the ones given by
Papastavridis and Dugas. Also, we list contributions up to 1910, as after that date there was
substantially more cooperation among dynamicists.
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.111. A.I Key dates in the history of dynamiCs

1780 Lagrange

1788 Lagrange

1811 Lagrange

1829 Gauss

-1830 Hamilton

-1840 Jacobi'

-1860 Kelvin,
Thomson, Tait

-1870 Routh,
Helmholtz

1879 Gibbs

1870-1910 'Heun, Hamel,
Appell

1909 Jourdain

Year

1513

1609

1638

1687

1717

1740

1743

1750

1760

1765

1775

Contributor(s)

Copernicus
, Kepler

Galileo

Newton

Johann Bernoulli

Euler

D' Alembert ,

Euler

Lagrange

Euler

Euler

Contribution

Copernican theory introduced

,First two of Kepler's laws

Particle motion in one dimension, projectile motion

Principia published, laws of motion and law of
. gravit~tional attraction

Principle of virtual work

Systems of particles

Inertia force, principle of D' Alembert
~ • - 1 S -.

Rigid body rotational equations

Principle of least action

Theory of the motions of rigid bodies published

Declares force and moment balances as the two
fundamental equations of mechanics

Lagrange's equations

Mechanique Analitique published

'Lagrangian derivation of rigid body Euler's equations,
2nd edition of Mechanique Analitique

Prin~iple of least constraint

Canonical equations of motion, Hamilton's principle

Transformation theory

Gyroscopic systems

Cyclic (ignorable) coordinates, stability

Gauss's principle for inequality conStraints

Nonholonomic systems, quasi-coordinates, velocity
constraints, Gibbs-Appell equations

Jourdain's variational principle
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A.3 BIOGRAPHIES OF KEy CONTRIBUTORS TO DYNAMICS

This section presents brief life histories of key contributors to mechanics.
Albert of Saxony (1316-1390). Few details are known about the life of Albert of Sax-

ony, except that he studied in the Sorbonne and was rector of the University of Paris. He
became rector of the University of Vienna in 1365 and Bishop of Halberstadt from 1366 until
his death.

Albert did work on the concept of impetus, and began to use acceleration as a kinematic
quantity to describe motion. He is credited with work on locating the center of gravity. He also
did work on projectile motion, with incorrect results. Albert is credited more for dissemination
of scientific information than for developing new theories himself.

Appell, Paul Emile (1855-1930). Appell was born in Strasbourg, France. In 1885 he
was appointed to the Chair of Mechanics at the Sorbonne. He served as rector of the University
of Paris from 1920 to 1925.

Appell's first paper (1876) was based on projective geometry, continuing the work of
Chasles. He then continued research on algebraic functions, differential equations, and com-
plex analysis. He was a good friend of Poincare. His paper "Notice sur lea travaux scien-
tifique," Acta Mathematica 45 (1925), lists his 140 works in analysis, 30 works in geometry,
87 works in mechanics, and many textbooks, addresses, and lectures on the history of math-
ematics and on mathematical education. His primary contributions in mechanics were the
treatment of nonholonomic systems and the development of the Appell equations.

Appell took high government positions in addition to scientific posts, which exposed
him to war, espionage, and political controversy. He was involved with the Dreyfus affair,
and served on the commission that exonerated Dreyfus. During World War I, Appell founded
the Secours National, a semi-official organization, which gave help to civilian victims of the
war. After the war, he served as secretary-general for the French Association to the League
of Nations.

Despite his many contributions to science, politics, and government, Appell is not nearly
as well known as his peers. This is mostly because he was a problem solver, not a developer of
general theories. It may be a fitting conclusion to his life story that the importance of Appell's
contributions began to be appreciated 50 years after his death.

Aristotle (384-322 B.C.E.). Born in northern Greece, Aristotle made contributions to a
broad range of fields, including mechanics, logic, anatomy, and nature. In 367 B.C.E., Aristotle
came as a student to Plato's academy in Athens, where he soon became a teacher. In 335 B.C.E.,

he formed his own school, the Lyceum in Athens.
In 343 B.C.E., he became tutor to Alexander the Great. He died a year after Alexander the

Great died. One of the most remarkable of Aristotle's attributes was his tremendous capacity
to observe phenomena and then deduce laws that describe those phenomena. His contributions
to mechanics primarily are intuitive deductions from his observation of motion.

Archimedes (287-212 B.C.E.). Archimedes lived almost his entire life in Syracuse, Sicily,
with a short stay in Egypt. His primary contributions were in the areas of geometry, statics, and
floating bodies. His contributions to geometry are viewed as a precursor to integral calculus.
He did calculations on the area of a circle and the volume of a sphere. He narrowed down the
value of 7T to between 3W and 3~ (3.1408 and 3.1429). In mechanics, Archimedes worked
on the laws of equilibrium for levers and centers of gravity. He used his results in centers of
gravity to study buoyancy and developed the famous Archimedes' principle. While he was
in Egypt, he developed a machine called Archimedes' screw, which is used as a pump even
to this day.

Bernoulli family. This was a large Swiss family who for three generations dom-
inated the field of mathematics. Several members of the family occupied the chair in
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mathematics in the University of Basel. The first major contributors, Johann-also known
as Jean-(1667-1748) and Jacob-also known as Jacques-(1654-1705) were the children
of Nicolaus (1623-1708). Their other brother Nicolaus (1662-1716) was not as prominent,
but his son Nicolaus I (1687-1759) was. Jacob Bernoulli studied the center of oscillation
problem, which became a precursor to D' Alembert's principle.

Johann took his brother Jacob's chair at Basel after Jacob died in 1705. Based on New-
ton's and Leibniz's work, he formulated the principle of virtual work and put the field of
calculus of variations on a solid foundation. He was the first to recognize that the princi-
ple of virtual work was a general principle from which static equilibrium problems could be
solved.

Johann Bernoulli had three sons who become prominent mathematicians: Johann n
(1710-1790), Daniel (1700-1782), who worked closely with his brother Johann n,and Nico-
laus n (1695-1726), whose contributions appear to be mainly in mathematics and who died
very young. Johann n took his father's chair when his father died in 1748. He was 38 years
old at the time.

Johann n and Daniel did a lot of collaboration, with Johann's work primarily concentrat-
ing on heat and light, and Daniel's on hydrodynamics. Johann n initially studied law, and he
pursued mathematics independently of his father. He won the Prize of the Paris Academy four
times by himself. Johann n is credited for extending the works of Newton and Leibniz into a
broader spectrum of problems. Johann Bernoulli n introduced the brachistochrone problem.

Daniel is credited with Bernoulli's principle. In 1725, Daniel and his brother Nicolaus
were invited to work at the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences. There he collaborated with
Euler (who came in as his student). One of the areas of collaboration was ship dynamics,
based on which Euler developed the rigid body equations of motion. Daniel also had a wider
range of interests, such as anatomy, statistics, life insurance, and kinetic theory of gases.

Johann n had three sons, Johann ill (1744-1807), Daniel n (1751-1834), and Jacob
n (1759-1789). Of these three children, only Johann ill became prominent in mathematics
(probability theory, decimals, and theory of equations).

Copernicus, Nicolaus (1473-1543). Copernicus was born and died in Poland. He stud-
ied in Krakow (then the capital of Poland) and also in Bologna, Padua, and Ferrara, Italy, and
he graduated in 1503 with a degree in canon law. Shortly after, he returned to Poland and
settled in Frauenberg (Frombok). In addition to his religious duties, he practiced medicine
and wrote articles on monetary reform. While doing all that, he began to work on the motion
of the earth and planets. He was the first to challenge the views of Aristotle and Ptolemy and
to formally state that the sun is the center of the solar system. In his theory, the earth and
the other planets revolve around the sun in circular orbits. He further theorized that the earth
rotates about its own axis.

Copernicus first wrote his theory, called Commentoriolus, and known to this date as
the Copernican theory, in 1513. His theory was widely rebuffed, as it went against what
was accepted as fact for well over 1000 years. He was spumed by many as a result of his
writings. For 30 years he worked on refining his theory and his book On the Revolutions of
the Heavenly Spheres (in Latin) was published in 1543, a few days before he died. A couple of
generations after his death, Kepler and Galileo came to his defense (Galileo was under house
arrest for eight years for doing this) and their use of the Copernican theory was the basis
for the development of the laws of planetary motion. Many historians regard the Copernican
theory as the beginning of the scientific revolution.

Coriolis, Gustave Gaspard de (1792-1843). Coriolis was born and died in Paris, and
lived there for most of his life. He studied mechanics and engineering mathematics at the
Ecole Polytechnique, Paris, then clught mathematics there. He also worked as a military en-
gineer. His major contribution is what is known as the Coriolis force and the laws of motion
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in a rotating reference frame. He showed that to write the equations of motion in a rotating
frame of reference, the Coriolis force has to be included. Coriolis also did work on solid
mechanics and on collisions, the latter based on collisions of billiards. In 1835 he published
his Theone Mathbnatique des Elfets du leu de Billiard.

Coulomb, Charles Augustin de (1736-1806). While this French physicist and engineer
is primarily known for his contributions to static electricity and magnetism (a Coulomb is a
unit of electrical charge), Coulomb also contributed to mechanics. Guided by the interest of
the French Academy of Sciences in friction and ropes, as well as their military applications,
Coulomb began experimental work on friction, extending the results of Amontons. His award-
winning essay ''Theory of Simple Machines" discusses the relation between forces (pressure)
exerted by contacting bodies and friction, and develops Coulomb's law (of proportionality)
to describe friction. To this day, dry friction is referred to as Coulomb friction. Coulomb also
worked on torsional vibrations and inclined surfaces.

D' Alembert, Jean Le Rond (1717-1783). D' Alembert lived all his life in Paris. He
turned down many lucrative offers, such as an offer from Frederick II to go to Prussia as
president of the Berlin Academy, and an invitation from Catherine II of Russia to tutor
her son.

In 1741 at the age of 24, D' Alembert was admitted to the Paris Academy of Science,
where he worked for the rest of his life. He was a contemporary and friend of Voltaire. His
primary work was the study of differential equations and their applications, as well as theory
of functions, derivatives, and limits. In mechanics, he is best known for the D' Alembert's
principle, which appeared in his Trairede Dynamique (1742). He is credited with developing
the concept of an inertia force ( - rna) which makes it possible to apply the principle of virtual
work to systems in motion. A year later he applied his results to the equilibrium and motion
offtuids.

D' Alembert's other major work is Oft the concept of equations of motion as differential
equations. He first published an article on this in 1743. His more famous article, entitled
Differentiel, was published in 1754.

Euler, Leonhard (1707-1783). Born in Basel, Euler joined the University of Basel as a
theology student, following in the footsteps of his father. There, he began to like mathematics
and, at the insistence of Johann Bernoulli II, he became Bernoulli's student. After graduating,
Euler went to St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences in 1727. He began working with and living
in the home of Daniel Bernoulli. In 1741, Euler joined the Berlin Academy of Science at the
invitation of Frederick the Great. He stayed there for 25 years, returning to St. Petersburg in
1766. Euler lost his vision in one eye at age 31 and became blind in 1765, but he nevertheless
continued his research for many years.

Euler's book Theory of the Motions of Rigid Bodies was published in 1765. His contri-
butions also include logarithms, the Euler number, function theory, and the function notation.
He is credited, too, with contributions to the solutions. of differential equations, geometry,
and topology. In addition, Euler worked on the mathematical theory of music, as well as on
deformable bodies.

Euler is regarded by many as the most prolific writer of mathematics of all time. Some
view him as the great architect of mechanics, at a level higher than Newton and Lagrange,
who traditionally receive more credit for their contributions than Euler did for his. Euler's
complete works include over 800 books and papers, which continued to be published by the
St. Petersburg Academy for 50 years after his death.

Despite his tremendous achievements, Euler remained a very modest person, always
praising other people's work and refraining from criticism. In an incident involving himself,
Lagrange. and Mauperitus (1698-1759), Euler went to great lengths and fought hard to defend
Mauperitus from charges of plagiarism and to get Mauperitus the credit due for his work on
the principle of least action. His conduct should serve as a guide and example to all.
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A.3 BIOGRAPIllES OF KEy CoNTRIBUTORS TO DYNAMICS

Galilei, Galileo (1564-1642). Galileo was born and lived in Italy. His father was a pro-
fessional musician. Galileo was a professor of mathematics in Pisa and Padua, where he
also taught astronomy. In addition to his contributions in astronomy and natural philosophy,
Galileo contributed to the analysis of free-falling objects and also to the theory of vibrations
through his research on the simple pendulum strings. He is known as the father of the experi-
mental method. He is credited with developments in hydrostatics. While teaching astronomy
at Padua, Galileo began to develop an interest in the Copernican theory and Kepler's observa-
tions. In 1609, after seeing a new spyglass in Venice, Galileo made his own telescope, which
was the most powerful of its time. He is reported to have seen mountains on the moon, and the
satellites of Jupiter, and to have discerned the nature of the Milky Way. He received an open
letter from Kepler in 1610, praising him for his measurements and endorsing his discoveries.

In 1613, while he was Mathematician and Philosopher to the Grand Duke of Tuscany,
Galileo in his observations discovered that Venus orbits the Sun. His rejection of the theory
that the earth was the center of the universe and adoption of the Copernican theory earned
him many enemies. In 1616 he was warned by the Italian government not to defend the
Copernican theory. He did not heed and his Dialogue Concerning the Two Greatest World
Systems was published in Florence in 1632. Galileo was summoned to Rome, found to be
suspected of heresy, and condemned to house arrest, for life, at his villa. Under house arrest,
he continued working with his followers and wrote a book on the strength of materials, which
was smuggled out of Italy and published in the Netherlands in 1638. He died under house
arrest.

Gauss, Carl Friedrich (1777-1855). Born in the Duchy of Brunswick, Gauss showed
himself to be a genius at a very early age. Gauss entered the academy Brunswick Collegium
Carolinum in 1792; he left, returned, and obtained~is degree in 1799. He received financial
support from the Duke of Brunswick. He published the book Disquisitiones Arithmeticae in
1801. His second book, Theoria motus corporumcoelestium in sectionibus conicis Solem
ambientium, was published in 1809, a major two-volume treatise on the motion of celestial
bodies. In 1822, he won the Copenhagen University Prize. Gauss worked in a wide variety
of fields in both mathematics and physics, including number theory, analysis, differential
geometry, geodesy, magnetism, astronomy, and optics. His primary contribution to mechanics
is the principle of least constraint. Some of Gauss's principal contributions include Bode's
law, the binomial theorem, the arithmetic-geometric mean, prime numbers, construction of the
17-gon by ruler and compass, least squares approximation, orbital measurements, Gaussian
curvature, and potential theory.

Gauss's life was full of personal tragedies. Soon after his first marriage, the Duke of
Brunswick died, leaving him without financial support. He was forced to move to Gottingen.
A year later his wife died after childbirth, soon to be followed by the death of the baby. He
remarried and then his second wife died a few years later.

Gibbs, Josiah Willard (1839-1903). Gibbs was born, raised, worked, and died in Con-
necticut. He was the son of a professor of literature at Yale. He received his doctorate in
engineering from Yale in 1863, the first engineering doctorate given in the United States. He
studied until 1869 in Paris, Berlin, and Heidelberg, and became professor of mathematical
physics at Yale in 1871.

Gibbs's major publications began in 1873, on thermodynamics and equilibrium. His sub~
sequent work included electromagnetic theory of light, statistical mechanics, astrodynamics,
and vector analysis. In mechanics he is recognized for his work on inequality constraints and
contributions toward the Gibbs-Appell equations. His contributions were appreciated more
in Europe than they were in the United States. Gibbs was known as a true gentleman, kind
and unassuming in his manners. He lived a quiet and dignified life.

Hamilton, Sir William Rowan (1805-1865). Born in Dublin, Ireland, Hamilton gave
evidence of genius as a young child. By age five he knew four languages. He was very
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interested in mathematics and, by the time he was 15, was studying the works of Newton and
Laplace. At age 17, Hamilton found an error in Laplace's Mechanique celeste.

Hamilton entered Trinity College in Dublin at the age of 18. In 1827, at age 22, even
though he was an undergraduate, he was appointed astronomer royal at Dunsink Observatory
and professor of astronomy at Trinity College. He had not applied for the post, for which there
were applicants, but rather, was invited to accept it.

In 1833, Hamilton published a study of vectors as ordered pairs, as well his first work
on dynamics, The Problem of Three Bodies by my Characteristic Function. He used algebra
in treating dynamics in On a General Method in Dynamics in 1834. This work, in essence,
describes his most important contribution to mechanics. In 1843, he began to formulate the
theory of quaternions (Euler parameters). He devoted the rest of his life to quaternions, and
wrote two books on the subject, but neither book was well received. The second book was
published posthumously, with the final chapter incomplete.

Hamilton was the first foreign member elected to the U.S. National Academy of Sci-
ences. The latter years of his life were unhappy ones, and he suffered from alcoholism.

Jourdain, Philip Edward Bertrand (1879-1921). This British scientist lived a short
life that was full of medical problems. He was already severely handicapped when he began
his studies at Cambridge in 1898. His undergraduate years were very difficult. He did poorly
in his degree. However, he was awarded the Allen studentship for research in 1904.

In mechanics, Jourdain is credited with Jourdain's variational principle (1909), which
closes the gap between D' Alembert's principle and Gauss's principle. His most famous paper
on this subject is On some Points in the Foundation of Mathematical Physics (1908).

Jourdain also worked in mathematical logic and set theory. He wrote a number of articles
on this subject between 1906 and 1913 under the title Development of the Theory of Trans-
finite Numbers. In 1913 he proposed the card paradox. This was a card which on one side
said: ''The sentence on the other side of thi.scard is TRUE." On the other side of the card the
sentence read: ''The sentence on the other side of this card is FALSE."

Kepler, Johannes (1571-1630). Kepler, born in Germany, is known primarily for for-
mulating the three mathematical laws of planetary motion. He is also credited for work on
mathematics, primarily on logarithms, as well as optics.

Kepler attended the University of Tiibingen and took a teaching position in mathematics
at Graz. At Tiibingen he was exposed to both the Ptolemaic and Copernican theories, and
he came to accept the Copernican theory. In 1596, Kepler published his Mysterium Cosmo-
graphicum, which argues for the truth of the Copernican theory.

In 1600, Kepler went to Prague, as assistant to Tycho Brahe. Brahe died in 1601, but
Kepler went on to use his observations to calculate planetary orbits. The level of accuracy
of his measurements is astounding. His first two laws were published in Astronomia Nova in
1609. His third law appeared inHannonice mundi in 1619. Kepler's other books are Epitome
Astronomiae Copemicanae (1618 to 1621), and Rudolphine Tables (1627), based on Tycho
Brahe's observations and Kepler's laws.

Lagrange, Joseph Louis (1736-1813). Born in Turin, Italy, Lagrange's interest in math-
ematics began at a very early age when he read a book by Halley.

Lagrange served as professor of geometry at the Royal Artillery School in Turin from
1755 to 1766 and helped to found the Royal Academy of Science there in 1757. In 1764 he
was awarded his first prize of many, when the Paris Academy awarded a prize for his essay on
the libation of the moon. When Euler left the Berlin Academy of Science, at his request, La-
grange succeeded him as director of mathematics (1766). Development of what we know
as Lagrange's equations was accomplished during this period. These developments were
made possible by the advances that Lagrange introduced to the calculus of variations. He
also contributed to hydrodynamics.

...
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In 1787 Lagrange left Berlin to become a member of the Paris Academy of Science,
where he remained for the rest of his career. He published hisMechanique Analitique in 1788,
which includes Lagrange's equations. This work summarized all the work done in the field
of mechanics since the time of Newton; it is notable for its use of the theory of differential
equations. In it, Lagrange transformed mechanics into a branch of mathematical analysis.
He survived the French revolution. During the 1790s he worked on the metric system and
advocated a decimal base. He also taught at the Ecole Polytechnique, which he helped to
found. In 1797 he published the first theory of functions of a real variable. Napoleon named
him to the Legion of Honor and Count of the Empire in 1808. In 1811he published the second
edition ofMechanique Analitique. Lagrange also excelled in all fields of analysis and number
theory, as well as in celestial mechanics.

Hamilton referred to Lagrange as the "Shakespeare of mathematics," in appreciation of
the mathematical depth and elegance of Lagrange's contributions. Lagrange also worked on
the history of science.

Newton, Sir Isaac (1642-1727). Regarded by many as the most important contributor
to the field of dynamics, Isaac Newton was born in Lincolnshire to a family of farmers. In
his teenage years his academic performance was very weak. His mother removed him from
grammar school, and at the urging of an uncle, in 1661 Newton entered Trinity College,
Cambridge, to study law.

At Cambridge, Newton was attracted to philosophy, but also to algebra and analytical
geometry. He was very impressed with the Copernican theory. The plague in 1665-which
closed Cambridge University for two years-gave him the opportunity to go home to Lin-
colnshire and work on his own. He made several significant contributions in mathematics,
optics, physics, and astronomy during that time. His first contribution was in calculus and
unification of the previously scattered developments in this subject. His De Methodis Se-
rierum et Fluxionum was written in 1671 (he failed to get it published and it did not appear
until 1736). After returning to Cambridge in 1669, he was appointed to the Lucasian chair.
He was 27 years old at the time, and his genius was well known. Newton held this chair until
1687. Newton was elected a fellow of the Royal Society in 1672. Also in 1672 he published
his first scientific paper on light and color in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society. While well received in general, his paper was objected to by Hooke and Huygens.
This objection resulted in further strained relations among them. 1 He published his Opticks
in 1704, a year after the death of Hooke.

Newton's laws of mechanics were published after debates with Hooke and Halley. In
1684, Halley asked Newton what orbit a body would follow under an inverse square force,
and Newton replied that it would be an ellipse and that he had solved this problem five years
earlier. Halley, being very impressed with this answer, urged Newton to publish his law of
planetary motion, which he did in 1687 in the third part of his Principia.

Newton suffered a nervous breakdown in 1693, after which he lost interest in science. He
retired from research to take up a government position in the Royal Mint in London. In 1703
he was elected president of the Royal Society and was re-elected each year until his death.
He was knighted in 1708. The falling apple episode seems to be a myth, as it is reported that
this incident occurred in 1666, whereas by 1666 Newton had already formulated his laws of
motion.

lUke many before and after him, Newton did not toke kindly to scientific criticism. In 1679, Hooke wrote to
Newton proposing a central force that governs the motion of planets. Newton's response to Hooke discussed on
inverse square low, but it also hod on error, which Newton hod to admit grudgingly. As a result, both Hooke and
Newton worked independen~y on the low of planetary motion, and both claimed credit for the inverse square low.
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Poincare, Jules Henri (1854-1912). Poincare was an applied mathematician who is
credited with several advances in algebraic topology, stability theory, and the theory of ana-
lytic functions. Poincare studied in the Ecole Poly technique and at the Ecole des Mines. In
1881 he was appointed to a chair of mathematical physics at the Sorbonne. He studied optics,
electricity, telegraphy, elasticity, thermodynamics, potential theory, quantum theory, theory
of relativity, and cosmology. He also studied the three-body problem, and theories of light and
electromagnetic waves. He is acknowledged as a codiscoverer, with Einstein and Lorentz, of
the special theory of relativity.

His major works include Analysis situs (1895), an early systematic treatment of topol-
ogy, Les Methods nouvelle de la mechanique celeste (1892-1899), and Le~ons de mecanique
celeste (1905). He also wrote many popular scientific articles. In addition to his work on
manifolds.and what is known in dynamics as the index of Poincare, Poincare was the first to
consider the possibility of chaos in a deterministic system. Little interest was shown in this
work until the modem study of chaotic dynamics began in 1963.

Poincare was critical of the way mechanics was taught by the British. He thought the
British treated mechanics as an experimental science, whereas in continental Europe mechan-
ics was taught as a deductive science.

Poisson, Simeon Denis (1781-1840). Originally forced to study medicine, Poisson be-
gan to study mathematics in 1798 at the Ecole Poly technique. His teachers were Laplace and
Lagrange. He also made contact with Legendre, as a result of a memoir on finite differences,
written when he was 18 years old. Poisson taught at Ecole Poly technique from 1802 until
1808 when he became an astronomer at Bureau des Longitudes. In 1809 he was appointed to
the chair of pure mathematics in the Faculte des Sciences. Poisson's most important works
were in mathematics, mechanics, astronomy, electricity, and magnetism. In mathematics, he
advanced the theory of definite integrals and Fourier series, as well as Poisson's integral, Pois-
son's equation and Poisson's brackets. His contribution to probability theory is best remem-
bered by the Poisson distribution. The Poisson distribution is widely used to model several
phenomena (such as the famous gas station attendant problem: arrival of cars is modeled by
the Poisson distribution while service time is modeled using the exponential distribution). In
electricity, he is known for the Poisson's constant.

Poisson was a prolific author; he wrote over 300 articles. His Traite de mecanique, pub-
lished in 1811 and again in 1833, was considered the standard text on mechanics for many
years.

Ptolemy, Claudius (85-165 C.E.). Ptolemy was born in Egypt and lived most of his life in
Alexandria, where he died. He developed the geocentric theory, with the motion of the plan-
ets and the sun as epicycles (combination of circles). His astronomical observations and his
theory on the motion and location of the planets were considered valid for over a millennium,
until they were disputed by Copernicus.

Routh, Edward John (1831-1907). Born in Canada, Routh went to England in 1842.
He entered Peterhouse College at the same time as Maxwell, but Maxwell transferred to
Trinity College. Much of his life was spent in competition with Maxwell. In 1854, the Smith
Prize was divided between Routh and Maxwell (the first time the prize had been awarded
jointly).

Routh published famous advanced treatises which became standard applied mathematics
texts, such as A Treatise on Dynamics of Rigid Bodies (1860), A Treatise on Analytic Statistics
(1891), and A Treatise on Dynamics of a Particle (1898).

Routh was elected to the Royal Society in 1872. His contributions to mechanics include
advances to stability theory, gyroscopic systems, cyclic coordinates, and Routh's method for
ignorable coordinates. In 1877, Routh was awarded the Adams Prize for work on dynamic
stability. He was revered as an outstanding teacher and coach. He died in Cambridge.
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APPENDIX

B
CONCEPTS FROM THE CALCULUS

OF VARIATIONS

B.I INTRODUCTION

In dynamics one frequently uses concepts from the calculus of variations. Variational princi-
ples such as D' Alembert's principle and Hamilton's principle are considered as foundations
of analytical mechanics.

One of the earliest problems in the calculus was the determination of the minimum and
maximum values of a function. The first major developments in this subject came in the sec-
ond half of the 17th century. Newton, in 1671, and Leibnitz, in ~684, made the first original
contributions, by noting that the rate of change o{ a continuous function must be zero for
a minimum or maximum. Newton also looked into the problem of minimization of a func-
tional. Johann Bernoulli and his son Daniel extended the works of Newton and Leibnitz into
a broader spectrum of problems. Johann Bernoulli introduced the brachistochrone problem.
Finally, Euler, who was a student of Johann's sons Johann ITand Daniel Bernoulli, built on
the Bernoulli family's work and developed the calculus of variations to its current form. To-
day the calculus of variations is used not only in analytical mechanics but also in several
other problems from mathematics, physics, and engineering, such as Sturm-Liouville prob-
lems and optimal control theory, as well as in generating methods-such as the Rayleigh-Ritz
and finite element methods-for finding approximate solutions to boundary value problems.

An introduction to the variation of a function is also given in Chapter 4, which develops
variational principles used in dynamics. One can follow the developments of the text by just
reading Chapter 4, without consulting this appendix. Here, the reader will find a source of
additional details and more in-depth developments.

B.2 STATIONARY VALUES OF A FUNCTION

Consider a function of a single variable f(x) over an interval ~, where x is the variable and
:I = (a, b) is the interval. The function f(x) has an extremum, a local minimum or max-
imum, in the interior of this interval if there exists a point x* such that f(x) ~ f(x*) or
f(x) :s; f(x*) for all values of x. For f(x) to have an extremum in the interior of the inter-
val, f' (x) = df (x)/ d x has to vanish at x = x*, or it has to not exist. Otherwise, the minimum
and maximum values of f(x) will be at the boundaries, at f(a) or at f(b).

One determines whether the extremum point x= x* represents a local minimum or
maximum by examining the second derivative of f(x). IT f"(x*) > 0, x* represents a
local minimum; if f"(x*) < 0, x* represents a local maximum. When f"(x*) = 0, no
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[B. 1]k = 1, 2, ... , n

conclusion can be drawn. A simple example of this is to compare the functions f(x) = x3
and f(x) = x4.

The first derivative of a function determines the slope, and it is a necessary condition
for the existence of a minimum or maximum. The second derivative describes the shape of
the function, and it constitutes a sufficient condition for the extremum to be a local maximum
or minimum. When its second derivative is positive, f(x) is convex upwards, as in a bowl.
When the second derivative is negative, the curve is convex downwards (also called concave),
as in an inverted bowl. A point where the shape of the curve changes from convex to concave
or vice versa is called an inflection point. At an inflection point, fl/(x) = O.

Next, consider a function of n independent variables, f(Xl, X2, 0 0 0' xn), in which
Xl, X2, .. 0' Xn are the variables. We denote by X(XIt X2, ... , xn) a point in the interval !P
(ak ::::;Xk.::::; bkt k = 1,2, ... , n). Let f(X) be continuously differentiable in all its vari-
ables. The necessary condition for f(X) to have a local minimum or a maximum in the
interior of !P is for all of its first derivatives with respect to Xlt X2, 0 •• , Xn to vanish. That is,
the point X* = (xi, xi, ... , x~) is a local minimum or maximum if

af 0 * * *-a = at Xl = Xl' X2 = X2' 0.0' Xn = Xn
Xk

The point X*, where all the first derivatives off with respect to Xk vanish, is referred to as
a stationary value of the function f(X). One arrives at Eq. [B.I] also by considering the
differential of f(Xl, X2, ... , xn), which has the form

af af af'
df = -dXl + -dX2 + ... + -dxn

aXI aX2 aXn
[B.2]

Because the variables Xk (k = 1,2' .. 0' n) are independent, their differentials dXk (k =
1,2, ... , n) are also independent. The differential off vanishes at a stationary point, df = O.
For df to vanish, all of the coefficients of dXk (k = 1,2'.0.' n) must vanish independently,
and hence the result in Eq. [B.I].

To determine whether the stationary value X* represents a minimum or maximum, one
needs to investigate the second derivatives of f(X). Define the Hessian matrix [H] by

a2f a2f ... a2f
ax2 aXlaX2 aXIOXn1
a2f a'l-f ... a2f

[H] = aX2aXI ax2 aX2aXn [B.3]2

a2f a2f ... a2f
aXnaXl aXnaX2 ax2n

whose entries are Hij = a2flax;aXj(i, j = 1,2, ...• n) evaluated at X = X*. Note that [H]
is square and symmetric. A theorem from the calculus of variations states that if the Hessian
matrix is positive (negative) definite at the stationary point X*, then the stationary point X* is
a local minimum (maximum). For a symmetric matrix to be positive definite, it must satisfy
Sylvester's criterion, which states that the following must hold: I

I 1For a symmetric matrix to be negative definite, all the diagonal elements must be negative, and the sign of the
principal minor determinants mustalternate.
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1. All diagonal elements must be greater than 0, and

2. All principal minor determinants must be greater than O.

If the determinant of [H] = 0, no conclusion can be drawn. If the determinant of [H] is not
zero and [H] is indefinite, the stationary point is neither a maximum nor a minimum and is
referred to as a saddle point. The Hessian matrix is also denoted by [H] = VZI.
.. Consider now the case when the variables Xl, Xz, ... , Xn are not independent and are
related to each other by the equality constraints
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Cj(XI, Xz, ... , Xn) = 0 j = 1, 2, ... , m [B.4]
where m is the number of constraints. To find the stationary values of I(XI, Xz, ... , xn) subject
to the constraints Cj(Xb Xz, ... , xn) a number of approaches can be adopted. One approach
is based on rewriting the constraint equations. such that m of the variables are expressed in
terms of the remaining n-m variables. Theoretically, at least, it is possible to do so. Then the
function is described by n - m independent variables and the above developments apply. For
instance, say Xl is the variable we wish to eliminate from the formulation. We seek to express
Xl in terms of the other n - 1 variables as

Xl = g(XI, Xz, ... , Xl-b XI+I, ... , xn) [B.5]
and to substitute Eq. [B.5] into I(X). If this can be done for all the constraint, relations, one
can effectively express I(X) in terms of n - m independent variables and use the procedure
outlined earlier to find the stationary values.

Many times, it is difficult to find a relation of the form [B.5] for all the constraint relations.
Even if such relations are found, they may complicate the expression for I(X) immensely.
Also, certain constraints are described in the differential form

ajl dXI + ajZdxZ + ... + ajndxn = 0 [B.6]
and it is not possible to integrate Eq. [B.6] to the form of Eq. [B.4]. For these cases, there is an-
ot;herprocedure for finding the stationary values of I(X). This method makes use of Lagrange
multipliers. We construct an augmented function, denoted by l/J(X) = l/J(x\, Xz, ... , xn) and
referred to as the Lagrangian, which has the same value as I (X), but has the form

m

l/J(Xb Xz, ... , xn) = I(XI, Xz, ... , xn) + 2::>-jCj(X\, Xz, ... , xn)
j=\

[B.7]

where Aj (j = 1,2, ... , m) are called the Lagrange multipliers. Consider the differential
of the augmented function l/J. To this end, we first take the differentials of the constraint rela-
tions

aCI aCI aCI
dCI = -dx\ + -dxz + ... + -dxn = 0

aXI axz aXn

a~ a~ a~
dcz = -dx\ + -dxz + ... + -dxn = 0

aXI axz aXn

• • • •
aCm aCm d aCm

dCm = - dXl + - Xz + ... + - dXn = 0
aXI axz aXn

[B.8]

Multiplying each one of Eqs. [B.8] by the Lagrange multipliers Aj, and adding these
equations to Eqs. [B.2], one obtains dl/J, the differential of the augmented function, as
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~ [ af aCI aC2 aCm ]d4> = df +LAjdcj = - +-AI +-A2 +.,.+-Am dXI
j=l aXI aXI ax! ax!

[
af aCI aC2 aCm ]+ -+-A1+-A2+"'+-Am dX2+'"
aX2 aX2 aX2 aX2

[
af aCI aC2 . aCm ]+ - +-AI +-A2 +...+-Am dXn = 0
aXn aXn aXn aXn

[B.9]

When the constraint is in the form of Eq. [B.6], we multiply each constraint equation
by Aj and add it to df to obtain d4>. In essence, we replace aC/Jxk by ajk in Eq. [B.9]. Tq
solve Eq. [B.9] one selects the Lagrang~ multipliers Aj (j = 1,2, ... , m) such that each of
the e.xprel'sions in the square brackets, that is, the coefficients of dXk (k = 1, 2, ... , n), vanisQ
indivi<iually. This leads to a total of n equa,tions in Eq. [B.9] and m equations in Eq. [BA] or
Eq. [13.6], which can be solved for the n + m unknowns Xl, X2, ... , Xn, At. A2, ... , Am.

The determiqation of whether the stationary values of constrained systems constitute
minima or maxima is a more complicated subject. This determination requires use of de-
velopments from nonlinear optimization theory and Kuhn-Tucker conditions. We will not go
into this subject in detail, but briefly mention the theorem from Avriel (see the text by Pike),
which establishes a set of sufficient conditions to establish minima or maxima.

After finding the stationary values of a constrained function using the approach outlined
above, one constructs the matrices [Hp](p = m + 1,m + 2, ... , n), such that

[
[H*] [CI]]

[Hp] = [c'f [0]

The matrices [H*] and [C'] are definedlls

[B.10)

a24>
H;} == aXiJXj i, j = 1, 2, ... , p

C;, = ac,
axs r = 1,2, ... ,m;s = 1,2, ... ,p

[B.11)

Example
B.I

where all the derivatives are evaluated at the stationary points. Avriel's theorem states that

If (_l)m det[H p] > 0 for all p = m + 1,m + 2, ... , n, the stationary point is a local
minimum.
If (-I)P det[Hp] > 0 for all p = m + 1,m + 2, ... , n, the stationary point is a local
maximum.

If neither one of the above conditions holds, no conclusions can be drawn. The interested
reader is referred to texts on optimization theory for further details on equality constraints, as
well as for inequality constraints.

Find the stationary values of the function f(x, y) = i/2 + x3/24 + xy+ x + 1 in the interval
-4 :S x :S 8, -8 :S Y :S 4.

SOlution
The stationary value off is given by df = O.Taking the differential off we obtain

af afdf = - dx + - dy = 0ax ay
[a]
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which holds only if both aj = 0 and aj = O.Setting these first derivatives equal to zero
b . ax ayweo tam

aj x2
ax = g + Y + 1 = 0

aj
ay = y + x =-0 [It]

Substituting the second of the above equations into the first we obtain

x2
g-x+l=O [c]

the solution of which yields two stationary values: x~ = 4 + 2J2 and xi= 4 ~ 2J2. Both
stationary values are inside the interval given above. It follows from the second of Eqs. [b]
that yi = -xi = -4 - 2J2 and yi = -xi = -4 + 2)2.

To check whether the stationary points are local minima, maxima, or neither, we analyze
the Hessian. The second derivatives ofj have the form

a2j x
ax2 = 4"

so that the Hessian becomes

a2j = 1
ay2

a2j = 1
axay [eI]

for Xi = (xi, yi) = (4 + 2./2, -4 - 2./2)

for Xi = (xi, yi) = (4 - 2./2, -4 + 2./2)

[H] = V2j = [1 + fill ~]

[H] '= V2j = [1 - fill ~] [e]

For the stationary point (xi, yi) the Hessian is positive definite. Hence, the stationary
point (xi, yi) is a local minimum. The Hessian for the stationary point (xi, yi) is neither
positive nor negative definite. It is indefinite. It follows that this second stationary point is
neither a minimum nor a maximum, but a saddle point. To check if Xi constitutes a global
minimum in the interval, one must evaluate the values ofj at the boundaries of the interval
as well.

Exa•••pleB.2

[a]ac/>= 2z
az

Find the stationary values of the function j(x, y, z) = x3 + y2 + Z2 subject to the constraint
c(x, y, z) = y - x2 = O.

SOlution
We can solve this problem either by introducing the constraint into j(x, y, z) and express-
ing j in terms of two variables, or by using the Lagrange multipliers. For illustrative pur-
poses, we select the latter approach. We form the augmented function c/>(x,y, z) = j(x, y, z)+
AC(X, y, z) and take partial derivatives of c/>, which yields

ac/> 2 ac/>- = 3x - 2AX - = 2y + Aax ay

Selecting A such that all of the first derivatives of c/>with respect to x, y, and z vanish,
and considering the constraint equation, we obtain the four equations

3x2 - 2AX = 0 2y + A = 0 2z = 0 y - x2 = 0 [It]

to be solved for the unknowns x, y, z, and the Lagrange multiplier A.The third equation yields
z = O.From the last equation, y = x2, and from the second equation, A = -2y. Combining
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these equations we obtain A = -2xz, which, when substituted into the first equation gives,

3xz - 2Ax = 3xz + 4x3 = 0 [c]

Equation [c] can be factored to yield 3,xz(1 + 1x) = O. This equation has three solutions,
a double root at x = 0 and x = -3/4. Combining with Eqs. [b], we identify the stationary
points Xr and Xi to be

Xr ~ xr = 0 Yi = 0 zi = 0 3 * 9 * 0Xi ~ xi = - 4: YZ = 16 Zz = [eI]

To calculate whether the stationary points constitute local minima or maxima, we gener-
ate the [H p] matrices. For this problem we have n = 3, m = 1, and two values for p, p = 2, 3.
There are two [Hp] matrices to check. The [H*] matrix is diagonal with the entries

* ~~ * ~~ * ~~HIl = - = 6x - 2A Hzz =.- :::;:2 H33 = - = 2 [.]uxz uyz uzz
All other entries of [H*] are zero. Substituting the value of the Lagrange multiplier into Hil'
we obtain

Hil = 6x - 2A = 6x - 2(-2xz) = 6x + 4xz
,,'
[f]

For the first stationary point xi = 0, so that Hil = O. For the second stationary point
xi = -0.75 and Hil = -2.25. Consider the first stationary point. For the case when p = 2

[H*] = [~ ~] [e'l = [-~x] = [~] [9]

This results in the [Hz] matrix

'[0 0 0][Hz] = '0 2; 1o 10
[h]

whose determinant is zero. The first stationary point is neither a minimum nor a maximum,
but a saddle point. We dispense with the calculation of [H3] for this stationary point and
consider the next stationary point. For xi the [Hz] matrix has the form

[I]It]o
2
1

[

-2.25
[Hz] = 0

, ., 1.5

and ( -l)m det[Hz] = 2.25.
To determine [H3], we form the [H*] and [e'l matrices as .

. '[-2.25 0 0]
[H*] = 0 2 0

o 0 2 [
1.5]

[e'] = ~ [I]

resulting in

[H3] =

-2.25 0 0 1.5
o 2 0 1
o 0 i 0
1.5 1 0 0

[k]
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It can be shown that (_l)m det[H3] = 4.50. As both quantities are larger than zero, the
second equilibrium position constitutes a local minimum.

B.3 SrATIONARY VALUES OF A DEFINITE INTEGRAL

A large number of problems in mechanics and in mathematics can be posed as the determi-
nation of the stationary values of a definite integral. A simple definition of the problem is
as follows: Find the function y(x) which is continuously differentiable in the interval (a, b)
which yields the stationary values of the integral

1 = Lb

F(X,y, :;)dX [B.12]

In this equation, 1 is referred to as the functional and y(x) satisfies certain boundaTY,
conditions. For y(x) to be the solution, any function other than y(x) should not lead to a
stationary value. We introduce a continuous function 71(X), which is arbitrary, together with
the constant e, and we construct the varied function y(x) +e71(x), as shown in Fig. B.t. When
dealing with constrained systems 71(X)must be consistent with the constraints. The values of
71(X) at the boundaries depend on the boundary conditions of y(x). Consider initially the
case where y(a) and y(b) are specified. Such boundary conditions are known as geometric
boundary conditions or boundary conditions of the first kind. In this case, the varied function
vanishes at the boundaries, 71(a) = 71(b) = O. If y(x) has fixed values at certain points then
the varied function cannot be arbitrary at those poi,pts. Introducing the varied function y(x) +
e71(x) into the integral whose stationary values are sought, we obtain

I(e) = Lb

F(x, y + e71,y' + e71')dx [B.13]

with primes denoting differentiation with respect to x. For the integral 1 to have a stationary
value, it must satisfy

dl- = 0 when e = 0
de

Differentiating Eq. [B.13] using the chain rule and evaluating at e = 0 we obtain

dll fb ( aF a(y + e71) aF a(y' + e71'»)d I
de e=O = a a(y + e71) ae + a(y' + e71') ae X e=O

fb (aF aF,)= -71 + -71 dx = 0
a ay ay'

[B.14]

[B.15]

..-...-;1'

,;., ~). ,.j

;.:~~ ,....--

\
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-.,.: ' .. ' d.' .

" ; .-: '" '!/'o_:"
. , .•........•..•.

.~'>.---

~ l::::::::::::~ "'1(x)
I ••••• - •• I

b x
Figure B.I
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We integrate the second term on the right hand side of the above equation by parts to obtain2

f
b aF aF I

b
fb d (aF)-71' dx = -71 - - -- 71dx

a ay' ay' a a dx ay'
[B.16]

[B.17]

The objective of this integration by parts is to have 71(x las a coefficient of all the tertii'S
in the integrand. Introducing Eq. [B.16] into Eq. [B.15] we obtain

f
b [aF 'd (aF)~ .', , aF Ib- - '- - 71(x)dx + -71 = 0,
a ay dx ay" ay' a

The integral and boundary terms in this equation vanish individually. Because71(x) is at-
bitrary in'the interval (a, b), in order for the integral to be equal to zero the integrand must
vanish at every point in the interval, so that

aF d (aF) ,ay - dxay' .:= o,' a < x < b [B.ltn

Equation [RI8] is known as Eulers equation or the Euler-Lagrange equation~ In ~ddii"
tion, each boundary term in Eq. [B.l?] is zero by itself, leading to

aF I =,0,ay,71.,,=a, aF I' = 0,ay,71 .,,=b . [B.19.,.]

Equatibn[B.18] and the end conditions constitute the necessary condition for the esta~~
lishment oCme stationary value of the definite integral. Previously we considered geometric
boundary conditions, so that 71 vanishes at x == a and x :::::b. As a result, Eqs. [B.19a] and
[B.19b] are automatically satisfied.

Consider now the case when y(x) is not specified at one or both of x = a and x = b.
Hence 71(x)does not vanish at those boundaries and has arbitrary values, in addition to the
interior. To drive the boundary terms in Eqs. [B.19a]and [B.19b]'tozero, the coefficient of
71(x)must vanish, or

at x=b

If y( a) is not specified, then

If y( b) is not specified, then
\"::

aF = 0, at
ay'
aF = 0,
ay'

x=a

The conditions above are the boundary conditions. Note that these boundary conditions
are related to the function. They are called natural boun9ary conditions, or boundary condi-
tions oj the second kind. In mechanics they are also refeqed t<.>as dynamic boundary condi-
tions. Sometimes, the boundary conditions have the form'gh(a), y'(a» = 0" h(y(b), y'(b» =
o,. Such boundary conditions are known as boundary conditions of the third kind.

An interesting special case is encountered when the function F is not an explicit function
of x, that is, F = F(y, y') only. We can take the derivative of F with respect to x and obtain

"

dF (aF)dY (aF)dY' (aF)dY. (aF)d2y
dx = ay dx + ay' dx = ay dx + ay' dx2 [B.20]

2Note that we are assuming that F is twice differentiable with respect to x, y; and y'. See text by Hildebrand for
cases when the second derivatives of F have discontinuities.
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From Eq. [B.I8] we have

695

aF d (aF)-=- -
ay dx ay'

Introducing Eq. [B.2I] into Eq. [B.20] we obtain

dF d (aF)dY (aF)d
2y d [ ,(aF)~

dx = dx ay' dx + ay' dx2 = dx Y ay' 'J'
or ~ [F _ y' (a F)~ = 0

dx ay' 'J

leading to the result

[8.21 ]

[8.22]

[8.23]F - y' (:~) = constant

so that when F is not an explicit function of x, then the expression F - y'(aF/ay') represents
a jirstintegral. The subject of first integrals for dynamical systems is discussed in Section
1.12.

The above relations describe a very useful property which lets one recognize the exis-
tence of first integrals. In Chapters 4 and 5 we make use of the above properties and observe
the relation between the function F and the Lagrangian.

For the functional F(x, y, y') given by F = y,z - 4y2 - 6y4, find Euler's equation and the
associated first integral.

Solullon
Taking the partial derivatives of F, we obtain

ExampleB.3

3aF = -8y - 24y
ay

aF
ay' = 2y' ~ (aF) = 2y"

dx ay'
[a]

which, when introduced into Euler's equation, gives

-2y" -8y - 24y3= 0 = 2y" + 8y + 24l

To find the first integral we note that x is absent frorp.F. From Eq. [a] we write

(a..F. ) = 2 ,2, - .. y
Yay' .

so that the first integral becomes

F ~ y' (:~) = y,2 - 4l - 6y4- 2y'2 = constant

Which can be rewritten as

y,2 + 4y2 + 6y4 = constant

[It]

[c]

[eI]

[e]

We can draw an analogy between this example and the stiffening spring considered in
Chapter 1. Indeed, if we think of x as time, y as the spring deflection, then F represents the
difference between twice the kinetic and potential energies, and aF/ay represents the spring
force. The integral of the motion is, of course, the total energy.

J
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B.4 THE VARIATIONAL NOTATION

The variational notation streamlines the formulation of variational mechanics problems, and
it demonstrates the difference between differential calculus and variational calculus more
clearly. Consider the function F(x, y, y') and stationary values of its integral. In the previous
section, we defined the varied function as y(x) + 811(X). Let 8 be a small quantity and define
the variation of y(x) as the change 811(X), and denote it by 5y, so that

5y = 811(X)

The change in F due to the variation in y, for a fixed value of x, can be expressed as

dF = F(x, y + 811,y' + 811')- F(x, y, y')

which can be expanded in a Taylor series

dF = aF 811+ aF 811'+ (higher-order terms in 8)
ay ay'

[8.24]

[8.25]

[8.26]

The variation of F, denoted by 5F, is defined as the terms in the above equation linear
in 8, so that

aF aF, aF aF,5F = -811 + -811 = -5y + -5yay ay' ay ay [8.27]

where 5y' denotes the variation of y', 5y~ = 811'(X). 5F is also referred to as thefirst variation
ofF.

The above relationship is similar to the exact differential of F, but it is different. The
exact differential of F has the form

aF aF aF,dF = -dx+-dy+-dy
ax ay ay' [8.28]

and it has one extra term due to the derivative of F with respect to x. The difference between
the exact differential and variation of F arises from the way the variation operation treats the
variables x and y. For the function F, x is the independent variable and y(x) is the dependent
variable, dependent in the sense that it is a function of x, and that it is not constrained in
any form. When we obtain the variation of F, we hold the independent variable fixed and
vary the dependent variable y(x) and its derivative y'(x) to get y(x) + 811(X) and y'(x) +
811'(X). The variation is from one curve (or path) to another while x is held fixed, so that
there is no variation in x. Hence, 5x = O.By contrast, the differential of a function describes
the change in that function along a particular curve (or path), and the independent variable
x varies along that path as well. This point higWights the difference between differential
calculus and variational calculus: The variation of a function includes changes of only the
dependent variables, whereas the differential of a function considers changes of both the
dependent and independent variables.

The rules associated with mathematical operations on variation are the same as the rules
of differentiation. The variation operation and the differentiation operation commute when
the differentiation is with respect to an independent variable. We have, for example

~(5y) = ~(811) = 811' = 5y'dx dx [8.29]
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The variation operc:ltion is applicable to scalar functions as WGll as to vectors. Also,
when we refer to the variation of a function f(xJ, X2, ... ; xn), where all the variables Xk
(k = 1,2, ... , n) are independent of each other, the variation is exactly analogous to differ-
entiation and has the form

af af af
Bf = -BXl + -BX2 + ... + -BxnaXI aX2 aXn .

[B.30]

[B.31]

One should compare Eq. [B.30] with Eq. [B.2].
We next derive the Euler-Lagrange equation by using the variation of the integral in Eq.

[B.I2]. Taking its variation, we obtain

f
b fb{aF aF}BI = B F(x, y, y')dx = - By + -,By' dx = 0
a a ay ay

Integration of the second term in the integrand by parts yields

f
b{ aF aF} fb{ aF d (aF)~ aF Ib-By + -By' dx = _.- - -- Bydx + .-By = 0
a ay ay' a ay dx ay' ay' a [B.32]

[B.33a,lt]aF Ibay' By a = 0

Noting that the integral and the boundary expressions vanish individually, we obtain

f
b{aF d (aF)~--_. _.- Bydx=O
a ay dx ay'

By virtue of the arbitrariness of By,Eq. [B.33a] leads to the Euler equation in Eq. [B.I8].
Equation [B.33b] leads to the boundary conditions. Y .

The variational formulation can also be used to find the stationary values of an integral
subject to constraints. The general formulation of the constrained problem will not be derived
here. We consider this problem in the study of analytical mechanics in Chapter 4, within the
context of applications.

A very important application of variational calculus is the Sturm-Liouville problem, which I
can be derived by seeking the values for y(x) which render stationary values of the ratio of
two integrals It and h, defined as

')' = It = fab[p(x)yl2(x) - q(X)y2(x)] dx [a]
h fabr(x)y2(x)dx

where')' is the ratio of the integrals, p(x), q(x), and r(x) are known functions of x, and a and
b are the boundaries. Moreover, p(x) and r(x) are positive. Note that x is the independent
variable. Invoking the product rule, we obtain for the variation of ')'

Example
8.4

B", = h Bit - It Bh = 0
I [2

2

Because h ¥ 0, we can multiply the above equation with it, which yields

II
BI1 - h Bh = 811 - ')'Bh = 0

The variations of the individual integrals are

[It]

[c]

811 = 2 Lb[p(X)Y'BY' - q(x)yBy]dx Bh = 2r r(x)yBydx [tI]

.,j
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We integrate the first of Eq. Cd]by parts and obtain

fb {d d} b811 = 2 a- dx (p(x) dx) - q(x)y 8ydx + p(x)y' 8yL [eJ

Introduction of the second ofEqs. Cd]and [e] into Eq. [c] and division by 2 yields

Lb
{ - :x [P(X) ~:] - q(x)y - yr(x)y} 8ydx + p(x)y' 8yl: = 0 [f]

The integral in Eq. [f] is evaluated over the interval (a, b) and the integrated term is
evaluated at the boundaries. By definition of the variation of y, the two expressions are in-
dependent of each other and, for Eq. [f] to hold, they must both vanish individually. For the
integral to vanish for all possible values of 8y, the integrand must be zero, leading to the
Euler-Lagrange equation

d
dx [p(x)y'] + q(x)y + yr(x)y = 0 a<x<b [gJ

The second term in Eq. [f] contains the boundary expressions, from which the boundary
conditions are ascertained. Consider the boundary x = a. If y(x) is specified at x = a, say
y(a) = Ya, then the variation of y at that point is zero. This type of boundary condition is
an essential boundary condition, or a boundary condition of the first kind. If, on the other
hand, y(x) is not specified at x = a, its variation 8y does not vanish at that point. It fol-
lows that, to render the boundary term zero, the coefficient of By, p(x)y', must vanish. The
relation

p(x)y'(x) = 0 at. x = a or p(a)y'(a) = 0 [hJ

• b•• 8.1

becomes the boundary condition. This type of boundary condition is referred to as a natu-
ral boundary condition, or a boundary condition of the second kind. The Euler-Lagrange
equation and the boundary conditions constitute the so-called boundary value problem.

Examples of Sturm-Liouville problems from mechanics include the transverse vibra-
tion of strings, axial vibration of bars, and torsional vibration of rods. Table B.I gives the
corresponding quantities for y(x), p(x), q(x), and r(x) for these problems .

Sturm-liouville Problems

Type of Problem y(x) p(x) q(x) r(x)
String vibrations Transverse deformation Tension -T(x) 0 Mass/unit length p,(x)

y(x)
Axial vibration of bars Axial deformation u(x) Stiffness -EA(x) 0 Mass/unit length p,(x)
Torsional vibration of Torsional deformation Torsional stiffness 0 per unit length .9i(x)
rods 8(x) -GJ(x)

In all three cases the expression for p(x) is a negative quantity. Derivation of the equa-
tions of motion of deformable bodies is considered in Chapter 11.Note that even though the
form of the equations looks similar, the transverse vibration of beams is not a Sturm-Liouville
problem. The highest order spatial derivative is four, as opposed to two in Sturm-Liouville
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problems. However, the way the equations of motion are derived is the same. For the sim-
ple cases of vibration considered here, q(x) = O.This expression becomes nonzero in more
complex vibration problems.

B.5 ApPLICATION OF THE VARIATIONAL NOTATION
TO DYNAMICS PROBLEMS

The variational notation is ideally suited for dynamics problems because it makes the formu-
lation concise and it has a meaningful physical interpretation.

Consider, for example, the motion of a particle. When the motion is described in terms
of Cartesian coordinates, we use the variables x, y, and z to describe position and the variable
t to describe the time dependence. The vector r(x(t), y(t), z(t), t) describes the position. It
follows that x, y, and z are the dependent variables and t is the independent variable. There
is no variation of the position vector with respect to time, and.

699

ar ar ar8r = - 8x + - 8y + - 8z
ax ay az

[B.34]

[B.35]

The variations of the spatial coordinates are known as virtual displacements. Because
there is no variation in time, the virtual displacements can be considered as occurring in-
stantaneously. This leads to a very interesting physical interpretation. A virtual displacement
can be thought of as imagining the dynamical system in a different position while holding
time fixed. The arbitrary position is consistent with the system constraints and it is within
the admissible paths the particle can follow. This concept is illustrated in Fig. B.2 for the x
coordinate.

The variation of the position vector is intimately related to the velocity. Indeed, the ve-
locity of the particle considered above can be written as

dr ar. ar . ar . ar
v(x y z t) = - = - x + -y + - z + -, , , dt ax ay az at

This brings about the possibility of calculating a virtual displacement from the expres-
sion for velocity, instead of taking derivatives of the position vector. We demonstrate this in
Chapter 4.

x lXz x x+8x
Xl ~.:: .--i- ::.. ,

- - II

tl

8x
I:::::....

tz Figure B.2
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HOMEWORK EXERCISES

SECTION B.2
1. Find the points on the curve xy = I that are the clos~st to the origin.
2. Find the points on the ellipsoid 4xz - xy+ 4yz - yz + 3zz = I that are the closest to

the origin. Note: This problem can be posed as an eigenvalue problem.
3. Find the stationary values of the function j(x) = 3xf + xi + 2XIXZ + 6XI + 2xz subject

to the constraint 2XI - Xz= 4. Check for minima and maxima.

SECTIONS B.3 AND B.4

with y(XI) = Yl> y(xz) = Yz

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

Given two points on the xy plane (Xl, YI) and (xz, yz), make use ofEq. [1.3.33] to show
that one must minimize the integral

I = fX2 Ji + y'Z dx with Y(XI)::;= Yl> y(xz) = Yz
XI .

in order to find the arc of minimum length that passes through two given end points.
Show that, given no restrictions on the path from (Xl, YI) to (xz, Yz), the solution is a
straight line.

Obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation associated with the functionalF(x, y, y') = xyl2 _
yy' + y.

Iri a similar way to Problem 4, show that the minimal surface of revolution about the X

axis passing through the two points (Xl> 'yl) and (xz, yz) can be found by minimizing the
inregral .

f
X2

I = yJI + y'Zdx
XI

Then, find the resulting Euler's equation, and the solution.
Find the first integral associated with the function F(x, y, y') = y'Z + 5y3 - 2y4.

Consider the problem of axial deformation of a circular rod oflength L and uniform
density p, fixed at X = 0 and free at X = L, as shown in Fig. B.3. The radius of the
cross section of the rod R(x) varies with the relation R(x) = RoO ~ x/3L). Find Euler's
equation and boundary conditions.

y

z L

2Ro/3

x

Figure 8.3
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z'
z

z
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y

Rectangular Prism
y

4R
310

1
Volume = 21TR2L

91T2 - 64 2 I 2
Ixx = 361T2 mR + 12mL

1 2 1 2
Iyy = "4mR + 12mL

91T2 - 32 2
Izz = ]_ ~ mR

I 2 I 2
Ix'x' = "4mR + 12mL

1 2
Izlzi = 2mR

Volume = abc
1 2 2

Ixx = 12m(b + e )
1 2 2

Iyy= 12m(a +e)

1 2 2
Izz = 12mea + b )

1 2 2
lxix' = 12m(b + 4e )

1
~Iy'yl = 12m(a2 + 4e2)

z

Thin Plate (One of a, h, or c
small. Say c)

y

x

Volume = abc
1 2

Ixx = 12mb

1 2
Iyy = 12ma

1 2 2
Izz = 12mea + b )

z

Sphere
y

x

4
Volume = 31T R3

2
Ixx = Iyy = Izz = smR2
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x'

x

Hemisphere

z

y'

y

2
Volume = "31T R3

83 2
Ixx = Iyy = 320mR

2 2Izz = SmR

2
lX'X' = Iy'y' = SmR2

Right Circular Cone

z

y

y'

I
1

Volu~e = "31TR2L

3 2 3 2
Ixx = Iyy = 20mR + 80mL

3 2
Izz = 10mR

3 2 3 2
lX'X' = Iy'y' = 20mR -+ SmL

1
Volume = 61TR2L

Half Cone ----1 (3 1) 2 3 2Ixx = 20 - 1T2 mR = 80mL
y 3L/4 3 2 3 2y' I ----- Iyy = 20mR + 80mL

(3 1) 2I zz = 10 - 1T2 mR
1 "

Ixy = Ixz = 0Iyz = - 201TmRL

z ,
x' 3 2 1 2Rln IX'x' = Iy'y' = 20mR + 10mL

3 2
Iz'z' = 10mR

Ellipsoid 4
y Volume = "31Tabc

1I = -m(b2 + c2)xx 5
1 2 2Iyy = Sm( a + c )

x 1I = -m(a2 + b2)zz 5
x2 y2 Z2

z Surface defined by 2 + b2 + 2" = 1a c

J
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z

Right Triangular Prism

y

Triangular Plate (c « a, c « b)

I Y
:a/3
I

Rectangular Tetrahedron

y'

1- _ ,

z x

1
Volume = 2abc

1 2 1 2
Ixx = 18mb + 12me

1 2 1 2
I yy = 18ma + 12me

1 2 2Izz = 18m(a + b )

1
Ixy = - 36mab

Ixz = Iyz = 0

1
Volume = 2abe

_ 1 2
Ixx - 18mb

1 2
Iyy = 18ma

_ 1 2 2Izz - 18m(a + b )

1
Volume = 6abc

1 2 2
Ix'x' = lOm(b + e )

. 1 2 2
Iylyl = 10m(a + e )

1 2 2
Izlz' = lOm(a + b )

Note: Centroidal coordinates xyz not shown.

- (a b c). Coordinates of G: 4:' 4:' 4:
3 2 2

Ixx = 80m(b + e )
3 2 2

Iyy = 80m(a + e )
3 2 2

Izz = 80m(a + b )

1
Ixy = - 80mab

1
Ixz = - 80mac

1
Iyz = - 80mbe
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Half Torus

z

Volume = 7ra2 R
1 2 5 2

x' Ix'x' = Iy'y' = "2mR + gma
2 3 2

Iz'z' = mR + '4ma

I--- R ---+--- R --I

705

Half Circular Rod (i small)
y

x

x'

z'

Conical Shell

Volume = 7T'RA

I (
1 4 )R2~-

xx = m "2 - 7T'2 .

mR2

Iyy = -2-

( 4,\ 2
Izz = m 1- 7T'2'}R

mR2

Ix'x' = 2
Iz'z' = mR2

z

y'
y

x'

y"

I~
~

2L13~ x"

_ _ 1 2 1 2
Ixx - Iyy - '4mR + ISmL

1 2
Izz = "2mR

_ _ 1 2 1 2
Ix'x' - Iy'y' - '4mR + "6mL

_ _ 1 2 1 2
Ix"x" - Iy"y" - '4mR + "2mL

z

Circular Cylindrical Shell
y

x'

Izz = mR2

I I 1 2 1 2
xx = yy = -mR + -mL2 12

Ix'x' = Iy'y' = !mR2 + !mL2
2 3
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z'

z

z

Half Cylindrical Shell
y

Spherical Shell
y

Hemispherical Shell

z

x

2R
n:

lzz = (1 - :2)mR2

lz'z' = mR2

1 2 1 2
lx'x' = ly'y' = "2mR + 12mL

(
1 4 ') 2 1 2

lxx = "2 - 1T2 mR + 12mL

2
lxx = lyy = lzz = -mR2

3

x'

x

y'

y

lyy = lxx = 2-mR2
12

lzz = ~mR2
3

2
lx'x' = ly'y' = -mR2

3

_ ..~_.., ..,_._--_. __ .._----------------------------
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A

Acceleration
cennipetli, 11, 19, 125
Coriolis, 19,23, 125
normal, 11
plane motion, 125
relative, 124
tangential, 11

Action integral, 251
Albert of Saxony, 671, 678
Angle
attitude, 374
azimuthal, 21
bank, 374
heading, 374
phase, 65
polar, 21

Angle of twist, 599
Angular acceleration, 117
apparent, 15S
axisymmenic bodies, 372
conservation, 40, 449
in terms of Euler angles, 371

Angular momentun
particles, 39, 158
rigid bodies, 96, 423, 652
transformation properties, 425

Angular velocity
critical, 570
definition of, 109,111,389
of differential-element, 597
matrix, 110, 365
mean, 188
partial, 379, 507
as quasi-velocity, 378
simple, 111, 357
in terms of Euler angles, 369
in terms of Euler parameters, 385
vector, 109,389

Anomaly
eccennic, 187
mean, 189
true, 187

Apex, 563, '

INDEX

Apocenter, 179
Apogee, 180
Appell, P.E., 517, 676, 678
Appell equations, 518
Archimedes, 670, 678
Areal rate, 181
Argument of pericenter, 189
Aristotle, 669, 678
Assumed modes method, 628, 649
Asymptotic behavior, 621
Axial force, 593
Axis of rotation, 359, 360
Axis of symmetry, 328, 372, 565
Axisymmenicbody, 341, 372,

499,548

B
Baruh, H., 650
Beam
• axis, 592
Rayleigh, 594
theory, 592

Beat phenomenon, 143
Bending moment, 593
Bending stiffness, 598
Bernoulli, D., 679, 687
Bernoulli, Johann, 242, 674, 679
Bernoulli, Johanrt, II, 679, 687
Body-fixed
axes, 356, 370
coordinates, 371,435
rotation, 100, 105 ' ,

Boltzmann-Hamel equations, 499
Boundary condition
complementary, 607
dynamic, 608
essential, 607
of the first kind, 607, 693
geomenic, 607, 693
natural, 608, 694
of the second kind, 608, 694
of the third kind, 608, 694

Boundary value problem, 617

-'-- ,--_.' --.. '-. -,••tj
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Bounding circles, 567
Brahe, T., 671

c
Center of curvature, 9 ;.
Center of mass, 154, 324'
composite bodies; 325

Centrifugal softening, 650
Centrifugal stiffening, 650
Characteristic. equation, 56, 59, 289,

343;618,630
Characteristic value;' 290
Chasles's theorem, 363
Coefficient of restitution, 166, 193,

478
Complete set, 619
Compression period, 165,478
Cone
body, 359,550
space, 359, 550

Configuration space, 21T
Conic section, 179
Constraint, 217 ,',
configuration, 219
equation, 219
force, 219
holonomic, 220, 404
modified Tisserand,. 643
nonholonomic,220,405
number of, 35
in Pfaffian form, 220,
rigid body, 641,651. i !i
velocity, 220," , ' ,.
workless, 223 .;':
zero slope, 643, 653;,;, "
zero tip deformation; :643, 655'

Constraint relaxation method, 262, "
464 ~;fj,/

Convolution integral,' 69"
Coordinates, body-fixed, 356
Coordinates, Cartesian~5
constrained, 218
curvilinear, 8 '
cyclic, 300

cylindrical, 17
extrinsic, 5
generalized, 216
ignorable, 300, 303
independent, 218
intrinsic, 8
normal-tangential, 6
number of, 35
polar, 18
rectilinear, 5
right-handed system, 4 .,
spherical, 21

Copernicus, N., 671, 679
Coriolis, G. G., 675, 679
Coriolis acceleration, 19,23,

125
Coriolis force, 136
Coulomb, C. A., 675, 680
Coulomb friction, 29.' ,
Courant, R., 621
Critical angular velocity, 570
Curvilinear coordinates', 8
Cuspidal motion"568
Cycloid, 402
Cylindrical pair, 396

D

D' Alembert, J. L. R., 680 .,
D' Alembert's principle, 246
direct application of,.247,,311 '
Lagrange's form,254",:
rigid bodies, 247, 474,526

Da Vinci, L., 671 --,'
Damped linearized systems,

287
Damped natural frequency, 61
Damping.
coefficient, 59
factor, 59
matrix, 287 .,"
proportional, 297

Datum, 46, 47
Degree of freedom, 34, 218,601
Dependent variable, 231



Derivative
in different reference frame, 121
global, 88
local, 88, 117

Differential-algebraic equations, 261,
313

Dirac delta function, 37
Direction
azimuthal, 21
binormal, 11
normal, 9 ,
polar, 21
radial, 18,21
tangential, 9
transverse, 18

Direction angle, 98
Direction cosine, 98, 343
in terms of Euler parameters, 386

Dissipation function,.286
Distance traversed, 8, 595
Dry friction, 29
Dual spin satellite, 494
Dugas, A., 669
Duhem, P., 669
Dynamic balancing, 444
Dynamic potential, 276

E

Earth
mass of, 176
as a moving reference frame, 133,

582
Eccentricity, 179
Eigenfunction, 617
Eigenvalue, 290, 343,361, 617, 631
repeated, 344

Eigenvector, 290, 343, 361, 631
Ellipse I

apsis, 179
semimajor axis, 179
semiminor axis, 179

Energy
principle of conservation of, 49
total, 49, 453

Energy inner product, 602
Energy of acceleration, 517
Equation of motion, 31
damped systems, 255
differential-algebraic, 261
Euler's, 437
Gibbs-Appell, 518
Kane's, 525
Lagrange's, 255
linearized, 55, 282, 287
in matrix form, 287
rigid body, 431
in state form, 76, 312,447

Equilibrium
critically stable, 55
dynamic, 245
nonnatural systems, 276
small motions about, 279
stable, 54
static, 54, 241
unstable, 55

Escape velocity, 26, 183
Euclid, 670
Euler, L., 26, 360, 673, 680, 687
Euler angles
for aircraft problems, 373,419
angular acceleration, 371
angular velocity, 369
properties of, 419
sequence of, 368, 460

Euler parameters~,381, 463
in terms of direction cosines,

387
Euler's equations, 435, 437
modified, 436, 490

Euler-Bernoulli equation, 610
Euler-Lagrange equation, 255
Expansion, 138,441,575,581
Expansion theorem, 293, 619
Extremum, 687

F
F frame, 372
First integral, 72, 301, 695

INDEX 711

"<'" ~
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.'J'';

G

Galileo, G., 672, 681
Gauss, C.E, 675, 681
Gauss's variational principle, 315
Generalized coordinate, 216

constrained, 218, 261
ignorable, 300
independent, 218

Generalized force, 239, 451.",
in assumed modes method, 630
inertia, 525
for partial velocity, 507, 513

Generalized impulse
for generalized coordinates; 305 .
for generalized speeds, ;539

Generalized inertia force, 525
Generalized'momentum, 300, 459
Generalized speed; 378;,504 '.

constrained;' 504; . " ".
independent, 504, 513
surplus, 504,513

Generalized velocity, 232, i

Generatrix,359 ) ,
Geosynchronous orbit, 182
Gibbs, J.W., 517, 681.'
Gibbs function, 517
Gibbs-Appell equations, 518
Gibbs-Appell function, 517

for a rigid body, 520
Gimbal lock, 394
Ginsberg, J.H., 24
Gradient' operation, 92
Gravitational constant, 3, 28

universal, 28, 173
Guide bars, 397
GyrocoIripass;582: '
Gyropendulum, 377, 438.
Gyroscope;'

balanced, 581
free, 581
integrating, 586
single-axis, 585

Gyroscopic effect, 358
Gyroscopic matrix, 283

;:

i ~ ,

! :

First variation, 696
Flat body, 554
Flight pathangl~, 180'
Force

central, 41, 175
centrifugal, 136
circulatory, 287-
conservative, 44
constraint, 136, 155
Coriolis, 136
definition of, 29
effective, 135
external,<155: '
friction, 30
generalized, 239,508
impulsive, 37, 164,305
inertia, 245,431
internal, '155
nonconservative, 49
normal, 30

Foucault, 675
Foucault's pendulUI11,141,283
Free body diagram, 31, 255
Frenet's:formulas, 13
Frequency

average; 143
beat, 143' ,.
natural, 59, 290
response, 63

Friction ' J

coefficient of, 29
Coulomb, 29
dry, 29
treatment in anaIytical mechanics,

260,444
Function' ); :"

admissible,:612, 627 '-"
comparison, :612,'619, 627
consistent admissible, 627
consistent comparison; 627 .

Functional, 693
Fundamental equations, 527

Gibbs-Appell form, 527
Kane's form, 527

Fundamental function, 518' '
.;.,
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Gyroscopic moment, 434
Gyroscopic motion, 547
Gyroscopic system, 142
Gyroscopic vector, 275
Gyrostat, 494

H

Hamilton, W.R., 249,681
Hamilton's equations, 251
Hamilton's principle

for continuous systems, 604
extended, 251
of varying action, 250

Hamiltonian, 308
Herpolhode, 559
Hessian matrix, 688
Hilbert, D., 621
Hohmann transfer, 185
Holonomic

constraint, 220,405-,
system, 220, 226 f"

Hooke's law, 48,597,599
Hybrid systems, 663
Hyperbolic excess speed, ~84

I

Ignorable coordinates, 300
Impact

elastic, 167
line of, 164,477
particle, 164
plastic, 167
rigid body, 477

Impetus, 671
Impulse, 36
Impulse response, 69
Impulse-mom~ntum theorem

angular, 40, 159,204,449
linear, 36, 157,204,449

Impulsive force, 37
Inclusion principle, 632

INDEX

Inertia ellipsoid, 347, 558
normal to, 559

Inertia matrix, 275, 328
Inertia properties

axisymmetric bodies"344
parallel axis theorem, 336
rotation of coordinates? 337
translation of coordinates; 335,

Inertia torque, 525
Inertial symmetry, 372,~48
Inflection point, 688
Inner product, 602
Instantaneous center zero velocity,

200
Integral of the motion, 72, 301, 695
Internal properties, 329"
International Gravity Formula, 29
Invariable plane, 559

J
Jacobi integral, 301, 309
Joint

ball and socket, 392
Cardan,393
constant velocity, 394.
prismatic, 130, 395
revolute, 130, 391
universal, 393

Jordanus, 670
Jourdain, P.E.B., 678, 682
Jourdain's variational principle, 314
Junkins, J.L., 371

K

Kane's equations, 525
Kepler, 1., 181,671,682
Kepler's laws of planetary motion,

181
Kepler's equation, 189
Kinematic differential equations, 370,

446,505

713
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Kinematics
infinitesimal rotation, 107
joints, 391
plane motion rotation, 195
rigid body,' 355
rolling, 200, 400

Kinetic energy
beams, 59?
linearized form, 281
particles;'43, .162
rigid bodies, 203,451
rotational, 162,452'
torsion, 599,
translational, 162, 453, 597
two body problem, 175

Kronecker delta; 293

L'

Lagrange,J. L., 255, 674, 683
Lagrange multipliers, 260, 464, 689
Lagrange's equations, 255, ~'i
for constrained systems, 260, 464 ~
for quasi-coordinates,' 534,
for rigid bodies, 456
in terms of Euler angles, 462
in terms of Euler parameters,

463
Lagrangian, 251, 303
Line of impact, 164,477
Line of nodes, 190~369, 577
Linear momentum
conservation of, 37
particles, 26, 155
rigid bodies, 422

Linear range, 47
Linearization
damped systems, 287,'
about equilibrium, 2K~"
of free gyroscope, 58};
nonnatural systems, 283
of rolling motion, 576
Taylor series expansion, 55, 278

Longitude of ascending node, 191
Longitude of descending node, 191

M
Mach, E., 669 '
Magnification factor, 64
Mass, 2
Mass flow rate, 172
Matrix
circulatory, 287
identity, 99
inertia, 275, 328'
mass, 275
orthogonal, 343
positive-definite~ 280;290, 328,

688
rotation, 101
stiffness, 280
symmetric, 280, 328, 688
unitary, 99

Meirovitch, L., 108, 298
Mixed descriptions, 24'
Modal analysis, 296, 617 -
Modal coordinates, 296.
Modal equations, 296
Modal force, 296, 620 "
Modal vector, 291 '/ \."i
ModifiedEulerequations~ 436, 490
Modulus of elasticity, 48, 597
Moment equations
arbitrary bodies, 434
about an arbitrary point, 498
axisymmetric bodies, 436, 490
classification, 503

Moment of inertia
area, 330\
area polar, 330
mass, 195,327,423,598,'652
principal, 329, 343 .,'

Momentum
angular, 39, 196,423
generalized, 300, 459'
linear, 26,.36; '196, 422

Momentum wheel, 112 t
Motion
primary, 637
relative to earili, 134
secondary, 637

-- -.- ._..- ..~..--".~~,._----
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Pfaffian form, 220
Phase portrait, 72
Pitch rate, 375
Plane motion, 193
Plane of contact, 400
Plane of symmetry, 328
Poincari, J.H., 677, 684
Poinsot's construction, 557
Poisson, S.D., 165,478,675,

684
Poisson's hypothesis, 165,478
Poisson's ratio, 599
Polhode, 559
Position vector

cylindrical coordinates, 18
rectilinear coordinates, 5
spherical coordinates, 21

Potential energy, 44, 239
beams, 598
elastic, 48, 598, 600
gravitational, 44, 163

~ modified, 276
springs, 46
theorem, 56, 281
torsion, 600

Power, 50, 454
Precession, 369

direct, 553
looping, 567
retrograde, 554
steady, 569, 574
unidirectional, 567

Principal axes, 343, 348
axisymmetric bodies, 343,

348
Principal coordinates, 296
Principal line, 360
Principal plane, 345
Principia, 26
Principle of least action, 251
Principle of virtual work, 243
Product of inertia

area, 598
mass, 327

Ptolemy, c., 684
Pure rotation, 356

Orbit
circular, 179
elliptic, 179
hyperbolic, 183
parabolic, 183

Orbital inclination, 190
Orbital parameters, 187
Orthogonality, 293, 631
Orthonormality, 293
Osculating plane, 11

Natural frequency, 59, 290
Natural mode, 291
Newton, I., 26, 166, 478, 673,

683
law of gravitation of, 28
laws of, 27, 434
Newton-Euler formulation,

432
Node, 619
Nonholonomic,109

angular velocity as, 109
constraint, 220
system, 223

North polar axis, 189
Nutation, 369

o

p

N

Parallel axis theorem, 197,336
Partial velocity, 506

matrix, 506
Particle, definition of, 26
Particle assumption, 26
Passarello- Huston equations,

533
Path variables, 8
Pericenter, 179
Perigee, 180

. Perturbation, 138,441,575
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Q
Quasi-coordinate, 505
variation of, 508

Quasi-velocity, 378, 505
constrroned, 378, 505

R

Radian, 1.
Radius of curvature, 9, 400, 593
Radius of gyration, 197,332
Rayleigh's dissipation function,

286
Reference frame
for axisymmetric bodies, 372
body-fixed, 356
fixed, 88
fixed to earth, 133
inertial, 26
moving, 88
relative, 133, 630

Relative acceleration, 125
Relative velocity, 124
Resonance, 64
Response
damped systems, 61, 298
free, 58, 298
general, 68
. to harmonic excitation, 65
in phase, 65
out of phase,. 65

Restitution period, 166,478
Resultant, 196, 429
,Rigid body
assumption, 323,591
equations of motion, 431
kinematics, 355

Rigid body mode, 291, 624
Rivello, R.M., 601
Rodriques parameters, 415
Roll rate, 375
Rolling
of inertia ellipsoid, 559
kinematics, 400

with slip, 200, 401
without slip, 201, 401, 573

Rotating shaft, 659
Rotation, 102
of earth, 133
finite, 103
about a fixed axis, 356, 443
about a fixed point, 358, 563
infinitesimal, 107
about principal line, 360

Rotation sequence, 107
Routh, E.J., 684
Routhian, 303

s
Saddle point, 689
Sampling period, 75
Semilatus rectum, 179
Semimajor axis, 179
Semiminor axis, 179
Separatrix, 72, 561
Servomotor, 440
Shadow frame, 637
Shear forc~ 593
Shear modulus, 599
Shortening of projection, 595
Sleeping top, 571
Slender body, 553
Slider, 395
.Sliding in rolling, 577
Smith, c., 650
Space-fixed rotation, 100
Spherical pair, 392
Spherical pendulum, 23
Spin, 369
Spin slip in rolling, 577
Spring
axial, 46
linear range, 47
softening, 47
stiffening, 47
torsional, 47

Spring constant, 46
S1.Venant's hypothesis, 599
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Variable mass, 170
Variation of latitude, 552
Variation of quasi-coordinates,

508
Variational notation, 230,

696
Vector
algebraic, 91
column, 91
geometric, 91
gyroscopic, 275
spatial, 91

Vehicle dynamics, 224
Velocity
base, 124
partial, 379,459,506
relative, 124
transport, 125

Vernal equinox, 189
Vertex, 563

"t:!
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u
Unit step function, 69
Unit vector, 4
cylindrical coordinates, 18
rectilinear coordinates, 4

Units
SI,2
~U.S.Customary, 2

v

Torsion of curve, 12
Torsional stiffness, 600
Tracking frame, 637
Transfer orbit, 185
Transmissibility, 67
Transport theorem, 117, 121
Trial function, 628
Truesdell, C.T., 432, 669
Turner, J., 371
Twisting moment, 593
Two body problem, 173

Tadikonda, S.S.K., 654
Taylor series expansion, 55,

279
Time of pericenter passage, 189
Torque-free motion, 548, 556

T

Stability
asymptotic, 55
critical, 55
free motion, 441, 562
neutral, 55
theorem, 56, 281

State form, 76, 308, 312
Stationary value
of constrained systems, 690
of a definite integral, 693
of a function, 688

Steady motion, 574
Steady precession, 574, 582,

584
Stiffness
axial, 598
bending, 598
torsional, 600

Stiffness coefficients, 280
Strain
axial, 48
shear, 599

Stress
axial, 48
shear, 599

Sturm-Liouville problem, 697
Sylvester's criterion, 328, 688
Synchronous motion, 289
System
conservative, 56
holonomic, 220, 226
natural, 275
nonnatural, 275
rheonomic, 220
scleronomic, 220
undamped, 59
underdamped, 61

~

;j
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Virtual displacements, 230, 699
analytical approach, 232
kinematical approach, 232

Virtual work, 233
constraint force, 233
independent quasi-velocities, 512

w

Work
done by a conservative force, 48
done by a constraint force, 223
done by a nonconservative force, 49
incremental, 43
virtual, 230, 233,457

Work-energy theorem, 43, 163,455

y
Warping.function, 598
Weighted residual, 628
Whirling, 662
Wobbling motion, 552

Yaw rate, 375
Yu, L., 654
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